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A Stop-Gap Solution
cas with great regret that ve had to announce
last week that the negotiations between the Postmaster-General and the British Broadcasting Company liad broken dowt and that in the meaivhile the
P.M.G. vas to re-issue Experimental Licences on, as
he stated. "a wholesale scalè."
\ strong Committee, the names of which appear
elsewhere, is considering the whole question, an it
is to be hoped t-hat they will conie to a speedy decision.
The different parties have agreed as follows
i. That a Constructor's Licence should be issued
and that a portion of the fee should be paid
to the Broadcasting Company.
2. That constructors' licences should be obtain-

never force any manufacturer into,
we reach a deadlock.

T

ómbine

The B.B.C. Stamp
The cjuestion of

So

-

B.B.C. stamp ön. component parts is one which has been considered by
the Radio Society of Great Britain. 1hey have
definitely rejected the :proposal that parts should be
stamped B.B.C.
The geñeral Press have also
condemned the proposition. \\ e ourselves fear that
if such a regulation were carried through, licenceholders would not buy B.B.C. components if they

:-

the

wistlea to buy others.
The poliêy of the B.B.C. seems to be two-fold.
In the first place they desire to make the transmission of broadcasting a practical paying proposition;.
an-d secondly, they desire' to benéfit .their niembers in
-their private capacities as manufacturers.
These
two policies are sometimes antagonist-ic, and whereas
the Company might be satisfied regarding its own:
financial position b,1 a certain proportion of 'the
licence fees, its individual members ould not be so
happy.
The B.B.C. have agreed to the licence fee being
ios., subject to parts being marked "B.B.C."; at
the same time, they say that the B.B.C.. stamp
will not increase the price of components and will not
bring in any revenue to them.
Obviously, then, the B.B.C. are not sticking c'ut
for the B.B.C. stamp on components for the purpose of financing broadcasting, but to benefit the
individual member in their capacities as manufacturers. 'Ihis, of course, is why the general Press
have made such à fuss about 'monopolies" The
gene-al public considers that the providers of broadcasting should have no other thought than the
financing of the scheme. They consider the revenue
should corne from ficence fees.
The opposite vie\, apparently taken b' the B.B.C.,
is that he Li.13.C. ioniponent stamp would compensate the members of the B.B.C. for any loss due
to a deficiency in the revenue from licences. If,
however, the B.B.C. made a loss on a year's working it would not be of much comfort either to themselves or the public to know that individuai members.
had benefited.
It seen-is to us that the B.B.C., as a company,
devoted to the provision of entertainment, must stand
on its own legs and derie a generous revenue and
give generous programmes. Their proposition to
abandon the B.B.C. stamp on components but to
obtain an adequate proportion of the licence revenue
is eminently sound.
\\'hether an adequate sum would result to them
on a. Li or a ¡os. licence fee is a financial matter
hiçh will hae to be. left to the new Committee.

'able by all and sundry.

position as it stands is n impossible
i he Ifpresent
the P.1\I.G. issues .the Experimental Licence

one.
in an indiscriminate manner, he

will obviously be
breach of faith with the B.B.C. If, on
the other hand, these experimental licences are not
issued on a wholesale scale, as promised, the intense
indignation which has been aroused all over the
country will increase.We have already vrned those concerned in this
matter that it is possible to hang out too long. From
the B.B.C. point of view, it would have been far
better if the Constructor's Licence had been.conceded
long ago. If this- liad been done, the Press and the
general public would not have created the same dis\lanv sections öf the Press have com
turbance.
pared the B.B.C. to the dog which, carrying a bone.
saw its reflection in the vater and in endeavouring
to seize the imaginary bone lost the real one and also
received a ducid ng.
Much of the criticism of the British Broadcasting
Company lias been grossly unfair, but the one outstanding fact which remains is -that the home constructor is not only backed by the Post Office, but
also by every single newspaper in the country.
.\fter ail, it is not possible to withhold a right of
\Ve ai-e only
this kind for an indefinite period.
sorry that this matter was not decided earlier. The
B.B.C. would ha'e been in a ver much stronger
position than they are now, and incidentally far more
popo lar.
The British Broadcasting Company is agreeable ro
the Experimental Licence, but specifies that the fee
whereas the P.M.G. states that lie will
should be
not charge more than ios. The British Broadcasting Company reply to this b' saying that they are
agreeable to the ¡os. licence fee providing that all
In other
component parts are marked B.B.C.
vorcÌs, manufacturers of component parts must he
members of the British Broadcasting Company.
The P.M.G. replies to this by saying that he will
committing

a
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SOME UNUSUAL METHODS OF RECEIVING
CQNTINUOUS WAVES
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnsLP., Member ¡.R.E.
The foilowint anide deals willi some novel methods of receivin cnIjnaous
By

Usual Methods

method of receiing continuous wa'e signals is to tise the selfheterodyne circuit in which a single
valve is used both as a detector and also as a
local osciltator fur. producing continuous
itli the incoming
oscillations which bear
conti uous wave signal s.
The alternai i ve
method is io use a separate local oscillator unconnected with the receiving circuit, but
coupled close to it so that continuous oscillations are iduced into the main circuit so as
to produce beats which are subsequently
T11E

-

usual

wave

sina1s.

In order to enable continuous wave signais
to be received, I arrange a valve V2 vhidh
generates the local continuous oscillations
having a frequency slightly diffçrent from that
of the incoming signals. The adjustment of
the frequenc' of the local oscillations is
effected by means of the condenser C3. To
the inductance L3 is coupled an aperiodic inductance L2 con nectedatross the grid Gi and
the filament. The coupling between L2 and
L3 is preferably variable.
-

_reified.
-

Some New Arrangements
The circuits about to he described present
certain advantages over the more usual
arrangements, one of these advantages being
that there is no radiation from the aerial w lien
receiving continuous wave; at least the
radiation, if it exists at all, is exceedingly
small.
i'he circuits and the principles involved are
described in the writer's British Patent
192429 of August 8th,
1921.
Certain of the circuits haie been déscribed
elsewhere comparatively recently, and it
would seem that work on somewhat similar
lines has been carried Out fl France with
exceedingly good results, but, as stated above,
the British Patent has been issued to the
writer
Fig. i shows a method of recei ing continuous waves which involves the use of a
three-electrode valve acting simultaneously
as a detector and modulator. It will be seen

i
.Fi. 1.-One

of the new methods of receiin
conlinuous waves.

It is not proposed to discuss here the actual
technical reasons for the effective working of
a circuit of this kind, as the explanation of
its action is to a certain extent a controversial matter.
The Converse Arrangement

Fig. 2 shows what might really be considered the converse of Fig. r. We hase a
valve V2 oscillating continuously- of ils o n
accord.
cross the grid circuit L3 C3 we
haie the anode Ai and filament Fi of the
valve Vi. The incoming signals flo ing in Li
Ci are applied across the grid Gi and Fi of
the first valve, and it would appear that this
valve acts as a modulator of the continuous
oscillations set up by the valve V2, the degree
of absorption by the valve Vt varying as the
high-frequency potentials affect Gi. The
:modulated currents in.L3 C3 are detectedby
the valve V2, a leaky grid condenser C4 being
proi'ided 1n the grid. circuit of V2, In the
anode circuit of this valve we have the telephones T, shunted by the usual by-path con-

that the circuit Li Ci is connected across
i and filament Fi of the valve
the anode
Vi, the telephones T shunted by the by-path
condenser C2 being ¿onnected in this anode
A potentiometer resistance R3 of,
circuit.
say, 300 ohms is connected across the filament accumulator Br. The pòtentionleter is
not an essential feature, as the-right-hand side
of C2 might be connected directly to- the
negative terminal of Bi. Such a circuit, as
it stands, would act as a .deetor of spàrk
signals, the rectifkation efficiency equalling
thai of a Fleming valvè .or crysaI detector.
-
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denser C2. The w hole circuit xviII be found
to gie good results, and of the three given
here it is to be preferred.
The tuning of L3 C3 is chiefly affected by
the variable condenser C3 which is so adjusted that the frequency generated by the
valve V2 is slightly different from that of the
incoming signals. The usual C.\V. beat note
is heard in the telephone receiers.
The Third Circuit
In Fig. 3 we have a somewhat diiTerent
arrangement, the telephones this time being
connected in the anode circuit of the first
valve, no high-tension battery, however, being
included in this anode circuit. The second
valve V2, however, acts as a generator of continuous oscillations having a frequency
slightly differert fròm that of the incoming
waves, and is, therefore, proicled with a higii
tension
battery B2, \vhich, however, need noi
--

t1

1923

2,

4-..

I.,

JJ11c.,ÖLa

4T.4
-.

..

-

B1

Fz. 3.-noTher

CW.

receiver.

-

he 6f a 'erv high value. A leaky grid condenser C3 nia he tried in the grid circuit «f
thC first valve. It .wi11be seen that the IeIeohoîies T shited by he conlnser C
ncludd, :i11iIki
ircuit
first valve,- but also
the grid circuit of the
second valve.--

-

tian

ii

-

-

'JLtjì4L

-:
Conéltision
These different continuous wave circuits
are well worth trying out from- the experimental point of- view, and there -'ill no doubt
be a number of readers who will care to carry
out some experiments onthee 1iie. 1n the
case of such readers I would suggeM that
-

-

T
-

-

-

-

l'ig.
-

r
F/k.

2.An

circuitS.

inerestin ci,cu1 for Ó.W.receplion.

..

,cv...

......s

: .* . .....
..

2 be tried first.
\Ve w ill be intèrested td have ari accoûnt of
any - experiments carriec out with these
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ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOK ON WIRELESS VACUUM TUBES
4th Edition (Enlarged).
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
lOs. Post Free from the Radio Press, Ltd.

:

An indispensable textbook f6i all serious students and experimenters. The
popularity of this book is not confined to this country; it has been accepted
as a standard in other countries and is being translated into several foreign
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languages.
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A TRANSATLANTIC EXPERIMENTAL
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Carier sealed ai his apparalas.

CARTER, operator of Station
8YD of the Shaw High School, at
East Cleveland, Ohio, has been notilied by the American Radio Relay League.
that his station has been heard by stations in
England and France du4ng the recent transatlantic tests. The message did not state at
what point 8YD was heard, but stated that
the station vas heard three times. Mr. Carter
and his apparatus are shown in the above
photograph.
This station is one of the most efficient
amateur stations in the country. The aerial
is of the T type, using four vires, and is
erected on towers surmounting the high school
building. The wires are supported on i6ft.
spreaders, and the flat top of the aerial is
about Io5ft. above the ground. A counter-

poise of five wires i 1lsd in place of an earth.
The station uses three 50 watt Westinghouse
power valves for transmitting.
The station is' highly directional in its
transmitting qualities, and Mr. Carter has
145 letters from Pacific Coast points, ranging
from Vancouver to the Canal Zone, acknowledging receipt of signals.
The greatest distance that has been reportr.d
to Mr. Carter is 5,600 miles, when operator
Morrison, of the S.S. China, picIed up the
station 360 miles west of honolulu.. Mr.
Morrison stated that the signals
ere
QSA and good for another i,000 miles.
The station has been heard in Cuba and
Porto Rico. Considering the low \\attage
of the output, this station has done remarkal)ly good work.

C
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A Crystal Detector Using a Two-slider Inductance.

t,
..,,

(

-

c

T
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

L:

T:

An inductance coil fitted with
two sliders S and S..
A fixed condenser of about
0.002 F. (microfarad).
A pair of high resistauce tele-

D

A

C:

phone receivers.
crystal detector.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
Inductance colis fitted with two
sliders are commonly used, and the
above circuit shows how the Inductance
and other components may be Connected together.
The advantages usually Claimed for
this arrangement are
i. Greater selectivity.
2. Greater signal strength.
It is very doubtful whether the
claims made for this arrangement can
be substantiated in many cases. Considerabie additional trouble is involved
in constructing a variable inductance
with two siiders, and the writer of
these flotes is much more in favour 01
:

loose-coupled arrangement similar
to that which will be shown In next
week's issue.
a

VALUE OF COMPONENTS.
The value of the telephone condenser
may be about 0.002 5F., and particulars
of this condenser have been given In
previous issues. The telephones T
should be of high resistance, preferably flot less than 1,000 ohms. The
detector D may be of any of the usual
kinds.
The inductance L may be a cardboard
tube 3in. diameter wound for 6m.
with No. 24 gauge enamelled wire.
This will suffice for broadcast and
ship station wavelengths. For receiving up to 3,000 to 4,000 metres the
inductance Coil may consist of a cardboard tube 4m, in diameter wound for
9m, with No. 24 gauge enamelled
copper wire.
NOTES ON OPERATION.
The hest way of adjusting one of
these Circuits is to move the two sliders

starting from the aerial end of the coil
towards the other end until the signals
are heard to the best advantage. The
tuo sliders Should rest on somewhere
near the same turn.
The next step Is to move the slider S2
up and down the coil until the loudest

signals are obtained or until interference is lessened. A final readjustment of the slider SL may now b
made, and then another slight readjustment of S2. When receiving long
wavelengths this circuit is no better
than the ordinary circuit having an
Inductance with a single slider.
POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS.
The telephone condenser C in many
cases may be omitted without alterIng
the signal strength.
METHOD OF CONNECTING UP.
The lower illustration shows how
the different component parts may be
wired up, the different letters corresponding to the letters on the circuit at
the top.

g

i
-
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LOUD-SPEAKING AND POWERAMPLIFICATION
By H. DEWHURST,

D.I.C.

A.R.C.S.L

An interesting contribution dealing with correct anode and grid
voltages 1v/len using "R" valves for poner amplification.

MNY experimenters, in their search for
efficiency when endeavouring to increase the intensity of output of their
loud-speaking apparatus, find that the addilion of an extra valve does not give thè sanie.
degree of amplification as do the previous
valves already in Circuit Not only is this so,
hut as often as not the final result is worse
than the first; for the chances are that distortion has audibly

-

-

The
increased.
above remarks, of
Course, only apply
t o t h o s e experimenters who adopt
a haphazard method
ork;
of going to
,either through impatience a n d a n
anxiety to " get on
with it,'' or lack of
the necessary knowledge to anticipate
certain results from
theoretical considerations before finally
pptting them to the
test of practice. lt
is true; of course,
-that the haphazard
experimenter often
obtains excellent resuits; but the: value
of such results is
'éphemeral, leading,
as a rule, to no ac-

-

be studied

f rom the viewpoint of the large
current necessary to operate the loudspeaker, rememberiîg always that the absence
of. distortion is quite as important as ally
addition of strength in the final low frequency
currents. It is as vell to mention here that
loud-speakers,- especially of the diaphragm
type, hwe a definite maximum output, any
attempt to increase which results in rattling
the mechanism. 1f,
0
therefore, the room

1mal

9

ANODE 60V/

,c
/ /
/ j

5v1

P/i

8

// /I//

-

6

P/h4-5V

ANODL 60V

4

Ffl

4V
-

3

A

ANODE 60v
F/I 3-5V

from an

-

6

6

4

0

2

2

0

of knowledge;' and as to
Fzg. 1.-Showing effc!
i
-the desirable practical results obtained, it 'is. only' too often
found that they cannot be repeated when most
'desired. It is the- intention here to indicate
what method of procedure, of both a theo-retical and practical nature, 'is most likely to
cession

GR/O POT/WT/A

i

12
-

/

or hail to he filled.
witl sound be of
large dimensions, it
will be necessary to
resort to a "battery " of loudspeakers, each of
which vil1 be dehivering a proportion
of the total output
fròm the amplifier
so as to be working
well within its own
capacity.
Two sets of characteristic curves are
illustrated in this
article, b o t h o f
hich
were
obtamed by the writer

16

/8

10 ZZ 24

VOLT5

"R''

valve in his possession. similar curves
can easily be obtamed by any ex-

perimentr wh

has,

or can borrow, a
niilliammeter and a
set of dry cells giving an E.M.F. of i volts
each. By an inspection of these curves it is a
simple matter .to predict what will happen
under certain conditions and to pick and
choose one's operating-point to fulfil what is.
required.
If, for example, the experimenter finds that the addition of an
extra low frequency valve results in little
or no further aniplification, it is pos-

of increasing flamen! voilage.
'

-

lead to success.
As valves are the medium of any amplification obtained, it is obvious that the
characteristics of the valves being used must
.

-
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sible that the cutrent necessary to gi\e the
equired intensity in the loud-speaker is
beyond the capacity of the last valve to deliver
-in fact, that the applied alteiznating.E.M.F.
overlaps the Saturation point of the anode
current in the last va1 e. Steps would therefore have to be taken to change the char.cteristic and also the operating-point of this
valve. The following paragraphs give an
insight into the various methods of doing
this.
Supposing we
curves in Fig. i.
lating to the " R
voltage of which
ivhich the voltage
first 35, then 4,
The effect of
raising t h e
filament ternperature
s
vel1
demonstrated. Firstk, it should
1e noted that
the heights of
the curves are

/
/
I

substan-

tially

.

-

.

.

ment voltages are virtually displaced to the
right, whiçh displacement, as we have seen,
the
moved
c
a
lower
bend
from -2 to
ANODE 45V A
/ ANODE/Jo
+2.
In the
ANOS
ANODE 60v
same way the
straight parts
have
also
shifted to the
.

/

right;

/
.

.
.

in-

and
t h at slopesslightly
are
steeper. Secondly, it will
be
observed

8

I

.

creased

/
/
/
/

I

this straight
part, our operating -point

/

.

/

ES/rS

J
7.

j
¡

if

we are going
to operate on

/5

/
/

and

therefore

/
/

IJ23

by 3.5 milliamperes and then decrease it by
a similar amount, according as the applied
voltages are respectively positive and negati\'e. In this case, therefore, a curve must be
selected the straight part of which, when projected on to the anode ordinate, will exceèd
\Ve can therefore choose the
7 milliamperes.
right filament voltage to do this by an inspection of the curves. It should be remarked
here that although the increased steepness of
the curves at higher voltages implies an increased amplification, the gain is ery slight.
It vill be observed, too, that although all four
curves are similar in position and shape (the
heights alone differing), those at higher fila-

study for a moment the
Four curves are shown re" valve, the applied anode
is 6o in each case, but in
applied tO the filament was
45 and 5 in succession.

i

2,

6V

must

7

.

.

.

¡

.

-

..

.

t::
-

be

moved- in the
sarne
direction. As vill
be seen; hQ\v-

that, whereas
i
the -point
of maximum ______/"
ever, this will
2220'o 6
'.'o 664 ¿02468 1O/2'4/6,8'02'2426
curvature iii
involve estal)+
VOLTS
0 POTENr/A
curve A ocsh i ng a
Fig. 2.-Shoving effect of raising anode voltage.
curs at about
Ja rge
gri d
-2 volts (Qn
the grid), in the curve D it would be taken to he
which, as is well known, vil have the sanie
effect as introducing another bend in the
at about +2. The importance of these three
characteristic just at the place hère a perfacts vill be found in the following considerations. A theans of lengthening or increasing
fectly straight part vas required in order to
give distortionless amplificatiön.
the heights of the characteristics enables us
It is
to choose a filanient voltage such that ve can
obvious, then, that the operating-point on
obtain a sufficient length Of the straight part
whatever curve is chosen should, for prefróm, which to drav the maximum current
ference, correspond to some negative grid
that the loud-speaker will take withoul overpotential,. as otherwise we cannot avoid the
loading it mechanism. Thûs, su5pose the
establishment of grid currents, and therefore
maximum current that the loud-speaker can
of consequent distortion.
dejil. with efficiently. to be. 7 milliamperes.
Keeping this necessity inmind,examine now
This *otild imply that tie alternating,
the curve given in Fig. 2. .Here the effect is
the grid of the last valve
E:M..F.s ápplied t
shown -of increasing the ande potential whilst
the filament voltage is maintained at 6 (by
would fitst increase the steady anode current
-

I

i

current,

1

r
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choosing a high filament voltage we make
sure of keeping clear of any saturation point
which would affect the curvature of the lower
part of the curves). Here, obviously, the
effect of increased anode voltage is to move
the curves bodily to the right, at the same
time slightly increasing the slopes. lt will
be noticed, incidentally, that an increase of
voltage on either the filament or the anode
results in a slightly enhanced amplification
(owing to the increased slope), thus perhaps
accounting for the great temptation to increase
bolli on one's set regardless of any possible
change in the operating-point. Returning lo
Fig. 2, as it is our intention to choose a
straight part of 7 milliamperes in length
(produced on to the anode current ordinate),
and which at the same time is wholly on the
negative side of the vertical, curve F is the
only one t hat meets the requirements, for all
the others are wholly or in. part on the positive side, thus setting up grid currents.
Curve F corresponds to an anode voltage of
270. If, therefore, it was our intention to use
an '' R '' valve for the purpose in view, it
would be necessary to apply a steady grid
voltage of about -12 to ensure that the
operating-point was on the niicidle of hie

Wéelily

of the curve. For this purpose grid cells are àdmirably adapted. One
would insert, in this case, à battery of eight
dry cells between the secondary of the intervalve transformer and the filament lead, which
is connected to the negative of the " high
tension" battery, the negative end of the grid
cells being, of course, joined tothe trans-

-

former.
These " grid cells '' are the key to the
secret of obtaining a measure of " poweramplification '' from one's set withòut the
necessity of l)ilrCllasing special valves for the
purpose. '1 liese methods can and should be
applied to any valves which are beine used
for power-amplification or any other purpose,
as it should ho the object of all true experimenters to strie always for the most efficient
results. 1f one is deliberately setting out to
make a power-ampliaer one can, of course,
use the special alves on the market sold for
this purpose. These valves are specially made
to stand up to the increased anode voltage
(usually from ioo to 300), but here again the
characteristic curves should 13e consulted in
order to determine what is the correct arid
voltage io apply. The latter might easilj. be
as much as -30 volts.

¡

G

I

-

-

Lord Cur:on broadcasling

o speech from his house in CaUon House Terrace.
Lord Cur:on speaking into lue microphone.
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Questions &Answers
on the Valve
A

COMPLETE, COURSE 'ON THERMIONIC VALVES
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F,Inst.P., Member I.R.E. Author of
Ther,nionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony,' "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply Expia mcd," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.

':PARTIV
-

What is

a

rom

..oniinuea

c

-

No. 3, page

13.)

C

Three-Electrode Valve

THREE-ELECTRODE valve

is

de-

a

-

velopment of ihn original Fleming valve
containing a tulaineiit and plate. In
I)r. Lee de Forest, an American investigator,
produced what is probably the greatest w'ire!es
invention of the entur. He found that by inerting a grid between the filament and the plate,
it was possible to obtain very much stronger
signals than with a two-electrode valve. Since
that date many scientific workers have developed
hich to
both the, valve itself and circuits in
use it.
The essential parts of a three-electrode arc
There is a ii lament F, which
shown in Fig.
is shown as a ioop " tìlament, a grid G, shown
as a rectangular piece of \vire gauze, and a
metal plate A, which acts as the anode of the
valve. In nearly all cases the grid is placed

.

-

'

io

-

_____\

--

-'

A

-

IÍ7

j

b'zg.

2.-ConcenLric arraigement of valvt
electrodes.

between the filaittetit and the anode, although the
shapes of these electrodes vary considerabv.
is
Although the arrangement shown in Fig.
similar to that originally used, vet the modern
tendency is to use cylindrical anodes, cylindrical
grids, and straight filaments. Fig 2 shows the
arraneiììent of a ifiament F, grid G, and
cylindrical anode A. The wires, Wi, W2, W3,
and \V4 arc for making connection with the
different electrodes, and these \vires are fre-

How is a ThreeElectrode Valve Represented ij

Circuit Diagrams?

t

quently used to support the electrodes inside
glass bulb, not shown.

-

Fig. 3 shows how a valve is frequently represented in wireless diagrams. The actual method
of representation varies slightly according to the
ideas of different writers or in different countries.
In nearly all cases
have the grid shown as a
dotted line or as a zigzag line placed between the
filament and the anode.

a

G

flL1
Fig. 1.-SI,owin

'ig. 3.-Diagrainniatic representation of a

vahe electrodes.

3-electrode valve.

2ó8
RS

.
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salve are arranged inside the- bulb. It will be
seen that all the electrodes are supported by their
own conducting vires, which are made sufficiently stiff for that purpose.
It will be seeu
that the electrodes are mounted on a glass
funnel or stem (these being the technical terms
used by valve manufacturers). The " stem " is
a piece of glass tubiiig
hich has been opened
out at one end into the shape of a funnel and

iWekelfron
-

-

-

Fig. 4.-The
-

.

electrodes
assembled
the stem.
on

Seem

ph

f

-

.

flattened at the other end to form what is known
as the " pinch." Before the glass tube which
forms the stem is pinched at the top, the
supports with their leading-in vires are
slipped through the top end of the glass tube,
which has been made red hot in a Bunsen llame.
The end of the tube is then squeezed with a pair
of tongs, and the ends ol the supports are
thereby fused into the glass.
It
ill be seen that in every vahe there is
a little bit of platinum bct een each leading-in
wire and the support. Platinum is used because
it fuses very well into the glass, air from the outside being thereby prevented from penetrating
into the interior of the valve.

F,

What is a "Hard Valve"?
hard valve is one in which the vacuum is
Many precautions are taken when
pumping the air out of the valve to see that as
little as possible remains inside the -bulb. To.
ensure this, the nieta! parts inside the bulb,
which contain air in their '' pores " as it \vere,
are heated by special methods so that they give
up any " occluded " gas. " Occluded " is the
terni used to describe the absorption of gases by
nieta! A hard valve is therefore one which contains a minimum of gas.
A

very high.

Bulb

What is a "Soft Valve"?
A soft valve is one which contains a relatively
large cuantity of residual gas, i.e., gas which has
A soft
been left in the bulb after pumping.
valve is not pumped as thoroughly as a hard
valve. Soft valves are useful as detectors, but
are not good amplifiers.
-

l'il

Explain How the Electrodes are Arranged Inside a
Valve.
Fig. 4 shows how the cylindrical anode, Spira!
grid, and straight filament of the present-day

Fig.

6.-The

9endFd,qe

funnel fused in place.

Another point to notice is that the top end of
the lilament is supported by a special spring,
usually made of nickel-iron. This spring is to
act partly as a shock absorber for the filament,
but principally to take up any slack in the filament when the latter expands on heating.
5.-The
ready

far

How Are the Electrodes Inserted in the Bulb?
\Vhen manufacturing a valve, the e!ectrodes
are fist mounted on a stem, as shown in Fig. 4.
The bulb is now obtiined and has he general
shape shvn in Fig. . Through the neck is
pushed the top end of the assembled electrodes
of Fig. 4. The valve now. has thé appen anca
hich shows the funnel fused to the
of Fig. 6,
carried out
neck f the bulb this process being
blow pipe.
At the top of the
by means of
.
valve there is a pip P, to which ¡s fused u glass

tizib

!h

fn;mnel.

b

J

_

:

Bulb

tube which goes to the. pump.
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Does Blackening of the Bulb Indicate the Quality
of

the Valve?

-

Grid

-

Many beginners imagine

tiat

2, 1923

because the in-

side of a valve is black the results obtainable
Used and burnt-out electric
may not be good.
lamps are often slightly black, and the beginner

i

-

F1wnc,zt

sometimes wonders whether the blackness of his
wireless valves is a sign of age. This, however,
is not the case. The blackening on the inside
of a bulb is, if anything, a good sign, as 't
shows that the valve has been properly exhausted.
\Vhen plmping the air dut of a valve, it is customary to improve the vacuum by çiriving oIT tile
occluded gas by heating the electrodes.
The cylindrical anode is heated by bombarding
it 'ith electrons shot off from the filament,
which is rendered incandescent by passing a
current through it. This " bombardment " of
the anode is obtained by connecting a source of
high voltage across the anode and filament, the
The
anode potential being made positive.
ith
electrons may be made to strike the anode
such enormous velocity that the anode is made
ted-hot, much in the same way as a metal target
may be rendered hot by tue repeated impact
Owing to the heat which the anode
f bullets.
attains, some of the impurities in the metal are

LA7w(Je

Fi. 8.-Arrangement

of pins.

from the other two to opposite ends of the filament. The object of having a cap is that valves
ma be readily and conveniently connected in
circuit or replaced in any apparatus. The pins
on the vave cap fit into a socket; also, to make
the connections easily, an ordinary electric lamp
lits into a lamp socket.

How is the Valve Cap Fitted to a Bulb?
Fig. 7 shows a valve cap. It is composed of
brass and
moulded insulating- composition
similar to ebonite
A disc of this composition
is secured to a brass cylinder; through the disc
pass four pins, which are arranged in a special
manner. A bottoni view -of these pins is givea
in Fig. 8.
lt vill be seen that they are
arranged in the shape of a kite and they fit into
a holder made o
ebonite, having four brass
tubes, also arraned in the manner of Fig. 8.
The special arrangement of the pins and sockets
prevents the valves being put into the hokler the
wrong way round. An error in fitting the vale
into its holder might easily lead to a burnt-out
.

B,'as

Moulded
insulatii
later/ad

-

valve.

.

Fie. 7.-TIie valve cap.
driven off, and these often, go lo the inside.of
the glass bulb making it slightly black. Vahes
which have been very highly exhausted are
usually blacker than those of poorer vacuum.
Hence a biack valve usually means a hard alvc.

Of What Metals are the Electrodes in a Vaiv
Made?
The cylindrical anode is usually made of
nickel.
The grid is usually made of ni&vbdenum vire, molybdenum being one of lJi rarer
metals and one which will stand a high leniperature without melting. The filament is, in
practically all cases, made of tungsten vire.
The spring supporting the filament is usually
made of nickel-iron \vire,
hich has been passed
through a roller lo flatten it and increase its
springiness. The different supporting \\ires are
usually made of nickel. The leading-in wires

Different leading-in wires are. connected and
soldered to their respective pins in the valve
cap, and the latter is then fitted to the bulb and
cemented to it, the cement somewhat resembling
plaster of Paris.
The valve is now complete, Fig.
showing
how the valve fits into, its cap.

9.-The valve
complefed and filled
into cap, ready for
Fie.

USC.

are 01 copper.

What is the Purpose of. the Fourpìn Arrangement at the Bottom of the Valve?
This is known as the " valve cap." The four
pins are connected to the different electrodes
inside the valve. A vire from one of the pins
goes to the anode, from another to the grid, and

rio

e
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Piracy.

THERE is

Atmosoherics.
The atmospheric season is upon us. I have
had some already; so, no doubt, have you.
Luckily, we are not quite so badly treated by
them as our cousins in the States, who have a
hotbed of them at their very door. Investigations
are reported to show that those atmospherics
which
orry Americans originate chiefly in a
certain area in Florida, which provides a neverfailing. supply during the warmer months.
Conditions are frequently so bad over thêre that
listening-in becomes impossible for considerable
periods. Our own particular brand of scrapings
and tearings is manufactured, it seems, largely
in Northern Africa. Thunderstorms at home, of
course, supply their quota, and any sudden
change in the barometer which leads to the rapid
rising or falling of charged clouds or air strata
will do its bit towards deafening us. The worst
of it is that atmospherics are at their height at
night time, when conditions otherwise are most
favourable to reception. Hundreds of attempts
have been made to devise some means of counteracting their effects; and though some of them
are moderately effective, none can be called complete success. If you want to make a large
fortune, all that you have to do s to invent a way
of tuning them out entirely. The trouble is that
their oscillations set our aerials vibrating at their
own natural frequency by sheer shock effect.

talk at the moment
about the amount of wirekess piracy that
is going on. Lord Gainsford, chairman
of the British Broadcasting Company, recently
estimated that those who were using sets without
authority of any kind to do so considerably outa good deal of

numbered the holders of licences. How he arrived at his figures I don't know, but presumably he had some data upon which to base them.
In any case, there can be no doubt that these
buccaneers of the ether do.exist in large numbers,
which is an undesirable position from every 1)Oiflt
of view, save, perhaps, that of the buccaneers
themselves. I believe that matters would be
greatly improved if lists of wireless licenceholders were displayed in post offices. This is
already done inhe case of those who take out
gun, game, and certain other kinds of licence,
so there should be no great difficulty about it.
No one whose name was not on the list would
have the effrontery to decorate his back garden
with an aerial for all the world to behold; and
if he flere so confirmed a pirate as to adopt a
Frame rather than payS for his entertainment, the
Cost of the extra vales needed would much
exceed that of a licence.

Wireless Clubs.
But even if, for some reason discovered by
the fertile brains of those that govern us, it were
found impracticable thus publicly to sort out
wireless folk into Virtuous Persons (like you and
me) and Bad flats (such as that fellow Jones
over the road), is there any reason why the
information should not be given to the secretaries
of local wireless clubs? Many clubs have already
done good work by purging the ether in their
neighbourhood from the catçlls of the howling
fiend; and if they received some kind of official
recognition they might aid the authorities to hang
the pirates-metaphorically, of çourse-from their
own illicit aerials. The clubs deserve every encouragement on account of their splendid work.
No wireless enthusiast, be he beginner or hoary
eteran at the game, can afford not to belong to
one. By joining your local society you are kept
up to date by the exchange nf views at lectures
and informal discussions. If you açe a beginner
you are taken by the hand and initiated gently
and without tears into the mysteries of wireless.
If you are an old hand you will meet others of
equal knowledge and enthusiasm, with whom you
may swop lies in all good fellowship.

The Junk Box.
One seems to accumulate a wdndrous store of
discarded wireless material. Most of us are continually making alterations and improvements in
our sets, with the result that odds and ends of
all kinds are bought or made, only to be shed
when something better turns up. WJiat to do
with it all is really a problem. One can't bear
to part with this good old cóndenser or that welltried coil. There is always a feeling that they
might come in useful some day. And so it goes
on until one's cupboards and shelves become
filled, like the schoolboy's pockets, with a weird
miscellaneous collection. lt would be a good
idea,4 think, for wireless clubs to hold periodical
jumble sales, whereat members might dispose of
surplus gear. Not that that would empty the
encumbered shelves; for who could go to such
a sale without buying? Still it would often
enable one to obtain some desired gadget in
exchange for something for which no use could

-

be found.
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Watch Your Condensers.

lt

The best tip that I know is to bo,d the
sthtnds together at their ends by scraping them
clean and dipping them, tightly twisted together,
into melted solder. In this 'ay a first-rate contact is obtained. \Vhen the low-tension battery
leads are long, as, for instance, when the accumulator lives in some distant corner of the
room, a considerable voltage drop may occur if
connecrions are mane in me orainary way; u,
however, their ends are soldered as recomset.

vers' seldom pays to buy cheap condensers

unless they are of "disposals " origin and have
been vell treated. Some of the new goods on
sale to-day at catchpenny prices are almost
worthless, both materials and workmanship being
of the most poisonous kind. Such crude things
cannot be exoected to nerform vell--and they
don't! Ilan a sunny emper has been ruinea
b' fruitless efforts lo bring home to aerial, earth,
batteries, or 'phones misdemeanours that vere
being committed all the time by some smug
little condenser tucked avav in the bosom of the
1f you are offered such things, look at
set.
them, marvel at their cheapness-and pass on.
Or if you are lured into buying, dòn't fit them
to the set; send them b' the' first post to your
worst enemy. Much the same remarks apply to
gridleaks. The resistance value of cheap ones

mended, the fall in E.M.F. will be less notiepable.

An Exasperatiñg Business.
Have you ever been maddened by trying over
and over again without success to identify some
comthercial station which is engaged in sending
messages of appalling length without ever giving
its call sign? You badly want to know its position, but you take down pages of messages v ithout obtaining a single clue. Possibly you switch
off and rame back to it later. only to find that
it is still transmitting as before. Some of the
Transatlantic stations do not seem to bother to
sign on or oIT when working with their regular
"opposite numbers," hence one may go on for
days in vain endeavours to discover who they
are. 1f stations are on 4,000 metres or less one
can often identify them with the aid of the wavemeter, but few of us possess meters that will
rneaiure the huge vavelengths used by a number
of the long-distance stations.

is frequently unstable, varying with atmospheric
conditions. And don't forget that a faulty gridleak may be the author of a variety of unwanted
flOISS.

-

A Voice from the Void.
However much one uses a wireless set, one
can never cease fi-orn wondering at the miracles
that ai-e performed to-day by means of ether
hilst trying to see
waves.
Sorne time ago,
how long I could keep in touch
ith a 'plane
that had left Croydon for Paris, I was much
impressed by one incident. The pilot called the
aerodrome and informed the operator that one
of his passengers had left a dispatch case containing urgently required papers in his bedroom
at a London hotel. A few minutes later Crovdon called up. He had rung up the hotel on
the "land line "; the dispatch case had been
found and- would be sent to Paris by the nc:t
'plane. Also, a telegram had been delivered at
the hotel for the passenger: should it be
opened and read? The wire 'as duly relayel
on by the radiophone and a reply sent back.
And all this, mind ou, whilst the pasenger
flying at dizzy heights oser Northern France.

French Broddcasting.
I have just been listening to a splendid ptogramme transmitted by the Société Radio-Electrique from their station at Levallois-Perret, tear
Paris. The power used must be considerable,
for vithi only four valves (one H.F. with tuned
anode, rectifier, and two L.F.) the concerts carne'
in at loud-speaker strength, though io reactioa
vas used.
I saw a headline in an American
paper the other day, '"English Learning French
by \Vireless," and there must be a good deal of
truth in the statement, for thousands of people
listen daily to telephony from the Eiffel Tower,
Radiola, and the Ecole Supérieure des Postes et
Télégraphes, to the vast improvement, no doUbt,
of their French accent.
l've alays thought
German on ugly language, but you have no idea
how horrible it can sound until you hear its
raucous gutturals in the headphones of your
receiving set. Need I say that I don't often
turn to Königwusterhausen for entertainment?
French, however, is delightful, and the announcer at Radiola rivals our own Mr. Burrows
in clearness of enunciation.

Cabled Wire Connections.

It is rather diflicult to connect a cabled wire,
such, for example, as that forming the lead-in
or of the low-tension battery leads, to a terminal.
in such a way that perfect contact is ensured.
In the case of the lead-in in particular this is an
high-frequency currents travel
largely on the surface of conductors, and if any
strand fails to make contact with the terminal a
certain amount of resistance will be set up,
since the current that it carries must pass into
other strands before it can reach earth via th

important point

:
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LOCAL
OSCILLATOR.

.

By ALAN L. fil. DOUGLAS, Associate Editor of "Wireless Weekly."
The value of a separate heterodyne oscillator is izol apparent until the upper wavelengths are reached.
¡ri order to help the experimenter to obtain the maximum efficiency over a wavelength 'range of
from 7,500 to 24,000 metres the following constrnclional items will be found of.use.

instrumentThe

IN deciding the design

of this
the determining factors were compactness
and simplicity of operation. lt was not
thought necessary to make the oscillator function on such low wavelengths as, for instance,

greatest range that it was found possible to obtain from one coil was from 7,500
to slightly oser 24,000 metres. This permits
of local oscillations being introduced into the
waves of Bordeaux (LY 23,450 metres), and
at the same time allows of heterodyning being

the broadcasting band, as there is no gain in
efficiency by the introduction of such a device
upon these wavelengths, and heterodyne
réception is quite permissible where reaction
is taken back to some circuit not directly
coupled to the aerial; for instance, a tuned

effected of the shorter waves of Leafield,
Carnaron, Nauen, etc. The essential parts
of the instrument are
n ebonite panel
by 7m, by
of an inch thick.

:-

-
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-
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I
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i

0
Fig. 1.-Showing back view and elevation of the

anode or high-frequency transformer following the first valve. The nearer to the aerial
circuit reaction is taken, the greater the effect
will be. That is to say, if we bave four hightrequency valves and reaction is taken on to
the first coupling transformèr, a greater
amount of control will be produced than if the
reaction is taken to the transformer foflowing
the third valve.

i ',stru,nen.

A slab, lattice or honeycomb coil of
any design so long as it is reasonably
compact, having i,00 turns.
grid or coupling coil of similar design and appearance having 450 turns.
V-24 valve and the necessary clips.
variable condenser of not less than
o.00t 1F capacity and a small fixed filanient rheostat of about j- ohms.
213
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The first item to be taien in hand is, of
hicIi the
course, the ebonite :panel on
apparatus is mounted. In the 'writer's ¿ase à

i923

fitted with two brass end-plates, between
which the wire is wound. The internal
diameters of the coils-that is, the diamèters
of the formers on which they are wound-is
m. Brass sides are advised vhen using

-

Polar" variable condenser was used, since
gies much moreeven tuning over

this type

these formers, because if ebonite is used and
the coils are immersed in paraffin wax to make
them rigid, the sides will pohahly warp under
the influence of the heat and slightly displace
the shape of the coil. The waxing process
should be repeated after every two or three
layers of the coil, and when the complete thing
is finished it should again be immersed in
w ax whilst still in the former.
It should not

the scale than any other type of condenser,
and also i so compact that the design followed
Òut in this article can be readily adhered to.
This panel, which. should he smoothed with
emery paper in the customary way and
-fiuiishedto taste, can be drilled out in accordance with the dimensions given in Fig. i.
This w ill enable the experimenter to fit the
valve clips, terminals, coupling coils, etc., in

he remoed until the brass plates are
lhoroughly cold, when a hard, glass-like coil

their correct respective positions. l'ue panel
X, Fig. i, is attached to the back of the condenser b. means of three screws as shown,
and the V-24 valve should be so mounted at
the top that there is sufficient clearance for
the hand to operate the coupling knob F.
The spindle upon which F is mounted,
which is a piece of small B.A. brass rod,
should not be very short, as there may possibly be slight capacity effects from the
presence of the hand. 1f this is found to he
so, it vill be necessary to fit an extension

Some experimenters
might prefer to wind these coils round with
silk tape after they have been wound, but this
is not really necessary.
The terminals used in this instrument were
of a pattern which is now on the marketand
largely in demand, in which the top knob E
when depressed allows a small -hole in the
centre of the terminal to come into line with
the outer hole, thus permitting the connecting
will be the final result.

wire to slip in. "When the knob is released
spring inside pushes the centre portion tip,
and so causes the centre hole to take a firm
grip on the wire passing through the terminals. This grip is exceedingly secure, and
no efforts can pull the wire out of the terminals
once it is gripjied by the spring.
At this
stage it will be convenient to cut a small clamp
for holding the anode coil A to the back of
the panel X. As seen from L and M, Fig. i,
these Consist of small pieces of ebonite tube
and brass strip respectively. T\\oscrews4B. \.
by un. long (under the head) w ill be required
to hold these to the panel, and the small tube
L should be filed slightly in order that the
brass striD M may exert sufficient pressure
on the coil A to hold It firmly to the back of
the panel. Great care must be taken when
drilling the holes for the small fastening
brackets that the centre hole through which
the spindle F passes is exactly in the middle
of the coil A. If this is not carefully aligned
the calibration of the instrument will be
slightly affected. If the anode coil has now
been fixed, the next step is the cutting out of
the small ebonite block Y, Fig. i, which forms
a guide member and a supporting rod for the
centre spindle F. This can he cut from sin.
sheet ebonite to the dimensions shown in
Fig. i, and shouJd be secured to the panel by
means of two 4B.A. brass screws tin. long.

handle to this spindle, and this can easily he
done by means of a small brass sleeve screwed
internaih and attached in place of the knob.
A further length of 4B.A. brass rod, vitli the
operating knob on the end of it, may be then
screwed into the sleeve.
In the writer's own case none of these
adverse effects due to capacity have been
noticed, but it might he found that under certain circumstances, and with certain modificatiOns of this design, they would be noticeable.
This is rather a matter for the individual
experimenter than for arv general rule to be

a

laid down. The necessy hole having been
drilled in the back of the panel X, Fig. i, the
next thing should be the preparation of the
coils A and B. 1f compactness of design is
an essential feature, as it was in the writer's
case, these should be of the slab type. Ori
account of the long wavelengths which are
being dealt with, no detrimental effects will
he noticed from inherent self-capacity, and
wire of No. 32 or 34 gauge can readily be
used.
The actual coils as used in this instrument were wound with No. 34 gauge single
silk covered vire. The process of winding
ordinary slab coils is too vell known for it
to be necessary to enter into any details here,
but it is sufficient to say that a Convenient
former may readily be niade from a piece of
ebonite or wood rod of the required diameter,

(To be continued.)
214
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Mácnehsm EléctriciFy
By

J. H.

T. ROBERTSI D.SC., Staff Editor (Physics).

Readers who are taking up wireless as a hobby, and have little or no electrical knowledge, will find a careful Ternsal of (his special series of articles of great asislance.

PART IV
(Continued fron, No.

bave

157.)

2J
bi!

L
lAmp
Fie.

12,

i

.

stand for the current, E for the E.M.F., and
R for the resistance; then Ohm's law is expressed by the equationC. This law is

4

so important that it will be useful to cónsider a number of simple examples of its
application. Suppose an ordinary accumu-

iVolt
-*

r

li 0/uns
Fie.

flow-

ing through a solid conductor is proportional
to the E.M.F. applied at the ends of the conductor and inersely proportional to the electrical resistance of the conductor." Let C

flows

101ufl

page

0/im's law, and states that '' the current

seen that when electricity
from one point to another
through a conductor such as a metal
wire, the strength of the current depends upon
the potential difference between the ends of
the wire and also upon the material and
thickness of the wire. 1f the potential difference between the ends of the wire is maintained whilst the current is flowing, we call
it the electromotive force (E.\I.F.), and we
saw that for a given electromotive force
applied to the ends of a piece of wire of a
definite length and thickness, a greater current
will flow if the wire is of copper than if it is
of iron. This circumstance is explained by
saying that the resistance of the iron wire is
greater. than that of the copper wire, or that
copper is a better electrical conductor than
iron.
WE

3,

11.

:/J'olt

-f

ji

i

IO/im

J O/un

I

<

1Amp

Again, if we use the sanie coriductor-that
is, the same piece of wire-but we apply different electromotive forces to it, we shall find
that the strength of the current is greater
the greater the E.M.F. applied.
Now I want to explain what is one of the
fundamental and most important laws in connectiori with electricity. It is known as

I

___1Volt!

Mm14

Fig. 13.

lator of E.Ì1.F. 2 olis has a piece of wire of
resistance io ohms connected across its terminais, what ill be the strength of the current
ii amperes which will flow in the wire? By
putting E=2, and R= io; in the above equa215
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we tise live acctuntÌlators connected in series
which, as we saw in the last article, will give
tis an E.M.F. of io oits, then by putting in
the proper values in the equation we lind that

r

lt

lOhn,

lAmp

iOhi,

lAmp

This brings

us to the rule which governs the
resistance of conductors iii series, and the rule
is that "the resistance of a number of conductors connected in series, that is end to
end, is equal to the sum of resistances of the
individual conductors." In the illustration a
number of conductors are shown, whose resistances are supposed to he i ohm, 5 ohms.
ohms, and io ohms, and the total
7 ohis,
resistance is equal to 34 ohms.
If ve connect resistances iii series and we
want to maintain the saine éurrent through
the whole set of resistances, we may, according to Ohm's law, increase the EM.F. applied to the ends so as to keep the E.M.F.
proportional to the total resistances. If, on.
the other hand, we increase the resistances
whilst keeping the applied E.M.F. constant,
there vill be a reductión in tile current flowing through tile resistance. Thus, if we
make the resistance five times as great and
keep tile E.M.F. constant, only one-fifth of
the current will flow through the conductor.
All these facts will be quite obvious by conriniiallv thinking of Ohm's simple law given
above.

_-._iII
Fi..

14.

the current vil I now be i ampere, that is,
using the same resistance we have increased
the E.M.F. to five times its pre\ious value,
and we have produced live times the current.
The reader will lind it \ cry easy to work out
other examplés for himself.
It we know any two of the three quantities
in the above equation, we can lind the third,
for the equation can he changed into other
forms. Thus, if we know the E.M F. and the
current, we can find the resistance by arrang-

ii

E

ing the equation in this way, R=c_ and if
ve know the current and Uie resistance we
can find the E.M.F. by arranging the equation E=CR. Let us use this equation to
lind the resistance of ail ordinary electric
lamp Consuming

cuit.

I

n

ampere

the equation

E=2oo, and

On a

1923

are conneèted together, end to end, we shall
require a potential difference of i volt between
the commencement of the wire and the midi.
point, one metre away; and a potential difference of another volt between the mid-point
and the end to maintain a current of i ampere in the vire; that is to say, we shall
require a total potential difference between the
ends of the vire, which are now 2 metres
apart, of two volts to maintain the current of
i ampere in the wire; in other words, the
resistance of the total wire is now 2 ohms.

tioil, we find that C vill le equal to one-fifth,
and therefore one-fifth of an ampere of
current will flow in the vire. Suppse no

J

2

200-Volt Cir-

we substitute

Resistances in Parallel
Instead of connecting two resistances end
to end, we may connect them side by side,

C=, and

we lInd that the resistance is 400 ohms. Again, suppose \VC have a
circuit of which we knov the resistance, say,
i o oh ms, and
ve find by usi ng a measu ri ng
instrument that a current of i amperes is

IJc11

flowing in that circuit, what 1' \I .F. is producing t Ne current? Taldng t lie equation
E=CR, ve find that the E..\I.l. is
volts.

io

r
I

Resistance in Series
Suppose we have a piece of viie i metre
long aLId i mm. in diameter and its resistance
is i ohm; that meaiis that an E .\l.F. of i volt
applied at its ends vill produce in it a current
of i ampere. If ve take a second piece of
\vire identical vitlì the first, it vill requiré ari
E.I\l F. (or potential difference) of i volt,
applied at its ends, to produce a current of
i ampere in it.
If now the two pieces of wire

Ohm

IA;'

Fig.

1.

this arrangement being known as " parallel "
or " shunt." In this case we see that the
current which has to trael from the point A
to the point B has now two paths instead of
one, and consequently it is easier for it to
flow; that is to say, thetptal resistance has
216
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been reduced. If we have two equal conductors, say, each of a resistance of ohm,
and connect them in parallel, the resistance
het%een the points
ohm.
and B is now
If three conductors, .each of a resistance of
i ohm, are connected in parallel, the total
resistance is ohm, and so on.
If the E.M.F. between the points A and
ï

The resistance of a vire is thus proportiorial to its length and inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area. It depends,
hoever, upon another property, namely, the
"specific-resistance," as it is called, of the
material of the wire.

-

Resistance of Different Materials
The specific resistance, or " resistivity," lepends upon the nature of the substance, and
is defined as the resistance of a conductor of
the substance r cm. long, and of cross-sectional area r sq. cm.
The relative specific resistances of a number
of metals are given in the following tablé
Specific iesis tance at 00 C.
...
Platinum
...
io.i
Silver ...
...
...
.46
...
Copper
¡.56
...
Iron ...
...
...
9.06

20/mis

rMTT1

.t-

<

3Aìnp

iIu1

i4mp

6Volt

2 øhn,q

1

i14nip

1Amp

6V

<

3Amp'f
izAirq

Nickel ...
Lead ..:

J

...

...

12.32

...

...

20.38

The ohm is approximately equal to the resistance of a column of. mercury ioo cenfimetres long and of i sq. mm. cross sectional
area at 00 C. This is known as the Siemens
unit, which vas adoptèd for practical pur.
poses, but the ohm hs since been more
accurately defined and determined.
Generally, however, we think of the conductivity of different materials rather than
their resistance. Silver has the highest conductivity of all metals, and copper has the
next. Aluminium also has a high conductivity, though not quite so great as that of

,K2Afl1P
Fig. 16.

B is maintained constant (say, i volt), a
current of i ampere vill flow through the first
conductor, in accordance with Ohm's law, and
a current of i ampere will flow through the
second conductor, and so on, so that the
current will be increased by connecting the
conductors together in parallel, since the
total resistance is reduced.

The Resistance of a Wire Depends Upon

its Thickness
From what lias just been said it will be
evident that the resistance of a wire will be
less the greater its cross-sectional area; in
fact, the resistance is inversely proportional
to the cross-sectional area. lt is easy to see
why this should be so, for obviously a wire

LlIRflIuJuIIlPIA

whose cross-sectional area is 2 sq. mm.
qrnounts to the same thing as two wires of
cross-sectional area i sq. mm. each laid side
by side, and the resistance of these two wires
connected together in parallel (as w have
seen) will be half the resistance of either. In
other words, the resistance of a given.length
of wire of 2 sq. mm. cross-sectional area is
half the resistance of a wire of the same
material and length and of i sq. mm. crosssectional area.

Fi.

copper, and, owing to its cheapness, is cornin to be very largely used for the transmission of eiectrrcai
(Owing to lack of space the remainder of
this article is unavoidably held over until
our next issue.)
2
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TWO-VALVE BROADCAST RECEIVER
By. E.

REDPATJ4 Assistant Editor.

The following article gives full constructional details of a two-valve
receiver very suitable for lone range reception of short wave telephony.

about to be dccribed
will be found particularly effective for
long range reception on wavelengths
from about 250 to 503 metres. Two valves are
employed, the firt functioning as a high-freouencv amDhihìer. and the second as a
TILE receiving set

The small knob to the left is the
vi1ves.
sliding cntact upon the aerial tuning inductance, and that to the right the slider of
a tuning inductance included in the anode
circuit of the first or high-frequency valve.

detect--

The Theory of the Set
Many readers will no doubt beaware that
although low-frequency amplification usually
gives excellent results, it can only be applied
satisfactorily to signals or speech already
audihie in flip

ing salve.
UI necessary tuning arrangements are
included, so that the complete set forms a
fairly compact receiver, self-contained except
for the usual filament lighting and hightension batteries.
The
method
of

tele p h o n e s
'Vlieii the detecting valve
only (or crystal
detector,
as the case
may be) is in

construction

adopted, to be
described in
detail presenti, is such

that

any

operation.
I n
other

posSCSSi 11g a very
modest outfit
of tools vill
have no difficultv in conireäcier

pleting

words,
f o r
low-frequency
a m p lification
to prove successful, t h e

I

the

incoming

total cost of
materials and

fittings

will

found

be

ext reni ely

reason a bi e..
The photo-

graph
i

(Fig.

shows the

complete

re-

.

this corìditioi-i
cannot DOS-

_________

____________________________________
Fig.

1.-The completed

ceiving
set
contained in a
ooden cabinet measuring
loin, by 7m, inside.
The aerial and
earth terminals are fitted on the extreme
left and right respectively at the back of
the ebonite panel, whilst behind the righthand valve are the H.T. battery terminals,
and behind the left-hand valve the L.T.
battery terrnnals, the two terminals to the
front of the panel being for the telephone
receivers. Only one filament rheostat is provided to control the filament current of both

sibly be ini-

proved by

set.

means of low-frequency amplification.
By applying the feeble incoming oscillation
to the grid and filament of a valve, suitably
con nected so as to amplify the high-frequency
current without distortion, greatly increased
energy is available to actuate the detector,
which, in the present case, is a valve. Having
obtained the amplified oscillatory currents in
the anode circuit of the first valve, it remains
to transfer them as efficiently as possible to

the grid circuit of the second valve. --Methods
218

ii8

Sig-

nal
must
possess sufficient energy
to actuate the
detecting de'ice, and signais which
fáil to fulfil

Set, whilst the

-
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of doing this are termed high-frequency
intervaI e coupli Jigs.
Sevel-al diffèrent

slider S2 and. the -ñed condenser
anode side of which is connected to
the grid of the detector valve through the
grid'ondenser GC, whilst connected airectly
between the grid of this valve and the positive
side of the filament battery is a high
resistaiice or leak GL. In the anode circuit
of the detector valve the telephones T are
con riected, vi th the ustiil telephone condenser
C2 shunted across thení
R is the, filament
rheostat, and C3 a large capacity reservoir
condenser shunted across the H.T. terminals.
The arrangeent shown in Fig. 2,
although ery simple, gives excellent results
in practice, but it may sometimes be found
L

vidi

C1, the

arrangements are possible, such as resistancecapacity coupling, which, however, is not
very effective on wavelengths below about
i,000 metres;
and transformer coupling,
which is quite effective on the shorter avelengths,. but as the transformer has to be
tuned to the frequency of the incoming waves,
a variable condenser is required.
third arrangement is known as the tunedanode coupling, and consists iii introducing
in the anode circuit of the H.F. valve, a closed
oscillatory circuit which may be tuned to have
tne same trequency as tue incoming wave.
When correctly adjusted the feeble incoming
oscillations applied to the grid and filament
of the first valve give rise to greatly mag-

that, with a certain definite adjustment of the
filament brilliancy andfor anode voltage, the
set may gò into self-oscillation when the

F

P

3

jE

c1c2-

L1

T

O1

+

L

-.

-

F

LT.
.

Fig.

2.-ThereUcal

diagram.

run1

nifled oscillatory Currents in
tuned anode circuit.
That is to say, the condenser in the tuned anode circuit undergoes highfrequency changes of potential, the potential
changes being at a maximum when the circuit
of which it forms a part is exactly in resonance
with the aerial circuit of the receier. These
oscillatory changes of potential are applied to
the grid of the detector val'te by means of a
small condenser connected between the latter
and one side of the tuned anode condenser.
Reference to Fig. 2, which is a theoretical
circuit diagram of the complete receiver, will
make the method adopted quite clear.
The aerial circuit comprises the aerial itself,
2E, the tuning inductance L with slider S1,
and the earth connection E. The tuned
anode circuit includes the tuning inductance

E

circuit

anode circuit is exactly ¡ri resonance
with the aerial circuit. Should this happen,
a slight reduction of filament brilliancy will
restore the set to a non-oscillating condition.
The photograph,Fig. 3, shows the position
occupied by the various components.

the

Materials Required
The materials required for the complete
receiving set are as follows:One containing box or cabinet made
of any suitable wood to the dimensions
given in Fig. 4 and stained and polished
to Suit the taste of the individual reader.
One ebonite panel, join, by 7m, by
tin. thick.
One filament rheostat, resistance about
ohms capable of carryingahout i amps.

'9
E
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Two large terminals for aerial and
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linishing ends of the coil being secured in
place by passing tile vire through two sniall
holes in the cardboard tube. For the present
a iin. length of wire should be left projecting
at each end of the coil.
The anode tuning inductance former is to
be closely wound for sin. of its length with

Cart lì.

Six small terminals for batteries and
telep io n e.
Two stout cardboard tubes, or
formers '' (preferably impregnated),
each 2ifl. outside diametei
by 6m, long.
Two square brass stidei
in
rods, each %in. or
square by 6in. long.
Two sliders to fit thes
iods. These sliders shouic
really be specially madc
to the dimensions given,
but provided that good
ebonite (not erinoid) slideti
are obtained, the alterna.
construction showr
tive
in Fig. 6 may he adop.
ted, if found more conveni

ent.
One fIxed condenser, capacity o.ocoi F(C,).
Oiw fixed condenser, capacity o0003 xF (GC).
One fixed condenser, capacity o.00i F (telephone).
Fig. 3.-Sizoiving arrangement of components on back of liane!.
One fixed condenser, capacity 0.01 ,uF, or nearest
(reservoir).
No. 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, the
About 3oz. each of No. 20 s.w.g. and
commencing and Imnishing ends of the coil
No. 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper vire.
being secured as before and a spare length cif
About 2ydS. of insulating sleeving.
wire being left at each end. When bolli
One piece of slate pencil i-in. long.
windings are completed they should be given
Two brass brackets for gridleak to the
dimensions given in Fig. 7.
-

ji...

uw7

Rod
1i!!!
.
¿b....

Fig.

4.-The containing

box.

Fig. 5.-Special type of slider.

The Inductances
The aerial tuning inductance former is to
be closely wound for 5m, of its length, that
is to say, leaving a space of iin. at each end
of the cardboard tube, with the No. 20 s.w.g.
enamel led copper wire, the commencing and

at least two good coats of shellac varnish and
placed upon one side to dry.

The Ebonite Panel
\Vhilst the inductances are drying the
ebonite panel may he marked off in accord220

fl20
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The condenser C1 (Fig. 2) may consist of
two pieces of foil ein. square, and the condenser GC of five pieces of foil of the same
size. I he c9ndenser C2 may consist of six
pieces of foil each min. by ein. On account
of the comparatively large capacity required
for the reservoir condenser C3, thin mica of
good quality should be used for the dielectric
instead of the waxed pasteboard. Ten pieces
of copper foil, each Iin. by iin., separated
by mica approximately 1-5ooin. thick, will
be found satisfactory for this purpose.

ance with the plan (Fig. 8), and all terminals,
the two valve-holders, the filament rheostat,
the grid reservoir and telephone condensers,
-Ebonite

8crewd
ß,a.csButh.-

Knob

E

Wher

i

Rod

\
-y
Coil

-P1wqer

Mounting the Inductance Coils
-

The method of mounting each of the inductance coils, complete with brass rod and
slider, on the underside of the ebonite panel
is shown in Fig. ii. In order to ensure a
smooth movement of the slider over the turns

'

-!;

-

Fig, 6.-Allernalive form

WeeK ly

of slider.
-

the brackets for the gridleak and
the brass rod, complete with
sliders, may 11 be fitted.inpositiorl and be connected up in
accordance with the wirinp diagram Fig. 9. The slots are to be
formed by drilling- and sawing
out with a hacksaw blade.

.-

I

I

-

I

i

1¼

P

-i

-

The Fixed Condensers
11
IlL.
Suitable condensersoftlie capacities specified may be readily
obtained from advertisers in this
___
journal, but, if it is desired to
i.,,
make rather than purchase these 3" -_ji dLI---- j" ----4-----.J
items, they may be made in
(-1- -/"-).]
II
accordance with the particulars
given iii Fig. io (a), (h) and
'r
(c). For this purpose a supply
of soft brass, say J-64m, thick,
I.
about a dozen visiting cards or
similar pieces of thin pasteboard
Fig. 8.-Drilling plan of ebonite panel.
thoroughly impregnated by bei ng
dipped in molten paraffina wax,
of the winding it is desirable that only a short
arid about 3ft. of tin. wide copper foil or riblength of the brass plunger of the slider
bon vill be required.

t

-

------I'e--

I

4.

should project between the ebonite slider and
the winding. By fitting small screwed studs
to each end of the slider rod arid securing the
inductance coil upon these studs by means of
two nuts and two washers, it is an easy matter
to adjust the position of the inductance until
the winding is perfectly parallel with the
slider rods and at the correct distance from
it to ensure easy movement of the slider. It
will be necessary to insert the slider knob
through the slot in the ebonite panel and
then slip the square brass rod through the
hole inthe slider and secure in place.

rr
3/4"

/
I,

-1<-

Clip8.
Fit.

7.-Clip

,?

Off

for gridleok.
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QLt

Waxed VitinÜ

Ca,'d

---,

//

j

(b)

Foi1 &

Prp.swd Flat
Brass clips

I

h--I

(

-

I

co ils

_F

are fitted).

and components, may now be secured in place
in the opening of the containing cabinet;
connections may be made to the aerial, earth,
H.T. and L.T. batteries, and the telephones
connected to the appropriate terminals. When
operating the set for the first time, the two
sliders should be moved along from front to

short-circuited.

'i he spare

length of w ire
at the back of
the coils, that
is to say,. beneath the back

back approximately together. Upon a signal
being beard, vary the aerial tuning (left-hand
slider) until maximum signals are obtained,
and then bring the anode circuit (right_hand
slider) into resonance, which will result in a
very marked increase in signal strength.
Once a few stations have been received, or,
alternatively, the set is calibrated by means
of a avemeter, a scale either of wavelengths
or of broadcast stations can be marked alongside the right-hand slider, after which it vill
only be necessary to set the right-hand slider
to the desired station (or waveleneth and
vary the left-hand slide until the íaton is
satisfactorily heard.

row of termin-

u1ssen-hfr

-

'.,,

Fig. 9-Back-of-panel wiring diagram (before

ropper

1923

r------

\Vhen both inductances are
linally fixed in positi.on a
piece of. fine glass paper or
emery paper should be slippéd
between the plunger of the
slider and the turns of wire
(with the working face of the
abrasive towards the enamelled
wire) and both slider and paper
be. moed vigorously to and.
fro until the insulation is
thoroughly cleaned off the surface of the wire to enable the
plunger to make good and
smooth contact. Avoid sandpapering the turns unduly,
however, or too much insulation may be removed and adjacent turns of t h e winding

(a)

2,

als, may flO\V
be cut off short
and the two
re ma i n i n g
wires connected up. The
the
end
of
aerial
tuning
inductance is
to be connected
direct to the
earth terminal
on the right of
the panel, and
the end of the
anode tuning

6'( ---------

indu ctance
direct

right

to
-

the

hand

COil

telephone terminal lying alWire Soldered to
most immediBrzss C'4o
ately
beneath it.
Fig. lO.
Operating the Set
This completes the construction and wiring
of thé set, and the panel, carrying all fittings

8tiderRod).

7'

'Ebonite J+rnel
Fig.

11.-Showing

,nelI,od of

mounling

coils.
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WILLIAM JOYNSON;
HICKS añnounced in the

SIR

House of Commons on April
2..th that the following Committee
had been appointed to investigate

:-

tion).
Major J. J. Astor, MP.
Mr. F. 1. Brown; Assistant
'Secretary, General Post OI'fie.
Sir H. Burbury, Controller
and Accountant-General of the
Post Oflice.
Viscount Burnham (Chairman of the Newspaper Proprietors' ssociation).
Prof. \V. H. Eccle, D.Sc.,
F. R S., President of the, Radio
Society of Great Britain.
Sir Henry Norman, M.P.,
Chairman of the Imperial
Wireless Committee, 1920, and
Vice-President to the Radio
Society of Great Britain.
Mr. J. C. \V. Reith, General
Manager of the British Broadcastinc Comoanv.
Fieid-Marsal Sir W. Robertson, formerly Chief of the
Imperial General Staff.
Mr. C. Tre'elyari, M.P.,
Labour M.P. for Central New-

*

*

It is rather amusing to note how
both Mr. Kellaway and Mr. Chamberlairi desire to decline the respönsibility for the agreement with the
British Broadcasting Company. Mr.
Kellaway was in Office as Postmaster-General when the agreement was granted, and we under-

On Thursday fast an extraordinarily good programme vas radiated
from 2L0. If such programmes
could be repeated a little niore often
there would be not tile slightest
cause for any complaint.

Mr. J. W. Milan, of Donegal
Street, Belfast, has been served
with a summons for the alleged
illegal use of a Wireless Set. Mr.
Milan applied for a licence, but
tile application vas ignored. It is
to be especially noticed that this
prosecution is not under the \Vireless Telegraphy Act, but under the
Civil Authorities Special Powers

The Irish Government are conteniplating the establishment of
broadcasting stations.
.11 receiving sets had to be delivered up to
the authorities last June upon the
outbreak of hostilities, but when
peace s restored experimental vireless will return to favour.

Act (Northern Ireland),

1922.

Owing to special conditions ruling
Ireland the Wireless Licence
question is very different from that
in this country. We desire to repeat here the request ve made in
our first number for immediate information in the event of any genuine would-be experimenter being
prosecuted under the \Vireless Telegraphy Act.
in

The Radio Research Board experts working at the station at
Aldershot have recently been investigating the character and causes of
atmospherics.

In some cases they 'sere found to
almost ,000 times stronger.

be

*

**

*

*

*

*

Yorkshire radioists are very
anxious for a broadcasting station
of their own, and I-lull is very expectant. Yorkshire, of course, is
the largest county, and the results
obtained from the other broadcasting stations are not very good.

*..*

*

The'B.B.C; are certainly making
full use of their own 'means of
propaganda. It vas not without
amusement that we listened to Mr.
Reith recently putting forward the
B.B.C. point of view from a station
licenced by the very Post Office
with which the .B.B.C. aie at
loggerheads!
-

Using an aerial i,5oo ft. long,
they have found that the wavelength
of atmospherics is normally in the
neighbourhood of 600,000 metres
and that their intensity is, on the
average, 40 times greater than the
most powerful transatlantic signals.

castle.

The above Committee vill consider (i) Broadcasting in all its aspects, (2) contracts and licences
which may have been or may be
granted, () action 'hich should be
taken on. tite determination of the
existing licences of the British
Broadcasting Company, (4) uses to
which Broadcasting may be put, )
restrictions which should be placed
on its use or development

stand that lie actually gave instructions for the licences to be printed.
Mr. Chamberlain, who became the
Conservati e Postmaster - General,
signed the Agreement as it stood.
*

Broadcasting
Major-General Sir F. H.
Chairman (formerly
Sykes,
Chief of the Aie-Staff and ConCivil Aviat roller-General of

*

\'__'.

)

'D)

\

lAt'

*

*

The possibilities of broadcasting
were demonstrated when the Marquis Curzon, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, delivered a
-broadcast message from his house,
i, Canton House-terrace, in aid of
a ball which is being given at
-

-

Lansdowne House next Thursday
on behalf of the Queen Victoria
Jubilee Institute for Nurses.
Lord Curzon stated that this vas
the first time he had been called on
to speak for broadcasting purposes.
Photo n page 207.

*

*

No exception can be taken to this
form of self-justification. \Ve ourselves have placed our columns at
the disposal of the B.B.C. to state
their views, but the columns of the
general Press are not as easy of
access, and the B.B.0 havç to icsort to other forms of publicity.
*

*

*

We question whether if. is dignified to read out letters of apprecia.
tion of the programmes. After all,
the people who are listening to
what is going on can judge for
themselves ithout the B.B.C. telling them how much they ought to
be enjoying the programmes.
Press publicity, of course, in
which extracts of letters are reproduced, is a different matter, as the
advertiser is attempting to get new
patrons. The B.B.C. should publish extracts of their letters not to

22
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The Marconi Company recently
demonstrated at the new Stadium,

those who have sets, but to those
v1io have not,
*

*

*

It is hithIv probable that som&
the lightships off the Thames
estuary xviII be fitted with wireless

distress.
The North Goodvins lightship is to be

.

.

CARDIFF ......... 5 WA ...... 353 metres.
LONDON ......... 2 LO ...... 369
MANCHESTER 2 zv....... 385
NEWCASTLE 5 NO ...... 499.
:,,
5 SC ...... 415
GLASGOW
,,
BIRMINGHAM 5 IT ...... 420

.

land station at Rarns
gate.
..

*..

..

.

the

-

G.M.T.)

liti le

'

*

The Manchester Broadcasting
Station has been carrYing out experiments with the 1)hotophone, a
form of microphone using selenium

.

*

Both Sweden rind
Norway are making
arrangements for the

.

-

.

.

establishment
broadcasting

i'

River Suir about three miles from
\Va terford. The wireless operator
had a very narrow escape, a bullet
passing through the cabin door near
to where lie -as sitting.
*

Xj

*

.

The s.s. " Great \Vestern " was
fired on by men with rifles in the

n g

'

--,JiIrellt!

-S..

o f
*

signais were. not received on the
other side.

*

-

i

O n I y a minimum
power may be used.

.

.

.

Piesunribl theein
struments have a means for switching on and off the filament current.

B24

.

instrument.
'i

cells.

,,

''GMT)

..

which supplies broadc-isting foi
gien

>"

EIFFEL TOWER.. FL.. .2600

th

B a r k

etoea

to io p.m. G.M.T.

slot machine

*

ç

to 5.40 p.m.

3

Post

Messages
must be of an urgent
business nature, and
must be exchanged

RADIOLA (Paris) ......... 1780

A

has produced a useful

above

,,

.

(Sundays only

aut

General

R e a c h.

THE HAGUE.. .PCGG. .1085

fhe wireless penny-

(Paris)

450 metres

Tuesdays and Thursdays
745 to io p.m. G M.T

*

aSnirigA

L'ECOLE SUPÉRIEURE

*

using its radio apparatus in the harbours
arid estuaries of the
United
Kingdom.
The permission, however, does not apply
to naval harbours or
the Port of London

to 9.30 p.m. G.M.T.. Sundays
730 to 9.30 p.m

.

*

no objection to a ship

.

.(Io.3o.to1T.3Oa.m.ad4.3O

:

German steamer,
the "General
San
Martin " which sails
between Hamburg and
South America, will
be the first German
steamer fitted with
wireless telephony apparatus.
A

in

.

.:

.

-

*

The

:

.

:

*

*

,,

.

.

*

apparatus an annual
rental of approxi
mately 200.000 marks.

.

I

comnunictewiththe

-

*

After four months of experimenting, the Express Service Company.
Berlin, began on January Ist a daily
service of financial and commercial
nevs broadcasting. This company
is a private undertaking, and has
a limited use of the Königswusterhausen Station.
Each subscriber rents from the
company the necessary receiving ap-

ROADCAS r

.

*

at

April

7th

Reports were received fronr
several listeners-in to the effect that
-.the transmissions had been perfectly successful.

The London Broadcasting statien attempted to send a programme
across the Atlantic in the early
hours of the i7th April. 1 he test
vas made between 4 am. and
am., but ve understand that the

of

How many more
times are ve to hear
the life-history of an.
old shoe?

the

-

British Women's Temperance Assodation lias passed a resolution stating " that the Council, realising
the dangers consequent on the installation of listening-in apparatus
upon licensed premises, recommends branches to oppose such installations." \Ve never believed
that wireless would become so
closely associated with the curse of
alcohol.

*

on

Sheffield.

Wemblev, a recei ing set
hich
employs ten valves-four high-frequency, one detector, and five lowfrequency. The compactness of the
whole set \vas a noticeable feature,
and the aerial used vas about 8ft.
long. lt vas possible to hear the
prograflime 300 yards from the instrument.

flic National Council of the

*

produced

1923

2,

Some very successful experiments
have been carried out with an automatic aeroplane directed by wireless at the Villesauvage Aerodrome, near Paris.
î.

*

*

*

In the course of the usual Monday evening's experimental transmission from Mr. F. Lloyd's wireless Station, songs were recently
rendered from the opera, "The
Maid of Madrid,'' which was

The Financial Ti,nes announces

that influential banking and motor
trade interests have purchased the

control of the De Forest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph Company
(of U.S.A.).
*

*

*

Plans are being prepared by the
Government of Greenland for the
estabIshment of a high-powered
station there.
*

*

*

ihe

proposed new amateur wavelength is 730 metres. No definite
decision lias yet been made.
28
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THE NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER
-

This tuned high-frequency amplifier gives great amplification without regeneration4 as the internal
capacify of ¿he valves is neu tralised, preventing regenerative action. It is the latest invention of
Profcssor L. A. Hazeltine, M.E.

-

control. It occurred to Professor Ilazeltine
that the neutralisation principle, which he
devised for the Navy rçceiver, might be
applied to tuned high-frequency amplifiers
and, after experimenting, designed the
Neutrodyne receiver, in which the internal
capacity of the valves is neutralised, suppressing, therefore, any regenerative action from
one stage to another, and preventing the
production of oscillations whilst keeping the
tuning very sharp.
The diagram shows the connections of a
two-stage high-frequency Neutrodyne -receiver
with detector.

T a meeting of the Radio Club of
America, Professor L. A. Hazeltine, of
Stevens Institute of Technology, read a
very interesting paperon his latest discoery,
which is an epoch-making one. In the paper
entitled " Tuned High-Frequency with
Neutralisation of Capacity Coupling," Professor Hazeltine related
how he first used neutralisation of capacity coupling
hen he designed the wellknown
SE1420
Navy
wireless
receiver. In this
a ppa r a tus

Asmaybe

seen

capacity
effects

were
removed f rpm
.between the
windiiigs of
the
coupler
by. means of
an extra coil
wound over
Fig. 1.-Professor L. A. Hazelline
the secondary
and earthed
so as to prevent transmission of e1ergy from
the primary to the secondary due to capacity
hetween the 'indings.
It is well known that in tuned high-frequency
amplifiers it is very cliflìcult to eliminate
undesired oscillations which take place owing
to the internal capacity of the valves when
the
various
circuits a r e
tuned to resonance
for
high amplification. This
limits the useof
fulness
such
highI.

.

.

.

-

.

frequency

.

-

-

the

diagram
is
similar to that
of a standard
tuned high-

'

frequency

.-

amplifier with
the addition

two extremely small
capacities betuning a Nentrodyne receiver.
t h e
tween
grids of the arious valves. These capacities,
which equal about one-quarter the internal
capacity of the valve, consist of two pieces
of wire covered with insulation, over which
slides a small piece of brass tubing. l'liis
gives a very small capacity, as it constitutes,
in reality, two condensers iii series. The
adj u s tment
of these condensers d epends
upon
*
the type of
valve used in
the Neutroof

-

.

.

.

-

Il

-

.

'.

.-

_

dyne

receiver
usually, they

amplifiers as
are adjusted
Fig. 2.-Back view of five-valve Neutrodyne receiver.
one is soon
whilst listenrestricted in
ing to strong
the number of stages on account of these
signals received in the aerial circuit. After tile
oscillations, which are very difficult to
set, is tuned by means of the small variable
condensers connected across the secondaries of
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Stevens Institute
the high-frequency transformers, the fi lament
of Technology.
.

.

.
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curlent of the first valve is turned off and tile
small condenser adjusted until no signals
are heard in the 'phoñes, showing that no

2,

1923

regenerative effect is more beneficial for
shorter waveléngths than those used for
broadcasting. ihis is of tremendous import-

transmission of energy occurred through the
inter-electrode capacity from one stage to the
next. Of course, each stage must be so adjusted, and it has been found in practice that
if moi-e than two stages of high-frequency
amplification aFe used, it becomes necessary to
shield the arious stages on account of magnetic reaction occurring, due to the great
amplification obtained in the last stages. The
other adjustments are similar to those of any
ordinary receiver.
The advantage of the Neutrodyne receiver
ith regenerative detector is that the detector
valve can be made to oscillate for Ehe receplion of continuous waves '.itlìout radiating
energy, v.liich always causes interference with

ance to amateurs who are more interested in
200 metres than in 360.
We may expect now
to bring in long distance stations with a two-

valve Neutrodyne receier with a regenerative
detector, as this has been done by two
'amateurs who tried Professor Hazeltine's
amplifier on a short wavelength.
Both of
them haie been able to get every district during the sanie night. The Neutrodyne receiver
has also pro\ed \ery efflcint for broadcast
receiving, for,
vitli a short aerial, añ
experimenter in New York City vas

oscillations remain in the detector circuit, as
there is no coupling between the different
stages.
This is for an amplifier in which only the
relay action of the \alve is used, as the detec-

to copy seventeen distant stations
the same evening, including Calgary,
Canada.
This type of receiver provides extremely sharp tuning, although
not extremely critical to ?djust. Professor
Hazehtine himself vas able, in his laboratories
in Hoboken New Jersey,: about one mile
from station WEAF, to listen to Fort \Vortli,
Texas, while \VEAF was sending on almost
the same waelength, the difference being
approximately 15 metres. \Vithaóoft. aerial

tor Circuit may be caused to regenerate in the
usual way by introduciig a tuning element,
either a tuned coil or variometer, in the plate
circuit. This, of course, increases the amplificatiOn, although it has been found that the

and a three-valve non-regenerative réceivèr
consisting of two stages of high-frequency
amplification and a detector, Forth \Vorth,
Kansas City, St. Louis, and Minneapolis
were heard regularly with head 'phones.

able
ir

r

othìr receiving stations in the neighbourhood. Thanks to the Neutrodne effect, the

-f
Wiring diagram

of

lIlIlIll'

a 3 valve Neuirodyne receiver composed of Iwo stages
and detector.

of

:

lulililIli

tuned radio frequency amplificaf ion
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THE ELECTRICAL THEORY
By

J. H.

T.

OF:.

1ÖBERTS, D.Sc., Staff Editor (Physics).

MATTER
.

-

he past few
of the most fundamental discoveries in physical science have been made during
years, largely by Sir J. J. Thanion and Sir E. 1?utherford and co-wrkers at the CavendWz
Laboratory, Cambridge, in their researches on the conduction of electricity through gases and the
phenomena of radioactivity. The ev6lution of the wireless valve i directly bound up with this wOr&,
which will undoubtedly have furiher important bearings upon wireless in the future.
Dr. Roberts, who has investigated these problems al Canthredge and has collaborated with the minent
physicists mentioned above, is well known for his published researches on thermionics and acoustics.
fn this series of articles he is giving a simplified account of the remarkable insight which science
.
-lias gained of recen! yeors into the nature of Matter and Electricity.

Sorne

PART 11.-CONDUCTION OF ELECTRICITY THROUGH GASES AND LIQUIDS
(ContIn,ed from No.

Conduction Through a Gas
conduction of electricity
through a gas differs in many important
particulars from that in a solid cònFor the convenient study of the
ductor.
gaseous conduction of electricity, it is desirable
that the gas shall be reduced to a pressure of
oiily a small fraction of that of the atmosphere: suitable conditions for the investigation are not likely, therefore, to bé met with
ln nature, but require to be artificially created.
TIte Geissler and such-like discharge tubes,
until perhaps thirty years ago, were regarded

X-Ray Tube

scharge Tube

-IIF-IIIH

-

quadrant Elctromeer
Fig. 1.-Illustrating condilions for studying curreni
P&rough

page

172.)

the atoms and molecules of matter, that in its
normal "satisfied " condition the molecule
is electrically uncharged or neutral. Such an
uncharged molecule is incapable, of assisting
directly in the flow of the electricity; it
would he impossible to pass an electric cii rrent
through a gas whose molecules were all uncharged. The first essential is the presence
in the gas of the electrified particles which
result from the disorganisation of atomic
structures and which are called "electrons"
and " ions." There are various influences
which may cause the separation of atoms into
ions and electrons, but for the moment it will
be convenient to postpone the consideration
of these ionising influences.
\Ve will suppose that we have a quantity of gas, at a low
pressure, enclosed in a glass vessel, two
plates or electrodes being immersed in the
gas as shown in Fig. i, and that a steady
ion ising influence is at work (such as the rays
from an X-ray tube), producing a few ions
per cubic centimetre of the gas per sec9nd.*
Under ordinary circumstances, when no
potential difference exists between the electrodes, the ions and electrons produced will
wander about among the molecules. of the
gas, and when two oppositely charged particles meet, they will usually recombine to
form a neutral system.j- It will be evident

TI-lE mode of

L

3,

The number of ions produced in a gas, even under
intense ionisation, is small compared with the number
produced in electrolysis, and the current which can be
conveyed through a gas under ordinary circumstances
(saturation current) is exceedingly small, perhaps 1o'2
to io'° amperes.
If the pressure of the gas is greater than a few mm.
of mercury, the electrons usually attach themselves to
atoms or molecules and form negative ions. Gases like
oxygen, whose atoms have external shells incompletely
filled by electrons, certainly acquire these wandering
elcctrons, but inert gases apparently do not. At low
pressures the negative particles consist of elèctrons
unattached to atomic systems.

gas at low pressure, tonised by X-rays.

as scientific toys, and it was little suspected
that. within the almost evacuated interior of
such a tube intimate secrets of the nature of
matter and electricity were to be revealed.
Mechanism of Gaseous Conduction
It was explained in the first article of this
series, when dealing with the construction of
227
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that a steady state will be reached hen there
will be present, at any instant, a certain definite number of ions and electrons in the gas,
the rate of recomhination being equal to the
rate at which the ioiis are being produced by
the ionising influence.
If a small potential difference be establislied between the plates the electrons, in
addition to their haphazard motions which
arise from their collisions with the molecules
of the gas, vihl he given a directed motion
or drift towards the positive plate, whilst the
positive ions will he given similarly a component of velocity in the direction of the
negative plate. Since negative electric charges
are being delivered tip at the positive plate
atid positive charges at the negative plate,
there is a flow of current through the gas.
TABLE I.

Velocity of Ions
in

cm/sec.

-I-ve ions.

Air (dry)
(moist)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

Oxygen

(dry)

.

.

(moist).,,

Hydrogen

(dry)

(moist)

.

.

..

-ve

ions.

1.36

187

137

151

i6
129
670
530

1923

accompanied by any increase iii the current.
\Vhcn this point is reached, it means that all
the electrified particles which are being produced in the.gas by the ionising influence are
being drawn out to the electrodes by the electric field before they have time to recombine.
This current is called the " saturation
current '' ; evidently the saturation current
'ill he greater the more intense the ionisation.
The amount of ionisation produced in the
gas vill depend, in general, upon the volume
of the gas; and since the saturation current
between the plates depends upon the amount
of ionisation produced per second in the gas
between the plates, it follows that if we use a
potential difference great enough to prodtice
salurationç the current through the gas will
he diminished by diminishing the distance
between the plates, keeping the P.D. constant.
This result is in remarkable contrast to that
which is observed with solid and liquid conductors, where the current would increase for
a given P.D. with diminution of distance.
Under a small potential difference, however,
much less than that reqtiired to produce
saturation in a gas for any given distance, the
three classes of conductors would behave in
the same
The foregoing is a simple account of the

VELOCITY OF IONS ¡N AN ELECTRIC FIELD OF I VOLT
PER CM. AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

Gas,

2,

,8o
1.52

795
56O
lii

Recombination of the ions and electrons is
still taking place in the gas, but some of the
electrified particles are now being drawn out
by the action of the electric fléld before they
have time to recombine, and the number of
electrified particles which reach tile two electrodes per second, together with the number
which recombine in the body of the gas per
second, will he equal to the number which are
produced per second by the ionising influence. If the potential difference between the
electrodes he increased, the component of
velocity of the particles towards their respective plates will he correspondingly increased,
a greater proportion of the particles will he
drawn out from the gas, and a smaller proportion will recombine; the current through
the gas will therefore be greater.
It has been found that under these circumstances the gas approximately obeys Ohm's
law, as shpvn in Fig. 2 (AB). As the P.1).
between the plates is further increased, however, there comes a point beyond which
further increase in the electric field is not

B

Ironi5ation by

'I

(
Ohm'5

CoIJi3ion 6e9In5

5afu ration

current.

tw

Obeyed.

A

Potential ljif'f'erence

Fù. .-Relat ¿on

between P.D. and

current

through a gas.

mechanism of the conduction of electricity
though a gas; the important point to be
observed is that no conduction can take place
in the absence of some ionising agency which
will provide the electrical particles or carriers
of the current.
-

Ionisation by Collision
If the potential difference between the electrodes be still further increased the electrons,
under the more intense electric field, may
228
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that the potential gradient in the ga necessary for the production of ionisation by collision will he enormously greater at atmospheric pressurç than at the very low pressures obtaining in discharge tubes. The
potential gradient at any point in a gas
through which a current is flowing is not
necessarily given by the P.D. between the
plates divided by their distance apart. \'Vhen
a discharge is taking place, the potential
gradient may vary very considerably at different parts of the tube, as shown in Fig. 3.

acquire so much energy between suçcessie
collisions with the molecules of the gas that
the collisions result in the loss of electrons
from the atomic systems of the molecules.
If this happens, an original electron has
caused the appearance in the gas of another
electron and a positive ion; these at once
commence to drift in their proper directions
under the electric field, and they may acquire
sufficient energy to produce further electrons
and jolis at their next encounters, and so on.
The process now taking place is knon as
ionjsation by collision," and it will be evident that owing to thjs "snowball" aCtjon
the total ionisation in the gas will increase
with great rapidity.* The curve showing the
relation betweén the P.D. and the current
through the gas, when. ionisation by collision
sets in, is given in Fig. 2 (CD). This
phenomenon is, in fact, what is commonly
known as "electric discharge" or "sparking." When the sparking potential is
reached, both the positive and negative
carriers begin to ionise by collision. The
mean potential gradient required to produce
sparking is approximately proportional to the
pressure of the gas; in air at atmospheric
pressure it is about o,coo volts per cm. and
in air at i mm. pressure about 40 volts

I

P0511i0n

r

Discharga

Fig. 3.-Showing variation of electric intensity at different
points of a discharge lube when discharge (ionisation by
collision) is taking place.

A considerable amount of experimental work
has been done in the exploration of the electric field existing between the electrodes under

per cm.

lonising Potential
The potential difference through which an
electron must fall in order to acquire sufficient kinetic energy to ionise a molecule of
the gas by collision is known as the "ion ising
potential" of the gas; for many gases it is
of the order of io to 20 volts.f The actual
distance which an electron must travel in the
direction of the electric field in order to
acquire a given kinetic energy will depend
upon the potential gradient or space-rate of
variation of potential. 1f it is to produce
ionisation by collision, it must acquire this
energy between successive collisions, and
since the mean free path is. inversely proportional to the pressure of the gas,i: it follows

these circumstances.
The amount of energy which must be
acquired by an electron to ionise by collision
a normal atom or molecule depends upon the
stability of the structure of the latter. The
ionising potential required for the disorganisation of a stable atom, such as that of helium
or any other inert gas, will be greater than for
the atom of an electronositive element such
as sodium, where the electronic system of the
atom is qualitatively unsatisfied and will
readily part with an electron for the sake of
greater stability. The ionising potential, in
fact, depends upon the electronic configuration
of the atQm or molecule in much the same
way as does the chemical valence.
The following table shows an interesting
case of the mean potential gradient necessary
to produce a spark between two metal spheres
9.76 cms. radius in air at atmospheric pressure; it will be noticed that the potential
gradient is greater for very small distances.

* The number of molecules in a C.C. of air at 00 C. and
760 mm. pressure is 27 x Io1; at the highest attainable
vacuum (about iö- mm.) the number is about io-'. The

number of collisions made by a single molecule at
atmospheric pressure and 00 C. is 6 x100 per second
t The velocity acquired by an electron falling through
20 volts is about 27 xIo8 cm/sec. (or about i,600 miles
per sec.), which is enormously greater than the velocity
of agitation of molecules. The agitation velocity of a
molecule of oxygen at 00 C. is 425 xxo4 cm/sec., or

lonising Influences

mile per second.
The mean free path in air at 760 mm. pressure and
00 C. is 7.6 x Io0 cms. or three-millionths of an inch.
The
mean free path in a discharge tube may he several cms.

ny influence or agency which is able to
disturb the planetary electron system of an
229
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Spark length (cm.).
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Mean

-

263
15.00

6jo
.

Potential
Gradient.

-

Conduction through Liquids

399

3.36
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It was mentioned in the last article that
certain substances, òn solution in a liquid,
will dissociate into ions, the example given
being that of sodium chloride. A considerable number of chemical compounds dissociate, in this way and are known aS
ionogens " or ''electrolytes.''
1f electrodes are immersed in the liquid and a
potential difference established, the ions will
commence to drift in appropriate directions

atom, so as to shake out an electron, constitutes an ionisinE influence.
In order to
produce an apreciable saturation current
through a gas (that is, before ionisation by
collision sets in), it is necessary to employ an
artilicial ionising agent such as the X-rays
indicated in Fig. i. It is always possible,
however, to produce ionisation by collision,
because there are invariably a few ions produced in the gas by so-called

"

spontaneous

ionisation.'' This is really due to natural
ionising influences, of which there are. many.
Rad ioact ve transformations * are al ways
going on within the earth, and the rays
emitted act as ionising agents, particularly in
the vicinity of the radioactive substance.

IU

i

Gamma rays also are able to produce ionisation een at a considerable distance from their
source. The light from the sun, particularly
the ulti-a-violet portion of the radiation, which
is closely allied to X-rays, is another important cause of ''spontaneous " ionisation.
Ions are alsoproduced in large numbers by

llames, and hot bodies generally.
It may be mentioned that when a current
begins to flow through a gas and ionisation
by collision has set in, the electrified particles
may produce further ions by other means
than their collisions with the molecules of the
gas. For the disturbances produced in the
electron system of atoms, whether those disturbances result in ionisation or not, may
give rise to the emission of radiation from the
atoms, some of which lies beyond the ultraviolet region, and this radiation may again
cause the ionisation of easily ionised atoms

'

Fg. 4.-Simple illustration of

electrolytic
through a liquid.

conduction

under the electric field, and the mode of conduction of electricity through the liquid is
similar to that which has been described for
a gas before the phenomenon of ionisation by
collision has set in.
The substances known as electrolytes can be
divided into three classes. The first of these,
which are known as acids, give as one product of the dissociation positively charged
ions, which are known as hydrogen ions
H), and which are, in fact, protons. This
will be evident since the hydrogen atom
consists of orte proton and one electron. An
example of such an electrolyte is hydrochloric acid, HC1.
wink to
(The Editor regrets that
article
this
remainder
of
the
space
lack of
is unavoidably held over until next issue.)

(

There are certain substances whose atoms are in the

"dissatisfied" condition mentioned in the last article,

and these occasionally emit both positive ions and
electrons from the nucleus. These positive ions consist
of ionised helium atoms and are known as alpha rays;
the electrons are called beta rays. The ejection of these
electrified particles causes a radiation to be emitted,
known as gamma rays, which are similar to X-rays.
All these three kinds of rays may produce ionisation in
a gas. The transformations of radioactive atoms will
he more full) considered in a subsequent article of this
series.
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upon which it falls. Further, the impact of
the ions upon the electrodes may be sufficient
to disrtìot the atomic systems of the material
of the pate and so give rise to further supplies
of electrons.

II.

P.D.
(Electrostatic Units).
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A.

DISCUSSION

ON PRACTICAL

BROADCASTING
AT a recent meeting Mr. Shaugnessy, of the Wireless Engineering Department of the
Post Office, opened a discussion on
practkal broadcasting at which a
large number of experts were present, including several members
associated with the work of the
British Broadcasting Company.
In his opening remarks Mr.
Shaugnessy gave an account of the
development of broadcasting in
America and read extracts from
some of the American official reports on the broadcasting situation.
\ccording to such a report in 1922
it was recommended that, owing to
the difficulties arising from the
small number of available wavelengths, inter-communication should
only be made by wireless as a last
resort, that is to say, wherever possible, communication should be
made by land lines and the
broadcasting should finally be
adopted at a number of isoIt was also
lated points.
recommended that advertising should be limited entirely
to an announcement of the
name and call-sign of the
broadcaster.
In a similar report issued in
A
New York in 1923, it was
stated that a great deal of
trouble had arisen owing to
o'ercrowding on the available
wavelengths and competition
between various broadcasting

Britain. I-le also made some attempt to mèet and discuss the many
criticisms which have been levelled
at the British Broadcasting Company and at their conduct' of the
broadcast arrangements. He described in some detail the method
adopted by the Post Office experts
for the testing of wireless sets before approval and before the affixing of the official B.B.C. stamp.
The sets are tested by connecting
to a iooft. aerial, and listening-in is
effected upon another iooft. aerial
at a distance of iooft. away. The
receiving set connected to the
second aerial is a one-valve set using
reaction followed by 2 valve L.F.
amplifiers and it is considered that
if the set under test gives no detectable effect under these circumstances it may be regarded as
harmless.
The Post Office does

not allow the use of adjustable reaction in amateur receiving sets on
the aerial circuit, only fixed reaction
being allowed v hich, according ta
Mr. Shaugnessy, is useless.
The speaker had some hard
things to say of the holders of experimenters' licences, and in support thereof he gave a harrowing
account of a recent visit which he
made to Bristol where, after delivering a brilliant lecture, he vas
about to demonstrate an elaborate
receiving set tuned in for receiving
Birmingham. Instead of Birming-

ment.

hani he received a vast amount of
screeching and howling, which he
attributed to the reaction of the
Bristol experimenters. In this connection he gave a rather illuminating
definition of an experimenter when

'3

abtè
to put two tin tacks together."
A large part of the speaker's remarks vere concerned with a discussion of the possibility of avoiding confusion and overlapping whén
using the very limited band of wavelengths allotted to broadcasting in
this country. Some people, he said,
complained that the transmission
was too powerful whilst other complained that it was not powerful
enough, and the speaker pointed out
the great difficulty encountered in
attempting to please everybody. He
strongly deprecated the use of reaction, stating that it was wholly
unnecessary and that where extra

sensitiveness was required it should
be obtained by means of extra
valves. An interesting point which
vas brought out in this connection
vas that in many cases sets are
submitted to the Post Office
for inspection and approval
and are turned down because
they cause aerial oscillation
the makers then in some cases
submit the simple circuit
B
shown in the accompanying
figure, and protest that oscillation is impossible in such a
circuit. According to Mr.
Shaugnessy,
however,
although no interaction is intended on the part of the
manufacturers, the conditions
The questionable circuit referred to in the
are not necessarily wholly disdiscussion.
closed by the circuit diagram.

stations. It was frequently found
that a large and powerful station,
well-equipped for providing an extensive broadcast programme, would
be asked to give way at certain
times to a comparatively insignificant and ill-equipped station which
could not possibly provide an adequate substitute for the former.
The American report concludes by
pointing out very strongly the desirability, if not the necessity, for
unifying the control of broadcasting
in America, both as regards the
practical and the financial manage-

Mr. Shaugnessy drew a parallel
between the position in America
and that in this country, and argued therefrom the desirability of
similar unity of control in Great

he referred, to him as anybody
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certain parts, for example the
inductance coils A and B, are
placed in certain relation to one
another in the assembly, reaction
may take place between them and
so cause aerial oscillation even
though the circuit diagram is a
most innocent-looking one.
In conclusion, Mr. Shaugnessy
stated that the Post Office, although
they had by some been accused of
adopting a "dog-in-the-manger"
attitude, ere most anxious not to
They
adopt any such attitude.
were out, he said, to help the ex1f

perimenter in every way they could,
the
experimenter
and provided
would take care to act strictly in
accordance with the conditions of
his licence, he would receive every
sympathy and assistaice possible.
1331
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Suppose the pilot of a commercial aeroplane having crossed tlie'Channel is proceeding in the direction of Croydon aerodrome
And wishes to ascertain his " bearing " from
the aerodrome-information which will indicate to him whether he is steering a correct
course-lie merely switches on his wireless
apparatus, calls up the Croydon terodrome
\Vireless Station, and requests tile desired

wireless direction-fi ndi ng
apparatus, the problems of navigation
in the air have heeti greatly simplified.
ï he pilot of an aeroplane (Or airship) is no
longer entirely dependent upon the accuracy
of his compass observation and " drift
calculations affording him a knowledge of
lus position at any particular moment.
When flying at only a moderate height,
observation of land-marks is sometimes prevented by the light haze which frequently
preails, so that, in the not unlikely event
of a change of wind direction or strength,
reliance upon the compass alone may cause
the pilot to fly, quite unknowingly, several
miles out of his course.
The installation of a compact radio-telephone transmitting set in the aeroplane, and
the establishment of twÒ or more ground
stations, each provided ith direction-finding apparatus and inter-connected by landline telephones, one station also being
equipped with radio-telephone transmitting
apparatus, enables the pilot of any aircraft
within range to ascertain either his bearing or
his exact position with ease and promptitude.
Radio-telegraphy was originally used n
this connection, hut with the advent of reliable and easily operated radio-telephone
apparatus, the telegraphic method, with the
attendant necessity for the aeroplane pilot
being a telegraphist, was soon displaced.

accurate

-

information.-.

Whilst the conversation is in progress, the
direction of the incoming waves is rapidly
determined by the operator at the ground
station, and in a remarkably short space of
time the pilot is informed that his bearing
from the ground Station is, for inStance, 152
degrees, or alternatively, Tie is instructed to
steer a course on 332 degrees. This latter
figure represents the bearing of the aerodrome
from the aeroplane, one bearing being the
reciprocal of the other, and being réckoned
in degrees from 00 (magnetic North) clockwise
to 359°.
By the foregoing method, all that can be
determined is the "line of bearing," and,

except for an approximate idea obtained by
noting the strength of received signals, the
pilot cannot tell his actual distance from the
aerodrome.
As a matter of fact, there is a possibility of
error amounting to iSo degrees in the bearing as measured by means of the directionfinding apparatus at the ground station. All

i
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that the apparatus determines is the " position line " of the source of the incoming
waves, and as this " position lii " passes
right through the centre of the receiving
aerial or ioop the actual source of the waves
may either be due North or due South.
in order to obtain what is termed a " fix "
and so determine the exact position of the
aeroplane at the moment when thé measurements were made, two position lines are necessary, the "fix" being at the point of intersection of the two position lines.

iev of the high speed at which the aeroplane
will be tra\elling.
Ne ertheless, it is surprisin, when one
appreciates- what has to be done, to hear a

wandering pilot -calling out: " Hullo, Croydon. Where am I? I don't know where the
deuce I am. \Vhere am I ?" and to catch the
prompt response: " H tillo. Just a minute

-

You're over
330 degrees."

X-,

steer on course

The method of direction finding just described, and illustrated in our drawing, has
the great advantage that no special directionfinding apparatus is required in the aeroplane,
the full responsibility for the accuracy of the
bearing, or position, resting with the ground
stations.
The disadvantage, especially apparent
during the recent var, is that an aeroplane
ascertaining its position reveals its presence
and position to any of the enemy's ground
stations provided with direction-fi iidi ng

The method adopted is illustrated in our
drawing. An aeroplane is seen making its
way inland and radiating from the aerial wire
hanging beneath the machine a request for
information as to its position. The request
is received at two direction-finding stations,
which are represented in our illustration by
Croydon and Lympne, and at each station
the "line of bearing" of the source of the
wave is rapidly and accurately determined.
The operator at Lympne does not communicate with the aeroplane, but passes on the
result of his observation by land-line to the
operator at Croydon, who "lays off" on a
map the two position lines, notes the point of
intersection, and immediately informs the
pilot that lie is "just over Tunbridge \Vells
(for instance).
Although the operations take some time
to describe, they can actually be performed
*ith great rapidity, which is very necessary in

apparatus.
An alternative method, which overcomes
this last-named disadvantage, is to fit special
direction-finding apparatus in the aeroplane,
by means of which the pilot is enabled to take
wireless bearings on two or more ground
transmitting stations (known as " beacon
stations), and can then work out his positi9n
for himself, th& responsibility for the accuracy of observations in this case, of course,
being with the pilot himself.
233
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LOOKING AFTER ACCUMULATORS
By R. W. Hallows.
TIlE acid used must be of the
kind known as "pure brimstone," for the commercial
variety is obtained by a process
which leaves in it impurities
harmful to the plates. If you mix
the solution at home remember
to add acid to water, which should
be distilled and not taken from the

1lGy

known as "Sulphating." A certain
amount of lead sulphate is normally
formed on both sets of plates during
discharge, as we have seen.
But
under certain conditions violent
action between acid and lead may
take place, with the result that a
hard white coating appears on the
plates, rendering the battery almost
useless. Suiphating may be caused
by having an acid solution that is
too stronL! or too weak. by discharing at t
high a rate,by lettin

tap never add water to acid, or an
explosion is likely to occur. Pour
the acid in little by little, until the
right strèngth is reached, and be
careful to use a sound vessel for
mixing, as a good deal of heat is
pro.duced during the process.
A new battery requires a long,
slow charge in order that a perfect
amalgamation may take place on
Charging
positive plates.
the
should be continued for some time
after gassing has first been noticed.
The accumulator should be brought
into use as soon as possible, but
directly the gravity of the acid has
fallen to 1.17, or the E.M.F. to
i.8 volts per cell, it should be recharged, fresh acid solution being
After the
placed in the cells.
second charge there is no need to
change the solution so long as its
gravity remains correct, though a
little water may be required from
time to time to make good the
losses caused by' the flight of

cells run down to too low a voltage,
or by allowing them to remain for
some time in a discharged state.
Avoid these things, then, if you
would keep your battery in good
condition and give it a long life.
Other points, to notice. are that
plates may bend or "buckle
the
accumulator isshort circuited, or if
it is worked over hard, and that
terminals, unless kept greased, are
liable to be attacked by acid fumes.
%\ hen terminals become corroded
contacts cannot be ood, and one
faulty contact in tlìeL.T. circuit is
sufficient to account for all manner
of noises in the telephones.
'hn bt.ying an
One last tip
accumulator see that there !s plenty

oxygen

the accumulator by causing a short

and hydrogen molecules
during gassing.
Do not overwork a new accumulator; a safe rule is not to let the
discharge-rate exceed one twentieth
of the actual ampere-hour capacity
for the first few weeks. Thus an
accumulator, whose actual capacity
is o ampere-hours, should not he
used for heating the filaments of
more than five valves of the Ora
type, each of which consumes about
.5 ampere, or three of the kinds
which require three-quarters of an
am pere.
One of the worst foes of the L.T.
battery efficiency is the phenomenon

"jf

:

of space between the bottom edges
of the plates and the celluloid case.
The positive plates disintegrate as
time goes on and particles fall to
the bottom, forming a brown sediment. If there is not sufficient
clearance this sediment may ruin
Circuit.

SOLDERING HINTS AND TIPS.
THE soldering called for in mal<.
ing wireless apparatus is of
such an easy kind that anyone can undertake it after a little
practice. People are rather apt to
funk '' it and to take their jobs
to a shop to be done, but there
is really nothing in it to shy at,
so long as a few simple tips aré
borne in mind.
The first thing to remember is
that solder will not adhere to dirty
or oxidised surfaces : therefore,
-

2,
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whatever the job may be, always
begin by cleaning up the surfaces
to be joined with a piece of fine
emery cloth. Don't try to use a
large iron at first. A small one
grows cool rather quickjy, but it is
vastly easier to handle. For very
fine work a most useful iron can
be made by driving a length of lin.
copper rod into a tool handle and
filing its end into the shape of a
screw-driver.
Before it can be used a soldering
iron must be "tinned." To do this
heat it in a blow lamp or a gas
ring until it is just hot enough to
melt solder, then dip it into a little
resin or fluxite in which so±e small
pieces of- so!der have been placed,
and work it about until the copper
is covered with a bright layer of

tinning.

Never heat your
you do so you
ing difficult, for its
dirty by contact

iron in the fire.
vill find soldersurface is made
with coal and'
ashes.
gas ring answers splendidly. Don't overheat the iron, or
the tinning vill be burnt ofT; but
get it hot enough by leaving it in
the gas flame until the coloured
flames referred to above appear.
One of your first experiments
may be to solder a wire to the
shank of a terminal.
Having
cleaned both properly and applied
fluxite, hold the wire in place with
a pair of pliers; take a little solder
from a stick with the iron and
apply it to the joint.
The flux
fizzes for a moment, then a little
blob of solder runs on to the metal,
and as soon as it has set a firm

If

joint is made.

At first you vill feel that two
hands are, a quite inadequate allowance, but very soon you will- be
wielding the soldering iron with
confidence. Your early efforts will
not result in particularly neat
joints, for you will somehow manage to deposit far too much solder.
The excess, however, can be cleaned
off with a file. Whenever possible
make use of the process known as
sweating." Let us suppqse, for

234
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example, that you wish to solder a
strip, of brass to a nut. Tin the
surfaces-of both by running a little

sockets and two terminals are then
screwed to the panel and connectionsa!:e made from top Ieft.to i,
2 to 3; 4 to
and 6 :to top right,

sqlder on to them with the iron,
then' place them together and hold
ii the gasfiatne with pliers until
'I his is much
the solder runs.
easier than the ordinary method,
and 'it.. makes secure joints.

Don't use- " killed spirits " for
lectrical work: The aid has a
stÍong action: on the 'copper, añd
unless you-can remove all traces of
it the metal will corrode'badly as
time goes on. Resin or fluixite are
perfectly safe and have no after
effects. Don't imagine that a reat
deal of solder makes a firm joint.
The thinner the skin of solder you
apply the better it vill stick.
t

MAKING A TELEPHONE
DISTRIBUTING PANEL
NOW that broadcasting is so
popular, many wireless enthusiasts wish to employ several
sets of 'phones, so that more than
one person can listen-ìn at once.
Most. sets aie provided with
terminals for ene pair of
'phones only, and the fixing, say, of three pairs of
telephones to these sets is
often unsightly, and at the
best a makeshift arrangement. The panel about to
be described obviates these
difficulties and allows the
'phones to be easily plugged
The one dein and out.
scribed is made for three
pairs of 'phones, though, of
course, it can be extended to
accommodate any number.
For the plugs and sockets
the littings sold as valve
pins and sockets are usedthey are very suitable and.
can be bought quite cheaply

-

by means of wires 'on the underside of the panel. ihese may be
clamped to the legs of the sockets
and terminals by means of extra
nuts, or; better still, by solderin'g.
To complete the, panel, fillets of
ebonite oi\ood 'are screwed to the
uindersideof tli& panel so that any
projections un'derneáth are raised
clear of the table on which the
panel rests.
Jt remains to prepare the telephones for the panel. To do this,
one of the valve pins is soldered to
each of the tags of the telephone
leads. If only two pairs are in use,
one pair is plugged into sockets i
and 2, and the other into 3 and 6.
1f only one pair is in use, it is
The two
plugged into i and 6.
terminals are joined to the 'phone

terminals of the set.
In this way it is quite a simple

-

-

-

,l_:

from many advertisers n
this journal. Typical ones
are shown in Fig. i, though
they often differ slightly in appearance.

The baseboard is best made from
ebonite, though hard wood will
sen-e if well dried and given several
coats of shellac varnish.
The
dimensions may be altered to suit
the convenience of the maker, those
shon in Fig. i giving a rough idea
of the size.
There should be a
space of at least lin, between each
socket-if wood is used it is better
to increase this to Iin. Holes are
drilled in the base in the positions
shown in the figure, those marked
i-6 being for the sockets, and the
top holes for two terminals to connect the panel to the set. The six

-

-

-=
iuh.'

Ftc.

1.

matter to plug in or remove any
number of 'phones in the shortest
time, without confusion. Of course,
if a set is being built, the panel
could be incorporated into it quite
easily.
The use of valve pins and sockets
can be extended to many parts of
the set. 1f the pins are slack it is
quite easy to open the prongs by inserting a screw-driver or knife
between them.
W. E. M.

TIPS ABOUT INSULATION
ON'T spoil the ship for

ha'porth of tar "
useful proverb. Trans-

want of
is a

lated

into

a

wireless

parlance

it

reads " Don't spoil the chances of
the set you buiId by using ppqriisuIating matedal."
One sorne:

times sees fibre and hardwood
recommended for the, inountings -1
wireless apparatus, but neither of
these is entirely to be relied upii.
at any rate vhere high-frequency
currents are: concerned.
These
currents have one marked peculiarty-they travel, not t/jrongh
substances huit over their surfaces,
thus giving rise to what is knqwn
as the
skin effect."
.....
Both
ood and fibre are hygroscopic, that is, they collect moisture
very rapidly from the atmosphere.
Now moisture is an excellent conductor of high-frequency currents,
and when any material that insulates in its dry state becomes damn
on the surfae they will "creep
over it to an amazing extent.
I
had a remarkable illustration ol
this not long ago when using a
crystal rectifier on a set consisting
of two tuned anodes and a notemagnifier. At one moment, when
,

-

" cat-whisker "
as
making no contact with the
crystal, signals vere heard
a slight adjustment of the
filament current of the
second H.F. valve caused it
to rectify, apd the signals
became strong. Tiey vere
passing by a short-circuit
-through the mahogany base
on
hicli the detector was
the

mounteo
When you are marking
out ebonite for drilling.
don't rule lines with a lead
pencil.
The graphite of
which the '' lead '' is com
posed is a fairly good conductor, and these lines forni
high resistance leaks f rom
terminal to terminal when
the set is assembled. lt is
q,e/d
best to use a sharp-pointed
scriber, and to be on th
safe side it is as well to scratch ¡u
This
circle round each terminal.
breaks up the polished surface.
which might otherwise allow a
little creeping.
If your ebonite is very highly
polished, take off some of its gloss
by working it with the finest emery
cloth lubricated with turpentine.
lt will then have a erv much increased value as an insulator.

USEFUL TIPS IN CONNECTION
WITH TERMINALS
TANY of the receiving sets
now on the market
are
fitted with terminals whivh
are horizontally divided. lt is not
always an easy matter to obtain a

'

.
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satisfactory grip on

a

wire with

these, and the following wrinkles
may be of value to those who have

suffered in this respect.
Looking at Fig. 2, it will be seen
that if the shank of the terminal is
firmly gripped between soft jaws in
the vice, a small flat may be filed
on. the centre rod at the point
marked X, and in the centre of the
flat a small hole may be drilled

through the terminal. This must
be as close to the base nut as
possible, so as to avoid shearing the
wire. A secure grip is thus assured
on any v'ire passing through the
hole.

If a holeis punched through the
terminal strips of a flash lamp
battery, and two such terminals as
described above be inserted, a unit
useful for many experimental purposes vill be formed. (Fig.. 2.)
If troubled with the
'phone tags slackening,
fit a lock nut to the terminais; 1f the existing
screws are too short for
this purpose, substitute
a terminal with two
movable nuts, the top

May
kept weil apart; but in the close
quarters into which things must fit
in the set connecting wires must
frequently run very close together.
If any two conductors are
separated by only a short space,
considerable capacity may exist between them. Its effects are increased if they run parallel for any
distance, or, if they are covered,
for the insulating material provides an excellent dielectric. If the
two leads belong to the same circuit, capacity will be added to that
circuit with highly undesirable results for short-wave work; hilst,
if they belong to different circuits,
high-frequency currents may pass
by capacity from one to the other
and set up oscillation. In making
up a panel, then, it is essential, if
good results are to be obtained, to
pay particular attention to the wir-

2,
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Wiring done in this way makes
the neatest possible job, and it adds
considerably to the efficiency and
the stability of the set.
-

R. W. II.

AN INSULATING VARNISH
ANUMBER of insulating varnishes have appeared on the
market from time to time,
each claiming sorne special merit.
However, from the point of simplicity in preparation, and also to

some extent cost, the experimenter
cannot do better than employ an
ordinary shellac varnish. The varnish should be prepared as follows.
The shellac may be obtained from
a chemist or colourman, either in
the form of rough chips or
small flakes, which are sometimes known as "buUon lac.' The
shellac s ho u d be
broken up into small
V1JClA'lTE
pieces and placed in
P PIPE STEM
a glass bottle having
vide neck.
The
a
I

-

EBONITE WASH(R5

final
insulating properties of the varnish
are dependent to a
great e x t e n t upon
liquid used to
the
dissolve
the
shellac.
Methylated spirit contains a large amourn
of free water and,
consequently, if this

one being soldered fast,
the lower one acting as
the lock nut.

File a flat in the end
-1g;: SOLOtRIO FAS?
)f the screw, which will
X
then grip firmer than if
rounded. (Fig. 2.)
OLE THROUGH
¿QC sur
Where terminals have
(wo veAsic)
is used as the solto pass through wood,
vent a certain amou1
it is. advisable to pro
of water is sure to
/
ebonite,
of
bush
side a
b eco m e incorporated
t
and washers of mica or ¡
with the article to
P'I(TAL PLA7G
PIN/SHED TERMINAI.
ebonite top and bottom.
which it is applied.
ti
For bushing, sections
lt is advisable, thereFie. ?.
of vulcanite pipe stems
fore, to use absolute
vill be found all that
alcohol, which may be obtained
ing. The golden rules are these
could be desired, the hole already
Keep all wires as short as possible;
from a chemist.
provided, but being easily enlarged
be careful that those from grid and
Sufficient spirit is added to cover
if necessary. (Fig. 2.
plate in particular do not run
the shellac, which may be dissolved
The washers, circular or square,
parallel or close together; see that
may be made from the ebonite of
with or without the aid of heat. 1f
leads that must cross do so as
the solution is heated, great care
broken set-squares, this being of a
nearly
as possible at right angles;
very suitable thickness.
should be exet-cised, owing to the
and do not increase capacity effects
C. l-I. L.
liability of the evaporating spirit to
by providing a good dielectric.
flash back," which might then
WIRING UP PANELS
It will be
The only system which enables
cause a serioUs fire.
- \'ERYONE who has had a
all these things to be done is the
found that the spirit is soon soaked
little experience of making
bave wire bridging method, which
up, and more should be added in
wireless apparatus will have
is by far the best for all wireless
small quantities until all the shellac
found, at some time or another, that
purposes.
Use stiff, uncovered has dissolved. The resulting varcircuits which work perfectly when
copper wire of about No. ¡6 gauge,
nish will be very thick, but it is
hooked UI) anyhow on the bench
make your connections with bridges
advisable to keep it in this condi.
are apt to give a good deal of
bent into shape on a wooden
tion, as it is always possible to thin
trouble when assembled on or
former, and solder all joints. Leave
it out afterwards by the addition of
under the panels of a finished set.
a clearance of half an inch beIt is a very
a little niore spirit.
The cause of this misbehaviour
tween vires that cross. As the stiff
good plan to keep .tvo bottles of
is to be found, as often as not, in
wire "stays put," there is no fear
varnish, one thick and the other
the wiring. On the bench one has
of the short through leads coming
thin, since both are equally useful
plenty of room, and leads can be
into Contact with one another.
for vious purposes.

I
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A PROGRESSIVE UNIT RECEIVING SYSTEM
This forms the fourth part of oar special series of articles dealing with the construction of a comp/ele
unit receiving system. Every issue will contain complete instructions for making or using another
component pari, and the reader will have al his disposal the whole organisation of Radio Press to
help him. These articles are written by the Editor himself, and the apparatus described has been
designed and fully tested. By carefully following out the instructions given, it is impossible to obtain
disappointing results. Every piece of apparatus will be subsequently used when more ambitious sets
are described.

PART IV.-APPARATUS FOR A ONE-VALVE RECEIVING CIRCUIT.
(Continued from No.

HAVING dealt with the necessary apparatus (or a crystal
receiver, it is proposed to
give full details for the Construction of a simple one-valve receiver.
This receiver vilI use the valve as
a high-frequency amplifier, a crystal
detector being used to rectify the
high-frequency amplified currents.
\Ve will use all the component
parts already made and also several

more.-

3,

pige 176.)

valve), four terminals (one going to
the grid, the other to the anode,
and the other two to the filament),
and a filannt rheostat or variable
resistance which is connected in
one of the leads to the filament
sockets to enable the current flowing through the filament of the
valve to be varied.
Fig. 8 shows the vompleted valve
panel, which may be made either
in ebonite or wood.
Ebonite, of
Course, is preferable, but as these
articles ate being
written primarily for
those who do not
possess facilities for

next thing to do is to screw down
the valve-holder to the base-board.
The actual type of valve-holder
recommended is the kind shown in
Fig. 4. A ledge is provided to

T1

-1

-

instrument
ork,
the actual pieces ofappai atus on which
these
notes
are
based
have
been
made in wood.
Three pieces of
wood are required.

journal.
In addition to these extras we
will need a valve panel, a hightension btterv, and a six-volt
accumulator.

One is shown in
Fig. i, which gives
t he
dimensions.
Two ledges, dimensioned as in Fig. 2,
od.
are also provided,
and these are secured,
as shown in Fig. 3, to
the end of the baseboard, so that
the
latter is raised above
the level of the table to
enable the wiring, etc.,
to be clear.
Fig. 3
also shos the holes
which have to be made
in the wooden baseboard to allow terminals, valve holder,
and filament rheostat
to be attached to the

The Valve Panel
An essential unit in any valve
receiving system
the valve panel,
which is nothing more or less than
a base-board on which is fitted a
valve holder (fitted with four
sockets to take the four pins of the

baseboard.
The next st-p in the making of
the panel is the attachment of four
terminals, one at each corner,
These terminals are preferably of
the Army 4 BA. type, although
this, of course, is not important.
Having fitted the tei-minals, the

-

SW

Fig. 1.-Giving

dimEnsions

of w

Additional Apparatus Required
%Ve will require another 20-turn
variable inductance, tapped at each
turn as described in No. i of
Wireless Wecisly.
Ve
vill also

require another
variable inductance consisting of
ioo turns tapped at every 20 turns,
as described in No. 2 of this

i

Fig. 2.-Giving dimensions of hie
ledge.

enable the holder to be screwed
clown to the base-board.
As shown in Fig. 3, a large hole
made in the base-board to allow
the pins at the bottom of the valveholder to pass through o ithout
touching the wood. The holder is
then screwed down to the board.
Instead of using the type of salveholder shown in Fig. 4, any of the
other kinds on the market ma)' be
used, but this type is to he preferred
hen using a wooden base¡s

Fie.

3.-The

Base-board.

board.
If other types are used,
there is a danger of leakage
between the pins through the wood.
The valve-holder shoùld be so
arranged that the socket corresponding to the grid pin on t.hF
valve points towards the rnidde

237
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point between the grid and anode
terminals, which are marked G and
Fig. 8 shows the
A ¡ri Fig.
arrangement of the valve-holder or
the panêl.
1Iavin securéd the valve-holder
to the Thasc-board, the filament
.

rheostat should_be scréwed to the
board in such a vav- that the knob
projects aboye thebçard and the
resistance below.
The rotary -type of rheostat
shown in Fig. 6 should be used,
-

Most valve circuits will work on as low a voltage
as 36, but considerably louder
signals are obtained when a higher
voltage is used, in spite of the fact
that valve manufacturers ofteñ
specify, say, 45 vojts as suitable for
36 and 72 volts.

the valve
supply.

they

Fig. 4.-The valve-holder

and it may be purchased from most
of the adertisers in this journal.
Fig. 7 shows a cross section

through the valve panel, and this
figure illustrates how the rheostat
and valve-holder are fitted tó the
base-board.
Fig. S shows the completed valve
panel without the wiring.
Having fixed the . terminals,
rheostat, and valve-lioldei tp the
base-board, it is now necessary to
\\'ire up the panel. Fig. g shows a
view from the top of the panel, the
Wiring, which, of course is underneath the base-board, bring shown
in dotted lines. The reader should
not confuse this view with an

;/4

Fig.

6.-A rotary

type rhe3stat.

able-and by connecting a number
of them ir series, it is possible to
obtain the desired oltage.

Each flash-lamp

43, and if it is
desired to have a

high-tension battery of, say, 36
volts, one simply
has to divide 43
into 36 and the
result will be the
number of flashlamp batteries required.
In the
special
quoted,
the base-board
flash-lamp b a t If a
ill be necessary.
teries
voltage of 72 is desired, sixteen
batteries s'ill be more than sufficient to give the necessary E.M.F.
It is,' of course, necessary to allow
for the batteries to drop in voltage
as they are used.
\Ve w ill assume that the hightension battery is to have a value

case

5.-The

valve-holder mounted on

eight

-

underneath vjew of the panel.

It

is a top view.

underneath
io is an
of the panel showing the
'vi ring.
Fig.

view

The High-Tension Battery
The high-tension battery should
preferably have a value of between

vide by Jin. deep by iin. long.
Fig. ii shows the complete hightension battery

High - tension
batteries may be
bought made up
in units of 36
with suitable tappings at every 9
1f, howvolts.
ever, it is desired
,5.i4 -_..
___
to make one's
own high-tension
Fig. 7 -Cross sect ion throng/i volve panel.
battery, the first
The only points to notice are the
thing to do is to buy a number
terminals which are fitted at the
of flash-lamp batteries which conend of the box.
These terminals
sist of three cells each-the price
are not screwed into the wood, but
of these battiies is quite reasonate fitted to strips of ebonite
screwed to the wood.
Fig. 12 shows in detail one end
of the battery. It will be seen that
a strip of ebonite S is placed across
a rectangular gap in the end piece
of the box.
This strip is lixed
to the end piece by screws passing
through the ends of S. In the
middle of the strip is fitted a ter1

battery gives a
voltage ot about

Fig.

Sixteen flash-

lamp batteries are bought and are
arranged side by side in a wooden
box, meuring internally 2ifl.

-

k--------

Pj.

of about 72.volts.

2, 1923

Lli.

minal. The nut which secures the
terminal at the other side of the
ebonite strip S is connected to the
positive terminal of the first flashlamp battery. The positive strip of
brass which acts as the terminal of
the flash-lamp battery is nearly
always the shorter piece, but the
infallible test is to see which of the
two strips of brass of the flash-lamp
battery is nearest the outside. The
one which is nearest to the end of
the battery is the negative, whereas
the brass strip which comes out
of the battery about half an
inch from the end is the positive
terminal.
Before actually placing the batteries in the box, the latter should
be carefully dried and then painted
inside with paraffin vax, which
should be allowed to soak into the
wood. The process is facilitated by
keeping the box warmed before a
fire while the inside is painted with
molten parainn vax.
When the batteries aie placed in
position they should be so arranged
that the positive terminal of one
battery is next to the negative terminal of the other, and so on. The
batteries are then connected in
series, the positive terminal of the
first going to one terminal of the
complete high-tension battery and
the negative terminal of that flash-
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Fig. 8.-The valve-holder mounted with the filament
rheostat.

Fie. 10.-An underneath view of the pane!.
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view from the lop of the

panel

lamp
battery bing
joined by means of a
wire to the positive terminal of the next batThe negatie
tery.
terminal of this latter
battery is then connected to the positive
terminal of tite next
one, and so on.
The
different b a t t e r e s
should be joined together by means of a
wire soldered to the
brass terminal strips.
The negative terminil of the last battery in the box is
connected to the terminal at the far end
of the high-tension batter' box, this terminal
being secured on the
strip of ebonite as was
done in the case òf the
other terminal.
(Next veek: A Cornflete Combined Valve
and Crystal l?eceiver.)

-.

-

FiS'.

£2 50
regret that a slight error
has crept into the circuit
diagram of the receiver used
in connection with this competi:
tion, as described in Wireless
IVeeklv, No. 2, on page 124.
It
will be seen, referring to the poten
tiometer (3oo ohms), that the far
end of tile potentiometer is not connected to anything, and that the
vire from the detector valve filament passing near the free end goes
to the H.T. positive terminal.
-

-

-

-

WE

11.-The H.T. battery.

..Fi.

12.-0n2

PRIZE COMPETITION.

The wire from the filament of the
detector valve should be joined to
this end of the potentiometer and
should go to the negative or cornmon \vire instead of to the 1I.T.
positive. It is also stated that the
filament control for the high-frequency valve should be fitted inside
the case, and that for the lo frequency valve in tile remote control. This should be reversed. It
is also not clear that the coupling
between the aerial and aperiodic

end of/he H T.batfery.

-

coils may be varied if necessary.
The adjustment, as pointed out, is
normally fixed by means of a small
screw, but for experimental purposes it is possible to move the two
coils so that the coupling is iltered.
in Connection with the transformers . Connecting the lov-frequenc-yalves, tile wording of the
description is such that there
appears to be some special arrangement for giving the grids of these
salves a definite negative potentiai.

t
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THE TECHNICALITIES OF BROADCASTING
P. P.

ECKERSLEY,

PSe., A.M..I.E.E.,

Chief Engineer of the British Broadeaiting Co.

By
Titis article, the second of the series, deals with the special
control circuits employed to meet the requirements of broadcasting.

.-

PART II.-TELEPHONE CONTROL CIRCUITS FOR RADIO-TELEPHONY
(Continued from No.

Introduction
Patent Office has. I believe, liad
many patents filed for'methods oÉ telephony control for wireless telephony,
and it is a remarkable fact that only two
methods have really survived the searching
fests of practical needs.
The two.methods in question are familiarly
known as choke contròl and grid control.
It might be well to summarise these two
methods.

-

page

96.)

circuit LC in oscillation, then a power
W must, assuming ioo per cent. efficiency,
be absorbed in controlling these oscillations.
Thus if G is giving i kw. to maintain
LC in oscillation, M must be capable of
delivering r kw. to control the oscillations
fully. Obiously, since T is a transformer
and there is a steady voltage E applied by G,
the actual voltage applied to LC must vary
for full control between +2E and zero.
Now e have no microphone arrangement
that will control, say, r kw. b' just talking
at it, and the usual circuit pertinent to this
argument is sliown in 1ig. 2.
Here the microphone currents are amplified and an auto-transformer arrangement
used.
Now from the above argument obviously
the valves V must he capable of dissipating

p-1-MI-JE

i

2,

Choke Control
.1 do nol wish to iisu1t my reader's intelligence by giving too detailed a description of
choke control, but I have found a Certain
amount of misconception exists as to the
actual modus operandi of this arrangement.
In an ordinary " oscillating circuit '' or
high-frequency generator employing the
valve, between limits, the high-frequency
oscillations are directly proportional to the
applied voltage. Thus, if the voltage applied
to the oscillating circuit is varied in sympathy
with the sounds to be radiated, a reliable and
distortionless ysteni of radio-telephony will
be achieved.
Suppose, then, a steady voltage is applied
to the oscillation generator, but that in series
with this D.C. supply ve connect the
secondary of trarsformer the primary of
which is energised by the voice alternating
currents, then obviously the secondary voltages (alternating) will he superimposed on
the D.C. steady supply.
Take Fig. i. Here T is the transmitter
and M represents a microphone for converting sound disturbances into similar efectric
disturbances. G is the source of D.C.
supply, and superimposed on it will be the
alternating current voltages in the secondary of T.
Now the whole point I am getting at is that
if a power \V ¡s required to maintain the

r
T

e!
i

-

-

Oseiltafton Gen9,yilor

Fig. 1.-Simple choke-control circuit.

the same power at its anode as is supplied to
the oscillation generator.
If i kw. is needed to maihtain the circuit
LC in oscillation, i kw. must be dissipated
at the anode of VC, and hence V° must be
capable of dissipating more watts than V
because V°, the oscillating valve, only has to
stand the losses in the oscillation generator.
This is an important point, and is often
lost sight of in the design of choke-control
systems.
.
,
240
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Another Final Point on Choke Control.
1f the ideal system as outlined above has
been built up, it is obvious that the voltage
variations applied to L C vi1l vary between
+2E and zero. This seldom happens in
practice, and it would be inadvisable to
arrange things in this way because a touch
more control and " breaking " would occur,
i.e., the set would be stopped oscillating.
But 'hat is important is to see that the
circuits L C and associated reaction coil are
so adjusted that the oscillating currents are
everywhere strictly proportional to the
applied voltages.
If, say, 2,000 volts are
normally applied, it is nogood if the set stops
oscillating when these volts drop to 1,000.
There should he, strictly speaking, oscillations in L C of Figs. 2 and i even if only
i
volt is applied, and if there are 2 amps
oscillating current at 2,000 volts there should
be 4 amps oscillating current at 4,000 volts.
Many circuits give bad speech because of
maladjustment of the high-frequency circuits.
Grid Control
.
The fundamntal circuits of grid control
are shown in Fig. 3. No one to my mind
has really given a satisfactory explanation of
how grid, control really works. There is
evidence to show that, using the circuits of
Fig. «i much of the control is a wavelength
control, but the control gets less and less
effective the longer the wavelength.
Certainly, too, there is an amplitude control present. The whole action is involved,
'hut 011e point i most noticeable, narnel', that
grid control as ordinarily applied gives a

-

Au1o7seh/

proportionality between the sound and the
control of the radiation. It is obvious, then,
that the ordinary grid control is no good at
all, since the adjustment of the receiver in a
wavelength control system will largely inThe
fluence speech-quality ahd intensity.
broadcasting becomes more and more successful the more powerful and stable the
transmitter, and hence the more robust and
foolproof the receiver.
Choke control, then, though expensive and
SCILLAT/ 0/

I-- - N

3-A

grid-control wireless telephone circuit
in which the microphone potentials are applied
lo the grid of an oscillating valve.

Fig.

to an extent wasteful, is by far the most ideal
niethocl.
Only one prdposal lias been made for a

trigger control .that combines the above
desiderata, and some trouble might he experienced in its application, although theoretically
the method appears very feasible.
Forms of grid control might be used which
combine robustness, deep modulation, and a
-

constant wavelength, but it is probable that
as much energy wastage in valves would be
present as with choke control if precautions
to obtain the above conditions were taken.

-

/Autthoke

i/sci Ilalion

CTOR

#trÓllìI

A Last Word
There is a form of control known as absoiptioii control, which works by varying the
resistance " of a valve which has its anode
and filament connected across the aerial
tuning inductance.
As more and more positive is applied to
the grid of the absorbers more and more
energy is absorbed from the aerial, and
a strictly proportional control may be

7.O

L_. --------- ___

Fig. 2.-Choke-control circuit in which the microphone
potentials are amplified.

"trigger control "-that is to say, energy does
not have to be wasted in the control system
anything like so much as in choke control.

obtai nec!.

Rut-and here's the rub-therc is a very
heavy harmonic introduced in the radiation.
Thus the meThod is open to objection on this
score.

The Needs of Broadcasting
The whole aim and object of the designer
of a broadcast transmitter is to get perfect
241
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n rea dc as ti n News
BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

THE P.M.G.'s speech in the
house of Commons may be

who, after some classical iìems, ask
him to " cut out that sob stuff,'
or to the highbrovs who, during
the dance music, beseech him to
give them some real music.

summarised briefly, "Much
cry and little wool." After all the
preliminary trumpetings in the
Press, after all the posing as the
champion of the people, and as
their protagonist against monopoly,
he promises to remit the applications for the experimental licences
to a committee of technical authorities, and speaks of the appointment
of another Committee to investigate
the whole subject.
*

*

**

*

.

The Princess Alice was very gracious in accepting the offer to open
the new women's hour, which is to
be a feature of all the B.B.C. programmes. Some members of the
Royal Family háve declined on account of the publicity involved. So
Jiave some illustrious statesmen,
needless to say, also from reasons
of modesty.
.

*

The poor constructor who wa
*
*
looking for a solution of his difllt has been decided that the
culties is left unprovided for. The
B.B.C., to do them justice, wer
.':\'omeh1'5 hour " will be from 5
to 5.30 each evening: ht will be all
'ihling that a licence should be
" talkee, talkee," about everything
issued which would legalise the
woman has an interest in, and, there
positio1 of most of those who have
will:be no music. ht 'will be interconstructed their sets; and it
esting to know if the women
some provision for those who
histenrs-in will take this' lying
wished to make their sets in future.
down. It will be so desperately
Now everything will have to wait
until the new Committee gets '!-hard listening to other women talking :änd never getting a word in
going. The B.B.C. instantly acedgewise, more especially when the
cepted the invitation to send' a re
lady at the transmitter end of the
presentative.
.

madeT

*

*

*

Mr. Rex. F. Palmer, Station i
rector of 2L0, has taken part in
many a stirring episode in his time.
He was air pilot to Mr. Lowell
Thomas when that accomplished
gentleman was in Palestine gettin
ihe material for his "traveloqûes."
When in the course of a forenoon
Mr. Palmer has about 25 artistes
ringing up postponing or cancelling
engagements, he thinks longingly
of the good old days when he had
nothing to do but bomb the Bosch,
or bother the Bulgars, or terrify
the Turks.

*

*

s

other
things,
Mr.
ftmongst
Palmer is a B.Sc. of London UniHe has specialised in
versity.
acoustics, and he gets plenty of op.
portunity of increasing his knowledge of the subject-at the telephone, listening to the jazz maniacs,

büsiness says something obviously
silly from the listener's point 'of
view.

5

*

Perhaps if the moriologue begins
to pall a little, the B.B.C. will arrange to broadcast the chatter in

Mrs: X.'sdì'aving-room what time
a dozen ladies are going good and
strong on the servant problem. ¡f
they could also broadcast the remarks of Mrs. X. 's guests when
they get outside the door, that
would be even more interesting.
*

*

*

the
The experiments which
B.B.C. made for receiving 2L0 at
Wernblev were a brilliant success.
The speakers \vere heard all over
the Stadium with perfect clearness.
The B.B.C. made a strong effort to
get permission to broadcast a programme for the benefit of the

crowds at the Cup Final, but the

postal authority at the moment of
writing, is not favourable.
*

*

*

This is a pity, because the possibilities of this kind of broadcasting are almost limitless. lt might
be possible to broadcast music suitable to the play, when things vere
going slow and the players angling
for a draw. " The Dead March
booming over the public would be
very appropriate, and Rachmaninoff's celebrated " Prelude " would
aptly express the feelings of the
Totspur Rangers when their centre
puts a penalty kick a yard over the
bar.
*

*

*

May 20th will be

big

dy

in

broadcasting. The speeches which
the Prince of Wales and Generals
Foch and Haig will make to the
British Legion at the Queen's Hall
vihl not only be broadcast from
2L0, but will be relayed by handline to all the other stations and
transmitted from these, so that all
the country will have the nleasure
of listeniig-in to the illustrious
voices.
*

There' will be

*

*

tons of canvas
"ued in deadening the new studio of
2L0, so that the efforts to make
it SOun(l-prOOf should be crowned
with success. No doubt the directors of the B.B.C. will hold their
meetings there when the next Press
'' stunt '' is on.
*

5

*

*

The new station director at Newcastle, Mr. Bertram Fryer, has
quickly made hosts of friends in the
North. His previous theatrical experience is standing him in good
stead. There is no doubt that more
than a touch of showmanship is
necessary for a good station director.

The site of the new station in the
South of England will soon be fixed.
It is probable that both Southampton and Plymouth vill be disap
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pointed when the announcement is
made.

The 3lasgow Station continues to
hearL over great distances, anti
many compliments have been received from Scotland as to the
excellence of the programmes. Mr.
Carruthers is proving an excellent
station director and he is a
musician of the highest ability himself, and no man kiows the
musical taste of Scotland better.
be

*

*

,*

/

Birminghm Station

is also heard a surprisingly long way oli,
but the story of the
ship's officer '. ho received the Birmingham
concerts all the way to
New York and back
again requires looking
into.
If that is the
way ships' wireless installations are being
used there is a neglect
of duty somewhere,
and an S OS call may
be neglected.
*.

*

--

*

the General Electric Co., at their
\Vitton works, a distance of some
four miles from the éity Artistes
whose services are obtained for the.
nightly programmes have to make
the slow journey to the distant
suburbs. It is understood that
ariangenicats are being made for
the establishment of a studio in
Birmingham itself, which will be
linked up with the broadcast station
at Witton. .

-Interest in broadcastand wireless generally,
appears to be on the increase; -but
this district is rither at a disadvantage owing to its distance from the
broadcasting stations. \\ ith Manchester as the nearest, and this over
eighty miles away, it requires a
three-valve set to give satisfactory
results. The best reception appçars
to be obtained from 2L0, but
"fading " is frequently troublesome.
H(ILL.-

ing,

-

-

)"

*

*

roxt few weeks.
*

BRISfOL..-Judging

*

*

J3IRMINGHi1M.-lmportant developments will probably take
place at an early date in connection
with the Birmingham broadcasting
station.
At the present time IT

*

We
ÇHEFF1ELI).
ilearn that the news announced by Capt. Eckersley in Sheffield, that
the B.B.C. are to erect
a relay station near the
city, has caused an appreciable increase in
the sale of crystal c.ets
and parts, and a big
boom in the cheaper
types of receiving sets
is exoected durinti the

I'

Smith.

*

-

.

'*

*

The
Cardiff
programmes continue to
give great satisfaction,
not the least attractive
items of which are those
which are written or
composed by the station
director, Major Corbett.

will be held in Manchester, where
Mr. Wright has troops of friends.

*

For some
bilities of relaying.
'eoks past the Paris time signals,
transmitted from FL at 10.45 pin.
G.M.T., have been relayed on the
broadcast wavelength. Experimental relaying from the London and
Birmingham stations has also,been
tried with very satisfactory results.
One day recently listenershad the somewhat
in
novel experience of hearing musical items relayed
The signal
from 'Paris.
strength vas considerably
less than usual, but nevertheless quite good. Manchester claims the honour
of having the first church
choir to broadcast in this
country, namely, St.
John's Wesleyan Parish
Lan gworthy
Choir, o f
Road, \Veaste, near Manchester.

\

rector of the
London
Broadcast ¡ni,' Station.

l'ue station lirectors of the
B.B.C. meet monthly in conference
to exchange ideas and pool their
experience. The next conference

*

*

/4ilNCHESTER.-Thc Manches'1 ter
station of the B.B.C. is
making a special study of the possi-

Mr.
Painter
(Uncle Rex), Di-

The other evening there
vas a little competition at
2L0. A piece entitled "A
Musical Switch " was submitted,
It contains a few
bais 'from exactly
fIfty
pieces. The idea of the competition vas to name as many
'of the pieces as possible.
Four pieces \'ei'e purposely
left out of the selection.
Some hundreds of competitors sent in replies, and lIve
of them contained the whole
fifty names. Now, how did
they do it?
*

is housed in buildings belonging to

by the num-

ber of new aeiials springing UI),
Bristol lias a pretty se'ere attack
of radiO fever.
This is especially noticeable since
the Cardiff station commenced
operations. We learn that consider-

able interference is being caused in
the district by amateurs 'ho are
abusing the principle of reaction.
Cardiff is now received very 'ell
upon two vahes, the alteration in

-the wavelength having minimised
the interference from spark stations.

(il

*

*

R DIFF.-Since the opening ol

the Cardiff broadcasting station
enthusiasm in the Rhondda Valley
district lias grown apace. Fears
were entertained that the local
screening effects would render reception very difficult, as in many
towns a crystal receiving set proved

practically useless unless the receiving station was situated upon fairly
high ground. Despite these fears,
however, tli results obtained so
far are proving very satisfactory
indeed.
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BETHNAL GREEN AND DISSOCiETY
TRICT RADIO
(H.Q., Men's Institute, Wo!verley Street, E.2).

l-Ion. Sec., MR. S. A. DENNISON.
On April i7th Mr. J. H. Reeves,
MA:, delivered a lecture entitled Amplification by Valves," in which h described most clearly the action of the
valve and gave hints on the design and

cons&uction of sets.
The importance of the correct value of
gridleak vas emphasised, and the lecturer suggested the use of one consisting
of a blacklead line on ebonite, which
could be adjusted during use. The best
methods of H.F. amplification vere then
discussed in detail.

AND
DISTRICT
DARTFORD
RADIO SOCIETY (H.Q., Dartford Grammar School).
lIon. Sec., Me.

E. C. DEM1N,

Hawley Road,
Dartford, Kent.
On April 20th, at the headquarters, an
exhibition and demonstration of homemacle apparatus was proceeded with,
and extremely good examples of work
vere on view, and were tested on the
aerial.
2L0 was audible throughout
84,

proceedings by nicans of a
Brown " loud-speaker.
The headquarrers is now neing equippea witfl a
four-valve set (i HF., D., 2 L.F., and
a frame aerial) on the unit principle, to
enable experimental vork to be carried
This Society meets every alterout.
nate Friday, the next meeting being on
May 4tli, at 8 p.m. ; all wireless enthe

thusiasts
attend:

are

cordially

invited

to

Illustrations were given on the blackboard, and in turn he referred to The
Johnnsen-Rahbeck loud speaker, the
Thermophone, and the Stentorphone.
Questions were then fired at the
speaker,
which showed the great
%fter the lecture a
interest taken.
tuner
two-valve converted Mark
set was tested on the Society's aerial,
and worked excellently with a loudspeaker.

Ill,

ILFORD AND DISTRICT RADIO
SOCIETY (H.Q., St. Mary's
Hall, High Road, Ilford).
Hon. Sec., Me. A. E. Gregory,
77, Khedive Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.
On \pril 9th Mr. A. G. S. Gwinn
lectured on " Short
\ ave Reception " (waves under 300 nl.), and
stated that efficiency of the erial-Earth
System vas the first thing to receive
attention, a single vire beine recomiiwnded.
The plug-in type of coil was
also recommended, but the lecturer said
he had obtained very good results by
using the aerial coil of an " army
short-wave tuner.
He uses a ball type of reaction coil,
wound in two sections, comprising fifty
turns of No. 30 s.w.g. 5cc, wire.
The spindle rotates at the aerial end of
the coil.
For very Short waves (under
13o ni.) one sectioi only of the reaction
coil is used.
For waves up to 2,000
metres the same efficiency is obtained
with external loading Coils. The lecturer thought that for HF. aniplification on S.\V. " tuned anode " coupling

vas the only practicable method.

AND
HACKNEY
DISTRICT
RADIO SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Y.M.C.A., Mare Street, Hackney, E.8).

LEYTON RADIO CLUB (H.Q.,
Church Army Social Centre,
Russell Mission, Goldsmith
Road, Leyton, E.1O).

Hon. Sec., Ma. C. C. PIULLIPS,
247, Evering Road, Clapton, E.5.
By kind permission of the authorities
a visit to Croydon Acrodronic has been

Hon. Sec., CAPT. H. TIIORLEY, CA.
This Club meets every W'ednesday at

arranged.
On Thursday, April i9th, Mr. O. S.
Puckle lectured on " Telephone Receivers," dividing his lecture into five
ScCtioflS
(i)
Electro-magnetic, (2)
Electro-static, () Electro-thermionic,
() Piezzo-electHc, () Mechanical.
:

.

8.15 p.m., when lectures are given and
discussions invited.
Mr. J. D. Cassels,
K.C., MP., has become President, and
several Members of the CDuncil arc

\7ice-Presidents.
The membership fee
is Is. per month, and all those interested in wireless are cordially invited
to join. Particulars may be obtained
from the lion. Secretary.

PUDSEY AND DISTRICT RADIO
SOCIETY (H.Q., The
Mechanics' Institute).
Hon. Sec., MR.

\V. G. A. D.NIELLs,
21, The Wharrels,

Lowtown, Pudsey.
On April 16th Mr. F. Wild gave the
first of a series of lectures nf an eleThe lecturer exmentary nature.
plained how speech was conveyed by
means of sound waves and transmitted
by the throat and lips of the speaker,
Such ret
and detected by the ear.
interest was diown that Dr. Byrd
kindly consented to give a discourse on " The Ear " at a future
meeting.

SMETHWICK

WIRELESS

(H.Q., Technical
Institute, Smethwick).

SOCIETY

Hon. Sec., M. R. H. PAIslEe, F.C.S.,
Radio House, \Vilson Road,
Smethwick, StatTs.
On March 9th Mr. R. H. Parker
lectured on " The Production of 5.lternating Currents," and some very good
lantern slides (loaned by the G.E.C.,
Ltd.) were exhibited. This Society,
which
every
Friday,
meets
has
vacancies for new members, and an excellent syllabus of lectures has been
arranged. Particulars may be obtained
from the lion. Secretary.
.

SALE AND DISTRICT RADIO
SOCIETY (H.Q., 37, School
Road, Sale, Cheshire).
Hon. Sec., MR. H. FOVLER,
Aiston," Old Hall Road,
Sale.
The opening exhibition at the new
headquarters took place on April ;th,
Mr. B. Ingleby (chairman) performing the ceremony in the absence of
Councillor J. U. Thornton (President).
.
show of amateur apparatus and that
of local dealers caused a crowded attendance, making the task of inspection
rather difficult. Good examples of
component parts made by juvenile menibers, and samples of work in the
Amateur Section by Mr. J. R. Burne,
Mr. D. F. Owen, and Mr. G. R. Lewis
vere exhibited.
Mr. Burne (2 R.\V.),
winner of last year's Transatlantic Test,
a 7-valve set made by himself.
Mr. Lewis (2 W.K..) showed a transmitter and a 6-valve receiver, which
had both been made from raw material,

showed
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and
many other, very interesting
features vere on view. Altogether the
echibitionwas a great succèss, and ex-

ceedingly instructive and interesting
meetings at the new headquarters are
anticipated.

SUNDERLAND WIRELESS AND
SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION

(H.Q., Westfield
Sunderland).

lion. Sec.,

House,

MR. A. RICtt.sDsoN.

On April 7th Mr. H. G. MacCoil
lectured at the club rooms on " Sonic
Methods of Recording Wireless Signals," pointing out that messages wee
first recorded on paper tape, but reception by ear vas favoured when the
crystal detector was used, whilst it became possible to record messages at
high speed and at great distances when
Circuits
the triode came into use.
vere described and the Turner relay
was seen in actual operation, when
messages were received from a Dutch
station. A sensitive gas flame was
shown to allow of reception of messages
by its movement.
Ou April 41h Mr. L. A. Sayde. B.Sc.
A.I.C., opened a discussion on Highfrequency
Amph&cation,"
which

showed that some members found
tuned anode " and " transformer "
couplings equally efficient on short
'aves.

UXBRIDGE

AND
DISTRICT
RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
SOCIETY (H.Q., Willowbank
Tea Rooms, Uxbridge High
Street [Bucks EndJ).
lion. Sec., MR. J. R.
DAY,
1\I.

io, Covly Road,
Uxbridge, Middlesex.
On April uolh Mr. R. Piper lectured
on
The Principles of
Wireless
Transmission and Reception," and
illustrated his lecture vitli a demonstration of apparatus.

SWANSEA

RADIO

AND

DISTRICT

EXPERIMENTAL
(H.Q., Y.M.C.A.,

SOCIETY
St. Helen's Road).
lion. Sec.,

M. il.

21S,

T. MORGAN,
Oxford Street,

Swansea.
Swansea and District Radio
Experimental Society held their usual
veeldy meeting at headquarters last
Owing to the indisposition of
Mr. P. \V. \Valters, who was to have

The

delivered a lecture on ' Transatlantic
Telephony," the secretary, Mr. H. T.
Morgan, installed his ç-valve set and
lectured on various wireless circuits.
Many, debatable points were cleared
up and concerts received on a loud
speaker from Cardiff, Newcastle, London, Manchester, and Paris.

THE SYDENHAM AND FOREST
HILL RADIO SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Greyhound Hotel, Sydenham).
Hon. Sec., Ms. M. E. HAMF'SIIIRE,
139, Sydetiham Road,

S.E.26.
Very interesting lectures have been
given. b' Mr. M. E. Hampshire on
The Sensitising of Wireless Headphones," by Mr. Cox on duolateral
coils, and by Capt. S. A. Huss on elementary crystal circuits. This Society
provides for persons with elementary
and advanced knowledge, and anyone
desiring information on anything appertaming to wireless is most cordially
invited to attend the Society's meetings.

THE
WARRINGTON
RADIO
ASSOCIATION (H.Q.,Y.M.C.A.,
Market Gate, Warrington).
-

Hon. Sec., Ms. W. \\'uuuTTAuER,
.
Buickmakers Arms,
School Brow, Warrington.
Mr. \V. H. Ta)lor lectured recently
on " Frame Aerials and their Uses,''

demonstrated by means of a
three-valve set (i H.F., D., i
employing reaction on the secondary
circuit and a frame aerial (4ft. square
wound spirally with five turns of bell
wire).
The directional properties of a
frame were dealt with, and later 2ZY
Manchester vas received upon three
pairs of 'phones laid on the table.
This Society meets on the second
and fourth Thursday in each month at
7.30 p.m., and the Secretary would
like to hear from any radio society
within fifteen miles of Warrington
with a view to arranging an interesting Summer programme.
and

WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND
EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION (H.Q., The Acton and
Chiswick Polytechnic, Bath
Road, Chiswick).
lion. Sec., Mg. H. \V. COTTON,
19,

Bushey Road,

Harlington, Hayes, Middlesex.
At a meeting on April i7tli Mr.
T. \\ 1-lyne Jones gave an iflterest

" Primary and Secondai-y
Their Construction and
Action." The following methods of
producing an E.M.F. vere explained
(i) Chemical, (2) Mechanical, (3) Ther'mal, () Frictional. Primary cells and
accumulators were dealt with and the
meanings of Polarisation, Capacity,
Efficiency, etc., vere made clear.
¡ng paper on

Batteries

WIMBLEDON RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec., MR.

C. G. STOI<ES,

Worple Avenue,
Wimbledon.
Th
inaugural meeting of this
Society was held at the Red Cross
Hall, Wimbledon.
Future meetings will take place on Thursday,
evenings.
.

WIRELESS AND EXPERtASSOCIATION
Camberwell Central

ME NTA L

(HO..

Library).

Hon. Sec., MR. Ceo. Surrox,
A. M.1 E. E.,
iS, Melford Road, S.E.22.
On Wednesday. April uSth, this
Society held a discussion regarding
design
the
and
construction
of
ariometers.
The Secretary exhibited
one, made from a " Sorbo " and an

ordinary hollow rubber ball, having an
efficiency equal to that of an expensive one and costing is. 6d. only.
The methods employed in winding
this varionieter with No. 26 d.c.c.

'wire,

were explained and, when tested,
the instrument was found extremely
satisfactory. ¡f'e hope io receive cousiructional details of ¡luis novel variomeier in due course.

RADIO SOCIETY
H.Q.,Y.M.C.A., Thomas Street,
Woolwich. S.E.18.

WOOLWICH

Hon. Sec., MR. H. J. SOUTH,
42, Grcenvale Road,

Eitham, SE.
On March 28th, at Headquarters, the
Assistant
Secretary
exhibited
the
wonders of X-ravs, dealing with the
eriy researches of Croohes and Lennard on vacuum tubes. \Vith a 12-inch
spark coil kindly lent by Mr. F. \V.
Sthith, and a fine collection of his own
vacuum tubes, Mr. Beeson illustrated
all the phenomena associated with
.X-rays.

Will Radio Society Secretaries kindly give as many technical details in their reports as possible,
and forward so as to reach us by first post each Tuesday morning. When notifying "Forthcoming
Events" it is important that the date, tim! and p ace of the event should be stated, otherwise
many interested persons are unable to attend. Thanks.
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OBTAIN AN EXPERIMENTAL
LICENCE.
By

the ever-increasing
demand for the issue of a
DESPITE
special form of licence to
apply to those who have made their.
own .receiving sets, no such licence
viIl at present be issued.
There have been tlunieroüs interviews between the Postmaster
General aiid' the Brtlsh Broadisting Co.; thé former being agreeable to issuing a ios. Constructional
Licence, vith the, stipulation that
all, component parts used in, the
&nstruction of sets shall be stamped
"Of British Manufacturé "; whilst
the litter, 'oil the other hand,. although concurring in thè'is'u'e ôfa
'jos. licence, insst"th cettai&coms
ponents, including vIves, - telephones, condensers, transfprmei,
resistances, 'and gridlek, shóuld
be stamped

"B.B.C.'

Generar ha
The Postmaster
tated that he considers this last

naned: stipulation ;equivalnt

to

effecting a very undesirable monopoly (for it must be remembered
that only those manufacturing firms
associated with the B.B.C. would,
he able to supply component parts
so stamped),
and, after having
taken the opinion of the Law
Officers of the Crown, he considers
that he is not only entitled, but
actually required. by law, to issue
Experimental Licences to all applicants who, in his opinion, are properly entitled to them.
This being the case, the ''last
Ioo,000 "-whose requirements are
not met by the existing broadcast
licence, and who, having constructed, more or less comp'etely
their own receiving sets, thus being

entitltd

to be considered exeriin the broad sense of the
term-should take immediate steps
to secure an Experimental Licence.

inenters

The purpose of this present
article is to assist readers in this
directjon by indicating the proper
procedure to be folloed.
Probably the best preliminary
action which can be taken by any
intending applicant is to become a
member of the nearest experimental wireless association and
talk the matter over ith the secretary, whose privilege and pleasure
it is to assist nw members as much
as possible.
Some xperimental associations,
fully alive to the exigencies of the

E.

REDPATH,

Assistant Editor.

situation, have formed or are forming special classes for theoretical
and practical instruction, the object
being, firstly, to teach new members
the rudiments of the science, and,
secondly, to put the association's
committee in a position to support pplications for experimental
licences b certifying that members
Tpplyiiig are considered reliable and
apahle of conducting experiments
with receiving apparatus.
.Thcnext thipg to be done is to
w rite toth,e Secretary, General Post
Otìièe,.,LondQn,,E.C.I, asking to be
stipplied. with. Form A-Application
for Authority ' to Use Receiving
Apparatus: Upon receipt of the
necesstt'y .form, the general questions.,with regaid to age, whether
t,,he applicant is a British subject,
etc., etc., can readily be answered.
lt is the: qûstions regarding scien-

tific qualifications, 'particulars of
experience in working apparatus,
and the nature and object of the
éxperiments which he desires to
conduct which have been the great
stumbling-blocks up to the present.
lt is understood; however, that
the interpretation of these questions
has been greatly modified, and it
is now sufficient to show that the

applicant has, a fair knowledge of
the subject and an honest intenflon
to experiment to entitle him to receive an Experimental Licence.
For the purpose under discussion," scientific qualifications "may
be taken to comprise a general
theoretical knowledge of the subject of wireless telegraphy, and
several methods of acquiring such
knowledge will occur to readers,
such as the reading of reliable textbooks,
handbooks, or wireless
periodicals, attendance at lectures
or evening classes, etc., all of which
might be summarised under he
heading of "study."
\Vith regard to the question of
"experience in working wireleso
apparatus," there are two courses
open to the would-be experimenter.
He may become a member of an
experimental radio association and
learn how ,to operate the association's receiving set, or he may
make arrangements to assist for a
time some established experi-

menter.
Many readers wi}r, no doubt, be
in somewhat of a dilemma by

reason of the fact that they have
already made their receiving apparatus, but up to the present are
unable to receive an Experimental
Licence, and, of course, cannot use
the home-made apparatus under the
terms of the Broadcast Licence.
It should be clearly understood
that there is nothing illegal in the
cons! ruction of apparatus provided
that such apparatus is not installed
and worked without a licence or
permit.
Accordingly, there need be no
hesitation uhatever in putting foru ard the fact that a complete reéeiving set has been constructed
(and possibly tested upon the aerial
of the local radio association), together with a few details indicating
the nature of further developments

which are contemplated later, as
proof of the applicant's ability and
intention to experiment.
There are simply dozens of experiments which the licensee will be
able to carry out at home, and
without anthing elaborate in th
way of apparatus or instruments.
few suggestions are given below,
whilst many variations of these and
further experiments will readily
occur to reade'rs
(a) Comparison of the elliciencv of various kinds of
crystal detectors.
(b) Comparison of the efficiency and selectivity of various
circuits used with crystal detectors.
(c) Comparison of the efficiency, reliability, and cost of
operation of "valves " and
"crystal detectors."
(d) Comparison of various receiing circuits, i.e., singlecircuit arrangement with solenoids, separate coils, series or
parai lei condensers or variometers, compared to inductiveiv coupled tuners with
't

:-

or
"aperiodic"
tuned"
secondaries.
(e) Experiments ith a view
to the elimination of distortion
of received telephony " in the
case of multi-valve sets.
"acoustics
(f) The study of
vitli particular reference to
telephone receivers and soundamplifying devices.
\1I these particulars can scarcely
be given upon the official applica-
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tion form, but should be included,
in a separate and carefully written
letter accompanying it. lt the construction of the home-made apparutus forms the principal claim, it will
be advisable to submit a carefully
dravn and technically accurate diagram of the receiving circuit. A
photograph of the completed receiving set will probably prove
helpful, showing that the apparatus has actually been constructed,
and should,be submitted if possible.

Weehly

o! course, be suhstantiaid by
a letter from the gentleman
who the applicant has assisted.
(8) The actual design and/or
construction of his own receiving apparatus. In support of

dealing with wireless
or electrical subjects.
(4) Membership of an estabieiess society.
lislied
Experience in the manipulation of a previously flurchased "Broadcast " receiving
classes

()

this claim a circuit diagram
and, if possible, a photograph
of the complete apparatus 'vili
probably prove. Qf assistance.

set.
(6) Experience in connection

ith the construction and/or
-

-

'

Items which will Count.
Each applicant should iiiake mention of any of the following items
which apply to his own particular
case

:-

a

L

The earth wire attached lo waler lank on
roof of G.P.O.; also shows "lead in" wires
-on the left, earth; on right, aerial.

()

I

Vt

G.P.O. experimental wireless mast.

(i) Any period of

service in
wireless branches of the
Navy, Army, or Air Force.
(2) Professional experience in
any branch of electrical enthe

gineering.
Attendance at any course
of technical lectures or evening

()

operation of the apparatus belonging to the Amateur Wireless Society, of
liich he is a
member.
(7) Experience
gained by

ha'ing assisted

-

some estab-

lished
experimenter.
Any
claims in this direction should,

-

A recommendation from
the committee of the amateur
wireless society of which the
applicant is a member. hfthis
recoiiimendation states that the
applicant (a) has been a mcmber of the society for a given
period. (b) has agreed to follow a course of theoretical and
practical instruction arranged.
b the Committee. (c) is considered
thoroughly reliable,
with the definite intention to
experiment

-

-

The writer will be pleased to bear from any reader who, having carefully followed the suggestions given above,
fails to secure an Experimental Licence within a reasonable time. In this connection it should be remembered
that tile authorities are at present scrutlnising soníe 33,000 applications which llave been held over.

ARMSTRONG-SUPER CIRCUITS.
lt has been brought to our notice that possibly some of our readers might misunderstand our annouricemelt
regarding "exclusive" articles on the prize-winning circuits in the recent
Competition supervised by the RadiO Society
ot Great Britain.
It is to be understood that the long and detailed articles arranged for -by us have no conneCtiom with the descriptions
published by the iad10 Society in their omclal organ, our private articles supplying far more inîorznatlon than could
possibly be given at any meeting.
We mention this as some seem to have thought our notice ImplAd liit otir were the only descrlptians to be
published.
-

-

.

.
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JUDGMENT
The folloit'ing is the third section of the Judgment of the Court of Appeal in the action of the Marconi Company
againsHke Mullard Rodio Valve Company, Limited. It will be remembered that the Marconi Company sued the
Mullard Radio Valve Co npany, Limited, for alleged infringement of their Iwo Patents 28,413/13 and 126,638.
Mr. Justice Lawrene held that neither of the Patents wis infringed by the DefendanL, ond Plaintiffs appealed

against this decisir,n.
The appeal was dtsmissei by the Court of Appeal with costs, and the reasons for the decision are given below.
Mr. J. Hun'er Gray, K.C., Mr. James Whilehead, K.C., and Mr. W. Trevor Watson (instructed' by Messrs.
Coward & Hawksley, Sons and Chance) appeared for the Appellants.
Sir Duncan M. Kerly, K.C., Mr. R. M9riIz and Mr. Courtney Terrell (instrueled by the Treasury Solicitor, Law
Courts Branch) appeared for Respondents.
(Continued from No.

THE two conductors are called electrodes,
the hot one being designated by the
name "cathode " and the cold one
by the name "anode." Doctor Fleming
took out a patent for his vahe-No. 24,850
of 1904. The valve consisted of an ordinary

3,

page 189.)

valve was that the bulb was di ided by the
grid into two chambers, in oiìe of which the
cathode was placed and in the other the
anode, so that all the electrons had to pass
through the grid. There was not provided,
however, any device for preventing the
electrification of the glass with the consequent
necessity of adjusting the potentiometer.
This brings me to Round's invention and
the construction of his specification in view
of the fact to which I have referred. The
title is, " Improvements in receivers for use
in wireless telegraphy." The specification
begins by a statement that the invention
relates to improvements in receivers for
wireless telegraphy in which a vacuum tube of
the type having a hot filament, a grid and a
third electrode is employed." By the "third
electrode " the inventor obiously means the
anode. Ile then states that " in vacuum
tubes of this type, even where the grid has
entirely separated the hot filament from the
third electrode "-an obvious allusion to Von
Lieben's invention-" tIle glass has hitherto
been exposed to the cathode stream and has
become electrified, producing a polarising
effect which necessitated varying the potential between the electrode and the filament."
His object, no doubt, was to get rid
of the necessity of adjusting the potentiometer, but the means whereby he sought to
attain that object was by avoiding the exposure of the glass to the cathode stream.
The inventor then proceeds, "To obviate this
disadvantage, both the grid and the third
electrode are, according to this invention,
made in the form of closed cylinders which
completely surround the hot filament. These
cylinders effectively protect the glass from
electrification and possess' the capacity
above referred to as desirable." Then
follows a reference to drawings which throw
no light on the construction of the docuhich proceeds to state that in the
ment,
figures " the filament, grid and third electrode are shown in a conventional manner,

vacuum valve such as is used for electric
light, in which were inserted a filament
by way of cathode and a plte of metal
in the form of an ópen-ended cylinder
surrounding the filament. The filament
was heated to a high state of incandescence by a continuous electric current.
The Fleming valve operated to rectify the
aerial current, but it did not amplify it. The
next step was taken by oñe De Forest in 1908,
who suggested obtaining a more sensitive
valve by introducing a third electrode, which
usually took the form of a grid, that is, a
perforated plate inserted between the cathode
and the anode. In this valve both the anode
and the third electrode were flat plates. At
the period of which I am now speaking,
namely, 1908, and until after Round's in vention, the subject of the present action, the
vacuum bulbs in use were never completely
evacuated of gases. The result of this vas
that besides the electrons radiating from the
ere thrown off from the
filament, others
particles of gas, leaving positive ions which
tended to fly back to and bombard the filament with risk of its destruction. Moreover,
in such valves as that of De Forest,.in which
all three electrodes were open, that is to say,
merely placed alongside of each other, there
was nothing to prevent a portion of the
stream of electrons passing. to the glass of the
bulb and causing irregularities in the current,
which had the effect of disturbing the signals
unless constant, adjustments were made by
means of a potentiometer. These adjustments seem to be referred to in Dr. Flerping's
specification No. ¡3,518 of ¡goS. The next
material step was taken by Von Lieben in
the inention, the subject of a patent No.
1,482 of ¡911. The characteristic of this
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l)ut, as above stated, we find it advantageous
to form the grid as a closed cylinder surrounding t1 filament.and to form the third electrode as a cylinder outside the grid." The
third claim, which alone is material, is in the
following terms: "A vacuum tube containing
a hot filament, a grid formçd as a closed
cylinder completely su rroundi ng the fi lament,
and a third electrode in the form of a cylinder surrounding the grid substantially as

described.'
The question
Does the specification,
properly construed, require that the grid and
the third electrode or either of them should
be physically closed at the end, or is it
enough that they should be of such a length
as effectively to intercept the electron stream
though their ends are left open? The
patentee, in the passage on page 2, lines
18-21,
n which he refers to the defect vh ich
he proposes to remedy, describes it as arising
from the exposure of the glass to the cathode
stream, and in the following paragraph states
that he meets the difficulty by maldng the
grid and the anode in the form of closed
cylinders which completely surround the hot
filament. Later, at lines 45-48, he speaks of
the grid only as a closed cylinder, and the
anode as a cylinder oui',. In the claim he
repeats as to the grid the expression "a
closed cylinder completely surrounding the
filament," and as to the anode the expression
a cylinder surrounding the grid.'' In the
first place, I am of opinion that the claim is
one for a piece of apparatus and not for a
principle, of which the thing described discloses the mode of application. Then, reading tile claim in the light of previous know-

i:

WeeKly

a physical sense, namely, an actual closing of

the ends. It is said the expression "closed"
cylinder may be read not as meaning a
cylinder physically closed, but one " electrically closed," that is of such dimensions and
particularly of such length as, having regard
to the way in which the electrons are given off
from the filament, would interrupt them without having its ends closed in. the physical
sense I can see no reason for so reading it;
such an interpretation would be an Lnnatural
way of reading the word, and there is nothing,
in my opinion, either in the recognised
phraseology of the time or in the specification
itself for gi\ing such a meaning to the word.
lt was suggested that there would he a difficulty in applying the natural meaning to the
case of a grid surrounding a hair-pin filament,
a form commonly adopted in 1913, but I see
no reason why a grid in the form of a thimble
covering the filament and standing on the
glass foot of the bulb should not be a closed
cylinder within the strict meaning of the word.
In my opinion, therefore, Mr. justice Lawrence was right in holdink that, according to
the true construction of claim 3, a grid in the
form of a cylinder closed at each end in the
ordinary sense is an essential element in the
apparatus described and claimed. As to the
anode, the matter is not so clear owing to the
variations in the language of the specification
in this respect. \Vith some hesitation, however, I agree with Mr. Justice Lawrence that.
in the case of the anode, all that is required
is that it should be in the form of a cylinder
surrounding the grid. This view, however,
makes no difference to the result if, as I think
is the case, a grid such as I have described is
an essential feature of the apparatus claimed
by the patentee. It cannot, I think, be really
disputed that the alleged infringement does

ledge and experience as disclosed by the three
specifications above referred to and of the
passages of description contained in the
specification itself, I am of opinion that by
directing that the grid should be in the form
of a closed cylinder completely surrounding
the filament, lie meant that it should be in
such a form that it should present in all
directions a physical barrier to tile passage of
the electrons except through the interstices of
the grid itself. Of course, ex hypothesi, tile

I doubt whether
not contain stich a grid.
the wire in the form of an open spiral can,
except by a stretch of language, be described
as in the forni of a cylinder at all, and it certaiiily is not in the form of a closed cylinder.
Agreeing, as I dw, with the learned Judge ou
the question of construction, it follows in my
view, inevitaly that tile Defendants llave
not infringed, and that the judgment in that
respect be affirmed.
s to validity. On the construction of the
patent which, in my opinion, is the Correct

grid has openings in its circumference allowing the passage of the electrons, and, therefore, cannot be a cylinder in the strict sense,
hut it can he of cylindrical forni, and this
is, in my opinion, what is meant. When,
therefore, he speaks of a "closed" cylinder
he adds a quality not found in the description of cylinder, and I cannot interpret the
specification of this quality in any other than

one, Sir Duncan Kerly did not in this Court
contend that the pitent is invalid for want
of novelty or subject-matter, and it is enough
to say that on this point, also, I agree with
the learned Judge.
249
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The invention
I now turn to Péri's patent.
is said by the patentee to relate to "improvements ir vacuim tubes of the Audion type '
-namely, the t'pe described in De Forest.3s
specification-" and comprised means for
mounting the elements consisting of a plate,
cthl and filament comprised in the apparatus.".
.trid '.Tlìe simple and. strong construction of the device adapts it for manufacturing in
:iiantities.".. It is quite unnecessary to repeat
the description given by Mr. Justice Lawrence
in his judgment; it is sujiicient for me to read
Claim No. 1, at page 2, lines 24 to 31 : " A
vacuum apparatus intended to serve as relay
or generator of maintained oscillation in
which the filament, the grating and the plate
are concentrically arranged and fixed directly
to the vires serving as conductors, these wires
being sealed in the same glass tube soldered
to the opening of the bulb, the filament placed
at the centre of the system being stretched
between two conductors having a certain elasticity, and the grating formed of a spirally
i-oiled wire supported by its two ends, the
plate being cylindrical and surrounding the
two other elements, the said plate being
attached ta. its conductor by one or two
hooks." This is avowedly a claim for a particular apparatus containing the special features
enumerated. It is said by the plaintiffs that
the overriding feature of it, and that which
really constitutes the invention, is found in
the words "fixed directly lo the wires serving
as conductors, these w ires being sealed in the
same glass tube soldered to the opening of
the bulb,'' and that it is in this that its value
consists inasmuch as by making use of it all
the elements of the apparatus are assembled
and fixed in place before insertion in the bulb

2,

1923

also, on the narrow construction of the patent,
the attack on its validity fails.
On the whole, the appeal ought, in my
opinion, to be dismissed with costs.
Lord Justice Younger (re.id by Lord
Justice lVarrington) i am eiitiely ôf,- the
same opinion. Agreeing; as i do, with the
constrtiction placed upon. Round's specification by nw Lòrd,thè Lord Justké añdthe
uld onlr-obèrve tilaf The
leained Judge,'. I
valves forming part of the receiving apparatus in use in wireless telegraphy at the date of
Round's patent were all of them soft valves,
and it is agreed that it is to such valves that
his pecification is primarily addressed. The
evidence has satisfied me that in the casè of
these valves the pros ision of a closed cyliñder,
in the literal sense of these words, might well
-

-

have been regarded by the patentee as an
essential condition of the utility and siccess
of his invention. The infringing valves, howin these valves.
ever, are all hard valves.
closed cylinders, in the specified sense, are not
required, nor are they used. The fact that the
appellants' specification is directed to soft

valves, while the respondents' alves are hard,
furnishes, perhaps, the real reason why the
latter can be completely sucCessful without
infringing the cliaracteristic features of the.
Round inention I think that- boihapeals

should be dismissed. :
Sir Duncan Kerly : Thei-e isa qustioñ
costs, about which notiçe. lìas heeb given,
though it has not heèn meñtioned o tle
Court. Jiad my friend succeeded; th huestion would not have arisen; as e hâve sücceeded, we quarrel withì the judgment f the
He made is
learned Judge belov as to
pay certain costs: i am going to ask pour
Lordsbips to allow it to be ärgued on sonie
other day, if we might ask the Court to give
us another day at sdme conyenient time.
The Master of the Rolls:. I dd iiçt know
when you want it aftérwards.' Wilt it be
convenient to you and Mr. Gray to take it the
first day of next sittings?
1\lr. hunter Gray: Yes, so far as I am
concerned, certainly.
Sir Duncan Keriv Yes, certainly.
The Master of the Rolls : Then we will
postpone the argument as to the costs, unless
we hear to the contrary, till the erst day of
next sittings.
Mr. Hunter Gray: Both appeals are dismissed with costs?
The Master of the Rolls: Yes.
Mr. Hunter Gray: If your Lordship
pleases.
.

and then inserted as a single unit, resulting
in great economy in manufacture; but in my
opinion this is only one of several features
treated by the patentee as of at least equal
importance.
I
agree with Mr. Justice
Lawrence that Péri's claim is an exceedingly
narrow one and does not cover any forms or
shapes other than those particularly described.
The defendant's valve differs completely in
detail from that described apd claimed by
Péri. I need not repeat the enunieration ¿f
these differences contained in the judgment of
the learned Judge, but content myself with
saying that it appears to me to be accurate.
If so, then on the construction of the specification which, in my opinion, is the correct one,
the conclusion that the patent has not been
infringed follows, and the judgment in this
respect also must be affirmed. In this case

:

-
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Conducted by A. D.

Broadcast Crystal Set
have received from the
Economic Electric Company
a particularly neat little crystal set contained in a polished
case with folding front and lid
and providing i-00m for a small pair
of 'phones inside the case. lt is of
the two-slide tuner, or auto-transformer type, with a small variable
condenser. for fine tuning. across
the secondary part of tl'e circuit
and with an open crystal-detector,
using the well-kno n '' Rectarite
crystal. The tuning range is up to
WE

COWPER,

B.Sc.

(London), M.Sc.

a single 3o-foot aerial. Ships caine
in strong on Goo metres with a

twin 40-foot aerial. The small condenser appeaied to be a real refinement in so small a set; its action
was smooth and there vas a good,
reliable connection to the moving
vanes. One of the sliders was a
little erratic in contact
this can,
and no doubt v ill, be easily remédied.
The crystal detector appeareci rather exposed to accidental
disturbance or injury; and no provision appeared to be made for the
renewal of the crystal 'licn worn.
The " cat's whisker," also, doubtlessly for mechanical reasons, is
made rather too thick and harsh.
On the thole, it is a very attractive and effective little instrument,
and can vell be recommended to
those 'ho have ambitions above the
single-knob, soulless kind of tuner,
and who vill take a little trouble
to get good results.

-

Variometer
The Botvver-Love Co., Ltd., hac
submitted to us a variometer of the
open tubular type, suitable for
panel mounting, fitted with a very
neat knob and scale, and supporting pillars for fixing underneath the
panel. This is a vell-designed and
most efficient piece of radio appara-

_______

T:.-

The

receiver

something over 800 metres on
P.M.G. aerial. On actual trial with
2L0 on such an aerial in the outer
suburbs of London, this transmission came in very velI; tuning was
rather tricky for the uninitiated, but
'as compensated for by the greater
signalstrength, which was remarkably good consideting the compactness of the instrument and relatively
small size of wire used in the
tuning inductance,
Signals vere also quite good on

It is mechanically and electrically sound, devoid of any needless
complication, and eminently fitted
for the purpose indicated. The inductance ratio, \ve find, ¡5 5 to i
from 70 minimum to 330 microhenries maximum.
This ratio is
not, of course, as high as is obtainable, the reason being that the
coils are wound on ebonite tubes
instead of moulded formers. Thus
a P.M.G. aerial will tune from 280
to 600 metres; a single 3o-fOot
aerial from 240 to 5oo metres.
efficiency,
The
s h ow n
by
measured signal strength on broadcast transmission, with crystal detus.

tector alone, is as high as that of
any commercial tuning device ve
have tested; evidently du to the
generous size and spacing of the
wire, and absence of all but the
minimum of iiietal close to the
vindings.
The movement of the
rotor is smooth, the contact with
the moving parts is made by a
strong, mechanical, lasting device
which proves quite silent in action.
The instrument stands rather
high-some 6i n-which may make
it a little awkward to mount in
some sets; this might be reduced
with advantage. lt could be suggested, too, that the insulation of
the vire might be rendered dampproof with advantage to th signal
strength.
This variometer can be recommended with confidence as a thoroughly sound and efficient tuning
device either for B.B.C. crystal or
for more elaborate sets.
It may
easily be modified for use as a
vario-coupler.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
\Ve have received from Messrs.
C. F. Elvell, Ltd., an illustrated
catalogue of their apparatus and ac-

cessories. The catalogue contains
descriptions of sets ranging from
compact crystal receivers to elaborate cabinet sets, together with
various components, telephones, etc.
Price is. on application to Messrs.
C. F. Elvell, Ltd., Craven House,
Kingsway, \V.C.
Messrs. The Economic Elecric
Co., Ltd., have also forwarded for
our inspection a brochu'-e of their
various manufactures. This catalogue is likely to prove of good use
to those experimenters who are
making their own sets and needing
the small parts usually required
when assembling.
Application to
tie made to Messrs. The Economic
Electric Co., Ltd., 303, Euston
Road, N.W.
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Receiver.

"Unit"

Wireless

E. Rcdpath.
(London: Radio Press, Limited.
Price, zs. 6d. net.)
This new handbook forms No.
By

\\ïreless Series,
and, as its title implies, deals with
the construction of an efficient receieing apparatus of the "unit
of the Radio Press

type.

The details are very carefully
worked out, and the book is arranged so that a beginner can flrSt
make a compact variometer crystal
receiver and subsequently add both
L.F. and H.F. amplifying valves.
The complete set as described is particularly suitable for the reception
of broadcast transmissions.
An introductory chapter clearly
explains the underlying principles of
wireless telephony, whilst a special
supplementary chapter describes in
detail the erection of an efficient
aerial.

Wireless Licences and How to
Obtain Them. By E. Redpath.
(London: Radio Press, Limited.
Price Is. net.)
The object of this new handbook
is to explain as clearly as possible
the latest regulations with regard to
the various types of wireless
licences, the method of procedure to

M

iji1itI

;'

jA!fliL
Now to Make a

V
/

be adopted in applying for them,

and the rights which are conferred
upon the licensee.
lt is probably no exaggeration to
state that the chief difficulty at
present in the way of the would-be
experimenter is the question of the
licence.
Mr. Redpath has assisted experimenters over their difficulties for a
number of years, and ve feel sure
his present effort in that direction
will be apireciated by his readers.
This hndbook s No. ii of
-

Radio Press Wireless Series.

showing a complete list of the parts
required for making any one of the
them. A "question coupon " is also
included, hich entitles the reader
to a reduction of 25 cents in the
charge for information by post.
Questions concerning the circuits in
the book can be addressed to M. B.
Sleeper, Inc., 88, Park Place, New
York City, Question Department,
a charge of 50 cents per question
or 25 cents for each diagram being
made to cover the Cost of the correspondence.
101

Six Successful Radio Sets. [M.
B. Sleeper, Inc., 88, Park Place,
New York City. (English Agents,
The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12,
Henrietta Street, WC.) 46 pp.
Price 50 cents.]
This booklet consists of a description of six different types of
receiing set, including a Rheinartz short-wave receiver and a
Sleeper circuit set.
The description appears to refer to sets, and
parts of sets ready for assembly,
marketed by the Sleeper Radio

Corporation. The booklet is well
illustrated, and gives full instructions for the assembly of the sets
with the parts supplied. At the
end of the book is given a table

Receiving Circuits. [M. B.
Sleeper, Inc., 88, Park Place,
New York City. (English Agents,
The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12,
Henrietta

Street,

50 cents.

46 pp.]

WC.)

Price

'l'his booklet contains about one
hundred and ten circuit diagrams,
including non-reaction and reaction
circuits, H.F. amplification, super
heterodvne, reflex, Haynes, Flewelling, Plivver, super-regenerative,
ultra-regenerative, neutrodyne, and

Explanatory
Rlieinartz circuits.
descriptive paragraphs accompany
the diagrams, but practical constructional details of sets embodying the circuits illustrated are not
given.
An information service is avail-.
able on the same terms as above.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
May.
3rd (THUR5.).-De\vsbury and District
Wireless Society, South Street,
Devsburv. Discussion on " Diffi-

culties."

rd

(Tïius.).-Cardiff

South
Wales \Vireless Society Institute of
and

Engineers, Park Place, Cardiff.
Experimental work conducted by
Mr. S. P. Taylor.
3rd (THURs.) until 5th-Lincoln and
District .\mateur \Vireless and
Scientific Society. Exhibition of
members' home-made apparatus
in
gymnasium,
the
Lincoln
Technical School, -9 p.m. Saturday afternoon, 2-4 p.m.

and
District
4th (FRI.).-Leeds
mateur Wireless Society. Dis" Unorthodox Circuits
sussion,
for Short \Vave Reception," by
Mr. J. Croysdale, at the Grammar School, Leeds.

District

5th (SAT.).-Dartford and
Open competiRadio Society.
tion for crystal receiving sets.
Prizes are to be awarded for
originality of design and efliciency in reception. To be held
at Messrs. J. & E. hail's Rest-

aurant, Dartlord.

8th (TUEs.).--Plymouth V ireless and
Plymouth
Scientific
Society.
Chambers, Old Town Street,

252
B

7.30-7.45.
Buzzer
Plymouth,
8
p.m., construction
practice.
of Society's three-valve set and
demonstrations.

9th

(Wso.).-Edinburgh and District

Radio Society,

Edinburgh.

ii',

George Street,

Sale of apparatus.
series of elementary lectures
to be maintained until the end
of June, ii possible.
and
9th (Wao.).-Sutton
District
Society,
\Vireiess
the
Adult
School, Benhill Avenue, Sutton.
A lecture at S p.m. on " Some
Historical Notes on Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," and illustrated by lantern slides.
A

-
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causerie relalin lo the use of valves. This feature will
appear every wfek and will be conducted by Ike Editor.

-

Hardening Valves
readers who are not faniiliar ith
the manufacture of receiving valves will
THOSE
be interested to know that after a vahe
has been pumped It is lit up and a source
of voltage connected across anode and filanient. The val ves, which are connected i n
-

special frames, each frame containing perhaps
two hundred valves, are treated for several
hours, and the process is known as "ageing."
This greatly improves the vacuum in the
bulb, and improves the constancy of the vahe.
\Vhen a soft valve is in use the process o
ageing sets in, with the restii t that there is a
clean-up " of residual gas, the vacuum con-

sequently improving.

Filament Fuses

Use of Soft Valves
Speaking of soft valves reminds the that
some gopd l)utch valves are at present on the
market and give excellent results aS detectors,
although of little use as amplifiers. l'bere is
nothing to beat a British-made valve for
general reception purposes, but -where a valve
is used as a detector, soft valves are often very
much more efficient than hard valves, and in
America, of course, both types are available.
Asking a British manufacturer why he did
not place on Ehe market a soft' valve for detecting purposes, he replied that its life would
be very short, and that complaints would
constantly come in that the valve had hardened
in use and was no longer efficient.
Soft
valves, of course, are not nearh as constant

operation. They should, moreover,
work with a potential of only about 15 to .20
volts, as they are liable to blue if higher
anode voltages are used.
in their

'Several filament fuses are now on the
market, and may be purchased at reasonable
prices; 'l'o the novice they vil1 undoubtedly
be a boon, and they will prevent damage if
the high tension battery is connected across
the filament. ' reader who was making sorne
enquiry stated that he knew the valve was all
right, because when lie connected the high
tension battery across the tilamert terminals
it lit up. To such a person the filament fuse
would be a veritable godsend.
lt is rather kward to lix a fuse a su table place when using component parts.
\VIiy does not some manufacturer supply
valve panels fitted with spring clips between
which a fuse could be connected? A small
feature like this, costing very little, would
make his valve panels different from all
others, and small distinctive features of this
kind make the ireless public prefer the apparatus of one manufacturer to that of
another. I mean, of course, the discriminating wireless public, and not the people viio
buy the cheapest material simply because it is
the cheapest.
i

Double Filament Valves
\Vayfarer '' has remarked in his
"Jottings by the \Vay," no attempt seems to
have been made to introduce a valve having
filaments. The idea, of course, was tried
out long ago by the \larconi Compan', and
was used in their soft " Round ' valves,
especially for transmission purposes.
The double filament valve presents considerable difficulties in the way of construction,
and, like many special kinds of vahes, might
be just as expensi\e to make as two ordinary
va ives.
A point to notice, however, is that the
possession of two filaments does not mean
necessarily that the vahe vill have twice the
life. We read the other day ¡n a contemporary that electrons are particles of the
filament,, and, due to the fact that they are
emitted so copiously, the lilament wears a\vay
and burns out. \Vhilst we cannot accept this

to
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íngenious explanation, it is more than likely
that, afte.r the. first filament has burnt out, the
second would 'ndt,survive it very long.
The same idea, of cou rse has appealed to
inventors in regard to the ordinary incandescent lamp. Naturally the lamp makers
would not welcome a lamp which lasted twice
as long, but, apart from this, there is the
important technical reason that when a fila.rnent burns out the vacuüm is nothing like as
good as it originally was, and the life of the
second filament would be much shorter.

man ner.

Intervalve Transformers

Comparing Results
One of the easiest traps to fall into is the
making of dogmatic assertions regarding the
efficiency of this or that circuit, or this or
that apparatus. Because many experimenters
on the particular set they use find that the
gridleak when shunted directly across grid
A Note on

An example of the fight between cheapness
and quality is found in the sale of intervalve
transformers. There are some very poor
types of interalvc transformers now on the
market, and there is no part of the set which
is more likely to be at fault than the low
frequency transformer. The reader is well
advised to think twice before allowing his
anxiety to economise to overcome his desire
for a really good article. These words, of
course, must not be taken to mean that because an interalve transformer is cheap that
it is unreliable: Nevertheless, buy carefully
when buying intervalve transformers.
Quite a number of beginners, by the way,
do not seem to know what the letters I.P. and
O.P. mean. The letters IP. mean " in
primary," and the letters OP. mean "out
primary." lt does not matter to which terminals of a pair the connections are made.
Some beginners seem to imagine that the
IP. terminal is a terminal at which the anode
current from the anode should enter the
primary. As a matter of fact, it would not
matter if both terminals were marked P. The
same remarks apply to the secondary terminals, LS. and OS. It is just as well to
notice, however, that when more than two
intervaFve transformers are used, a change of
connections to one of the windings sometimes
results in better signals.
This appears to be largely a question of
modifying the natural coupling effects between one transformer and the other.

and filament .should be connected to the negative terminal of the accumulator, will always
declare that this is the best position. As a
matter of fact, before being able to make any
pronouncements on the relative merits 01
different circuits and arrangements it is necessary to have tested out the circuits on innumerable pieces of apparatus and on variou wavelengths. It is so easy to jump to conclusions, that many do so prematurely.
Probably the chief cause of disagreement is
that an obscure reaction effect is introduced or
taken away by making some adjustment or
alteration. For example, by connecting the
gridleak to the negative terminal of the fila
ment accumulator the detecting action of the
valve might be improved, or might be made
worse, but owing to the fact that a certain
amount of natural reaction is accentuated by
doing so, the increase in the signal strength
would lead an inexperienced person into the
error of saying that the valve was detecting
better. If the experimenter had connected the
bottom of the gridleak to the positive terminal of his accumulator and introduced a
little more reaction in a different manner, he
might have found that the results obtained
were even better than before.
This only goes to show that whenever highfrequency circuits are employed, practically
any variation in the circuit-whatever its kind
-whether it be a variation of the high-tension
voltage or the grid potential, or the filament
current, the reaction effect (whether intentional or incidental) will be varied, and there
will consequently be a variation of signal
strength.

Use of Intervalve Transformers in Series

correspondent

¡n

1923

arrangement it is important to, try reversing
connections to one of the secondaries, as the
voltages induced in the seconiaries should
act together in series, and not in opposition.
There seems no technical merit in the idea,
as a single transformer could be built há-ing
similar characteristics. T.he expense of such
a transformer, however, might. be tóo great
to make the instrumel!t a saleable proposition.
\Ve would be interestd tò hear if any
readers get improved results by the use of
irìtervale transformers in series in this

-

A

2,

Belgium suggests the

use of two intervalve transformers in series,
the two primaries being connected in series
in the anode circuit of one valve and the two
secondaries being connected in series and
connected. in the grid circuit of the next
vahe.
When experimenting with this
254
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THE LICENCE QUESTION
To the EDITOR, Wireless Weekly
SIR,-YOU may be interested in the
following case of licence granting.
On February Ist I applied for an
Experimental Licence. Mv reasons for
so
doing were chiefly because ¡
wanted to make my own set, and in
view of the fact that I had worked on
the staff of the chief wireless telegraph company in the world.
Mv application was shelved for two
months, and ultimately I was informed
that I had to wait for a Constructor's
Licence, if such are granted.
¡ have constructed sevet-al sets.
The
first I sold to a young fellow who
vas getting interested but without
practical experience.
He applied for
his Experimental Licence and has been
grantecì it, whilst I, who constructed
the set and initiated the young fellow
into the working of it, have been
refused.
Of course, I am ' listening in." and
for that reason must withhold my
name, nd the lack of imagination of
the official of the P.M.G. has added
anothèr " pirate "
to the great

multitude.

I am, etc.,
Clacton.

\'AITIxG.

CARBORUNDUM
To the

EDITOR.

Wireless lleekly.

Sit..-1 admit it

was with many misgivings I looked at No. i of the ¡Vireless ll'eekly, but after careful perusal
I came to the conclusion that it is
ell
worth the extra few pence to have
-

something really well worth reading.
I sincerely hope that the standard of
the journal will keep up to No. i, and
I am certain you will be assured of
many thousands of satisticil readers.
Referring to the letter of C. Mulch
te the use of carborundum crystal without the use of any applied petential,
I should like to say that
I have a
friend residing at South Tottenham
who has been using this for sorne considerable time. I have listened to the
London broadcasting on his set, and
was surprised
at
the exceptional
volume and clearness with which the
music and speech 'as reproduced.
He states that on one or two, occasions he has received the Birmingham
broadcasting faintl3. Although he has

what might be considered a faitly good
aerial, I think you will admit that this
is a remarkable achievement, as Birmingham from here is a hundred odd
miles.
V ishing your journal every success
t deserves,
¡ am, etc.,
-

-

Finsburv. Park, N.4.

.

E.J.H.

.

Again thanking you and vihing
ycur magazines ercry success, which
i believe is assured.. ¡ am, etc..
S.

KELSO.

P.S.-!

vas- able to pick up all
British broadcasting stations last night
perfectly; before, 1 could only get them
in ver faintly, with the exception of
2L0, 5SC and 2ZY: Now they all
coMe in loudly.
-

FOR SERVICES RENDERED
To the EDITR. ll'irelcss ll'eekly.
to thank you for the
great help that I have got from your
fwo valuable journals.
I only wish
that they had been published earlier.
They would have saved me a lot of
time, money and worry.
I built a set in January and tried
reveral circuits, Dut Willi poor success.
I was about to scrap the lot, when I
got No. i Modern ll'ireless and tried
your double reaction- circuits, ano I
may say I never got results until then.
I only use three valves, and I have not
a great aerial-two 33ft. wires spaced
4ft. 6m, almost in parallel with the
ektiic tram wires, with the result
that I got a fearful lot of crackling in
toy 'phones-sometimes I could not
hear anything else. To try and cut
out this crackling I put up a small
aerial 3oft. long, single wire only.
about ioft. off the ground at one end
at right angles and undernea:h my
other aerial, but with no better results.
Then came lVireless Weekly, and in last
week's you have a counterpoise earth
so at night, when ready for tuning in,
instead of using my ordinary earth
(which is to water pipes and a zinc
bath in the ground), ¡ put the lead-in
of my small aerial to the earth terminal. I do not think that there is
another one in Belfast getting the same
results. Signals came in so clear and
so loud, and absolutely without noise of
any kind-I am no longer afraid of the
trams, thanks only to your Modern
Wireless for my Circuit and ll/irelesx
Weekly to make it perfect. Needless
to tell you I ani now and for ever a
regular reader of both papers.
I hope ¡ have not made this letter
too long to take up your time reading
it, but my results now are so good I
thought it my duty to tell you. I only
wish that ¡ had a transmitter so that
I could broadcast it to other amateu:-s
and help them to get like results.

EFFECTS OF NEIGHBOURING

AERIALS.

Siit,-1 want

253

ll'ireless Weekly.
reference to the two
letters published in your first and
second issues, regarding the effect ol

To the

EDITOR,

Sia,-With

neighbouring aerials, you might be interested in some little experiments
carried out between my friend next
do-or, who uses a crystal set, and my-.
self using valves.
My friend has always said that
whilst mv set is working he can get.
much louder signals or speech, so we
drcided to see if this effect would work
with long-distance telephony.
On
Sunday afternoon, February
ith, I
tuned in The Hague, using iHF and
detector, and, after adjusting the set
s,o that it would start oscillating, left
it working and vcnt to see if my
friend could receive anything. To our
surprise wi' coùld hear the music and
speech quite distinctly. Since then we
have been able to receive Manchester,
Birmingham and Newcastle on the
crystal quite loud and clear, working
in exactly the same manner.
\Vhco there are clainis of longdistance reception of telephony on
crystal sets, the above is, I think, the
cause of such phenomena.
Another interesting point is, ihe
aerials are about is yards apart, antI
if -1 usc detector and tLF and mv
friend speaks near his phones, I can
hear him quite clearly.
I am, etc..
L. D. ASF'LSND.

To the

Wireless Weekly.
the letter under the heading " Effects of Neighbouring Aerials
in your No. i issue, ¡ should hike to
say that at this house we have two
single aerials about 6oft. long. At the
far end they are about 5ft. apart. and
at the lead-in end about i6ft., one receiving set Ieing on the ground floor
EDITOR.

.

Sia,-Re

B5
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and the other three floors above, but
although this arrangement has been in
use over a month ve have not expericiwed any interference.
I have seen in
a recent issue of
another wireless weekly an article
wherein the writer states that he lias

experienced fading under similar ciras
your correspondent
cumstances
refers to, and ¡ vas wondering if the
explanation is that the two aerials
do not in my case run parallel with
each other but get wider apart towards the lead-in.
I am, etc.
S. J. COWS.
Holloway, .N.7.

J

-

To the EDITOR, IVireless Weekly.
SIR,-1 lave read with some interest
tile correspondence in lVire!ess ll'eeldy
with regard to " Fading " and " The
EfTects of Neighbouring 'tenais."
My neighbour owns a crystal set,
and myself a two-valve i detector i
low- frequency.
\Vhen I am vorling, he receives 2L0
with great volume, but when I am not,
and my aerial is not earl/ted, he Can
hardly hear.
fis aerial and mine run nearly
parallel. Perhaps you can give some
I am, etc.,
explanation of this?

W. BOOLLESS.
To the EDITOR. Wireless Weekly.
would like to inform those of
your readers who are interested in the
above subject that a mathematical
treatment is given in the ll'ircless
IVorId, voI. i, p. 4S.
In this article also a method is given
of lessening the interference.
lt is
-stated that ¡fa single wire and a mu!tiple vire aerial interfere with one
another, the energy picked up by the
single \vire aerial is least when the
multiple vire aerial is tuned to a lower
wavelength than that of the single wire
aerial.
Therefore if two aerials
mutually interfere make one multiplewired and one single-wired.
t am, etc.,
Liverpool.
NoastAN C. KERSI0DE.

SIR,-!

A CRITICISM OF BROAD-

CASTING PROGRAMMES.

To the EDIToR, Wireless- Weekly.
SIR,-1 think your No. 2 is excellent,
and

I

trust you will meet with the

2, t923

Whilst recognising the services of the B.B.C. and the
difflcultie of pleasing all tastes with
their programtues, I can but regret we
are to have no broadcasting competition for two years, because the heavy
music selected and dullness of the

Do use your influence to get the
weight of boredom being foisted upon
us lightened.
I am, etc.,

general items is a serious handicap.
Now we are told that one programme
is to be used for the whole country,
and we shall not be able to get relief
from the high-brow bore of Marconi
House by trying the livelier selections
of the country stations, and only Paris
will be left to us. If so, my 4-valve
set is advertised for sale Cheap.
The best
I am getting on in years:
item used to be the 2L0 dance music
from 8.s to 9 o'clock ; now they have
made it io o'clock, and I've gone to
bed. The news is put on to 9.45, just
as I am closing down.
The class of " grand concerr" music
they give us has never yet kept a place
of entertainment going permanently itt
this country ; and yet here it is being
forced on 'thousands of listeners-in
every night, and a scientific miracle
which should be a popular boon is being
used for a very limited class and those
not of workers who want cheerfulness
and brightness.
I ama pianist of fifty years' expenience. i nave 15,000 pieces ot music
and been t theatre-goer all my life,
and I should have thought it impossible for any person to have found the
dull and tuneless items in suclt profusion as I have had to listen to the
last four months.
The few intervals that 2L0 give us
for getting on to Manchester, Glasgow,
etc., prove that there ai-e some attractive items being broadcast, but they
arc almost immediately jammed out by
Marconi lIouse's Brahms, KreislerChopin Etude, etc. \Vho wants them
or understands them amongst those
who work for a living and have had
no time to study music as a science
and not as a recreation?
Other items than the music are of
much more popular appeal; but music
is the chief art which lends itself to
wireless, and it is tune that is the soul
of music; but the B.B.C. proramn1es
show no recognition of the fact and
select technical exercises for the e'jpert only.

To the EDITOR, TVireiess Weekly.
a line explessing my best
wishes for the success of your new

success you deserve.

-

Croydon.

\

ELDESLY l.IsrExER-IN.

FURTHER APPRECIATIONS.
SIR,-Just

journal, llireless tl'eekly.

I have found it very helpful and interesting regarding wireless information. I have taken in regularly nearly
all wireless papers, but I think your
I am, etc.,
book tops the lot.
L.

S.

BECEETT.

Hampstead, NW.3.

To the EDITOR. Wireless IVeekiy.
SIR,-1 bought the first copy of your
new weekly and intend to give up my
usual in order to continue Wireless

ll'eekly.
The articles imply reward the extra
3d. spént.
I am, etc.,
F. L.

SHELTON.

Wildernesse Gardens,
Sevenoaks, Rent.

To the EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
a very careful perusal of
the journal, I am convinced that same
is of a most excellent character and
my congratulations and best
otTer
wishes for its continued success.
The two journals recently commenced should meet all requirements
of wireless enthusiasts and give great
assistance in creating interest from an
experimental and constructional standpoint.
Trusting the: new paper will be a
great success,
I am, etc..
EDWIN C. DEAVIN (Hon. Sec.).
Dartford and District Radio Society,
84, Hawley Road,
Dartford, Kent.

StR,-After

-

To THE EDITOR, Wireless IVeekly.
SIR,-Thanks for the copy of your

new publication.

-

May I be allowed to congratulate
lt is great, and has
you upon it?
been unequivocally recommended to
the members of the \Vireless and
Experimental Association.
I am, etc.,
Geo. SUTTON.
London, S,E.22.

0000
From " The Wireless Trader," the leding trade paper :
Permit us to congratulate you on a very fine production."
-
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The Jollon'ing list izas ben specially compiled for "Wiree.ss Weekly" by Mr. H. T. P. GEE,
Patent Agent, Staple House, 51 and 52, Chancery Lane, W.C2, and at 70, George Street,
Croydon. from whom copies of the full specifications published may be obtained post free on
payment of the official jsrice of Is. each. We have arranged for Mr. Gee to deal with questions
relaiinei to Pafents, Designs and Trade Marks. Leiters should be seni to him direct at the above address.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS
(SpecifIcations not yet pUblIshed.)
9-131, 913-i.

-.

.

Lin.-Wire-

ABuCT INDESTRICS,

lcss receiving sets. April 6th.
hDrSTRIES, LTD-Wireless
9132. Asaï
erystsl receivers. April 6th.
INDUSTI1IES,
Lin-Wirelees
hasrv
9433.
aerials. April 6th.
9131. Asssnsi,
R. M.-Reeeiving-spps
ratus for wirelesi signsliing. April 6th.
9148.

J.-liitervalve trans-

S.

ANDEIISON,

foi-mer, etc., for wireless
April 3rd.

signalling, etc.

Bsssen, L.-Aerisls
telegraphy, eto. April 6th.
9327.
9486.

IlsiiNra,

wireless

for

S-Switchboards

A.

for

ohargisg accumulators. April 6th.
9033. Bsiiîoa, it. H-Method of utilising
force of attraction between two charged
pInks of electric condenser. April 3rd.
9098.

BiTErs, E.

A-Manufacture

of elco-

trio cables. Aprii 3rd,
V.-Frame aerial
9536. BrRLSFORD.
wireless reception
Aprii 7th.
9098.

BRITISU Ivsi'i.aven & Hei.aay C.sai.rs,

Lî.-Manufaeture

3rd.

9318.

TIRINO

of electric cables.

Aprii

Bnivisa L. 31. EiizcS.soN 1IIANUF.scCo.,
LTD-Telephone receivers.

Aprii 5th.
9597.

io,

Cnsntrn,

K.-erials

C.

for wire-

less telegraphy. April 7th.
CRILOWSKT, C-Rupture of
OSOS.

currents.
12th.)
9223.

April

6th.

(France,

electric
February

CLeBs, F. C-Crystal-detector holder.

AprIl 4th.

V.-Electric circuit9121. CLoTHIeR, H.
breakers. etc. April 3rd.
9600. CowrEu, A. fl-Variable inductance
devices. April 7th.
9172. Cn.su, V.-Vuriahle inductance for
wireless receivers. Aoril 3rd
9153. Fonsr.s, S. L.-Device for use with
wireless receivers.
9335.

Osassi'»,

935.f.

HABT

A

C.

pril 3rd.

G.-Sound.msgniflers

for srircless receiving sets. April 5th.
.-Qrstai detectors.
992. KACZETT, V.
April 6th.
IIIANIFOCTI-HTNÇ.

Co-Electric

switches. April 6th. (United States. Feb.
24th, 1922.)
9130. H,UIIIS. G. V.-Eleetrio resistanees
or rheostats. April 3rd.
9424. JlOwrrTT, V.--Crystsl detector. A pril
6th.

0:167,
TEIlERS.

9102.

INDri'USDF.NT

Scoto

5l.ssvrsC

Iac-Neutralising capacity coupling

between eleotrie circuits. April 5th.
9187. JUNKEtS,
5-Three-valve receiving
apparatus. April 3rd.
9188. JERKER, J.-Combined high and low
frequency amplifying device. April 3rd.
wireless
9419. Kesir, A. J.-Vsls'es for
telegraphy, etc. April 6th.
-

9121.

B.

LEES0N,

breakers, etc. Aprii

H-Electric circuitH-Damping device for
3,-d.

BatTue, A.
switch contacts for electroinagnetic vibrating members. April 6th.
(trance. April
9499.

12th, 1922.)

0384. Bannais. O. E.-Crystal detector.
-April 7th.
9-lOI. Msiscoai's \Viuu,rs.s TeLEoii.tI'u Co.,
Lvo.-Signallhiig
systems.
A pi-i
5th.
(United States, April 17th, 1922.)
I

9490.

Msnvi,

V.

li. G-Dumping

device

for switch owitacts for eleetro-niagnotie
víhrsting memhers. April 6th. (Fiance,
hJril 12th, 1922.)
9056. 3lsvine, \V.-Earth clip for electric apparatus. April 3rd.

Mznoi.er, A. H-Coil windings for
9333
wireless reception, etc. April 5th.
9167. Monrey. G. E.-Mounting coils for
wireless telegraphy, etc. Aprii 3rd.
9168. MOuLEr, 0. H_Apparatus for wireless telephony, oto. April 3rd.
IlOsalaoN. L. D. 0.-Secret inter9137.
communication by oscillatory discharges.
April 3rd.
9053. MOreN, L.
C-Method of utihising
force of attraction between two charged
plates of electric oondenser.April 3rd.
9527. PanisixsOs, J.-Aerials for wireless
telegraphy, etc. April 6th.
\V.-Oenersting electro9314. Hers, D.

.Aril

magnetic waves
5th.
9326. flees, H. P-Wireless receiving in.
strumento. April 5th.
9121.

1tivuoLi,:

&

circuit-breakers, etc.

Co., LTD., A.-Eleetrio
.pril 3rd.

Ro»r.s, C. T-Valves for wireless
apparatus, and incandescent electric lamps.
9135.

April 6th.
9012.. Root:sTs. J-Connections or ter.
minaIs for electric circuits. April 3rd.
9318. RoDeas. A. G.-Telephone receivers.
April 5th.

9247. Rowe. J. S.-Bashet coils tôt radiotelephony, etc. April 4th.
9186. RUNB5KEN, J. H.-Hvclronieter
for
testing eleotrio accumulators. &prll 3rd.
9501. RETTEN, L. VAN-Slow-acting i-clays.
April 6th.
9308. Soruones, J-Rupture of electrical
curreuits.
April 6th. (Fiance. February

12th.)

9130.

Seyslouut,

C-Electric resistances

9-113.

SKINNER

O,uGsN

rhieotsts. April 3rd.
broadcasting. A pril
February 8th.)
9131,

9-13-I.

or

Co., INC.-Wirelea
5th. (United States,

H.

SMITR.

.IICLVII,le.-\Virelesa

receiving seta. April 6th,
9132. SalITE, H. SlELs'ivi.r..-Wireless crys
titI receivers. April 6th.
3! .SIrLVILLE.-WiFCIORS
9-133, Ssulra. R
aerials.
tDril 6th.
-

A. E.-Trumpet for
April 4th.

9267.

Sri.INbrN, M.

9083.

TIMMINS,

wireess telephony.
sbonograplIs, etc.

Tzsiis

A.

A-liorna,

April 3rd.

etc.,

for

RocEns, LTD-Horns,
9063.
etc.. for phonographs. etc
pril 3rd.
9186. TOnnANcr, V.-Hydrometers for testing electric neeumsilstors. Apr il 3rd.
9131, 9134. Trauet.L, S. J.-\Vireless receiving sets. April 6th.
9432.

receivers
9-133.

TYRRCLL.

&

S.

Aprii 6th.
Trnneu, 5.

April 6th.

.A

J.-\Vireless

crystal

J.-Wireiess

serials.

\Vt.xEn, H. E.-Electrieally
ductive clips. April 5th.
9328.

con-

WEsîr.uv ELECTRIC Co., LTD-Slow
acting relays. April 6th.
ELECTRIC Co.. 1c.-Loaded
9502. \Vesten
t ransinission systems. A pril 6th.
9301.

9111.

'i'1LOINs, .1.

9-135.

W'ooD,

H-Aerials

for wireless

telegraphy, etc. April 3rd.
9153. \\'inELrsa AoeCies, l.îo.-Device for
sise with wireless receivers April 3rd.

K-Valves

foi

wireless ap-

paratus and incsndescent electrio lamps.
April 6th.

9331. W'ooDs. G. F-Receptors sud indse
tance eoils for wireless telegraphy, etc.
April 7th.
9551. Woons. R. S._ileneptors ansi induo
tance coils for wireless telegraphy, etc.

April 7th.

ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED

-

(Copies of the full specificatIons, when printed, may be obtained from Mr. Gee,
post free on payment of the official price of Is. each.)
nation across the transformer.
(January
margins, in order to weaken the eleetrio
193,010. Losr.xz AKT-GES.. C-In order to
prevent the amplification of undesirable fre.
10th, 1922. Convention date, February Jith,
fields which may be formed ut tIte margins of
quencies. which give rise to " whistling
1922.)
sucoessive elements if the coatings de not
-

noises, a shunt Cirouit containing capacity
and inductance is connected across the

valve transformer windings. This circuit is
tuned to the higher frequenoles beyond the
speech range, and consequently by-passes
such energy nd prevents its further niuplifi

193,059.

Prirrxrn,

E-In

an

electric

con-

denser comprising n number of superposed
elements, with metal coatings in intimate

contact with the dielectrio, coatings of like
polarity are spaceel apart, at least at their

exactly cover each other. The space at the
margins may be filled with an insulatingmass, with a smaller dielectric constant than
that of the condenser dieleotrio. (February
19th. 1923. Convention date, February 10th,
1922.)

25
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E.-In electric con193,060. PrirrsEn,
densers sud other e1ecicl apparatus -in
which th'e c'ondueting muWrial rests on insiilatsn,, miìterial, electrical discharees at
the edges ot the commuting material are
prevented by providing the conduotii
material with marginal extensions of high
resistance. These extensioiis may be formed
of a sowdered resitanoe material, euch as
graphite, mixed with a binder, or they may
be in the form of a thin coating of conS
dneting material applied to the insulating
material by chemical precipitation or by
lient. (February - 12th, 1923. Convention
date, }'ebruary 11th, 1922.)

i923

practically in contact with each other and
are covered with a thin layer of badly
conducting or insulating material, prefer
ably varnish, enamel, or an oiido of magnesisim, cadmium, or calcium. This lloiss
a tension of only a few hundred vott to he
used.- Plie component parta of the toy sending and receiving cet are mounted 00 u cardboard switchboard, the wiring being
arranged underneath and being protected by
a casing or box. (December 19th, 1921.)
193,241. ParyC, 151., and Jest. W. 8.-A
storage battery consisting of s nunibei- of
ceDe in series is provided with bypólareleetrodes each of which lias a flange; projee-

lamp. Specification 157,441 is referred to.
(August 16th. 1921.)

193,092. BtuTlSiI THOISO5-HOiSTos Co.,
a therinionso " negative resistance"
device arranged for the production of oscillations iii the manner described in Specification 103,863, tise electrode which emits the
secondary electrons or "dynatronn " is
maintained at an average negative potential.
(October 14th, 1921.).

LTD-in

W. W-In variable
193,150. BURNIIAa,
electrio couples or inductance devices for
wireless signalling, of the kind in which the
inductive distance between two coils is
varied by rotation of one coil about an axis

lo.
5

.,

-

Iilustralin Paleal No. 193,092.
FOREST.

193,0fl.

L.

DC-Apparatus

for

recording sound photographically comprises
a lamp to a hioh high or super-audio frequency oscillating current is supplied, the
intensity of the light being varied by and
in accordance with the snund waves without
varyíñg any other characteristic of the light
source, such as its size or shape. The
sounds to be recorded affect a microphone
producing alternating or pulsating currents,
which, acting through an amplifier and
a tranSformer connected to the oscillation generator, modulate aucordingly the
high-frequency currents passing through the

A

3-

Illustrating Patent No. 193,150.
ing at right angles on both 'sides of the electrode and extending beyond the snrfaces of
the artico material, adjacent flanges being
concavo and convex. The negative side of
each electrode is formed with a vent. Tise
electrodes are separated by perforated rub.
bei'. etc., washers, tight joints between the
washers and electrodes being obtained by
wedges inserted between the outer electrodes
and a container or by other means. The
container may be filled with wax to keep
the electrodes in l)Ositiofl, and devices may
be provided to cut out one or more cells if
required. (January 20th, 192!.)

external to the coil and lying in a plane
through the coil and perpendicular to its

axis, tIse moving coil is mounted on a supporting element axially rotatable by manual
rotation of a spindle operatively connected
to and parallel to the axis of the supporting element, and of sufficient lengths to
avoid approach of the hand to the coils in
operation. Any number of fixed and 1novablc coils may be used. (November 18th,
19721.)

Biva

-.

Blau
AKT.-GES.-The electrodes of a spark-gap
suitable for a toy wireless set are disposed
193,203.

\\'CREE

VORM.

OR 4-VALVE RECEIVER

Gro.

USING VARIOMETERS

iN response to numerous enquiries we have pleasure in publishing th
valve receiver pictorially illustrated on page 183 of our last issue.

complete diagram of the 3- or

-

:

-

-

-

4:-1

-

i HJ1l

BZJ
i

S

i:
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Information.

Conducted by

J. H.

Depa

T. ROBERTS, D.Se.,

asisted

ent

by A. L. M. Douglas.

¡n this section n'e will deal with all queries regarding anything which appears in " Wireless
Weekly," "Modern Wireless," o' Radio Press Books. Not more than three questions will be
answered al once. Queries, accompanied by the Cou 3fl from the current issue, musi be enclosed in
an envelope marked " Query," and addressed io the Editor. Replies will be seni by posi if stamped
addressed envelope is enthsed.
-

GUNDERSEN BROS. (NORWAY) asks whether
the British Broadcasting Station sometimes vary
In the wavelength they use during the evening, as
the tuning adjustments on their receiver do not
seem to be always the same for the particular
station mentioned.
The British Broadcasting stations all work on fixed
wavelengths w hich do not alter. Local atmospheric
conditions are probably the cause of. the assumed
cl;ange of wavelength you mention.
B. F. C. B. (S.E.5) is making up a telephone
transformer as described in "MODERN WIRELESS," No. 1, and is unable to obtain 44 gauge
double silk covered wire for the high resistance
winding. He asks whether No. 40 gauge would be
suitable in its place, and if so, would any alteration
in the number of turns be necessary.
No. 40 S.W.G. D.S.C. wire is quite suitable for this
purpose and does not necessitate any alteration ii
the construction of this instrument.

R. H. D. C. (VILVORDE, BELGIUM) asks the
following questions %Vlll an aerial 70 feet high and
75 feet long be suitable for receiving the British
Broadcasting Station from his village, which is
just north 'of Brussels. (2) What wavelength range
would the apparatus require to be covered ?
(3) Would a circuit employing four valves be
efficient, and, if so, what arrangement should be

used?

(i) The aerial arrangement you propose is exceedingly good, and you should have no difficulty in hearing British Broadcasting and also the Hague and
other Continental telephony. (2) A wavelgtli
range of from 3od to 4,000 metres should be ainied
at if )ou wish to embrace all the stations transmitting telephony. At the present moment the
levest wavelength in use is that of Cardiff 5 W.\.
353 metres, and the highest that of Rome IDO,
3,200 metres. () A four-valve circuit arranged as in
the accompan) ing diagram would prove. very suitable

MTt

zI
i

-

t

4

L.

T-

L.

T

for your purpose, and you should have no difficulty in
working a loud-speaker from this circuit froñi most

of the British broadcasting stations, and certainly

from the Hague and Paris transmissions.
F. T. (BUDE) proposes to build an aerial as shown
on page 86 of Volume I, No. 2 "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," but is still confused as to the amount of
wire he may legitimately use in the construction
of this aeriI.

F. C. M. (WALTHAMSTOW) wishes to add a note
magnifier to his crystal receiver, and asks for a

circuit diagram.

See reply to " Brum " (Twickenham) in this issue.

-
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A paragraph appears in lVircless Weekly, No.
setting forth exactly the present regulations regarding the erection of aerials for experimental purposes.
The attention of all our readers is directed to this
paragraph, as the statements in it are quite definite
and it should not be necessary to make any further
reference to this subject. The total length of \ire
must not exceed xoo feet, including the lead-in, but
as many \'ire5 as desired, each of mo feet in length
(including the lead-in as for the first one), may be
used.
.
,
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G. P. A. (KIRKCALDY) wishes to make a small
variometer crystal set and would like to have particulars for constructing this.

Posi Free

An exceedingly satisfactory crystal receiver may be
made using one of the variometers described in No. 2

'ife

j

..

I

Modersi Wireless, in conjunction with any of the
ordinary types of crystal detectors now upon the
market. The advantages of variometer tuning are
shown to their best on the broadcast
and
for this reason the trouble involed in making up
such a variometer is amply repaid.
of

wavelengths

r.

f'A

o

CO.\

(±6

fct

O1 tk

A. S. (ASHFORD) submits particülars of his
apparatus, consisting of a three-coil holder and a
valve receiver, and wishes to know how to connect
them together.

..

The wiring arrangement you require is given below.
This should make it quite clear without any further
explanation being necessary.

ÇATP

HERE, for the first time, is a collection of
constructive articles giving full details for
making almost every piece of apparatus required
in the building up of a complete Receiving Set.
Essentially practical, well written, and illustrated
with working diagrams, this is a book- which
every experimenter must have-whether he
does much constructional work or little
Get a copy to-day-you will certainly save its
cost on the very first piece of apparatus you make.

%1

000m

4.
.

N. B. G. (CAVENDISH SQUARE) refers to the
circuit of the Armstrong super.-regenerative receiver in No. i of "WIRELESS WEEKLY," and
asks whether he can use a certain make of variometer in place of the ône described on the set. He
also wishes to know whether a duolateral coil of
1,250 turns will be suitable in place of the 750-turn
coil described in the article.

The Construction of
Wireless Receiving Apparatus
By Paul D.Tyers
Shows

how

to

-build ...................

the following apparatus
Anode and Grid Resistances, Filamc.nt
Rheostats, Potentiometers, Basket
Coils, Slab Coils, Solenoid Coils, Loose
Couplers, Honeycomb Coils, Duo-

!ateralCoils,H.T. Batterles,Condensers,
Crystal Detectors, L.F. ransformers,
11F. Transformers.

I

.tdio

:

-

From all Booksellers
:

and Newsagents, or
1/'7. post free.

'r1d

PUBL1SHRSOFAUTIiORITAT1V

WiRELESS LITRATUR

DEVEREUX ÇOURT STRAND. W.C.2.
são

j

-

-

(i) The 'arionieter you mention is quite efficient for
turn coil is essential to
this purpose. (2) The
get the best results with this circuit, otherwise the
frequency of the quenching valve circuit viIl be
altered.
W. R. M. (DARTFORD) asks whether high-.
resistance telephones are more suitable for use
with a Hertzite crystal detector than low resistance
telephones with a transformer, and if 2,000 ohms
is a high enough resistance for such telephones.
There is not a great deal of difference in the results
obtainèd from a pair of high resistanc 'phQnes and
a pair of low resistance 'phones with a good telephone transformer in the crystal receiver circuit. If
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an)thing the high resistance 'phones are preferable,

and there is no reason whatever why they should not
be used. In reply to the latter part of your query,
2,000 ohms is a good value, but 4,000 to 8,000 ohms
would produce more sensitive results.
W. F. T. (TIVERTON) asks the following ques(ions
(1) Whether he could receive the Hague
concerts on a two-valve receiver with one highfrequency stage. (2) What is the resistance of an
R type receiving valve ? (3) What is a really good
value for a grid leak and its accompanying

condenser

?

(i) If your receiver is very carefully adjusted you
may possibly obtain satisfactory results from Continental telephony. (2) The resistance of the filament
of an R type valve is somewhere in the neighbourhood of 0.5 ohms when cold, but is very much more
when the filament is heated up. (3) A suitable value
fo a grid leak is 2 megohms and for a grid condenser
0.0003

F. L. G. (WORCESTER) proposes to use vulcanised fibre instead of ebonite In the construction of
his receiver and wishes to know if it is as good an

insulator.

Generally speaking, vulcanised fibre, unless of very
good ualitv is not such a good insulator as ebonite,
and as it is in addition hvgroscopic, we do not recommend its use. lt is also ery liable to warp.
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S. W. O. (BOTHWELL) wishes to know what
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West of
HOME LIFE AND INDUSTRIAL
EXHIB!TION, BRISTOL. Stand 24.

apparatus is necessary in order to effect local
heterodyning of incoming continuous wave signals.

The construction of a local oscillator for use on a
considerable wavelength range is begun in this week's
issue of Wireless IVeeklv. This vill be found very
satisfactory for your purpose, and you might cornmence its construction if desired without hesitation.

G. P. (W.11) lias a crystal set and wishes to make
the smallest possible variometer which will give
him efficiency over the broadcasting band wavelength. He suggests an outside former 3 inches
diameter and 2 inches long, and wishes to know
the size of the necessary internal former and the
windings for this variometer.
Your projectèd varionieter is rather too small, that is
to say, in order to cover the avelength required the
gauge of wire you would require to use would be so
small that considerable damping would be introduced

et

REGES?

be necessary, and the maximum current which this
button can pass is oniy in the neighbourhood of 5

silk covered vire and the secondary winding 12,000
turns of No. 44 gauge single silk-co ered vire. This
transformer may be used with either a crystal or
valve detector.

-

WIRELESS WEEKLY
A Space this size costs £3-2-O per insertion
E for 13 insertions or £3-15-6 for one insertion. E

H. B. (BRIGHTON) asks whether it Is a practical
proposition to use a skinderviken transmitter
button in the construction of a microphone amplifier,
and, ii so, how much current could it safely pass.
\Ve think that with very careful adjustment and with
the use of a skinderviken button having carbon eectrodes, you might obtain satisfactory results with this
apparatus. A good deal of experinienta! work would

M. Ç. (EDINBURGH) submits particulars of a
telephone transformer which has an iron core
7-16th oían inch in diameter with 3.4 inches winding
space available. He specifies certain windings and
asks if they will be suitable.
The ratio of turns you propose to use is quite useless
for a telephone transformer. The primary winding
might consist of 1,200 turns of No. 34 gauge single

by

-
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1HIS

new map has been prepared under
expert supervision, and gives the
following useful information
All places with transmitting apparatus are
shown its black. Call signs applying to
' these Id rrd. Broadcasting, Commercial,
Aviation, and Amateur and Experimental
Transmitting Stations are all indicated by
special symbols, also in red. Admiralty,

u
.
.
u
.
u
u
LI

U

.
-

2
IVe

/

into the circuit arid you would lose sinar«rength.
\Ve suggest you use a ariorneter as described in
No. 2 of Modern Wireless on page 43. TJiis variometer vilI cover the wavelength range you specify.
BRUM. (TWICKENHAM) has a crystal set and
wishes to add a valve amplifier as described on
page 218 of No. 3 of "MODERN WIRELESS";
he wishes to know what sort of valve and battery
would be required and how the panels should be
connected to his present crystal set.
Any good make of hard receiving valve would be
suitable for your purpose. The high-tension battery
would have a value of about o volts, and the accu
mulatoi- 6 vo!s. \Ve give herewith a circuit diagram
showing how to attach this low-frequency panel to
your receiver.

u
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K. E. (PECKHAM) submits a circuit and asks the
following questions (1) As it a practical arrangement ? (2) Values for certain coils and condensers.
(3) Whether the position of the potentiometer Is
:

correct.
(i) The circuit arrangement you submit is very

.

-

.

I

Then take tbe first opportunity of learning
some of the more important features of
Radio. "WIRELESS FOR ALL" has
long been regarded as the first stepping
stone to gleater Radio knowledge. If you
knosv little of Wireless then you must
cerfainly read this book by John ScottTaggart, F.Inst.P., Editor of 'Wireless
Weekly."

From all Booksellers and
Newsagents, or ljd. post
free from PublishersRADIO PRESS LTD.,

suit-

able, and probably the most efficient of its kind.
(2) The variable condensers A and B may both be of
the same value, o.005 aF., and the inductance C ol
the rejector circuit may be a No. 75 honeycomb coil.
() The position of the potentiometer is correct.
M. P. (POPLAR) has built a receiving set exactly
similar to the two-valve set described in " MODERN
WIRELESS" No. 3, which gives satisfaction.
The addition of two low-frequency valves which he
has just.made enables a loud speaker to be comfortably worked from broadcasting st*tons, but a
loud crackling noise is experienced. He asks the
reason for this and how it may be eliminated.
The pobabi1ity is that if, as you say, your connections are all veli soldered and your filament rheostats, high- and low-tension batteries are in order,
you are using a cheap and unreliable make of
low-frequency transformer. If you would let us have
further details of these, we might then be able to
advise you better.
J. C. (AYR) has purchased a receiving set stamped
B.B.C. which has given every staisfaction, bringing
In all the British broadcasting stations on one or
two pairs of telephones. He wishes to use more
telephones than that, however, and would like to
know whether It is possible with his existing
apparatus, or if not could he add a note magnifier,
and how to do so.
It is probable that with the set you mention six
pairs of telephones can easily be used. Should you
desire, however, to increase the signal strength, a
suitable note magnifier for your purpose is described
This is a
of lVirelcss Weekly, page 148.
in No.
very efficient instrument, and vill give you every
-satisfaction.

Are you. a
Beginner?
-

1923

,

Naval and Trinity House Stations specially
shown in blue. A Complete Index to all
Amateurs and Experimental Stations
appears on the map, the origin of a call-sign
being at once orated by means of ownbered squares. Diagrams with Compass
bearings show the direction of important
Overseas Statinnn in relation to dmfferent
portions of the map. London and District:
An inset mapon an enlarged scale (x mitra
to s in.) clearly shows the stations within
this area.
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P. R. (BELFAST) asks the following questions
Nith regard to the crystal set described on page 34'
of
WIRELESS WEEKLY" Volume 1, No. 1.
(1) What kind of aerial wire should be used, and

whether the length of aerial makes much difference.
(2) If the same wire as used for the winding of the
coil could be used to wire the remainder of the set
including the earth wire.
(i) \Vhen using a crystal receiver it is essential to

-

obtain the maximum efficiency from the aerial circuit. For this reason strindec1 copper wire should
be used, which might be enamelled to protect it
maximum
I he
against atmospheric influences.
length permissible under the certain set should be
used to obtain the greatest efficiency from this set.
(2) The wire which has been used for winding the
coil will do for the wiring of the set, but wire similar
to that used for the aerial should be used for the
earth-lead. The virc used for winding the inductance
is far too thin for use as an earth wire.
A. A. M. (FINSBURY SQUARE, E.C.2) wishes
to know the size of lormers, gauge of wire, etc., to
construct a loose coupler from 200 to 5,000 metres.
The primary winding may consist of iin of No. 24
gauge enamelled wire on a 6m, tube; a slider should
be used to obtain the necessary adjustment of this
coil. The secondary winding may-consist of ioin
of No. 32 gauge double cotton covered vire on a 5m.
tube, and should have 20 equally spaced tappings.
You vill not obtain very high efficiency on low
wavelengths with this arrangement, owing to the
large dead-end effects. Suitable condensers must,
of course, be used in conjunction with this to cover
the range specified.
S. W. G. (STOKE-ON-TRENT) proposes to
erect the best posslb'e aerial under tha circumstances. He has a 41.-foot mast and would like to
use a three-aire aerial erected on 9-foot spreaders
with a main span of 75 feet and a down-lead length
25 feet. He wishes to know whether this arrangement would be súitable or if we could suggest a

-

-

\

\\d.

j/

I.

Easy to understand

better aerial arrangement.

The suggestion you make should result in a very
suitable aerial. \Ve do not think you will obtain
better results on any other type of aerial. Stranded
enamelled copper vire should be used.
E. B. (ACTON, %V.3) refer3 to the broadcast receiving set on page No.3 of" WIRELESS WEEKLY,"
and asks questions, as to the size of the variometer
employed.
The two ariometers should both be of the same size,
and no condenser is necessary across the second variometer to adjust the t o circuits to resonance.
D. B. (CHISWICK) wishes to know the simplest
wireless set which will give good results with
telephones or a loud-speaker from the Cardiff
Broadcasting Station, when used at a distance of
from 65 to 70 miles from Cardiff.
You will need a fairly sensitive receiver to be able
to work a loud speaker satisfactorily. We recommend the use of the circuit described on page
No. 2 of Modern ll'ireless.
This vill give very
good loud-speaker signals at this distance.
G. W. N. (THE BARRACKS, BEVERLEY) asks
questions about cerain apparatus which has been
offered to him and wishes to know whether it is
suitable for receiving telephony.
The amplifier you mention is not a good investment.
\Ve think you would get lar greater .itisfactìon by
spending the sum mentioned on component parts and
building your own valve receiver. For an outlay of
the figure you mention you would be able to obtain
a range of loo miles telephony quite easily.

I-

.

\\w

Yes. Wireless is easy to understandif you get the right hook. SIMPLiFiED
IVIIS'ELESS. by John Scott-Taggart.
F.lnst.P. )Editor of Wireless Weekly).
will give you an excellent groundwork
in all the most difficult points in Vire.
less. Get a copy to-diiv and begin to
understand how your Set works. When
you have read it and understood some
of its elementary principles, you will
take quite a new interest in Wireless.
Sold by all Nevsageuts and
Booksellers and published by
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Start with

â." Set
you'll never outgrow0
by the Peto-Scott Standardised
Unit System.
This System is the only proved
System for the man of moderate
means, for by enabling him to
commence with Units i, 2 and 4
he obtains a complete one-valve
set to which extra valves can
be' added later at a ridiculously
low figure. Yet from the first
his Set is complete and extraordinarily efficient.

BEFORE buyiñg or building
your Set, ask yourself
this question " Will this Set
satisfy my requirements next
year? " You want a Set not
only for listening to your own
Broadcasting Station, but to
every one in the country. You
want a Set which will enable you
to use a Loud Speaker later on
when you get more proficient
You want a Set which will
enable you to receive on every
band of wave lengths.
:

Read

this letter ..........
To-,vn'end House.

Prrsteign Rads.

Dear SIr,,

12th Apetl, 1923.

Pretojgn Radio & Sriealifio Society.
I have completcd a Three Valve Receiver built up
feos,, your" Peto-Scott" parts, and although the cet was bout
for saprrfmental purposes, the first teSt Immediately alter
construction was for telephony, and I am pleased to report that
i

r

the rmuig a-ese not only good, but surprising. Our engineer wss'
present and we hace host experience of 4 and 5 Valve sets,
expensive and poaerfssl who-your eri "beata the lot" both for
poner and clartty, and only 3 valves st lhat.
As au instance, music mid speech could be distincUy heard at
a short di.laneo troni the headphones when in use by another
person, and when the phones wrre taken oft, they acted as
a miniature Loud apcaker.
Forrimpliclty in construction, (any lad could easily follow your
clear and concise diagrams), also economy lu cost, and resultS ta
be obtained im Radio Telephony In the home I eau couitdently say
th.st no one could sich for or find any nel betler than the
Yooro

(nithíiiy,

Geo. F.

-

Or,

non. Socy.

-----

Price List of Units
of i,orto

No. i.
No. 2.

:::
No.
5.

Thflcr Uai
Çoodcooer Unit -

0sn1t:

LP.

Amp.

ethion.27/6
-

-

:

:

32-page

42.-

Compoiienls
2: 7/i.

If

ni

.

tilos-

:

VoltI

-

these requirements and
many more which will come to.
your mind later-are fully met
All

........................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::........................

._

up.
-

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.9
Featherstone House,
64, HIGH HOLBOR.N,

3d.

Id

-

If you would learn more of this
cleverly thought-out System
send 6d. to-day for a copy of
Radio showing exactly how
these ñne Valve Units are made
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The Power of the Prêss
LORD Gainford's speech at the opening of the new studio of LO brought
home ery vk idy the power of the
Press. He stated tha over i ,00 ernployeès.
had been dismissed, owing to the slumpcón-".
sequent on the general indecision regarding
licences and the attacks of the Press.
The attitude of such papers as The Daily
Express, which has vigoroùsly, and, in our'
opinion, unfairly, -criticised not, only the
British Broadcasting' Company, hut its pror
grammes and everything to do with -it,' has
unquestionably done a great deal of harm to
the B.B.C.
Certain manufacturers imagine that they
-can influence the policy of a paper by threatenThis, of
ing to withhold advertisements.
course, is absurd, and no self-respecting
journal would al low ad ertisemen t ,cons,iderations to affect its general policy. Mqreover,
such an altitude would only provoké the paper
to further attacks.'
The moral, of course, is for the B.B.C. to
ork in harmony with 'the Press, without
losing its independence. The recent attacks
iIi the Press on the BBC. make it perfectly
obvious that the success of broadcasiin'in this
country is entirely conditk?nal on ottaining
the goodwill of the public. Many businesses
can be conducted without having to satisfy
pul)lic opinion. In the case of broadcasting,
however, it is essential to keep very closely
in touch with the feelings of listeners-in ànd
those who might become listeners-in.
The whole trouble, of course, is not programmes, but the antagonism of the B.B.C.
towards granting constructional licences on
terms which the Post master-General considers
fa r.
i

Whatever the merits, or demerits, of the
case for the B.B.C. stamp on components ma
be, the B.B.C. must reàlise that they are fight-.

ing a losinbattle, and the longer they hold out the more unpopular will they become.
They must' 'realise by 'now that the B.B.C.
stamp, as regards components at any rate, is
anathema, not only to the Radio Society of
Great Britain, but also to the \vhole mass of
wOuld-be constructors.
t the same time, vhatever regulations are
put into force, we ourselves have no sympathy
with those manufâctiirers whose sole object
is' to import cheap foreign components. \Ve
believe that the B'ritish manufacturer should
he:fully supported. Firms of all sorts, shapes
and sizes have sprung up as a result of the
boom in wireless. The methods of many of
them aré extremely questionable, as also arc
their prodicts. 'We sympathise- with the
sentment of the older established firms which
-produced experimental wireless apjaratus-,'.
long before any boom was dreamt of. Publishers, manufacturers, dealers of every kind
are all turning their tlioughts tò' wireless, in
spit'of 'the factthat thèy' have no previous
knowledge of wireless.
Whatever the decision of the Committee
appointed, by. the Postmaster-General may be,
we trust thatthe gen uine mänufao,turer of this
country will' be protected from grossly unfair'
competition.
The Wembley Scan4al
The Post Office, we understand, declined
to grant permission to the B.B.C. to broadcast an entertainment to the football crowd at
Wembley Stadium. Our special correspondent, in his broadcasting news, siigests that
if the BB.C. had received this pèrmission
the\.would have been able to maintain a little
more discipline. We doubt it, but we think
that if the \Vestern Electric Company had had
their public address system installed instructions could readily have been given.
The loud-speaker has infinite possihilities
quite apart from wireless.
'

-
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'

'
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POSSIBILITIES

NEW

RECEIVING

PRINCIPLE
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member

IRE.

This article deals with a method of reception which has received
practically no attention while affording many possibiliies.

The General Principle

tions being heterodyned, and the most
interesting effect is that the pitch of the
signals varies with the strength of the incorn
ing currents.
he idea is, briefly, that two valves are used
to generate Continuous oscillations at. tle
receiving station.
A telephone receiver is
connected in one of the anode Circuits, the
grid circuit of the same valve preferably
having a leaky grid condenser inserted in it.
When the tso oscillating va!ve circuits are

IN an ordinary receiver the pitch of the
note heard in the telephones bears no
relationship to the strength of the incorning oscillations; the only effect obtained
that the stronger the oscillations in the aerial
circuit the louder the signals; the actual pitch
does not in any way vary.
Moreover, the ordinary methods of reception do not lend themselves to very great
degrees of amplification.

isI

II

L4

¿21
T

C-)

cl
2'

Lj
¡IIIu'-j
I'I'F

ß

B4

B2

Fig. 1.-Showing Iwo oscillating valve systems, A und B.

It would seem to the writer that if a high
degree of amplification is to be obtained some
method must be devised whereby a powerful
output current may be set into operation by
a minute input current by some trigger-like
action.
An example of this kitid of amplifier is the
Turner trigger relay. Unfortunately, very
powerful amplifiers .of this kind are really
relays; the output effects are not proportional to the input currents, and so the devices
could not be used, for example, for the reception of telephony signals.
The arrangement about to be described is
theoretically a very powerful amplifier or
relay; it may be used for the reception of continuous waves without the continuous oscilla-

placed close together, one will heterodyne
with the other if the frequencies are niade to
approximate. Owing to the beats produced,
a musical note will be heard in the telephones.
It is possible to adjust the apparatus to the
silent point by making the frequencies
exactly equal.
Under these conditions,
nothing whatever will be heard in the telephone receivers, but if the frequency of one
of the circuits is altered eer so slightly,
beats will be produced, and these, being
rectified by one of the valves, will cause an
audible signal in the telephones.
If then we can make the incoming signals
vary the frequency of one of the oscillating
valve circuits, ve can make them produce
musical signals in the telephone receivers.
267
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The two valves producing the béai oscillatións could, of course, be made of any size;
the greater their power, the greater the
response in the telephones.
Fig. i shows the two oscillating vahe
systems A ahd B. The apparatus marked A.
is simply an ordinary oscillating three-electrode valve. In the circuit L C, we have
generated continuOus oscillations which are
induced into the apparatus B, which is very
similar to \. but contains telephone receivers
T in its anodecircuit and also a grid condenser
C3. The beats in L3 C., are rectified, and
uroduce an audible signal in the telephones
T when the frequencîs of the two ircuits
are close together.

.

9,

1923

denser C2. The arving potentials on the
grid of the valve V1 vary its conductivity, and
so upset the balance of frequencies bet\veen
the two oscillating valves V2 and V3. The
moment the signals upset this balance, beats
will be produced, and these being rectified by
the valve V3 will cause a note in the telephone receivers.
An Interesting Effect
This kind of a circuit will receive continuous wave signals which would he
inaudible on an ordinary crystal circuit.
kn interesting feature of the arrangement
is that the pitch of the notes heard in the
telephones will depend upon the

O

'Y:

.7

W::

1;

-pi

..
Fig.

2.-Thc conpkIe

The stronger the
signals, the greater vihl be the ariation of
the conductivity of the absorption valve;
hence the variatioii in frequency of the current
generated by one of the valves will be greater
and the beat note ihl he higher.
The arrangement might be used for limitIng the effects of strong signals, as these
would cause sudi a large variation in frequency that the heats would be beyond the
audihle limit.
There is a great deal of scope for experimental work in these directions.
The
arrangement might be used for separating out
two stations sending with interrupted eontinuous waves on the same wavelength.' If
there were a slight difference in the strengths
of the two sets of signals, the pitch of one set
of signals beard in the telphones would be
entirely different from the p,itch of the other
set of signals.
NOTE.-FigS..
and 2 are based on the
illustrationsappearing in the author's Patent
of the incoming signals.

Complete Circuit
Fig. 2 shows a complete receiving system
operating on the principle outlined above.
lii this system the ariation of frequency is
caused, not by any mechanical means, but
by the expedient of connecting an absorbing
valve across one of the oscillating circuits:
l'ue frequency generated depends not only
upon the, inductance and capacity of the
circuit, hut also on the resisthnce asociated
vitlì it, and if the filament to anode path of a
valve is connected across the oscillatory
circuit, any ariation in the conductivity of
the vals e will result in a slight variation of
the frequency of the oscillations in the
öscillation circuit.
In Fig..2, the valve V2 generates continuous oscillations of a given frequency. The
valve V3 also generates continuous oscillations of the same frequency. The valve V1
is connected across the circuit L2 C3.
The incoming oscillations are rectied by
the crystal detector D and charge up the conA

I

#1

171717.
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NEW FRENCH LOUD

,.

It is claimed thai this instrument with ils very light diaphragm is

SPEAKER'

a perfect loud speaker.

-

N November

27thof last' year, General

Ferne presented-to the French \cademy

of Sciences a paper on some new
developments in loud speakers.
One of the instruments described was in
stalled in one of the corners of the large
-auditorium, and a demonstration was given.
after the lecture which convinced, everybody
of the great superiotity of the new apparatus
which had just been described. The instrument shown at the meeting was only of
medium size, and was designed to amplify
sufficiently so as to permit about 6,000
people to hear it. Another type of this
loud speaker has been designed and installed
on the top of the factory of the Gaumont Company in Paris, for-the purpose of denionstrating the extraordinary carrying power of the
nv instrument, andtogie orders which may
be heard all over the plant and in the streets
surrounding .it within almQst one-lì&f a mile.
During the demonstration given to newspaper men, jt was possible to hear music
transmitted; from a gramophone, and the voice
of the announcer, on a large boulevard where
a great number of automobiles and streetcars
run constantly. In spite of the noise, it was
possible to hear every syllable and even the
weakest notes played by means of gramop1one records.. The clearness of the voice
was remarkable, and the "s" and "cli
were plainly heard without the whistlint noise
which gererally accompanies these letters
when heard through a loud speaker. This is
due to the special construction of the diaphragm, which is made of a cone-shaped
piece of varnished silk having an opening of
O,
around hich is wound in one or more
layers a ery fine wire of aluminium. This

Fig.

sectional view of the inslrumcnL.

cone and coil combination is placed in a very
strong magnetic field produced by an extra
coil wound around the closed core, as in a
well-k,io n type of telemegaphone.
On account of the construction of the main
pole-piecè, the magnetic gap is extremely
small, and the whole of the diaphragm and
coil combination is submitted to the influence
of the field, ensuring a maximum response
even when very weak currents pass through
the movable coil. A great adantage of
this diaphragm is that it has no natural
vibration period of its own, which ensures the perfect production of every vibration of whatever frequency. For the. passage of ound, the inside of the pole-piece
is pros ided with small holes, as shown in the
diaphragm. These holes open directly. inside
the horn, which is mounted with a tight fit
to the loud speaker mechanism.
The manufacturers of this new loUd speaket
have succeeded in making the new type of
diaphragffi in very small sizes which weigh
less Than two grams including the wire.
Since the dianhraym and the coil have the
same surface exped in the field, they are
both influenced oser the entire surface, pro.
ducing a greater effect upon the diaphragm
than in the systems where they are attracted

u

Fig.

2.-A

1.-A photograph of the new loud speaker.
269
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and Feulsed in the centre on1y \Viih dne
of these loud speakers having a small
diaphragm, weighing about 2 grams, as
illustrated in Fig. i, it is easy tospeak-to an

desigli a perfect loud speaker to be used In
conjunction with their talking moving pictures. Every possible system has hen tried

-

-

.

audience of over 6,000 persons in a great
auditorium so that every syllable is understood b everyone. This gives an idea of
the carrying power of this instrument.
Of course, this apparatus is tised in conjunction with valve amplifiers, by means of
which the voice or mtisic may he amplified tip
to any desired value. This instrument is the
result of more than twenty years of research
by the Gaumont Company, which tried to

in the laboratories by the engineers of this
company who built a system using the pro.perties of flames, compressed air, and several
other systems which were not found satisfactory. The voitme obtained was sufficient,
but the clearness of the speech and music
never satisfied these neer-tiring workers,
i\lonsieurs Gueritot and
schel, who developed the new loud speaker. It is claimed
that this instrument, with its very light
diaphragm, is a perfect loud speaker.
-

AN EFFICIENT AMATEUR RECEIVING STATION
By

A.

HARPER.

S.

of 6 to ï. The ¿ircuit s so arranged
that either of the low-frequency valves can be cut
out independently by means of plugs and jacks,
and rcaction may be effected either in the aerial
circuit or on to the tuned anode coil of -the
first valve. This latter operation is performed by
means of a change-over svitcli.
The tuner consists of a large condenser for aerial circuit tuning,
a small condenser for secondary circuit tuning, and
two additional small 'ariabe condensers for anode
and reaction tuning.
A series-parallel switch is
fitted in the aerial condenser circuit. Provision is
made for the use of telephones and a loud speaker,
either together or separately, and the loud speaker
is an home-rnade.device adapted from an o!d Marine
have ar ratio

-

di

L

-

loud speaker.
This circuit gives very good results and, even on
three valves, all the British Broadcasting stations

'

The compactness of design of this instrument will be evident from a glance at the
photograph.
are audible.

--.

L

Mr. Harper silting at his inslrwnents.

TIlE following
less

Ti'ç

¿.

-

-

brief description of the vireshown in the above photo-

is a

installation

graph.
To deal first with the aerial, this is in an open
space and free from any screening. It faces North
and South, and at one end is supported on a soft.
mast and t the other end on a 38ft. mast. The
length between the two masts is about 4oft., and
the aerial consists of a two-wire inverted L made up
of 7/22 wire.
The lead-in is taken to the receiver through an
ebonite tube by means of heavy rubber covered cable.
The actual instrument is arranged to incorporate
two high-frequency valves, a detector and two lowfrecluencv valves. I he rectifying valve is fitted with
a vernier filament rheostat, which is an advantage
for tine tuning. The low-frequency transformers

H
The internal wiring

of

the receiver
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Loose-coupled Crystal Receiver

-

-

-

E

4

4
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
L1, L2: A loose-coupled tuner.
C1.: A variable condenser hayIng a capacity of preferably 0.001 pF.
C2: A variable condenser hving a maximum capacity of preferably
0.001 MF.
D : A crystal detector.
G2: A telephone condenser
having a capacity of
about 0.002 F.
T High resistance telephone
receivers.
GENERAL NOTES.
This circuit employs what' is commonly called a 'loose-coupled" tuner.
These tuners are nothing more or less
than oscillation transformers having
two inductance colis coupled together.
The coupling should be. variable.
The coils, of course, might be honeycomb colts mounted In a colt-holder,
or one cylindrical coil might be made
to slide Into another of slightly larger
diameter. Various methods of constructing such a tuner are possible.
Each coil is fitted with several tapping.Circuits of this kind, if properly

circuit using a single 1iductance is
recommended for the reception of
signals from FL (Paris).

constructed and designed, should be
more efficient than the ordinary single
circuit receivers, but no advantage
from this standpoint is obtained on
longer wavelengths, such as that on
which Paris works (2,600 metres).
On the other hand, the loose-coupled
tuner enables us to get greater selectivity, I.e., when being Jammed or
Interfered with by signals of slightly
different wavelength than the desired
signals, it is generally possible, by
means of a loose-coupler, to tune Out
the undesired signals..
VALUES OF COMPONENTS.

NOTES ON OPERATION.
When receiving signals,ì the two
coils L1 and L2 should first of all be
closely coupled, I.e., placed one completely inside the other, or, In the case
of honeycomb coils, placed close together. The inductance coil L1 and
variable condenser C1 are now adjusted, the inductance coil L2 and
condenser C2 being also adjusted.
Considerable.skill is required ta pick
up a station, as both the aerial circuit
and 'the closed receiving circuit
(L2,- C2) must be tuned to the wavelength of the incoming signals. If
one' or óther o! the circuits-is not so
tuned nothing will be heard. Once
the signals have been obtained, adjustments should be made to obtain the
loudest results. The coupling between
L1 and L2 is now decreased by separating the colis, and both circuits are
slightly readjusted. 1f the two coils
are too loosely coupled, signals will
be too weak, although selectivity will
be at Its, best
a 'compromise will
usually be made.
-

-

The values of the different condensers have already been given.
The inductance coils tor broadcasting
wavelengths may be as follows
The inductance L1 may consist of a
in diameter
cardboard tube 4m
wound for a length of 6m, with No. 22
gauge double cotton covered wire,
12 tappìngs beIng taken from lt.
The inductance L2 may consist .0!. a
cardboard tube 3jin. in diameter
wound for a distance of 5m, with
No. 26 gauge double cotton covered
wIre, 8 tappings being taken at equal
Intervals. The ordinary direct-coupled
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THE NATURE OF ATMOSPHERICS
I.

Investigations with the Cathode

-

AT a recent meeting of the Royal Society
an account was given by R. A. W.
Watt and E. V. Appleton of some
very ingenious experiments on the temporal
variations of electric force occurring in radio-

¡ay 0scillog?ah.

It was found that, in order to obtain accurate results, the circuit required to be effectively damped, so that the free oscillations
were concluded before the forced oscillàtions
reached their maximum amplitude. The

telegraphic "atmospherics."
The general
results produced in a wireless receiving set
by atmospherics are well known to every
wireless experimenter, hut the investigation

of the actual field-changes is a matter of considerable difficulty, partly owing to the extreme, rapidity of the variations and partly
: to the smallness of the electric intensities

'J

Fig. 2.-Son,e of the indications given by the cathode
ray oscillograph, change-of-field against, lime.

developed.
For the investigations, the authors used
the apparatus indicated in Fig. i.
An extended aerial 500 metres longwas erected at

time-constant of the. circuit, in practice; was of
the order of 25 x io° second,. the f reeoscillation period of the appalatus being of the
order of io second, and the duration of the
atmospherics being of the order of io
second.

The principal characteristics of about six

hundred typical atmospherics were examined
with this apparatus, and some of the characteristic curves obtained are shown in Fig. 2.
It was found that about one-half of the atmospherics were quasi-periodic, consisting normally of one complete oscillation, of duration
about 2 X io second, the mean, change of
field being o-128 volt per metre, with no
marked unbalanced transport of electricity on
the whole group.
The faithfulness of the delineations obtamed by the use of this receiving apparatus
was tested by means of artificial impulses

eavwde Ray
11o1/r f1p/i

7'rodc
.ccilla/o,

-

Fig. 1.-General- experimental arrangements.

a height of i metres above the ground and
connected to earth through a resistance and
capacity. The terminals, of the condenser
were connected to two of the terminals of
cathode ray oscillograph, the remaining two
terminals of the latter being joined to a triode
oscillator. The outstanding feature of the
experimental arrangements is the tise of the
cathode ray oscihlograph, which is so extremely rapid in its action as to be able easily
to follow variations of the quickness of atmospherics. It is probably well known that the
cathode ray oscillograph depends upon the
deflection of a cathode stream by a superimposed electric field. The lag in the indications of the instrument is eceedingly smalL

Fig. 3-Four typical forms of oimosplierics; A and B
giving the E.M.F. on one side of the daium line only
C and D quasi-periodic discharges.

created from a subsidiary circuit (referred Lo
by the authors as an " X-factory"), the
characteristics of this Circuit being determined by calculation, so that the expected
shape of the curve was known beforehand.
272
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It was found that the cathode ray oscillograph
apparatus gave results in good accordance
with those ivhich were to be expected.
A second group of atmospherics of almost
equally frequent occurrence consists of aperiodic impulses of. duration generally about
125 x io
second, but frequently reaching
.0025 second, the meân change of field being
0125 volt per metre;
- An interesting observation
thad by the

Wireless WeeKly

authors was that, in about one-eighth of the
cases studied, the discharges were in the
direction tending to carry negative electricity
from the eartl, and in the remaining seveneights of the cases the discharges were in 'the
direction tending to carry negative electricity
- to the earth from the receiving antenna
For the observations, a visual method as
adopted, as it vas found that no photograiic
plate of sufficient rapiditr. could be obtaild.

A NEW DEVELÖPMENT
'J:

L

L
j

r
J

fr

I

-

'4

________
Here is a chance for charabanc owners to show their enterprise and consideration for the welfare of their
patrons, the travelling public.
Al a relatively small cost suitable reêeiving apparatus, capable of receiving the broadcast programmes oJ
the B.B.C., may be fitted to any car.
The advantages offered lo the public by this nove! scheme are too numerous to mention in the space
allotted for this illustration Little imagination is needed, however, to undereland the pleasure afforded in
being able lo listen-in lo a broadcast concert while speeding along a country road on a wann evening of the
now approaching sammer.
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Questions&Aúswers
on the Valve

A COMPLETE COURSE ON

THERMIONIC VALVES

By JOHNSCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member I.R.E Author, of
"Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony." "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless Valises Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits,". etc., etc.

-

-

PARTY
(Continued from No.

What is a Valve-Holder?

'

valve-ho!der corresponds to the lamp

four
These
sockets are arin such a
manner thät they
correspond to the
pins in the valve

ILranged
At'3
'

a

in
-

We can, however, vary the anode
current in a different manner, namely, by applying a voltage across the grid and filament of
the valve.

Explain the Action of the Grid.
The grid in a valve is for the purpose of controlling the steady flow of electrons from the
filament to the anode and round the anode circuit. lts control action is not a mechanical, but
an electrical one. The potential voltage of the
grid will determine very largely the amount of
the anode current; in other words, the number
of electrons flowing from the
filament to the
anode. The effect of the grid will best be understood by reference to Fig. 2. Ve have here a
valve V containing a filament F, a flat grid G
consisting of a disc of metal with a large number of holes in ¡t, and another disc A which is
the anode. Across the anode and the filament
ve have
high-tension battery B2, a milliammeter (M) being connected in the circuit to
measure the current in milliamperes flowing in
the anode circuit.
tn accumulator B1 is used to hèat the filament
of the valve. We may assume that the accumulator B1 has a value of six volts, while B, has
a value of fo volts.
It will be seen that the grid G is connected,
ire, to the negative end of the
by a piece cf

Three-electrode Valve

a

In the three-electrode salve we have, as in the
case of a two-électrode valve, a filament ' hich
is heated to incandescence and which emits
electrons.
We also have an anode, but the
anode circuit is nov kept quite separate from
the circuit which applies the signals to the
valves.
In the anode circuit we connect a
battery, usually of from 4 volts to 8 volts,
across the anode and filament. This battery is
known, generally, as the high-tension battery,

-

274
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connected

decrease.

.

Require?

flash-lamp batteries

milliamperes, a milliampere being i,i,000th part
of an ampere.
If ve increase the voltage on
the anode, this current viJl increase, and if we
decrease the anode voltage the current vihl

cap. Hence, it is
not possible to fit
the valve incorrectly into its
holder.
_______1 Fig. i shows
how the valve is
fitted into a valveFig. 1.-The valve legs and
holder, one type
valve-holder,
of hich is sho n
in this illustration. \\hen using the valve it is important to
see that the pins make good contact in the
sockets, arid they should occasionally be scraped
with a knife, and, as the pins are usually split,
it is also vise to open them out a little to ensure
a thoroughly tight fit in the valve-holder.

What Batteries Does

..

series are frequently used, about i
being rei1uired to make up a high-tension battery of 6o
volts. When this battery is connected 'between
the anode and incandescent filament of a threeelectrode valve, the positive side of the battery
being connected to the anode of the vahe, a
small but steady current will flow from the filament to the anode and round the anode circuit
back to the filament.
This current usually has a value of about 2

lamp.' Ji usually consists of four tubes
moulded into an ebonite base; the top ends of
the 'tubes being
flush
with the
surface of the
moulded
cornposition.
cap

'

210.)

-

Cent

Iave

page

Ordinary

soclet which hòlds the ordinary incandesTHE

v

4,

or anode battery, and consists of a number of
dry cells connected in series.
'

.

2.
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accumulator B1. Owing to the fact that the
anode A is at a potential of +6o volts, many
of the electrons which are emitted from the filanient F will be attracted through the holes in
the grid to the anode A. Many of the electrons,
however, do not get sufficiently far away from
the filament to be attracted fully by the anode,
and ve may assume that they return again to

We thus see that a negative potential on the
grid will decrease the anode current. This decrease, moreover,
ilI depend upon the voltage
of the battery B3 in the grid circuit. The greater
the negative voltage on the grid, the greater
vill be the decrease in the anode current, and
if we increase the negative grid potential to about
-20 volts, ve can -cut off the anode current
completely. This is because the grid is now so
negative that it completely neutralises the
attractive force of the anode A.
If now we reverse the battery B3 and connect
it so that its positive terminal is connected to
the grid and its negative terminal to the filament
accumulator, as shown in Fig. 4, we will get
just the reverse effect. This time, the grid vill
be at a poteotial of +4 volts, and \ve will notice
that the millianimeter M reads a high current
value. The positive potential oñ the grid now
helps the anode to draw up electrons frofli the
filament. Some of these electrons are naturally
attracted to the grid itself, but the number is
very small indeed, partly owing to the fact that
the grid voltage is very small compared with
the anode voltage and partly because the grid is
nearly all holes." The metal framework is,
in nearly all cases, only a very small proportion
of the total area of the grid, and the electrons,
instead of stopping at the grid, shoot through
the holes in it and pass on towards the anode.
1f we increase the positive voltage on the grid

00 VoUs
4,3

__JeH/i
J7

Fig. 2.-Diagram relating

lo

grid action.

the filament. For the time being we will consider that half the electrons go to the anode and
half of them return to the filament. By looking
at the scale on the milliammeter M, it 'ill be
seen that an appreciable current is flowing round
the anode circuit, and this current is a measure
of the electrons flowing from filament to anode.
Now, leaving the anode circuit alone, ve will
insert a battery in the grid circuit in order to
demonstrate the effect of the grid potential on
the anode current.
Fig. 3 shows a similar circuit to Fig. 2, except that a battery 133 of . volts has been connected in between the grid and the negative
side of the accùmulator B. The negative terminal at 133 is connected to the grid, whereas
the positive terminal is connected to the accumulator and therefore to the filament F. The grid
.j
now at -4 volts, and it will be found that
the current through the milliammeter has been
considerably reduced. This is because the grid,
being now at a negative potential, vill repel
some of the electrons which would have gone to
the anode.
The negative charge on the grid
partially neutralises the positive voltage on A.
The electrons which are prevented from getting
to the anode A return again to the filament.
As long as the battery
is connected in the
grid circuit, the anode current will remain at

Fig.
we

modified eircuil relating to grid action.

will increase the anode current more an
.

.

What is Meant by "Saturation "P
Saturation point is reached when all the eiec
trons emitted from the filament are going to the

reduced value.
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\Ve considered in our original Fig. 2
the electrons emitted vent to the
anode, the other half returning to the filament.
If. however, we o on increasing the positive.
voltage of the grid, most oL those electrons
which reluctantly stayed behind are induce to
join in the main stream and pass to the anode.
If we keep on increasing the positive voltage of
the grid, a point vill be reached when the grid
lias helped all the electrons emitted, from the
filament to go to the anode and under these conditions the anode current is said to be saturated.
Any increMe in the poSiti'e grid potential vill
not result in any greater increase of anode
current.
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tined;

anode.

that half

.

that is to say, if we duble the input
energy we will double the output energy. As
a matter of fact, the input circuit, of a valve,
hich is the grid circuit, absorbs ery little
energy indeed. This is because the grid has
what is known as an "electrostatic " control
over the electrons. When we connect a battery
across the grid and filament, there is either no
cuiTent flowing in the grid circuit or one which
is negligible for niost purposes.
The grid, for example, might bt kept at
4
volts by means of a flash-lamp battery for
months without the battery running down or
discharging. The flash-lamp battery is capable
of causing a considerable variation in the anode
current of the valve, but not at the expense of
an of its own current. If, however, the battery
had
used to light a flash-lamp bulb, a sub-

.

bn

What is Meant by "Space Charg,e"?
The space charge in a valve is the electrical
charge exerted by the mass of e!ectrons on their
way to the anode. The
electrons being negative
particles of electricity,
the stream of them to
the anode acts as a
negative charge in the
-'
space between filament
and anode, and this
charge has
restraining influence on eleefions which have just
been emitted from the
'
filament.
Obviously,
since the space charge
is negative, it will tend
-'
lo repel the newlyemitted electrons and to
counteract to some extent the attractive force
of the positive anode.
Another way of look¡ng at the effect of the
grid, although perhaps
it is a little more difficult to understand, is to
consider the grid as
modifying the negative

stanhia! current ould have been taken from the
battery which would have soon become used up.

-
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Assuming that there is
substantially no grid current, i.e., substantially no
flow of current round the
grid circ'uit, we have to consider whether or not energy
is used up in giving t!le grid
a certain potential.
As a
matter of fact, as the grid
is made cf metal and the
filament is also a conductor,
the two really form a small
condenser, and when the
battery is connected in the
grid circuit this condenser is
charged up; practically no
energy is used up in' charging this very minute condeñser owing to its capacity
being so small.
Ve see, then, that to produce quite large changes of
anode current, practically no
energy is needed in the grid
cii'cuit of the valve.
The only thing that is
wanted is a potential dif-

ferent across grid and filacharge in the
valve. Vhen the poten-1
.
ment.
Put a little more
simply, it is volts we need
tial of the grid is made
Ftg. 4.-Circuit shcwin positive of B3 connected
.
.
to grid.
in the input circuit, whereas
negative
many clecsse get current variations n
trons are turned back
and help to increase the negative space charge
the anode or output circuit of the valve. A 6o
and therefore decrease the tendency of the newlyvolt dynamo connected across the grid and fila-emitted electrons to go to the anodé. 1f, on the
ment of the salve would not produce an\ different change in anode current than a 6o volt dry
other hand, the grid is given a positive potential,
battery made up of flash-lamp batteries.
this positive potential \vill largely neutralise the
The slightest change in grid voltage svill cause
space charge around the filament and the newlya large variation in the anode current.
We are
emitted electrons have, therefore, a greater tencontrolling with very small forces a large force in
dency to go to the anode. A high positive potenthe anode cij-cuit of the valve. The anode battery
tial on the grid will completely neutralise the
supplies the energy for the anode circuit, but this
effect of the space chargeÇ and therefore a large
energy does not get mixed up at all with the
anode current will be the result.
input energy. The anode and the grid circuits
Why Does the Three-Electrode Valve Amplify?
are kept absolutely distinct.
In lig. 3. the
Au
amplifier might be defined as a' devicu
anode circuit consists of a filament, anode A.
whose output curcuit eaergv is greater than it! s
milliammeter M, high-tension battery B2, and
input circuit energy, the two, howe'er, having
the filament F again.; The grid circuit, however,
definite relationship which is. more or less main is G, the battêry B1, the filament F.
space

,.

-

-
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Breaking Up the Happy Home.
THE wireless wedding has
already arrived in America,
where people seem to set themselves the task of devising difficult
and complicated ways of tying the
knot, possibly because its subsequent untying is there such a
simple business. So far I have not
heard of acute radiomania in either
party being cited as a cause for
divorce, but in a country where
snoring is considered sufficient
grounds it is merely a matter of
time until it comes. Meanwhile, a
lady of my acquaintance has begged
nie to convey to her sisters her
warning against marrying men ho
show any tendency towards dev,eloping the fefl disease. Many a
happy home, she says, has already
been broken up through its baleful
influence, and hundreds of ûthrs
are threatened. In acute cases, it
seems, the husband sits all the
evening and well into the small
hours with a pair of telephone
receivers clamped over his ears.
The slightest attempt on th
wife's part to enter into conversation is met v ith a frown and sometimes with bitter words of reproach.
Even the rustling of a
newspaper may provoke an outburst. The clicking of knitting
needles goads the victim of the
malady to the verge of insanity.
His conversation is of a strange
type, for the creature prattles incessantly of hysteresis, eddy-currents, conductivity, and things of
that kind.
At
the table he
endeavours to explain the functioning of circuits by means of
combinations of knife-rests, corkscrews, salt cellars, spoons, forks,
and napkin rings. \\7hat wounds
the feminine heart most deeply, perhäps, is that the drawing-room, in
spite of her protests, begins to look
like a battlefield generously provided with wire entanglements of
a most ing.enious nattire.
Dry
batteries decorate the top of the
piano, accumulators nestle amidst
.

4'.

'

the chini on the mantel'piece, and
a miscellaneous collection of such

things as pliers, screwdrivers, taps,
drills, punches, spanners, and
soldering irons is to be found
occupying every available resting
place.
Eventually the wife goes
home to her mother, whilst the hushand, too absorbed even to notice
her absence, continues to tread the
downward path.

[.00king

at the Works.
It has been remarked, too, by
careful observers, that the temper
of the patient grows steadily vorse
as the disease wakes prog-es;.
One marked symptom is a reversion to childhood's fondness for
taking things to pieces in order to
look at the works.
" Give the
patient such a thing as a variometer," says a famous medical
authority, "and he will at once produce a small screwdriver from his
pocket and proceed to eviscerate
it." This is all very sad, and I
hope you and I, reader, are men
of sufficient strength of èharacter to
avoid the fate that awaits our
unfortunate
weaker
brethren.
Meanwhile, I must hurry up with
this writing, for I want before I go
to bed to have a peep inside a notemag. panel that a friend has lent
nie to try.

Odds Against.
Even for its sane votaries such
as \ve, wireless has its trying
moments. Nothing can be more
nerve-racking than a visit from
friends who have dropped in
specially to hear what the set that
you have so often extolled can do.
A quarter of an hour before they
came the set was giving results of
unprecedented excellence. You left
it tuned to 2L0'S wave, so you
switch on with a confident smile.
The result may be all manner of
things, but it is precisely 9,437,624
to s against its being a clear and
undistorted flow of speech or music
from 2L0. If during the prévious

Weéltly

.':

week you have delivered yourself
hefòte the members Qf the wireless
c,lub of a speech vehemently denouncing the crime of oscillating, it
will be a howl infinitely more
melancholy than the wailing of the
damned. As a rule, however,
nothing at all happens. One proceeds on hands and knees to
examine battery connections whilst
the " friends," flO\v objects of
hatred and loathing, nudge one
another and smile sardonically.
Eventually, after half an hour of
blind fury, during which portions
of the set are dismantled in a fruitless search for the fault, one
remembers that the earthing switch
was thrown over at the end of the
previous reception because it looked
rather like thunder. Whenever I
read an article by an expert telling
me how to trace out and rectify any
tault in a matter of a few seconds,
I long to discover his address and
to call upon him one evening for a
demonstration. I picture myself
sitting with a fixed grin of joy
whilst he gropes and fumbles and
mutters and explains how well the
thing was working up to the very
moment of my arrival. A beautiful

thought,

you

will agree!

Popularity.
Perhaps the entertainment that
he himself provides-" representation of a strong man battling to
repress his emotions "-explains
partly the rapid rise to popularity of
the man who installs a wireless set.
In any case, he finds he has a constant flow of evenilig visitors who
gradually steer conversation round
to wireless topics and' then hii&
that a demonstration would be
appreciated.
With such people
there is only one course. Explain
at once that the accumulator is
away being charged, that all your
valves are burnt out, that the aerial
fell into the greenhouse during last
night's gale, or that a mysterious
fault causes blue flames to spout
from the receivers when the sct is
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switched on. Do not give way;
otherwise you will hear two men
telling each other in the train a few
days later of the excruciatingly
funny exoeriences that fones had
whet he went to heat- a friend's
ill have no
wireless set.
You
trouble in identifying the friend.

Ruinous Bargains.
If you want bargains (and who in
these days of national impecuniosity
does not?) you are likely to find
them in those shops hicli deal in
Army surplus goods. All apparatus
made for the Government during
tho çar was the best in material.
design,
and workmanship that
could be obtained. Some of it has
deteriorated considerably through
being stored for long periods under
bad conditions, but on the whole
there is a wondrous variety of
really sound stuff.
I picked up a
week or two ago a heterodvne
of
couple
vavemeter
for
a
Fishers," some first-rate lowresistance telephone receivers at
half-a-crown a-piece, and a neat
little 300 ohm potentiometer for
The vavemeter is worth
4s. 6d.
the money even if one pulls it to
pieces for the sake of the cqndensers, switches, plugs, and other
gadgets that it
beautifully_finished
contains. Another bargain is to, be
found in (he stranded steel telephone wire, thousands of miles of
which vere used during the var.
Sixpenn'orth sufficed .fòr the stays
and halliards of my aerial. One
When
word of vaning, though,
you go to one òf these shops either
don't take mori than a pound .r
two with 'ou, or urge your wife te
accompany you so that she may
exercise a restraining influénée.
Many a vii'eless man's family has
suffered the pinch for weeks because lie well-nigh ruined himself
by saving money on bargains!
,

.

¡

'

Fading
no doubt made the
accluaintance of the phenomenon
Lnown as fading, one of those little
trials in the same ctegory as
ritniospherics, earth noises, and inductive effects, which have been
specially designed to aid the 'ireless man in the development of selfexclaim that you
restraint. 1f y
You have

-

-.

.

have not, you had better touch
wood without delay. What happens is this
A signal that lias
been coming in perfectly begins to
lose strength, just as the ñoise
made by.
train dies away as, it
recedes into the distance. Naturally, you suspect the set of misbehaviour. You apply the voltmeter to the batteries and make all
manner of tests, none of which discloses anything wrong-simply because there is nothing of the kind
to disclose. The cause of fading
is not definitely known, but it is
believed that it is produced by certain atmospheric conditions.
It
may be due, too, to the action of
:

an oscfllating aerial, in your neighbourhood.
This I have proved
over and over again by means of

experiments conducted upon two
aerials slung within ioo yards of
each other.
If one set is just
signal
oscillating
other's
the
strength suffers a marked reduction.
.

Watch Your Valves.
Old valves need a certain amount
of watching or they rny develop 'a
A
variety of undesirable traits.
senile filament will often pass zn
alarming amount of current, so if
your accumulators seem to be journeying too frequently to the charging station it is as well to see what
the ammeter has to say. A certaiñ
amount of softening is also liable
to takè place through the emission
of gases from the metal parts
within. \Vhen' this occurs it brings
two results in its train. Th valve
will not work well :as .an amplifier,
though it 'may -give wonderful
it is transferred to the
results
rectifying unit. Therefore, if after
a time your signal strength begins
to show signs of falling off, try the
effect of inserting a new vah'e into
each of the amplifying components
in turn. 1f the placing of the new
valve in one holder makes an improvement, the valve for which it
is substituted is the culprit and
should be kept thereafter for
rectifying duty. The other effect of
softening is to lower the impedance
of the valve so that it may be passing n undesirably large amount of
current in the plate-lilament cirI suspected an old V24 the
cuit.
:other day and when the muli-

':

.

9,
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amete? was applied -J found t was
passing ¡o milliamps.
Duplex Telephony.
We are promised great deelopments in the way of duplex working with wireless in the near
future. At present a wireless telephone is a very one-sided affair.
You can call the other fellow anything you like and he cannot
retaliate until you choose to switch
over from " sind" to "receive";
and even then he is not sure that
you are listening to the. winged
words of his retort, since if you dislike his opening remarks you can
simply switch
off
altogether.
1)ozens of systems have been tried,
but none of those of which details
are known has been a completé
success.. The first man to bring
out a really reliable method of
duplex
orking that can be
installed at reasonable cost, should
reap a large fortune.
Do

Yu

Howl?

The interference that one has to
suffer from other people's oscillating
receivers is one of the most annoying things in wireless. If only
enthusiasts would, realise how many
people's enjoyment ' a single re'radiating set can spoil they would,
I think, be more careful' about it:
There are two certain tests that'
everyone can and should apply to
his et 'henever lib ¡s using it for
broadcast reception.' Here, is the'
first : Wet the forefinger and tap
the aerial terminal; if there 'is a
plop " in the 'phones vhenever
the finger touches or leaves the terminal the verdict is " guilty," and
you must at once pi:oceed to stop..
the nuisance by loosening the reaction coupling and taking such
other measures as may. be ñeces
sari'.
The 'second test is this
When a subdued ho fing is heard
move the knobs of your tuning
condensers a little in either directIOfl
it
Dy uoing so you turn the
tiny immature howl into a fullyfledged one, then you're it. Yoii.r
set is making that howl and people
within quite. a large radius are
heaping curses loud and deep upon
your unkno.'n but none the less
offending head. Possibly you arc
adding to the woes of the already
-

sufficiently distracted.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.

-
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THE RESONANCE PRINCIPLE AND ITS
APPLICATION TO WIRELESS
Readers who have any difficulty in appreciating the importance of selecüvity
in their receiving apparatus should not fail to read this article.

IN this article

a phenomenon
will be discussed which is of

paramount
importance,
and
which, in fact, is the basis of all
radio design and operation of transmitting and receiving circuits. This
phenomenon is resonance.
The idea of resonance can best
be obtained and grasped from the
following mechanical illustrations
If we take a pendulum and strike
it with a givesi definite force at
certain intervals the pendulum will
swing through a certain amplitude.
As we vary the frequency at which
we strike the pendulum, all the
while keeping the force the sanie,
the amplitude through which the
pendulúm swings also varies, and
at a certain particular frequency
the amplitude is a maximum. This
occurs when the frequency of striking the pendulum is the same as
the natural frequency of ibration
of the pendulum. This condition
of equality of frequencies is known
s the "resonant" condition or,
simply, "resonance." The effects
produced in the resonant condition
are much greater than otherwise,
Or, in other words, resonance between the applied impulses and the
natural frequency of a system
leads to the maximum effects being
produced. lt is for this reason that
at resonance the pendulum swings
through a much larger amplitude
than it does otherwise
The reader will perhaps recall
having read of occasions when the
passing of troops over 'ooden
bridges has resulted in damage to
the bridge: The reason for this is
explained by the "resonance principle," and will help to clarify the
idea of resonance. Every bridge
has a certain natural period of
vibration, and if forces are applied
to the bridge it will vibrate, altlough the swing of it may not be
perceptible. Now, when a troop of
soldiers marches over a bridge the
impact of the feet on the bridge is
great and the bridge does vibrate.
When the soldiers march in step
the
impact is greater than
otherwise, since they strike in
unison, and the bridge vibrates
more strongly.
Ordinarily no

harm can come of this, but it
sometimes happens that the natural
vibration period of the bridge is
equal to, or almost equal to, the
frequency at which the soldiers are
marching. Thus a state of resonance is obtained between the
bridge frequency and the marching time of the soldiers.
As
a result, in accordance with the resonance principle explained in the
previous paragraph, the bridge
s'.vings through a much greater
amplitude than ordinarily, which
is not safe for it, and damage,
therefore, occurs. In order to avoid
this, when soldiers march over

L
R
Source pf
or Variable
Fig. 1.-Representation of a receiving circuit, including inductance,
capacity, and resistance.

bridges they fall out of step, thus
preventing the occurrence of resonance and danger.
From the illustrations given the
reader will be able to understand
the idea underlying the resonance
principle That it is a condition of
harmony between the natural frequency of a system and the frequency of an applied impulse such
that the effects produced have the
greatest possible value.
In studying the phenomenon of
resonance in a wireless Circuit the
effect produced, and to be considered, is most commonly the current flow in the Circuit. Suppose
ve have in Fig. i a circuit consisting of an inductance L, capacity
C, an ammeter A, and a variable
frequency source of electromotive
force. Keeping everythin g constant
except the frequency of the applied
voltage, it will be found that as the
voltage frequency is varied the current registered by the ammeter also
varies. At one particular frequency

ill he found that
the current in the circuit is a maximum. This frequency is the "resonant "frequency i.e., the natural
frequency of the circuit, and the
very large current at this frequency
is due to the maximum effects produced by the resonance condition.
Exactly what happens in a radio
circuit, like Fig. i, lien it is'in'the
resonant condition? - We know that
in a radio circuit the current is
limited by the total impedance of
the circuit, which includes ohmic
resistance R, the indicative reactance of L, and the capacity reactance of C. As resonance is accompanied by a maximum of current,
it follows that the total impedance
at the resonant frequency must be
a minimum. 'This is exactly what
takes place. What happens is that
at the resonant frequency the reactance of L exactly neutralises the
reactance of C (since their effects
are opposite), thus leaving only the
ohmic resistance R to limit the current.
At other frequencies there
is an effective reactance which adds
on to the resistance, thus resulting
in lower currents.
Not only can a wireless circuit
be in resonance with a generator
source of voltage, lut it may also
be in resonance with other circuits.
Thus, Fig. 2 represents two circuits
coupled to each other, and if these
two circuits are tuned so that their
frequencies are the same, they will
be in resonance with each other.
The primary condition for resonance between any two systems is,
therefore, equality f frequencies.
As in the above case, when the two
svstenìs are in resonance there is a
maximum current flow and a maximum effect produced by one circuit
on the other.
It will be immediately evident why in both transmitting and receiving circuits the
primary is always tuned to the
secondary. When you read about
sets containing two or three circuits
and are told to tune each circuit
to the same incoming frequency, the
principle underlying this design and
Dperation is the resonance principle.
Tuning to the same frequency
brings all the circuits of a set into

of the voltage it
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resonance, hence produces mdximum effects and currents and in
this way maximum radiation from
atransmitting aerial or maximum
signal in the telephones will result.

It

should be borne in mind that
nothing is (lone in the design and
operation of good sets without
some real substantial basic reasons.

Fig, 2.-Circuit B may be tuned
lo resonance willi circuit A.

Resonance vill be found to be one
of the main corner-stones of the

t

radio art.
In order to visualise what this
resonance is and means, ve can
plot graphically a so-called "resonance " curve. If in the circuit of
Fig. i we measure the currents corresponding to different frequencies
of the voltage, while the salue
of the voltage remains constant,
and then plot current against frequency, a curve such as Fig. 3 will
be obtaineit. This curve is very instructive. lt ill be seen hat at one
frequency, namely, f,, the current is
a maximum. This frequency is the
resonant frequency, and is the
natural frequency of circuit Fig. i.
The point on the curve showing
this resonant condition is called the
resonance point. As soon as the
frequency is altered, so that it is
somewhat removed from the natural
frequency of the circuit, the current in the circuit is immediately
reduced to much lower valUes.
This will at once make clear how
in practice tuning out is acconiplished. Suppose it is desired to
receive
200-metre experimental
transmission and to eliminate interferences from special stations transThe remitting near this wave.
ceiver is tuned to resonance with
the 200-metre wave, and hence is
opei-atiiig on the resonance point of
the resonance curve of that particular receive!-, and is receiving at
maximum intensity on account of
resonance.
Now if a 250-metre
wave strikes the aerial and receiver, it o Hl be in the position of
f, or 14' and hence will produce a
very small current in the receiver,
-and will be very small compared
with the received current at 200
metres.. namely, f, in Fig. 3. As
a result, the signal due to the 200-

May

-

metre wave is so bui that other
waves are thereb, drowned or produce no effect on the receiver. In
this manner tuning out is accompushed in rec'ption.
The reader will immediately stop
to wonder why some particular sets
which he has heard did 'iot tune out
other signals. fhis question is a
pertinent one, and w ill now be considered.
In order to understand
wh' some sets do tune out undesirable signals and others do not, let
us consider for a moment the effect
of resistance on the resonance curve
of a circuit.
Suppose we take a resonnce
curve for Fig. i for three different
values of R, say 2 ohms, 7 ohms,
and 13 ohms. These curses will
have the appearance of Fig. 4, in

which each curve is properly
labelled.
It vill immediately be
seen that there is a marked contrast between these curves. \Vhen
the resistance of the circuit is low,
2 ohms, the resonance curve is very
"sharp," the peak is very conspicuous, and a small variation in
frequency from the resonant frequency produces a large drop in
current. Hence in such a recei\'er
it will be possible to tune out
stations which are only slightly diffeient in frequency from the resonant frequency to which the
receiver is tuned. 1\laxirnum, or
nearly maximum, current is only
receied over a small range of frequenc. Any other frequency of
irìcoming \Vaves produces a smaller

Resonance

4tl
frequency
Fig. 3-A curve illustrating the
current liza! would flow in circuit
Fig. i at different frequencies.
effect on the receiver, and hence
will not be heard. In other words,
low damping gives a highly desirable resonance curve and permits
of very selective tuning.
The resonance curve for
ohms
resistance is seen to be not só
"sharp.'' It vill be observed that
the peak is spread over a consider-

able
even
say,
may

9,
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range of frequencies, so that
if ou are tuned to 200 metres,
a wave of 240 or i6o metres
produce almost as great an

effect on the receiver, and hence
vill not be tuned out. Thus a high
damping produces "broad " reson-

Ctrrenl

I?=Z..

-

R=7

Frequency
Fig. 4.-A resonance

curve for Fig.

with three different values

i

of R.

ance curves, and does not permit
of very selective tuning. The resonance curve for 13 ohms brings this
out more vigorously, for it will be
seen that it is álmost flat, there
being hardly any peak.
This, then, is the difference between a good set and a bad set.
The highly selective set, the set
that enables you to tune anyone out
you do not want to hear, is the set
with the very sharp resonance
curve. It is the set that is extremely well designed and has a
very low damping. The, set diat
does not permit you to tune out
any station you do not want to
hear is the set with the broad resonance curve, the set that has high
damping. The set with a sharp
resonance curve is the best. In
fact, the very best sets are those
that permit ery selective tuning.
Almost all measurements hich
are made in radio are based either
directly or indirectly upon the resonance principle. In fact, the most
important measuring instrument
used in wireless is based on this
principle, namely, the svaverneter.
The wavemeter consists practically
of a coil and condenser, and is
tuned to different frequencies and
calibrated. All measurements are
based UOfl bringing the measured
circuit into resonance with the
wavemeter and noting the frequency
of the wavemeter. Measurements
of capacity, inductance, resistance;
decrements, coupling coefficients,
and so on, are made by means of
the resonance principle.
Another important application of
the resonance principle is in the
design of filter circuits.
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By J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., Staff Editor (Physicc).

Readers who aretakin, up wire'ess as a hobby, and have little or n' electrical knowledge will find a cartful perusal of this special series of articles of ,rtal assistance.

PART
from No,

T1HE ternis "

conductor " and " resistance" are used more or less indisAny material body
criminately.
which conveys electricity is a conductor, but
always possesses the property of electrical
hether
resistance. It is just the same
we speak of connecting conductors or connecting resistances together, except that in
the latter case we are definitely thinking
Conducof their electrical resistance.
tivity and resistance are inversely proportional to one another, just as " lightness
and " weight " are inversely proportional.
Thus
may say that aluminium is lighter
than lead, or lead is heavier than aluminium,
and, similarly, copper is a better coiductor
than iron, or iron has a higher resistance than
Copper..
Vt

Batteries in Series
The arrangement of cells in series was
briefly referred to in the last article, and it
was shown that on connecting the negative
plate of the first cell to the positive of the
second, and so on, the E.M.F. of the whole
battery is equal to the sum of the E.M.F.'s
of.the individual cells.
It is not always convenient 'to keep connecting or disconnecting cells for the purpose
of making up a battery of the exact E.M.F.
required for any particular purpose, and so
in practice we generally have the cells
permanently connected together. A permanent connection is made to one end of
the battery, and a movable connection
may be attached at any suitable point so
as to embrace a sufficient number of cells
to give the required voltage. This is the

V
4,

page 217.)

arrangement which is used in the " hightension " battery of a wireless valve circuit.
Batteries in Parallel
Just as resistances may be connected sid.e
by side or " in parallel " as it is called, so
electric cells can be connected with the positive terminals all together and the negative.
terminals all toe'ether. In this case the cells
are equivalent Io one large cell having the.
same E.M.F. as each of the individual cells
(assuming that the cells are of the satie kind,
and therefore all have the same E.M.F.). The
-

i2 Volts

2V

Fig. 1.-Showing cells connecledin, parallel.

reader may think that since the E.M.F. is not
increased, by connecting cells in parallel,
there is no advantage to be gained. The
advantage, however, is that the battery of
cells in parallel has a correspondingly larger
current capacity. For example, suppose we
liad an electric accumulator of E.M.F. 2 volts
which was of such a size that its normal Output was 2 amperes, and we wished to supply
a current of io amperes at a voltage of 2 volts.
If the accumulator in question were connecte.1
to the circuit it would rive a current of io
amperes for a short tiine (since it has the
necessary E.M.F), but as the current would
be nmch in excess of the normal rate of output for the cell, the latter would quickly be
B 15
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damaged; but if we have four other stich
cells, and we connect the five cells together
in parallel in the circuit, we still have the
necessary 2 olts, but each cell is now only
contributing 2 amperes, and is, therefore,
working at its normal rate.
Thus when we ish to produce a certain
current through a CirCuit, ve must (if necessary) connect cells together in series unti' we
have a sufficiently high E.M.F.- tosend the
required current through the resistance of the
circuit, but as the same current goés through
each cell we must be sure that each cell is
capable of delivering that current. When, on
the other hand, the resistance of the Circuit
is such that the voltage of one cell is suflhdent to produce the required current, but that
current is beyond the normal power of the
Cell, we must connect other cells in parallel
so that each contributes such a proportion of
the total current as is within its power.

1923

abovejts normal rating. If, howe er, we take
a seond set of three cells in series and connect the second set in parallel with the first
set, we now have 6 volts producing 3 amperes,
hut only i amperes are passing through each
cell, which is within its rating and, therefore,
this vill be a suitable arrangement.
By various cornbiñations of the series and
parallel arrangements, any particular requirê-.
ments can be fulfilled.
The reader should now
ork carefully
through the following exercises, so as to
accustom. himself to the application of Ohm's
Law, and to the arrangements of batteries and
resistanCes. Other examples can easily be
made.
EXAMPLES.
vilI be prodicd in the Following
cases -io volts in a circuit of resistance of 3 ohms; ç volts
on a 25 ohms Circuit; i volt on a 2,000 ohms circuit
2 volts on a 10,000 ohms circuit?
Aiis : 3 amperes,
ampere,
milliampere,
milliampere.
2. What are the resistances of the circuits when:4 volts produces 2 amperes; io volts produces 25 amperes;
6 volts produces i ampere;. i volt produces i milliampere
(that is, one-thousandth of an ampere)? Ans. 2 ohms,

I. What current

Series-Parallel Arràngement
Of course, there are some cases where we
have to adopt a mixture of these two methods
of connecting cells. For example, suppose
we had a number of 2-volt accumulators, each
rated for a normal output of 2 amperes, and

:

ohm, 6 ohms,

ohms:
3. \Vhat E.M.F.'s would be required !o produe
2 amperes through 4 ohms;
ampere through 40 ohms;
i niilliampere through 2,000 ohms ;
mihliampere through
30,000 ohms? Ans. 8 volts, 20 volts, 2 volts, i volts.
4. How many 2-volt accumulators will, be necessarV to
produce 3 amperes through a resistance of '12 ohms?
Ans. i8 accumulators in series.
S. If primary cells of i volt and an output of i ampere
vere substituted for the acCumulators in the last question,
how many would be required (neglect the' resistance of the
cells themselves) and what would be the arrangement'
Ans. io8 cells in three batteries, each battery containing
36 cells in series, and the three batteries being arranged
in parallel.
6. 1f three pieces of nickel wire, each of a resistance of
io ohms, are connected in parallel, what is their combined
resistance when connected in series and in parallel? Ans.

we had a Circuit of

2 ohms resistance, in
wished to produce a current of 3
amperes. By Ohm's Law it will require an
E.M.F. of 6 volts to pcoduce 3 amperes
through a resistance of 2 ohms. Thus the
amperage required is beyond the normal capacity of each cell and the voltage required is
also above the voltage of a single cell. How
are we to onnect the cells for this purpose?
Obviously if ve connect three cells in series
ve shall ha e 6 volts which will give the re-

which

9,

ve

i,000

ohms, 30 ohms.
If a piece of copper sire has a resistance of 39 ohms,
what would be the resistance of a piece of iron virc of the
same dimensions? Ans. : 226.5 ohms:

3

7.

quired current, but the current flowing
through each cell vilI be 3 amperes which is

ELECTROSTATICS
BEFORE proceeding further with the study
of current-electricity and electro-magnetism,
it vill be useful to retrace our steps now aid
give some attention to electricity at rest, or
electrostatics," as it is called.
lt is usual in text-books on elementary
electricity to deal with electrostatics and with
current-electricity in entirely separate sections
of the book. In lecturing to students, how-

readers. The beginner is apt to get Thè
impression that the electricity which is stored
upon a charged ebonite rod (for example) is
something different from that which flows
from an electric battery. This idea, of course,
The electric current
is entirely erroneous.
which flows along a conducting wiré connecting two oppositely charged spheres-in the
classical electrostatic illustration-is identical with the current which flows along the
conducting vire between the poles of a battery,
and is attended by precisely the same pheno-

..

ever, I have found that this practice, although
no doubt convenient to the authors, frequently
leads to confusion in the minds of their
282
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by means of a wire to the gold-leaf electroscope. If an electric charge be communicated
to the metal plate, the charge will distribute
itself over the whole system, including the
gold leaves.

mena, such as heat-production and the establishment of a magnetic field, which we were
considering in the last article. I want the
reader, therefore, to free his mind of any idea
that so-called ''frictional " or '' static '' elec
tricity is in any way different in nature from
voltaic or current electricity.

Electrical Capacity

Now any material system has the property known as " electrical capacity "; without going into an exact definition of capacity, we may say that the larger the electrical
capacity of a system, the greater the amount
of electricity which must be communicated to
it to raise its potential by a given amount.
This w ill he easy to understand if we think of
the temperature analogy. If we wish to raise
the temperature of a pint of water i degree, a
certain amount of heat must be communicated
to it. If we haie a gallon of water and we
wish to raise its temperature i degree, it will
he obvious that each of the eight pints of
water in the
gallon will require the same
amount of heat
first
as
the
pint, so that

Electrical Attraction and Repulsion
The simple facts of electrical attraction and
repulsion are too well

'''
:

¡j

i!

jJ

¡_-f4
Fig.

-

.-Sirnple

known to need much consideration here.
If two
bodies are charged with
electricity of opposite sign
they attract one another,
and if charged with electricity of the same sign they
repel one another. A simple
instrument based upon this
principle may be used for
indicating the potential to
which a body is raised by
an electric charge upon it.

-

l'bis instrument is knOwn
as the electroscope, and
Co.nsistS essentially, as
shown in Fig. 2, of a strip of gold leaf about
four inches long, sitting across a wire support
so that about two inches of the leaf hangs
down on each side. The wire is conveniently
mounted by being inserted through a rubber
stopper into a wide-mouth glass bottle, which
protects the gold leaves f rom air-draughts.
If a charge of electricity is communicated to
the wire, and therefore to
the gold leaves, the latter
will repel each other,
since they are similarly
charged, and they will
also be attracted towards
the walls of the bottle.
The greater the amount
of the electric charge
communicated to the wire
and gold leaves, the
higher the potential to Fig. -3.-Charged metal
which they will be raised, plate on insulating
and the greater will be stand connected to
showing
the divergence of the electroscope,
divergence of leaves.
leaves.
Tuis simple instrument is very useful for
studying the potential of a body under
different circumstances. Suppose we have a
circular metal plate supported on an insulating stand as shown in Fig. 3, and connected
form of gold-leaf
electroscope,

the gallon will
require eight
times as much
beat as the pint
to

raise

its

temperature I
degree, or in
other words the
Fig. 4.-A second piale close lo
heat capacity
the first increases the capacity,
and lowers the potential for the
of a gallon of
same charge, as shown by smaller
\vater is eight
divergence of leaves.
times that of a
pint of vater.
The electrical capacity of a body, however,
bas the very peculiar property that it depends
not only upon the body itself, but' upon the
proximity of other bodies, and the capacity
of a body is increased when other bodies are
brought near to it. If the metal plate in
Fig.3 has a certain electrical charge communicated to it, the leaves of the electroscope will
diverge to a definite extent, indicating the
potential of the plate. Now let another
similar plate be brought up and placed near
to the first plate, as shown in Fig. . Accordin to what has just been said, the capacity
of the plate which is connected to the electroscope will be increased ând, therefore, it will
require a larger charge of e!ectricity to raise
its potential to the same degree as originally.
Or, to look at the matter in a different way,
283
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the same chrge.as was originally given to i
vill not now be able to raise its potential tò
the same degree. 1f, therefore, no. further
charge be given to the plate, its potential will
fall when the second plate is brought near to
it and the divergence of the gold leaves will
be diminished, as shown in Fig 4.
It will be seen that a body may be made to
store a much larger charge of electricity by
bringing- it into close proximity with other

connected to one term nat of the ¿ondenser and
the remaining plates to the other terminal.
The separate plates are insulated from one
another by means of suitable insulating
material. À type of condenser frequently
used in wireless apparatus is that illustrated
in Figs. 5 and. 6, which consists of layers of
tin-foil separated by sheets of waxed paper
or mica. The arrangement of sheets of tinfoil and paper or mica can be compressed and,
owing to their very small thickness, a condenser of considerable capacity may be made
to occupY only a very small space.*
i

A

B

P2

4

A

Fig. 5.-Arrangement of parallel ploies forming a condetiser. T1 and T9 represen! the terminals.

The
Fig. 7.-Tuo plaies of a condenser P1 and P.
"effective area" is approximately represented by AB.

bodies. This property is very useful in many
practical applications of electricity, and is of
fundamental use in wireless telegraphy.
An arrangement of material bodies in close
proximity with one, another, for the purpose
of increasing their electrical capacity, is called
an " electrical condenser," or more sitliply, a

"condenser."

----- , p2

-.

Variable Condensers
The type of condenser just considered is
of fixed capacity, but variable condensers may
he made, and these also are of great importance in wireless. It has been stated that the
capacity of a condenser is proportional to the
effective areá of the plates; this means,
roughly speaking, the areas of the plates
which are opposite to each other. For example, in Fig. 7 the effective area would be
approximately AB. This circumstance provides a convenient method of making a condenser whose capacity may be varied. For
if a number of parallel semi-circular metal
plates (or " vanes ") be fixed in position and
another set of parallel semi-circular vanes he
connected to a spindle as shown in Fig 8, it
will be evident that by rotating the spindle,
the area of the movable set of sanes which

-

Capacity of a Condenser
capacity
The
of a simple condenser consisting of two parallel metal plates, sich as those
shown in Fig. 4, depends upon the area of
either plate, their distance apart and the
nature of the material between them. The
larger the plates, the greater the capacity;
the closer together the plates, the greater the
capacity. This is conveniently expressed by
saying that if K is the capacity of a condenser,

Tr1uI
Fi.rø4

Fig. 6.-Showing method of construction of a fixed
condenser.

Sheets of tin-foil are inierleaved
of waxed paper or mica.

Fig. 8.-A common form of variable air condenser. One
set of semi-circular vanes may be moved in and out of
a set of similar fixed vanes.

with sheets

A the effective area of the plates, and d the
distance between them

is interIeaed with the fixed set of vanes may
he aried and thecapacity of the condenser
mavtherehy also be varied.

K is proportional to

It is not usually convenient to niake a condenser with large plates, but a condenser of
considerable capacity may be made by interleaving a number of small plates connected
together in parallel, alternate plates being
1318

c-"

4/w iflq Vane

The unit of capacity is the farad. This is much too
large for ordinary purposes, however, ad the common unit
is one.millionth of a farad, which is called a microfarad
and is written
F. Condensers used in amateur wireless
receiin sets are frequently of a capacity of about one
thousandth of a microfarad.
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AÑ INDUCTIVELY COUPLED CRYSTAL

:

RECEIVING SET
REDPATH, Assistant Editor.

By E.

Readers who are not entirely satisfied with the results afforded by their dlrect-coupled crystal set,
especially in the malter of selectivity, will find the following article of considerable assistance.

IN this present article the writer
intends to depart somewhat
from the usual methods adopted
in describing the constiúction of a
set of any kind by explaining the
considerations which determine the
design of the principal component
of the set.
Probably many readers vill, at
some time or other, have desired
to construct a receiving set which
would be particularly efficient for
a certain purpose. Although there
is at present a comparatively large
amount of literature available on
the subject, it frequently happens
that the designs given do not entirely meet the requirements of the

There is also the question 9f the
unused portion of the coil, or
"dead-end "as it is termed. When
receiving the shortest broadcast
wave about half of the inductance
would not be in circuit, but would
be absorbing energy from the turns
actually in use.
-\s it is very desirable to keep
the capacity of a receiving circuit
as low as possible, a parallel variable condenser should not be used.
A selies variable condenser, connected between the aerial itself and
the inductance coil, might be used
with advantage provided its capacity
is fairly large, but in this present
case is ruled out as introducing an
unnecessary piece of apparatus.

Under tiiese conditions full advantage is taken of the principles
of resonance-as dealt with very
fully
upon another page of this
issue-so that interference from
other stations operating upon only
slightly different wavelengths is
ni in imi sed.

The remaining considerations are
that the detecting device is to consist of a .crystal detector, the components are to be fairly easy of
construction -by the average experimenter or assembled from standard
parts readily obtainable,, the operation of the completed set must be
fairly simple, and its total cost as
reasonable as possible.

case.
In describing the construction of
a inductively coupled crystal receiving set suitable for the reception of broadcasting, the preliminary
considerations
and
methods of testing will be described, so that for any other similar set
hich it might be desired
to construct later, readers will be
enabled to do the necessary experimental work.

The Varlometer

-

-

As a means of affording a smooth

General Considerations
In the case of the receiving set
now to be described, the first consideration, of course, is that of
range of wavelengths."
The

broadcasting

wavelengths

-

range

from ic to 42Ç metres; so. allowIng a reasonable margin at either
end of the scale, the tuning range
of the set should be capable of adjustinent between about 300 and
600 metres.

These data, therefore, determi'ie
the dimensions of the tuning components of the set-that is to say,
the inductance value of the tuning
coil or coils and the
capacity of
any variable condensers associated
with them.

Selectivity
The second consideration is that
the set shall be selective, which is
another way of stating that the
receiving set shall not be responsive
to any incoming wave other than
that to which it is acurately tuned,

Fig.

1.-The

completed variomeer.

The Aerial Circuit
There are several methods by
which the aerial circuit may be
tuned A variable inductance, such
as a single-slider tuning coil, may
be used; a fixed inductance ith a
variable condenser, either in series
or in parallel with the inductance;
.

a fixed condenser (series or
parallel) used in conjunction with
a variable inductance.
The single - slider inductance,
though a vers' useful piece of apparatus, has the disadvantage that
the tuning effected can only be accurate to the nearest complete turn.
and on the short wavelengths with
which ve are dealing moie accurate
tuning than this is desirabl.

or

and continuous variation of the
wavelength of an aerial circuit, a
variometer is excellent. The wavelength range for broadcast reception can easily be covered merely by
the rotation of a knob or dial
through i8o degrees. The hole
of the turns of wire are usefully
employed so that there is no "deadend " effect. Excellent variometers,
either in ood or moulded ebonite.
are obtainable at reasonable prices
from advertisers in this journal.
A complete variometer, including
ebonite dial and knob, is shown in
Fig. i. F?r the purpose of preIlmmnary trials tø terminals are
fitted, to be removed later when
the variometer is fitted into the cor'
taming box of the set. The variometer consists of a rotor made to
the dimensions given in Fig. 2, and
closely wound with 5o to 52 turns
of No. 24 S.W.G
d.c.c., copper
wire. First drill two small holes
at F and S in Fig. 2, and insert
a temporary securing screw as
shown at M in this same figure;
then, having threaded a few inches
f the copper wire through the hole
F from the outside and secured it
there, wind on the vire closely and
evenly until the half-winding is
completed, securing the finishing
end of the vire by twisting it
round the small srew at l.
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Repeat the process exactly with
the other half of the winding, fastening the ends of the wire as
before. The direction of the complete winding must be the sanì
from the hole S (the start) to the
hole F (the finish).

_

Make an oblique saw-cut acros
the uncovered centre portion of the

3_

Fig.

-

2.-The

i

rotor, wound and mounted
upon spindles.

rotor, close to the screw M, of
sufficient depth and in such a direction that the bared ends of the vire
removed from the screw and Cut to
the correct length will lie in the
saw-cut, in which position they are
to be carefully soldered together.
The two lengths of screwed brass
(No. 2 BA.) are now to be screwed
tightly into place until each projects about
in. inside the rotor,

should be vell soaked in molten
paraffin vax, the reason for which
will be apparent presently.
Secure temporarily the starting
end of the No. 24 S.W.G., dcc.,
\vire to the small screw S, wind
on 48 to o turns, and secure the
finishing end of the \vire to the

-

1923

9,

tested under actual working conditions. In fact, for those who do
not care to proceed further, the arrangement forms a very simple, but
quite ellective, crystal receiving set
suitable for broadcast reception.
-

small screw F.
Coat the inner or concave circuit
of the stator former, also the o ter
surface of the
winding with
especially thick shellac varnish,
and, when thoroughly "tacky,"
press the winding into its place,
remove the ends of the wire from
the small screws, and withdraw the
winding former, leaving the winding itself secured inskle the stator
former.
The reason for impregnating the
\vinaing former vith wax is to
prevent unavoidable touches of var
nish causing the wire to stick to it.

Püi'ßA

IT/olp

Jerew

y4C4 Ho/p.c
_JJ
k

Fig. .5.-One of thi two bearing plates.
There are several distinct advantages in the use of inductive coupling. Firstly, the secondary coil
may be made-to consist of a very
much larger number of turns than
the prim'lry coil coupled to it,

which means that a step-up effect
is obtained and higher potentials
are available to operate the de.
tector.
Secondly, by using a loose coupling, full advantage may be taken
of the principie of resonance as,
under this condition, effective oscillations are produced in the secondary circuit only when that circuit
is exactly in tune with thé aerial
circuit.
Thirdly, the absorption of energy
by the secondary circuit is more
gradual, consequently the damp
ing of the aerial circuit is reduced,
-

Fig.

4"

4.-The

former for stator

coils.

or, in other words, the oscillations
in the aerial circuit are more persistent.

-

Two bearing plates are required,
as shovn in Fig.
together with
an ebonite dial and knob or merely
a knob and brass pointer, accord-î ing to indiidual taste, and the
variometer may be asJaweal
\\\
1 complete
sembled as shown in Fig. i. The
4' circuit through the variometer is to
be as follows. Commencing at the
left-hand terminal, through one half
stator winding from small diameter
turn to large diameter, across the
air gap to the second half stator
winding, and through this (from
large to small diamtet) to the rear
Fig. 3.-One of the half stalors.
bearing plate, and thence via the
spindles through the rotor winding
and the two ends of the rotor winding aie to be soldered to them, one
to the front bearing, and from there
direct to the second terminal.
to each soindle.
One o( the two halves of the
Testing
variometer stator is illustrated in
By connecting one of the terFig. 3. In this case the \vire cantninals of the 'ariometer to the
not be wound upon the inner suraerial and the other to earth, and
face of the stator, where it is ulticonnecting a crystal detector, and
matelv to be secured, but must be
telephone receiver (in series with
wound upon a special "former."
one another) right across the two
This former is show i in Fig. 4,
terminals, the variometer may be
and before -it is made use of, it

-

,

23f'
821'

V

14

--

__Fig. 6.-The seconda,y coil, showing
tappings and coupling coil in place.
The foregoing items illustrate the
type of considerations which should
be kept in mind when designing
and constructing sets to fulfil ars'ing conditions. How these considerations have determined the design,
and been complied with in the set
now being described, should be observed as the dscription proceeds.
t

V
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The Secondary Circuit
The secondary or closed circuit
inductance, together with the
primary coupling coil, is shown in
Fig. 6. Further details of the

Fig. 7.-DelaiLs of the coupling

coil.

coupling coil itself are given in

iig.

7.

The secondary inductance itself
consists of 200 turns of No. 36
S.w.G., d.c.c., copper vire wound
in.
UpOfl a stout cardboard tube 2
in diameter by 5 in. long, the
winding commencing i in. from
one end of the coil and being
"tapped" at o turns and each
subsequent 30 turns, the winding
terminating about
in. from the
end of the cardboard tube.
The method of winding the
primary coupling coil upon its
wooden former is similar to that
adopted in the case of the variometer rotor, but the winding is to
Consist of 26 turns only of No. 24
s.w.o., d.c.c., copper wire, the
starting and finishing ends of the
winding being secured by means of
nuts or by soldering to the project.
ing inner ends of the brass spindles.
In the event of the cardboard tube
upon which the secondary coil is

Testing the Tuner
The variometer, secondary and
primary coupling coils, a crystal detector, and any variable condenser
having nine or more plates should
flO\V be temporarily assembled upon
a baseboard and be connected up for
testing, as shown in Fig. io. The
aerial circuit, it will be seen, comprises the aerial itself, the coupling
coil, the variometer, and the earth
connection. The upper end of the
secondary coil is connected to one
side of the variable condenser,
whilst a flexible lead from the other
terminal of the condenser is to be
connected to each of the tappings
from the secondary coil in turn.
Across the variable condenser are
to be connected the telephone receivers and the
detector.
Commence by connecting o turns
crystalS

Fig.

9-A

zincite-bornite deteclor.

only of the secondary coil across
the variable condenser, the latter
being set to its minimum capacity.
Turn the coupling coil until its
winding i in the same plane as the
secondary coil winding--that is to
say, until the turns upon the
primary coil lie close beneath those
upon the secondary coil, in which
position the "coupling " between
the two is said to be tight.
Having carefully set the crystal
detector, preferably by means of a
buzzer operatèd at a little distance

able condenser, hicli should have
the effect of malcirig the signals
much louder.
Now rotate the primary coupling
coil through about ôo or 70
degrees, carefully retune the aeriàl
and secondary circuit, and note the
amount of condenser movement
necessary for resonance.
ì\love the flexible 'ead from the
condenser from one tapping on the
secondary coil to another, retuning
and noting the condenser movement
on each occasion, until 140 turns of
the secondary coil are in use, when,
on the short broadcast wavelength
(such as the 369-metre wave of
2L0) best results should be obtamed with the condenser almost at
minimum capacity.
In the absence of a wavemeter
it is necessary to tune the aerial
circuit (and subsequently the secondary circuit, as already described)
until signals are received, which can
be identified as proceeding from a
ship or coast station working on the
600-metre wavelength, and the
amount of the capacity necessary
for resonance should again be
noted, If the condenser in use
has, say, iS plates and the secondavy circuit is tuned to 600 metres
when the moving plates are only
half-way into the fixed plates, a
nine or ten-plate conderser with
plates of the same dimensions vilI.
be adequate for the new set.
A condenser of the size required
may be purchased complete or built
up from standard parts.

Fie: 8.-A " cal-whisker" detector.
wound being of slightly smaller
diameter than that specified, the
diameter of the primary coil former
should be slightly reduced to suit it.

The Crystal Detector
This may be of the wire-andcrystal type illustrated in Fig. 8 or
of the two-crystal type shown in
Fig. ; For the former, Hertzite,
Electronite, Stapleite, or Kayriite
may be used, and for the latter
zincite-bornite is recommended. If
preferred, a complete detector may
be purchased quite cheaply from
any reliable ireless dealer.

II

Fig. 10.-The components assembled for testing.

from the receiving set, sl'owly turn
the knob of the variorneter. If signals are heard, bring the secondary
circuit into resonance with the
aerial circuit by adjusting the s'ari-

The conclvding pirtion of this
article will
next week, and
will deal willi t he a csembly into a
neat containing box and the o/leration of the completed set.

aear
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THE Marconi Company have
appealed against the decision
of the Court of Appeal which
recently upheld the views of Mr.

Justice Lawrence, that a
valve did not infringe the
Patent .No. 28413/13 and
The case will be fought in
legal parlance, is known
House of Lords.

Mullard
Marconi

126658.
what, in

as

the

We hear, incidentally, that the
Marconi Company paid £2,000 for
the French Valve Patent z2fó38.

Following closely on the reported
success of a French aeroplane
piloted by . wireless, the Daily
Chronicle announces that the initial
difficultie 'of .controlling aircraft
from a ground station by means of
wireless have been overcome in this
colin try.
They understand that, at a lonely
spot near Feltham, a pilotless 'plane
has been kept on a predetermined
route, and has been made to land
at a desired sl)ot.

The Mauretania has just been fitted with direction-finding apparatus.
\Virh regard to the announcement
that the B.W.T.A. had denounced
the installation of listening-in sets
in licensed premises, a correspondent ha suggested that objections of
this kind are absurd, as many of
the items broadcast are edifying
and full of moral uplift. He suggests that temperance addresses
might be included in the programme, the probable effect then
being that the receiving apparatus
would be dismantled by the proprietors. The alternative would be for

the set to be closed down for five
minutes during such homilies.
*

*

*

Speaking of five minutes, are the
B.B.C;-returniiìg to their old pracB22

tice of In one minute, please ";
after three minutes, in five minutes,
etc., etc. Most listeners-in get most
horribly sick and tired of the continual dangling process.
-:

**

-

*

As we go to press we learn that

the conference arranged between
the British Broadcasting Co. and
the representatives of the entertainment industry has been postponed for a day.
We understand that it is proposed to arrange for the reception
of wireless concerts at the Hornsey

Bandstand. Experiments are progressing, and the members of the
Town Council have already had a
demqnstration of the scheme,
which, we feel sure, will be much
appreciated by visitors to the
grounds.
The Aeroplane gives further details of the recent tests in France
with an aeroplane flying under
An automatic
wireless control.
stabiliser is used, and the rudder
and elevator controls are operated
through relays as a result of. vireless signals received on the machine.
So equipped, a numher of successful flights have been made during
the last few years, but it has always been necessary for the pilot
to intervene for landing purposes.
The machine has now been fitted
with a hinged rod some 12 ft. long
hanging below the under-carriage
and coupled up to the elevator, so
that when the rod touches the
ground the machine is automatically flattened out.
On April ioth last, at Villa
Coublay, the machine was flown
with two passengers and with the
hole
pilot's control sealed, the
flight being controlled by wireless,
plus the landing stick. The trial
appeared to be quite successful.
-

*

-

A

-

*

menther of 2LO's vast audi-

-288

ence sent a bottle of gargle to one
of the Uncles the other day.
*

-.*

wireless paper re&tly stated
that. Mr. Godfrey Isaacs was
home-made
strongly opposed
wireless receivers, and said that it
was not possible to make an cficient receiver one's self. Taking
this matter up with Mr. Godfrey
Isaacs, he informs us that these are
flot the views held by him, and that
he did not state them as reported
to a body of Press representatives.
We feel sure that nothing of the
kind has been in his mind, and,
even if it had been, ve feel equally
sure that he would not have given
expression to his views.
A

-

-

*

*

*

There is some possibility that,
owing to a dispute about broadcasting from the Queen's Hall, the
speeches of the Prince of \Vales
1arshal Foch vill nor be
and
radiated on May 20th. lt will be a
great pity if, through some jealousy
on the part of the concert promoters, the speeches of such distinguished broadcasters should be
withheld from the ether public.
t

w

t

There is no further information
regarding the proposed new licence
fo experimental transmitters. We
are considered as having committed
a faux tas, together, presumably
with the other wireless papers
which made a similar announcement to ours in suggesting that the
wavelength was to be altered.
So please forget about it.
*

*

*

Have you noticed the additional
words on the cover of Wireless
Weekly? I wonder why they
have put them there?
*
*
.*
Major-General
Sir
Frederick
Sykes (Chairman), Major Aston,
M.P., Mr. F. J. Brown (AssistantSecretary, G.P.O.), Sir Henry
Bunbury (Comptroller and Accountant-General, G.P.O.), Viscount
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thefirst meeting

of the special committee has
taken pláce. Meantime, the authorities at the
General Pot.'Office are- scrutinising some
thirty-three thousand applications for expel-imental licences, which have accumulated.
The quetion is, of course-why have they been

-

-

allowed to accumulate to such an extent?
*

.
.

*

*

At the time of going to press the dispute
between

J3.B.CY.. and

the

the

...................

-

-

-

---

theatrical profession. is cöming to a
head.
's regards concert artistes
Pitt
the
Mr Per
it is highly likely that the B.B.C.
newly appointed Musical
will be able to hold its own. We
Director of the B.B.C.
regard with something akin to
horror the idea that the British
Íroadcasting
Company
should
hase
concert staff of its O\Vfl, which will
provide all the items. The listening-in public
probably appreciates most those artistes which
it only hears on the rrest occasions. Even
Dame Nellie Melba singing every evening from
2L0 and other Stations would soon pall.
\Ve must have variety, and unless the B.B.C.
can come to some arrangement with other
entertainment-providing organisations,
pro
grammes will not be nearly as fascinating as
they, might' be.
\Ve hope that an amicable
settlement will be made, but fear, in any
case, that the B.B.C. will have to pay for their
privileges.

'-

l3urnham, Mr. W. H. Eccles (President of
the Radio Society), Sir Henry Norman, MP.,
Mr. J. C. \V. Reith (General Manager,
(3ritish Broadcasting Company), Field-Marshal Sir Vil!iam Robertson, and Mr. C. Tre'elyan, MP., were present at the first meeting
of the Committee appointed to consider the
agreement between the Post Office and the
British Broadcasting Company and the future
)f broadcasting, which vas held at the
General Post Office.
Procedure vas discussed, and it vas arranged to meet again, when eviderce in
explanation of the present position will be
given by representatives of the Post Office.
*

*

TRANSMISSIONS
CARDIFF ......... 5 WA ...... 353 metres.
LONDON ......... 2L0 ...... 359
MANCHESTER2 ZY ...... 335
NEWCASTLE 5 NO ...... 400
5 SC ...... 415
GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM 5 IT ...... 420
'

(10.30 to 11.30a.m. and 4.30
to 9.30 p.m.G.M.T. Sundays
7.30 to 9.30 p.m. G.M.T.)

*

We hear that the new Committee is. to sit
a week. VVe may expect the construc(Or's licence question to be settled any month
now.' In the meanwhile tens, or even hundreds, of thousands are acquiring a new kind
of conscience, a particularly dangerous thing.
The man
ho is a pirate has at least the
defence that he has applied for a licence and
ot received one.
Long months of listeningin without a licence vill, no doubt, develop a
eonscience which may refuse to carry out its
proper duties when jhe listener-in rallv can
obtain a suitable licence.
That still, small
voice may then be dead, particularly if the
Press continues to pamper the pirates.

twice

*

*

L'ECOLE SUPÉRIEURE

(Paris)

450 metres.

and Thursdays
to io p.m. G.M.T.
HAGUE.. .PCGG. .. 1085
(Sundays only 3 to 5.40 p.m.
G.M.T.)
Tuesdays

THE

RADIOLA (Paris) ......... 1780
745 to io p.m. G.M.T.

-

EIFFEL TOWER... FL.. .2600

(II.15a.m.6.20t07.p.m.and

io.io p.m. G.M.T.)

*

Up to the time of going to press no actual
developments have taken place with regard to
the issue of constructional licences, except that

289
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KW. QUENCHED-SPARK

TRANSMITTER
A description of the latest type

of

Marconi ship set.

is of the paneland is led to the primary of a
step-up transformer.
In the AC.
type and usually stands upon
or primary circuit there is a power
the operating- table. On the
front of the panel
are ,!Iou,ILeu itie

THIS apparatus

jigger

wave

Dubilier condenser vitIi mica dielectric and it has a capacity of
o.oi 11F.
The closed os:
ruluwry

condenser,
quenched
-gap,
and the jigger

primary.
The
jigger secondary,

switch,

A.T.ls.,

condenser.

the jigger second-

arv, aerial tuning inductances,
short-wave condenser, main condenser, and aircore choke coils
are mounted. The
complete
transmitter is shown
the
in
photograph, Fig. i.
T h e normal
w a y e
adjustmeiìts of this set
are 450, 600, and

metres,

though it actual
range is from 220
to Soo metres.
The
alterations
for these wavelengths are carried out by means
of a special wavechange
switch,
the necessary adjustments occurr in g
simultaneously in both
the closed and
open circuits.
\Vhile the fundamental
circuits
c
tr.;

similar to those
of the old type
i kw. set the design of the various
components is different.
Alternating current at soo cycles
is obtained from a motor-generator

SW.

condenser
a n d
hot - \i,-e
ammeter constitute
the aerial circuit.
All the inductances are made
of
fiat double
spirals of copper
strip
embedded
in ebonite.
The
S.W. condenser is
similar to the
main condenser,
but its capacity is-only 0.00044 11F.
This
condenser
may be cut out
means of a
s itch when not
T he
required.
anihot - \'.ire
meter which is
used instead of
the old tipe tuning lamp, gives
reading
largest
when the set is

Behind the panel,

800

of

main

change

switch, aerial hotw i r e ammeter
and shortcircuiting
quenched - spark
gap, and a shortcircuiting switch
for
the
shortwave

circulL

consists

primary,

j

fr

maximum power,
namely, when all
the circuits are

radiating

in resonance.
5
Fig. 2
a
diatheoretical
gram of the conwhile
nections,
Fig. 3 is a detailed wiring diaFig 4 IS
graim
nr,
tf th
minv

schemes employed

Fig. 1.-The complete transmitter.

regulator and a manipulating key.
The transformer secondary is connected through the air-core chokes
to the main condenser. This is a

/

for the D.C. and

AC. circuits.

The quenched-spark gap which
principal feature of this set
consists of a number of heavy
is the

290
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Fig. 2.-A theoretical
diagram showing

AV

7

ne

.

connections.

00

L..)
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I

(»idpgt',

N

i

iri

Fig. 4.-One of the DC and AC arrange.iienls.

and they (the discs) are kept from touching by mica
washers. Two brass end plates are insulated from
the discs by heavy fibre insulating material. These
plates together with a copper rod, which passes
through a clearance hole in the centre of the discs,
clamp the discs tightly together. A number of holes
are provided to allow of the circulation of air through
the gap. The arrangement of this gap is shown in
Fig. 5.
Power may be varied in two ways, namely.
by -educing the number of disè in operaFL,E Duc
tion, by .nÏans of a
clip, or by means of
flu-ass End
Çftaie
the. po\ver regulator in
the A.C. circuit.
By means 'of this
new transmitting set
veri' efficient working
is btained, whilst the
characteristic note of
Mra
ii
the quenched-spark system tenders the reading of received signals,
il
through
atmospheric
esi.6Un9
disturbances and interferen ce from other stations, a less difficult
-.
matter than is the case
tßra End J
with the ordinary type
/
Pffi
of spark transmitter,
clip
eyen \\ hen a rotary
synchronous spark-gap
. Fg. i5.-The quenched gap
is employed.
used in the apparatus.

--

copper discs having silvered ring
sparking surfaces, these surfaces
being truly plane. The edges of
A
the copper discs are slightly curved
so that there is a gradual decréase
in the intensity of the electi-o-static
'
field where the gap widens. The
discs are kept in position by mens of three heat re-.
sisting alignment rods made of an insulating material,.
.

---

-

-

i

it

4.

-II

i

ii
'I

\

Fig.

3.-A

wiring diagram of the Iransmiller.

-

ERRATUM
The circuit diagram of the 3- or 4-valve Varioinetet Receiver, on page 258 of our last issue, is
incorrectly given. The common filament lead from
the first three valves should be joined to the positive

side of the L.T. battery and not looped over as

shown.
\Ve trust the errol has not caused our_ieaders any
serious inconvenience.
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THE ELECTRICAL THEORY OF MATTER
.By

J.

H. T.

ROBERTS,

D.Sc., Staff Editor (Physics).

CONDUCTION OF ELEcTRIcIrY THROUGH GASES AND LIQUIDS
(Part 11.-Continued from No.

4,

page 230.)

satisfaction'" vanishes. They therefore become uncharged atoms or molecules, arid may
he deposited upon the plates, as in electrodeposition, or may he liberated (when a
sufficient number have accumulated) as

second type of electrolytes yield
dissociation negative ions cornposed of one oxygen and one hydrogen atom in molecular combination (-OH),
'hjcli have retained one extra electron
from their previous compounds.
These

THE

UJ)Ofl

bubbles of gas.

substances are known as bases, an example
being Caustic soda, NaOH.
The other type knowii as salts, of vliich
sodium chloride (NaCI) is an example, result
from the mixture of solutions of an acid and
a base. Under these conditions, the positive
and negative ions, + II and -0H, whenever
they meet combine together to form water
(1120), and the other ions form molecules of
the salt, which may or may not be soluble in
the liquid.
in the caseof the conduction of electricity

Secondary Reactions
There are certain electrolytes, of which sulphuric acid, H2SO4, is an example, in which
secondary chemical reactions take place on the
passage of a current, so that the substance
liberated at the plate is not that
hich
travelled towards the plate in carrying the
current through the liquid. If sulphuric acid
is dissoled in vater, the H2SO4 separates
into t\vo hydrogen ions, each + H, and a sulphate radical, - -SO4. The two hydrogeii

through a licjtud, it is unnecessary that there
shall he an ionising influence as in the case
of the conduction through a gas. We saw
that in a gas the ionising influence vas required for the provision of the electric carnets
of the current. The essential difference between a gas and a liquid, howeer, is that
whereas in a gas the molecules are in free
flight and are separated by comparatively
large distances, in a liquid the molecules are
so close together as to he within the sphere
of each other's attraction.
\V!ien a dis-

ions travel to the negative plate cand are there
liberated as hydrogen gas : the sulphate
radical travels to the positive plate and gives
up two electrons to that plate. It then combines with the H2 of a water molecule arid
forms again a molecule of sulphuric acid,
liberating an oxygen atom in the process.
This oxygen atom takes to itself another
oxygen atom which has been produced in its
neighbourhood by the same process, and
forms an oxygen molecule, 02, which is liberated at the Dlate as oxvpen pas. Thus the
water is decmposed, aítfiough the sulphuric
acid is essential to the mechanism of the conduction in this case and itself is continually

sociable substance, such as sodium chloride,
is introduced into the liquid, the attracting
influences of the neighbouring water molecules are sufficient to separate the salt molecules into ions, and the electric carriers for the
current arc thereby provided without the aid
of any external influence or agency.
\Vhen a current flows through the liquid
and the 10115 eventually reach the electrodes,
thereby satisfying themselves by acquiring or
yielding electrons, their quantitative '' un-

undergoing dissociation and recombination.
This action takes place in the secondary battery known as an electrical " accumulator,"
hut it is complicated by other reactions which
cannot he coneniently dealt ith here, the
net resUlt of which is that the concentration
of the solution is decreased by the passage of
current.

OOOCOOOOO
A.

NEW MEMBER OF OUR

STAFF.

Readers will be interested to hear that our already strong Editorial Staff has now been suppleniented .hy the acquisition of Mr. Stanley G. Rattee, a former Editor of the "Wiretess World."
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A SIMPLE METHOD OF MAGNIFYING:
SIGNALS
By

J. F. JOHNSTON.

Describing an arrangement for satlsfacMiy anpUftcatior of signals of fair initial strength without the use of valves.

THE following

is .a description of a
simple, inexpensive, but remarkably
effective way of magnifying moderate
or fairly strong signals so as to render
them easily audible without wearing the head'phones.
only articles required in addition to
the usual receiving apparatus are an extra
single ear-piece, an ordinary microphone, a
telephone transformer, and a few dry cells.
The single ear-piece, which should be as

cells) being also included in this circuit.
A pair of high resistance 'phones (or a loud_speaker) is connected to the secondary terminals of the transfOrmer.
This arrangement requires a certain initial
signal. strength to operate it.
\Vith very
weak signals no results at all are obtainable,
but with signals of moderate strength a considerable amount of amplification (equal to
that given by two or tlìre L.F. valves) is

The

possible.

o,

1M/CROPHONE

EAR PIECE

4.000

(L'

'P/1ONE.

Wirirg diagram, showing

how the microphone

ircvit is placed in relation lo the telephone and receiver circuit.

sensitive as possible, is connected in the plate
circuit of the last valve in place of the usual
double head-'phones. It is so arranged that
when the diaphragm vibrates, the ear-piece
speaks " directly into the mouthpiece of
the microphone.
The microphone is connected in series with
the low resistance winding of the telephone
transformer, a small battery (two or three dry

WONT

It works very well on speech or music,
being wonderfully, free from distortion. Its
unresponsiveness to signals below a certain
critical strength is often useful for completel'
eliminating interference from weak atmos
pherics or spark stations.
The ear-piece and microphone should he
mounted very rigidly, as any vibration produces a scratching noise in the 'phoñes.

IT

WORK?

Then send your troubles to Our Radio Information Dept. for the
attention of our Staff.
The reason for our being here is to assist the experimenter and, where
possible, to extend his knowledge, in addition to improving his present
results.
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AN AMATEUR'S FOUR-VALVE RECEIVER
By A.' P. COOPER.
A receiver that can be built ta.' an experimenter which
covers wavelen,ths between 300 and 25,000 metres.

receiving set described and illus.trated in the following article was deTHE
signed in order to meet certain definite
i:equirements, and as these are considerations
ti ich have to be horn in mind by the vast'
majority of builders of home-made sets, it is
hoped that this description will be of interest
and assistance to many enthusiasts.
Firstly, cost as to he kept at a minim um
owing to the smallness -of the niaker's resources in this direction, and the cheapest
material consistent with reliability was to he
used throughout.
Secondly, the set was designed to cover
the whole range of wavelengths from about
t 0 25,000
metres, so that it
is capable of ré--

each of which result

casting

for a beginner in wireless to tackle the còmparatively complicated circuits of a fotir-ale
receiver without having had previous experience in the manipulation of simpler layouts. In the writer's case a crystal set vas
first built, and much amusement and instruct i o n
obtained

N.M.2.

broad-

de-

-

Ak

-

or

vas also

-

-

¡

rA

dentally, às telephony was im-

-

possible on th
crystal set, owing
to the distañc
from any transmitting
station,
it proved a strong
incentive -to acquiring a- good
'---vorktng -- knowledge of-Morse-always a useful
accomplishment.
- The
ñext step
was the construction- of a o.nevalve set to which
-

-

sired to make the
change from one
extreme to the
other as easy as
possible.

Again,

well worth the

,t

Nauen's time signaIs, ship traffic
or Paris concerts.

lt

is

high frequency ampi ilìcation.
f he final point considered in the design of
the set was that it was to be made of parts
already on. hand or on the niaricet. Many
experimenters will he in asimilar situation in
this respect, and it is an advantage rather
than otherwise, for it is not considered vise

300

ceiving

alone

'slight extra trouble involved in the use of

-

four.

-

-

-

aIves were to be
used,
hut they
were to be connected in such a
way that a n y

Fig. 1.-The complete instrument.

a high..frequency
valve was subsequently added. Laera note
magnifier was built as a separate unit. By
this time transmissions froni MT (\Vrittle)
and 2L0 (Marconi House) were sometimes to
he heard, so it was decided that a fourth valve
should be added for the operation of a loud
speaker, and it was thought advisable to
rebuild the whole apparatus into one compact
set rather than to add a fourth separate unit.
The instrument described herein is the result.
Perhaps it should he explained at this stage
that the writer's station is more than ioo niiles
from the nearest broadcasting station, being,
in fact, in Norwich, and a glance at a map of

number or cornhination of valves could be switched in easily
and quickly up to the maximum of one high
frequency vahe, the rectifier and two note
magnifiers. Thus it is as easy to listen on one
Jiigh frequency valve and the rectifier as on,
say, the rectifier and two note magnifiers.
The high frequency valve was included for
three reasons
t. To bring in long-distance signals;
2. To permit the tise of reaction during.
broadcasting hours vithiout the risk
of radiation and
3. 'l'o make the set more selective in
-

:-

;

tuning,
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capacity of 0.0003 1aF, and is connected he-.
tween the earth and one side of the reactance
coil. lt was found to be a ery convenìent
method of controlling oscillatio, more particularly when high frequency amplification
is not in use. lt gives the effect of very fue
adjustment of the distance between the reactance coil and the high frequency transformer, or, when high frequency amplification is not in use (i.e., wheñ broadcasting is
not in progress or on long waves) between
the reactance coil and the A.T.I.
The aerial tuning inductance, lettered F,
will be seen standing upright on the right of
the set. The coils used are slab and basket
coils, a set of ten covering the whole range
from 300 to 25,000 metres with a o.00i 1uF condenser, and the method of mounting may interest those readers to whom Cost is an important point. The coil which it is desired

the British Isles with 50-mile circles round
each station will show that East Anglia is
one of the worst-served districts in thi
respect. Also it is close to the sea at a point
where many ships regularly pass, and for this
reason extra selectivity is paticularly desirable to help to eliminate some of the interfering spark signals on the wavelengths between
300 and 600 metres.
The Receiving Apparatus
The complete set is contained in a box, the
sides and bottom of which are of inexpensive
wood, as they are not visible when in position
in the large containing cabinet. l'lie lid,
however, should be of better quality material,
as on it all the components are mounted. This
arrangement is to be recommended, as by
lifting the lid all connections are visible, and
-even more important-easily accessible.
The photograph (Fig. i) will give some idea
of the géneral appearance of the finished instrument. It will be seen that the four valve
panels are mounted at the back. The valve
on the extreme left is the high frequency
valve, the next is the rectifier, the third is the
second note magnifier, and the one on the
extreme right is the first note magnifier. lt
will thus be seen that when using the high
frequency valve, rectifier and one note magnifier, the valve not in use is the second from the
right, not the extreme right-hand one. This
may perhaps seem a rather curious arrangement, but a glance at the diagram (Fig. 2)
will show that this is the most convenient
method from the point of view of wiring tip.
Each valve lias a separate filament resistãnce, which enables critical adjustments to be
made and also forms a convenient method of
switching off any valves not in use. It will
be noticed that five variable condensers are
fitted. In each case they were made up from
the parts now on sale so cheaply, thus effecting a considerable saving in cost. The condenser marked A in Fig. i is for tuning the
primary of the high frequency transformer
(radio-frequency transformer coupling being
used by the w riter instead of,
tuned
anode, this, of course, being merely a personal preference), whilst the condenser in
front of it, lettered B, is a single-plate one
connected in parallel for fine adjustments.
The condenser C on the right centre is the
main aerial tuning condenser (having a value
of 0.00 1uF), with corresponding vernier D in
front of it as in the case of the high frequency
condenser.
The remaining condenser marked E has a

HE

Rect.

N.M.2

NM.L

M

L!
-

Fig. 2.-Wiring diagram of the receiver.

to mount is placed on a strip of wood, say,
5m. x 2m., and a small str!p 2m. x min. is then
screwed to it so as to clamp the coil in

position.
Connection is made by two strips of brass
about Iin. X iß. X ifl. screwed to the bottom
of the wood, to which the ends of the coils are
attached. The photograph will, it is hoped,
make this arrangement clear. On the set are
then mounted two contacts from an old knife
switch (visible at N in the photograph). This
gives an effective plug-in arrangement at
practically no Cost. Theoretically, of course,
all these conneçtions should be on ebonite or
some such insulator, but ebonite is expensive,
whilst wood is cheap. The writer has tried
both without being able to notice any difference vhatsoeve in results. The wood used
should be perfectly dry.
Similar arrangements have to be made for

1
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on the inside of the box containing the set if
desired, hut the arrangement shown works
quite ve11, and when in use the lead is practically hidden in the large containing cabinet.
Various switches will be noticed in: the

the reaction coil, hut the contacts from the
knife switch in this case have, to be mounted
on a strip which is pivoted inQrder that the

distance between the reactance and the .T.l.
may be aried. The rod on which tile
reactance is titted is provided with an ebonite
knob for rapid adjustments and an extension
handle for finer variations.
The high frequency transformer (of tile
plug-in type) is just visible on the left-band
side (marked G in Fig. i), and a set of five
(which may be purchased quite cheaply unmounted, and mounted according to taste and
pocket) will cover all wavelengths from 300
to 3,000 metres quite easily with a 0.0005 F

photograph (Fig. i), and the use of each will
be mentioned in turn. The one in tue centre
marked K is a double-pole change-over switch
used for reversing the connections to the reaction coil, as it is necessary to do this whenever high f requency amplification is added.
If the reaction coil is to hè coupled to tile
high frequency transformer and the flexible
lead arrangement is used, there is no need to
fit this switch, as the necessary reversal of
direction can he accomplished by changing
O\ er the two brass strips, but if it is (say, on
long wavelengths) desired to hase the reaction coil coupled to the A.T.I. when the
11.F. salve is in 'use, some such change-oser
arrangement must be embodied in the
circuit.
The three-way switch L in Fig. i is the
switch vhich cuts out the note magnifiers not
in use. Omitting the H.F. valve for the
moment, when the switch is in the righthand position the rectifier only is in circuit,
in the centre position the rectifier and onê
note magnifier are connected, whilst in the
left-hand position the rectifier and both note
magnifiers are in use. Slight readjustments
of the tuning may he found to be necessary
when note magnifiers are added or cut out.
Immediately on the left of the H.F. transfqr mer is a two-way switch M (visible in
Fig. t), which is used to add thé H.F. valve.
In the left-hand position this valve is in
circuit; in the right-hand position it is disconnected. At the same time it is necessary
when cutting out the HF. to pull «ut the
H.F. transformer (hence the use of the 4-pin
type of transformer), and to re erse the connections of the reaction coil.
The grid condenser and leak are inside the
box and of quite normal design, the condenser
being composed of mica and tin-foil, the leak
being a pencil line. The thickness of this
was varied until the best results were ohtaincd, and the line was then sealed with a
generous coating of shellac varnish.
The
other small condensérs in the set are similarly
made.
With appropriate terminals for the aerial
and earth, telephones and batteries, the set
is complete so far as essentials are concerned,
but three other s\vitclles, not visible on the
photographs, are fitted, the first of which cuts
out the high tension battery (which should

condenser.

\Vhen high frequency amplification is in
tise it is, of course, always advisable to react
on the 1-I.F. transformer so as to minimise the
possibility of radiation should the set oscillate,
for nothing is more annoying to listeners-in
than to hear the continual and senseless
whistling caused by others in the neighbourhood allowing their sets to oscillate. 1\Iany
beginners, howeer, seem to think that by
working in the way suggested results will
suffer somewhat, but this is certainly not the
case, and the writer himself finds it if anything easier to. manipulate the set in this

manner, whilst the results obtained are at the
very least equal to those obtained by reacting
on to the A.T.1.
For this reason it is strongly recommended
that anyone at any distance from a broadcasting station who can afford more than one
valve should make the first-stage valve a
high frequency amplifier. These arguments
in favour of this method are, of course, in addition to the fact that it is one of the P.M.G.'s
regü$ions that the re.tion coil shall not be
coupled to the \.T.l. during broadcast hours
on broadcast wavelengths.
In order to use reaction iii this way it was
necessary to fit a holder for the reaction coil
arranged so that the coupling between that

coil and the high frequency transformer could
he varied. The photograph shows the coil
(Il) in this holder (J), which is pivoted on
ail upright rod so that the coil can he swung
round over tile transformer for tight coupling
or a\vay to one side for loose coupling. A
long flexible lead is shown. connected to 'the
clips of the holder, and the wires at the other
end of the lead are soldered to small strips of
brass similar to those used on the coil-holders,
these being simply plugged in to the other
reaction coil-holder on the right of the set.
The connections could be made permanently
296
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many factors beyond the set itself having a
bearing on them-height and length of aerial,
position, directioii skill of. the operator and
so on. \Vith the set described, however, and
a rather badly screened aerial 35ft. long and
25ft. high, perfectly good reception is possible
from any of the British broadcasting stations
(indeed, Glasgow and Cardiff, though farther
away. seem better than Manchester, Newcastle, or even Birmingham) whilst telephony
from the Paris stations, the Hague and LP
is quite good. London
course, always
too strong for comfort witl more than three
valves in tise, and two are uually ample. All
the usual Continental statn come in quite
well, whilst the American hglì-power stations
are audible on two valves.and of quite good
strength on three.
Undoubtedly a good pair -ç4 high-resistaiice
'phones would improve mters considerably,
but several cheap 'phones have been bought
instead, so that moi-e peoiicould listen in,
a loud-speaker having been round less satisfactory acoustically. Indeed, as many as 14
of these single ear-pieces are regularly used
without any appreciable lOss of signal
strength.
In conclusion, do not be discouraged if
results at first are not quite all that might be
expected. Anyone making a set of this type
must be the holder of an experimental licence,
so lét him experiment until the results are
really good. Try different values for the condensers (especially the grid condenser) and
the gridleak, and your efforts will be finally
justified. Should any fault subsequently develop, it is usually fairly easy to trace with a
circuit arranged in this way.
Crackles which Dersist e en with the aerial

always be done when valves are being inserted or removed); the second controls the
6-volt low tension battery, whilst the third
serves the same purpose except that a small
fixed resistance is included in the circuit when
this switch is used. Hence when a newly
charged àccümulator is in use and only one
or two valves ar lighted, ft is still possible
to control the filament brilliancy right down
to a dull glow.
A circuit diagram of the complete set is
given in Fig. 2.
The high tension aiìd low tension batteries
are external to the set, hut in the writer's case
the whole are contained in a kind of flattopped bureau made for the purpose.
The high tension battery Consists of flashlamp batteries mounted ina box, on one side
of which a switch is fitted to vary the voltage
beteen 15 and 45 volts. In this Connection
it is worth while fitting a " dead " stud between e ery two live ones, so that thé switch
arm cannot short-circuit sections of the
battery.
It is also advisable to connect a 2-volt flashlamp bulb in series with the II.T., to serve as
a fuse should this battery he accidentally
connected across the filaments of the valves
at any time. A large capacity tin-foil and
mica condenser is connected directly across
the 'high tension supply.
Perhaps a word as to the total cost would
not be out of place, and the following list
will gi\e a fairly good idea, actual present-day
prices being given in each case for components identical with 'those described here.

isf

-

-

Four valves at Iss
Four yalve panels at
6d .......
Set of coils
Accumulator, 6 volts, 6o amp hours

High-tension battery
.........
Condenser parts
............
HF. transformers and mountings
Two L. F. transformers at 15S .......
Two ex-Government single ear-piece
'phones at 4S .............
Valve holder for H.F. transformer
Switches
..............
Wire, terminals, etc
..........
Parts for small fixed condensers ......
Wood for box hinges, etc
Sundry screws, etc
.........

Lsd.o
'

1

i

o
2

0

12

6

iç

o
o

6

disconnected may occur. Switch out all but
the rectifying vahe and see if they are still
there. If they are, you knov immediately
that they are not due to either the high frequency circuit or to either of the note magnifiers. On the other hand, 4if they are ñot
audible on one valve, add one more at a time
and notice when they commence, and you
then know at once to which part of the circuit
they are due. If possible solder all connect ions.
The set has been described here exactly as
it has been made and as it is in use, but
doubtless various modifications will occur to

o

1

i

o

o

1

10

0

S

o

1

0
o

2

6
o
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experienced readers.
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Tràcking

:±
o the wireless enthusiast the thunder-

storm is usually nothing more than a
disturber of an otherwise wellbehaved and orderly ether. It is Snot often
that the .wireless experimenter gives any more
thought to the electric storm of Nature than to
the problem of devising a means to minimise
the disquieting noises caused by such storms
in the telephones of his receiving set. Yet
the thunderstorm is a phenomenon which
-presents a most fascinating problem to anyone who is really interested in the -wider
aspects and app! ications of wireless science.
Tracking thunderstorms has already become
a part of tue routine work of some of our
best equipped weather observing stations, and
it seems as if the wireless experimenter hàs
a most excellent opportunity of helping in
this \ery interesting scientific work.
Thunderstorms are the "big game" of
the ether, and there is much of the excitement of the hunt in running one of these
storms literally ''to earth." Probably the
simplest method of hunting thunderstorms is
with a frame aerial used as a direction finder.
Such a frame aerial must have a large wa'elength, since more thunderstorms are picked
up on the higher than on the lôwer wave-

-T
noisy

storms. The. apparatus is installed in-à
small square building consisting of two
rooms (see Fig. i, on the next page).
In
the lower room are the amplifier and various
other instruments familiar: to the wireless
experimenter. The. franie aerial is in the
room above, and since the room is only. just
big enough to allow the aerial to rotate and
access is gained only by a small door, t is a
difficult matter to photograph the aerial. The
frame is 9ft. long, 5ft. high, ift. wide, and
there are no less than 140 turns of wire (i8
gauge) round it. Sixteen tappings connected
ro a switch on the baseboard of the aerial give
variations in. wavelength from 2,000 to.
25,000 metres (see Fig. 2). The whole tiling
is beautifully made, and perhaps the most
striking feature is the wonderful balance.
obtained about its vertical pivot. By means -..
of a wheel,. about the size of the stéering- :
wheel of a motor car, the frame aerial can be
rotated from t1e room below to any desired
point of the compass. The amplifier consists of H.F. valves, i detector valve, and
2
L.F. valves (see Fig. 3). The Circuit
is of the usual type, resistances of 100,000
ohms being used to couple the H.F. valves.
Observations are taken at least four times a
day, a.m., 7 a.m., i p.m., and 6 p.m. being
the usual hours of observafion.
The first attempt to track thunderstorms in
this country was made in June, 1915, at the
Meteorological Office Radio Station, Alder-

-

lengths.
The weather observing station at the
London Terminal Aerodrome,. Croydon,
possesses a frame aerial and an eight-valve
amplifier for use in the detection of thunder-

I

I

-
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shot. Initially the apparatus consisted of a
Bellini-Tosi radiögoniometer and a Mark I.
tuner with crystal detector. One of the two
triangular aerials was placed in a north-south
vertical plane, the other being placed similarly in an east-west plane. The base wires
of the aerials were each 280ft. long, and they
were fixed horizontally ioft. above the
ground. The height of the top of the mast
where the aerials met was about 6oft. A
wavelength of 600 metres was not found to
be very satisfactory, but on increasing the
wavelength of the apparatus to 5,000 metres
it soon became possible to detect the occurrence of thunderstorms 50 miles away.
\Vith wireless apparatus of this type, the
method of observation is to count the number of atmospherics heard per half minute,
say, with the goniometer set for arious directiotis, and so work through to the direction
for which the minimum number of sounds is
This minimum is generally well
heard.
marked and the direction of maximum intensity is at right angles to the minimum direction.
As with all the earlier types of dkection
finders the Bellini-Tosi apparatus at Aldershot failed to determine from which side of
the receiving station the signals came. Thus,
if a reading of south-west was obtained, the
thunderstorm was just as likely to have been
to the north-east as to the south-west. When
three .or more wireless stations are working
.

in conjunction with one another this ambiguity with regard to direction is easily

overcome.
Immediately the success of the. Aldershot
apparatus was assured, a number of the
coastal direction-finding stations were instructedto take observations of atmospherics
at regular intervals. The results of these
observations were telegraphed to Aldershot
and were charted on a large scale map -of
North-\Vest Europe. How the exact position of a thunderstorm was located is best
understood from an example.
Suppose that the following d.iretions of
maximum intensity of atmospherics were
E.S.E.; Berwick,
obtained :-Aldershot,
N.E.; Flamborough, W.S.W.; and. The
Lizard, N.W. When these directions are
charted on a map (see Fig. 4) it is at once
evident that the Berwick and Aldershot directions should be the opposite to those given.
Correcting these two directions we have on
our chart four lines meeting over the mouth
of the Shannon, very, clear evidence of a
thunderstorm in that locality.
The first storm to be located iii England.
in this way was nearly oo miles. from the
most distant wireless station which helped in
its detection. On one occasion, two coastal
direction-finding stations gave correct bearings of a thunderstorm at Venice, over i,000
miles away.
By far the most interesting side of -this
P3
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that the storm was still hanging about over
the south of France.

Fi. 2.-The

Fg. 1.-Tliehousecnlafrzing the apparatus.

i.-

aerial switching.

3-The five-valve
amplifier.

-

Aldershot
station,....'
with the-Iwip o the
coastal
stations,
early he' morning
located a thunderstorm entering the
Bay of Biscay due
west of Bordeaux.By the afternoon the storm had been
-

-

'

:

-

t:

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

Fig.

served may be put
to a mucliwider tise.
Some day it may be
possible to obtain
observations
for the
greater part of the
.globe and. 'to deduce from them the
..'o r i g.i n of atmospherics and the
most usual tracks of
t h u n d e r s torms.
information
Suth
ould be of the
greatest value in
choosing the position of a high-power
wireless station, and
would make it Posopera-.
.ting wireless traffic
along the most f requent lines of travel

work, however, is
the following of a
thunderstorm as it
travels along across
sea and land. The

followed
as :
travelled' iñ' a northeasterly. direction
to Rocheforty. In..
the evening', that :
same storm was Iocated after it had
travelled eastwards
towards Lyons, and
during the night the
observations showed.

1923

rr_.

Although tbe tracking of thunderstorm in
our islands has for its immediate object the
issuing of a warning to aviators and others
of the approach of a storm, the results ob-

-

9,

-siblto'vid

-

thunderstorms.
and the resultant
atmospherics.
o f

Fig.

4.-The

charted

map.
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NEWSTHDIO
Lord Gainford gave a spirited defetice of the
B.B.C. He st(essed the fact that the dividend is
limited to 7 pr cent. and that it vas the Post Office
hich insisted that the manufacturing members of
the company should contribute to the expenses of the
company by means of a small tariff on their sales.
Over a thousand people had been -discharged owing
to the depression of trade due to thi recent agitation
Broadcasting _Vanot going to
arid cohtröversy.
stop
Contracts were iiiade until the end of the

vas transferred to its new and luxurious

last \veFk. Captain Eckersley received
2 cluarters
about forty journalists in the studio, and, in his
own inimitable fashion, gave the technical details
about the padded valls, etc., which have already been
noted in our columñs. l'he journalists vere specially
interested in the standard time clock, which is regulated by time signals from Paris. lt is the intention
:.ofthe B:B.C.-to-give the standard time at stated
ntervals for the :biieflt of rural listeners-in.

j.

-

-

-

.

-

IP,

:

:
I

WOMEN'S WIRELESS HOUR.
Pitneess Alice, Countess of AIhon?, inaugurakd the first u'omen's hour at the British Broadcasting Company's
new premises at Savoy Hill.
Picture shows Princess Alice (tvith bouquet) about Io broadcast her mcssage.
Next to her is Lord Gainford, Chairman of the B.B.C.
Everyone

was much

impressed

by

the

absolute

elimination of echo. lt makes singing and speaking
exceedingly difficult.
In the course of the evening
Lord Birkenhead, in a brilliant short speech, referred
to the unsympathetic nature of the instrument into
which he was talking. Obviously he was missing
the inspiration of an audience.
Lord Birkenhead
also said that it vas incredible that any difficulties
which the B.B.C. had with other intérests should not
be capable of adjustment.

r.

year. They had not given up hope of an ainkable
understanding with all the interests opposed to them.
Sir \Villiam Bull had his first experience of broad
casting, and in the course of a bright and breezy
speech
said the newspaper proprietors, theatre
managers and the gramophone people could no moie
keep back broadcasting than Mrs. Partington could
sweep back the Atlantic with a mop.
A fine programme was given by the Guards Band
and several capable artistes.
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Constructional

TAGS

% T 0TH ING makes the wireless

look worse than untidy
wiring.
1f leads are left
with the outer insulation loose and
ragged at the ends there is always
the danger that it may unravel far
enough to make a short circuit
possible either with another wire or
with some material whose poor insulating qualities provide a ready

To make a neat tag for leads that
have to be fixed to "push-in " terminais, where the connection Is
made by inserting the lead into a
hole in the terminal and fastening
it with a binding screw, is rather
more of a problem. A solution that

available.
The flap of the type
seen in Fig. 2 is rolled into a tube

set

IN

path

to

earth for high-frequency
currents.
Nor can
Pone feel sure that all
connections are above
suspicion if the bared
ends of the various
leads are
s m ply
twisted
round terminais and screwed
down; this is particularly the case when
Fig. 1.
"flex" leads are
used, since its fine,
strands soon give way under this
kind of treatment. To tidy up the
wiring of the set is a very simple
business that can be carried out in
odd moments when no, more pressing jobs are on hand.
Fig. i shows how a forked end
may be made on the wire itself;
this is an easy method, but it uses
i

(O.((5)

ß,_

'\-1

L

'-

A

Fig.

'

Fig.

3.

with the aid of a pair of roundnosed pliers. The bared end of the
wire, with a dressing
of fluxite, is now 1n

'

'

.

.

Fig.

4.

serted as shown at
B, the tube being
pinched up as tightly
with
as
possible
pliers. A small piece
of solder is cut off
and placed at the
top of the tube. The
tag is now he!d in
111e llame of a spirit

lamp

or Bunsen
burner until the
8ok.e,.
As
solder runs.
soon as it has set
you have a- firmly
tag upon
fixed
you
can
which
rely.
The second
(Fig. 3) can be
made without the
use of round-nosed
pliers. The corners are bent up
and folded tightly
over the wire,
solder being ruti
before.
in
as
Tags of shapes r
be
which
can
fixed in the same
way are seen in
Fig. 5.
Figs. 4 and 5.

.

answers well is seen in Fig. 6. The
body of the tag is a gin. length of
brass tubing with an inside diameter
of Am. Into one end of it is inserted a short length of Am, round
brass rod, in. being left protruding.
The tube is now filled with small
pieces of solder, on top of which is
placed a "blob" of fluxite. 'This
having been done, grasp the protruding rod with a pair of pliers
and hold the tube in the flame of a
gas ring until the slder melts.
'Then dip the bared end of the vire
into fluxite and push it into the solder. When it has set the solder
vill hold both wire and rod firmly
in place.
-

8o1e4

tp

Fi

a good deal of vire, for about two
inches must be bared and bent to
make each end connection.
Figs 2 and 3 show forked tags
made from thin sheet brass. To
cut them out use an old pair of
strong scissors if tin-snips are not
-

i.

_______

F. 7.
If you frequently try new circuits
or make fresh combinations of your
apparatus, you will appreciate connections which can be slipped into
place in a moment and yet hold
tightly without any screwing down.
One of the most useful of these
lt is nothing
appears in Fig.
more than a pair of sprin paper
slips of the smallest size joined by
.
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a -length of flex, one end of which
is soldered by each.

Fig. 8 shows a most convenient
quick-fastening terminal w hich cati
be used with either forked or hook..
shaped tags. To make it, unscrew
the top nut of an ordinary terminal
and slip over the screw first a
loose!y fitting flat washer then a
;spring washer. Next screw the tep
:
T'p.

Fig.

8.

tut lightly

down.
Either of the
tags mentioned can be slid instantly
asher and the
between the flat
loer nut, and as the spring presses
the flat washer down a good firm
No terminals
contact is assured.
are more convenient than these for
the valve oanel and for the inductance coil holder.

A USEFUL HIGH-TENSION

BATTERY
Cl-lEAP but quite satisfactory
unit for supplying the high
voltage and tiny current required by the anode Circuits of the
receiving set can be put together
very easily by means of pocket
llnshlainp batteries and some of the
parts of an H.T. batter3 that has
been discarded as of no further use.
-1-

-

H.T.. battery.

My own, made in this way, has
been in daily use for four
Run
months on a llve-vaIe set.
together in the first instance as a
makeshift in an emergency, it
proved so satisfactory that it lias
After all
remairle(l in position.

113W

this time the average potential
under load of the batteries of which
it is made up is still in the neigh
volts apiece-their
bourhood of
original reading was 44 volts, and
it has never given any trouble by
producing unwanted noises.
Most wireless men have one
two old H.T. batteries knocking
about amongst their miscellaneous
gear. These should be despoiled
of both their wax and of the-small
sockets for wander-plugs with
which they are provided.
From a dozen to eighteen flashlamp batteries are now procured
and connected in series as shown
Fig. g.
in
In
most makes
the long strips are negative, the
short ones positive.
Bend one of
the long strips back on itself, as
shown, and solder its end to the
short strip of the next battery.
Proceed until all are joined up.
Now t4e the sockets, soldering
one to the free strip at either end of
the row of batteries, and the rest
to the bridging strips.
A dozen
batteries thus provide a 54-volt
i-LT. unit with 4-volt steps up.
Melt down the wax, and pour
some of it into a suitable box.
Place the. cells on the layer so
formed and arrange them so that
their sides do not touch each other.
Then pour in the remainder of the
vax available and allow it to cool.
R. W. H.

HOW TO MAKE A SPRING
TERMINAL BLOCK
-

ASPRING terminal block for
connecting several- pairs of
'phones in parallel is a very
useful addition to any receiving outfit, -and the necessary materials and
parts for its construction are easily
acquired.
The 'phones may be
quickly plugged in or v'ithdran
without making adjustments, and if
the 'phone, leads should be suddenly jerked they simply slide out of
circuit instead 01 breaking or pulling the receiver on the floor. The
terminal block to he described ill
accommodate from one to six paies
of 'phones.
Two pieces of round brass rod,
each about sin. long and large
enough in diameter to slide comfortably through an ordinary large
spacer washer, are slotted by means
of a hacksaw and threaded at each
end, as shon at A, Fig. io.
A length of brass or copper vire
is cut up into short lengths and
soldered inside each spacer washer,

as shown at B. Thesé bridges
engage the slots in the rods -and
prevent the spacer washers from

th

Fit.

10.-The

terminal block.

turning.

A groove, slightly smaller
than a semi-circle, is cut across
both edges of the spacer washers
on a direct line with the
ire
bridges.
This will be clearly
understood by referring to the sectional diagram C, which represents
B cut through the diameter.
The rods are mounted about
apart on a piece of iin. ebonite,
4m. long by lin. wide, and clamped
firmly by means of a nut at each
side of the ebonite. Two terminals
may be included, one connected to
each of the rods.
The prepared
spacer
ashers are now slipped
over the rod (five on each), and an
ordinary brass washer is placed over
the rods on each tier. The springs
ma's' be made of brass
ire wound
round a pencil, the correct tension
being ascertained by a little experi-

men ting.
Final adjustments are made by
adjusting the nuts at the top of the
rods, which may have one or more
washers placed between them and.
the tops of the springs.
The general arrangement of the
device is sho n at D. The ebonite
bae may be screwed down to any
suitable wooden baseboard recessed
O. J. R.
to receive the nuts.

USEFUL METHOD OF
TAPPING COILS..
THERE are numerous ways of
taking tappings during the
process of winding an inductance coil; each of them no doubt
has its own particular merits, but
A

Cut He, t

Ft. 11.-A

coil tapping.
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the one about to be dscribed has
always been found simple in use
lt can
and perfectly satisfactory.
be employed for, tapping basket
coils as well as single-la) er induct-

ances.
We will suppose thàt a coil of
the latter type Is being wound
and that tappings are desired at
every tenth turn. Begin at the
left-hand end of the former and
wind away from you. When the
Ìenth complete turn is reached, hold
the turns on the former in place by
means of the left thumb and let the
loose part of the wire pass.between
the first and second fingers of the
same hand. With the right hand
bare about sin. of the wire just
above the place where the left
thumb is holding all secur, and
then do the sanie thing four inches
further on.
Lay the two bared
parts together and give them a
twist with a pair of flat-nosed pliers.
Then go on with the winding.
Never remove the insulation from
fine copper wire by burning it off,
one sometimes sees recoinmended.
Copper is hardened by
being heated and allowed to cool
slowly. The heat of a match flame
is quite enough to make fine wire
brittle, and if vire is treated in this

May
amongst his wir'eless gear, 'other'wise he will run the risk of causing
serious interference with others' reception during his: tests, if he attempts to use broadcasting wavelengths. A frame will also be
found very useful by those whose

stations are so situated. that jam-

as

way it will probably break during
the twisting process.
Proceed in the way described at
each tapping point; then anchor the
far end of the Wire and return to
the tappings. These will now be
in the form of loops two inches
long. Give the wire another twist
if necessary, apply a little solder.
then cut. This gives a four-inch
vire for making connections from
each tapping point.
The joints
should be coated with shellac
varnish.
The ordinary soldering-iron will
be found too clumsy a tool for this
kind of fine work. lt is better to
make up a special one from a piece
of (in, round or square copper rod,
one end of which is driven into a
tool-handle, whilst the other is filed
to a flat point. Such an iron cools
rather quickly, but it saves so much
time and trouble by its handiness
that one does not mind this.
A
spirit lamp should be kept burning
on the table for heating it.
R. W. H.
AN INEXPENSIVE FRAME

AERIAL.
THE experimenter who is engaged in trying out new circuits, such as those containing
double reaction or some other form
of super-regeneration, is almost
bound to have a frame aerial

Fi. J2.-The

frame aerial complete.

ming by local transmissions is the
rule rather than the exception, for
this type of aerial is so markedly
directional in its action that unwanted signals can usually be tuned
out without difficulty.
A frame with two-foot sides will
be

found

a

very convenient size,

B

4

4k"

.

Fg. 13.-One of

the cross feet.

since it does not take up too much
room. With it, an ordinary set vill
give signals of about one-third the
strength of those brought in by the
outdoor aerial; to obtain anything
like the same strength and range,

Tfl'ul'T

TIT,

-/;s'

'_
k

---------- ;?#.Y-- --------

Fig.

14.-The ebonie

spreader.

high frequency ampi fying valves
must be added to compensate for its
lower efficiency.
To obtain two-foot sides,. the diagonal pieces n)ust have a length of
approximately 34m. The upright
i

9,

1923

one is ¿ut 401n. long to allow of its
being mounted ori a stand (Fig. 12).
These diagonals are of pine

iln.

broad and, im, thick. They are
joined together by being slotted
and fastened with a couple of
screws. The upright is fixed to a
cross-shaped stand.
lt is not desirable to tap a frame
aerial, since to do so produces deadends which give rise to a markéd
loss in efficiency. lt 4s best, therefore, to adopt a number of turns
that will tune with a o.00i
condenser in parallel to wavelengths
useful for experimental purposes.
Eight turns on the two-foot frame
with 1in. spacing give a wavelength range of approximately 300
to 800 metres-a very rough rule of
thumb which may be found useful is
that on this sized frame, the minimum wavelength with a o.00i
condenser equals the number of
turns multiplied by 40.
The spacing is done by making
ebonite spreaders of the size shown
in Fi. i
and fixing! them by
means"of srews to the rms. Stout
bell wire of good quality will be
found excellent for making the
windings. Its ends are attached to
a pair of terminals mounted on a
small ebonite block fixed to one of
the arms of the stand.

IMPROVING CHEAP
RHEOSTATS
THE most common t)pe

is

fitted with a top ùut, which
keeps, or, rather, should keep,
spindle so
adjusted
that
the
the
arm makes firm contact
with the spiral of resistance
wire. What actually happens is
that when the knob has been
rotated a tew times tuis nut works
loose and the arm revolves in a
crazy way, making contact only
here and there. The knob is supposed to screw down on to this nut
so that the two may lock, but it is
so difficult to hold the nut whilst
tightening up that a real locking
effect is almost impossible to obtain.
The best remedy is to drill a
6B.A. tapping hole through one
face of the nut, and to fit a setAdjustment then becomes
screw.
as easy as could be desired.

On the lower side of the rheostat
the arm is held between a pair of
nuts; but here again it is by no
means an easy job to get them to
The following tip
lock properly.
will save a great deal of trouble.
Secure the arm to the nut by means
of a "sweated " joint made with a
little solder, then screw on nut and
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ärm to the right h&ght, and solder
them to the spindle.
.\nother fault frequently occurrinr in chean rheostats is that the
spiral is wound with either too little
wire, or with stuff of too large
gauge; hence there is not sufficient
resistance to enable one to properly
control the supply to the valvés.
Spirals with a value of 5 ohms can
be bought for about 6d. apiece from
wireless shops, and it is an easy
matter to fit one of them in place
of the old coil. If desired, a new
resistance spiral may be made at
home by winding 3 yards of No. 24
Eureka vire tightly round a slate
pencil.
R. W. H.
A

SIMPLE KEY SWITCH
HERE is a certain amount of

fascination
something in
mystery, and when
cultivate the habit
receiving sets

.'ith
-

in
possessing
the nature of a

small brothers
of interfering
the possession

ceitly

A convenient section is Im, w ide
by in. in thiclness, and the table
hereunder gives wiring data for a
former of these dimensions.
lt will be seen that to provide a
resistance of 300 ohms the windo
ingS will occupy sin. with Nò.
vire, 6m
ith No. 32 and 4in.
with No. 34. An extra Iin. must

The two brass strips are connected in series with one of the
battery leads; thus it will be seeñ
that by screwing in the key the
lower strip makes contact with the
upper one and closes the circuit.
B in Fig. i shows a still less
complicated arrangement, although
perhaps this method is not quite so
reliable, o ing to the spring brass
strips having a tendency to sag and
close the circuit when the key is
withdrawn.
To overcome this
difficulty, however, it is only necessary to place the strips a little farther apart and use a key or plug
of a correspondingly larger diameter.
The panel is drilled and
bushed with a small spacer washer,
and the key is made from a short
length of round brass rod which
ill slide freely through the bush.
One end is slightly tapered and a
small knob is attached to the other
end. If desired, a small ring or
the top of an old key may be
soldered on in place of the knob.

H
Fig.

17.-Dimensions for

slider.

be alloed in every case, since at
each end fin. is needed for mounting purposes, and a. in. must be
left bare.
Slate can be cut quite easily wifh
a stiff-backed saw, and trimmed
with a medium file.
A HOME-MADE POTENTIOWhatever gauge of
ire is
METER
chosen, it should be enamelled, as
AGRID potentiometer is al- the turns can thus be wound on asmost an essential part of any
closely together as possible. \Vind
wireless set provided with
them as tightly and as evenly as
high-frequency amplification. Such
you can, and when all the vire is
C
on give the turns a coat of énamel
Fig. 15.-The su'itch terminals.
/ßvr.a *ods
or shellac, which wjll serve to keep
them in place.
of a master key is indeed someFig. tó shows one method of
thing to be proud of.
mounting the wood former, but if
At \, Fig. 15, a strip of fairly
preferred holes can be bored in the
stout brass is bent Z shape and
slate with a breast drill and the
provided with t o holes for attachformer screwed down directly to
ing sanie to the inside of the panel
Fig. 16.-The wood former, mounted.
the supports. The latte,-, as well
by means of small screws or bolts.
as the baseboard, should be of
A strip of spring brass about sin.
a gadget costs a good deal to buy,
long and cut to the same width as
mahogany, teak oi- seasoned oak.
but it can be made at home at very
the thicker piece is similarly
The ends of the windings are taken
attached to the -panel in the posilittle cost indeed.
to the
terminals A and B.
tion shown. Near
Bet wee n the
POTENTIOMETER.
the top of this
supports are Fixed
Table
for
former
lin,
wide
by
l,in.
thick.
strip and in a
two narallel rods
direct line with
of .win. round
Turns per
Res, in ohms per
Turns
wound
S
W.G.
Ohms
per
lb.
its centre a hole
brass to carry
inch.
inch of windings.
by
Oz.
is drilled through
______
the sliding conthe panel and a
tact, details of
30
4,000
540
73
33
4B.A.
is
nut
which are givea
6,900
32
83
50
708
carefully fitted iii
in Fig.
The
12,000
'98
960
34
75
same and secured
body consists of
y.:t it is ..c.vsaany,
a b r a s s block
with a little seccotine.
The key
To carry the windings
reiin. X tin. X tin. thick in which two
comprises a short length of 4B.A.
quire a rectangular slate former
boles are drilled to fit the rods.
screwed brass rod rounded. off at
which may be of any desired size,
'IWo springy strips of brass, bent as
one end and fitted with
small
according to the gauge of \Vire
shoon, are screwed to the slider.
knob at the other end.
used and the resistance required.
R. W. H.

I

The switch is connected in series
with one of the battery leath, the
connecting
ires- being preferably
soldered to any convenient part of
O. J. R.
the brass strips.

I.

to

I

I

I

:

i

i.

:

-
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A PROGRESSIVE UNIT. RECEIVING SYSTEM
This forms the fifth part of our special series of articles dealing willi the construct ion of a complete
uni! receiving system. Every piece of apparatus described will be subsequently used in more
ambitious sels.

PART V.-A COMBINED VALVE AND CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.
(Continued Irom No.

week we described the

construction of the high-tension
LAST
battery and the salve panel.

It vill,

of course, be necessary to

4,

page 239.)

shows the circuit used.
that the vahe acts
as a high-frequency amplifier, the
crystal detector and telephones
being connected across the two inductance coils L, and L4 connected
in the anode circuit of the valve.

Fig.

should preferably not be less than
30 ampere hours. \n accumulator
of this kind may be bought for about
£2 iOS. Do not, under any circumstances, buy a
c h e ap

It will

inferior

accumulator. See
that the plates
are thick, preferably not less than
Ac?sin. thick.
cuniulators
are
sold at all prices,
but I have never
yet met a good
one sold cheaply.

Operation of the Receiver
The receiver here described vill
give very good results on all wavelengths from about i5o to 700.
Probably the best way of operating the set is to place all the inductance in L, and L4 in circuit.
Adjust the crystal detector very
carefully and adjust the handles on
the inductances L, and L, in the
same way as if tuning the crystal
detector circuit previously described.
Having obtained signals, careS
fully adjust the detector, and adjust
the aerial circuit by moving the
knob on L, and L., until the maximum response is obtained. Next.
adjust the handles on L, and L, in
a systema.ic manner until signals
are at their best.

Assembling the
Apparatus
Having made
or bought the different component
parts, connect
them up in the
manner shown in
Fig. i. This pictorial tepresenta-

tion

2

be seen

should

ffljijffllf

E

Eig: 1,-The complete sel, showing connections.

buy the six-volt accumulator before
being able to make up the first 'alve
set.
1f you have not already bought
this purpose, I
an accumulator
would adÑise you to buy a six-volt
30-ampere-hour accumulator. It is
to be noted that some makers

to get

specify the capacity of their accumulators in ignition hours, which
are always twice the actual hours
owing to the fact that the current
for ignition purposes is intermittent.
Take care, therefore, that your accumulator Sis rated by its actual
capacity, which, as stated above,

of

.

fr

-.

-Li

enable even the
veriest beginner

,,..

'7

good

results.
L1 and L3 are
induc20-turn
as
detances,
scribed in No. i
TV

Weekly.
L3 are

i

r e

i

ri

L4T'-

.:.9P:

e s s

L, and

ioo-turn
inductances, made
accordance
i n
with the instructions in No. 2 of
this journal.

,I,IpIL_uIIIuI,III,IIIIiII

i

j

I

Fie. 2.-Wiring diagram

of

the- receiver.
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LONG-DISTANCE AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
Sorne unusual distances obtained by an experimenter.

volts 2K\V succeeded in raising 2GG last
week.
On \pril 23rd, about 10.15, 2KW ias
again successful in raising 8BM., Communication was then successfully established, and
the station workéd together for a considerable time. Signals at .8BM were reported
QS at times, though they faded now, and
then. The power input at 2KW was then
4.8 watts.
lt is felt that this constitutes something
of a record, and reports of recption of 2K\V's
signals will be greatly appreciated. He may
be heard working most nights up to 12.0

Friday, April 20th, about 9.0 GMT,
heard callig CQ by British
2K\V (\V. R. Burne, Sale, Cheshire).
This call he answered, and listened for a reply.
A further call from 8BM was again
answered, which brought a, receipt from
ON

813M was

813M.

The signals from 2F\V were reported
QRZ, though the call sign was evidently
zeadcorrectly by 8B\l.
The stations are about 350 miles apart,
and the power input at 2K\V was tlìeii
20 milliamperes at 250 volts, giving a power
of 5 atts.
With an input of ii milliamperes at 150

-

midnight on

200

metres:

LAW

WIRELESS AND THE

/

-

1

I

-

T

H
I..

-

Extensive experiments have recently been carrid out at Scotland Yard with a view to ascertaining whether wireless
telephony would afford a quicker means of inier-coinmunication between stations. The photograph shows the apparatus
installed at Scotland Yard.
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LOCAL

OSCILLATOR

...
.

By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS, Associate Editor of

" Wfreles

Weekly.

Tkevalize of a separate heterodyne oscillator is not apparent uniti the upper wavelengths are reached.
In order to help the experimenter to obtain the maximum efficiency over a wai'elength range
of from 7,00 to 24,000 metres (he following constructional items will be found of ue.
(Continued from No.

4,

page 214.)

dimensions shown,- and are held in place
one on each side of the grid coil by
means of 4B.A. nuts -threaded on to the
spindle X. The purposeof these strips is,
of course, to hold thé grid coil in place,

eheral appearance of the instrument will be apparent from an examinarFHE
Lion of thç photograph, Fig. 2.
This
be
it
will
oscillator,
and
actual
the
shows
noticed at once how compact and portable

and it may be mentioned at this juncture that
it does not matter if the grid coil slightly rotate5
as the handle F is pulled out or pushed in.
A sufficient length of wireshould he left out
f iom the grid coil to connect to the necessary
terminals as shown in Fig. 4, and this should
be encased in rubber tubing such as is used
for bicycle valves. SyseCoflex tubing is a
little stiff for the nio able coil, and it might in
time cause a fracture of the leads where they
enter the coil B. These points should be
bound round with silk thread to prevent the
wire tearing away from the surface of the coiL
If preferred, the V-24 valve clips C (Fig. 3).
may be purchased, hut if the experimenter
wishes to make them up he can cut them out
of th by
phosphor-bronze strip, the
dimensions being clearly shown at C, Fig. 3.
They should he mounted in position on the
panel as shown in Fig. 2, so that the anode
of the valve is uppermost and so that the

the design is.

-th

Fig.

2.-Photograph of

the

valve lies horizontally across the panel. At
this point it may be mentioned that if the
operator does not like the glare from the fila-.

oscillator.

Fig. 3 shows the various cornpoilent parts dissected, so that
the experimenter can obtain the
necessary measurements f o r
making them up himself. Fig. 4
shows a perspective view of the
arrangement of the grid and
anode coils, so that there will
be no difficulty in following the
letters referring to the various
parts of the instrument.
The grid coil can now be
mounted in position on the
spindle F, which has been
passed through the panel X,
when the two strips H, Fig. 3,
have been cut out. These consist of iin. ebonite cut to the
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ment of the a1ve, the glass may easily he'
painted oser with a coating of lamp stain of
aliy desired colour. In the photograph the

-.

-

tage, and it may be said here that it will produce oscillations when placed at a distance of
3ft. to 4f t. from a receiver. In practice, however, it is as vell to have it fairly close to tle
receiver, because the strength of the oscillations can a!ways he controlled by means of
the, coupling handle F. Fig. 5 shows a circuit
diagram of the complete arrangement, and
it will be found that it well repays any time
and expense involved in putting it together.
The advantages of local heterodyning on
long wavelengths do not seem to be fully
appreciated, but one has only to use such a
local oscillator as described in this article to
immediately notice the increase in signal
stength upon the higher wa\elengths. Several
modifications of this design may present
themselves to the reader, and, of course, the
wavelength range may be extended by means
of suitable fixed condensers added to the circuit and suitable tappings taken from the coil.
The writer, however, has not found any of
these expedients necessary, as it is not essential to produce Ical oscillations to obtain
high efficiency on wavelengths much below
the minimum figure coered by this instrument.
The disadvantage of the Townshend pattern of buzzing vave-neter is that it radiates
all sorts of harmonics and produces direct in-

-

Fig. 4.

valve looks as if it vere black; this is because
it is coated 'idi green lamp stain. After a
considerable series of experiments, it has been
found that this green colour is the most restful to the eye, and the experimenter who frequently uses a large number of valves for long
periods at a stretch will appreciate this
reniaric
In order to keep the oscillations copstant
over the necessary range of waveletigtli, the
small filament resistance G, Fig. , is inserted
directly in the positive filament lead. This
allows about 5 to 5 volts to pass to the filanient of the valve, and keeps it burning at a

-

duction effects, which upset the readings on
the shortér wae-lengtlìs. Itis also liable io
cause trouble ifúsedforany length of time,
and there is no buzzing wave-meter on the
market w hich compares in any way with the
heterodyne pattern.
.
\Vhere it is possible to obtain one, the
Army pattern .of heterodyne wave-meter
.

constant temperature, which is not so great as
to cause the valve to have a short life only.
A variable filament resistance might be incorporated if desired, but would necessitate a considerable amount of adjustment in order to
obtain satisfactory working oser a range of
wavelengths, and would upset the calibration
of the instrument altogether. The " Polar"
condenser, as already explained, was selected
on account of its great constancy of operation, and has been found to be exceedingly
suitable. This oscillator, when completed and
when fed with about 20 volts on the H.T. terminais, will produce continuous waves freely
over the specified band of wavelengths. The
necessary adjustments are effected by altering
the coupling of the grid coil B and to capacity of the variable condenser. With a very

- LT+
Fig. 5.

should be used to cover the shorter wavelengths, as it viIl be found that the beat note
from both wave-meters is very similar in
characteristics.

little practice the experimenter ill learn to
manipulate this apparatus to the best. adan-
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By OUR SPECIAL

CORRESPONDENTS

The Boomerang
AFTER a particularly hectic
time at the instigation of
the
popular press, the
B.B.C.. is enjoying an unwonted
spell of that blessed state, tranquillity.
The theatrical ban on
broadcasting as in a large measure
responsible for this swing round of
press opinion. The last thing the
theatrical managers wished vas to
popularise broadcasting, but this is
just what they have succeeded in
doing,

All

Musical Controller of the B.B.C.
The appointment of Mr. Percy
Pitt as Musical Controller of the
B.B.C. gave rise to the erroneous
but somewhat natural impression
that Mr. L. Stanton Jeifries had

The S.O.S. call for help from
LO the other evening, as a result
of which a mother was rushed
up from the Midlands in time to
be present at the death of her son
in the Middlesex Hospital, was one
of the most thrilling and touching
incidents that wireless has produced.
Even hardened listeners-in state
they vere indescribably thrilled
when Mr. Burrow's mellow tones
made the appeal. Over thirty cars
raced to Flitwick, some of them
from London.
The B.B.0 will be willing to
render help in life and death cases
of this nature, but obviously great
care would have to ke exercised in
acceding to similar requests. Th
Scot who has lost a saxpence
cannot expect to have his mfortune borne on the waves of the
ether.

been superseded. Mr. Jeifries still
continues his excellent work as
Musical Director of the B.B.C.
There are, however, some important new developments maturing,
and Mr. Pitt will be responsible
for those. Mr. Pitt would perhaps
be niore accurately styled as Consultant Advisor. He will advise the
company generally on all matters
of prime musical importance. He
will be responsible for an operatic
night once a fortnight, a male
voice quartette twice weekly, and a
string quartette once weekly.

Sunday Programmes
also develoo the musical
side of the Sunday programmes,
and will organise groups of singers
and players who vill be sent on
tour throughout the provinces.
This still leaves Mr. Jeifries with
an enormous amount of work to
do, including the hundreds of
additions of new artistes who vih
to broadcast.
Uí

echo has been completely
elimiiiated, but the effect of speaking or singing is, at first, most disconcerting. The canvas on the
valls absorbs all resonance, and the
voice is the same as speaking in
the open air.
The announcers
find it very exhiusting, and the
singers are apt' to feel at first that
they are off foim. However, there
is no doubt that the studio is a
triumph in broadcasting acoustics.

Broadcasting and Distress

will

The New Studio
The new studio at 2L0 is a
gorgeous room in gold and blue.

Broadcasting and the Cup Final
The deplorable Stadium scandal
might possibly have been avoided
if the desire of the B.B.C. to
broadcast an entertainment for the
benefit of the crowds attending the
Cup Final had been granted. The
B.B.C. were anxious to transmit a
special performance from 2L0, and
had made experiments with extra
loud speakers which were ery successful, but in the end the red tape

merchants triumphed and the proposai vas turned down.
There is no doubt at all that the
crowd could have been kept more
in hand with the aid of loud
speakers. \Vhenever the break-in
began a message could have been
telephoned to 2L0 and broadcast
with sobering effect back to the
crowds. For all that the authorities could do, there might have
been hundreds of persons crushed
to death in the mêlée.
lt is to be hoped that someone
will find out who was responsible
for turning down the B.B.C. prooosals.
When constabulary duty is to
be done the policeman's lot is
not a happy one, particularly on a
Cup Final, and the authorities
cannot afford to ignore any precaution which would tend to alleviate
the lot of the police.
Cave Exploring as a Sport
Dr. Baker, Director of the University of London School of Librarianship, will give a talk from 2L0
on Cave Exploring as a Sport. If
he would also give one on house
hunting as a pastime, he might be
able to bring a measure of relief
to that jaded section of the cornmunity which has no home to call
its own.
Miss José Collins is giving sx
talks on Beauty Culture from 2L0.
At least, no one vll ever be able
to say to Miss Collins; Physician,
heal thyself," because she has dtscovered the secret of perennial
She will piobably talk
beauty.
about the effect of mind upon the
appearance. "A contented mind
is a blessing kind." It is to be
hoped that some of the theatrical
managers will listen-in to her remarks, because rumour haS it that
they are losing their beauty sleep
over the effect of broadcastiñg on
the theatres.

I..
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But surely the theatre managers
are asking for trouble 'hen they
seek to impede the whole progress
of wireless science. All their new
contracts are to contain a clause
preventing their artistes from
broadcasting, and refusing engagements to those artistes who have
broadcasted. This has been followed by a threat of listeners-in to
boycott the plays, and if such a regrettable thing should happen, the
theatrical managers will
have the sombre consolation of knowing that they
have themselves to blame.
It is the old case of George
Stephenson a n d t h e
If the
coo " again.

vere installed in one restaurant
halt and five in a slightly smaIle
hail adjoining, the instruments
being equally distributed.
T
receiving Circuits vere employed,
working off separate aerials; in one
instance a Sterling two-valve set
was used, and in the other a singlevalve set. The outputs from these
connected
instruments
were
through inter-valve transformers to
tv o Magnavox three-stage power

-

theatrical '' coo '' vill insist in getting in the way
of the wireless train, then
it is going to be " vera inconvenient for the coo."
Broadcasting
is
going
on, and the sooner the
theatrical managers realise
this the better.

It's an Ill

President Harding and Broadcasting
The latgest audience ever addressed by an American President
ill listen to President Harding's
speech, to be delivered at the Metropolitan Opera House on the evening
of May ioth, on the occasion of the celebration
of the twenty-seventh anniversary of the Volunteers of America.
The speech will be
picked üp by sensitive
microphones and broad-.
casted t h ro ugh the
American Telephone and
Telegraph
Company's
wireless station in New
York. Under favourable
conditions this station
has been heard in the
Hawaiian Islands and in
Europe, and is within
range of high-grade receiving sets in any State
of the Union.
This will be the first
time that the President
has spoken through a
broadcasting station in
this manner.

........

Miss Dixon
(Auntie Sophie
of

2L0)

Wind-

result of the recent Press
attacks and of the uncertainty of
the licences, thousands of employees
have already been dismissed in the
ireless trade.
As a

-

.

A Wireless Achievement

experimenting,
much
After
Messrs. Harrods decided upon a
very efficient system of sound distribution in connection with wireless broadcasting in their extensive
Georgian Restaurant. This
system vas utilised on the
occasion of the recent Royal
wedding, when twelve Mag-.
navox loud speakers entertained over 4,000 people with
the sones and musical items
transmitted by many wellknown artists from 2L0.
No furthe.r comment re-s
garding the absolute success
of the evening need be made beyond
that given in the Daily Exjress, as
follows
"Every member of the
audience heard perfectly. lt was
a great technical triumph."
lt vill be of interest to readers
of Wireless Weekly to know the
method of operating so many instruments over such an expanse of
floor space; for undoubtedly it was
the largest exhibition of perfect
wireless reception ever attempted
under one roof.
Seven Magnavox loud speakers
:

a

beneath the instruments, all battery
leads being kept. as short as possible. The valve filaments in the
receiving instruments vere carefully
adjusted and the amplifier filaments
gradually stepped up, and at no
time were they full on. By this
system of distribution and valve adj ustment perfect reproduction
vas
obtained without the necessity - of
overloading each instrument, which
only produces distortion. Furthermore, no matter w here one was
throughout the two great halls,
every item could be distinctly and
enjoyably heard, which was amply.
testified by the continued applause
of the audiencé.

The Women's Hour

.1

amplifiers using L.S.2 valves. The
low-tension terminàls were virecl
in parallel and operated from one
6-volt 66-ampere-hour (actual) accumulator, but each high-tension
circuit was separately supplied with
300 volts from, dry batteries.
The
output terminals of these power
amplifiers fed the loud speakers
through two circuits; in one room
seven inputs were wired in parallel,
and in the other five. Each Magnavox Field was separately excited
from 6-volt accumulators placed

nèw feature of the broadcasting 'programmes is to be the
Women's Hour-or rather half-hour
-which vas inaugurated on Wednesday last by Princess Alice,
Countess of Athione, whose photograph appears on page 30!. Lads'
Duff Gordon vill discuss fashions,
and further items of especial interest to ladies vill be " radiated"
in due course.
This s'ill reward the long-suffering vives of wireless enthusiasts
for their patience.
A
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RAEiÌO SOCIF.TJFS
To the EDIToR, IVireless TVeekly.

i9th April, 1923.
of the impending
issue of the new form of wireless
licence, making it possible for
amateurs
a nd
experimenters
throughout the country, ' ithout

SIR,-In view

previous knowledge, to make up
their own wireless receiving sets
from parts ánd accessories, may I
draw your readers' attention to the
advantages gained, particularly by
those who have at present little or
no wireless lçnowledge, by joining
one of the many Radio Societies in
London and the proinces.
The Radio Society of Great

ADDISCOMBE AND DISTRICT
RADIO CLUB.
Hon. Sec., MR. L. S. DAVIS,
i6, Cherry Orchard Road,
Addiscombe, Croydon.
On Wednesday, April i8th, the
first meeting of this Club took place
at Leslie Park Hall, Leslie Park
Road, a Committee being appointed and preliminary arrangemeñts made.
Meetings will be held weekly,
and membership is extended to dl
ladies and gentlemen interested.
All communications should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary.
DEWSBURY AND DISTRICT
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,

South Street, Dewsbury).

Ia. F. GOMERSALL,
Ashworth Terrace,
Dewsburv.
Mr. F. Dransfleld gave a lecture
en April i9th entitled
Tuning,"
aSid was able by means of various
analogies to explain the whole
matter clearly.
On April 24th Mr. Townend (of
l-Ion. Sec.,
,

-

of

,otiet

ïeat

Britain has affiliated to it now
upwards of some 250 such Radio
Societies throughout the country.
Practically all these Radio Societies
are giving weekly or monthly lectures to their members, and those
of your readers just commencing
this interesting new science would
do well to get in touch with their
local Society.
If for no other

reason, it is of the utmost importance that those making up their
own sets should be educated in how
they may make such sets and use
them without risk of interference
to their neighbours by re-radiation
from their aerials.
The Radio
Society of Great Britain has, since
Broadcasting commenced, formed a
new class of members known as
Messrs. Burndept, Limited, Leeds)
gave an interesting explanation of

the Burndept " Ultra IV."-a de
luxe model four-valve receiving set.
Members vere allowed to examine
the internal wiring and arrangements and take notes. The set as
afterwards operated by members of
the Society, who stated that they
had not had better reception in the
Society's rooms, but, owing to
the proximity of trams and highvoltage lines, reception is somewhat
marred by extraneous noises.

KENSINGTON RADIO SOCIETY
(H.Q., 2, Penywern Road,
Earl's Court).
Hon. Sec., MR. J. I1uRcH1E,
2, Sterndale Road,
Vest Kensington, \V.i4.
On April 12th, at 8.30 p.m., Mr.
G. C. Blake, A.M.I.E.E., gave a
lecture on " I-Iistory of Radio Telegraphy." A simple explanation of
electricity and its relation to matter
and ether was first given, after
which the development was traced
from Clerk 1'daveIl's time co the

3rttamn..
ssociates. No previous knowledge
of wireless is necessary to join this
class, the subscription is a nominal
one of 5S., and there is no entrance
fee. Special elementary lectures are
arranged each month for Asso-

ciates.
If any of your readers are in
doubt as to the nearest Radio
Society in their district,. I shall be
.

-

pleased to give them the necessary

information

if

they

will kindly

enclose
stamped addressed enho desire to
velope, or to those
join the Radio Society of Great
Britain, application forms and full
particulars of the different grades
of membership will be sent.

Yours, etc.,

L. McMICHAEL,
Hon. Sec.

latest uses of the vacuum valve.
The action of the valve was splendidly demonstrated by a model invented by the lecturer, and which
is used in Technical Schools of the
Royal Air Force; lantern slides
served to illustrate the lecture.
The Hon. Secretary will be
pleased to forvard particulars of
the Society to anyone desirous of

.

.

jOining.

LEEDS AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q., Woodhouse Lane, United Methodist
Church School, Leeds).
Hon. Sec., Ma. D. E. PETTIGRE\V,
7, Mexborough Avenue,
Chapeltown Road, Leeds..
Mr. A. F. Carter, A.M.I.E.'E.,
recently lectured on ' Junk," 'md
commenced with a few remarks on
regenerative receivers and radia.
tion. 11e recommended the use of
at least one H.F. valve, the regenerative effect being obtained by
coupling the anode circuit of the
second, with the anode circuit of
suitab!e positive
the first valve,
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potential being applied to the first
grid to prevent self-oscillation of
that valve and consequent 1-adiation.
The lecturer then dealt with the relationship between L.F inter-valve
and power transformers, and it
seemed orobable that the I)hase relation o? E.M.F. and current might
solve the question of " burn out."

lecture on " The Use of
Impedance: or Reactance Coils," by the Hon. Secretary,
the use of this system was recommended for both H.F. and L.F.
'aves the
couplings.
On short
coupling is most efficient and is to
be preferred to H.F. transformer
coupling. For L.F. work, it seems
to be quite efficient for the whole
range of audio frequencies, the
main difficulty being the construction of grid condensers of high dielectric strength and having a capacity of from o.o5 to o.
F.
On April i3th Mr. R. E. Timms
(Hon. Treasurer) lectured on " The
Construction of a Relay," and his
remarks on the uses of the magnetic
relay with ordinary recording apparatus and with the Turner trigger
relay vere greatly appreciated.
Mr. T. B. Thomson lectured on
Detectors, Ancient and Iodern,"
dealing with almost every knozn
type, including the Coherer, Magnetic Dector, the Hertz " sparkball " device, Electrolytic and Thermal detectors, and Thermionic and
Cr) staI detectors. The lecturer concluded with the statement that he
would endeavour to solve the loudspeaker problem by free use of his
ciatic nerve, as suggested by. the
frog's leg detector.

In

Wirèies WeeKly

-

a

Inter-valve

LEYTON AND DISTRICT WIRELESS CLUB (H.Q., The
Leyton Tabernacle Church
Hall, High Road, Leyton, E. 10).
Hon. Sec., MR. W. G. PRAcocI<,
73, Frith Road,
Ley tonstone, E.u.
This newly-formed Club will hold
meetings on every alternate Monday
commencing April 23rd at 8 p.m.

NORTH LONDON WIRELESS
ASSOCIATION (H.Q., Physics
Theatre, Northern Polytechnic
Institute, Holloway Road, N.).
Hon. Sec., MR. J. C. LANE.
On April 23rd Mr. F. C. Angl
gave his seventh paper on " The
Elementary Principles of Wireless,"
and, after giving a brief outline of
valves, past and present, the action,

of the valve was explained.

Curves' PORTSMOUTH AND DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION
WIRELESS
(H.Q., John Pile Memorial
Rooms, Fratton Road, Portsmouth).
Hon. Sec., MR. S. G. Hoon,

'ere drawn showing the correct
points to work at for maximum
results, and also the mèans of retarding the saturation point. The
action of the potentiometer in circuit v ith the arid was explained

and illustrated,shoving how the
passage of electrons to anode is assisted when the grid becomes too

,

-

-

negative to function correctly.
The lecturer concluded by saving
that it would be a great benefit to
users if each make of valve were
accompanied by its characteristic
Curve.

OLDHAM WIRELESS SOCIETY
(H.Q., St. Thomas' Schools,
Coppice, Oldham).

Hon. Sec., MR. G. I1ALBRT
i6, South Hill Street,
O1dham.

On Saturday, April 21st, at the
headquarters, the above Society
gave the first wireless exhibition
and demonstration ever held in the
town.
Exhibits were varied and
interesting, one receiver consisting
of
honeycomb coils, a thimble
crystal detector, and a pin for a catwhisker. This receiver cost only
od., and had received signais mer
a distance of seven miles.
Manchester, 2ZY, was received
on a Magnavox in the demonstration room; two Amplions vere
carried into the exhibition room,
and another Magnavox was installed in the Café. The exhibition
was highly successful, and it is
hoped that the proceeds
ill ex-

to

ced

£100.

PADDINGTON WIRELESS AND
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Paddington Technical Institute, Saltram Crescent,
W.9).
lion. Sec., Mii. L. BLAND Fic
71, Burlington Road,
Baysvater, W.2.
Mr. G. W. Lloyed gave a kctitre on. April 26th entitled " Proboscopy."
He handled the subject very ably, illustrating his remarks with the aid of the blackboard and an experimental Proboscope built on novel lines; an exceedinglv
interesting discussion
then followed.
This Society has vacancies for
fifty more members, and all. ènquiries should be addressed to the
Hon. Secretary..

Pelbam Road,

outn sea.
Mr. R. J. Turner gave, on April
i ith, an unorthodox but interesting lecture entitled
The Construe-,
ton òf Cabinets for Wireless Appai
ratus." The lecturer stated that
teak, mahogany, walnut, and wellseasoned oak are the best
oods
to use. Methods of jointing were
then fully discussed, including dovetailing, glueing, lap jointing, and
fixing by screws.
On April i8th lr. A. G. Priest
lectured on " Crystal and Valve
Circuit,". and for beginners gave a
practical demonstration of induction
coil winding, and also the construction of a crystal set. The explanations \vere extremely clear, and
the lecturer advised beginners to
master " tuning " before dealing
with valve circuits.

THE SUNBEAM (MOORFIELD)
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,
The Sunbeam Motor Co.,
Limited, Moorfield Works,
Wolverhampton).
Hon. Sec., MR. C. E. BERESFORD,
do The Sunbeam Motor Co.,
Moorfield Works,
Wolverhampton.
On April 23rd a two-valve set
with Western Electric loud-speaking
equipment kindly lent by Messrs.
Burns & Doddeon, of Dudley Street,
was installed at the headquarters,
and about 200 persons were givei
an interesting demonstration.

WIMBLEDON RADIO SOCIETY
(H.Q., Red Cross Hall, 59,
Church Road, Wimbledon,
S.W.19).
Hon. Sec. (pro tetti.),
Me. C. G. SToRes,
Worple Avenue,

Wimbledon.
April 26th, at the hìead
quarters, a demonstration of the
special broadcasting concert from
2 LO v:s given by Mr. J. A. Partridge (2 KF). An efficient aerialearth systen has now been installed, facilities for testing apparatus are now available, and application for a transmitting and re
ceiving permit has been made.
The Hon. Secretary vill welcome

On

applications for membership.
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WORKSHOP PRACTICE.
By C. W. OSBORN.
-

All who construct their own apparatus will appreciate these practical
hints upon ¡nelhods of working various kinds of materials.
(Continued from No. 3, page 154.)

How to Work Ebonite
W

too small, and if one is without taps and dies
great inconvenience is caused.

lITEN working in ebonite, for instance

finishing a square or oblong panel,
\/%f see that the edges are left square and
the corners sharp. To finish the surface after
all marks haie been removed, wrap a piece of
fine emery cloth round the end of a flat-ended
file handle and work this with a circular
motion all over the surface. The circles must
be small and the emery cloth may he
moistened with a little oil. This will give a
matt surface, the best finish. All oil or
moisture must, however, he entirely removed
before the panel is put to use.

Soft Soldering
One will not have proceeded very far iii
experimenting and constructing before finding out that soldering is essential. This
may be done in various ways. The first
method is to use a soldering iron or bit. Two
irons are recommended, one of medium size,
and a small one made of tin. or gin. copper
rod fixed to a piece of iron or steel rod,
fitted into a wood handle.
hammer the
copper end to a wedge shape, putting it in
the fire occasionally to anneal it during the
process. To tin the bit for use, place in the
fire and heat to a dull red heat. Then give
the end a rub with an old file to clean it,
dip it into the soldering flux, and on applying a stick of solder the bit should become
covered with a silery coating of solder. Do
not overheat the bit, or the process will have
to be gone through again. Should a green
flame be observed when heating the iron
remove it from the fire at once. See that- the

Taps and Dies-How to Use Them
B.A. screws, nuts, and fittings are usually
used in wireless work, and the experimenter
will find a small set very useful. Taps and
dies ranging from 2B.A. to 6B.À. are most
frequently required. One tap with a long
taper for each size is quite sufficient. The
hole to be tapped should be of a size just
sufficient for the-tap to enter, and the hole
should be slightly countersunk at each side.
Put the tap in the hole and work it slowly
to the right, about half a tUrn at a time, hut
keep reversing it so that it clears the waste
material from the cutting edges of the tap.
See that the tap is in correct alignment with
the hole and apply a little oil (for metals) or
tallow (for ebonite). When using a die to
cut a screw-thread on a rod, slightly taper
the end of the rod for a short distance, and
proceed in a similar manner to that described
above. Do not try to force, and never try
to cut a thread on a piece of rod that is too
thick or "tap " a hole that is too small.
This will mean either, the stripping of the
thread or damage to the tools. \Vhen drill,
ing ebonite every care should he taken in this

-

Fig. 1.-Blowpipe.

articles or parts to be soldered are perfectly
clean, and àpply sufficient flux to prevent
oxydisation.
Small soldering jobs can
readily be done by holding the work oveT
the flame of a spirit lamp or a Bunsen
burner. If not possessed of the latter, one
can easily he made from an upright incandesceflt gas burner. Two twisted wires or
similar 'small articles are easily soldered in
this way. Clean the wires and apply'a thin
coating of flux to the parts to be united.
Hammer the end of the stick of solder
extremely thin, cut off a narrow ribbon, and
roll this round the wires. Put on a little
flux, hold over the flame, and it will be found
that a neatly soldered joint results, Experience only will teach what is the exact amouit

direction, as force will result in the ebonite
splitting at the drilling one is working on.
Of course, most articles can be bought
ready tapped, but it will ,occasionally be
fou.nd that a screw or nut, etc., that purports
to be a certain gauge is either too. large or
B48
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of oIder to use. If one is not the possessor
of a steel stake on hich to hammer the solder
thin, take one of the homely- family flatirons, place it inverted between the knees, and
hammer away. Should it be desired to join
two flat pieces of metal, this can be done in

similar manner. Clean them, and, placing
a small piece of solder and a little flux on
one of the plates to be joined, hold it -over
-the flame until - the - surface required-- is
covered. Apply flux to the other plaie, and
placing this in position on the lirst-plate,
hold tight with a pair of tweezers. I bld
this over the flame, and a firm joint
ill result. Sometimes it will be fotind difficult to tise either the soldei-ing iron or the
Bunsen flame, and it is useful then to have a
blowpipe (Fig. i). This is an in?xpensive
a

is intended., In thatcase the work vil1 have
be liard soldered, not a very difficult

to

matter, but more so than soft soldering. The
articles and materials required for this process are a gas bracket (with the burner removed) placed parallel with and on the bench,
a good supply of gas, a blowpipe, a block of
prepared charcoal or a piece of asbestos, a
piece of slate about sin. square, a small quantity of lump borax, a small camel. hair brush,
and some liard solder. The latter is made of
two parts of silver arid one part of brass by
weight, melted. together and rolled orhammered to a thin plate. It can be bought..
cheaply ready for use, but if desired it may'
be made by melting the metals thoroughly
using borax as a flux. \Vhen preparing to
hard solder, place a few drops of water on
the slate, and,, using a lump of borax, make
a thin paste of the latter by rubbing. Clean
the articles tobe soldered, and if necessary
fasten them together with fine iron bindiig
wire. vhich is untinned, as it is impossible t
hold articles to he hard soldered with
tweezers. Cover the parts to be joined with
the borax paste, using the small-brush. Cut
a few small pieces of solder, and taking each
piece in the tweezers dip in the paste and
then place on the part to be soldered, which
has previously been put on the charcoal
block. Using the blowpipe, blow gently at
first, or the small pieces of solder will be dislodged. With a steady flow of flame, blow
until the solder melts. A considerable amount
of heat is required, and at first the novice
may melt a part of the article lie is soldering, but with care this will not happen.
Examine the work, and if the joint is not
quite satisfactory, apply more borax and a
little more solder, and llow again. When
a good joint lias been made, and whilst the
article is still hot, drop it into a solution consisting of one part of sulphuric acid and ten
parts of water. This will clear off the scale
and surplus borax. Take it out of the acid
solution and rinse thoroughly in water. It
may then he finished off to requirements.
This method of soldering makes a very
strong joint and may be used for most
metals and' alloys in ordinary use, with the
exception of alurniiiium, lead, and tin.

tool o bUy, and the flame cali be directed to
any position required. When in use, blow
gently without jerking, keeping a continuous
flame on the spot desired. An expert using
a blowpipe can blow a flaììe for an extraordinary lengtl of time, breathing through
the nose meanwhile, but a begin rier will certainly not do this. When using any flame
for soldering, avoid placing the flame directly
on the solder.' Make the parts to be united
hot enough for the solder to run freely. Any'
excess of solder may he wiped away with a
piece of rag or an old brush, but try to avoid
any exrss.
Fhe fluxes used in the above processes are
as follows: For the wireless panel or electrical instruments, use resin. In soldering
zinc-for instance the zinc of the batteriesordi nary hydrochloric acid (sometimes called
muriatic acid or spirits of salts) may be ued.
Chloride of zinc, commonly called " killed
spirits," made by dissolving pieces of zinc
in hydrochloric acid, is useful for ordinary
work, but is quite unsuitable for small vire
less work owing to its corrosive and other
l)ad qualities.
Some of the proprietary
fluxes on the market are quite good for wireless work.

Hard Soldering
Occasionally it will be found that a softsoldered joint is not suitable or will not be
strong enough for the púrpose for hich it

-

-

-

-
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Valves

Our weekly causerie relating lo the use of valves.

Improving the Results from a Loud Speaker
CONSIDERABLY improved results may

and the negat&ve teiininal of the six-i oit accult is important to notice that
mulator B1.
the filament rheostat R is connected in the
position shown in order that the first grid shall
receive a negative potential, which will largely
prevent the introduction of Jamping into the
grid circuit of this valve. The anode circuit
of V1, which may be an ordinary receiving
valve, contains the primary i'2 of another
intervalve transformer T2, T3, the secondary
of which is connected in the grid Circuit of the
loud speaker valve V2, which will be preferably of larger size than V1.. In the grid circuit is connected a battery B3, which should
preferably be variable between, say, 5 and 20
volts. In the anode circuit of the valve V2,
we have the loud speaker L and an additional
battery B4, which may have a value of anything from 36 to 200 volts. The battery B2
will have the normal voltage for ordinary
reception purposes, which will be between
40 and ioo volts.
Values of Grid Condensers and Leaks
It is surprising how often beginners send
in queries asking what should be the values
of grid condensers and gridleaks in different
circuits. lt might as well be stated here, once
and for all, that a grid condenser should have
a capacity of about 0.00025 itF or 0.0003 riF,
while the gridleak may have a value of i or
2 megohms resistance.
These values apply ihether the gridleak is
connected in parallel with the condenser or is
connected directly across grid and filament as
in the case of amplifiers using " tuned anode"
coupling.
Reaction and Distortion
There is no doubt that reaction, if carried
too far, results in a considerable amount of
distortion. This is partly due. to the fact that
reaction tends to run wave trains together, and
partly because the reaction effect increases the

often be obtained from a loud speaker
by connecting a fixed condenser across
This tends to mellow
its terminals.
the sounds emerging from a loud speaker
horn, and some of the harsh flotes due
A
to higher harmonics are Cut out.
reduction in the signal strength is usually to
be noticed. The condenser across the loud
speaker will have a value varying between
0.002 1tF and 0.05 sF. Different values give
different results with various loud speakers,
and the only reliable rule is to try out different
sizes of condensers and to note i'heir effects.

A
B

1L

Fil.

1.-A

Thjs feature is conlacted by the Eiitor.

power-amplifier circui&

In order that an ordinary receiving valve
should not be overloaded, it is preferable to
use a small transmitting valve, or one specially
designed for loud speaker use, at the end of a
chain of salves for reception. This last valve,
being a power valve, will eñable the loud
speaker to deal with greater amounts of
energy, and there will be no distortion as
would occur with smaller valves.
Fig. i shows a power amplifier circuit suitable for use with a loud speaker. The terminais A, 13 are connected in die anode Circuit
of the detecting valve, and the secondary T2
of the step-up intervaive transformer T1, '12
is connected across the grid of the first valve
316
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which is probably the best of all. The reaction coil is nov a large coil which is actually
placed close toL1,and is therefore coupledto
it. Very frequently the inductance 'coil L3
may beà smaller frame hinged on to the larger

selectivity Mf the receiver and o accentuates
the response to waves of a certain length.
Although the cârrier wave of a broadcasting
station may he specified as 369 metres, yet
actually the waelengths radiated vary both
below, and above this wavelength.. The wavelengths differing most from the carrier wavelength will not be strengthened by reaction to
the same extent as the wavelengths approximating to the carrier wave. It is \ery difficult to estimate to what extent reaëtion causes
distortion in this way, but the effect ould certainly be noticeable on telephony transmissions on longer wavelengths.
Frame Aerials and Reaction
When receiving signals on a frame aerial
it is frequently desirable to apply reaction to
the frame circuit, and three methods of doing
this are described below.
One of them is illustrated in Fig. 2. This
is a two-val e circuit working off a frame
aerial L,.
It will be seen that the aerial
çonsists of the frame L1-which is really a
large inductance coil-another small induc-

Fig.

one

3,-An

alternative arrangement

that a variabl& coupling may be

o

obtained.

AHigh-tension Battery Condenser
There appear to be very few experimenters
who make use of a condenser of very large
capacity across their high-tension batteries.
It is, neertheless, in many cases an advantage to connect a condenser having a capacity
of from 1uF upwards across the terminals of
the high-tension battery. This is not merely
to act asa by-path condenser, but is for tite
purpose of ensuring a steady voltage on the
anode of the valve. The effect of connecting
a condenser of large capacity across the battery is to render innocuous any slight variation in the' E.M.F. of the battery. 'When
using a high-tension battery, various hisses,
frying noises, and even clicks are traceable
to internal troubles in the high-tension battery. The cells of these batteries are very
small and their E.M.F.s are very likely to
vary, particularly after the battery has been
in use some time.
The condenser, which
may be bought quite cheaply, is preferably of
the 1\Iansbridge type, and acts as a reserVoir.
t

05

'4

Fig. 2.-One ,hethod of reacting into a franze aerial.

fance coil L2, stich as a honeycomb coil, and
a variable condenser C1.
In the anode circuit of. the valve Y, we
hae an inductance coil L3, which is coupled
to the coil L2. If the coupling between L3
and L2 is the right way round, reaction will
he introduced into the frame aerial circuit.
and the damping of this circuit will be greatly
reduced, with the result that there will be an
increase in signal strength and selecti ity.
Reaction is always more easily introduced
into a frame aerial circuit than into an ordinary aerial circuit, which latter usually has a
much greater decrement.
Fig. 3 shows a good alternative arrangement. The frame aerial L1 is now connected
in parallel with the inductance coil L2, a
ariable condenser C1 being in parallel with.
both coils. The reaction L3 is coupled to the
oil L2, and through this coupling introduces reaction into the whole aerial circuit.
Fig. 4 shos another method, and one

Fig. 4.-Still another method, and one wlüch
probably the most efficient.

¿s

Such a condenser also serves as a by-path
for low-frequency as well as high-frequency
currents. The internal resistance of a hightension battery is considerable, and as the
anode current from all the valves would
31'7
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The Use of By-path Condensers
Whenever a low-frequency amplifier valve
follows one acting as a detector on the leaky
grid condenser principle, it is safe to say
that a condenser of 0.002 tF may be connected
across the primary of the intervalve ironcore transformer. This condenser is particularly desirable if the anode circuit of the
detector valve contains a reaction coil.
In most cases there will not be any noticeable increase in strength of signals as a result
of inserting the by-path condenser, unless, of
course, the reaction effect cannot he made
sufficiently strong without it.
If the primary of the intervalve transformer
were not shunted by a condenser, it would
offer a high impedance to the high-frequency
currents, and these high-frequency currents
through the reaction coil would be considerably less than if a by-path condenser were
provided as a short circuit to these currents

17,

George Street, Edinburgh.

9th (WED.).-Sutton and District Wireless Society, Adult School, Benhill
on
Avenue,
Lecture
Sutton.
Some Historical Notes on Radio
Telegraphy and Telephony," illustrated by lantern slides.

i

,

'

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

May.
9th (WED.).-Edillburgh and District
Radio Society.
Sale of apparatus

at

1923

across the primary of the intervalve transformer.
If, however, the high-frequency iírrenrs in
the coil are strong enough without thè aid of
the by-path condenser, the latter ñiay usually
he omitted without any serious disadvantage.
The arrangement, however, is not so flexible,
and signal strength will vary if theapparatus
is rearranged or the haîìd is placed near to the
transformer. This,, of course, is because
stray capacity effects result in 'a variation in
the Current through the reaction coil.
It will very often be found that stronger
signals are obtained without the by-path condenser. This occurs when no reaction coins
used, and is due to an obscure reaction effect
due to the potential of the anode of the detector valve varying at high frequency, these
high-frequency potentials being conimunicated by stray capacities to the grid circuit
of one of the valves. A reaction efféct results,
which increases the strength of the signals.
This, of course, also applies to a circuit where
telephone receivers are connected in the anode
circuit of the detector valve. The addition of
a by-path condenser effectively prevents the
potential of the anode of the detector valve
varying at high-frequency, and consequently
the obscure reaction effect disappears with a
consequent reduction of signal strength.
These explanations should furnish the
reason for the effects obtained.

normally flow through this battery,, it is obvious that all sorts of undesirable reaction and
reverse reaction effects must take place as the
varying currents, when they pass through
the battery, produce E.M.F.'s across it which
may he communicated to the other anodes.
It will he found that the use of a, large condenser of this kind will very often lessen the
tendency for receivers and amplifiers to
oscillate of their own accord.

.

9,

ioth (THURs.).-The Sunbeam (Moorfield) Wireless Society, The Sunbeam Motor Co., Ltd., Moorfield
Lecture
\Vorks, Wolverhampton.
on
Broadcasting," at 7 p.m., by
a representative of the Birmingham
Broadcasting Station (if it can be
arranged).
and
South
10th (TIIURS.).-Cardiff
InWales Wireless Society.'
stitute of Engineers, Park Place,
Cardiff. Lantern lecture, " The
Electron Theory," by Mr. N. M.
Drysdale.

joth (THURs.).-Stoke-ón-Trcnt WireMembers at the Institute of Elecless and Experimental Society,
trical Engineers at 6.30 p.m. Mr.
Y.M.C.A., Marsh Street, Hanley.
P. W. Harris will lecture on '' Pit:
Discussion on " Reaction Its Use
falls for Beginners in 'Wireless."
and Abuse," at 7.30 p.m., opened
by Messrs. E. T. Jones and F. J. 15th (TuEs.).-Plymouth Wireless and
Scientific Society, Plymouth ChamGoodson, B.Sc. (Hon. Secretary).
bers, Old Town Street, Plymouth.
i ith
(FRI.).-'Leeds
and
District
7.30-7.45 p.m., buzzer practice.
Amateur Wireless Society. LecAt 8 p.m. Mr. Monk will give a
ture by Mr. A. M. Bage (PreMagnetism."
paper on
sident),
Aerials
Outdoor, Indoor, and Loops," at the Gram- i7th (Tnuits.)._Redhill and Reigate
mar School, Leeds.
Radio Society, Y.M.C.A., Station
12th (SAT.).-Cardiff and South Wales
Road, Redhill. Mr. Pope will lecWireless Society.
Wireless Exture on " Loud-speakers," at
hibition and Conference at the
8 p.m.
Capitol Theatre.
(Tiius.)-IIford and District
i7th
i4th (M0N.).-North London Wireless
Radio Society, St. Mary's Church
Association. Mr. F. S. Angel will
Schools, High Road. Mr. A. P.
lecture on Elementary Principles
Welch will lecture on " Ebonite."
of \Vireless-Part VIII.," at the
South
Physics Theatre, Northern Poly- i7th (Tiivas.)-Cardiff and
Wales %Vireless Society, Institute
Holloway
Institution,
technic
of Engineers, Park Place, Cardiff.
Road, N.
Experimental work will be coni4th (MON.).-Radio Society of Great
ducted by Mr. C. H. Watkins,.
Meeting' of Associate
Britain.
:
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WAVEREFLECTING ROOFS.
To the EDITOR, Wireless

Weekly.

SIR,-I
iii

\vas interested ¡n your article
this week's Wireless lIeekly on
in
Vave.refiecting ' Roofs
the
»

Atmosphere"
.This may be a fact, and I am one
who occasionally picks up Newcastle
on a crystal set
but where I beg to
differ from the theory, as regards
Essex anv\vay, is that I always get Bkminghatn or Mauchester (On the
crystal only), and I have iiot missed so
doing each evening for over three
:

weeI s.

My own theory is that London's carrier wave, coming strongly here,
carries back the weaker waves from
other stations with it;
My reaon for this theoi-' being ha
I only get other stations while 2L0's
When 2L0
wave is switched on.
switches off 'any of the others sympathetically go off also.
I ani, etc.,
JAMES M. \\'ATT.
\Voodford Green, Essex.

INTERFERENCE FROM POWER
LINES.
To the EDITOR, lVireles.c lVeek1y
noticed in this morning'
issue of your paper your remarks anen
electric trains.
I am a sufferer in this
respect.
One can hear the train proceeding from one station to another,
gradually getting louder until the
crackling absolutely drowns the music.
My aerial is about 2oft. to 3oft. away
from the train lines and is at
right angles to it. -1 do not know
what the result would be if the aerial
ivere
parallel
to
the
trains-a
regular inferno, I expect.

-SIR-I

.

-

.

Herne

lull,.

I am, etc.,
W. G. \\'ALDIIURST.
S.E.24.

NEIGHBOURING AERIALS.
To the EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-1 have read with much interest the letter by Snooks, basingstoke, published in No.
TI'ire!ess
Weekly.
The trouble this reader is
experiencing is one
have experienced
foi' a bug time, hat is, tip to three
My aerial is ó5ft. long,
weeks ago.
i

1

rm.

i.

3Sft. high at one end, and 4sÍt.
My friend's (?) was
at the other.
I was puzzled for
about the same.
some time with the constant fading of
2ZY two miles away, and sometimes
I would be cut off in the middle of
an item.
I discovered, however, that
My neighthe trouble lay next door.
bour was using reaction, and il he

oscillated slightly it cut my signal
strength down Considérably. 01 Course,
mv set had the same effect on ny
neighbour's.
This theory Contradicts
that of Snooks, and I think, if he will
investjsate further, he will find his
trouble lies in the same direction.
To
prove my theory vas correct I arranged
with a friend living some 30 yards away
that I would oscillate at an arranged
time slightly and then more so, and. the
slight oscillation was not heard by him.
Three weeks ago my friend (?) püt two
new poles up, having a height of 52ft.,
and with careful (very careful) use of
the reaction ve are 1)0th able to enjoy
the various concerts broadcast.
I am sure there is quite a lot of interesting matter to be written on oscillating, and ¡ should be glad to have
your views.
would suggest that Snooks either.
raises his aerial or lowers it, and adds
one or two more wires.'
My aerial is screened at one end, and
¡
intend to raise it and employ three
wires, as per your article in No: i'
IVireless IVeekly.
I am, etc.,
Manchester.
AERIAL. .

found that much less power is necessary for the same distance worked on
As an example, the
very short waves.
recent Transatlantic Tests may be
quoted.

Wishing your weekly every success
ins the future.

I

am, etc.,
A. S. \V000.

TWOVALVE RECEPTION.
To the EDITOR. TVireless Weekly.
SIR,-While tuning in on two valves
last evening, I was surprised to find I
was in touch with the Glasgow Broadcasting
Station,
heard
the
and
announcement that the orchestra would
give a fox trot-" Touch them on the
Ivories " (Or some such title).
This
selection 'we heard quite clearly, and
also a further announcement thanking
those who had sent in letters and the
hope that more would be sent.
The
proceedings then closed with
the
National Anthem.
As Glasgow must be at least 430
miles distant as the crow flies, is this
not a particularly good performance for
two valves? ¡ was using an Edisvan
on the detector and a Mullard on the
arnplilìer.
We could hear quite as
cleat lv as London.
As a matter of
fact we hear Manchester better than
London.
\\'hy should this be?
t
might mention I use a single aerial,
high
about 25ft.
and 7oft. long, llave
tried a double aerial, but results are
ñot so good.
I am, etc.,
Hove..
'
A. A. GlitsoN.
.

THE PROPOSED NEW WAVELENGTH.

DRILLING EBONITE AND
FIBRE.

To the EDITOR. TVireless lt'eeklv.
SIR.-.-I read in your issue for April
25th that it is proposed by the General
Post Office to raise the amateur. wavelength to 730 metres.
I scarcely think that this will meet
with much approval 'except, perhaps,
during broadcast hours, for the follow-

To the EDITOR, Wireless lVeekly.
Sie.-Re
Workshop
Practice,"
page 153 this week's issue, it may
intet'est your readers ,to know that
drills made from hard drawn brass rod
flattened and shaped with a line file or
carhorundum wheel will cut ebonite and
fibre, are quick to make, and easy to

ing reasons

:-

sharpen.

730 metres is very near to the ship
band of wavelengths, 600 metres, and
long distance work could not be carried

on with satisfaction.

Those who remember the 1,000
metre wavelength, and who worked on
it, trill not go back willingly to something approaching it, as they have

The " grit
which blu'uts

"

or whatever it may be
drill does not eem
to act so severely on the brass, and
there is no tempering required.
Vour paper is excellent. Have cancelled my order for " another " and
substituted yours.
¡ am, etc.,
Harrow.
W. E. GuitsoN.
a

steel
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A SUCCESSFUL SET.
the EDfT0R, 1VWelegs Weekly.
- SIR,-WhiWt not wishing to take up
your valuable time, I thought you might
like to hear about a two-valve set,
built practically as described in your
isue, Modern Wireless "'A
No.
Two-Valve Broadast Receiver."
On the above I can hear all the
Broadcasting stations in this country
and also local amateurs, and I ctn
hear Paris (School of Posts and Telegraphs) comfortably, though not very
loudly. 2ZY and 51T have been heard
on a frame aerial, though, of course,
not very loudly, but very clearly. My
outdoor aerial is only iS feet high and
I think these results are
3 feet long.
very good myself, and should like your

jo

the P.M.G. recently
occasioned considerable surprise;I am, etc.,
GEo. -SUTTON, A.M.I.E.E., FRA., Hon. Sec.
on thé part bf

I am, etc.,
W. CLOCKLEY.

A CHALLENGE.
To the EDITOR,

Wireless Weekly.

(See No. 3, page

161.)

SIR,-MUCh as the Wireless and
Experimental Association deplores the
necessity of disputing the claim of Mr.
H. P. Ford,. of the Nottingham and
District Radio and Experimental Association, we feel that we cannot allow
him to get away with it.
The Wireless and Experimental Association existed long before the Wireless
Society of London, and, indeed, was
started as the Amateur Wireless
AllianCe to endeavour to co-ordinate the
efforts of Wireless Amateur Associations, which duty the Radio Association now so ably Carries Out.
In 1914 we had to close down, as all
oui members had gone to ply their
wireless craft for the direct benefit of
their country, but in 1919 those left
and available recommenced activities
under the new title of the Wireless and
Experimental Association.
This title has been so much admired
that it has been extensively adopted,
bitt we hereby register our claim to
have originatd it.
\Ve are tlìe W.
In the sense that King George
and
vas King George till King George II.
carne along and necessitated a dis-

E..

tinction.
There is no merit i,n being the oldest
Society, but theie is in being the most
up-to-date and vigorous, and No. r
of Amateur Wireless of September j6th,
1922, will testify to our first having
taken up thç cidgels on behalf of the
amateur, when he vas in danger of
being submerged by the B.B.C., and
forbidden to continue to use the
receiving set which had become ilmost
a part of himself.
\Ve also claim the distinction of being
alone in recommending that the licence
fee should not be raised above IOS., the
announcement of which determination

I9í3

'JE BROADCASTING WAVELENGTHS.

ç-,

-

-

I.

expert opinion.

9,

CLOSED AERIALS AND

HARMONICS.

To the

EDITOR,

SIR,-! was

by

Wireless Weekly.

interested in the letter

" Pie-war."

in

to-day's issue of

I have been
your paper re aerials.
making notes for some time on the
relative merits and demerits of closing
the ends of aerials in transmitting, and
In every
the result is as follows.
known case of a closed aerial, on 440
metres there has been a very powerful
harmonic on 220 metres, sometimes as
loud as the fundamental. It is found
that a slight increase in radiation is
usually obtained, but the true efficiency
of the transmitter is reduced as a large
proportion of the aerial current is being
radiated on a shorter wave. I think it
would be a good idea if some of the
440 nietre workers investigated the
subject of their harmonics, as they are.
often one-third fundamental strength,
and in one or two special cases have
been as loud as the fundamental.
A method of finding out accurately
whether a transmitter has harmonics is
as follows :-An artificial circuit
is
placed between aerial and earth terminals on the transmitter, with a
reversing switch for the inductance.
A tuned circuit is fairly loosely coupled
to this, shunted by a crystal and galvo,
or a valve with sensitive plate milliammeter, etc. On making the transmitter
kick " will be seen on the
Circuit a
galvo. The magnitude of this kick is
noted, and the coil reversed without
altering coupling.
The kick is now
found to be much smaller or much
greater if the emitted wave is impure.
It is also possible to get a rough idea
of the magnitude of a harnionic by
coupling a tuned circuit with R.F.
milliammeter or similar indicator to the
transmitter, and tuning to the transmitter wave. The deflection is noted
and the tuned circuit tuned to the first
harmonic. The ratio of the readings
gives an idea of the strength of the
harmonics.
I hope these flotes vil1 be of interest,
and perhaps start some investigations
by Certain stations who make such a
row on 200 metres every night as well
as 400.
May I congratulate Wireless Weekly
on not being an entirely "
paper-and I hope it will so continue.
Let us have something for the more

advanced-or

true-experi-

rather

menter.

I

am, etc.,
F.

London, No.6.

L.

HOGO.

(2SH).

To the

EDITOR,

Wireless Weekly

SIR,-! agree with you that the
B.b.C. have laid the foundations. of
broadcasting and are deserving of sorne
protection and every encouragement,
but the programmes seem to ignore tFe
fact that tens of thousands support the
musical comedy and revue order of
entertainment night after night all the
year round, whilst the concert hail
audience are not reckoned by as many
hundreds for a few performances over
a season, but the B.B.C. are pouring
out this heavy music over the largest
audience in the world every weekday
and worse on Sundays.
Instead of land transmissions from
one broadcasting station to another,
what is wanted is a greater variety of
programmes and more popular items
everywhere, and, above all, some
alteration in the wavelengths so that a
selection can be made of which station
those who have powerful sets desire to
hear. My
experience is that this
is quite impossible, as 2L0 drowns
everything except Paris, and now
summer time has put their starting
hour to io p.m. in England, which is
too late for me.
I first had a crystal set-it was good,
but veak--then I had a 2-valve set
and the accumulator trouble and valve
accidents detracted from it. I got 2L0
well, but the promise to get other
British stations was not fulfilled, and 2
valves \vere extravagant for London
only. Then I got a 3-valve set and spent
near
on it. It is quite good-I
can hear all the British stations fairly,
and with a i-valve amplifier plainly.
but 2L0 will not let me make any use
of the power I have, and I might as
well have saved my money and stuck
to a crystal set with a valve amplifier
which gives me London quite well.
This condition cannot be advantageous to the manufacturers forming
the B.B.C. and should be promptly
dealt with.
I am, etc.,
Croydon.
GEORGE E. HOLLOWAY.

on

£o

CONGRATULATION.
To the

EDITOR,

Wireless

Weekly.

Sie,-1 am a wireless enthusiast and
I have felt for some time the need of
a reliable weekly journal. Allow me
to congratulate you on Wireless
Weekly as having filled this long-felt
Want.
Your paper is absolutely
superb.
Wishing you, your staff and your
paper all the best of luck.
I am, etc.,
R. A.
haker Street, W.z.
.

.
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The following list has been specially compiled for " Wireless Weekly" by Mr. H. T. P. GEE,
Patent Agent, Staple House, 51 and 52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and at 70, George Street,
Croydon, from tv/tom copies of the full specifications published may be obtained posi free on
payment of the official price of is. each. We have arranged for Mr. Gee to deal wtth queslionA
relating to Patents, Designs and Trade Marks. Leiters should be seni to him direct at the above address.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS
(Speclftcat1on not yet published.)

bitS.

receiving

E-Star

T.

BeaUMONT.

coils for
&c. April

wireless telephony,
14th.
tillS. BItADIURT. E. A.-Wire1ess telephone
receivers. April 11th.
5852.

A

E.

BRAMALL.

pril 11th.
959.5.

E-Electric switches,

BRITISH TiaousoN-EovsToN Co.. LTD.

%prit

9th.

States.

(United

April

10th, 1922.)
9805. BRITIsH THosisoN-HorsTox Co. LTD.
-IVireleos signaling systems. April 10th.
(United States, April lUth, 1922.)
9885. BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON Co., LTD.
-Telephone receivers, Ac. April 11th.
1011?. BRITISH TaOSISON-HOUSTON Co., LTD.
-Telephone receivers, &c April 13th.
9781. Bmioorn, T. H-Binding-posts or

terminals

electrical

for

lotti.

April

apparatus.

9li90. BROWNE, Il. C-Telephone receivers.
April 9th. (United States, September 9th,
1922.)
9816.

BIT1100TNE.

97$3.

BURNDEI'T,

coil. April 11th.

April

L-Tu sing

or resiatasee

LTD.-Variisble

10th.
BOTcHED,
J.
10117.
ocivers, Ac. April 13th.
9698. OATUF.IIWOOD, \V.

condensera.

electric

R-Te ephono

re-

A-Means for

con-

wires, Ac., in electric circuits.
April 9th.
9652. COujAN, C. J.-Hesdphones. April
9th.
9868. COLF.TAN. C. .1-Loud speakers for
rs ireless telephony, Ac.
April 1 itt.
O. J.-Wireleso crystal
10075. ColislaN,
rectifiers. April 13th.
19076. COLcSIAN. C. 1.-Horns for gramo.

necting

April 13th.

phones, Ac.

Caawronn, J.-Electrlc
sppnrutus. April 9th.
9G42.

signafliiig.

-

9731.

Cerrase,

ptrone.rcceivers.
9869.

DElL,

L.-Earphones or tele
April 10th.
C.

fl-Electric

ratos for railways, Ac.

signnl ngappai

April

11th.

N-Electron discharge de.
vices. April 11th.
DCSILIER,
W.-Vnriable electric
10136.
9847.

DacY,

condensers. April
13th.
September lOtti, 192?.)
91141.

phones.

DIJNW000te.
pril 10th.

9899.

EDWARDS,

phones.

minn:s, Ac.

L.-Eendieee
.

V.

i)rwwooniE,

April 9th.

(Vnitcd

States,

L.-Headpieoe

tele-

tele
-

litt.

April

F.

M.-Electric ter-

B-Electric terminals,

9899. EDWARDS, W.
Ac . April 11th.
10595. ENO SCESS

(PESAGE),

I

-Systems for producing electric oscillations.

9735.

-

lTD-Loud

1,enkets for telephony Ac. April 13th.
9711. FAGF'LSTOS. 3.
Transminnion

radiant energy.. April 9th.
10083.

April

W.-

A.

1"ISHKR,

13th.

of

ireless detector.

10121.

Osini». H. A-Electric resistances
April 13th.

10103.

GEs. 1ER DHAHTI,OSE TEI,EGSAPHIE.-

arid switches.

Wireless transmitters. April 13th.
ninisy, April 13th, 1922.)

(Ocr-

9739,

HlaosroN, W. H-Variable electric

9539,

Htyi, \V.-Induotanoe,

9858.

HrNTcim,

condenser. April 10th.

.tprih 9th.

coils.

Ac..

A-Amplification
April 11th.

F

elm'ctro.nsagnetic impulses.

of

}{.-Loud.opcakers for
srireless telephones
April 10th.
JoHNs,
W. H-Loud-speakers
10112, 10113.
for wireless telephony. Ipril 13th.
9782.

JOHNS.

W.

9782. JOHNsON & PRhI.LIrs, LTD-Loudspeakers for wireless telephones. April 10th.
N. 0.-Electric resist99S9. LANGUISH,
soces. April
B.
fl-Electric circuit9931. LcaON,
breakers, Ac April 12th.

litI.

9787.

P-Variable

E.

LIDDF.LL.

electric

Abril 10th.
Lycra,' J. 0.-Series-parallel

condensers

9974.
condenser switch arrangements. %pril 12th.
E-Electric signalling9742. McK ILLOP,
appsrittus.\pr il 9th.

l0208.

A-Wireless receivingApril 14th.
Mirn, 0.-Electric switch. April

MACI.ENNAN.

apparatus.
10095.

13th.
9860.

MEbiAsi.

V.

cuits. April 11th.

B-Radio receiving cir-

Vicrri:na ELECTRIcAL
Co., LTD.-EectriO resistances. April 11th.
10196. 31. L. BOGNET0 STNDICATS:, LTD.Electric transformers April 14th.
9780. Moniaoa. O. C-Wireless receivingapparatus. %pril lath.
J).
K-Electric trans10196. 9loirurs.
formers. April 14th.
9889.

9869.

METROrOI.ITAN

Pi,rrr,

I..

H-Electric signalling.

apparatus for railways, Ao.

April

11th.

-

loll-i. PHILLIPS,
A.
Inductance Coils.
April 13th.
9783. PhiLLips. C. F-Variable electric
condcnsers. April' 10th.

A.-Eleotro-magnetin
April 9th.
L.-Wireeso detectors or

9628.

PILSINOTON. B.

11988.

PRICC,

sound apporstus.

S.

smptifiers. April 12th.

C. E.--'Electric sanable
AnnI !itI,
ItEysoLl.?. & Co., LTD.. A-Electric
circuit-breakers, Ac. April 12th.
10012. 1lmcimmns, L. E.-Ho:der for telephono Iieadpicces. April 12th.
9616.

EACBLYRN,

condensera.
9954.

ItOT1ISCHILD,

10093.
A

inI 13th.
9i5. Susse.

ratus.

9711.

April

A.-Electrio terminal.

A.r._Wireless
9th.

SMITH.

F.

receiving-appa-

E-Transmission

of

radiant energy. April 9th.

H.-ltsdio receiving eircuits. April 11th.
9731. STEPHENS, P. 0.-Aerials for wireless
9860.

STAUE,

telephony, &o.

C.

April 10th.
0.-Wireless reeeiving

.

STEPHeNSON,

10014.

apparatus.

April

12th.
StTUEIiLifl, R. E.-rCases for eleo
fuses, switches. Ac. April 19th.
T.syi.Oc, J. L:-Electrio terminals.
10170.
Ac. April 14th.
TAvLos
W. E.-Eleotrit variable
9816.
condensera. April 9th.
9753.

trio

9740.

WAITe.

.%pril 10th.

lt. Tr-Eiectrio plug switehe.
,

-

\ ALLACE. R. T.-Conpling, Ac.. telephonic instruments. April 10th.
9762.

T.-Crystrsl cup and
9904. WAr.i.sC, R.
cover for wireless telegraphy. A pri1 11th.
ALTF.R, W. 0-Aersis.
10069.
Ac.. for
wireless apparatus. April 13th.

w

%

-

9869.

Co..

WESTINOHOCSe. BRAKE & Sonar

Lin-Electric

signs l.ing-appa ratos for

railways. Ac
9781.

terminals
10th.

Sioa.it

t pri1 11th.
VlLLlA5I8. L E.-Bindingpnsts

for

electrical

apparatus.

nr

April

-

0. F-Inductance coils for
April 14th.
10178. Woons, R. 8.-Inductance cois for
wireless telegraphy, Ac. April 14th.
9885. Youo, A. P-Telephone receIvers,
Ac. April 11th.
10117. Youvo. A. P.-Telephone receivers.
Ac. April 13th.
Vo3os,

10178.

ivreless telegraphy, Ac.

ABSTRACTSFROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED

.

(Copies of the full specifications, when .printed, may be obtained from Mr. Cee,
post free on payment of the official price of Is. each.)
193339.

SoC. DCS

ETAOLIssEMCNTs

GACMONT.

-An apparatus for the production and ro-ception of aound. a diaphragm having disposed therein a sire coil is arranged in
the air gap of a magnet, so that the move-

ments of the various elements of the ourface takes place in na oblique direction,
i.e., neither in their own plane nor perpendicular thereto. The apparatus may be
used as telephonic transmitter or receiver.

321

June 30th, 1922. (Consetion date, February
17th.)
-193379. Gis. ihn Du*nmose Tetecasrare.A tuned circuit in the output path of a
thermionio generator is coupled through an
.

-
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.

.

S
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intermediate circuit to the heating circuit
of the filament. Owing to the back-coupling,
the electron stCenm from the filament is
controlled in rhythm with the oscillations
occurring in the tuned circuit. Preferably
the two electrodes have large surfaces and

Fig: 1.-Illustrating No. 193379.

are arranged close to each other, and the
cathode is formed of a coiled wire having
as small heat-capacity as possible. In this
way n two-electrode valve will function as
an oscillation generator. If a third electrode, or grid, is employed, the backcoupling from the tuned circuit is linked
with both grid and filament. November 7th,
1922. (Convention date, February 14th.)
193387.

Oes.

rtlie

193438. Wirsov, W. 11.-In a method of
signalling adapted to reduce interference
between stations, a typo of radiation is
used in wIsioh each halt' wave has a
different length from that of the half waves
before and after it. Waves of this type
may be used in wireless or wired wireless
signalling, and may be of audible fre
quency for use in alternating current telegraphy. August 29th, 1921. (Cognate application, No. 16305/22.)
.-In a thermionic
193325. Feose, S.
valve, a grid serves as the only or main
support for a filament. November 30th, 192F.
(Cognate application, 17965/29).
19356G. ONSV000, A.-Modulating-appalatua
for wireless transmission of the sind in
which the modulating-valve connected in
series in the plate circuit of tise oscillation
generator is so arranged that the filament
of the modulator and the microphone or key
are at earth poteotial. The specification
also describes a panel mounting for the
apparatus. September 14th, 1922.
193628. PRESTON, L. G. and H000SON, B.The lending-in wires and metallic supporta

DR.%KTLOSE Tm,eUR.%PRIE.-

negative potential is applied to the grid
generator by means of a
& tlseruiiouic
resistance, shunted by a condenser, and
inserted in the plate circuit between the
cathode and the negativo pole of the hightension Supply. The value of the resistance may be varied by keying, or through
a microphone. January 30th, 1923. (Con.
vention date, February 14th, 1922.)
A

of

Fig.

7 Le Presiden!

No. 193387.

5FX.

-

L

2.-illustrating Paient

of

the Leicester Radio Society broadcaslin

9,

1923

for the electrodes of a thermionio valve are
shielded from the discharge, so that conduction takes place wholly sr almost entirely
between the electrodes. January 24th, 1922.
1934i29. PRESTON, L. OE and H000S0N, B.The electrodes of a therniionio valve or other

Fig.

3.-Illustrating Paient

No. 193566.

vacuum tube are fixed substantially rigidly
with respect to each other, and mounted resiliently in the envelope so as to allow play
or ihovement between tise electrodes and the
envelope. January 24th, 1922.
193690. REuS, 31. P. l'-A loud-speaking instrument is located within the casing of a
valve receiver, and is adapted to be switched
into oircuit alternatively with the usual
The specification describes
head-phones.
the wiring and mounting of n three-valve
set. March 7th, 1029.

-
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J. H.

T. ROBERTS,

De
D.S.,

ar'bu ent

cwsi3ted by A,

L: M. DOUGLAS.

anything which appears in " Wfreless
Noi more than three questions will be
answered al once. Queries, accompaniel by the Coupon from the current issue, musi be enclosed in
an envelope marked "Query," and addressed to the Editor. Replies will be sent by post if stamped

In this section we will deal with all queries regarding
Weekly," "Modern Wireless," or Radio Press Books.

addressed envelope is enclosed.

J. W'. D. O'B. (GREAT YARMOUTH) is constructing a receiver on the lines of the "Progressive
tJñit Receiving System " described in "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," and asks the following questions:
(1) Whether the variable Inductance may be used In
a vertical position instead of the horizontal one.
(2) Whether the second inductance may be wound
with 150 turns Instead of 100 as suggested, and
(3) Whether a "Ducon" in place of the ordinary
aerial would be satisfactory with this set at a distance of 10 miles from the broadcasting station.

further round the tube than the one before it, it
is quite easy to take o tappings from a tube i
inches long. The cardboard tube and other parts
may be obtained from any dealer in wireless

(i) The position of the inductance makes no dilTerence to its working. (2) 15Ó turns might be used

O OOZ,riF.

-

-

-

I
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-
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-

accessories.
D. G. (BAKER STREET, W.1) asks for a circuit
for a receiver embodying one high-frequency stageS.
followed by a rectifier and two note magnifiers.
He wishes to use certain apparatus in his possession,
and asks whether with the above combinations he
should be able to receive all the British Broadcasting-.,
stations, as well as Contlneñtal telephony.
We give herewith a suitable v iring diagram for the

-or

-

-

LT-

-

-

.

-

useS' If your aerial -is very
good and you are favourably situated, you may be
able to hear all the British Broadcasting stations and
probably Continental telephony as ell.

circuit you l)r0P0Se to

F. C. H. (CAMBERWELL) submits a diagram of
his circuit and asks : (i) The necessary values of
A.T.C. and S.T.C. to cover the largest possible
range of wavelengths. (2) -Whether the circuit Is
liable to oscillate when' in the stand-by position.
(3) What would be the probable range of wave-lengths for such an instrument.
(i) The aerial condenser may be about o.00i5

il

desired; this viIl not interfere with any subse
quent additions or alterations to the apparatus.
You might get results with a " Ducon " attachment, but it is rather doubtful at this distance.
R. J. (KEIGHLEY) refers to the variable induetance described on page 48 of "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," Vol. 1, No. 1, and queries the number
of turns, as he does not think it possible to take 20
tappings on so short a tube.
.,
It is quite easy to take 20 tappings on 20 turns of
vire, and you will find that if the tappings are

()

properly arranged, each one being taken

-

the secondary condenser o.0005 jF
A crystal circuit cannot oscillate.
Th waeÍength range of this instrument depends
naturally upon the size of inductances in the aerial
and detector circuit.
Vith suitable coils it should
capacity

caacitv.

and
(2

()

little
323
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bepossible to cover eerv range from about So metres
to the uppermost limit.
C. R. L. H. (MEIFOD) is constructing the progressive unit system as described in "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," and wishes to know whether he may
use a 4A-inch inductance tube instead of a 5-inch
tube.
We do not recommend departures from the dimensions of apparatus given in our publications.
G. G. (SAFFRON HILL, E.C.2) is building a 3valve set employing a triple coil-holder and wishes
to know the correct sizes of Coils to use for (1) the
London Broadcasting station, and (2) the Eiffel
Tower station at Paris.
(i) Primary o, secondaiv. 73. () Primary 200,

¿S'

j.

secoñary

Reaction joo.
SIDE) wishes to wind a 4-foot
frame aerial with No. 26 gauge single Cottoncovered wire for the reception of American Broadcasting stations and asks for details.
Seven turns of wire, spaced of an inch apart, on a
frame would be suitable when tuned by means of a
small variable condenser of 0.00025 sF in parallel
with the frame. We would recommend the use of
stranded vire for winding thís frame, such wire to
Copper
have, perhaps, 36 strands of No. 40
wire.
G. H. (CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.1l) has a set
of basket coils and asks questions as to the mounting
of them.
The suggestion you make is quite a satisfactor one.
There 'iIl be no radiation front the aerial Circuit
when using this arrangement.
I. H. (MALINO, SWEDEN) wishes to know
whether the condenser C1 in ciúcuit ST34 is necessary
for good results if honeycomb coils are used with an
inductively coupled tune!:. (2) Whether certain coils
are covered by patents. (3) How to design apparatus
employing reaction, but of an approved type: thai
is, not reacting directly back into the aerial circuit,
(i) The condenser C1 hich you refer to is essentia
to obtain a vide range of tuning. (2) The coils in
question are covered by several patents, and manufacturc would only be permitted under licence from the
patentees. (3) There are no definite rules on this
subject published. " Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio Press, Limited, and " Wireless Valves
SìmplyExplained," Radio Press, Limited, will furnish you With all the necessary information you require for designing such circuits.
j H. C. (ERDINGTON) has constructed a receiver
as shown in Fia. 7, page 89, of the March issue
of "MODERN WIRELESS," and wishes to know
whether the following values for condensers as
indicated in this circuit will be suitable.
C,-O.00t F; C2-O.0005 F; C1-O.0002 tiF. He
also wishes to make two honeycomb coils, one to
cover the British Broadcasting range of wavelengths and the other for Paris telephony.
The values you indicate are suitable. Condensers
C4 and C4 may, however, have equal values. Using
the former you suggest, 70 turns will cover the British
Broadcasting band of wavelengths, and 250 turns
will enable you to reach the wavelength of Paris.
25'o.

H. A. T. (MOS

Easy tó understand
Yes, Wireless is easy to understandif you et the right book. SIMPLIFItD

WIRELESS,

F.lnst.P.

by

John

Scott-Taggart,

(Editor of Wireless ll'ethly),
will give you an excellent groundwork
in all the most difficult points in Wire.
less. Get a copy to-day and begin to
understand how your Set works. Wlvn
you have read it and understood some
of its elementary principles, you will
take quite a ness Interest in Wireless.

.

Sold by all Newsagents and
Booksellers and published by

RADIO
Devereux

PRESS
Court,

LTD.,
STRAND.
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.

F. L. A. W. (BRIXTON, S.W2) wishes to make
up the long range receiver described in No. i of
"MODERN WIRELESS," but queries the use of
a ball reactance former. fie wishes to know whether
a small tube would be equally satisfactory.
A small ebonite tube would be satisfactory, but it
would be difficult to get a sufficient amount of wire
324
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dn to such a tube as would rotate inside the A.T.i. to
produce reaction effects over the full range of wavelengths. The ball referred to can be obtained from
áIrnot any accessory dealer, and the method of
winding wire is fulTy described in Mr. Redpath's
article entitled " A Compact Broadcast Recving
Set," described in No. 2 of Modern Wireless.

A. G. (LEEDS) wishes to know what literature to
buy in order to ftnd out the best type of wireless
set toreceive all the British Broadcasting stations
and, *n addition, Continental telephony.
Practical Wireless Va!ve Circuits," Radio Press,
Limited, will give you all the necessary circuits; and
Wireless Valves Simpty Explained," Radio Press,
Limited, will give ou full particulars and explain
the functioning of each independent part of these
circuits in detail.

LIVERPOOL

AGENTS

AT. M. H E ADGE A
CLARiTQp LOUO5pEjj
SOLE

W. R. C. (LINCOLN) has some valves in which
the black composition base has become loose inside
the metal casing, and he wishes to know what can
be done with this.
-

If the

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE

iring inside the

base of the valve set is
intact, and the base has not loosened sufficiently tö

twist round and interfere

We do

stocks

ith the wiring, it should

not specialise in a few cheap lines only; we carry large
all Wireless Accessories, so necessary for the Amateur

of

TELEPHONES, genuine French. 4.000 ohms.

slightly by
means of a pair of pliers. 1f carefully done, a small
dot can be made with a centre-punch on the metal
cap 'in onè or two places where it bears upon the
composition, which will hold the two firmly together.
Ve do not think the makers vill be able to help you
be quite easy to pinch the metal cap up

¡n

J'JRLN5HAW St

-

ii'
II
II

Ideo

this matter.
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Bntish, stamped B.B.C., 4.000 ohms....
AERIAL WIRE, bare copper stranded, 7/22 per 100 Ii,..
..
INSULATORS. Reel, Id. Shell. 9d. Egg
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on ebonite base. 2/-&
..
PERIKON DETECTORS, complete with crystals
OOJAH BASKET COILS. set of 7. 150-4.000 metres.

I

for Tclephony.

OOJAH SLAB COILS, set of 8. 150-26,000 metres ..
VARIABLE CON DENSERS. For punel mounting, lo criiIoid

S. C. J. (SPENNYMOOR) is going abroad and
will be about 500 miles from the nearest English
Broadcasting station. He wishes to ,knov how to
onstruct a receiving set so as to allow him to listen
to British Broadcasting.
We think you will find it rather difficult to design a

.0005
0003

..

..

..

..

12/6
10/6

..

..

9/6

..

15/13/-

..'

Il/-

..

EXTENSION HANDLES. Adaptable for all
condensers

.

.

.

.

..

.

COIL HOLDERS; with anti-capacity

types of

..

.

.

'0 lO
014

2-way

handles.

3-way

satisfactory set for use at such a great range, but
v ould suggest three high-frequency valves, one rect,fier, and two low-frequency valves.
An additional
low-frequency valve might be added if carefully applied to still further increase the strength. As large
an aerial as possible should be erected, and the
height is particularly important for long-distance reception. We think that using thi circuit you should
be able to hear the London Broadcasting station and
pi-obablv one or two of the others. Continental telephon\? would be quite good with such a receiver.

..
Distortionless
TRANSFORMERS. Ratio 5-1
POCKET LAMPBATTERIES, economical and efficient
for HT.

Per doz.

Easy to replace single cells.

6

0

0 14

Q

0

0

4
I

6

upwards from
AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS,
TWO-VALVE RECEIVER, B.B.C.. including Royalty

012

6

9

VALVES, Marconi, 1716. Ediswan, Mullard,
SOFT VALVES, Ideal for detecting .:

0 15

0
0

lO

6

{

B.T.H...
.

.

220
I

CRYSTAL SETS, B.B.C. Prices including Royalty

..

5

O

Complete Receiving Sets manulactured to your
own speciitcation. Panels Drilled. Coils Wound.

THE WATERLOO

A. A. (ST. LUKES, E.C.1) wishes t know (1) the
length of slider rod for an inductance. (2) Whether
the telephone condenser described on page 28 oF
the Radio Press Serles No. 3 (HOW TO BUILD
YOUR OWN BROADCAST RECEIVER) would be

suitable for use with the above crystal set, and
(3) Whether this set would be saUsfactory for the
reception of broadcasting from 2L0.
(i) The length of the slider rod should be iin. for
use with this coil. (2) The telephone condenser you
quite suitable, and no further addition
mention
will be necessary; and (3), this apparatus is quite
satisfactory when Used in or near London.
is

129 &

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Electrical and Wireless Engineers,
Phone: Hop. 5649.
129f Waterloo Road. S.E.1.

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION
L!

125, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.

1

are Advertisement Managers for

WIRELESS. AND MODERN
WIRELESS
WEEKLY
.

J. H. (HEBDEN BRIDGE) asks the following

questions (1) UsIng two ebonite tubes, each 12m.
long, one 4in. diameter and the other 34m.
diameter, it is proposed to construct an inductivelycoupled tuner with a wavelength range of about
200 to 3,000 metres. Particulars are requested as
to winding, etc. (2) What windings should be put
325.

.

.

Particulars on application
for

both

of RATES

publicatins.

Phone: Regent 2440 (Tun

Lines).

B
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Just

on an ebonite bobbin with a winding space of
for use as a low-frequency transformer. A closed
iron circuit is to be used. (3) Whether certain
windings specified for a high-frequency transformer

issued-:--

are suitable.

\Tit'e1ess I1\Iìi
u
u
u
u
.
u
u
u
u
u
u
.
u
-

U

of

Great Britain
THIS new map has been prepared under
expert supervision, and gives the
followinguseful information:All places with transmitting apparatus are
shown in black. Call signs applying to
these in red. Broadcasting, Commercial
Aviation, and Amateur and Experimental
Transmitting Stations are all indicated by
special symbols, also in red. Admiralty
Naval añd Trinity Hobse Stations speeiall
Shown ¡n blue. A Complete Index to all
Ansateurs and Experimental Stations

.

U

U

appearsonthemap,theoriginofacall-sign
being at once located by means of num-

bered squares. Diagrams with Compass
bearings show the direction of important
Overseas Stations in relation to different
portions of the map. London and District:
An insetmapon an enlarged scale (t miles
to i in.) clearly shows the stations within

_n

U

thfsarea.

PRICES .........................................
On Paper folded in Cover

2

Mounted on cloth folded
5/6 net,
Mounted on Cloth and
Rollers...
.7/6
net,
with

We are only

to1rr

...........

2/6 net, postage 2d.

U

RADIO PRESS,

I U U lU

Ltd.,

U U

U

in

Case....

postage 4d.
Varnished,
postage 9d.

U

L

U
U
U

U

D

.

The tubes you specify would be suitable if wouid
with No. 22 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire and 28 s.w.g. d.ç.'c.
vire for ten inches of their length respectively. (2)
We suggest filling one-third of the winding space
with No. 40 s.w.g. single silk-covered wire, and the
gauge s.w.g. single
remaining two-thirds with No.
silk-covered \vire. () The proposed winding of 200
turns per slot would be quite suitable. l'appings
should he taken out at frequent intervals from both
primary and secondary, so as to obtain the maximum
amplification at the various wavelengths.
(I)

J. L. (WOODFORD GREEN) is erecting an aerial
similar to that on page 8 of No. i "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," but in order to get a length of 5Oft.
about lOft. of his aerial has to pass over a roof.
He asks whether it Is advisable to attach the lead-in
to the end of the aerial or to a point such that his
down-Ièad will be clear of the roof, and also whether
the wires should be joined together at the point
where they leave the aerial or at the point where
they enter the leading-in tube.
Your lead-in should be attached to a point so that
it will clear the roof. The leading-in wires should
be joined at the point where they enter the leading-in
tube in preference to immediately below the aerial.
A. F. (ASTLEY, MANCHESTER) has completed
building a three-valve amplifying receiver with one
high-frequency valve, a rectifier and a note magnifying valve. He obtains excellent results from
Manchester when using telephones, but cannot
operate a small size Brown loud-speaker.
If your receiver is properly adjusted, it should be
capable of operating a large loud-speaker when at
such a short distance from the broadcasting station.
We suggest that your loud-speaker is incorrectly adjusted, and you should experiment with the smàll
knob underneath the receiver case in order to find

the most sensitive point. A fixed condenser of a
value between 0.002 and 0.005 /LF might be shunted
across this loud-speaker; the inclusion of such a condenser generally improves the results from a highresistance loud-speaker. Your high-tension battery
is of ample vrlue.
C. W. B. (ANDOVER) sendsus a diagram of his
receiver, and complains that he cannot stop it from
oscillating. He asks for any possible remedy that
we can suggest;
\Ve have carefully examined your circuit diagram, arid

Are you a
Beginner?

see no reason for its persistence of oscillation. As a
matter of fact, it should not be capable of oscillating
at all, but we suggest that you substitute a smaller
condenser across 'your tuning coil and try different
values of grid condenser and high-tension battery.
lt should be possible to obtain critical control of
oscillation by adjustment of the filament rheostat,
but probably you would find varying the voltige
of the HT. battery a more satisfactory method in
your case.

Then take the first opportunity of learning
some of the more important- features of
Radio. "WIRELESS FOR ALL. "has
long been regarded as the first stepping
stone to greater Radio knowledge. If you
know little of Wireless then you must
certainly read this book by John ScottTaggart, F.Inst.P., Editor of Wireless
lYre/dy.'

T. C. (MIDDLETON PARK) asks a question
about a variometer receiver described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," and whether it would give him good
results from London and Birmingham.
There is no crystal set on the page you mention. We
think you probably mean the " Compact Broadcast
Receiving Set," described by Mr. Redpath on page
143 of Modern Wireless No. 2. This set would not,

From all
rsan,
Newsagents, or 73d. post
free from PublishersRADIO PRESS LTD.,
Devereux Court, STRAND
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however, enable you to hear two broadcasting
stations so far apart as London and Birmingham,
except under extraordinarily fa'ourable conditions.

ECO N O M

__'EÇ'

O. W. (HEATON) has made the two-valve set
described in No. 3 "MODERN WIRELESS,"
page 412, but instead of using the inductance coil
specified he has used in place of L1 and L anode
reactance coils made by two well-known manu-

.

7'

LIMITED

I

facturers and does not obtain very satisfactory
results. He asks our advice.

THE "EEC" "XTRAUDION" VALVE
is being used by the leading Radio Ezperimenters for detection, high and low frequency
amplification, power amplifiers and low poss'er

D
/

The first anode reactance coil you mention is quite
suitable in the position of L2, but the introduction of
another anode reaction coil in place of the aerial
tuning inductance L, is not at all satisfactory. We
do not recommend alterations from the design specifled in our article.
P. K. (PAWLEY) wants to buy the necessary
components to construct a wireless set to receive
the London broadcasting, but knows nothing whatever about it, He asks what is necessary and how
he could connect them together.
We believe that Southampton is what is known as a
blind " spot, and therefore, even if you vere an
expert, you would not obtain satisfactory results, A
good set stamped " B.B.C." by a reliable maker
will fill your requirements. We do not recommend
you to attempt to construct a multi-valve set yourself, but you should buy " Practical Wireless Valve
Circuits," Radio. Press, Limited, and "Wireless
Valves Simply Explained," Radio Press, Limited,
and " The Construction of \Vireless Receiving Apparatus," Radio Press, Limited. These books will
supply you with the necessary knowledge to subsequentiv construct sour oÑn apparatus.
.
..
C. W. (SCARBOROUGH) wishes to know of a
good receiver described in either " MODERN
WIRELESS" or "WIRELESS WEEKLY" which
will enable him to listen to any of the British Broadcasting st1tions. He also has an 8-volt dynamo and
the necessary power to drive it, and wishes to know
whether this might be used in place of an accumulator for heating the filaments of his valve.
We suggest the four-valve Universal receiver described
in Modern Wireless. No.
This is quite suitable for
your purpose. Referring to the tise of a dviiamo for
heating the filaments, ve cannot advise this, as, unles the supply vere very carefully smoothed out, it
would cause an undesirable hum in the receiver aU
the time. lt would also probably be a distinct ecoisomy to use a six-volt accumulator and charge it
from your dynamo when iequired as y.ou have the

I

________I

J.

trar.smisicn.

Write to-day for 40 page Radio
Catalogue mailed post free, 4d.

I'Hlfice:

10 FITZROY
LONbON, W.!.
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CRYSTAL RECEIVER

The E.A.C. PARIS

-

-

m'-

IDEAL for 'receiving Broadcasting,' Morse, an
PARIS TIME SIGNALS, and is unequalled for CLEARNESS,
and PURE REPRODUCTION of MUSIC and 'SPEECH.
thè
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Price £5 15 0, including loo ft. of 7/22 P3iameliecl Copper Aerial Wir-.
Tsio Porcelain Insulators, One pair of 4.000 ohms Headphones, and B.B.C.

Royalty.

a set similar to the above, but without the Paris coil and
switch, which is known as the GEM. Price £8 10 0.
Can be obtained through the usual supply Hou,es or troni our Branches
(for wholesale orders) or from The Electrical ApparJtus Company, Ltd..
Instrument Dept.. 8g, Wandsworth Road, London, SW .8.
'Phcne: Brixton 2392,.

We also supply

power to do so.

J. G. L. (EVESHAM) has obtained exceedingly
satisfactory results from the crystal broadcast
receiver described in "HOW TO MAKE YOUR
OWN BROADCAST RECEIVER," Radio Press,
Limited. He now wishes to know: (1) How to make
the results louder. (2) What causes curious noises
at about 1,000 metres wavelength. (3) How many
pairs of telephones he can conveniently use, and
whether a loud-speaker might be used.
(i) The addition of a one- or two-valve low-frequency
valve amplifier will increase the signal streigth by
a very considerable amount. A suitable instrument
for' this purpose is described in No. 3 of Wireless
Weekly.
(2) The sound you heard on your crystal
receiver at i,000 metres wavelength is probably due to
some "backvvash " from an arc station. () Tvvo
pairs of telephones could piubably be easily used with
this ieceiver, but if the note magnifier referred to is
attached to it, it will then be possible to operate a
large number of telephones or loud-spealer.

I

EVER MADE A SET
I

F SO

as detcribed in an article
in a wireless journal?

-

you'll appreciate the advantages
the saiing In time.
trouble and money to be effected by purcbasin one of our

COMPLETE

CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS.

Set of parts for a 2-Valve nroadcast Receiver as described in
U.
"WIreless Weekly" No.4 including polished wocd cvse, inductances
ready wound, sliders and rods, valve b-,lders, rheostat, fixed condensers
ebonite panel drilled and slotted, connecting wire, sleeving and terminals.

Price £2

N

2 0,

post free.

a 2-Valve L.F. Amplifier as described in "Wirless
in eluding polished ease, ebonite panel, 2 transformers,

Set of parts for

2 Weekly ' No.3,

valve holders, rheostat, telephone condenser, connecting wire, sleeving atid
terminals.
Price £3 3 0, post free.

We can also-supply, complete and ready for use, \Vood Variometers to cover
wavelengths from 300 to 700 metres.
Price, including engraved dial and
knob
.
14s. 6d. each, post tree.

I.P.L. RDIØ SUPPLIES, 28, Barnes Cray Vjlk, Cravford, Kent.
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Set

--the interesting experiences of an
Amateur's first steps in 'Wirèless
made up my mind to build up my own
ject
set.
A timely article ii a witekss paper
describing a simple crystal set seemed to
me to show just the instrument which
would fill the bill.
A Crystal Set
lt was simple and consisted of few parts
great advantage to a novice-and could
I well
be constructed for a few shillings.
remember the thrill experienced when I
heard my first telephony on it-the excitement of other members of the household at
hearing this " music through the air." But
this set, good though it vas, later on began
to pall.
My interest seemed to wane; I
wanted to hear more than the nearest bioadcasting station and the few amateurs in my
In short, I had tired of
neighbourhood.
this crystal set and wanted a more ambitious
valve
\fter looking around I found that to buy
a ready-made instrument was far beyond
my means, and constructional articles in the
wireless naners seemed hard to understand
and to require rather more skill in the use
of tools than I possessed.
A Unit Valve Receiver in sels of parts
There seemed no alternative until by
chance I discovered just the type.of receiving set I had in mind. It was in unitsthat is to say, it could be made to expand
and more valves could be added just as
often as one's purse permitted, until
eventually a super-sensitive multi-valve
receiver
is
1

crystal
alone.

set-with

the Detector Unit (No. 4)
Having bought the complete set of

parts 'for the modest 'sunf of 17s., 6d., and
followed the directions confained in a sixpage illustrated instruction folder, a couple
of hours' work gave me a complete valve
unit. There were no holes to drill all I
had to do
.
was to inthe
;

sert

parts
shown.

-a

receiver.-

obtained.

7u

-

.

-

L

as

lthough
my y
now

inc

been

I

y

e

gave
much

obtain
The Detector Unst
with
my
crystal set,
I found that my primitive tuning arrangements had very serious drawbacks, therefore I decided that my next step would be
to invest in a proper tuner.
A Tuner for all Wavelengths
Pn outlay Ot J,3 9S. bd., theretore, procured for me all the requisite parts for a
really first-class tuner in two udits suitable
for all wavelengths.
The tuner unit itself
Besides a three-coil
is most ingenious.
holder it has two rotary switches; one is

putting the condenser in series or in
parallel with the primary coil, and the other
is for
Stand by " or " Tune." The advantages of the former are probably very
well known to you, but the latter may be as
new to you as it was to me.

The Cor denser Unit

advantage of
all, perhaps,

was that it
was supplied
in complete sets of parts all ready to assemble
at home.
The manufacturers and designers of-this
clever set were the Peto-Scott Co., Ltd., of
64, High Holborn, London, W.C.i, and
having found that thèy issue a little sixpenny booklet describing the whole system
-as well as giving an interesting description of the whole principles of wireless-I
lost no, time in getting a copy an4'studying

it.
Making a start wilh one Valve
I found that I could make an excellent
start-using the tuning coils from my old
page

ari able-

near-by stations.
'
Every BroadcasLing Stalion heard on this Sel
I was now on the high road to success.
These three units enabled me to pick tip
all the broadcasting stations with ease from
London to Newcastle,
as
well
as th"
s,lendid
Eiffel Tower concerts fi'om Paris.
.

-

r

.

In due course

-and

r

-

funds

as

N«

;Enì

to

foi

d

condensers-to,cut out all interference from

ever
able

enabling
p

i

c k

me
u p

to

-

t h'e

L.F. Unit

Hague, and a
low frequency unit' which gage me the necessary strength td use my headphones attached
to an old graniophoiie -horn as a loud
speaker.
-.
Building the Sel into an old Bureau
j
You
vill observe that I have said
dthough I could
nothing about cabinets.
have purchased suitable mahogany ones
from Peto-Scott, Ltd., for as little as
instead I
3S. 6d. each, I (lid not rio so;
bought at a local
a
sale
auction
,
fine old bureau
' .fr
which I am now
r

.

-

converting as a
recepsuitable
for.
all
tacle
these five units.

-

e

.

Just like a
certain
ex-

ished."

troni

tnce

by separating the coils and adjusting the

,

.

..

rL

-

ookcase,i

\

continued

-;
.

,

a

Corn-

R62

)

operatingtwo circuits

better
re
suits than I

had

.-

.

.

'My home-assembled
ALWAYS being fond of mechanics-in a
mild sort of way-I fell an easy victim
to the facination of wireless. After
reading one or two little books on the sub-

h,ij.

Máy

vi)

w/zçf/,e,

-ti(4

valve- set- worthy
of any home, and
one vhich would
have
Cost
me

only-the other one for the time being
is not in use at all. Theresult is that the
tuning is quite
broad " and nOn-selective.
coil

"

This hvs advantages
for instance, if you
are searching for a station you can find it
so much quicker on a non-selective circuit.
Also, if you are listening to a couple of
amsiteurs talking to one another, you can
hear them both without havirI to re-tune
each time, supposing they are not exactly
on the same wavelength.
When the switch is at
Tune," yqu are
-

you mention

f/ic

paper or

not.

..

'

"
H.F. Unit

probably three times a much had I bought
it ready made. lt willcertainly be an investment I shall never regret. E. R. G.

Tuner Unit
It operates like this \Vhen the switch is
at " Stand by " the tuning is done on one

.

t pleased

PRICE LIST of SETS of
PARTS
-

We are aiwny,

-- -- -- -- .-

(Complete for Home Assembling)
from our No. i Tuner Unit
27/6
i
-.. 42/customers osmilo.r No. 2 Condenser Unit
mtere,tlng exper- No. 3 HF. Amplifing Unit
13/6
races. Any photo- No. Detector Unit
17/6
4
graphs of Pelo-Scott
No.
L.F.
Amplifying
Unit
33/6
5
into
Units twos
special cabinets or Cabinets for i, 3, 4 and 5
3/6
into
articles o! Cabinetsfnr Ne. 2
7/!urmture wall be Catalngsse of all Radio Cpm
Jiheratp paid' for
ponents,
32
3d.
pp.
upon acceptance.
-Postage 91. per Unit extra, but
paid on all Orders of £ or oier
II

to

Adpolise,sent issued by.:

PETO-SCOTT CO.,-LTD.
Featherstone House, 64, High Holborn, W.C.1

TV/ial does
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VARIABLE AIR CONDENSERS

F

I
E

May

PRECISION.

'T meet the abjiorma) demançi for these conden5ers we have put a specially
their rnanufacture and are now able tooffer same at 25/

I

I

eqiiippd

partrnen d\v) (or

E

Sound mechanical design, fully guaranteed.
High insulation, permanent calibration..
Low Çoat.
Every experimenter should see these beipre purchasing his equipment.
Our engineers have been responsible for sorne of the finct, Laboratory Standards in existençe ihi
condenser is equal to a sub standard though sold at a price within the reach of all.

1he.dign

and price of this-condenser is the greatest achievement since wireless

4cebamë

uk

The result of 25 years' sucessful wirelesséxpèrience.
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IN5TRUM(«
WOrkmanship and rnateniIs embodied in this Instrumeift arcöf an exìeptionally high brdei.
The txed vano are mounted on a heavy solid brass plate. The moving system is carefufl built up sad ivoted. towork
casliy awi cmoothly.
Temperature vatiations have no effect on the easc of operation. A thorqughiy well-made article in
every detail.
ROBUSTNESS-To demonstrate Its sound Construction the condescr may bestibznttrii to riiigh handling or sustained
vibration without displacing any of the parts or efiocting the calibration
MOUNT1NG-It can be supplied for easy panel mounting as illutratciI, or fitted in a polished maboganyiase for use as
iPöeparate unit.
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EditQrjT
Re

the B.B.C.

the full investigation
of the subject, ve have hesipENDING
state our own views on

tated to
the question of the B.B:C. stamp
on component parts.
We have now had an opportunity

of considering very carefully the
pros and cons of. the arrangement,
and while we do ndt agree that a
satisfactory solution would be
merely the adoption of this stamp
vithoùt any safeguard, yet ve
cannot help feeling that much mis-

Stamp on Components

shout about monopolies. Not only
have the originalfirms who joined
the B.B.C. gained no particular
advantage thereby, but it is a fact
that any manufacturer may now
join the B.B.C. on the same terms
as the pioneers.
There is, therefore, no justification for the silly
cry of a monopoly. Many do not
realise that it is within the power
of any new body of manufacturers
to obtain the controlling interest in

understanding has arisen regarding
both the B.B.C. and the National
Association of Radio Manufacturers
who have been taking up tile
cudgels in the general press.
In the first place, there are those
who CritiCise the B.B.C. stamp.
lt should be noted that the Postmaster-General who drafted the
agreement with the B.B.C., stipulated that he would grant them
half the licence fees, but that they,
in their turn, would have to obtain

the British Broadcasting Company.
Not only is there no monopoly, but
there is no fixed contrOl. New firms
banded together could now join the
British Broadcasting Company, and
not only corne in on the same footing as those vlio risked their money
when there vas no definite promise
of a boom, but may actually take
control of the Company.
\Ve hold no brief for the B.B.C.
and ve intend to criticise them
whenever ve think fit.
At the
sanie time, we intend to defend

from manufacturers io per cent.
royalty on the apparatus.
This
proposition came from the Post
Office, and the B.B.C. tried to
reduce the percentage to
per
cent., but this the Post Office
declined. The responsibility, therefore, for the B.B.C. stamp. in the
first place, rests with the Post
Office.
The British Broadcasting Corn:
pany, it must be remembered,
started on a very ambitious scheme
without any guarantee from the
Government. Not onl' vas money
invested ¡n the construction of all
the stations, but the individual
firms spent huge sums in training
unemployed in the manufacture of
wireless sets and parts.
It is only
natural, therefore, that they should
have material
advantages over
those so-called manufacturers who
simply stood by to see hich way
things vere going, and, when a
boom took place, made a great

them as ve would defend any other
body against misinformed criticism.
\s regards the B.B.C. stamp, ve
believe that the royalties on sets
should be lower, anclwe have no
doubt that the B.B.C., if they see
sufficient revenue coming to them
from licences, will agree to a reduction, provided the Post Office.
which initiated the scheme, will
also agiee.
.s regards the B.B.C. stamp on
components,
the
manufacturers
maintain that only by having the
B.B.C. stamp on the components
will it be possible to combat effectively the unfair competition of
foreign:made
articles.
German
and Austrian factories can obviously
turn out wireless parts much more
cheaply than we car. in this country,
yet ve feel that competition and
the fact that the B.B.C. iii no way
attempts to prevent price cutting
amongst its members, will bring.
the level of prices to a -easonable

After all, ihere must be very
few who do not desire to increase
the prosperity of this cuntry
and
to
reduce . unemployment.
The British ni anufacturers were
prothised protection for two years,
and under this promise they took
steps which have resulted in a
most beneficial state of affairs in
many trades,- arid thousands of
unemployed have beers absorbéd in
the industry. Had the companies
not been protected in this way,
one.

they vould simply have established
factories in those countries where
labour vas cheap, and, while
making large profits themselves,
wòuld have benefited British labour
in no way whatever.
We certainly
would consider it a breach of faith
if the protection promised to the
B.B.C: vere withdrawn without
their consent.
Having come to the conclusion
that the promotion of British industry is to be striven for, we next
have to consider whether this
would be effected best by making

-

it compulsory to stamp apparatus
or "British Made." The
B.B.C. stamp, of course, would be
absolute safegüard against
an
foreign importation. On the other

"B.B.C."

hand, no one vill agree to this
stamp if the price of components
¡s to be increased.
The manufacturers undertake that the price will
iot be increased. This difficulty
being removed, will the stamp for.ce.
manufacturers into a combini?
The 1-eply to this is that the B.B.C.
is a combination which will po
mote the welfare of its individual
members, and the industry as a
whole. The B.B.C. doés flot, and
will not, interfere in any way
with the price of apparatus.
\re
the conditions for joining the
B.B.C. oiiërous?
¡f. so, let the
new Committee investigate the
matter closely.
(Con!inied

ou

page 334.)
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THE CHOICE AND OPERATION OF VALVE
RECEIVING CIRÇUITS.
-

By JOHV

The transcript of an aadress
from 2L0 on the evening

r

IT

SCOTI TAGGART F Inst P

only with considerable misgiving that
as my subject to-night " Ube
Choice and Operation of Valve Reçeiving
Circuits." lt is because I know that none
of you can answer nie back that I have liad
the courage to speak on such a controversial
topic. \s I stand here, there are those who
are adjtisting their combined valve and
crystal sets; those who are obtaining excellent
results from a set which uses two high-frequency
valves and a detector valve; and those who,
with some special 'dual amplification circuit,
are telling their friends that the signals they
are now receiving are not nearly as loud as
they 'were yesterday. Incidentally, let me tell
such friends that it is a well known hut
curious wireless phenomenon that signals are
neer as loud when isitors are present as
shen one is working alone.
When so many different kinds of circuits
are being used it is difficult to give advice
which would apply to all cases. I am often
want to arrange a three-valve set,
asked :
what is the best circuit to use?" Before
giving an answer, it is essential to know
more, and I própose first to mention some of
the, general considerations goerning the.
choice of a practical wireless vahe cifcuit.
is

-

after detection, not through teleph.one rçceivers, but to one or more valves acting as,
low-frequency amplifiers. In sonie circuits
we therefore have a high-frequency stage o,f
amplification followed by detection, and, in
others, detction followed by low-frequency.
amplification.
..
Sometimes we use one or niore stages of.
high-frequency amphfication followed by
detection, the final currents being then amplified by one or more vahes acting as lowfrequency amplifiers.
. '.
In all- these circuits, we can use either, a
crystal detector or a valve to rectify the highfrequency oscillations and produce lowfrequency currents.
lt will be found that, although the crystal
detector gives quite good results, louder
signals are obtainable .,hy using a threeelectrode valve. From thest remarks you will
appreciate that, w hereas the single valve as a
detector is not of ttuch use by itself, yet the
same valve when used in combination with a
crystal or another valve may be used with
.

.

.

-

advantage.

-

'

Let us now consider the different ldnds of.
circuits using one, two, -three, four, and five
1ves,' and, examine thich circuits are the
most useful for any. given:, purpose.
There is 'one -important regulation. which
somewhat limits the nature-of areceiving
ciicuit, but the observance of which is im-.
perative if the listener-in is- to receive his

.

ing in magnitude at .low:frqueiicy. The
problèin is, therefore, to change. the high-.
fr&juency oscillatións into low-f reue'ncy:
u rrents capable of operating' the tèlephones.
To effect this, we iise a detector'hich in
thany cases, is avalve.., A single salve, how331
r.4

ever, used in this capacity is hardly worth
tl)e expense and trouble of upkeep. A good
crystal, while not giving quite as loud results,
will be found a more desirable proposition.

The range of a crystal set, however, is very
limited, and many desire to be able to work
a loud-speaker, in s hich case a crystal detector is not sufficient by itself. 'When loud
signals are desired, or when a long distance
is to be covered, we bring into action the
versatile three-electrode valve. We can
either use the valve to magnify or amplify
the high-frequency oscillations before applying them to the detector, or we can pass the
low-frequency currents which are obtained

'Fue three-electrode valve, as used in a
receiver for broadcasting, is employed as a
high-frequ'ency amplifier, as a detector, or as
a low-frequency amplifier.
In ever receiver
two kinds of current. In
there ae fiovin
the aerial ci rcu it. we ha e the high-frequency
oscillations which are set up by the wireless
waves striking, as it ere, the eril. These
high-frequency oscillations, which change
direction perhaps one million times per
second, are unable, directly, to influence the
telephone receivers which requ Ire comparatively slowly changing currents to operate
them; currents changing direction or chan-

-
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items, etc., without interruption.
This regulation forbids the use of reaction on
to the aerial circuit or closed receiving circuit
of the receiver.
Reaction is a phenomenon by the use of
which signals may be strengthened. When
this phenomenon is carelessly utilisecl, the
receiving set is said to "scillate." It produces feeble oscillations which are cbmmunicated to the aeri4l and produce feeble waves
which, hòwever, may travel se eral miles and
interfere with thè ieeption of broadcasting.
The incorrect use of reaction; which usually
consists in bringing two inductance coils in
the receiver too close to each other, isnothing
short of criminal, and it is the height of selfishness to adjust your set sò that you hear
whistling noises in your telephones or loud
speaker. This S ail almost. infallible sign
that your set is oscillating, and the unpleasant
noises hich you hear yourself are probably being jefroduced: in every wireles receier within sveral miles. Even those who
ue a permissible circuit should guard against
letting their sets oscillate.
Now to. return to the consideration of
different classes of circuits. If you have oñly
one vahe you should use it in combination
with a crystal detector, either amplifying the
low-frequency currents by the aid of a stepup transformer, or by: using the valve as.a
high-frequency amplifier with a tuned anode
circuit across which the detector and tele-

i6, 1923

of the transformer being connected to the grid
and fllament of a valve acting as a low-frequency amplifier. For reliable work, it' is
very difficult to beat a circuit in which the
first valve acts as a high-frequency amplifier,
the anode circuit coilsisting of ail inductance
shunted by a condenser, the anode of the
first valve being connected through a grid
condenser to the grid oP the 'second valve
which acts as the detector. In the anode circuit of the second salve there is an inductalice coil which is coupled to the inter-valve
oscillation circuit'to obtain reaction effects.
This class of circuit was first published by
myself sorne years ago, although it has only
recently conic into popular favour, both

musical

SS

amongst experimenters and manufacturers.
I have just l)tIhliSlled a further de elopment
of this circuit, in which the two aRes areS
used for amplification, rectification, however,
being obtained by a crystal detector onnectd
across the tuned anode circuit. ReionJs
obtained fr0111 the second a1ve.
\Vhen tile receiving station is a very long
distance away from the bioadcasting station,
I would advise using both valves as highfrequency amplifiers, with a cr sial as rectifier.
For coupling -high-frequency valves I
strongly recommend a single tuned.anode dcuit in- ¡)referenCe to inter-valve. high-frequéncy transforners, u n less special selectivity
is desired, in which case a loose-coupled
transformer with tuned primary and secondary may be used with advantage.
For general work, three valves may be
strongly recommended as a minimum. The
two-vale circuits i have- mentioned may have
an additional low-frequency am pl ifyi ng val ve
added. An excellent three-valve circuit consists of one high-frequency valve having a
tuned anode circuit; a detecting valve in the
anode circuit of which is a reaction coil
coupled to the tuned anode circuit of the first
valve, nd a third salve as a:1ow-frequency
.

phones may be connected.
Certain dual
amplification circuits vill -give good results,
l)LIt I would advise beginners to use a circuit
of a more straightforward character..
The valve is probably best used as a lowfrequency amplifier when the distance from
the l)roadcasting station is only a matter of a
few miles, hut when the receiving station is
farther out, it is usually preferable to use the
valve as a high-frequency amplifier.
-When two valves are used, several interesting circuits mây be arraiiged. If within a
fw miles of a broadcasting station and a loud
spealer is to be employed, I would suggest
a crystal followed by two low-frequency
amplifying valves. This, however, is not a
very good general type of circuit, and I
would recomniend, in nine cases out of ten,
to use one a1ve as a high-frequency amplifier, and the other either as a detector or as
a low-frequency amplifier.
A good combination is a high-frequency
amplifier with a tuned anode circuit across
which a detector and primary of a step-up
transformer are connected, the secondary

amplifier.
.
This circuit -wilY eisils work a loudspeaker up to twenty miles from a broadcasting station, ard I frequently use this circuit at home myself. For very long range
work, the fi i-st two vahes nay be 'used as
high-frequency ampi ifiers, the third valve
acting as a detector. If desired, a crystal
-

detector miglt he inserted between the second
and third valves, in which case the third valve

might beused as a low-frequency amplifier.
Four valves should give very good results
in all circumstances. The circuit I would

-

*
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Fig.

1.-Ue

Fig. 2.-Valve used as a high-frequency amplifier
fòllowed by a crystal detector.

of valve to amplify low-frequency signals
from a crystal detector receiver.

..ï

i

T'

Rj

JIiíii

BIj

1

Fig. 4.-Circuit having (lie first valve as a high-frequency
amplifier followed by a crystal detector and a L.F
amplifying valvc

Fig. 3.-Circuit suitable for receivers new a broadcasting
station.

4

Fig. 6.-The now highly popular circuit Jòr broadcast

Fig.

reception.

-

7

6.-Two high-frequency

valves foltowed by a cr sta.
detector.
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here. recommend

is

:

amp]ifies., Reaction might

One- 1uih-frequency,

amplifying valve with a tuned anode circliit,
one detecting vahe with a reaction coil
coupled to the tuned anode circuit of nie first
valve and two low-frequency amplifying

-

Nutheous reports have been reeived. and

be produced by

coupling a coil in the anode circuit of the
third tà the tuned anode circuit of the first1
valve.

,

-----

-

If

-

valves. For long range vorl use the first
Iwo valves as high-frequency amplifiers, the
third as a detector, and the fourth as the lowfrequency amplifier.
Coming to five-valve circuits, I would here
uiiquestionablv recommend using the first,
two valves as high-frequency amplifiers using
tuned anode coupling, the third vahe as a
detector, and the last two as low-frequency

¡6, 1923

-

the heginnel- ,tliinks that-mv remark
have become somewhat invoked, I can ;only...
apologise for not being able to reproduce tlie.
circuit diagrams I have i n mv ni i ud
In conclusion, I would like to ask iflisténers-in could send me particulars of tlie7
manner in which they have hiead nie, together with a very brief statement of the kind
of circuit they have used. A table of resilts
should, prove of grat interest:

fublish in a fislure. issue, a table shez6ing (he
apparatus used.

it is hoped to

Eypes

O

.

-

Re the B.B.C. Stamp on Components

-

(Continued from page 330.)

\'e believethat the B.B.C. would

willing to amend its rules, so
that objections to joining the
be

B.B.C.

would oni
be raised by
desiring to import foreign
apparatus.
\Vould the ban on foreign
apparatus hold bac) science? No.
because enterprising British li mis
rst to acquiie
would be the
British manu facturing rights of
an new inventions of value. Tlie_
hat13. B.C. exercises no right
ever of interfering with the private
enterprseofits members in this
(lirect ion.
lt seems, therefore, to us, that
the B.B.C. stamp scare will tLlrn
out to be a bogey if some
of the outstanding Jiftculties ¡ire
smoothed over. It should sLlrelv be
within the scope of the new Cornthose

mittee to er,sure that the organisation of the B.B.C. acts in no sense
as a combine or.nionopolv.
be
have
to
if.
regulations
changed, let them be changed.
rather than that a system, which
oilers the only real protection to
British nianulacturer, should
t he
be scrapped.

If parts liad to

be

stamped

British i\lade,' foreign importation WOUld not be prevented.
If 25 per cent, of an article onlc
is British macle, the whole article
British Made."
may be stamped
Ioreover, there would always be a
great dilliculty in tracing the origin
apparatLis marked " British
Made," whereas the B.B.C. villalavs take effective steps to prevent
the misuse of its trade mark. \gain,
if foreiii headphones arc lined

.

*

.

vjtli headbands marked '' Entirely
British Made,'' there would be no
illegality ii the proceeding, and

et the public would be deceived.
lt. therelore seems to is that,
vlii le ve voijld j)refer the stamp
British i\lade,'' yet no such
scheme of marking would produce
the desired results. . lt therefore
seems that the B.13.C. stamp is
Nevertheless..
i he only alternative.
it is vital, il the stamp is adopted,
am pie guaran tees
shoLl Id
t hat
be forthcoming from the BroadCompany
eastin
t hat
there
vould be no abuses of any kind
The industry
oL its privileges.
must be free, the publie :mcist not
pay more, and the genuine British
manufacturer must receive ade1'hat is our
quate protection.

opinion.

.
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High-Frequency Amplifier Receiver

_____VÁ

___

ï

D

F

L.1

i

-

L2
c

j

R2
z:

z:

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
L1 : A slider type inductance.
L2: A larger slider type inductance.
R : A filament rheostat of about
7 to IO ohms resistance.
V : A three-electrode valve.
.
B1
A six-volt accumulator.
B.2: A 40- (o 80-volt high-tension
battery.
D : A crystal detector.
T : High-resistance 'phones.
:

.

z:

z::
z

GENERAL NOTES.
This is a high-frequency amplifier
receiver, in which a three-electrode
valve is used to amplify the highfrequency oscillations before they are
detected. The anode circuit Contains
the inductance L2, the Circuit being

completed,partly by the self-capacity

partly by the capacity
between filament and anode of the
valve. Instead of having tile slider
type inductances, variometers might
be employed.
of the coil, and

VALUES OF COMPONENTS
The inductance L1 will vary according
to the wavelengths to be received. To
receive broadcasting the coil may
Consist of a tube measuring 4m.
diameter by tin, long, wound for a
distance of 4)in. with No. 24 enamelled
vlre.

The other Inductance, L2, should be
considerably larger. A cardboard
tube measuring 4m, diameter by 8m.
long, wound for a distance of 7m, with
No. 24 edamehled copper wire, will be
found suitable.
in order to receive up to Paris

(2,600 metres). the inductance L1 may
be wound on a cardboard tube measur-

ing 4m, diameter by Ihn, long, wound
for a distance of lOjin. with No. 24
enamelled copper wire. The inductance L2 may be of similar size, but it
will be found that the loudest signals
are not obtainable unless some additional inductance be connected in
series with L2. It is, therefore, to be
recommended to connect in series with
this variable inductance, a coil of
exactly the same size, but without a
slider. the whole of the coil being
therefore in circuit.
NOTES ON OPERATION.
The two inductances, L2 and L2. are
adjusted until the loudest signais are
obtained. Careful adjustment of the
rheostat R and the detector D will
improve signals.

4LP1

-;
/

8
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0
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AN INDUCTIVELY ÇQUPLED CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SET
By E. REDPATH, Assi1anl Editor:

i

This is hie coicluding portion

of the anidé describing a selective crystal receiving set,
which appeared in our last issue.

-

O

PARTII

t

r,

completed the various
components :as described in
the fIrst portion of the article,
fitted them temporarily upon a basel)Oard rind tested theni upon actual
signals, it remains to assemble
'them complete into a suitable contaming box or cabinet,
During the l)relimitlarv test it
vill have been discovered that the
inning of both
he ;'erial and the
secondary
is much sliarpei'
-that is to say,
more
criticalwhen the primarY
coupling coil is
adjusted so as
i

By moving the secondary tuning
switch ou to the third, or even on
to the second, stud and increasing

crystal detector, therefour adjustnients provided. The knob itli
engraved dial to the left operates
the condenser value to compensate,
the varionieter which tunes the
it will be found that the couplings aerial Circuit, whilst that on thé
can be further reduced, say to so.. right controls thè secondary tuning
ot' even to 40, degrees vitli scarcely
'condenser. I3etveen the two dials
any loss of signal strength, and
and immediately in front òf the
that a slight adjustment of the aerial
crystal detector is the 6-point
tuning variometer will greatly resecondary tuning switch which
selects the nunib'e-' of turns,of the
secondai'y induct-

-

,.

a
g y e
Couploose ''
li ng bet \cen t he
aerial and secon-

been

noticed

--'.

'

-

-

-
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subsequent
stud includes an

add

.

'\

no

.

-

-
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-

S
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S

with a
pointer

'
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over
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;

I

o n a

30

h
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a

moving
s C a

-
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-
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The

e

.
-

Containing Box
I)etails of the

compteled sel.

duce, if noi entirely eliminate, the
interference from the spark station.
¡n this connection it should be
noted that, following any appreciable adjustments in the secondary
circitit, particularly of the secotidarv tuning switch or the coupling
between the Circuit, a small final readjustment of the aerial tuning the
variorneter vill be necessary.
-

Assembling the Set
The photograph, Fig. t, shows
the completed set. Apart from the
¡

I

,

-

,,,

Fig 11.-Tite

Il,

m a

s

-

graduated
from
o
to 90
an
right in front of
the set are the
two telephone terminaIs.

.

--

-

i

of inductance. In front of
t h e
secondary
tuning switch is
the cou p Ii n g,
k n ob, provided

-

in
is
further
sharpened by thp
use of a fewer
inimber of turns
of the secondary coil and n increased amoun t of capacity.
Foi- instance, suppose that good
signals at-e being received with the
secondaiy tuning switch upon the
he secondary
fourth or lìfth stud
condenser at aboitt 40 degrees and
the coupling at 70 degrees-that is
to say, only io degrees short of tha
tightest possible couj)l ing-ahd tu at
some interference is experienced
from a spark station operating upon
a wavelength fairly close to that to
which the receiving set is tuned,

t

turns
-

-

-

each

'

-doubt, that' although
signals
are possibly somew h a t -. 'tronger
when the seconchary Circuit conilarge
prises
a
amount of inducanCe and a
small amount of
Capacity, the tun-

S.-,

switch upon the
left-hand stud 50
turns only are in
Circuit, and, moving to the right,

.

".

,

i

ilarv Circuit.
It will also have

-.

\Vith the

ance.

,'

S

(._

'

t o

arre

-

ciuit

-

,..:

box or cabinet are
The present
in Fig. 12.
writer has rather a preference
for the sloping top-type of containing box, aithouh its use in the
prrsent instance necessitates saw¡ng a corner piece ofT tite aerial

containing
given

tuning variometer, which other\vis2
would touch
Readers vlìo
the necessity
meter should
hox

5m.,

the back of the box.
¡hay desire to avoid
for cutting the vario-

make the containing
deep at bolli front and

back.
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The ebonite iop pane1 should be
carefully cut to size and marked
off and drilled in accordance with
the details gien in Fig.

remove the insúlation from the connecting wires except at the point
where each is soldered to th contact stud, there is no necessity to employ insulating sleeving in this
case.

i.

The Secondary Tuning Switch
Fig. 14 (a) and (b) show plan and
elevation i-espectively of the 6-point
secondary tuning switch, the coni-

The Secondary Condenser
The assembly. of the secondary
condenser is shown in Fig. i6.
This condenser is built up entirely
from standard parts, and consists
of five fixed and four rotary vanes,
the former being
and the
latter 2ifl. across the diameter.
The spring on the condenser which
makes contact vith the moving
plates is to be connected to the
starting end of the secondary coilthat is to say,, to the end turn adlacent to the couolinr cûil-whilst

__j?a. 5qj;

ponent parts of which-namely;
six contact studs with nuts, two
brass stops also with nuts, and
laminated s itch arm with brassbushed ebonite knob and lock-nuts
--may be purchased from any wireless dealer.

.

(a)

3_1%

'h:

6

.

I

Ii.

Mounting the Secondary and
Coupling Coils
Before further components are
fitted in place behind the panel the
secondary and coupling coils should
be mounted as shown in Fig. 15,
and the tappings from the secondary coils should be carefully soldered to the shanks of the respective
contact studs. The 3o-turn tapping
should be connected to the first or
left-hand contact stud, and each o.f
-the 30-turn tappings, in proper

.

f

-.

..

--II

-

Ji

--

.

.

'(b).

:-

,.

-

Fig. 14 (a) and (b).-T/le 6-point
.
-

-.

turing swifch.

the two

telephone

ter-

minaIs and securely connected
thereto. The condenser actually
fitted to the original set is a Duhilier, capacity 000i3 sF.

©

'

to OOO2 zF, should be fitted

between

Fig. 16.-The secondary condenser.

©
-

The Telephone Condenser
small fixed condenser, capacity

0.00 i

(7J

box.

I'

A

® Q

Fig. 12.-Details of the containing

small screv tust mentioned, ensures good contact with the end of
the coupling coil and affords a fixed
point from which connections can
subsequently be taken to one side of
the varionieter and to the aerial
termiral respectively.'

.

-_

the 'fixed plates are-to be connected
to the spindle of the tuning switch.

The CoupIin Coil Connection
Close to each projecting end of
the coupling coil spindle a small
countersunk-headed brass screw is
passed through the cardboard
secondary tube from the inside and.
fitted with a asher and two nuts.
small piece of flexible \\ ire soldered to the brass bush on the
spindle, or to the spindle end itself,
wrapped once round the spindle and
secured beneath the washer on the

Mounting the Variometer
Reference has already been made
to the necessity for cutting the
variometer in order to enable it to
be fitted into a small sloping top
cabinet. The amount of cutting required and the method adopted for
mounting the varionieter to the
back, of the ebonite panel will be
seen on reference to Fig. 17. Four.
brass wood screws passed through
the ebonite panel into the wooden
stator of the variometer, the distance pieces employed being eight
spacer washers as used fur variable
condensers, two at each screw.

-JO/Is',
Fig. 13.-Drilling plan of the ebonite
panel.

order, to the succeeding contact
studs.
The last stud will, of
course, be occupied by the wire
from the end of the secoidary coil
furthest from the coupling coil.
Provided that care is taken not to

Fig. 17.-Method

of

mounting tl;e

velriometer behind the pallet.

Fig. 15.-Mounting lhe secondary
and coupling coils.

In last week's issue the number of
turns of vire to be wound upon the
winding former for the stator coi!s
was inadvertently given as 48 to
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coil, from the other skie of which a
direct connection is to be taleii to
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cónnected lo the siiidIe of .thetur
ing switch and to one of the telephone terminals, the re1aii1in detector and telephoe
terminals being cou'
nected together.
In a receiving sèt
of this description,
therefore, there aue
reullv three Circuits,
namely, the aerial
pr open circuit, the
secondaiv or closed
circuit,
both
of
which aie oscillatoi-y circuits; and,
thirdly, the detector
circuit, including the
crystal detector itself and the telephone receivers. The
last-named is what
Inoui as an
S
-

-

-

i

-

-

U

Ç

,.

¿ L

.
j-

.1

-

/

T

c?c

IL

Results Obtainable
\Vith a set of this
h a y n g
nature,

-

i

-

-

several more or less

critical adjustments.
the results obtained

will

Fig. 78.-Components assembled complete behind ebon ile panel.

only 24 or 25 turns. in order to
qbtain tIte greatest useful range of
a variometer, the total nuthber of
turns on the rotor should be the
sanie as on the stator.

the variometer and thence to the
earth terminal.
Tite moving plates of the variable
condenser are to be connected to the
starting end (close to the coupling

be considerably
the
as
improved
ownel gains experience in the manipulation of the set.
preliminary trials of tIte oriA
ginal set, however, show the
tuning to be quite selectivé even
in the case of signals received front

Connecting up

\\itli

all these components se-

Fig. 19.-Complete circuit diagram.
cured in-place upon the back of the
ebonite panel, as shown in the
photograph, Fig. i8, and tite tappings from the secondary coil duly

connected to the respective contact
studs is already described, it remains to coiuplee the connections
in accordance with the wiring diagrani, Fia. 19.
The aerial terminal is to be con-

let.

Fig. 20.-A back-of-panel wirin(diagrazn..
coil) of the secondrv coil and to
otie side of the crystal detector,
whilst the fixed plates are to be

coast stations and shipping. operating upon the 600-metre wavelength.
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on the Valve
A COMPLETE COURSE

0N THERMIONIC. VALVES

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member I.R.E. Author of
Thermionic Tubes- in Radio Teleraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," " Wireless Valves Simply Expia ined, "Practical Wireless Valve Circa lis," etc., etc.

.

PART
Water Analogy for Explaining the Action of
the Three-electrode Valve.
-.
i shows an analogy whici has been used

5,

-

_N
e

6(4i)

,

i
-

J
Fie.

1.-A

-

-

waler anaIoy.

The water is sprayed out f torn F, and sorne
of it faits back into the vessel \V, while sone of
the ater is sucked up into the inverted funnel A,
owing to a strong suction draught, çaused by pIo
pelter B2, the tower end of which is placed just
above the water in W.
The suction created by the propeller B is not
sufficient to draw more than about half the water
sprayed out from F. The \vater. that is drawn
tp into the fun.nel A passes round the tube C
and falls back again into he'vessel W.
The third propeller G is placed in betveen the
rose F and the funnel A
This propeller may be
rotated by turning the handle H. 1f this handle
be turned in a right-hand direction the propeller
G increases the upward draught, and so helps the
inverted funnel. A to collect, more vater. The
can.

What is a Filament Rheostat?
A filament rheostat is a variable resistance
usually having a maxiniur
value of about 7
ohms,
hich is used for
var ing the current flow:
ing through the filament.
By its means it is possible
tò vare the temperature of
t
'the filment, and therefore
ihe number of electrons
emitted froa it per second.
The usual type of lilament rheostat is that
shown in Fig. 2.
rotary
tYpe ¡S now universally emFig. 2.-A filament
°ploved, and it consists °of
r1zeosai.
-

i.

*

.

339.
8

.

increased flow of vater, of colfrse, nasses round
the tube C.
In this añalogy the rose F corresponds to the
filament of the valve, the inverted funnel A corresponds to the anode, the propeller B, corresponds
to the high-tensionbattery, the propeller B4 corresponds to the lilament battery which causes
electrons to be emitted from the filament, and the
p1opeller G corresponds to the grid. Turning the
handle H round in a right-hand direction so as to.
cause an increased how of vater round through
C corresponds to placing a positive potential on
the gild of a three-electrode valve.
If we reverse the handle H, and therefore the
propeller G, although there is an upward diaught,
which tends to cause vater f rom F to go to A,
yet the propeller G will now exercise a downward draught, which will tend to oppose, more
or less, the upward draught into \.
The result vill.be that a smaller proportion of
the vater coming from F will go to the inverted
funnel \ and round the water circuit C. This
decrease in the flow of. water round C corresponds to a decrease in the anode current of a
three-electrode val ve when a negative potential
is applied to the grid.

of times, both in America and in
this country, and helps the beginner 'to
understand how the three-electrode valve works as
an amplifier. In this figure we have a propéller
B4 driving water out of a 'vessel \\ UI) into
a rose F which might be a rose of a watering-

__

page 276.)
--

.
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relatively high resistivity,

and a switch arm which moves round, so that a
smooth variation of resistance is obtainable.

Where is the Filament Rheostat Connected?.
The filament rheostat is connected between one
of the pins on the valve going to the filament
and one terminai of the six-voit accumulator
used for heating the filament. The other filament pin of the valve is connected to the other
terminal of the accumulator.
Whether the rheostat is connected in the negative lead to the accumulator or the positive one
depends upon the circuit to be empl.wed. \Vhere
the valve is used as an amplifier the rheostat is
best connected to the negative lead.
Fig. 3 shows, pictorially, n here the lìlamciit
fheostat R is connected. lt vili be seen Ilia it
is placed between one of the lilament pins JZ and
the negative ternuinl of the six-volt accumulator
B1.
lt does not matter whether the moving arm
or the end of the resistance f the rheostat is
connected to the negaIve terminal of thd. accurnulator, nor, of coni-se,, does it matter vhicl
-of the. two pins on the valve, which go to t lie
(lids of the Iament, is considered the negative
Pill.
The oilier pin, F + , is connected to the positive terminal of the accumulator B.

-

Fig. 1.-Circuit representation

of rheostat,

-J,

etc.

-

-

What are the Two Kinds

of

Amplification?

In a wireless receiver there are two kinds of
currents flowing. \Ve have, iii the hrst place,
the high-frequency currents in the aerial circuit
before it i applied to thédetector, and ve also
have tile hov_fieqincy curients which work tile
telephones.
-.
\Ve may ei i hei amplify tile original highfrequency currents in the aerial circuit before
applying them ro the detector, or we can amplify
tile currents which norinaltv would llave gone
to the telephones. Very often
e tise both forms
of amplification.
'I he kind of anipllication -in which the original
high-fi-equency currents are amplified befrc
being applied to a detector, k called "highfrequency amplification," or " radio-frequency
amplification.'' The kind cf amplification emploved when the low-frequency cut-rents are
amplified is known as
low-f equency antpliflcation," " audio-frequency amplification," " note
magnification,'' or note arnpliíìcatien.'
--

-

'

-

-

When is High-frequency Amplification EmploycJ?

amplification is used when it

f;!

over bug ranges, ör to
receive signals on a small aerial, or loop. \Veal
oscillating currents vill not operate a crystal
detector, and it is therefore important to
strengthen up the oscillations in order that the
1-ugh-frequency
detector vill work effectively.
amplification is particularly useful for bringing
in signals. which could not otherwise be heard.
Another advantage of high-frequency amplification is that, owing to the circuits employed,
In
a greater degree of selectivity is obtained.
other words, it is easier to separate out signals
froua one which would interfere with them.

A

Fie.

3.-Use

When is Low-frequency Amplification Employed?

Although in this figure the leads are shown
wisled on to the actual valve pins or legs. yet
in most cases the valve would actually he fitted
into a valve holder, which, however, is supplied
in pins arranged in a similar vav to those on
the valve itself.
Fig. shows how the arrangement represented
in Fig. 3 is shown in a circuit diagram.
u

io

I

of rheostat.

This form of amplification is used :for
strengthening signals which may already be confortably heard. The chief value of low-frequency
amplilication is in enabling a large volume of
sound to be obtained, and this form of amplification is almost essential if a loud-speaker is

I

t

-

is desired to receive

to be used.
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Describe How a Three-electrode Valve May be
Used to Strengthen the Signals from a Crystal
Detector Receiver.
Fig. shows the art angemenf of the apparatus
for receiving signals by the aid of both a crystal
detector and a three-electrode valve.
The portion of the circuit to the left of the
diagram shown is an ordinary crystal receiver
The letter C represents the telephone
circuit.
condenser which gets charged up with rectified
pulses.
Iñstead of connecting high resistance

of which is connected to the positive terminal of
a hi&h-tension battery B. of. about 6o- volts.
The tegative terminai of Ù, is connected to the
positive terminal of the filament battery B1.'
The operation of this circuit will .be readily
understood by those who have read previous Tustalments of this series. The varying potentials
across the condenser C are of low-frequency,
and are applied across the grid and filament of
the valve V. The variations in the potentials of
the grid cause large changes in-the anode cur-

IJ
Fig. 6.-Simple valve amplifier circuit.

Fig. 5,-Crystal and valve receiver.

rent of the valve, with the result that the sound
in the telephones is much greater than it would
have been had the 'phones been connected
directly across the condenser C.
Draw a Circuit corresponding to the pictorial
arrangement of Fig. 5
Fig. 6 shows the circuit diagram of Fig. .
Similar letters are used for the different
parts.
In actual practice the condenser C is usually
omitted, as there is sufficient capacity between
the grid G and the filament F inside the valve.

telephones across the condenser C, ve connect
the top terminal of C to the grid terminal of the
valve holder.
Th other side of the condenser
C is connected to the negative terminal of
the filament accumulator B1. To the terminal F-, which goes to one side of the filament, is connected one side of the filament
rheostat R, while the other side of this rheostat
is connected to the negative terminal of B1.
The terminal F+ is connected to the positive terminal of B. To the pin A is connected a wire
from one side of the telephones T, the other side

A NOVEL TEST LAMP
The two valve pins shown are
mounted on a piece of ebonite hin.
thick, im, by 2m, long. The distance between the plugs is such
that they will fit into the filament
sockets in the valve-holder.

ARA1'HER interesting device
which should interest begintiers and which may prevent
the burning Out of a valve is shthvn
ill the accompanying photograph.
The idea of the device is to fit
it into the two valve sockets provided for the filament pins on the
valve and to see whether the circuit.
is correct before placing the valve
in position.
lt not infrequently
happens that when a beginner is
trying his Circuit there iC a sudden
flash

and

is.

has

disappeared.

The device here illustrated will result in a small flash lamp being
burnt out if there is anything wrong
with the circuit.
The whole arrangemenL may be
made for a little over a shilling,
and only uses parts which may be
bought at any wireless dealers.

*
t

An ordinary flash-lamp holder is
fixed to the ebonite base on one side
by the nut securing one of the
plugs, and on the other side by
by a small nut and bolt. The connection to one of the plugs is
thereby affected, while the other connection is made by taking a lead
from the screw F on the lamp
holder to the upper nut of the other
plug.
A device of this kind has many
other applications. For example, it
might be used as a fuse to be con-

in series
tension battery.

nected
The

tesi

lamp with

its

mounting.

with the high.

34'
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Valve of the Future.

THE low-temperature valve is
gaining rapidly in popularity,
and il any maker could put one
on the niarket at a moderate price,
say

ji, he would, I

nearly

believe, capture

Though it is
improvement upon the
ordinary tpe as regards comparative efficiency, ve cannot look upon
even the lo -temperature valve as
the lait word.
The EM F. reiuired on the Iilamént runs from
i% to 3 volts acording to type, and
there are vaive that consume no
more than one-tenth of an ampere
in tile way of current, but e must
regard these figures, remarkable
though they now seem, merely as
indications of what the valve of the
future vill be like. Inventors are
hot on the trail of a filament that
will emit when cold o? nearly so.
Once they have found it, and lÌrtd
it they surely viil, we shall have
valves whose filaments are heated
lo so low a temperature tliat not
even a red glow will be visible.
Probably some slight energising
current vill be necessary, but this
will be of the kind that a single
small dry cell an supply.
.\nother direction in which considerable progress has already been
made is in the reduction of t he
niiode potentials necessary mr ellicient reception. A valve is made
to-da which works quite well vitli
only 13 volts on the plate, and
readable signals can be obtained
with as little as io volts

a

ll the trade.

vast

The " Distance Itch."
The oscillation Íiend continues in
his wickedness providing nightly a
series of farnard imitations that
are not in the Broadcasting Conipany's pi-ogranimes. \t times his
activities are so poisonous that ne
switches off in despair. Reradiation, or rather the fInding of sorne
means of putting an end to it, is
one of the probleiis of wireless
to-da. Conditions are very bad

in some places, and what they will
be like next autumn,
'hen we may
reasonably expect the number of
owners of sets to have doubled,
one hesitates to imagine.
Th cause of about nine-tenths
of the trouble is, I think, what the
Americans poetically term
the
itch for distance." You haveno, no, sonic other fellow has, let
us say, for von, no doubt, lead a
blameless life with never a shiver
of oscillation-he has, then, a single
valve set of which he is inordinately proud.
Several of his friends llave sitnilar ets and similar feelings about
them. They meet; they talk. You
may imagine what they say. The
spirit of emulation is roused in
their breasts, and each and every
one of them sets himself the task
of obtaining receptions that will
make the others blush for very
shame.
The net result is that the whole
coterie indulges in an orgy of reaction, using large coils coupled as
tightly to the AT. I. as the ivy is
to the oak, and pushing up the
pointer of the reaction condenser
to its very limit. This is not vireless, for there is no merit in receiving distorted transmissions.
een though they come from vast
distances. The true art is.tò obtain
perfect reception free from any sign'
of '' woolliness.''
Therefore, if a fellow has but
one valve lie should not str'in to
achieve the impossible, but should
concentrate i-ather upon making it
a thoroughly efficient receiver of
stations within its range. If the
distance itch " persists try one of
super-regenerative Circuits
the
and use a frame aerial until you
have obtaiiiecl thorough control of
it.
Gramophonics.
One often hears levelled at vireless the criticism that its receptions
are " gramophonv,'' and in, perImps, the majority of eases such
3J2

B12

i:

vctv .-.
,1_

.'

comment is fair andjust' -Many
people make a fetish of mere noise
and are not satisfied until their
loud-speakers belch forth a raucous,
discordant, ear-splitting medley of
distorted sound.
You- can
et
as much noise as would sátsfy
even a nigger camp meeting, merely
by piling note-magnifier on notemagnifier; but Jt won't be nice
noise; in fact, il produced in the
neighbourhood
of
the
oyster's
breeding grounds during these Rless months, it would, I imagine,
seriously annoy themollusc, since,.
as everyone knows, a nóisy noise
is anathema to him.
Now the wireless et should not.
be gramophony.
If it is there is
something wrong with it. It may
be that one of tile 11F. amplifiers
is oscillating; it may be that the
rectifier is not working on tile proper portion of its curve; it may be
that the note-magnifier is calling
for ami extra dry cell nr t e to
supply a negative potential and
suppress grid current. The fault
may lie in the L.F. transformer.
or it may be found in the loudspeaker itself.
Wherever it lias its secret lurking place there is a fault, and your
real enthusiast will arm himself
with pliers and screw-drivers and
other implements of his craft, resting not uñtil he has found it aiid
Hasty men willi
corrected it.
been
have
ultrá-musical ears
known to adopt swifter methods
with a sledge hammer

-

4-

4.

Soft Sawder."

In our early days you were no
doubt lured on by articles written
by criminal optimists such as
myself,
hich described the utter
" This."
simplicity of soldering.
said you, "is child's play. I will
no longer pay out good money to
the cycle shop for the joining together of this and that. I will provide myself with a tusty soldering
-
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accompfish my own

You bought the iron and a thick
stick of solder, also some horrible
messy compound which had to be
smeared over The joint-to-be as a
And
preliminary, t opérations.
then the solder wouldn't run, or if
it ran it wouldn't stick; and when
you tried to attach a vire to the
end of a terminal that projected
through a panel the ebonite around
it straightway began to dissolve
into a loathsome stickiness.
Probabl
you hurled the irOn
through the window or used it
thereafter as a poker or a caseopener, and expressed your opinion
in no polite terms of those who
said that soldering was easy. At
the risk of driving you to further
frenzy
repeat that it is, but not
if you use the solder that comes in
fat sticks.
This has too high a
melting point for wireless purposes.
Buy sorne thin blow-pipe solder,
and I venture to predict that
you will reinstate the soldering
iron in its olace of honour, no
longer regarding it as a villainous
implement that.no decent man can
handle without loss of self-respect.
Spaghetti.
People have been puzzled over the
in
advertisements that appear
American -wireless, papers offering
unlimited quantities of spaghetti
for sale. Some have concluded that
wireless enthusiasts in the New
Wérid have decided to pay homage
to Senatore Marconi by making the
national dish of his country their
staple article uf diet. A beautiful
and touching thought, but unfortunately Uncle Sam's "radio fans
havé no such line intentions.
1

' Sjaghetti " is, with them, vireless slang for the insulated rubber
sleeving, which we prosaically term

systoflex. The name has, however,
been responsible for one of those
little episodes that come as gleams
of sunshine in a dull world. One
constructor did actually insulate his
entire set with genuine macaroni,
spending hours in threading wires
through its tortuous lengths, and
then sent an S.O.S. letter to
brighten the otherwise monotonous
lot of an editor. Possibly it was
the same optimist who, living in a
thirty-fourth-floor fiat, buried his
earth in a V1flQO\V bOX.
Youthful Experts,
One of the most curious points
about wireless is the .avidity 'ith

which schoolboys have swallowed
every fact in connection with the
new science.
Years ago, when
wirelss vas' unthought of, such
things as ohms, ' amperes, and
microfarads aroused the sanie feelings of bored disgust in the boy's
breast as did Euclid's strange
thirst for constructing complicated
designs, cr the eccentricities of
Greek irregular verbs. Now all is
changed. Mention such a topic as
eddy-currents in the hearing of a
schoolboy and he will bombard you
with eager ouestions until he has
profited "by ll your knowledge-or
exposed your lack of it.
Wireless oves much of its popularity to the )oungsters. Their
staid parents, having read something about its possibilities, invested a shilling or so in a handbook, but gave it up as a bad job
after looking through the illustrations and seeing that they vere full
of mysterious curls and zig-zags
things with arrows shot
and
through them like hearts after a
visit from Cunid.
But the shoolboy reads, and
having read imparts the fruits of
his knowledge in simple language
to his parents. Then, when he had
explained e'ervthing, paterfamiias
fared forth and bought a set, or
provided little Wil!ie with the
necessary parts for the making of
one.
Now \Villie has taught his
sire so well and so truly that he is
capable of operating the set all by
himself and even of dealing with it
when it jibs, though the youngster
has gone back to school and is ne
longer there as a present help in
time of trouble.

They Know.
But seriously, the degree of
knowledge attained by some boys
is remarkable. I had a visit a few
days ago from a sixteen-year-old
who is making-and making jolly
sveil-a five-valve set.' He was not
quite 'sure which form 'of high_
frequency amplification to adopt, so
he came to ask if he might test
various kinds on my experimental
set.

He knew the subject really well,
and when it came to handling the
set he took to it as a duck takes
to water. The designs which he
showed me were first-rate; everything had been calculated out to a
nicety, and the result when the job
is finished will be a set fit to take

its place besides most of those constructed by people of inatuter
years and far wider experience.
lt's rather liard lines, don't you
think, that such a youngster, and
he's only one of thousands, can't
legally hold any form of receiving.
licence until he is twenty-one years
of age.

But These Don't.
Quite a different sort of "expert
is the fellow who, last month selling tripe or engaged as a sartorial
artist, is now in business as an
authority on wireless. You know
the sort of nian I mean. He will
erect your aerial (probably minus
insulators), install
our set, and
give you advice when it goes

wrong. He knows little or nothing
about the job, and, despite his
assurance, he is a man tobevare of.
A friend of mine who has had
trouble with his set recently confided it to the ministrations of oneof these, who, after getting the
wiring into the most appalling
mess, sent it back saying that he
could do nQthing with it as it had
apparently been struck by lightning! The underside of the panel
looked far more as if a madman
had been having a game of cat's
cradle with the
ires.
13e careful, too,
how you buy
high-tension batteries from these
people.
They have an eligaging
little way of using them -for longS
periods for demonstration purposes
and then putting them back on the
shelves for sale as. new goods.
Personally, I can't think why the
makers don't adopt for H.T. batteries a paper seal like that used
for pocket flash-lamp batteries.

i

A New Game.
One writer I notice has been recommending wireless .hare and
hounds as a new pastime. The
hare rides in a sidecar and transmits little messages of encouragement or defiance on a pre-arranged
wavelength whilst the hounds
follow on motor bikes, cars,
donkey carts and what-not fitted
with receiving sets. I suggest as,
an alternative .the game of Hunt.
the Squealer played with directionfinders during broadcasting hours.
On being run to earth the culprit
is, of course, clubbed to death His

aerial neatly coiled up is awarded
as a trophy to the first hound home.
I would lilie to play that game!

WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., Finsi P., Staff Editor (Physics)..

Readers who are taking up wireless as a hobby, and have little or no elecfrical knowledge; will find a careful perusal of this special series of articles of treat ass ist o.,i ce

-

,.

PART VI
(Continued from No.

Dielectric Constant or Specific
Inductive Capacity.
has been stated that the

T

-

capacity of a condenser depends,
amongst other things, upon the
nature of the insulating material
If in a
between the plates.
of
slab
condenser
simple
a
vax be inserted
(say) paraffin
between the plates, the capacity
of the condenser - vill be increased. The property of an insulating mterial upon which depends its power of affecting the
capacity of a condenser in which it
is used as the insulating medium
specific inductive
is called its
insulating
As
the
capacity."
medium between the plates is some"dielectric.''
called
th»
times
another name for the specific inductive capacit) is the "dielectric
constant." Since a condenser has
a greater capacity when the dielectric is paraffin \\ax than when the
dielectric is air, we say that the
specific inductive capacity (or dielectric constant) of paraffin \vax is
greater than that of air.
The
spèciflc inductive capacities of
various insiilatin substances differ
erv considerably.
There are many other interesting
matters connected with electrostatics which may perhaps be described on some other occasion, but
fbr the present. as this Course is
intended to prepare the reader for
the study of wireless, I will only
deal with those which are of most.
direct utility in that connection.
Some of the subjects which are
here treated in an elementary way
will be dealt with in greater detail
in a course of "Principles of Vireless '' in this journal.

5,

page 284.)

The fundamental principle underlying the production of wireless
waves illustrates in a striking way
the identity of static and current
electricity. For, as the reader vill
find later, the "wireless transmitter '' consists essentially of a
condenser whose plates are connected together by means of a conducting vire. The charge upon one
plate flows along the wire to the
other plate, and whilst the flow is
taking place
the
electrostatic
charge appeals as current electricity in the vire. Under special
conditions, the charge overshoots
itself, as it were, and stores itself
up on the opposite plate of the condenser, so charging the condenser
the opposite way round : y, hilst this
is taking place, the current electricity is re-appearing as electrostatic charge. The reverse action
then sets in and the charge begins
to flow back along the \vire To the
first plate, and so on. lt is because
this arrangement, which is fundamental in wireless transmission and
reception, has, as it vere, one foot
in the domain of "electrostatics
an-d the other in that of "current
electricity," that 1 have specially
emphasised the identity ol electricity, hethet it be in motion or
at rest. Remember that potential
difference has just the same meaning when applied to the terminals of
the electric light mains as when
applied to two oppositely charged
sl)heles; that the resistance of a
conductor is the same property
whether it be involved in the passage of a current through the filament of an electric lamp or the discharge of a body by touching it
with the finger; and that the elec-

tric current which flows from a
frictional machine " is the sanie
as that which flows from an elect
trical accumulator. There niay be
ditierences in the strength of the
current, and in some cases the current is nzain!ai,zed, whilst in others
it falls to zero as the electrification
is discharged, but these are merely
incidental circumstances and do nut

affect the identity of its nature.

Lightning Conductors.
Under

some circumstances a
may become e!ectricallv
cloud
charged to a very high potential
(as compared with the zero potential of t he earth), and if such a
clarged cloud drifts into thè vicinity
of an elevated conductor, such as a
church spire or a wireless aerial,
a discharge rna' take place through
the conductor, the electrification on
the cloud escaping into the earth so
as to equalise the potentials of the
two bodies-the cloud and the earth.
Owing to its large dimensions, the
cloud may possess considerable electrical cápacitv, and if it is at n
high potential, the quantity of
electricity stored upon it nias' be
-ei-y great.
When the discharge
commences to take place; the current which flvs probably depends
upon the potential difference and
the resistance of the conductor.
In the case of a church spire the
resistance may be very large, but
it must be remembered that the
potential of the cloud may be extremely high (many
hundredthousand volts).
Once the discharge commences, the heating
effect may diminish the resistance
of the electrical path to the earth
(which then probably includes the
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'In order to. obviate
such disruptive discliarge, it is.
usual tu protect elevated projections such as towers, spires, etc.,
by attaching to them strips of
high-conductivity . copper with a
number of sharp poitits at the
upper. ethemity, the lower end of
the strip béing deeply embedded in

air in the \icinity), and a current
vjIl how of short duration but of
enornous ampere-strength. The
heab rqduced b this current is
very: great, ands it is evolved in
ari extremely sii rt space of time,
the material of the conductor as
vel as the ar in the vicinity may
expand with explosive rapidity and

ELI
NOT Only do two oppositely
charged bodies attract one another, but a charged body may
attract an uncharged body.
kt
first sight it appears that thesa
are two separate phenomena, but
in reality they are of the saíne
nature in both cases. For when
an uncharged body is brought into
the icinity of a charged body, a
separation of electrification upon
the uncharged body takes place,
and electrification exhibits itself
upon the body in the regions nearest
to, and remote from, the original
charged body. Fig. i indicates the
conditions
under
consideraftn.
The electrification in the region C
vill be of the opposite sign to that
of A, and the electrification in the

,_

1/

A

o.
Fig.

B
.

----fr

1.-Showing induced

charges
C, D produced on uncharged body B
by presence of charged body A.

region of 1) will bé of the sanie
sign as that of A. This effect is
known as " electrostatic induction," for the two charges cn B
have beefl induced by the presence
of the charge on A and they are
only evidenced so long as A is present lt should be noted that there
is no free charge created upon B,

for the two induced charges which
are temporarily called into evidence
are equal in amount and opposite
in sign.

Law of inverse Squares
Two opposite electiic charges
attract one another with a force
"hieb is inversely proportional to
the square of the distance between
them; thus the attraction when
they are separated by a distance of
2ft. will be one-quarter of the
attraction when their distance

vio1ence.

the earth. Such a strin is known
as a lightning conductr, and prvides an easy path for the discharge to earth
a ,wire1ss
aerial it is desirable to have an arrangement for nablipga lightning
discharge to travel diréét to earth,
so that damage to the- indoor apparatus may -be avcrted

.Jn

CTROSTATIC INDUGI ION
apart is ift. ; il thy are separated
by a distance of 3ft., the attractive
,,

force between them vil1 be oneninth, and so on.
Returning to the bodies A and
13 in Fig.
i, it vill be seen that
the distance between the charges on
A. and, C is less than the distance
between the- charges on A and D.
Therefore, the attractive force
between the charges A and C sviTi

greater than the repulsive torce
between the charges A and D
(these latter charges are of the
same sign, and therefore repel one
another). The net result is that,
owing to the induced charges
upon B, there is a resultan! attracbe

tive
and

force
B.

between the

bodies

A

intangible medium which exists in
and through all matter and all
space. Electrcstatic, magnetic, and
many other effects are best considered as being manifestations of
disturbances in this invisible ether
medium.
I niagine
two equal oppositelycharged spheres as shown in Fig.
\ being positive and B negative,
2,
and suppose 'e had a tiny body,
say the size of a pin's head, with a
small positive charge upon it (both
the body and the charge which it
carries being so small that they did
not disturb the electric field between
and B) and we could release the
small particle at the point P1 on the
surface of .. Owing to its positive

Thus it is clear that the attractioi between a charged and an uncharged body is really. the sanie in
nature as the attraction between
two chargcd bodies, because the
uncharged body in the vicinity of
a
charged body has an electric
charge induced upon it and the
conditions are then similar to those
of two charged bodies. The attraction, in fact, is preceded by induction.

Lines of Electric ForCe
The electrostatic force between
two charged bodies consists really
of a strain in the in isible medium
called " the ether." It will be impossible to say much about the
ether at present, although more will
be said on that subject elsewhere.
Ve may remark, however, that the
ether is supposed to be an invisible,
* The mechanism of a disruptive
lightning discharge is very complicated,
but the above is a simple description
of what happens. It is probable that
in many cases the discharge is oscillatory, and therefore the resistance
offered by a conductor is greater than
its ohmic resistance owing to the
skin-effect." This is the reason for
making a lightning conductor in the
form of a flat strip rather than of
circular cross section.

Fig. 2.-Showing direction in which
minute positive charge would travel
towards B if starting from various
points on A.

charge, it would be repelled from A
and attracted to B, and it would
follow a path from A to B along
the line L,. If, however, it vere
released at the point P2, it would
not now fol! o w a straight
path towards B, but would travel
along the line L.1
If it
started from the point P,, it would
travel along the line L3 and so on.
Thus the lines drawn in Fie. 2
indicate, at each point, the direction of the electrostatic force existing in the ether, due to the two
charged bodies. These imaginary
lines are called " lines of electric
force." In the figure only certain
t It is assumed that it travels
slowly, so that it does not "fly off

at

a

tangent."
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individual paths have been indicated, but it will be understood
that we could draw an infinite
number of lines from an infinite
number of points on the surface
of A, ending upon the surface of
B.

The conception of these lines f
forcé is due to Fi-aday, and is ex-

are more readily érowded togethe

magnet, a ve-y simple experiment

region between the plates
(Fig. 3b), and' fhe electrostatic
capacity of the system is -increased.

may be made- to denlQnstrate that
the idea is correct. For if a magnet is laid upon a piece of cardboard, and iron filings- ai-e distri-.
buted upon' the surface of the cardboard round about the magnet and
the éardboard then gently tpped
the filings will set themselves in
definite directions under the iñilu-

the

in

Magnetism
will be alradv
familiar with the simple (acts of
tuagnetisni, the attraction of i,iilikc
1'he

reader

magnetic poles and the repulsion
laghetic
of likc magnetic. poles.
force, like electric force, is a man ifestation of ether-strain, and many
of the above remarks apply, in a
general way, to magnetic effects.
1f a piece of magnetisable but uninagnetised material, such as soft
iron, is brought into the vicinity
of a .permanent magnet, such as
magnetised steel bar, the attraction
between the two is preceded by the
indoctio,z of magnetism in the soft
iron. The attraction, therefore, is
as between two magnets and lot
as between n magnet and an unnagnetised body.

Lines of Magnetic Force
magnetic field existing betveen two poles may be diagrammatically indicated in a similar
manner to that which has been
described foi- an electrostatic field.
Thus, hi l-g. 4, a iliagnetic field
exists between the poles of a bar
magnet and is indicated somewhat
The
as
shòwn b' the lines.
strength of a magnetic field is con' ri u ni-e nient lv -e ferrcd to as t he

i he

3.-(a) Li,ies of force belwecn
plaies of cYzared condenser. (b) Effect
produced by Introducing paraffin-wax
- slab.
Fig.

tieinelv useful in enabling us to
form a mental pidO re of the character and properties of an electric

lt is convenient, for exfield.
amj)le, in the diagramniatic represenratioii of an electric field, o
indicate an intense (leid by crowded
lines of force, and a weak (leid by
just a few lines.
Lines of Foi-ce in Dielectric
good example of this may he
given by considering the effect of n
slab of parallin vax inserted between, the plates of a condenser.
as mentioned in a previous article.
li the two plates are separated by
air, and a charge is given to One
plate, the lines of force will be
somewhat as represented in Fig.
a. lt is convenient to regard each
line of force as being in a state of
tension and to imagine, further,
that the lines of force repel one
another. In a substance such as
)aratìiIl vax, whose dielectric conslant is greater than unity, the
mutual repulsion between the lines
of force is less than in air; conse.ciuently, when a slab of paraffin
vax is inserted between the plates
of a condenser the lines of force

¡923
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I

of

lines

of

force" passing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fig. 5.-Magnetic fields as mapped
out by iron filings.
erice of the magnetic (leid: lt villthen be found that the field as
napped out by the filings theiiselves vill be as shown in Fig. ,

which is a striking verification of'
the theory.
.

Concentrating Magnetic Lines

of Force
Magnetic lines of foçce appear to
repel one another, just as electric
lines of force, and the degree 'of this
repulsion depeiids upon the naturc
of the substance in which the magnetic field exists. In the so-called
magnetic substances, such as iron,
mutual repulsion between
the
magnetic lines of force is very.
much less than in air. 1f a piece
of iron be introduced into a magnetic field most of the lines of magnetic force will forsake the air
i-egioii and vill crowd together into
the iron, or, in other vords, the
field vill be largely concentrated in
the iron. This is expressed by saying that ii-on is more "pernieahle
to magnetic lines of force than ait,
or that the "magnetic permeabilitv " of iron is greater than that
Various substances differ
of air
considerably in their iiiagnetic permeability, but, generhily speaking.
the permeability of the so-called
magnetic substances (iron, steel,
nickel. etc.) is enormously greater
than that of other substances.
-

jij

N)JS

N

Fig. 4.-Showing disposition of magnetic lines of force in varions cases.

through the region under consideration.
perhaps the reader may feel that
-

the existence of these lines of force
is very imaginary and that the conception of the shape or distributioa
of the ekl of force is somewhat
speculative. But in the case of a
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By A

JOHNSON

A useful article for the experimenter, describing a comple1e.
tuner which may be used for all possible purposes.

'..
-

_L.
-

-

HILST all the technical joriial dealhalf circle was dIvided into ioo parts; that is,
ing with radi6 are full of descriptions
every five divisions was indicated and tens

and designs of detectors, valve panels;
amplifiers, etc., very little appears about
tuners. The writer, after being content for
years with loose coils, bìskets, slabs, condensers, etc., finally decided that some more
definite and precise means of tuning was
essential, and the folloving was the result.
First, a mahogany box of the size shown in
Fig. i was procured. It was at first decided to fit an ebonite panel to take the place
of the front of the box, but on taking into
account that this part had to carry only the
condensers and change-over switches the idea
was given up. The writer's home-made condensers are built up on -incIi ebonite sheet,
and the only metal passing through this is th
i-inch spindle for the rotating vanes. The
positions for these spindles were marked off
on front of box, taking care to provide
plenty of clearance
when the condensers
were fixed inside;
- inch
diameter
holes were then pìt
through the front
for the spindles,
thus keeping them
vell away from any
woodwork.
The
ebonite top plates of
condensers were
ATC
then fixed with four
FI
brass bolts and nuts
to the inside of the
front of the box, the
spindles projecting
Fig. 1.-Fron!
through the centre
of the if inch liolès;
and no other metal work was therefore neàr
any part of the wooden box.
[n some cases it might not be quite so
simple to fix the condensers available in the
required position, still a little scheming would
probably get over the trouble.
Two discs 4 inches in diameter were next
cut from glossy white (opaque) celluloid, and
as the condensers were o.00i 11F capacity, the
4o

=

-

I

12

-

numbered.
The divisions and numbers \vere scratched
on the celluloid with a sharp scriber and
tilled up with Indian ink. It will be found
that this will only- take where the glossy surface has been destroyed by scratching.
l-Lotes were made just large enough to clear
the condenser-spindles in the centre of each
disc, and finally the discs were screwed to the
front of the box with small round-headed brass
screws. Extra large ebonite knobs and black
enamelled pointers were fitted to each condenser. The aerial condenser "series.-parallel"
and " stand by-tune '' switches were already
mounted on ebonite, so these were fixed in
the positions indicated, after marking off and
cutting away the woodwork underneath, the
ebonite hase by means of a jin. centre bit.
This type of changeover switch was
chosen because it
was simple, reh-.
able, and lias all
contacts, etc., in full
it
view ; further,
would appear to
____________
much
less
'prh, have
capacity eftect than
most of the more
complicated kinds.
A
three - coil
holder was next
mäde up from odds
and ends of brass
and ebonite to the
desigii shown in
Fig. i. This, of
view of
course,
may
be
purchased, if the
experimenter so desires.
The whole job is simple and strightforward if the reader desires to build the holder
himself, and is shown in sufficient detail in the
figures. Care should he taken that the pivot
screws at top on which holders turn do not
come in contact with the sockets underneath
A small brass pointer was soldered to the
long operating rods, and scates, cut out of
-

-

luller.

-
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glossy celluloid, fixed after heing graduated
in the positions shown in Fig. 2. Six holes
were bored through the wood top of case and
bushed with small porcelain collets to allow f
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This completes the cditruction, but a few
words with regard to its use may help to
justify the title. The design, or a hodiflcation of. it, should appeal to the out-and-out
experimenter, as he probably possesses all, the
parts; and the arrangement allows of any circuit being used-direct or loose coupled, with
or without reaction, any type of coil, plain
single -layer for short waves, slab, basket,
Burndept type, honeycomb, etc., etc., so)ong
as coil mounts can be fitted. It will give excellent results with crystal, single valve, or amplifier. (The reaction coil, of course, is not used
when receiving on simple crystal.) lt will
cover all wavelengths by simpv plugging in
suitable coils.
The beginner with a crystal will find it
fairly simple and much more reliable than
the old type slider coil or pushing one slab
coil over another laid flat on the table, which
he is so often advised to do.
Practicaift all the parts maìhe purchased
ready made, and only need assembling in and
on the case if desired. lt has the further
advantage that all adjustments may be
recorded aiid results duplicated. .
-

ffhdg Cg1/.j.,d

I

\

J

0.99

LL
-

_____________
Fig.

12-

2.-Plan

of limer.

the arious leads lo pass inside and pro ¡de
good insulation.
Ebonite teiminal plates were fIxed in the
positions shown for aerial, earth, reaction,
and secondary. 'l'lie voocl was again cut
away from under each terminal hole as

-

l)efOre.

-

Flic viri ng is shown n Fig. 3
and should be carried out with iS
s.w.g. tinned copper wire, except, of
course, the wires which lead up
through lid of box to the mo able coil
holders. These should he vulcanised
rubber lighting flex with the braid
removed. Sufficient slack must be
allowed in these fleNible leads io enal)le tite holders to move through the
required distance vithout becoming

Ci)A'J
/'

T

-

L
p

-o

ta u t.

Fig. 3,-Circuit diagram

of tuner.

BEHIND EVERY HUMAN ACTION THERE IS A MOTIVE
In reading this book you are displaying your interest in wireless
either with a view to learning its working in elementary form or else to
When questions arise
add to the knowledge, you have already gained.
to which you Cannot find an answer, do not hesitate but let us know your
needs.

Our business is to help the experimenter.
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COPPER WIRE
By GEO. SUTTON.

An article which gives the wireless enthusiast an insight into the
manufa:ture of the most important components of his apparatus.

it may seem paradoxical,
fact that the only thing really inALTHOUGH
dispensable in the practice of wireless is wire.
You may substitute ebonite by wood, cardboard, or even warmed-up old gramophone
records; make valves from "conked out
motor lamps, and use a l)it of coke for a
crystal; but it is no good stiffening a bit of
thread with shellac varnish and thinking
that you will get electrical impulses along
that way.
An aerial may be run, round the garden,
round the attic, round the kitchen, round a
picture frame, or even round itself, and still
operate, but it must be copper wire.
The tuning inductance may be round,
spherical, cubical, oblong, pancake or honeycomb coils, but it cannot be anything other
than wire.
Yet there are very few people, even among
those who tise the material most, or those
whose living depends on copper wires who
realise how delicate is the material with which
they work.
they may have an idea that coppr wire
must be of great purity to be useful, hut hOw
much or how little foreign matter will render
it useless they do not know.
Copper ore is associated with nearly every
conceivable foreign element.
It will enter into the closest alliance with
many very undesirable companions. Not
even fire will cleanse it, as it would become
contaminated with the products of the purifyiiig flames, and may come out of the furnaçe worse than it went in.
As a kind of reciprocation of ideas,
copper is used to çonduct electricity, and
electricity is the only means usable for
making copper conduct itself at all in the
way it should.
Copper of a purity at all acceptable for electrical work has to be refined by electrolytic
means; that is, the electrical current, in passing between the electrodes in a copper solu-.
tion bath, tears out the pure copper from
amongst its gross comrades at the " anode,"
and deposits it as fine metal at the "cathode
of this refinery.
The standard of purity of the copper, takn.
it is a

I'

-

from the cathode deposited mass, will be of
(lie order of 99.98 or 99.99 per cent. pure, and
after being re-smelted may fall as low as
99.96 per cent. pure.
An analysis of a melt may be

Pure copper
Oxygen
Silver
Sulphur
Arsenic
Antimony
Nickel

Iron

:99.9600
.0200

.oioo
.0030
.0015
.0020
.0015
.0020

To take one impurity only as an example.
Arsenic as a poison has been found in
nearly everything nowadays, but associated
with copper it has a very deleterious effect.
A convenient method of expressing the
specific purity of copper is by percentage
conductivity; that i, an arbitrary standard is
set up: a copper wire of certain dimensions
lias to be able to carry a. certain specified
current with a certain loss owing to resistance, and a high electrical purity, is stated as
loo per cent. conductivity.
lt is nQt unusual to find copper upon test
to give a higher conductivity than this, and
this fact exemplifies the unwisdom of setting
oneself too low a standard of perfection.
If arsenic is present to the extent of .00i
per cent. it alters this percentage conductivity
very little. The copper may sti» show ioo
per cent. èonductivity.
If arsenic is present to the extent of. or
per cent. it reduces the conductivity of the
copper to 97.6 per cent.; while ¡f the amount
of contained arsenic is .i per cent. the conductivity is reduced to 76.2 peç cent.
Copper of slightly above the high standard
of purity of 100 per cent. conductivity is imported from the United States and f rm Australia in bars, about 3ft. 6m, long, pointed.
at each end, and about 3in. square, each
ingot weighing about J4olh.
After being satisfied, by test, that the meta
is up to standard, the ingots are put into a
muffle ftirnace, where they are brought up to
a bright red heat, and then seized by tongs
and passed on to the rolls.
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Small gauge wires are drawn lhrough dies formed of diamonds.

'I he rolls are built tip of three polished steel
rollers pivoted between massi\e standards
and -driven at a uniform speed.
The middle roller has grooves correspondThe
i ng with those above and beneatl it.
red-hot ingot is passed between the two top
rollers where two V-shaped grooves correspond, and these redtice the-section of the
ingot.
\Vithout turning it round, end for end, the
ingot is fed hack between two grooves which
coincide in the middle and bottom rollers,
which still further reduces it, and here is
seen the necessity for pointing the ingot at

the finishing rollers, which are resolving at
the rate of 400 per minute, wheíe there is also
one "tonger" on each side of the mill.
One of these dexterously seizes the red-hot
rod as it emerges towards him, and, using
his feet as a pivot, turns completely round
throwing out the loop on the floor ; lie then
reinserts the point into the rolls on its nexi
squeeze down.
So that now the poor rod ¡s catchin the
squeeze in two places at once.
The loop in between, while straggling o er
the floor, is looked after by boys, each armed
with steel hooks, to see that no kinks occi in
the rod in its swift course, and enters the rolls
concentrically, else "fins" would be made
on one side or the other of the rod and render
it useless for furthler attempts to make
.

each end.

This first battery of rollers is called the
roughing " rollers, and the ingot is ejected
from the last pair of grooves, loiìger and
thinner, the iin. rolls revolving at the rate
of about loo revolutions per minute.
Still red-hot, the attenuated ingot is seized

-

it round.
This is work which needs a considerable
amount of training, and when dexterouslperformed is very exçiting to 'atcli
\Vith separate gangs going at the roughiñg,' the' intermediate and th 1nishing rolls.
the work is continuous, but so exacting that
two men out of three work while one stands
off to rest awhile before taking his next turn.
The copper emerges f rom the finishing rolls
as a quarter-inch rod, which is coiled up 01)

by means of tongs and dragged across the
polished steel floor to the intermediate rollers,
where it begins to take on a more snaky form.
Here it takes seven passes backwards and
forwards through the rolls, which in this case
are ¡2m, in diameter arid make 200 reolutions per minute.
It is then passed' along the steel floor to
350
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throughsixteen dies all at once;

an iron frame, from which it is taken, bound
in acoil, to the pickling vats, where the scale
and oxide acquired'during the rolling stages
arc dissolved off in strong acids.
Accordiiig to its subSeuen(destined use.
the treatfnent is now slightly varied.
If the \vire is to be of a fairly large sizé,
.iay No. i6 s.w.g., or thereabouts, it is
threaded up in a wire-drawing machine where
there are nine holes in chiUed iron dies, each
hole smaller than the preceding one, and
all arranged in tandem w ith a tractor drum
in between each. The rod, going in at one
end of the machine, emerges a the other
as No. i6 wire.
lt is then annealed, as the rough treatment
f cold-drawing has hardened It and made it
short tempered.
The annealing is done in a Bates & Peard
muffle, which, origi1ating at Prescot in
Lancashire, where its inventors still use it,
has become the standard method of annealing
bright copper wire.
This machine deserves a word to itself.
A chain conveyor driven slowly by means
of orrif gearing conveys the còils on the
top of th chain rollers down into a water
tank, the water in which forms the seal preventing free oxygen getting into the muffle
furnace further on, and also providing some
of the water-vapour with which the furnace is
charged, to'tlie exclusion of ordinary air.
If air carne into contact with the heated
copper \vire it would blacken and disfigure
it, or even cause it to forni a hard scale on
the surface, rendering it useless.
Corning up on the chain out of the water
into the interior of the furnace, the coils of
copper wire son get red hot.
This heat is maintained ln the steam-laden
atmosphere till the iron band conveys the vire
do'vn into another similar vater-tank at the
other end of the machine, where the heat is
quenched out, and the coils, rising again on
the chain at the far end beyond the furnace,
are as bright on the surface as when they
went into the furnace. But they have been
made quite soft and ductile again, suitable
for instant use as soft copper wire, or to go
on to a further stagé of draw ing down.
The little blocks on the upright board of
a multiple-die wire-drawing machine (Fig. i)
hold the dies under the pipes which carry a
stream of lubricating soap and vater to keep
down the heat of frictìo ánd prevent the wire
from tearing and pinning up, and so blocking
the diamond holes.
You could not, of cou rae, pull the ire

would

i

-

b

it

break. So a tractor drum
litted hetween
each pair of dies to exert. ils separate pull on
the wire and act as the 1)1111er on the rope in
a tug-of-war game.
In the bench underneath the machine is the
gearing of belts which makes the tractor
&rums re olve faster as the wire gets smallen
and longer, as it öbious1y cannot travel at
the same speed ali through the machine.
\Vires smaller than .oSo, or No; 14
s.w.g., are diamond drawn-that is, a hole
is drilled in a diamond, and polished inside,
forming a die which determines the size of the
vire drawn through it.
The diamonds for No. 14 s.W.g. wire
average about ten carats in weight, and are
set in a brass collar inside a steel block.
Smaller diamonds are used for smaller sizes
of vire, as little as one-eighth of a Carat sufticing for ivres of the No. 50 s.v.g. ra lige.
Even diamonds wear away with the friction
of the soft copper rushing through tileni,'
and rarely wear round in the hole, so that
they are continually, being taken out of the
wire-drawing machine for attention l)y the
ani da rv.
The automatic machines for drilling and
polishing these diamond dies deserve a
volume to, themselves, they are so delicate
and ingenious. A staff of jewellers is kept
whose sole duty is diamond die rèpairing.
The end of an old diamond is to forni dust
for polishing new stones.
In copper products there is a great deal'
of waste and scrap metal produced at various
stages.
lt is always necessary, in starting to roll,,
or draw down, a, bar or rod that the starting
end threaded into the machine should be
reduced in size in order to enter the rollers
or drawing-down die. This is done roughly
by swaging or rolling, as filing or hammering would be much too slow and wasteful of
matérial. In any case these rough ends have
to he trimmed off.
There is a corner in the factory vhere these
odds and ends of wire and other scrap are
shovelled into the container of a hydraulic
press, and squeezed into the smallest conipas
possible.
The bales of scrap so produced are built
into the interior of a reineltino furnace and
reduced to a molten state for' pouring into
ingot moulds and restarting their factory life
again.
While the charge is still mdlten, at the
bottoni of the furnace, long poles of thick
I
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Fig. 2-Machinery
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'I

for doubic-collon-covering heavy gauge copper wires.

còritact vitli the air at the top of the mould.
' charge of this remelting furnace weighs
about fifteen tons, so that any mistake might
13e pretty costly to, the firm.
Fig. 2 shows a machine for doublecotton-covering hea' y gauge copper vires for
motor or dynamo or transformer vindi ng.
The 'bobbin of bare vire in front of the ma-

green

t i ni ber or cord wood are th ust i n to t he
mass, and the steam and other vapours burnt
from the green wood rise through the melt
and, combining with the occluded gases in
the copper, come out in bubbles at the surface.
lt is quite easy to overdo this operatiÒn, and
the charge has to be reoxygenated by forcing

air into it again.

chine may easily hold over a hundredweight
of copper (Fig. i), and the two " cops " of
cotton wind the two threads ou the vire in opposite directions in one passage through the
machine. The drum in front of the picture
takes up " the vire as it is covered.
Not all wires are drawn round. A great
deal of flat and other-sectioned strip is also
produced.
Copper electric light or power cable making
machinery has to be very massive to stand
the live loads and resist the centrifugal forçes
exerted by tons of copper \vire or strip, revolvin at a high rate of speed during manufacture.
The writer is indebted to the courtesy of
the British Insulated and Heisby Cable Co.
for facts, tgures, and photographs.

The expert responsible for the amount of
this '' poling '' has a '' copper sense,'' that
is, a kind of instinct, for what lie does. Ile
could probably not explain why, but he
knows that he is right because he is right.
Fie also makes a little button of the metal,
by dipping a small charge out of the furnace
with a long-handled ladle, and, fixing it in a
vice, after nicking it with a chisel, breaks oft
the end with a sideways blow with a hammer,
then examines the fracture and confirms his
judgment.
In any case, the copper has to possess certain physical properties as well as those indispensable electrical ones, and an expert can tell
whether the metal has been poured at the
right heat and at the proper time by examination of the top surface, which lias cooled in

J
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situation of- -the. South
Broadcasting station
Coast
THE
la now been decided upon.
lt is t be at Bournemouth, and"
the B.B.C1 are now only awaUIng the formal sanction of the Post
Office authorities -before going
ahéad withthe work. If no delay
occurs in granting the necessary
perrnissidn, -it is hoped to have the
station in operation in about three
or four veeks' time.
*
-*
*
-

4

dren's Adoption Society of Sloane
Street, London.

-

*

On Susday last 'àll the broad-

gether by land-lines for experimental purposes. lt was desired to
ascertain whether items rendered ii
London could satisfactorily be
rádiated from all of the stations
simultaneously. 1f successful, it is
intended to adopt the scheme on
the occasion of the Prince of
\Vales's speech to the British
Legion at the Queen's Hall, London, on Whit-Sunday. We regrt
to learn that up to the time of
going to press, the proposal to
broadcast this important event is
in abeyance owing to the action of
the entertainment managers, but
ve hope that an agreement vill be
arrived at in time to permit an
event which vill do so much to reinstate broadcasting in
public
opinion, to take place.
*

A report has

*

*

received at
Amsterdam that the high power
wireless station at Malaba, in the
Dutch East Indies, has been seriously damaged by lightning.
A
new wireless service with Holland
was to have been commenced from
this station.
been

*

Ve are pleased to be able to re-

port that the broàdcast appeal of
Princess Alice, Duchess of Athlone,
hose photograph appeared in our
last issue, appears to have evoked
a satisfactory response.
The appeal, it vill be remembered, was
on behalf of the National Cliii-

*

*

-Our readers who jazz will doubtless disagree with the optimist whò,
\riting in one of the daily papers,
states that there are certain advantageto be gained in the event
of the B.B.C. being restricted to
broadcasting irnisic that .is more
than fifty 'years old.

.....

ásting' stations- wire linked to-

-

-

-

Wireless entertaininens at" hospitats and sanatoriums should
prove :a great boon to both inmates
and staff. Not only can entirely
suitable items be selected at will,
but the concert can, be commenced
or shut down at a- moment's notice without giving offene to anyone.

-

*

The B.B.C. will no doubt be
pleased to learñ that there are some
places in the world where broadcastiñg is fully apprecijited. Farihers in isolated districts of Canada
find their loneliness greatly re-

,

*

-

*

-

'.

*

-

We learn that a sensational discovery' has been made on the Continent, by means of which motor
cars may be stopped by wireless
waves.
Scientists are engaged in
investigation; experiments have
been tried, and everything worked

..We

strictly according to plan
await the publication of technical
details with considerable interest,
but seem to remember something of
this nature being whispered in the
hush-hush " days of the war.
De-magnetisation of the magnetos
of an aeroplane vas then mentioned, but perhaps this new scheme
is something quite different.
*

*

*

The question of the installation
of a wireless receiving set and
aerials affecting the liability of the
tenant or owner in case of fire is
extremely important.
We learn
that iii some cases an existing fire
insurance policy requires endorsing
and that the insurance company require certain reasonable precautions
to be taken with regard to the
earthing of the aerial.
*

*

*

We suppose it is only a sign of
the times that increasing numbers
of daily papers are devoting space
to the technical side of wireless.
Thev now examine, test, and criticise home-made apparatus, answer
questions, and frequently give constructional articles, and yet they objected to the B.B.C. broadcasting
the results of such a national event
as the boat race.

-

lieved by the reception of music and
lectures transmitted from the chief
cities of \Vestern Canada or the
United States. The range of these
broadcasting stations is really rernarkahle, and the music trans.
nutted frequently entertaiñs th
crews and passengers of vessels
hundreds of miles distant.

Television has always been a fascinating problem to the wireless experimenter; but hitherto a practical
solution has appeared as far off a
ever. We now learn, however, thai
by means of additional apparatus
used in conjunction with the ordinary' wireless transmitting and receiving set, television, not only of
a photograph or stationary object
but of moving objects, has been
accomplished by a London wireless
firm. \Ve have been in touch with
the firm in question, but, they aré
not yet in a position to make a
public announcement.

Replying to a question relating
to the desirability of arranging for
the broadcasting of emergency calls,
such as that which recently enabled
a mother to visit her dying son in
hospital, the Postmaster-General,
Sir W. Jovnson-Hicks, stated that
lie did not think it desirable to
make a permanent arrangement of
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the kind suggested, but that the
question of the uses to which broadcasting should be put is receiving
the attention of the special BroadThe latest
casting Committee.
photograph of the PostmasterGeneral appears on page 373.

The Financial Ti,,ies publishes a
humorous paragraph regarding the
possibilities of broadcasting Stock
and Share quotations and financial
advice. \Vell? \Vhy not?
*._

*

learn that a
British wireless cornpam' have received an
'enquiry for the instalkition of receiving
apparatus in a fleet of
boats on the YangtzseKiang River in China,
to be used in conjunction with a radio telephone transmitter in
the I lead Office' òn
shore. Good business.

*-

week's issue regarding the inst'allation of wireless receiing appara-tus, upon licensed jremises, \e note
that a certain Chief Constable vh&
opposed the
application for a
music and singing licence intended
to cover the use of wireless apparatus, has had his objection overruled
by the magistrate, who granted the

*

*

understand that
the evening perform, ances of " Love in
Pawn '' at the Kingsway l'heatre, London, are preceded by
a short wireless concert.
e

*

*

*
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The Act proved a dead letter;
and arrangements had to be made
to regulate hat it vas found could
not be suppressed.
The present
situation with regard to the amateur worker in the wireless field is
almost identical with that which
existed in relation to the Joint Stock
Company, and it behoves the authorities to bear in mind the teaching
ro/,o.c
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Law Companies," for
which
purpose
the
famous " bubble '' Act, 1718, wa

of history.

I

-

centut-v in connection
with the attempted
suppression
of the
so-called
" Common
-

.

Wireless telegraphy has once
again expedited the course of
justice. Instructions for the arrest

ROAD

*

We note that Nalitre concludes an excellent article dealing
with the licence problem by comparing
the present situation
to that existing at the
beginning of the i8th

We learn of the arrival of the
wireless consultant who is prepared
to visit the ownérs of wireless
receiving apparatus and soRe their
Conidifficulties on the spot.
munities troubled by local "oscillating fiends " will perhaps be
agreeable to subscribe so that the
consultant's energies
may be directed iiito
the proper quarter.

-

-

*

*

necessary licence

\Ve

4:-

branch Post Office' òf the district
in which the - apparatus is installed." Smart work.
Anti we
thought our G.P.O. slow

,,
-

(j

Some of the instatnients of the "Fairy
Dustman " stories for
children
are
being
brought from the Isle
of Wight by carrier
pigeon
.

-

-

of a man wanted by the police at
Cherbourg, vere received by wireless just in time to prevent the man
sailing for America.
*

*

*

According to the Daily Express
an experimenter at Dronlield, near
Sheffield, has received a letter from
the G.P.O. stating that it has been
reported that he is installing svireless receiving apparatus, and, as no
licence appears to have been issued,
requesting "n explanation.
The
letter naively. concludes by stating
"hat broadcast licences niav be
obtained at the local head or

foHoiiìg ale
the new noniinatipiis
for the \Vireless Section Committee
F.
C.
1.E.E. -Mr.
of
the
Elssell, Prof. G. \V. O. Howe,
l).Sc., Admiral Sir H. B. Jackson,
G.C.B., K.C.V.O., F.R.S., and
Mr. C. F. Trippe. The Chairman
is Mr. E. H. Shaughnessv, O.t.E.,.
and the following will continue to
sers e as members of the Committee :-i\Iessrs. B. Binyon, O.B.E.,
Brydon, D.Sc., Dr. \V. H.
S.
Nash,
Eccles, FRS., G. H.
C.B.E., C. C. Paterson, O.B.E.,
J. St. Vincent Pletts, Captain H.
R. Sankev, C.B., C.B.E., R. L.
Smith-Roe,

M Sc.
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THE DEWAR SWITCH-ITS CONSTRUCTION;
AND USE
By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS, Associate Edilor of " Wireless Weecly.".
A constructional article showing how to make an efficient switch of the well known "Dewar
i hich is w useful to experimenlers
..

O

spite of the widèspread ue df- ex-j
Government
Dewar switches for wireless
IN
work amongst experimenters in this
country, very little seems to have been written
on the subject of actually constructing these
't first sight it might appear a
switches.
rather diflicult matter to make a satisfactory
job of such a complicated-looking article, but
in reality, if the commerciaLdesign is slightly
modified, it will be found very easy to countershows a photograph of a
feit it. Fig.
standard pattern of Dewai- svitch, having

closélyspaed together whièh,

try who have
not at' least
'

cisequence,

anode method of high-frequency ampi ïficalion IS used. The drawings, as a matter of
fact, are practically self-explanatory, but there
are one or two points which should be noted
in asembhing this type of switch. Fig. 3,
which shows various components detailed for
constructional purposes, should be examined.
Looking at A (the face-plate), this of course,
whilst adding some degree of finish to the
switch after it has been mounted on the panel,
IS
not absolutely necessary. It does
not, however,
present much
difficulty
to
average
the
c o n S truCtor,
as
it may

four contacts on each side. Stich a switch has,
very many tises in experimental wireless gear,
and there are
few out of the
thousands of
experimenters
in this couns u

in

introduces slight capacity effects and on very
short waves may he sufficient to upset the
tuning arrangement, particularly if the tuned

t

O ne

type

cli

switch in their
apparatus.
Now
that

easily he Cut
with a pair of
shears or tinsnips
from

the supply of..
these switches

-1th brass
strip which is
sin. 'in width.
e
menter finds
'l'bis strip can
Fit. 1.- Dewar sw,lch.
that their new
he bought for
price is rather prohibiti\e, as such a switch - so much a foot, and therefore a number
as shown in Fig. i will probably cost from
of these plates can he cut out at a very low
15s. to 17s. 6d.
This is more than he wants
cost. They should be carefully flattened by
to pay, of course, and for this reason the
.hammering on a hard metal object, such as an
following short article describing how Dewar
upturned fiat-iron. The finished article would
switches may easily be made, with very few
lOok considerably better if, after the holes
tools, will he welcome.
have been drilled and the edges possibly
Fig. 2 shows the complete switch and illusbeelled to taste, the plate is nickel-plated.
trates the sizes, so as to make clear the amount
This may he done at a surprisingly low cost,
of space such a device will occupy on the
and an. estimate should h obtained from any
back of the panel. This type of switch has
local cycle dealer or sorne such person for the
been designed so that it vi!l be found to be
plating of, say, a dozen, of these face-plates.
efficacious when tised for controlling high\Vhen btiffed tip to a high finish they look
freqtiency circuits in wireless receivers,
exceedingly attractive on a Set, and in conwhereas the ordinary \rmy pattern of Dewar
junction with different coloured Erinoid knobs
switch sometimes has the con tacts rather
to designate the various functions which the

is

running

íather
t

low,

ii

-

¡6
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svitches are performing, make th whole receiver véry much more interesting td look at.
This is apoint which every experimenter appreciates when demonstrating his apparatus
to friencl and others.
.Fig. 3 (B) shows a perspective view of the
little switch arm which is. used to cause the
upper and lower sets of springs to contact
- with each other, whereas B1 shows an elevation of the
...
same
thÌìg.
6.8 A.

wards and so lock the switch in that posi-

tion. A little experimenting in this directioi
with asimple model and brass strip instead-of
German silver will soon eiiahle the experimenter to make very accurate switches. The
more accurate the radius of the long switch
arm the more secure will the contact he. The
German sifter Strip should also be òf at least
1in. in thickness, in order to retain the

springiness

..

This

should
be cut from
3-32ndS brass
strip tin. in
width, a n d
may
have

necessary to
infallibly re-

.

turn

________

'4

.

5/,

Y

___________

A

____________

th.e

switch arm to

central

'AWidex

its

German 5,/ver

position.
In
this connec-

lìoles
________ _±
small
tion it should
8i05J fj
drilled in the
.
be noted that
I2
centre and at
w h e n
t h e
¡7/8u_
one end to
switch arm is
4%zi4---take tlì and
central, for the
Fig.
2.-Gh'ing the dimensions of Ehe switch.
6B.À.
rods
sake of obtainr e s pectivelv.
ing a really
workmanlike job, both long springs should
Small ebonite washers cut from --th ebonite
bear upon the ebonite i-oilers.
rod or tube may be used to space the conFig. F shows the small rod on which the
tactor portions of the switch, and are
readily held in piace by means .of a 6B.A.
switch arm moves. This should be in. in
screw, nut and washer, as shown in the
diameter, and after the small brass plate has
drawing. The other end of B should be filed
been attached to the hack of the main brass
supporting plate by means of small-headed
down until it can be tapped with a 4B.A.
thread. This will enable any convenient forni
screws, as shown in Fie. 2,.the in. hole may
of knob or handle to be attached to it, hut the
he easily drilled with an ordinary hand drill
ordinary type of Dewar switch handle is not
between the two plates so ás to take the beardi Ilicu lt to obta iii, and your local vi reless
ing pin. After the central switch arm B is in
dealer should he asked to quote you for turnposition, a punch-dot should be made on each
ing up a few from Erinoid of different colours.
end of this central arm F, so as to prevent it
This Erinoici can he finished to a remarkably
from moving at all in the hole should the hole
high polish, and looks exceedingly attractive
be drilled a little large. Titis will ensure the
switch having a ' tight '' action at all times,
when mointed on a receiver, as already
otherwise it feels rather unpleasant after a
pointed out.
time, arid one's friends are inclined to think
Fig. 3, C and D, shows the long and short
the switch a shoddily_made anide. 'l'he neNt
contact springs of the switch respectively.
item to consider is the means by which the
lo order to avoid the difficulty of attaching
springs are spaced apart at the correct dissilver or platinum Contacts tothese sprilg,
tances. The arrangements for this purpose
they ma be made from German siler -in.
are shown at F(3), and, as will be seen, Consist
wide and -hin. thick. This German silver
of a number of ebonite washers in. in thickstrip can be bought from most large accesI

!

4f

ness. It is sometimes ail advantage to have
these washers of varvilig thicknesses, but if
the switch is carefully constructed according
to Fig. 2, washers as dimensioned in Fig. 3
will be found to be quite suitable.
Care

sory dealers and is not at all expensive. Great
care must be taken when bending the longer
contact to get the radius at the end oftheni
correct, for it is on this that the action of the
switch depends. When the switch knob is
depressed the roller should travel outwards
from the centre to a distance of 7-32m , and
at t hat poi lit it should have run over the
shoffider of the longer spring caused by the
radius, thus tending to press the spring out-

should l)e taken, in making this switch a
multi-contact one, to keep the German silver
springs well to the outside of the washers, SO
that they will not tend to short-circuit on the
centre screw which holds tite whole assembly
356
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is9bviously ¿nly a inatter ofexiiding the §izes
of the spacing pieces .F () and the length of
the rollers on B () to obtain as many contacts
each side as one wishes. If the switch is carefully made and kin. wide Gernìansilver used
instead of tin. strip, as many as 12 contacts
on each side may be successfully mounted in
this manner. The ebonite spacing bar for a
12-Contact switch would be about in. long
and should be in. wide, so as to exercise a
firm enough grip upon the end strip. Considerable leverage is, of course, put upon

together.
Thi
arrangement of circular
washers is the easiest for the experimenter to
make, as they may be readily cut off ijin.
ekonite tube. If, of course, he wishes to make
the switch an exceedingly neat job, lie may
cut them out of ebonite sheet in the form of
square distance pieces, and thus secure a
slightly higher insulation resistance. For all
general purposes, however, the insulation
afforded by the ebonite discs will be found
al)SolUtely ample.
The remainder of the
sketches are, practically speaking, self-

8j

.

S.

Y

:

/5/el:H:5/8»
cl

i

LU.J1

'*"

Ik-IR--31I

-iE--

¿--

Vv"Rod

F.

r.,

51-

.

D

---

48A

I.ç---

h---IBA

V8

c,i

'14

11

2BA. x/'/2'

Fi.

3.-Showing

the different parts of the switch mechanism separately and in detaiL

these when the switch is moved into either the
up or down position.
The tises to which a Dewar switch may be
put are manifold, but there is always plenty
of room for ingenuity in this direction, and
the reader will probably find a number of
modifications of this design presenting themsèlves to him. The general framework and
roller structure will hold good for almost any
type of Dewar switch, hut the number of
Contacts and springs and, in consequence, the
thickness of the spacing vashers, can he
altered to suit individual requirements quite
easily.

explanatory, and no further description is
really needed. If desired, of course, the faceplate A, Fig. 3, may be omitted and the switch
bracket attached directly to the panel by
means of the small tapped holes indicated.
If the face-plate is used, these small holes can
be used both to attach the face-plate to the
switch and the switch to the panel. Care
should be taken that the screws are not so
long that they foul the movement of the arm
13 when assembled.
If the drawings shown here are carefully
adhered to no difficulty will be experienced in
making a satisfactory switch of this type. It
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CONDUCTION OF"ELÉCTRÏCITY. THRÖUGH::
SOLIDS
-

By

-

J.

H. T.

ROBERTS,

DSc:, F.InsL'P., Staff Edito? (Physics).

PART 111.-ELECTRICAL THEORY

-

,.OF

metals are distinguihed
from other substances by their
lNCE
high electrical conductivity, the
fact that metals are also the substances whose atoms are most prone
to part with electrons is one of

separate electrons from the spheres
of inuliicnce of the atonis
\Vhen
the atoms are widely separated, as
in a fluid conductor, the electric
carriers of the current mList be provided either wholly by ionising in-

considerable significance:
The essential difference between
a solid and a fluid conductor is

fluences, or partly by such influences and partly by the added action
of the electric field in causing ionisation by collision.

-

-

Flee/i anis
-

Surface Restriction

h

i

such
mity

or dinory temperatures showing electrons traversing relativitly large interatomic spaces.

the former the atoms arc
packed closely together, so that they
retain their mean positions relative
to one another, whilst in the latter
the atoms or molecules may ander
about and are separated from one
another by comparatively large distances. lt has been explained that
in fluid conductors both electrons
and ions may take part in the carry-ing of the current, but in a solid
conductor, owing to the close packing and stable relative positions of
the atoms, the latter are not able,
when ionised, to assist in the direct
carrying of the current: The current through a solid conductor is
carried; in fact, eitirely by a stream
of electrons.
It might appear, at first sight,
that the closer packing of the

that

in

atoms in a solid would offer a
greater obstruction to the flow of
electronic carriers between the
atoms than would be offered in the
case of a fluid conductor, and that
the electrical resistivit of solid conductors should therefore be greater
than that of fluids. A little con-.
sideration will show us why this is
not the case. For tile function of
the electric field in causing the passage of a current is not merely to
drive the electrons across the interatomic spaces; it is principally to

.

close proxiwith
one
another that an
the
electron
of
-

planetary

system

of one atom may serve a dual function in relation to two adjacent

atoms, thus allowing an electron
to be spared from the pair. The
very proximity, therefore, of the
atoms is itself a cause of " equivalent '' ionisation, and the net result
is thit in a solid conductor, such
as a metal, there is alwaysa copious supply of electrons which are
so little under the influence of any
jarticular atomic system that they
are ready to drift
through the bod
of the conductor
under the smallest
. applied
potential

.

1'lie only region in the condLictor
in which the motion of the electrous is restricted is at the surface, and here the phenomenon is
analogous to that of surface-tension
in the case of a liquid.
an electron arrives at the surface of a conductor, the attraction c,f the surrounding atoms is no longer uniform in all directions, since there
are atoms of the substance on one
side onk' of the surface boundary
(Fig.. 2). ¡tul electron attempting
to pass outwards through the sui-facebou nclary is therefore subject
to a resultant foi-ce tending to keep
it within the body of the conductor.
For this reason the electrons (at
ordinary temperato res) never leave
the conducting vire, but travel
through it as through a tube.

-? In a solid conhowever,
Jductor,
the a toms are n

Aforni
Fig. 1.-Section of conducting wire at

..

trous flow freely (like the màlecules
of a gas drifting throuh a tube
under a pressure gradient) or
whether the atoms of the metal re-,
cei'e certain electrons and give up
others (see Fig. i).

Ionisation in
Metals

9

MATTER

Effect of Tethperature
eli know n that the resistance of metals increases with rise
of temperature, and that the curve
-

lt

-

is

,-B.

-

gradient..

lt

seems

probable that when
cur ent
flows
a
vire,
through a
e I e c.t ro ns'
the
t-orlllnence - Fig. 2.-SedüIn of conductor s/lowing aloins al surface
which
boundary. E lectron A, within conductor, is aifracled
to drj ft at one end
uniformly in ill directions. Electron B, at surface, has
of the wire are
re,sullant all raction tending to prevent escape through
necessarily
n ot
surface boundary.
those which e-entu(Fig. 3) showing the relation beally arrive at the other end of the
tween temperature and e!ectrical
:vire, for they may enter. into th
conductivit.' for pure metals is such
planetary systems of atoms, and
as to indicate that at a certain very
other electrons nias' be displaced.
low temperature (about _2730 C.)
But for practical purposes, since it
at which it is supposed all thermal
appears that all electrons are identical, it tnales little difference
agitation of the atoms would cease,
whether we consider that tile electhe electrical resistivity of the
-

--
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material would be zero. This observatiori supports the theory which ve
have been considering above, for
under these conditions the atoms
would be still niore closely packed
together arid an electron could pass

Cryogenic Laboratory at Leiden. lt
has been found that vth mercury

(which was chosen because of the
ease with which it could be obtained in a pure state) there was a
sudden disappearance of resistance
at a teinperatureof

:sio

4.2

'e

-

5x10°
n

0
100
-300 -Í00 - J0(
Teinperutvre

()

-

'00
-

Fig. 3.-Relation between temperature and resistivity o]
various metals, showing how resistance becomes approximoLdy zero

at about -270'

from one to another without ever
being beyond the influence of an
ìtomic nucleus (Fig. 4). Conversely,
raising the temperature will increase the agitation of the atoms
and increase their mean distance
apart, and the electrons will pass
with less freedom ; the potential
gradient required to produce a given
rate of drift of electrons will, therefore, be greater; in other words,
the resistivity of the metal will be
increased.
-

-

.

other

have

2Ox/O

.

aeg. aDs.

tain

Superconductivity

Super-conductivity is the name
which has been given by Prof.
Kammerlingh Onnes, of the University ofLeiden, to an abnormally
increased conductivity which occurs
with certain pure metals when re(luced by means of liquid helium
to temperatures in the neighbour-

C.

also

',er-

metals
been

found
to exhibit
this
property at
about
same
the
range of temperatu res.
The
classica'
theory of conduction of free electrons, which we
have been discussing, seems to re,
ouire some modulcation under these
extreme conditions.
To account for
the great increase
in conductivity it is
necessary to assume

-

6

Diminution of Resistance with
Rise of Temperature
There are certain substances,
ho ever, whose electrical resistance
diminishes with rise of temperature, and the foregoing simple
theory has to be modified to account
for the experimentally observed
An example of such subfacts.
stance is the carbon filament of
am electric lamp, whose resistance
is higher when cold than it is a
moment after the current has been
switched on and has raised it to inIn such cases, the
candescence.
atoms of the substance do not part
with electrons so readily as do the
a metal.
The increased
agitation of the atoms, due to the
rise in temperature, may increase
the tendency to ionisation, and by
bringing the atoms into occasional
closer proximity, owing to the
greater amplitude of their vibratory

atonis of

either a number of electrons very
large compared to the number of
atoms, or a mean free path
arger than the dimensions of the
Spaee Chvpe
Onnes
apparatus.
suggested a
modification of this
theory which, comh the
bined w
has

i

/

Eletbons
I

-

it

quantum
theory,
yields a more possible
explanation.

Without entering
into this in detail,
it may be stated
that it assumes a
freezing up " of
tile slo er- modes
of vibrition.

Fig. 5.-Port ion of hot wire surrníìided by " spàie
charge." Elec'Irons are being emitted from wire and
oth r electrons are re-entering wire.

Lindemann has advanced a theory
based upon the existence of a definite space-lattice of atoms in each
crstal of metal,
such
those
as
Q Q ;-- Q ;--studied by Bragg
in various salts.
-d b..
Q. o
c
Lindemann further
-.
assumes that the
electrons alo forni
Fig. 4.PorIion of conducting wire at low temperature,
a simi!ar but indeillustrating closer packing of atoms and easier progress
pendent space-latof electrons,
tice. and that an
hood of the absolute zero.
The
electric current results from the
temperature range in question is relative motion of these inter-penefrom about 6° abs. to
1.5°
trating lattices.
abs. The apparatus necessary for
A more fruitful theory, however,
obtaining these extremely low ternis that of J. J. Thomson, who pos
peratures is only available at the
tulates the existence in the metal

o

of a large number of electric doub
lets (robablv each atom is such a
doubTet).
1t is impossible to enter
into a detailed account of this.
theory, but reference may be made
to it on another occasion.

Qo
o. Q

359:

motions, may facilitate the passing
on of the electrons in the way we
have.described. lt is important to
note that substances of this kind
are usually of relatively pOor elec-

trical conductivity aseompared with
metals this is in agreement with
'
the theory.
:

Electrical Heating of Conductor
Although the electrons may drift
through the inter-atomic spaces in
a metallic conductor with such conil)arati ve facility, they nevertheless,
by their collisions with the atoms,
yield up a portion of the kinetic
According to a recent theory developed by Bridgman.
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energy vhieli they have acquired
under the electric heki which maintains the current, and some of this
eergy reappears in the increased
agitation of the atoms in other
vçrds, heat is generated in
thé substance and the tern
perature is raised.
If the

aitatidn

is
further in
etensed, the atoms corn
menee to emit light-radiation, and at a still further
increased amplitude of vi-

r.

bration they niav separate
so far that the normal force
of cohesion is broken dovii,
and the substance is reduced
to the liquid forni.

Emission of Electrons
fròm Heated Substances

evacuated vessel.
Tf the emitted
electrons ar allowed toacc.umulate.
a ',' space charge ". i
created in
the, région round the: yire, and a
negatiye potential is-set up. When

Fie.

support of the foregoing theory.

Suppose the substance is in the
form of a metal wire (enclosed in
a highly exhausted vessel, so as to
avoid complications due to the surrounding gas molecules) and is
heated by means of ali electric current.
As the
temperature
is
r:tised, the violence of the haphazai-d motions of the electrons is
increased, and some of the e leetrons n1a' escape through t he
surface-boundary
of
the
y i re
into the free space bevoiicl, in
spite of the resultant attraction at the surface tending
to prevent their egress.
Electrons emitted in this
vav are sometimes called
thermions (ions produced by
fieni) the effect is analogous to the évaporation of
the molecules of a liquid. 1f
the molecules which escape
through the surface of a
liquid are continually removed, the evaporation is uni-

form (at a constant temperature),
but if the space above the liquid
is confined, the ecaped
molecules accumulate as vapour, and
some of them re-enter the liquid.
Eventually a state is reached
n wli ich the number re-entering
the surface of the liquid per
Unit time is equal to the numThe
ber escaping per unit time.
pressure of the vapour is then said
to be the '' saturation " pressure
for that temperature.
1.1ie same effect is observed with
the electrons from a hot wire in an

6,

T923

of the enormous frequency used in
radio transmission.

Forces Between Electron Streams
Although electrons repel one
another (in accordance with
the simple law for
lile
charges), two pa r a Il el
streams of electrons 11oving in the same direction
attract one another. Since
the
flow
electrons
of
through a metal vire is.
guided by the Wire, two
parallel
-wires
carrying
current in the same dit-ec-lion are attacted together.
Tuis plmenomeimon,
unfortunately, is up to the present as much without ex
planation as is the attrac6.-.11lusiraling arnpIifyin action of three-eli ctrode
tIOn of two )I)poslte elecvalve.
trical charges.
the space charge has become
The effect depends ipon the
sufficiently great, the nu timer of
length of the \vire in question and
thernmiotms returning to the \vire per
time intensity of the electronstream.unit linie is equal to the number
lt immav be enhanced by arranging
emitted per unit time, and a conthe vire in the forrn of coils, and
dition of " statistical equilibrium
also by inserting a core of magnetic
exists (Fig. 5).
substance, such as iron, çobalt, or
If, however, another 'ire or
nickel. Magnetic effects are very
plate be infroduced into the vessel
mysterious and complicated, and
and made positive with respect to
no completely satisfactory theory of
the hot vire (e.g., by means of a
niagnetisatiOn lias yet been adbatterY), the equilibrium is disduced:
placed, and the electrons. vil!
stream across the space fioiw the
Theory of Magnetism
hot wire to the positiv&plate, and
According to the electronic tlieor'
so on through the l)attery circuit.

i

____

When a substance is raised to a
red heat or incandescence, a phenofliefloli Occurs which is in striking

i

May

-

-

-

-

.

1his phenomenon vas observed by

the

tiiagntisation

N

fr

-.

Ç),

í(\

Fig. 7.-Showing Ehe equivalence of
bar magnet and current-carrying solenoid. The bar magnet is supposed
o contain electrons rotating in orbits
of atomic dimensions.
Edison many years ago, and is the
principle involved in the modern
wireless valve. If a third ehectrode
is introduced between the wire and
the anode (Fig. 6) the electron
stream is, under certain conditions,
extremely sensitive to changes in
the electrical potential of this third
electrode, and the arrangement
may obviously be used as an amplifier.
The valve-ampli fier constitutes
electric relay, and owing
au
to the infinitesimal mass of the

moving parts (the electron stream)
it is easily able to follow variations

is clue to the rotation of planetary electi-on
in the atoms and to th.e
orientation of the atoms or
molecules so that the elec.
fields
protro-magnetic
-

duced by individual atoiii
are parallel and in the same

direction, The equivalenc
of a bar magnet and a surrent-carrying solenoid, anJ
the 'consequent forces betveen the two, are indicated on this theory in Fig. .7.3

pheThe application of thi
nomenon to wireless has made possib!
wireless telephony and broadcasting.
It s therefore, of the, greatest interest and importance, and \vill be
discussed in a separate article.
In applying the well-known "corkscrew rule" to Fig. 7, it should be
noticed that the direction of the current, as indicated, is the direction of
motion of the electrons. The polarity
of the magnetic field is therefore opposite to that which would be given
iw the conventional application of

this ruie.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT' THE PCM.G./BOB.C.
BROADCAST CONTRÖVERSY
By

GUY BURNEY (Chairman

of the National Associalion of Radio iManufacturers).

As an entirely impartial organ, we have pleasure in publishing this
stat emenj. Our own viens will be found in the Editorial columns.

T

71IILST

structor's L'icence to be of British manufacturc and to be marked " British-made."
The B.B.C. agreed to the ios. licence fee,
hut insisted upon the components being
marked "B.B.C.' '-hence the deadlock.
The P.M.G.'s offer (b) " British-made"
implies a valuabre measure of protection, hut
is, in fact, no protection at all, for the following reasons:
The Hoard of Trade is unable to make an
official statement as to
hat proportion of
lábour and material renders an article Britishmade owing to the fact that the proportion lias
never been settled by Statute.
This statement surely disposes once and for
all of the " British-made" myth, and proves
conclusively that such marking on goods
affords no protection to the British nianufacturer, and the application of the words for this
purpose is a positive tarce.
The fear has been expressed that should the
P.M.G. agree to the B.B.C. marking of components, the price of these would be unduly
increased by the amount of tariff to be paid
to the B.B.C. by the manufacturer. lt can
be definitely stated that the tariff payable by
the manufacturer to the B.B.C. would only
be a nominal one, and having regard to the
fact that the N.A.R.M. is a no rice-maintenance organisation, a free and open competition
between manufacturers w ill automatically
have the effect of reducing rather than in

the present deadlock between

the Postmtster-General and the
British Broadcasting Company is
causing great inconvenience to the public, and
also inflicting hardship and considerable loss
upon the radio industry, a brief and concise
statement of the position as viewed by the
National Association of Radio Manufacturers
may be welcomed by your readers, and atthe
same time assist in clearing the air.
Profiting by the experience gained in
America, and with a view to avoiding chaos
so prevalent in that country, due to lack of
Governnìent regulations, restrictions as to the
number and character of broadcast stations,
and the design of receiving sets, British manufacturers completed a contract with the Postmaster-General whereby a single broadcast
iutliority was set up-now known as The
British Broadcasting Conioaiív. with a memhership of 564 m'ntifactireisl The manufacturers joined the Broadcasting Company
on the strength of the protection afforded by
the P.M.G.'s Agreement with the B.B.C.,
viz., that under the Broadcast Licence only
British broadcasting sets should he used. This
meant British manufacture by British workmen.
It soon became evident that thousands of
persons vere using home-made Sets without
licences, and therefore without paying any
contribution to the British Broadcasting Cornpany. In other words, these user' were
obtaining service for absolutely nothing.
This brought out the.P.M.G.'s proposal to
issue a third licence tò cater for a grade below

creasing the prices of components.
The foregoing should convince the fairminded public that the only way to exclude
foreign-made radio components is to mark
the parts" BB.C.," and to make it an offence
to buy any parts not so marked.
The offer of the P.M.G., if accepted, would
inflict grievous injury upon a new industry
and 'throw thousands of workers out of
employment. This must not happen.

the experimenter, now known as thé con-

structor.
The P.M.G. offered:
(a) To charge a fee of ¡os. per annum for
the third or Constructor's Licence, half of
this fee to go to the B.B.Co.
(b) All components used under the Con-
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The highly successful eperinierits that
have been carried out recently with radio òn
trains forecast a further de elopment not Only
in the comfort of passengers, hut also in
safe travelling.
The time is not far distant when an express
train hurling along the metals at a speed in
the neighbourhood of a mile a minute
ill
continually comm tunicate by wireless with
distant stations, other trains, and tlie main
termini.
Again, exclusive of the factor of safety that

advent of wireless telephony,
ntrod uction of broadcasting
into this country, many things have
been made possible, and lot the least of them
is the listening to a noted singer whilst speedng n a train to some far distant destination
lew there are who have not experienced
that tired feeling so common with bug train
journeys; few there are who need telling of
the boredom of having to sit still ; in the case
of night ravell ¡ng, seeing nothing beyond lie
WITLI the
a rid i he

i

i

i

t

confines of the saloon compartment.
Imagi tie t lieti the enjoyment, the distractin, that, broadcasting is able to give, say,
on a jourtie from Londotí to Newcastle.
Starting from the south ve hear the ptotramnie of LO u titi I, left far beh i ud, London
fades a\vay in favour of 51T.
new station, a new programme provides
its with further entertainment, until in turn
Manchester and Newcastle claim their own.
l'o the strains of music and song we sit
down tù dine in the same comfort of sound
as thougì dinirg at a hotel. The .jolting,
rattliiig noise of vhìeels is lost to us in the
noies of a musical air.

an in novation introduces vhre the
avoidance of collisions is concerned, illness
can l)e speedily attended to.
Should it he
necessary, a radio call could be sent for a
doctor or an ambulance to await the arrival
of the train at a station some distance ahead.
l'urtlìer, with Scotland Yard devoting so
much time to ititroducing radio into their
system, the tracking of criminals escaping by
traiti would be greatly assisted by a service
vhì ich
never
of corn ni u n ication
ti itherto
existed beyond experiment.
Even long before the war wireless served
its part- in tracldng fugitives with success, and

such
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by its means more than one criminal hs
been brought lo justice.
Useful as radio is at sea, to the same good
use can it be put ashore. The air services
admit their indebtedness in the constan t tise
of direction-lindirig apparatus, and before
veri' long railways will also adopt wireless as
part of their equipment..
For some linie past American railroads
have been conducting most exlìaustie experiments towards developing this new field of
utility, and oil both the Lacawana and Delaware Railway and on the Union Pacific Railroad
r

R

some

measure

of

merits owing o lack of conimercial support
and enterprise.
The aerial system fitted to the train is
usually supported in a horizontal position a
short distance above the roofs of the coaches,
and the wheels and rails forni the earth
s stem.
Another method ofaerial system so far as
receiving is_concerned is the frame aerial,
though t is contended that for the best results
the former t pe of aerial is the most practicable.

A malter of a few weeks ago the Marconi
\Vi réless Telegraph Co., Ltd., demonstrated
the possibility of wireless on passenger trains
by recei ing the broadcast programmesof the
B.13.C. whilst the train proceeded on its

success has 'been

attained.
I n that countr) , where train journeys often
extend over a period of dais, the subject of
providing entertainment for passengers is
even moré important than is the case in this
country; notwithstanding. this fact, however,
the rate of progress is much the same as here.
About the. year i885 T. A.. Edison, together with others, also experimented in this
direction, using some of the earlier methods
of communication based on the principle of
induction, but nothing came of the cxperi-

journey. The results, we are given to understand, left nothing to be desired, the volume
of sound produced on a loud-speaker beiiig
sufficient to permit anyone in the Pullman to
hear.

...

.

.-

There is a possibility of considerable use,
oitside broadcasting, for such: installations,
especially on the " business" expresses betweetì important cities.
S. G. R.
363
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TELEGRAPHY AND THE
TREATY OF VERSAILLES
An interesting contribution appearing in a French contemporary.

FOR some time pa articles have appeared

grid and plate circuits of a three-electiode
valve for the purpose of producing continuous
waves. It is, therefore, of considerable iniportance, both for transmission and for the
reception of waves by the heterodyne method.
Following the Treaty of Versailks, -cts
have been made in France in view of the
application of Article 306; the last of these
Acts, dated October 31st, 1922, stipulates
clearly, in paragraph 7, that any contract
made, or about to he made, with the holders
of patents subject to the limitations, conditions, or restrictions of Article 306 of the
Treaty cannot he upheld, in any case, againt
the right of the French Government to control
any patents which come under lìe Article ¡n
question (3c6).
In this connection a jowerfuI wireless
group acquired, in February, 1921, from the
Gesellschaft für drahtlose Telegraphie a
licence for the exploitation of a number of
patents,- amongst hich was the Meissner
patent already referred to. This licence was
thade in fa'vour' of 'the \Vii-eless Telegraph
Company and the French Radip-Electric

in the Press on the subject of wireless

patents. Our readers have, no doubt,
read such articles, and we think it may be
useful to give some information o,', this
question.
To begin with, since wireless telegraphy is
a comparatively new science and the threeelectrode valves have only been recently introduced, the radio-electric industry is particularly interested in questions of patents.
Some of the important French patents relating to the use of valves are German prol)erty. During the war such patents lìav
been used in the nàtional defence.
The Treaty of Versailles, by Article 306,
lays down on broad lines the new regulations
-egarding French patents which are of interest to Allied Governments and which
belong to enemy citizens.
According to the terms of this Article,
''each of the Allies or Associated Powers liasthe opti9n of enforcing its rights in regard to
industrial property acquired by Germans
before the war or diring the var, or which
would ultimately be acüired by Germans, in
respect of the exploitation of the patents, in
respect of any licences for the exploitation,
arid iii respéct of-any limitations; conditions,
or restrictions which they may consider neces
sary fdr natipnal defence or the public

''
-

-

interest.''
Further, " each of the llies or Assodated
Pow&rs-reërves the option to consider null
and void any licence, whole or partial, of the
rights ih-- industrial Properìy liicb oul.d
-

-

-

-

come into operation since the Ist April, 1914,
or which would be made in the future and
which would interfere with the objects of the
Article in question."
An important patent coming under Article
306 of the Treaty of Versailles is that known
as the Meissner patent, French No. 467747,
under the name of the " Gesellschaft fur

drahtlose Telegraphie " (\Vii?èss Telegraph
Company).
Tlìis patent relates to the coupling of the.
364

Society. :
.'
Quite recently a Goerniiiéiit -Síib-Committee, set up under the Act'of October gist,
1922, tO enquirè into the application of Article
306 of- the Treaty of Versailles,- has expressed
the iew that the Article applies to thte
Meíssnèr patent, and, therefore, in virtue
of rticle 7 of the ¡922 Aét, to the contracts
-ánd- licences hich would be made between
ernìan propret6rs 6f paténts arid French
!
citizelis.
The Committee has also expressed the view
that licences for the exploitation of the said
patent should be given to French manufacturers on demand, tlìe revenue secured by the
exploitation of the patent being devoted to the
reparation of devastated areas.
At the moment the question is whether the
recommendations of the Committee vi1l be
upheld. It may be necessary for a new Act
to be passed for thè retention of the Meissnèr
patent by the French Governmént.
-

-

...
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION. 2KF
:
.

-

-

.-

t)

.

By

-

:

J.

A. P.

An cfficieñl experimental station.

-:

.

employed
are :
Power-2-A.T.4o,
ILE station 2KF is situated at
Meron, on the Surre) boui- .. for. ControLi" R " type receiving
alvc.
The liT, is supplied
dan, and the surrounding
by a B.T.H. generator giving
land is low and t1at. The aerHI
a maximum output of 600 volts
is entirc!' unscreened by neighD.C. and is coupled by a belt io
bouring hoises and is supported by
h.p. motor driven froni the
two steel masts each soft. in
a
house mains. The voltage is iÓo
height. lt is of the twin wire involts and is taken from the house
verted " L" type, and the distance
betvern the masts is also 5oft. The ..lighting plant. This Consists of n
kw.
.ustin petrol engine
operating cabin is situated directly
3-

T

-

i-.-

-

.

.

8'

.

with switching arrangements facilitating the use of any number or
eonibination of valves. Two tuners

.

enable
all
wavelengths to be
covered, and these appear to be
more eflìcient than plug-in tvp
coils.
As a stand-bi' receiver a
converted Mark Ill. S.\V. tuner is
used, having been re-\ ired as a
tuned anode receiver,
ith one
11F. valve crystal deteçtcr and one

--:-

-----------------

-.

:

-------

.,

-

----

-i--

-

-

i

-

-

t

j_
*

-

-

L

\]

,.

.

.

A generaI view of tite stalion.

beneath the aerial and contains the
receiving apparatus and the transflitting controls. The earth system
cOnsists of three copper gauze mats
buried 3ft. in the garden beneath
the aerial. The transmitting apparatus- may be used for telephony
C.\V. or T.T., and is equally
efficient on i6o.
:'oo
or
metres. Grid control is employed
for telephony and gives very clear
and good modulation. The valves

coupled tu a Holmes dynamo, hasing a maximum output of 15o olts
at 40 amperes. The storage battery is of D.P. make with an
actual capacity of too ampere
hours, and from this source the
house is lighted and the whole station operated.
The receiving equipment consists
of a main four-valve panel, having
one valve at radio-fr.quencv and
two valves at audio-frequency,
-

L.F. valve. This tuner is -ery
efficient and the weekly concert
fi-orn PCGG is received comfortably on the loud-speaker, the
music and speech coming in very
clearly. C.W. transmissions from
2KF ltave been received at Nice,
Brussels and Glasgow on a detector valve only, and speech has
-alves at
been heard on three
York, Southampton and I evden.
Holland.
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MAKING A DOUBLE-POLE CHANGE-OVER
SWITCH.
.

-

double-pole change-over
switch has many uses on the
Two of the
wireless set.
handiest are seen in Figs. i and 2.

TH E

in user thus making the tuning as
unselective as possible. When the
desired transmission has been found
and tuned-in ith A.T.C. and the
condensers of- transformers or tuned
anodes, the switch is turned right
over, bringing the secondary into

ebonite base (see Fi g. s) i n two
rows each iin. apart. Th distance
between the terminals and the clits
is aiso iin.
¡n Fig. 6 is seen the double blade
of the switch, which is so simple
to make that no further explanation will be needed. lt is mounted

play.

The making of- a switch of this
kind is 1w no means a formidable
undertaking.
The materials required are a piece of tin. ebonite
2m.
ide by 4in. long, a smaller
piece measuring 2m, by in. by
Fig. 1.-Showing use
of switch.

3.-

Fig.
Showing
dimensions of clips,

The series-parallel switch enables
the aerial-tuning condenser to be
placed in either relation with the
inductance in a moment, a most
useful arrangement hen the set is

Fig. 5.-Tl,e complete D.P.C.O. swilch.

the slotted terminals, each
blade being secured by a 4 BA.
screw and nut. The ends of these
screws ma's' be lightly riveted to
pre\ent them from working loose.
The whole switch is now fixed to
a polished baseboard, leads being
secured by means of the nuts which
hold clips and terminal in place.
on

-

EbonIte Tube

Ebonite

iin., two " puh-in'' terminals,

a
few
B. .. screws and nuts, a
supply of sheet brass, and a short
piece of eboiite tubing the bore of
which will just pass a 4 BA. screw.
Four clips of the size and shape
given in Fig. 3 are first made out
-

Ptg.

2.-An

alternative arrangement

used sometimes for long-wave reception and sometimes for short.
For the latter it should always be in
series in order to avoid the serious
damping effects upon higli-frequen-.
cies of a parallel capacity.
The "tune"-"stand by" arrange
ment greatly facilitates searching
where several tuned stages of hígh
frequency amplification are employed. Throw the switch over to
the right and the primary alone is
-

4.-One of the
two

middle
minais.

ter-

Next the two terminals are treated as shown in Fig.
4, a hacksaw cut being made in
each, and widened a little if necessary with a thin, flat file. Clips and
terminals are niounted on the
of sheet brass.

I4

£'k IBA.Sere,v
Fig. 6.-The double blade.

Apart from the uss given above.
the switch may be very conenientiv
used as an earthing switch for th&
aerial.
in this latter case the two terniinals on the left are connected tu
the receiver, vhi!st the two centre
terminals are connected one to
aerial and one to earth.
The terminals on the right should
be fitted with a short-circuiting
strap, so that when the switch is
thrown to the right the aerial is
R. H. W.
earthed.

j66..
II
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nt1ecting wires

shou!d,.beeTiin-

sulted

HOW;-T.O

lig.-.'

MAKE A 11tGH-TENS!ON'
-

BATTERY:

.

'i

-

HERE is nothing to be said
against the commercial high-'
rJ tension battery of reputed
niike. It is :u'ahly a sound iii-etniént, but in spite of this there
are agreat many enthusiasts who
prefer to built up their own,
li a iiumber of cheap, foreign
pcket-larnp refills hive been aéquired for this purpose, trouble'
These rewiU inevitably follow.
tiTis aré rushed on the market at
n competitive price, the latter being
the principal asset from the manufacturer's point-of view. They are
usually faulty, and the slightest
leak in ajir' one- of the cells will
create an almost endles source of
trouble by causing that rnysteridus
frying " noie .. diten wrongly
11 the reader,
blamed to static
tlìerefor, - 'ishe to benefit byanother's expe?ience, he 'ill purchase dry cells of the very best
quality obtainable.
The ordinary 4.5 volt pocket-lamp
refill comprises three small i. volts

The
the manner shown-in_Fig.
batteries are -joined together
series, and tappings are taken from
junctions to the studs of a multiple
switch.
To connect the batteries in series,
it is only necessary to bridge the
negative strip of one to the positi'e strip of the next. This is
done by soldering short lengths of

ii

.

-

JLU
1

e
--J

I

I

'I

I

[H,J

-

I

I

k

r_1

-

..

r
'

-

i

FIg.

.

8.-HT.
-

.

bolt ers' fitted with

wander-pluji.

-

-

-

primary cells connected in series so
bring the total voltage UI) to
.5. The long contact strip repre-

as to

sents

the negative pole, and the

copper \vire to the strips as shown.
The total E.M.F, of the twelve batteries will he 4.5 X 12=54 volts. The
first tapping is taken from the
foui-th junction, and connected to
the first " live " stud of the
switch.
Proceeding
frori the
first
battery on the left, it
-

vill

seen that this junction
four complete batteries, so
that the voltage or E.M.F. at this
point will be
x4= r8, since the
batteries are all connected in series.
Pt lower value than this is seldom
required, but if desired every junction may be tapped, in which case
a corresponding number of extra
switch studs will be requited. The
first stud X is left disconnected.
This, when engaged by the switch
arm, vill act as a switch for cutting off the current when the t-eceier is not in use. This stud
should be marked aoff," and, as
we have a tapping from every jtinction after the first four, the other
studs from left to right should be
marked 18, 22, 27, and so on up
to 54, adding another 44 at each
be

covers

ç-

E
Fig.

7.-HT.

battery showing connections.

short strip the positive pole. Beiiig
made up fróiii a series of cells, each
one is a battery of cells complete
in itself, so that ve have to refer
to eich one as a battery, and not
as a cell. A very sericeable hightension unit can be built up from
a dozen or so of these batteries in

One.

The batteries should be placed in
perfectly dry box, and the multiple switch mounted on an ebonite
Two
panel attached to one end.
terminals máv also be provided for
connections to the circuit. lt should
not be necessarì' to add that all
a

S
sho s a number of
volts primary. ceils connected in
seres, with tappings taken off at.
every:junction. '['bese cells are usUally round, and the centie coptact'
or terminal will be the positive pole
and the short piece of. wire soldered
to the zinc container the negativé
pole. Ten cells are shown, there-,
foì'e the total voltage or maximum
E.M.P. of the battery will be
lo=15 volts. Such a unit 'ill be
useful for some types of valves, but
it is advisable to include several
more cells in the circuit. The maui
object of the diagram is to illuSf
trate the high selective value of
this arrangement. lt is here possible to select i volts at each a-djustinent, whereas iii the formei
methol if vas not possible to obrain an intermediate value between
each
volts battery.
It is (lifhcult to say which is the
more convenient mechanical device
for making the necessary 'adjustments-the multiple switch or the
wander-plug-and as this is often a
matter of taste, the wander-plug is
here shown for the sake of variety.
The sockets are made from contact
studs drilled to a depth of about
tin., and the wander-plug may
either be pm-chased or made from
a piece
of brass
vit-e slightly
tapered and fitted with a nut,
washer and small ebonite knob
whirh is screwed down to clamp
the connectiiig wire between. the
.

i.

-

-

-

i.x

Fig.
-

9.-H.T. ballert' made
13 volts per cell.

with

nut and washer. The studs ares
marked from left to right, i4, 3,
44. and so on, adding i4 volts each
..
time.
To cut off the current, it is, ol
course, only necessari to disconnect
the wander-plug from the sockets;
thus saving the expense of a sìvitch.
The studs, or sockets, as they may
now be termed, are attached to an

36;
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ebonite panel secured to the top of
the cabinet containing the cells,
Fig. 9 shows the method of
connecting up a battery of 30 primary cells, each having an E.M.F.
of
volts. Intermediate values
between 9 and 45 volts are obtained
by taking off tappings as shown.
lt will not be necessary to tap lower
than 9 volts, and two 4.5 volt
pocket-lamp batteries may replace
the first six cells if desired. The tappings may be modified at will and
connected to the studs of a multiple switch or to the sockets of a
wander-plug. This battery: as shown, Will make
an ideal unit for the experimenter.

itray

The
a circle iin. in diametér.
outside dimensions of the card will
depend, of course, on the wavelengths which the coil is designed
to cover.

-

-

There must always be an odd
number of slits, otherwise the

>\

Cul S1il

OOII
O( 'i

OiR.

"IO

_.i

IT'N

4,

WINDING BASKET
INDUCTANCES.
account of the ease with
which they can be made, their
low self-capacity, and the close
coupling which can be obtained
between them, basket coils are very
useful to the enthusiast who is
given to making up experimental
circuits. Ready-ñiade coils, which
can be bought very cheaply, have
two main drawbacks : in the first
I)lace. the wire used for the smaller
izes 'is too fine, and in the second
one finds that no two sets can he
relied upon to be exactly equal in
inductance value.
These defects are readily reniedied if coils are made at home.
The cure for the first suggests
itself, the second is dealt with by
adhering always to a former of the
same internal diameter, with he
same number of slits cut in t, arid
by winding the coils with great
rare.
A further blemish òn the escutcheon of the ready-made variety is
that they are made self-supporting
by liberal doses of shellac or paraffin wax, which, by providing a
good dielectric between turns, increases the self-capacity of the
This can be avoided by
coils.
vindin the coils on cards, and by
leaving the formers in position
when winding is done. Fig. io
shows a convenient size for these
The hole is gin. in
farmers.
diameter, and the inside ends of
the slits lie on the circumference of
ON

-

HJ)
Fig. 10.-Showing dimensions of former

windings will not criss-cross as they
should. If a protractor is available
marking out is easy, the slits, nine
in number, being 4Ø0 apart. Without a protractor. measurement can
still be done. If a fraction over
one-third of the diameter of the
card is measured off with .a pair
of dividers, the nine divisions can
be marked out with quite even
spacing by simply travelling round
the circumference with the dividers
and making pricks with their
points. Failing even dividers, use
the, dial of your watch. A mark

r

1923

minutes, and then making the
5
tiny adjustment necesary.
\Vhen winding, anchor the end
of the wire by passing it two or
three times through a pak of holes
on the left of. the former, which
should be marked "in " in ink.
Carry the wire to the first slit, and
wind clockwise, holding the former
in the left hand and the \vire in the
right. The \vire is woven in and
out of the slits like basket-work,
hence the name given to these inductances.
When winding is finished, pass
the end of the wire from the outside
to the inside of the coil through one
of the slits, and anchor it as before,
but on the right-hand side, marking this pair of holes 'out.'' One
will never have to puzzle out
which end is which, or be in doubt
as to the direction of the windings,
for you know that they run from
"¡n " to "out " in a clockwise
direction.
For short-wave work a set of
coils should be wound with No. 24
Or 26 gauge vire; these will be
found far fiore efficient than those
that are made with the very ne
\vire usually employed.O. J. R;
'r

IMPROVING
RECEPTION.
a

3
improveextraordinary
ment in the quality of one's
receptions can be made by
shunting the secondaries of lowfrequency transformers with resistances of the order of 70,0003

AN

Fig. 11.-Showing positions

made to correspond with every
fourth minute will give fifteen
equal spacings, or eleven can be
obtained by pricking off at each

i6,

of

resistances.

In some cases it
ohms.
pays also to shunt their primaries,
and if high-frequency transformers
are used it is worth while to try
ioo,000

j6S
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forrners in the " unshunted " state
respond better to some frequencies
than to others. There is thus a
" peak effect " vhicli is flattened
out by the insertion of the resist-

same experiment with them.
Fig. i i shos the connections for
a three-valve set containing
low-frequency stages.
lt will be found that the insertion
of the resistances cuts down slightly
the volume of sound produced by
the set, but their damping effect is
far greater on the musli thea on the
genuine transmissions; the former
almost disappears, whilst the latter,
freed from- its unpleasant accorñpaniment, come through with a
purity and a claitv that adds enornously to one's pleasure in listening to them.
Further, the harshness that vas
previously noticeable at times is
now conspicuous by its absence.
Apparently note-magnifying transthe

t'o

ances, with the result that the transformers pass all audio-frequency
impulses almost equally well.
There are several other places in
the set where resistances might possibly be used with beneficial effects,
and these vill -suggest themselves
to readers who are fond of making
experiments. So far
have cpafined niy tests to high and low freL

well with an Ora valve)
and b'
substituting a basket
coil fot the more expensive type.

quile

-

-The smaller accumulator is, however, not recommended, sirce it is
al as's advisable to have six volts,
so that there may be plent in
hand.
The wiring diagram of the circuit is given in Fig- 12, whilst Fig.
3 shows how the set is assembled.
lt will be noticed that every part
of the original crystal apparatus is
made ue of.
1-

quency transformers only, but when
titile -permits I hope to experiment
with shunting as applied lo other
circuits of the receiving set.
R. \\ H.

oto

H

Dimensions for
I

í-'- -4

valve panel.

,*.

4t

Io

INCREASING THE RANGE OF THE
CRYSTAL.

The ebonite for the valve pañel
tritiimed up, laid out, and drilled.
The hole for the bush of the rheostat is iin. in diameter; the others.
Fig. 14, are preferably made with
is

THOSE who

use the crystal detector obtain one great advanthe crystal is a nearly
tage
perfect rectifier, and gives prac.
tically none of the distortion that is
sometimes present when rectification is donc by means of a valve.

increases its range by about threefold. lt is a job that anyone can
tackle, and it is by no means an
expensive One.
Although in Fig. 13 a No.
Igranic honeycomb coil is shown
shunted by a 0.0002
condenser,
vet in many cases a No.
o coil
F variable
shunted by a o.0005
condenser vill be preferred. The
wavelength range of the latter
combination vill include all the

drill and tapped 4 BA..
but if taps. are not available a No.
26 drill may be used, which makes
a clearance hole for the 4 BA. terminals. The wiring is so straightforward that nothing need be said
about it.
The condenser show n in series
with the aerial is not absolutely
necessar
if an inductance with
sliding contact is used, though its
presence may be a help to fine tuning. The smaller condenser can be
a No.

broadcasting stations.
A small saving can be effected,

¡'1g.

12-Wiring diagram
Ihe ciddilion of vulve.

The idea! combination for the reception of wireless telephony is to
use a valve or valves for amplification and a crystal for rectifying
purposes. The rectifying properties
of the crystal improve enormously
if- the
currents passed through it
are strengthened in fact, if we
double their strength the efficiency
of the crystal is increased four-fold.
Hence ve may expect excellent resuits if ve magnify the impulses
received in the aerial circuit before
passing them on to the detector.
This we can do by making use of a
valve as a radio-frequency ampli:

fier.
T

-

showing

add a valve to a crystal set

--Lk

-

C

P

I1II_i.
IWILJ
Ç

-

Fig. 13.-The completely wired apparatus, note the valve panel is made
of wood instead of ebonite. ¡f the former is used the terminals should be
bushed with ebonite.

if e,pcnse has to be considered,
by using a four-volt accumulator
without a rheostat (this vill answer

made froni one of the complete
sets of arts supplied b advertisers
in this journal.
R. \V. H.
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FBONITE is one of
the most delightful of
all materials to voi-k

-

VV'.J

.play any undue tendency to crack.
Very thin, hard ebonite is, however, a different pair of shoes altogether, especially if it is highly
glazed on both sides : it vill split
on the slightest pi-ovocation, and it
usually chooses to do so, to the
detriment of one's temper, just as
the last of many holes i5 being

dri led.

When buying ebonite do not, If
it, purchase material
with a glossy mirror-like surface.
Beauty is but skin deep, and in
this case the skin, whosé very
smoothness ruins its insulating
qualities, is just what we do not
ant in the panels of the wireless
set.
High-frequency currents are
difficult enough to keep in their
proper places anyhow, and to pro.
vide them with a highly polished
path between terminals that must
of necessity be set close together
The best
is to ask for trouble.
material is that which has a semilinish : besides looking well it can
be relied upon t be thoroughly
eluicient. If you find that you cannot obtain this quality the highly
polished ebonite may be robbed of
ou can help

its undesirable glossiness in the
workshop, The process is simple
and does not demand a great deal
of time. Rub the surface of both
sides with a vorn piece of the
finest emery cloth until it takes on
a greyish hue. Then make a thin
paste of knife powder and turpentine and rub it on with a rag.
This gives exactly the finish that
we require-dead black and quite
smooth, but not shiny.
Ebonite may be cut very easily
with a hacksaw, but where long
straight edges are needed a stiffbacked wood saw will be found the
handiest tool. It may be blunted
a little in the process, but if it is
with turpentine the
lubricated
damage ill be slight. The writer

clamped

'over the punch work,

.

a

guide-block enables one to
keep the drill vertical
without great difficulty.
has had one in use for this' purpose
For generai purposes. it is best
for months, and though it must 'to use B. 'i. screws and bolts.
ha'e cut up many pounds of' Though these. are supposed to b2
ebonite, it is still in quite repect- made to an exact standard, they
able condition. . Ha'ing marked out
ar apt to vary a little, especially,'
your edges with a set-square, lay ' for sònie strange reason, in the
a piece of wood with perfectly
odd-numbèred sizes. The experi-'
straight sides along the line to be nienter will find that most, if not
cut andhold it firmly in placewith
all, of his needs are met if he prothe left-hand so as to act as a
vides himself with clearing and tapguide for ilie saw. This will save
ping drills for 2, 4, 6, and 8 BA.,
the panel from disfigurement by
and a din. drill for making holes to
preventing the saw from slipping.
take the bushes of condenser and
-

-

-

1f

to the ebonite immediately

TT

IN

-

-

4,

comfortably.

-

-

/

1923

size of drill will just pass

.

in, for the beautiful finish
that can be given to. it
without much labour resuIts in jobs that are
pleasing to the eye and flatter
one's ability as a wielder of toòls.
lt is just hard enough to cut and
drill cleanly, but not: so hird as to
make special' tools or great skill:
necessary for working it.
1f reasonable care isexercised and
ebonite of not less than
in. in
thickness is used, it will not dis-

-

6,

'

.

-

-

-

Never draw pencil lines on the
ebonite when marking out your
panels.
Graphite lines provide
paths along which high-frequency.
currents are, only too ready to
vao der.
A scriber will be found quite
satisfactory so long as marking is
done on what will be the underside
the method preof the panel
ferred by the writer is to stick
strips of stamp-edging on to the
ebonite and then to mark on them
with a pencil. A long strip goes on
to each edge in the place where the
terminals will be, other patches are
put approximately in the positions
to be occupied by valve-holders,
rheostats, condensers and so on.
One then marks on the paper with
a pencil, by the aid of ruler and
set-square, centre-punches for drilling and wàshes off the stamp

edging.
For cleaiiing up the edges of your
panels use first -of all a medium
file, then rub with a fine emery cloth,
and finish off by means of the turpentine and knife poder process.
For making holes twist drills
should be used, and if they are to
keep their cutting edges they must
be well lubricated with turpentine.
Holes up to about ?in. diameter
may be made with an ordinary
for the larger sizes,
hand-drill
unless the drill-chuck is specially
big, a brace ill have to be usedsupposing, thaf is, that a lathe or
drilling machine is not available.
It is not easy to bore straight with
either handdrill or brace without
-

'

rheostat spindles.
Tapping is an art that comes by
practice. The essential thing is to
start the tap straight if that is
accomplished it will continue of. its
own accord in the way in which it
should go. To begin with, at all
events, you may find it easier to
make use of the guide-blocks already recommended for drilling purLubricate 'our taps - with
poses.
turpentine, don't run them in too
quickly, and clear them frequenlv
from the ebonite dust which clogs
R. W. H.
their. threads.
:

.

.5

ANOVEL
SLIDER.

-

certain amount of practice, but
the process can be facilitated considerably by the use of guide-b'ocks,
pieces of hard wood containing.
holes through which any particuar
a

..

SIMPLE form of slider;
for
potentiometer
suitable
control or the -control of
tuning -coils, etc., can be easily
made by slipping an ordinary
fountain pen Clip on to the
square brass rod and hammering the clip square. The back of
a small cheese-headed brass screw
is soldered on to the back of the
clip and à threaded ebonite knob.
screwed on- to this. This type of
sliding contact vilI afford a very

4

-

easy movement, and does not tend

to wear away the surface of the
Wire.
The usgs that may be found for
a slider, in a receiver, are many,
and though there are some dozens
o
various types, manufactured
and home-made, the one described
above seives its purpose as well as
any the writer has seen.
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AN EXPERIMENTER'S SINGLE VALVE
PANEL
By A. JOHNSON.
A practical article giving particulars of the starting point of all valve receivers.

lE following is a descriptioi. of a
single valve panel which will be found
capable of being put to a \ariety of

pointer.

TI

alone or in combination with
other valve or crystal apparatus. The construction will be dealt with first.
he ebonite
panel, about 6m. by sin. by
n. thick,
forms the lid of a shallow box about 2t in.
deep. lue bottom must be left out until all
connections aie made.
A valve holder is
fitted in ceitre of top of panel as shown in
diagiam: Eleven terminals are fitted in positions indicated. The poteritionieter must
uses, either

i

i

Ja.u/g,4o,z,

-

LT

In9

-Ip-

/

a-.spooa s/u.pea

Fig.

""

'-P,'

/

'/,'///
Wzdgride of Ptae. "

with fairly stiff copper vire in insulating
tubi ng
The insulatioiì of the potentiometer winding must now be removed by
means of fine en1er cloth held under the ball
point of the contact arm This is rather a
tedious job, btt if care is taken and a slight
extra pressure applied to the arm, i lie actual
w ire will soon become visible on tile arc of
the circle which tile halt point describes.
I-lavi n f n ishied t lie construction, a few iii uts
as to tise ill various circuits vill he given

'LT.

"i

j

//,'i

O

;,

,/,

tye

pa i n t.
It is not proposed to describe the internal
Wi ri ng in detail, as tu is is clearly shown i n
Fig. 3. The wiring should he carried out

rc,ucd

I

A lilament resistance of usual

is fitted on the same level as the potentiometer knob .The grid condenser and 2 megohm leak are fitted between the two terminals
A and B, Fig.
and a connection taken
from R to the grid socket of valve holder.
The scales for potentiometer and filament
resistance may be cut direct on the ebonite
if desired by mealls: of a strong pair of
dividers, and the lines filled in with white oil

'

1.-Showing construction of pole,ztiouieter.

Single Valve Detector with Grid Condenser
and Leak
Connect a suitable accumulator to the
terminals indicated. The terminals A and C
are to he connected to the tuner and terminals

now be made up. This consists of a close
winding of about No. 38 s. .g. single silkcovered 1\langanin or Platinoid resistance
vi re on a slate former about 2-i n. long, i i n.
vide, and
n. or i n. thick
Two holes are
drilled through the ends of the slate to take
long brass screwS, which fornì a means of
fixing to panel and also the terminal ends of
the winding, as shown in Figs. i and 2. A fier
wi idi ng, t he Wi re should be given a coat of
shellac varnish, and the whole fixed in the
desired position. A nioving contact arm is
now made of light phosphor-bronze, i he
actual contact being made to present a ball
surface to the winding by knocking a blunt
centre otinch on the ext reme end of arm
whilst i is supported on a piece of fairl\ soft
wood, as shown in Fig. i. Stop pins should
be Itted to the potentiometer to preve1t the
contact añll jumping off the winding if the
kilol) is turned too far in either direction.
It remains now to fit the customary knob and
i

FaizeL

Sprthg wa6/C,

I

5r

FORMEF

L-

I

.

,

sI)

-aizd
Nut, txuz# slak former
a.clÙigae ternuiuz2.
for e,uis of

¿0/19

T L.T

bra.s.5

&(

Screw

TerawLa/4'

,.

Fig. 2.-Allachmenl of potentiometer former.

R, R to the reaction coil if used ; if not;
short these two with copper vire. The usual
anode battery connections are to he made to
1) and E (positi\e to I)), and the telephone oi
371
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step-down transformer connections to F and
G. The potentiometer may now he adjusted
to give -the best rectifying poteñtial to the
grid of the valve through-the tuning inductance and leak.
-

tle

Connections as above, but change
lead from A toJ3.
-

T

potentiometer adjustment
is important with
this arrangement:
It may l)e pointed
out that the telel)hoIles are on the
low-potential side
of the high-ten-

-

..'

he

tial

B

rci>'-

_L__

I

T ra

lI.T.

-

n

b

0

7
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Ií
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---L --------.-.r

p

Or

¡L_
¡
I

-
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-

s
.

p

-i.

-..'.

-

-.--------

e

ry''

leads to F and G
(positive to F)

-.

-

-

I

:-..

of pane!.

b'1. 3.--lViri,z

-

-

s

well

:

-

--

il-

-

1

lustrated herewith is what
is known as the
Flewelling circuit,
and bears a reputation of no mean
\Ve have
order.
not yet had an opportunity of testing
virtues ourits
selves, but we are

of

cedure

known.

A NEW" CIRCUIT

maton

'

:

--

given to understand that the circuit possesses remarkable abilities.
and for the infor.

struction and assembling of tue
various parts, as
the mode of pro-

.

-

THE circuit

,,

I

tile

at t

L.F. transformer
will be apparent
to most experinienters. lt has
'lot been considered necessary
to go into minute
details of tile COR-

,

-.

I

C.

and
sf e r

jilter-valve

ail

remaining

B

t

of

Its use as a lowfrequency amplifying panel in
conjunétion with

-*D

\/1

J

battery,

leads

all

of

them.

sion
which is a much
better
arrangeirient.

H.F. Amplifier
with Crystal
Detector
Connections as
ibove. i.e.. tuner

I23

after removing 'nhones. Across Dand E
connect a suiïabfe inductance, with \'ar.iable
çondenser in parallel, to tuile to same waeIiigth as aerial circuit, and across this condenser connect crystal detector and 'phones
in series. The potentiometer allows the best
amplifying position to be easily found.
This panel may also be used as a rectifying
panel aftei- one or more H.F. amplifying
-.
valves, the potenI
tiometer
being
used to control
I
the grid poten-

Single Valve without Grid Condenser

orLeak

16,

.

H
.
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-
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-

0003
il

Our

readers the circuit
is here given.

L

j

O-

0006

5

- _±_
--

The capacities of
condensers
shown in the diagram are given iii
and
microfarads,
the " leak " resistances in megohms.
The coils are of
t h e

I

J

whilst the valve
is evidently a
volt dull emitter,
for which an orreceiving
dinary
requiring
y a ve
four or six volts
the filament
might be substituted.

-

I
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BrcíadcasLjnç News
By

flRINCESS ALICE seemed to
L be extremely shy whi!e

broadcasting lier talk on the
Adoption of Babies. There \vere
several lady journalists who would
have liked to listen to the speech
in the studio, but I-1er 1oval high.
ness preferred to
have

the

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS

that it would not have been hard
at all. It vas quite a revealing in2
tiniate touch, and- it gavé one a
glimpse of Miss Collins' consunimate powers as an artist.
She
sings not onli, with her voice but
with her brain.

place

practically empty.
Perhaps if sle
liad allowed the
journalists to report her speèch,
she would have
got a better
Iress.
.

*

*

..*

Miss José Collins vas exceed-

mnodst

ingly

about broadcasting a talk about
beauty, and preferred to sing a
cdipIe of songs
instead, so that
her
listeners-in
did not lose in thé
She
transaction.
says it is much

easier
than.

singing
speaking

voice too much, ad som,e of his
polished sentences vere not heanl
to advantage.
*.

*

*

iev

cookery lessons vhiih
are a feature of the \Vonien's
Flour are giving much satisfaction
to those for whom
they 'vere
iiitended.
Co nmnunicatjons have
been received asking that.they be
read moi-e slow lv
in order that the
details may be
written down. It
is to- be hoped
that those who
are listening - in
have their receiving sets in good
or:der
or there
may be sonic confusion as to the
quantities of ingredients.
We
don't want anyone to Start a
League of Dispeptic Husbands
whose Wives are
cooking by wire-

The

tec
difficult to give
the B.B.C. fair
play. The meeting between the

microphone,
she has

and
ideas of

her os n as to the
best way to do it.
wanted io
She
ery softly, so
sing a high note
in order to do this with the greatest effect she ran from. a distance
of 61t. away from the microphone
close up to it.
.

Had she not done so, she sang
it so softly, that the probability is

Sir tVm. Joynson-Hicks,
Pos!,i,asler-General.

MP.
.

-.

representatives of

Lord Birlenhead's speech at tile

opening of 2L0 was a very brilliant affair, and has been very
freely commented on, although,
owing to the lateness of the hour,
it was inadequately reported in the
Press. He was inclined to drop his
S) I

the company and the Concert Artistes' Association vas lively and
interesting. There was sorne good
cut and thrust work by Mr. Jimmy

Glo'er and others, but a harmonious settlement was reached, that
representatives

of

the

Concert

.

8
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Artistes' Association should meet
with Mr. J. C. W. keith, the
General ìlanager of the B.B.C.,
when matters of mutual interest, in-

new transmitting station vill probably be at the electrical power
station.

cluding

Now that the summer season is
here it would be interesting to know
if those 'ho are responsible for

a

*

n-íinmum fee for artistes,

*

catering for outdoor entertainment
vill be sufficiently alie to avail
themselves of the possibilities of
wireless. l'here is no reason why
seaside resorts should not have
loud-speakers for the reception of
popular
musicalprogrammes.
.Hints on swimming could be
brqadcast
the
for
beñefit
of

*

*

accustomed to speaking colitinuously without interruption that
has was considerably disconcerted
at the meeting of the Concert
Artistes' Association,
hen on
several occasions very pointed interjections v ere made by the audi
In the, early days of
ence.
Burrovs rebroadcasting Mr.
ceived a letter troni aa octogenI
I die happy.
arian as follo s,
been

-

would- be discussed.
In spite of this decision, which vas
reported n most of the morning
papers, the particular oi-gan which
is leading the stunt against the
BAIC. came out - ith a scare
heading that the Conceit Artistes'
.ssociation had joined in the
attack on broadcasting. A paper
is entitled to express any views
that it likes, but surely the readers
arc entitled to accuracy
in the news

have found a man who can get
the last word with a woman."
*

The B.B.C.,
by arrangement

with the British
National Opera
Company,
vi1I

/

rea s onableness
and moderation,
and they
!ef
th e r
artistes

/
.

.

..
.

.

.

i

.

\vith an entirely

If
hand.
all the interests
which are opposed
th
to
B.U.C.
a r
equally
fairminded and rea.
sonable in theii
demands,
then
there
ill soon
be a happy issue
cut of all the
free

Il

.
.

.

.

.

.

-,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-'

.

-

.-

broadcasting

(

..

-

.

Alda,

Monday,

troubles.
k

r

;

ith;

':

.

.

:-

ith

.
r

-

broadcast
exceq)ts from ihe
Grand
Operas
playing at Covent
Garden
during the six
weeks'
season
commencing jn
thé second week.
of. May.
The
operas
from
which selections
will be played
arc 1)r0\iSi0fla1iy
as
foEows
V a I k y r e,
fliursdav, May
F ù s t,
Saturday, May
i

.

-'

*

*

Mr. Arthur Burrows
(Uncle Arthur of 2 LO)

matter of fact
the
Concert Artistes'
Association d:s:
payed
great
a

1923.r

Mr. Arthur Burrows, the premier voice at 2L0, has so long

*

.*

i6,

Lav

TheMagic

*

Mr.
B
C.
Cochran thinks
that what vireless wants is a
su pe r.- show
nan. The theaindustry
trical
has all the super-shovmen, but
they don't seem to be very goedat
their job, Otherwise the rôle ol
Jeremiah wouldn't beso polar in
Wireless doesn't
the profession.
require any more shovmen, but
the showmen would be none the
orse for the help that dreless
could give them, in order to bring
their productions before the widest
possible audience.

It
If

.

-

.

;

.

It
-

-

-

*

*

1.

Efforts are being made to fix a
site for the permanent studio of
The
I3rmingham station.
the

Ilute, Wednesdøy, May 23rd
Phoebus
a n d
Pan, Saturday,
May 26th Hansel and Gretel,

/1

.

-

those who go in for bathing for
some other purpose than displaying their fetching costunies, ithout in any way interfering with
the employment of the many deserving artistes who make a living
as
pierrots and seaside entertainers. Theré are many occasions
in which the help of wireless could
be enlisted to brighten Brighton,
make Margate merry, and, in genhen the
eral, to ensure that
ouestion " What are the wild
'aves saying? " s asked, the
ill be something ah ays
answer
nleri-y and bright.
374

30th; La Bohên1e,

\Vednsday,May
Friday, June

ist; Cavalleria Rusticana

and Pagiid.

liacci,Saturdav, June
*

*

*

The Cardiff Sunday Classical
programmes still continue to attract great attention. One wonders
il this is not really the solution of
the Sunday programme.

x.*

*

Mr. Peicy Edgar is keepin 'the
Birmingham station vell to the
He has the showman-like
fore.
touch in its best sense that Mr.
C. B. Cochran so desires.

-
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BIRMINGHAM

EXPERI-

MENTAL WIRELESS CLUB
.(H.Q.,
Digbeth
Institute,
Birmingham)..
-

The remarkable advances recently
made
in amplification of
wireless
signals vere demonstrated by Mr. C. F.
Bayton, who exhibited a fine collection
of apparatus.
Stations were tuned rl
on an ordinary crystal: receiver, and
were just audible iii the.'phones. These
signals. vere then- passed on to a twovalve power amplifier, using 300 volts
11.1'., the results being: absolutely
deafening iii the loud-speaker and fice
from distortion.
The lecturer then
showed experiments, using valve re:
ceivers instead of the crystal, and stated
that crystal detectorb had still a large
field of uselulness, owing to their distortionless qualities.
lie was 01 the
opinion that for local, broadcasting,
used in conjunction with power amplilying valves, they woul(l find considerable favour in the neal future.
.

BOURNEMOUTH AND
DIS
TRICT RADIO AND ELEC
TRICAL SOCIETY.
Hon. Sec., tlul. A. REYNOLDS.

Town Hall,
Iournemouth.

.piil 27th a discussion vas held
DifficLuities and Experiences of tile
Veek."
T lie difficulties vere dealt
with as they arose by Mr..E. T. Chap-'
man, A. M.!. RE. E., a member of the
Society, and the progu-amme proved
such a success that itirther discLissions
similar lujes ai-e being looked forou
ward to.
On

on

"

-

AND DISTRICT
RADI0
SOCIETY
(H.Q.,.
Liberal Club, Downing Street,
Cambridge).

CAMBRIDGE

until sunrise.
fhe usual directión of reception of the
disturbances
is from South to North, and, although
the stream of maximum tniospherics
is steadily directional from sunset to
sunrise,
this
direction
gradually.
changes to a south-easterly course from
sunrise to noon and then reverts to
the south.
lt seems to be a rule that the nearer
the recei'ig. station is to a storm the
ldgei are the atmospheric disturb(nces, and, although thunder- may not
be heard, all atmospherics are probably
dùe to li-htning discharges.
The
lecturer stated that on the average five
storms are in existenceat some point
of- the earths surface at any moment,
and are sufficient to create disturbances all round the globe.
and

-

-

Sec., Ms. J. BUTTCRFIELD.
107, King Street.

Cambridge.
On April 3oth Dr. E. V. Appleton,
N.A., D.Sc., gave a lecture entitled
Investigations
on -- the
"-Recent
-

of Atmos1)herics. "- He
the Kathocle-Rav Oscillograph used in the Cavendish Laboratories for recording wave forms of
atmospherics, and stated that they
lasted from i-ootlis to ,-r,000th of a
second, being most common after dusk

Elimination
described

received.

-

used were lent by

GORTONAND DISTRICT WIRE-.
LESS SOÇIETY (H.Q., Gorton
Villa, Hyde Road, W. Gorton).
Hon. Sec., MRT. E. ROWE.

't,

.

On April r9th tin interesting lecture.
Thé Valve : Its Functions, etc.,"
as give. - Meetings not devoted to
lectures are mainly for answering questiOnS on niembers' troubles with rcaard
to their sets»
The members are building a threevalve set in such a way that further
apparatus may.. be added; this set is
to be used for demonstrations and for
the tuse of members.
A hearty welcome is extended to all
enthusiasts in the district, and all particulars will be forwarded on application to the Hon. Secretary at the head.
quarters.

on"

-

-

DARTFORD AND
DISTRICT
RADIO
SOCIETY
(H.Q.,
Dartford Grammar School).
l-ion. Sec., MR.
-

-

-

E. C.

DjAvIN.

84, Hawley Road,
.

Dartford.

The usual general meeting vas, held
at headquarters on Friday, 1iay 4th.
when the first tunit of the Society's
four-valve set-namely, the detector
haue1, coils, etc:-was presented. This
panel is wired up on the three-coil
principie, and is designed for the experimental addition of high- and lowfrequency
l)ated that
completed
discussion

ampliliçation.
it is anticithe remaining units vill be
by the uiext meeting.
on crystal receiving

A
sets
-.

furnished interesting infórmalíòn with
regard to the methods adopted in the
home construction of apparatLis.
All interested in wireless are cordially
invited to communicate with the l-Ion.
Secretary.

-

lion.

The receiving .sets.'
Mr. F. Dransfield (a
three-valve home-made set) and Mr.
J. T. Foggo (Gecophone and two-valve
note magnifier).
.
This Society has decided:to hold their
future meetings and demonstrations at
the Central Liberal Club, where recep-tion is distinctly more favourable than
at their rooms in Church Street.
were

AND
DISTRICT
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Central Liberal Club, Bond
Street, Dewsbury).

DEWSBURY

Hon. Sec., Ms. F. G. GOMERS.SLL,
- i, Ashworth Terrace,
Dewsbury,
This Society held their first " Diiiculties " night ori May 3rd, several
members bringing up radio trouble for
discussion.
A temporary aerial was
erected. and the programme from Matichester and part of that from London
-

AND
HACKNEY
DISTRICT
RADIO - SOCIETY - (H.Q.,
Y.M.C.A., Mare Street, Hack
ney, E.8).

Hon. Sec., MR.
-

-

C. C.

Putuwrs.

248, Evering Road,

On -Aprii 26th Mr. F. G. Frar'cis,
RSe., gave a lecture entitled
The
Characteristic Curves of Valves."
Graphs were used in conjunction with
pictorial representations of damped and

continuous waves to explain amplification and rectification, the operation of
the valve being shown by the aid of
its characteristic curve.
The lecturer, aided by characteristic
curves, kindly lent by Messrs. Negretti
& Zambra, then pi-oceeded to explain
the relative merits of French " R " and
Cossor. C.VC. -valves-as -detectors and
amplitìers, and gave a short explana.
hou as to the use of valves as note
magnifiers.
After a large number of
questions had been answered Mr.
Francis promised to lecture on the
" Dual Amplification Circuit " at a
later date.

375
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By kind ermission of the owners, a
art,t of members wer'e allowed to visit
the S.S. " Patricia " to inspect, the
radio equipment, and it is hoped that
a visit to Croydon Aerodrome will
shortly take place.

-

DISTRICT
AND
HORNSEY
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,
Queen's Hotel, Broadway,
Crouch End, N.8).
.

-

'Hon. Sec., MR. H. HYAMS,
i88, Nelson Road,

llornsey, N.8.
demonstiat ion was recently given
with the Society's new receiving set,
A

which was constructed by a member
of the Committee, Mr. W. Trotnian.
The set is built on the " unit " system
arid contains five l)anels connected by
brass strips.
The first panel contains
three eondensers, and is followed by
high-frequency, detector, and two lowfrequency panels.
The whole is
mounted on a baseboard 3ft. long by

i5in.

wide, and
each panel may
be detached to enable member-s to inspect the wiring.
When not in use
polished
the whole set is enclosed by
mahogany cover.
On 1\lay 27th this
set will be taken to the Wigmore Hall,
When oo disabled soldiers will be present and messages broadcast by celebrities in aid of the Adair \Vounded
Fund will be received.

NORTH LONDON WIRELESS
ASSOCIATION (H.Q., The
Physics Theatre, Northern
Polytechnic Institute, Holloway Road, N.).

rate heterodynes vere described, and
also the niethod of ¿alibratingthem.
Particulars of the Socief and forth-,
coming lectures may be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary.
.

WIRELESS
TOTTENHAM
SOCIETY (11.0., The Institute, 10, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.17).
I-Ion. Sec., Ms. S. j. GL.VDE,
137, Winchelsea Road,

Tottenham, Ni7.

On April 25th Professor A. M. Low
gave a lecture on his recent invention,
the Audiometer, which photoraplis
sounds and enables measurment to be
taken to determine their purity.
The
two main difculties in obtaining
purity of sound from a diaphragm vcre

explained, namely (i) the need of a
heavy diaph1agm to overcome the comparative solidity of the air; (2) making
the diaphragm reasonably free from distortion. Wave forms of various sounds
were thrown on the screen, and in the
demonstration which followed many
members were shown the wave forms
of their own voices. The lecturer then
concluded by explaining the construction of a home-made Audiometer.
-

TIlE AUDIOMETER.

The instrument consisted of a horn
focussing the sound on a very thin
diaphragm of celluloid which carried
Light vas tea tiny piece of silver.
flected from this mirror on to a revolving screen or drum carrying photoVibration of the diagraphic film.

I

.

.

.

Secretary.

RADIO SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE (H.Q., Highgate 1919
Club, South Grove, Highgate,
N.6).
Hon. Sec., MR. J. F. STANLEy.
B.Sc., A.C.G.I., FRA.,
49, Cholmeley Park,
Highgate, N.6.
Mr. H. Andreves, B.Sc., gave, on
April 27th, the fifth of a series of elenientary lectures.
He stated that, unless reaction vere employed, a single
valve (detector) vas little better than
a crystal, and consequently a waste of
good
juice."
Reaction, the reception of C.W.. and the cure for " howling
vere dealt with, and mention vas
made of the Armstrong super regenera\Vavemeters and sepa.
tive receiver.

Tuesdays will be devoted to the: construëtion
and
parts, whilst lectures and discussions
will be held on Thursdays.
All intending members will be velcomed and given every assistance. For
Itirther inlormation apply to the Hon.
Secretary.

fsts

WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND
EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION (H.Q., The Acton and
Chiswick Polytechnic, Bath
Road, Chiswick, W.4).
Hon. Sec., MR.

H. W.. COTTON,

19,

-

I3ushey Road,

Harlington,
Hayes, Middlesex.

Mr. T. W.

Ilyne Jones gage, on
April 24th, a further paper on batterjes
entitled " Charging Accuniulators,'
which was the result of many questions
asked at the previous meting. Points
dealt with were-the ammeter and its
uses, lamps and potentiometer resistances, results of incorrect charging
rate, back pressure, etc.
Afterwards
a discussion took place relating to the
proximity of aerials.
Particulars of objects, subscriptions,
and membership of this Society
ill be
gladly sent upon application to the Hon.
Secretary.

=

WIRELESS

AND EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
(H.Q., Camberwell Central
Library, Peckham
Road.,

S.E.15).
lion. Sec., MR.

l-Ion. Sec., Ms. J. C. LANE.
Mr. V. T. liinckley gave, on
April 3oth, a lecture entitled '' The

Experimenter's \Vorkshop."
Easy methods for making one's own
tools and parts vere given, and sonic
were actually made at the meeting.
The correct methods of soldering, easy
wáys of handling and marking ebonite
This
and lacquering were explained.
practical lecture resulted in the enrollIng of new members:
Particulars as to membership may
be obtained on application to the lion.

Thursdays.

.

.

G. SUTTON,
A. M. 1. E. E.,

i8, Melford Road, S.E.22.
demonstration was gis'en, on
April 26th, by Mr. P. Voigt, B.Sc.,four
Amplion loud-speakers, kindly lent by
Messrs. Graham, of Brockley filling
the hall Vith ample volume of melody.
Only a crystal detector and a single
calve employing dual amplification
A

containing source of light X and carrying
frame.
B, Ebonite fTame having a celluloid diaphragm
on its sloping face.
C, Cardbord horn covered with insulated tape to
reduce self resonance.
A, Box

D, Drum carrying screen or film.

phragm caused corresponding fluctuations of the reflected beam of light, and
the quality of the sound could then be
carefully examined.
Sounds of a f requency up to 20,000 could be studied
by this machine.
New members will be welcome, und
should communicate with the Hon.
Secretary.

TREHARRIS AND DISTRICT
RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETY (H.Q., Mr. D.
Studio, Perrott
Osborne's
Street, Treharris).

Hon. Sec., MR. D. D. RIChARDS,

".Mametz House,"
Bontiievvdd Terrace,
Trelewis, Giant.
This new radio society will hold

svere used.

An exhibition of members' hbme-constructed apparatus proved that this
Association is an experimental orle, and
only the Experimental Licence is suitable in this case.

We regret that a

number

of reports received late
are unavoidably held over
until next week.
Will Radio Society secre-

taries kindly arrange for
reports to reach us by
first post each Tuesday,
if possible.

THANKS.

meetings at 6.30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
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THE WIRELESS SOCiETY WHOSE MEMBERS
HAVE COLD FEET
By

AN ANONYMOUS SECRETARY.

.
.

We frequently hear of Ehe decreasing attendance of Radio Societies,,
and il is hoped the hints given herein may prove of assistance.
ir
the present boom of wireless,
and the constant additions to the list of
EVEN societies, it is a nielancholy fact
wireless
that, for some reason or other, the members
of some of the older established societies
have what is knovn as '' cold feet.''
The writer of the following article, who is
a successful secretary of a succesful \Vireless
Association, subniits these remarks in the
Ifope that other Societies may beneir b' his
experiences.
An old-established, well-connected, brilliantly oflìcered Wireless Society was on its
last legs. One attendance had been recorded
as comprising the secretary and his assistant.
The despondent secretary, a friend of the
writer's, appealed to him for assistance, even
going so far as to suggest the amalgamation
öf his Society, with the successful, li ely and
crowded one.
Now, why should one Society he crowded
and continually growing and the other losing

lose its locality, particularly as
:

h

ground?

lt all turned on the '' new blood '' element.
No Society, u niess continuall' enrolling
new members, can hope to make progress,
for \Vireless Societ3 life is like a man on a
bicycle: he must either go on or go off.
In the foregoing case, the writer appealed
to his Association. \iigllt he be allowed to
go to the rescue of the sick Society?
II is members gave h im their enthusiastic
consent to act in their name in any way
he deemed necessar' to effect the purpose of
infusing new life intO the old concern.
Tile following letter was then written and
dispatched
DEAR X.My Association, at last night's meeting,
was unanimous in giving me full powers to
assist the Y. Society in their name, to any
extent and in any direction which may be
deemed necessary.
You suggested

think it

is a

al Z, are

already overcrowded at our meetings, and
would only be able to offer au equivocal
hospitality, so, as a preliminary, I would venture to suggest a reconstitution under the new
name of tile Y. \Vireless and Experimental
Association.
I would also deferentially suggest that as
your spare time is so much occupied with
practical experimental work, you lind it incumbent on you to resign tlìe Secretaryship,
hut hope that the new Association will take
advantage of your freely offered assistance in
a technical way, as adviser and helper.
Choose a man of outstanding energy and
resolution for your successor, and, another
man, not necessarily a ' big noise.,' bw one
who would consider it his duty to turn up
regulan), as a Chairman. The Treasurer
also should he a regular attendant.
lavi ng these three oflicers popularls and
properly elected, anybody else is more or
less-' makeweight,' and can he called Presidents or any other old name.
Reappoint your ' Agenda Conimittee
and post them at the doors to enquire personally of each member if he has any difliculty which l'te would like to havé discussed.
.\ny points on his set or his reception upon
which lie is not quite clear.
Could he suggest anvi hi rig vtì ich ou Id
add to the comfort of the meeting or the
ediflcatioriof the members?
You' have proed your goodwill and
ittaclìment to the Society by rémaining its
Secretary for so long a time, arid von can
still solicitously watch over its destinies while
another Secretary wields the p2n.
I will do a nvtlì i ng ill my power to assist
you or the Society, for the sake of the wireless interest which I ha\e so much at heart.
I beg that .you will give the foregoing
your earnest consideration, and let me knov
how the ideas set forth appeal to you.
I ..nì, etc."

amalgamation, but ¡
pity that our Society shóulcl

L
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Conducled by A. D. COWPER, B.Sc. (London), M.Sc.

An Intervalve L.F. Transformer
Messrs.
M-L " Magneto Syndicate, Lid., have submitted (or test a
low-frequency ittervalve transformer

some sets, the connections in the plug
are left adjustable; the makers wire it
up to suit the purchaser's Circuit tor

-

top of thin veneer; a Brown telephone
receiver being placed inside the cabinet.
There is a door in the front, but the
finest tone is obtained when this is
closed.

of very neat and compact design, and
well finished. A special claim is that
it is completely piotected, and dust

St

-

Tite tuned
anode adaptor
plug.

-

The reproduction \vas extremely free
from distortion, whilst with the Iront
open the volume of sound compared
favourably with that of the more conventional trumpet type. By actual tests
on the same transmission, with the front.
dosed, the tone was softer and more
pleasant, while it vas entirely free
from the blatant blare of many instruinents. The impression received of

-

adequately loud and clear stream
of speech and melody coming from
this instrument, without any visible
horn or vires, vas distinctly pleasing,
and it marks a very- real advance in
the detelopment of the drawing-room
the

nominal fee.
TItis is a very
convenient,
vell-finished device,
which vill enable many to make
the change from tuned transformer
to the more selective reactancecapacity coupling with the minimum of trouble, and greatly facilitate expei-imentatión with these
different circuits.
a

A Drawing-room Loudspeaker

The

M-L

and damp proof.

transformer.

On

actual trial it
in view

showedveiy fair amplification

of its small dimensions, aniti hule distortion. No doubt it will finid a ready
sale amongst (hose to whom appearalice and finish make a strong appeal.

A Tuned Anode

Circuit Adapter

Plug

Messis. Peto-Scott Co., Ltd., have
submitted for examination an adaptor
I y
means of which the tuned anode,
" reactance-capacity
rejector,
or
intervalve
form of, high-frequency
coupling can be introduced, without
plugging
than
simply
furthei changes
this adaptor in, in the place of the
ordi nary tunable transformer mounted
on a valve-socket.
This " Tunode Plug " is tted with
the standard split-plug-and-socket for
mounting coils of any form desired.
On account of the different wiring of

\Ve llave for some time been of
the opinion that the time is ripe
for the development of a radio
sound-reproducing device that will
fit in with the furnishings of a
refined home, and will be as free
as a good cabinet gramophone from that
strident rasp and bellow that daily
turns people away in
disgust
from
so-called
Loud - speak-er- " de-

nonstrations, while fiuiahly
releasing
folks
(rom
(lie
tyrannical
head-

rad iophone.

,.

.

understand that the adjustment
of the Brown teed is to be rearranged
in the newer models, so that it can be
regulated from the outside, and by a
slow inoUon. This vill be a decided
Criticism might be
improvement.
offered as to the finish and mounting
of tIne front door, which in the model
examined was hatdly in keeping with
the good appearance of the rest of the
instrument. Most people would, ve feel
sure, prefer to have hinged shutters
like those Oui gramophones, so that for
dance music, for instance, the maxi%Ve

-

phoiles
-

Accordingly,

ve

wel-

comed an opportunity of

a thorough trial
of the remarkable loudspeaker, with the suggestive name of " Vio-

giving

lina,"

market

placed
on
by Messrs.

City
This

-

the

the'

Accumulator
Co.
is claimed to work
on a different principle to
others; in place of the trumpet it presente the form of an elegant polished
vond cabinet, with a gr&1ull cúrved

The

"

V telina."

mum intensity could be obtained. The
top. of, »e cabinet must be unencum-

bd9-hHst.receiving.

3 ¡S
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Wireless Map of Great Britain.
(Philip and Son, Ltd., .32, Fleet
Street, E.C. 2S. Gd.)
This map is about 3ft. by 4ft. in
dimensions, and is compiled from
information supplied by the \\ireless Press, Ltd., 12, henrietta
Street,. \V.C. lt gives a large
amount of geographical information as to the location of various
towns, villages, geogi aphical features, etc., and, in addition, has
nil the amateur an(l xoerimental
stations
transmitting
viieless
clearly marked. \ list is given of
these Stations, together with their
call signs, and a reference number
for locating them on the map. The
broadcasting stations are also lis(e.l
and
'together with eoiniiiercial
official stations. The commercial
stations, .\dmiralty, Naval and
Trinity H ouse stations, broadcasting stations, aviation stations,
di rection-linding stations, antI amateur and experimental stations are
all indicated on the map by tulferent signs,. so as to be readily
distinguishable. Around each of
the broadcasting stations circles
are drawn at intervals of ten miles
the latter give some interesting information as to. th relative intensities to he expected at certain places
situated vitI3in .the range of two
or more broadcasting sttion.
Directional diagrains are, :printe(I
on the map in relation to particular
districts, indicating the direction in
which sigiials come in from various
distant stations such as Nevarl,
N.J., Eiffèl Tower, Hague, Nauen,
and so on. A milch enlarged map
of the London ,district is included.
which will be found vers' useful to
vireless experimenters. The hol,e
map is an excellent producn, and
is one of the most complete vire,

less maps uitable for general purposes which we have yet seen. The
map can he obtained on paper,
mounted on cloth folded in a case,
or mounted on cloth and varnished,

with rollers. They are obtainable
from Radio Press, Ltd., prices
2S. 8d., 55. gd., and 8s. 3d. respectivelv, post free.

The Ratho Experimenters Handbook.
(Part
Data and
:

Design.)
less

(WireHenrietta

P. R. Coursey.

Press,

Ltd.,

12,

Street, WC. 72 pp. Price 35. 6d.)
This book is particularly intended
for the experimenter, and provkl:s

him with a considerable amount of
most useful data, much of which is
not readily available elsewhere in
so compact a form,
The subjects
dealt with include the measurement
of higli-fi-equency cu i-rents and
voltages; aerials and tuning i-cuits, tuning coils, and inductancesç
condensers; valves and their constants; and measurements with
valve circuits. In connection \"iI li
the measurement of II. I'. currents
and voltages, a description is given
of the thermo-ammeter and the
Einthoven galvanometer, together
with several circuit diagrams showing the method of experiment. The
Moullin H.F. voltmeter is also
treated and illustrated.
Some
fundamental formul
are
next
given in connection ith frquencv,
wave-length, and circuit-constants,
together with the effect of resistaiice of acceptor and rejector cirsuits, and H.F. resistance. Tuning coils and inductances are given
a special chapter, with useful charts
for, the simplifying f the calculations in connection with Coils, etc.
A table of measurements on the

1'LLi

I

2L

-

-

In

valve is also supplied in the appro-

priate chapter, showing inter-valve
resistance and amplification lactor,
and full instructions are included
for conducting measurements with
valve circuits. The book is vell
written and vell illustrated, and
should certainly prove invaluable to
the serious wireless experimenter.
.

to Build Amateur Valve
Stations. P. 1. Coursey. (\Vire-

How

Press, Ltd., 12, Henrietta
Stieet, \V.C. 6 pp. Is. bd. net.)
The purpose of this book is t
help the wireless an!ateur in constructing his own valve receiving
apparatus.
Since
broadcasting
commenced, a large tiumber of
dealers have specialised in supplying component parts for the election of valve sets, and it i possible,,
with the assistance of sonic accurate information and guidance, tu
build up very useful receiving sets
in this way at comparatively small
cost. The author lias devoted much
space to the consideration of the
more important of such coinponents, which aie described and
illustrated, and their use in (lie
building up of the various types of
sels is fully explained.
Several different arrangements of
receiving units are described in
detail, as thi method of building
radio sets enables a number of different receiving combinations to be
obtained. \Vireless diagrams are
included wherever necesar', toget her with explanatory sketches in
connection with such mátters as
aerial construction. The bool is
well illustrated, and should prove
very interesting, as vell as very
helpful, to the experimenter
ho
wishes to male his own valve set.
J. Il. T. R.
lezr

'
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opening of which were given

of the

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

blay
i6th- (\VED.).-S%vansea Radio Experimental Society. Mr. R. G.
lsaacs, B-Sc., A.M.I.E.E., at
Helen's
the Y.M.C.A., St.
Road, Swansea:
Derby \Vireless
17th (THURS.).
Club. Lecture by Mr. F. j.
Covlishav, at 7.30 p.m., at the

-

Restaurant, Tenant
St., Derby.
Radio Gadgets-."
i7th (Tiiugs.).---Cardiff and South
Wales Wireless Society. Institute of Engineers, Park
Place, Cardiji. Experimental
work vilI be conducted by Mr.
C. H. Watkins.
17th (THURs..-Ilford and District
Radio Society, St. Mar) 's
Church Schools, High Road.
Mr. A. P. Welch will lecture on

Ebonite."

(TIIURs.).-RedhilÌ and Reigate Radio Scciety, Y.M.C.A.,
Mr.
Station Road, Redhill.
l.oud.
Pope vill lecture on
speakers " at 8 p.m.
and
South
19th (SAr.).-Cardiff
The
\Vales \Vireless Society.
last day for exhibition and con-

23rd

17th

.

lerence at the Capital Theatre.
i9th (SAT.).-Cardiff
South
and
A
\Vales Wireless Society.
Short \Vave
lecture entitled
Reception," by Mr. A. G. S.
Gwinn, at The Engineers' In.
stitute, Park l'lace, Cardiff.
Wireless
22nd (TUES. .-PIyn-iouth
Plymouth
Scientific Society.
Chambers, Old Town Street,
7.30-7.45
Plymouth,
Buzzer Practice. 8 p.m. Denonstration on Society's Set.

24th

(WED.).-Radio Society of
Prof. E. W.
Great Britain.
Marchant, D.Sc., of the Liver.
pool University, will give a
Method of Pre.
paper on the
venting Interference in Vireless Receiving Sets," at the

Institute
neers.

of

Electrical

Engi-

(Tiiues.).-Cardiff and South
A
\Vales Wireless Society.
Lecture on " Navigation and
Wireless as an Aid to It," by
W. H. McClure, Esq., at The
Engineers'

Institute,

Park

Place, Cardiff.

and South
DisWales Wireless Society.
cussion on " Valve Circuits and
FI.F. Couplings," to be opened
by H. F. A. Sanderson, Esq.

26th (SAT.).-Cardiff

:

II

..................................................................
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Our weekly causerie

relatinto

the use of valves

T/iis featúe is éonducfed by the Editoi'

Testing thé Reonanc Effect

i*'Lotii.

SpeakerS
pRACTICALLY every 1oudspeaker on.
the market tends o resonate àt a dertain
frequency. \Vhen the cprrent passing
through if has a certain frequenc) , the response from a qud-speaker.is àrticulady pronounced
the horn may
L.
actûally,begin
-vibrate.
fo
¡
__2
Whèn listen-

arid,

-

.

-

speaker

\ny récéiving circuit using reaction may

he used fo this purpose, but the aerial should
be' first discnneçted a.nd tire set then made

(

-.

L

.

V.

:j..

ing_in, it is
frequentl
to

-

noticed

that
certain
soun'ds a're
4

mo re

p

Ç

ro-

nouiiced than
others. \Vlìen
listening to

S

--

-

S

music, it may
be

.

anordinryosciHating \alve receier with a
sè'paiat osilliig yak e aranged to produce
abeat notè whiciwil1 heheard in the loud-

5

be

.

-

a

little

difficult
t o
state specitcall) at which
frequency the
loud - speaker
is resonating;
it may be that
the general
effect is not
as good as it
might be, but
t he e xa c t

-to
-.

.

oscillate

ly tightening

the reaction
The local oscillatin valve
now has -its
circuit tuned
to a frequency
slightly differing from that
at which the
other valve is

generating. A

EL

J

hetero-

dyne

note

obtained which
may be varied
will by
at

L

will

be

altering t h e
-tuning of one
L3

or other of
the two cirT he
suits.
note may l)C
from
varied

C2

-

I

-

.

Fig. 1.-Showing the arrangement for introducing the separate oscillating valve.

trouble cannot he located.
It is, however, a very simple matter to test
when a loud-speaker is particularly resonant
to.a given note. This may be done by connecting up the circuit shown in Fig. i. lt
will be seen that the arrangement is simply

an exceedingly h i gli
one of, say,

io,000 to one that is very low.
By \aryi ng the tu n ng of one of the circuits,
and so obtaining different notes on the loudIspeaker, it will usually be found that, at a
certain frequency, the response from a loudspeaker is very much greater than before, and
i
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potential of the list valve are too great for
an ordinary receiving valve.
When it is desired to fill a very large hail,
I can understand anode voltages'of 200 and
300 being used, hut for domestic purposes'a
ioa-volt l)attery is ample.

this will be the frequency at which the loudspeaker resonates.
To remedy this effect it is desirable to 'try
connecting different lage condensers, such
as Manshridge condensers, across the terminals of the loud-speaker. It will then he
found that the resonating effect may be largely
eliminated.
High-tension Batteries for Operating LoudSpeakers
It has always been a puzzle to the writer
why such high anode voltages are so of teii
recommended for operating loud-speakers.
I have tried every loud-speaker on the market,
except the kind used by the \\ estern Electric
Company to broadcast to several thousand
people, and I have always found that a hightension battery of ioo volts is ample for all
domestic purposes. An excellent effect may
be obtained with 103 soRs and an ordinary
ORA valve.
-After all,.practicahly the sole
advantage to be gained by the use of an anode
battery of high voltage is that a much greater
output is obtainable. Merely increasing the
anode voltage and increasing the filament
current does not give any appreciable increased amplification. The only real use of
special valves and extra high tension is in
those cases where a very large volume of
sound is required and the variations of grid

Natural Leaks
In the case of many pieces oFapparátus
constructed by experimenters, the removal of
the gridleak makes no difference. This, of
course, is due to the fact that the insulation
is imperfect and there is a natural leakage
of current from the grid either through the'
grid condenser or across the surface of the
valve holder or some other part of the apparatus.
In reaction circuits, the introduction òf a
gridleak will introduce a certain amount of
dampiiig which will lessen the radtion effect.
\Iany sets tend to oscillate badly if the gridleak is removed or is of too high a value.
\Vith regard to gridleaks generally, I
would strongly advise readers to buy a particularly reliable make.
I do not think I
would be far wrong if I said that seven 'out of
ten gridleaks at present in use possess
nothing like the correct resistance. The,
horrible pencil-line production is, in most
cases, a snare and -a delusion.
-

A CORRECTION
IN connectioi

with the
article entitled " Some
Unusual Methods of Rece ivi n g
Continuous
which
Waves,"
appeared
in our No. issue, we regret that an error occurred in the circuit

v

-and
'r'

B4

diagram," Fig. 3, 00 páge,
202.
The connection
'froni the earth end of the
A.T.I. to th first filament rheostat is incorrect
should be 'deleted;
1-lerewith we give
corrected circuit diagram.

.»"

',.
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R'CEPTION

'To

TUE EDITOR, Wireless B'eeklv.
SIR,-! have read with great interest
the' correspondence in Wireless Weekly
concerning the eception from distant
broadcasting stations on simple crystal
sets; and the effects of neighbouring

aerials
The other, morning, in order to investigate for myself, I rigged up (ternporarily, of course) a single valve set
embodying aerial reaction, and connected this to the outdoor aerial: Putting another pair of 'phones on to a
crystal set I connected the latter to a
sm&l' ind9or aeriai,. and tuned it to
vfat I judged to be 385 metres.
Listening in the 'phones of the crystal
set and setting the valve set oscillating.
I was able to tune in 2ZY by means of
the A.T.C. of the valve set.
The
music, etc., was very good, even when
set
the 'al'e
was just oíl oscillation
point. In fact, it vas almost as good
in the crystal set 'phones as in those
oil the valve set.
Imagine my surprise when, on tuning

the valve set to 2L0, 5X0 and 51T,
the announcements, etc.
from the
stations also came in splendidly.
With the crystal set thus working,
reception did not seem guite as good on
the valve set as when the indoor aerial
vas disconnected
ilier point of
intèrest lay in the fact that I was able
to tune the valve set to some extent by
means of the A.T.C. crystal set (so
when signals fade out and you find .
slightly differént setting is necessary,
probably your neighbour has just
tunèd " in). Another most interestIng observation was that by speaking
into one of the cry.ctal set earieces the
speech- was quite audible in the valve
set 'phones; and vice-ver.ca. The two
aerials ara far from parallel, and only
the leads from them are close together.
lt vould appear that a strained condition of the ether exists in the immediate neighbourhood of the aerial of
the valve set, ihereby the latter is able
to relay the incoming signals:
Might I suggest that your correspondents, and others, who have received
from
distant
broadcasting
stations on Crystal sets have not received from them at all, but bave
received their signals relayed by the

ocilIating valve
ho has

set of some heighbour
been'" tuned-in" to them?

'Naturally, as the valve set included
'aerial reactidn, such an experiment'
should be conducted on the morning
transmission
and
then
carefully
handled.
Further experiments, usina a 2-valve'
tuned anode li:F. set " versus " the
single valve reaction, gave the phenomenon 'only to a very slight degree.
Wishing your excellent paper the best
of 'success.
I am, etc.,
Sheffield.
FRANK tl. COOPER.
I'S-There may be inductance betveen the A.T.I.'s as the two sets are
about sis' fect apart.
'

the transformers as suggested by your
Belgian cârrespondent (Fig a), but
found no increase in the strength of
signals. I then tried the arrangement
in Fig. 2.
This reduced the strength considerably, but speech vas remarkably clear.
The direction of any winding did 't0t
seem to matter' much.
One of the
transformers was of the eN-army type,
the other being a home-made one has'ing an open core and a turns ratio í
t
2.
lt is wound with 90 layers of
No. 40 enamelled copper vire, and is
just
-e-ai-my
as
good
as
the
,

transformer.
Congi'atulating ;,you on
such an excellent journal,

TIlE EDITOR,

London.

Wireless ll'eckly.

Sit,-With

reference to your statement on page 254 of No. 4. Wireless
Weekly, re tile use of tVo intervalve

V

publishing
.

I am, etc.,

LOWFREQUENCY AMPLIFI
CATION
To

,

,

EXPERIaENrca.,

CONCERNING LICENCES
To Tut

EDITOS, Wireless lVeckly.
think if " Waiting" and
others who write in your columns were
to follow your advice and join a Radio
Society before applying for expeli-

Sis-1

menter's licences, they would not he
complaining so much
about
the

..fur

transformers in series, my experiences
may interest you.
Sonic weeks ago I tried connecting,

.Ii

MC.

's slowness.
In January oF this year I applied for
a licence on the lines advocated in your
companion paper, Moderiz Wircess.
giving as a third reference that of the
Secretary of the local society, in which
he stated, alter satisfying himself, that
'I was capable of manipulating wireless
apparatus and gènuinely interested in
the scie,wp
A technical drawing of my proposed
set, together with a description, vas
enclosed, showing where the reaction
vas to be coupled luring prohibited
hours, etc.
Permission to use apparatus was
granted in about three weeks, which
vas due to t-lie lay-out as advised iii
your magazine and the fact of my l'elonging to a club which caters for
P.

"radio fans.''

My best thanks-are doe to both you
and the club. ¡ have thanked them,
and now wish to thank ycu, and wish
the greatest success to the latest publication of tue Radio Press.
I

Fie.

.

flexhilt-on-Sea

aii..etc..

S4iisi'i

il).
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BROADCASTING
PROGRAMMES

COMPLIMENTARY
To Tti EDiTOR, lVireless lVeekly.
Sia,--1 a'ni pleased to state that voflt
spbndid- new nagahes Modern 11 iie-.
less and lVireless
nised b3 Danish

lVeelsly arc recogexperts to be of
-extreme value to the eat-nest experimenters. Your investigations in the
matter of transformer and " tuned
anode " coupled H.F. amplifiers are
of a special value for the Danish

experimenters, a ve shall.have to pick
up our broadcastins from foreign
countries, our own Government deditiin to permit erection of broadcasting
ptants.
i am, etc.,
GEORGE \V. OLSEN
Copenhagcn, F. Denmarlc

ON CRYSTALS
To

Ti-tE

EDITOR,

Wireless Weekly.

SIR.-As many people seem to be
writing to say that carborundum
crystal can be used without any applied potential, I thought that perhaps
my own experiments might be of some

interest.
¡ have been for some time conducting
exoeriments with regard to relative
seiisitivity and stabiliy of crystals, and

have tried most of the known kinds,
and also a few unknown kinds. My
obtained
with
best results were
liertzite," until the other night J
happened to try a combination of csrTo my
borundum and graphite.
amazement the signals were much
louder than before. ¡ immediately investigated and discovered
(i) Carborundum-graphite is extremely sensitive.
(2) lt is exceedingly stable.
I have tried various pieces of carborundum and graphits, with the same
results. Foi the graphite point ¡ flnd
a piece of Venus H pencil gives the
best results.
In conclusion, thanking you for putting such an excellent paper upon the
market, and wishing you every success,
¡ am, etc.,

:-

-

P.S-I

live 134

chester, 2ZY.

miles

GA.

from Man-

APPRECIATION
To

TISE

Sits,-!

p.,

ED1ToI, Wireless Weekly.

take this opportunity of
expressing my sincere appreciation of
your general publications on this subject; and oC your two periodicals.
i!odern lVirele.cs and lVireless Weekly.
There can be little doubt, I think, that
the reception which has been, and will
continue to be, accorded td these splendid efforts on your part will easily
enable you to maintain the very- high
standard that you have evidently set
yourselves.
I am, etc..
Newport, Mon.
G. RichEs.

To

TIlE EDITÔR,

1923

,The marvellously iapid evolution of

Wireless JVeekly.

Sin-Your puhlicitio of a letter n
your No.
from An Elderly Listenerin " is, I suppose, to draw comment
from
" A.E.L.I. "
other readers.
gives us seven paragraphs in his letter,
hut thei-e is only one paragraph v'hich
is really of interest. lt is the first, or
pal-t of the first. In spite of all his
grumblings, to my mind not worthy of
publication, he thinks your No. 2 is
excellent.
¡ should like to say that
your No. i is the excellent one, and
that your No. 2 is more excellent, that
your No. 3 is most excellent, arid that
if roar No.

i6,

and subsequent issues
keep up to the standard of No. 4, No. 3
mvill no longer be the most excellent.
.Until the issue of your No. i I knew
no more about wireless than the living
know about death, hut to-day I have
my crystal set, and I should liWe to
say that the B.B.C. programmes are
fine. They are only dull to the dull,
and, thank goodness, the dull are in
the minority in this country. I think
\.E.L.l. should sell his four-valve set
cheap, as he proposes, and by the time
.c

he has played through his t,nno pieces
of music he will have no further need
for Wireless Broadcasting programmes
and its ever rapidly increasing strides

towards perfection.
A.E.L.I. says that music is the chief
art which lends itself to wireless-a
remark which reflects upon his singular
lack of appreciation of the present
standard of education. I believe- that
all the items, as varied as they are, of
the B.B.C. programmes approach the
ideal solution of the difficulties of pleasing all tastes.
-.E.L.l. further complains about
having to go to bed before items which
interest him are broadcasted. While
this is a purely individual complaint it is
one which is so easily overcome.
lt
was from Wireless Weekly that I got
the tip that the length of lead from
the telephone terminals to the 'phones
nade no difference in the volume of
sound.
I have therefore run wires
f-rom mv set to terminals in more than
one position,- and also to another room,
which latter enables rue to place a
'phone under niy pillow in my bed.
\Vhat more could an early-rester desire
Lastly, why do your correspondents,
as in the case of A.E.L.T., speak of
items being foisted upon them by the
B:B.C.? Surely it is simply a case of
voluntary reception. \Ve still have our
t5,000 pieces of music, arid also the
theatres, which A.E.L.l. seems lo have
forsaken. This is the man the theatre
managers are missing-he is certainly
not a worthy possessor of a 4-valve set.
The opinions above are only my own,
and are, perhaps, rather rudely expressed, but I bèlieve they vill reflect
the opinion of the majority.
-

-

-

the aeroplane is only surpassed by the
ultra-rapid strides of the applicatiQn of
wireless, so why impatiently criticise
the B.B.C. programmes? Let us show
our appreciation with the same fervour
as your eaders appreciate your Wireless lVeekly, and all will be.well, but
don't let us forget to make complaint
when there is real need.
-.
I am, etc.,
London, \V.
ERNEST TUCKER.
-

AN EXPERIMENT
To TIE EDITOR. Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-1 am sending. you details of
an experiment I made the other night,
hoping it will be of interest to your
readers, [e., a novel inside aerial.
I attached a length of i6 s.w.g. bate
copper wire to the terminals of an electric bell in the house passed it roun.I
the top 01 the sideboard, and thence
across the room over the clothes rack,
after which ¡ attached it to the aerial
terminal of my three-valve set.
found, to my astonishment, I could get
London quite éasily; hitherto I could

lt
not cut Manchester station out.
%vas far more easy to get London by
this simple aerial than the outside one.
Only ¡6 feet of copper wire ere used.
All doors were closed, and the nearest
approach to outside vas io yards.
I am, etc.,H. D. IIARGREAVES.
-Chorley, Lançs.
-

BROADCAST MUSIC
To TtIE

Wireless Weekly
opinions of
Elderly
Listener-in " cannot pass without comment.
His main " grouse " against
the B.B.c. is that the music is too
good for him. He wants more cheap
stuff, presumably to round off his
t5,00n piano pieces. He does not see
that his criticism of the B.B.C. condemns his own bad taste. What ground
has he for identifying his own tastes
with those of listeners-in in general?
To my mind the assumption savoui-s of
conceit. Your correspondent's second
grumble is that the times of which
the dance music and the news items are
given do not suit him. Can the B.B.C.
be blamed because he wants to go to
bed? Of course, we all have our own
ideas in this matter, but ¡et us be fair.
I feel sure that the general wish is that
whatever music is given, be it operatic, classical, dance, or lyrical, shall be
the best of its kind. None of us van1
rubbish. And oh those entertainers I
¡ am, etc.,
EDITOR,

Sits,-The

A.

:

V.

Scorr.

Hatton Garden, E.C.t.
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wine lisL has been specially compiled for " Wireless Weekly" by Mr. H. T. P. GEE,
Agent, Staple House, .51 and .52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and at 70, George Street,
Croydon, from whom copies of the full specifications published may be obtained post free on
payment of the official price of Is. each. We have arranged for Mr. Gee lo deal with questions
relating to Patents, Designs and Trade Marks. Letters should be sent to him direct al the above address.
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APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS
(Specifications not yet pub'ished.)

1023f.

B.siiti', H.-lndnctaiwe tubes for

10359.

Bausru, W.

\pril 16th.
K-Lightning-arresters,
T. K.-Variometer in.

Wireless sppnratus.
Ac. April 18th.
l0l4. BAi.sI»

.

April 11th.
H.-Electiio
10379. Bst,xrs,
ipptiltus. April 1811.

duotance
-

10290.

-

BsXIN.

converting-

L-Radio teiephony.
L.-l'lug connectors for

.1.

April 16th.

10890. BoTurs, N.
clectric CiOuits. \pril 21st.
IL-Telephone
A.
10141. BltADoI,i.
i'eivcin. April 17th.

BiliTisil

19880

IliDIO-\Vtitfl.eSS

lis-Sound

Tiosisos -

emitting.

'

Ac.,

NANUFAC.

Co..

HOCST0N

instruments.

April 11th.
Biioivx, A. C.-T&ophone receivers.
1093!
April 16th.
,o3d2. ßnOws, W. H--Crystal clips for
wireless receiving sets. April 17th.
19121. Bunt, S. T.-Wire:ess receiving civvolts. April 17th.
10373.

BriisG,

R.

S-Switching

fo,
Anr ii 17th.

mutti-circii it radio rcoeivers.
BEnNETT, J. 2ti.-Acoumuliitnr grids.
10693.
A

uil

1'Jth.

10333.

BriCurn,

10714.

J.

1l.-Sound-emitting.

.3.

H-Sound-emitting,

Aprii

Ac., instruments

Bu;vcKi:a,

ko.. instruments,
CaM,
F.
10916.

it

-April lOtit.

16th.

pril 16th.
A.-Thermiooic

valves.

CaRPENTER. R. E. H-Sound-repro.
I0i69.
daring apparatus. April 19th.
CinTuli. ll.--Ciicuit-breoker. April
10271.
lOtit. (France, Bay 9th, 192.l
ItOh. CLESIMEY, \V. .1. S.-.Grumopiiones,
Ac., adapted for use with loud-speaking, Ac.,

.

apparatus. tpril 19th.
crystals
-lOSS?. CouslAs, C. L-Rectifier
for wireless telephony. April lOtit.
10700. Cooi.v. A. K.-Hendpieces and telepitone mountings. April 19th.
(1.
W'.-Combination
19332. Corawonin.
connector for electric fittings. April 18th.
Cannîore, J. A-Electric swjtchca.
10528.

April
A

18th.
A.

S.-Eeetrio terminals.

IOJII.

CUBITT,

10091.

OrTLEE-HAunirn lllANvrsc'rraiso Co.

pri! 17th.

-Potential control apparatus. April 17th.
Ctmra.Ksaiueu MANeTACTURINO Co.
10763.
-Regulation of eleetrin circuits. A pri!
20th.

10623.

D.ivrr.

W.

I0.19.

D.svis,

Ji.

C.-lleceivingapparntsis

for wireless telegraphy. April 18th.
Dsvies, W. LsNOnoN.-A1ternating.
10833.
Ciirrnt utilisation April 21st.
.

11.1.

J.-.Icthod

-

G.-Eleotric ¿ichorge
10579. Esoi.isn Eteciuic Co., Lyn..-Elee.
'trio conserting.iipparatus. April 18th.
l0251. Evss. A. J.-Hydromcters for test10315.

re-

Troic( Co., LTU.-Terminol connections for
electric cirCbits. ApriI 21st.
liorsToN Co..
10333. Buivisif Tnonisos
l.c.-Sound . emitting, &c., instruments.
April 16th.
19114. ButTisil

duoing a direct current of a required ten
sinn from a direct current supply of a
different tensIon. April 17th.
108f-9. Ihris, T. C. - I.ead'in
insulator
for wireless apparatus. April 21st.
10191.. Doncn, E. O.-lectric switches.
April 20th.
lUsSI. l)oyr.r, O. R-Filaments in thermiso vulves, Ac. April 19th.
10364. Daew,
A-Busts for wireless
aerials. April 17th.

of pro.

C.

I.DON,

tubes. April 16th.

ing electrolyte in electric storage batteries.
April 16th.
10255. Eroso, A. J.-Shethcds for treating
sulplistsd plateo of electric storage batteries.
April 16th.
10435.

A.-Souud.amplifying

I'.

(SSnnrTT,

devices for telephone, &c., leceivero.
17th.

April
-

10522.

GSTOS,

P.

J.-Apparatiis for beni-

isation of fAults in electric storage battery
cello. April 18th.

rAN-I asuatiiig
cap for electric cable joints. \pril 21st.
10882.

F.

OELDKRKN,

31.

Enreittic Co., LTo.-Flectrie discharge tubes ..pril 16th.
19315.

OENEa.SL

10559.

GOODMAN.

10615.

GIIaHAM, E.

10269.

GUNSTONK,

10503,

ILSDDON,

resters, Ac.

April

April

iras apparatus.

tV-Lightning -

.1.

18th.

A-Cabinets fur
18th.

t. C.-Oramnphono

vice for wireess reception.

April

ar-

sau0

\pril

de-

16th.

tV.-Accumuiator

grids.

111th.

Hsnnisos, H. E.-Connc'ctor for
10273.
making electric enntact between telephone
tags and tet-minal. Aprii 16th.
HELFI:NSTEIN.
.-Forming continu10359.
nus electrodes.

April

HI:coJLIN,
18th.

10537.

April

10471.

HoI,I.isTea,

phniie receivers.

16th.

W-Eiectric

L.-3Virgless

F.

April

switches.
tele-

17th.

N-Pocket
receiving-apparatus. April 18th.

wirelr,ts

10334. KOLN-HOTIWeIL AKT..Qt's.-llnnufao.
tore 'ot filaments, Ac., from viscose. April
10th. (Germany. June Ist, 11122.)
10711. Lt.4,
N.-.Reeeption of wireless

signas. April
LES,

10112.

19th.

N-Wireless reception,

April 18th
10121.

sistsnco.

Ii

Ji

10291.

Co.,

April
10568.

Micsi:iw n lOUT,

10388.

Monats,

JAcasoN,
April 16th.
10292.

JACKSoN,

sistsnce coils. &c.

B-Crystal

deteotors.

B.-Inductnncc and
April 16th.

re.

t.- trrangements

for
responding to or detecting small variations
of eleøtric current. Apri! 17th.
10-188.

10339.

&e.

J0HNSCN, F.

JosAs. S.
18th.

tpril

O.-Liglitning.arreeters,

April

18th,

11.-Gripping.

G.

A.-Sound-ninplifyiay

10373.

PAttTISSON.

\V.

-April
High-frequency
- Switching
for
April lJth.
17th.

niititi-circuits radio receivers.
POLLOCT, E.-Sigua:ling
systems.
10825.
Ai,ril 21st.
lOO-II. Pvtrono. E. G.i-smpiiones, te.,

adapted for lise with loud-speaking-. ko..
apparatus. Apcii 19th.
PYNE, it. tt'.-Thtree-electi-odc valvt:
10875.
t pt-il 21st.
llanto CostairxrcaTiox Co.. LTD.10711.
Reception nf wireless sigiias. A»rii 19th
10712.

COSIIIL!NICATION

11mb

Wireless' reeptioa,

&c.,

(lo..

LT»,-.-.

appa ratiis.

it

pril

19th.

II. A. 2t1.-Terminal connections for electric circuits. Api-ii 21st.
BENISON,
M. A-Terminal binding
107-18.
poat. April 20th.
108S0.

READ.

10537.-

ST.

10308.

S.sUNDv.as,

phone apparatus.

10291.

V.

and directing appliances.
N.
10345. OaovoRorr.
alternators. AnnI 16th.

1GIiANIC ELeCTRIc Co..

17th.

re.

pril 18th,

deviec for crystals, &o., foi wireless telegrsphiy. April 18th.

Lî.-Electric

LTD_llego.

States,

(United

16th.

922.)

JostANic ELECTRIC Co., T,Tn.-J'otcnApril 17th.

10763.

A

MTitopoi.ivs - VICRLRS JLFCTn ICAT.
LTD-Elect rie ei,cnit . interrupters.

10-191.

lotion of electric circuits. \pril 20th.
V.-Sound.smp1ifying
E.
10133. Inwi',
devices for telephone, &c., receivers. April

(Swedeii,

10382. LLoYD, A. FÓUD-.-Crystsi cups for
ivi,'eless receiving sets, April 17th.
10570. 1ti.scCuu.uui, A. 11. 8.-Wireless receiving-apparatus.. A PrI 18th.
10512. 3laa, A.-5lans
for toning in.
ductonce coils. April 18th.

HUKTI.T,

tini control apparatus.

.-Eectric regnat ing

April 18th.

1922.)

10500.

J.

&o.,

apparatus. EiI)ril 19th.
10890. Lewtx, 0.51.-Plug connectors for
electric circuits. A twit °lst.
lOiìlG. Lionert, E. P.-Thermionic volves.

10340.

April

Hr.i,rN's Csni.r k fli-mu:n
switeiies. A pril 10th.
W.

T.-Vireles

Co.,
tele-

April 16th.
11.-Electric terminala.

8EÌiSHALL, S.

18th.
SIIAr.SRN, A.
10321.

V.Lond.spcakeis for

radio telephony.. April 18th.

SRrLnoa. 8.-l'ad for head telepisones. April 18th.
J. ¡i.-Sosind-reprodiici ng
SIIXF.Ii.
I022.
maohines. April 17th.
10532.

SOsLIKI:. D.
A-Electric insta1a10895.
tions oomprisis-.i condensers. April 21st.
(Belgium. 3hay 17th. 1922.)
R. C. B-Interlocking
10106. STirs'.ss.
switch. A pril lot h.
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SODIIORO AuTo

ELrCTBICAL

-Apparatus for localisation

I07i. Urwono.

SeRVICR.

btteries..priI

of faults in
eIeotri stornge.battery cells. April 18th.
SvNNu, W. }{.-Combinistcon eon10.552.
nector for electric ttings. April 18th.

cerrero.
10668.

E. A-Switching for multicircuit radio receivers. Aprii 17th.
TAYLOR, L.
.-Switohiltg for mati.
10173.
circuit radio receivers. April 17th.
Toosicy, E. S-Tuning wire1eo
10437.
telephone circuits. April 17th.
10241,
TERNOCK, G.-Tlephouc cord ter10373,

e

10374.

holders

TATLO1L

102117.

April

April

16th.

-

States,

-.
r

-

11.-Voltaje eclip

A.

pn

J.-Telcplsone,

April 1t1i.

&c.,

re-

J. E.-Wireless coilApril 19th;

WATIsIN5ON,

Ao.

\Vs,

J.i_Storage

F.

-'

Afrii

18th:

1922.)

10179.

E.

WIrOAND,

-bctteries.

.

L-Terminais

ijidnotance coils.
10437.

pitone circuits.

8.-Flining

wireless teje.

.

hprii 17th.

¡

193873.

ASIERICAN

10J33.

Yovzea. A.

instruments.

-

April

P.-Soûndwi,tting,
16th.

a.

Ac..

-

-

--

-

-

.

Rs»io

--

LTD.-Sfcthial
of a required
tension from t direct onrrcnt supply troia
a different tension.
April 17th.
WIREJ.ESS EQOIPMeNT,
ot producing a direct current
10480.

(Copies of the full specifications, when printed, may be obtained from Mr. Cee
post free on paymeñt of the official price of is. ach.)

.

POS1ATION.-jndUOtauCe

for

A cil lSth

W 1SF.I.AN,

ABS1RACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATiONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED
.

1923

16,

Aprii lith.
I0l2. WILIJAMS .i. 11.-Means for tunine

electrIc conductors

19th.

WALTON,

16th.
10427. WiSTE1tN ELECTRIC (to., LTD-Wireless receiving circuits. April 17th.
10531. WESTERN ELEcTiiic Co., LTD-Oscilla
.tion generators.
Àprij 18th. -(United

-

ruinaIs.

May

& RESEARCH

coils with low

T.-Grs.. 0.-In a method
191007. Lonz
for increasing the frequency of an alterivating current, an oscillatory circuit is
charged by impulses from a generator circuit, the corse of energy output of the
generator being so distorted that it lies
for a prolonged part of each period along
the zero line. The oscillatory circuit is
tuned to an integral multiple of the
generator frequency, and the total time of
each impulse is limited to the time (luring
which it is of like sign with tise free
oscillation in the osoihlatory circuit.
DcOember 9th, 1921.
194070. P0LL0CK. E:-A combined nr.nsnutting and receiving set is so arranged

Condis-

tributed capacity and low energy losses

for use, for example, in wireless receiving
al)PSrntUs1 comprise spherical skeleton supports having spaced curved arms and wire
wound on the supports, so that the turns
engage cools other at only a small number
of points, the wires preferably passing in
and out about opposite sides of the armo
to form a basket mesh with tise turas
crossing between the arms. February 26th,
1923.
(Convention date, February 24th,
1922.)

.

191183. SoC.' ANON. LE CsssoNs:.-A galvanic battery consisting of zinc and Carbon
electrodes in an electrolyte auch as a solution of ammonium chloride has the perforated nino electrode arranged horizontally
below the carbon in n porous vessel, a
spaoe being provided below the Zinn to receive the zinc chloride foumcd during the
action of the cell and so prevent it from
coming into contact with the carbon ricetrode or electrolyte. April 21st, 1922. -

194279.

Tnousov-Hosroa

BRITIsh

Co.,

LTD.-Iu a thermionic or like device tha

that the receiving Circuits are rcnderci inseitsitive during the period when transmisslots is taking place, thermionie tubes

energised by the microphone cnn-eut being
variously employed to achieve this result.
In certain cases, radiation from the

transmitting-aerial can only occur when,
and for as long as, the microphone is being
spoken into. January 14th, 1922. Cognato
application, No. 1848/22.

Fig. 1.-Illustraling Patent

No. 193882.

Fig.

TMoanT, J. SCOTT-, and R.inio
- -193882.
Co., LrD.-In a wireless receiving system operating on the heterodyne
principle, the local oscillations are set in
operation, or are controlled in magnitude
or frequency, by the received sIgnals. The
system may be used fer eliminating interfering signals which are weaker or stronger
than the desired signals, and for reducing
inteuterence from atmospherics and damped
sravea. Auguet 30th, 1921.

Fig. ?.-Illustraiing Paient No

194070.

28th,

19-22.)

WiRELESS ON FISHING VESSELS
English fibing vessels with
wireless apparatus by the Marconi Coni-.
pany, as recently reported, is proving of con.siderahle value to owners from a commercial
point of view, and the utility of the installation
in another direction lias been demonstrated. in
connection with the rescue of the crew of a
sailing vçssel by one of the travlers recently
fitted with wireless. This trawler, the '' llar-

.

Castle," owned by the Consolidated
Steam Fishing and Ice Co., Ltd., of Swansea,
rescued the crew of a sailing vessel, the
" Fdâni," jusf before that vessel sank By
means of its wireless quipment the " 1-larlech
Castle ' informed the owners of the incident
and the rescued crew were enabled to advise
their -relatives of 'their safety aid so allay'
their anxiety.

.

-.

-

V.

.

lech

11E fitting of

I

No. 19/070.

cathode leading-in wires are sealed into reentrant tubes which are spaced apart.
during manufacture to maintain the dv-.
sired tension in the cathode by means of
arms supporting another electrode, such as
a grid or anode or both, the alms being embedded in or Clamped to tise tubes, whiicb
are then sealed into the container. February 14th, 1923. (Convention date, Fcbruury

-

COaIMCNICATION

.

3-Illuslrating Patent
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-

J. H.

T. ROBERTS, D.Sc.

L
(F.Insl.P.), asis!ed

by A. L. M. DOUGLAS

In this section we will deal wi/h alt queries regarding anything which appears In " Wireless
Weekly," ' Modern Wireless," or Radis Press Books. Noi more than three questions will be
answered at once. Queries, accompanied by the Coupon front the current issue, must be enclosed in
an envelope marked " Query," and addressed to the Editor. Replies will be sent by post if slamped
addressed envelope is enclosed.

E. M. K. (WANDSWORTH COMMON) proposes
to build fixed condensers of the following values
0.005. 000i, and 0.0003 F. He wishes to know if
it is possible to calculate the capacity by some

simple formula.
'l'be forimiuli for calculating the capacitY of
denser is

iso, and 75.
l'or 2,600 metres the number of turns
should be, respectively, 250, 300, and 150. (3) This
apparatus should be sufficient to bring in almost all
the broadcasting stations on telephone headgear il
used at your home.
AJAX (STRATFORD) has a crystal, receiver and
wishes to know how to add a high-frequency valve
amplifier to it so as to increase the range.
\Ve give herewith a circuit diagram showing how
a valve amplifier may be added in the most efficient
manner to your existing crystal set.
-

a Con

AK(n-i)

4lrt 900000
\=tlie aiea of the plates.
K = the dielectric constant.
= the nurtiber of plates.
I.= the dielectric thickness (that s, i lie thickness
of the insulating material separating the
plates).
From this equation you can reaji!v work out your
own condenser values with a high degree of accuracy.
ii

C. W. B. (THE SCHOOL HOUSE, COVE, FARNBOROUGH) asks for the name and address of the
manufacturers of Siemens-Halske valves.

Siemens-H alske valves are made by the German
branch of Siemens Bros., and are obrainable lroiìi the
great niaoritv of accessory dealers in ibis country.
They arc very soft valves, and have a hantent consumption of 0.36 ampere at about 2. i volts. They
are suitable for rectiliers and as low-frequency an
pliliers, but do not give vers' much magnification. lt
is possible, however, to use a much greater number
of them in cascade than the ordinary type of valve.
B. T. (SOUTHALL, MIDDLESEX) sends a
diagram of his three-valve receiving set and asks

G. L. N. T. (HAMPSTEAD, N.W.3) has purchased
a Crystal receiving set stamped "B.B.C.", and now
wishes to know whether il he makes up a lowIrequency amplifier and adds it to his set, will he
be liable to get into trouble.
If the Ìicence for which you have applied is an Experimental Licence, you are entitled to do whatever you
like.

the following questions (1) Vhether the wiring is
correct, and especially whether the high-frequency
valve is as efficient as it might be. (2) Particulars
for making honeycomb coils for the AT.!. anode
and reactance cil-cuits for wavelengths of 1,000
metres and 2,600 metres. (3) Whether this
apparatus should be capable of receiving ail British
broadcasting and possibly Continental telephony in
his locality.
:

F. W. F. (PONDERS END, N,) proposes to use
the circuit shown in Fig. 6 on page 89 of
MODERN WIRELESS" No. 2. He asks the
relative sIzes of coils L2, L1 and L4.
These coils might all lie the same size, the actial

(i)

\Ve have carefully examined your wiring diagram,
and consider the high-frequency valve is eniploved in
a very efficient manner.
A separate liigh-tensioti
supply to this valve and also to the detector valve
might improve results somewhat. (2) On a in. diameter former with. 27 spokes, you will require the
.foUoi ing nuniber of turns for i he A.1 .1., anode and
reaction coils respectively for i.000 metres :-ioo,

number of turns depending to a certain extent upon
the wavelength you vishi to receive. \Ve suggest No.
24 s.w.g: double cotton-covered wire as being a suitable gauge for winding these coils, and probably so
turns using the formers ou mention on each coil
would be satisfactory.
387
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I

at:

.........
free

on application.

ALEX. CECIL DIXON,

A.Inst.R.E.

Radin Engineer and Dealer,
3,

D. McC. (LOCHAWE) has constructed the aIve
receiver described on page 151 of "MODERN
WIRELESS" No. 2, but does not gt any results.
He asks for any helpful information which we can
We are afraid you have either connected something
wrongly in your circuit or else not completed the
wiring. We note you suggest that the connections
to the low-frequency transformer may be incorrect.
In order to help you in this matter, we may say that
if the same make of transformer is used as shown
in the diagram you refer to, the point IP. should
be connected to the anode of valve V2, OP. to the
high-tension positive vire, IS. to the low-tension
negative wire, and O.S. to the grid of V3. We think
that if you follow out the wiring diagram carefully,
and adhere to the instructions ve hase given you,
your will find this an exceedingly satisfactory receiver.
You should he able to work Glasgow comfortably on
a loud-speaker with this set.

Ebonite CoU Holders, finished matt. a-way 9/-; 3.way 12/1/-. each
Grid Leaks, 2 megohms
1/6 doz.
Ivorine Labels, engrav2dblack ........
1/3 each
Fixed Condensers, any rapacity ......
Filament Resistances, smooth action, positive contact, 2/6 each
Lit

1923

givé him.

the Right Price'

Price

i6,

EAST PARADE, LEEDS..

J. J. B. (SPARKBROOK, BIRMINGHAM) has
an Igranic varlo-coupler and wishes to .ons.truct
a crystal receiver for broadcasting, using this
apparatus. He asks whether it should be more
efficient than the loose-coupled receiver described
in No. 3 of "MODERN WIRELESS," and whether
ve could recommend It for the reception cf local
broadcasting.

Are you a
Beginner?

II

Then take the first opportunity ot learning
some of the more important features of
Radio. "WIRELESSFORALL"hag
ong been regarded as the first stepping
Stone to greater Radio knowledge. 1f you
know little of Wireless then you must
certainly read this book by Jobn ScottTaggart, F.lnst.P., Editor of
¡Vire/esa

-

\Ve give herewith a circuit diagram of the scheme
yu suggest. This is not, of course, by any means

lVeekly."

as selective as the loose-coupled receiver referred
to, but is very satisfactory for the reception of broadcasting.
J. W. (WIDNEY MANOR) wishes to know where
he can secure full details of the construction and
design of power amplifiers and loud-speakers

From all Bookselt
an.t
Newsagents, or jtI. post
Free from PublishersRADIO PRESS LTD..
Devereux Court, STRAND

ç

'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIII1IIIIIIIllIiIIIIIiiIiIiiiijiii.-

DISPLAY
ADVERTISEMENT COPY
FOR, "WIRELESS VEEKLY"
must reach Scheff Publicity Organisation,

Ltd. (Advertisement Managers, Wireless
Weekly andModern Wireless),.125, Pall Mall,
London, S.W.1, by Tuesday of the
week PRECEDING date of publication1
earlier if proof is required.

=
1358

E

S

Regent 2440.

working on the Johnson-Rahbeck system.
A useful article on "THE USE OF VALVES AS
POWER AMPLIFIERS" appeared in "WIRELESS
WEEKLY" No. 4.
Reference to this subject has also been made in the
column devoted to " Mainly About Valves " in this
journal. \Vc aie not aw. -, of any publication dealing exclusively with the Johnson-Rahbcck Idud-

.

'Phone

I

uiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiriiuuti

spehker and its construction.
B. S. McI. (OATLANDS, GLASGOW) asks
certain questions about a condenser, the exact size
of which he queries.
The correct number is four plates and four sheets
of tinfoil, and the capacity of this condenser is about
The circuit you indicate would be passed
o.00i
by the Postmaster-General, and is quite suitable for
your work. The value of condenser on your sketch
might be 0.001 MF., and that of condenser B o.0003

-

-
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condenser C should be

0.002

&F., or

slightly

CONOMI

H. G. L. (ECCLESTON SQUARE) hasa certain
transformer bobbin and wishes to know the windings
,nd the core values for an ideal transformer.

-

\Ve are afraid you cannot make an ideal intervave
transformer from the materials that you have on
hand. Quite á good instrument could, however, be
made by filling one-qt.iártér of your winding space
with No: 4 s.w.g. single silk-covered wire, and the

n

B. M.

(WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA) submits

r

L E CT R
LIMiTED

remaining three-quarters with No: 42 s.w,g. single
sHk-co'ered wire. - The core should be tilled with
rin. lengths f ii-on vire, tight'y packed, which
should then be bent round the outside so as to form
a clpsed core.
The ire should he bound tightly in
position by means of string or thread after the transformer is completed.
G.

TRY ONE
.PrIS/-

E1

sthal 1er.

I

-

.

"EEC" "X1RAUDION"

VALVE
s being used by the leading Radio Expermpnters for detection, high and tow irequency
amp1iñcatioa pOver ampIers and ow pover
trapsmis,icn.

¡HE

j

Write to-day or 40 page Radio
Catalogue mailed post tree, 4d

09ice: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.l.

Brzch ar4Wor,s.
TWICKENHAM.

Sow,00ms:

I head

N.W.l.

303, EUSTON RD.,

-

. _13

-

a

circuit diagram of certain components he has, but
omits to letter various necessary terminals. He
asks our opinion as to the best method of.wiring

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE

up this set, using various apparatus that he has in
his possession.
\Ve regret that.
ithout the necessary marking on
all The terminals-of your unit, we are unable to advise you,' as there is no internal wiring diagram
given showiÌig how the various còmponents are 2irtanged in the panels themselves. If you will supply
this information; we shall be pleased to answer ybur
questiöns. '

We do not speclailse In a few cheap lines only; sse carry large
stocks ot all Wireless Accessories, so necessary tor the Amateur

TELEPHONES, genuine French, 4,000 ohms.

...

E. C. S. (LEYTON, E.lO) asks certain questions
about two circuits which he encloses, and also
wishes to know various condenser values.
The circùit lettered '' A " is the better of the two.
The four fixed condensers might have values between
.00i and 0.002 ¡zF., and
the variable condenser
should haye a value not greater than o.000
F. The
high-tension battery may be about 6o volts, and any
standard pattern of crystal detector can e used.
Your ciicuit ''- B '' is also good, but vill not yield

OOIAH SLAB COILS. set of 8, 150-26,001) metres ..
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. rar pr.00I r0000tin. In celiriloal
.
.

6003

.

.

.

12/6
10/6

9/6

.

.

.

5/-

.

.

13/.

condensers

.

.

-

.

.

COIL HOLDERS, with antl-capäclty

.....

..

2-way

handles.

..
TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5-l. Distortionless
POCKET LAMPBATT'ERIES, economical and efficient
Per doe.
lof H.T.
Easy to replace single cells.

0

I)

4

0

0

5

0

0.

7

6

0

0

9

O

IO

fr

0 14

0

.0

upwards from 0
AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS,
TWO-VALVE RECEIVER, B.B.C. including Royalty 9
VALVES, Marconi. 17/6. Ediswan, Mullaid, B.T.H... O
..
O
SOFT VALVES. Ideal for detecting ..
..
Complete ReceivIng Sets munulactured to your
own specification. Panels Drilled. Coils Wound.

12
5

.6
0

-

129 & 129.1

I

F SO

.. {

b
lO

O

6

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

ElectrIcal and Wireless EngIneers,
Waterloo Road, S.E.l:
'Phone: Hóp. 5619 -

EVER MADE A SET

:

'b

0l4-0
4

THE WATERLOO

I

3

3

0

CRYSTAL SETS. B.B.C. Prices including Royalty

H. M. (PRESTWICH) notes that several firms
make anode reactance coils which are self-tuned
over a wide range of wavelengths, and wishes to
know how they do this without the use of a tuning
condenser.

0

all types of

_3-way
-

6
6

0
0
0

Il!-'

.

EXTENSION HANDLES. Adapt'able (or

such good loud-speaker signals at the short distance.

The design of the reaction' coils you mention is so
proportioned that the inherent self capacity on each
tapping is suluìcieiit to cover the intermediate wavelengths between each stud. These coils are also
wound ii such a way as to be rather aperiodic, and
therefore,' whilst giving equal tuning over a vide
range of wavelengths, do notgive such sharp amplilication in any particular wavelength. Greater selectivity can usually be obtained by the addition of a
variable condenser in the ordinary way.
D. H. (BRIDGWATER) asks the following
questions (1) Does a varlometer used in the aerial
circuit necessarily give reaction ? (2) How is the
necessary size of a condenser arrived at? (3) How
should switching be so arranged to efficiently
control one, two or three valves at will ?
(i) A variometer in the aerial circuit does not produce any reaction effects. (2) The necessary size
of a condenser is arrived at by the characteristics
of the circuit that it is used in. If an aerial circuit
tuning condenser, when in series the value should
not be less than 0.001 ,F., and in parallel not less
than 0.0003 cF. If used as a tuning condenser
across a reaction coil or rejector circuit, its value

.

...

.

6

2
2

I

Telephony.'

Ideal for

0301
.0005

17

0

..

..

British, stamped B.B.C.. 4.00Oohm ....
AERIAL \VIRE. bare copperstranded, 7/22 per 0Ít...
..
INSULATORS.. Reel. lid: Shdl, 9d. Egg
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on eborite base. 21-&
..
PERIKON DETECTORS, complete with crystals
OOJAH BASKET COILS, set of 7. l50-4.000Emetres.

as described in àñ 'aiticle
in a wireless journal?

-

you'll appreciate the advantages
the caving in time.
trouble and money to be effected by.purchasing one o! our

COMPLETE CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS.

Nn

of parts for a 2-Valve Broadcast Receiver av described in
ISet
"Wireless Weekly" No.4 including polished wood cas.', inductancçs

ready wound, slidcrs and rods, valve holders, rheostat, fixed condensers.
ebonite panel drilled and slotted, connecting wire, sleeving and terminals.

Price £2 2 0, post free.

-

-

Set of parts for a 2-Valve L.F. Amplifier as described in "Wireless
in eluding polished case, ebonite panel, z transtormers,
valve holders, rheostat, telephone condenser, connecting wire, sleeving and
terminals.
Price £3 3 0, post free.
We cari also supply, complote and ready for use, Wood Variometr-rs to cover
wavelengths from 300 to 7oo metres.
Pric
including engraved dial and
knob, t4s. 6d. each, post free,
Wood Forruers only (unwound). Price

2 Weekly "No.3,

5s, 6d. post free.
I.P.L. R&DIO SUPPLIES, 28, Hunes Cray Valk, Craviord, Kent.
Ad'et.W.W. Na.
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might be from o.000 13 o.0005 zF. These are prac
ticafl' the oni)' uses for variable condensers in recei'ing circuits. () The most economical arrangement of switching is that in which the fiiaments
of the 'alve not in use are extinguished as well
as ail the associated circuits broken. If, for instance, switching in and out of low-frequency valves
is contemplated, and the end circuit wire from each
low-frequency transformer is broken; if the plate circuit wire of the previous valve is not broken '
a marked loss in signal strength vi1I result.

_______________________

11

15,

iN

WIRELESS;ÊCEIVING

-

or

16
I

H

Post Free

-
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11

person hear telephone conversation. He asks for
further details.
Your suggestion that a microphone, connected to a
suitable step-up transkjrmer such as an ordinary
microphone transformer for wireless telephony,
should be connected to the grid of the first salve of
a two-stage low-frequency amplifier, is the mpst suitable one under the circumstances. A step-down telephone transformer of the ordinary pattern should be
included in the anode circuit of the last valve, when
'ou will be able to work a 20-ohm earpiece quit
satisfactorily, although not so vell as if a special
transformer were used. If you are able to obtain
an " earth-to-valve "ex-Army pattern of transformer,
this might be connected in the plate circuit of the
last valve in place of the telephone transformer. The
resistance of the primary of this transformer is variable by means of a five-stud switch, and in consequence can be suited to the resistancè of your telephone, whatever i.t may be.

(±6 CO'it

tk fLn4t t
1S

M:'

F.

I7

L. MO. (WIMBLEDON PARK, S.W.)Is Interested
in our reply to H. V. (HULL) in "WIRELESS
-WEEKLY," and wishes to know how a microphone
and valve amplifier might be easily applied to the
existing land-line telephone in order to let a deaf

for the first time, is

a

collection

of

constructive articles giving full details for
.jERE.
making almost every piece of- apparatus required

-

A. W. F. (HATTON GARDEN, E.C.1) asks with
reference to the condenser C,, illustrated in Figure 6,
page 89, "MODERN WIRELESS" for March,
whether 0.001 F. would be a suitable capacity.
From o.00i to o.002 tF. is suitáble for this condensér,
which should be well insulated.

building up of a complete Receiving Set.
Essentially practical, well written, and illustrated
with working diagrams, this is a book which
every experimenter must have-whether he
does much constructional work or littleGet a copy to-day-you will certainly save its
cost on the very first piece of apparatus you make
in the

E. V. E. (LEEDS) wishes to charge accumulators
from the A.C. main, using a static transformer and
a large Nodon valve, employing half-cycle rectification only. He asks for details as to certain transformers and other circuit arrangements which he
proposes to use for various outputs.
\Ve' regret'tHat a detailed answer of 'the 'type vUu
require would òccu'py the greate portion 'of. one issue
of this journal. We 'would advise you to get in

The Construction of
Wireless Receiving Apparatus

ell-known thanufacturr 'of .C.
touch with any
transforthèrs' with multiple vindings, who would 'be
able toquotey9u for a suitable piece of partus.

By Paul D.Tyers
Shows

how

to

build ..............

F. T. Mc!. (QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.4)
is abOut to install a receiver in his house which looks
on to an electric railway, and his aerial will be upon
about the same level as the overhead electric wires
and within 100 yards of the same. He asks whether
he is likely to experience much Interference.
You should make every effort to erect your aerial at
right angles to the power lines, otherwise e are
afraid you will gei a considerable amount of interference if you are usidg a valve set, particulárly
if you use much low-frequency atnplification.

the following apparatus
i
-.

Ii.

Anode and Grid Resistances, Filament
Rheostats, Potentiometers, Basket
Coils, Slab Coils, Solenoid Coils. Loose
Couplers, Honeycomb coils, Duolateral Coils,H.T. Batterics,Condenters,
Crystal Detectors L.F: Transformers
1-IF. Transformers.

.

.:

-,

From all Bookselless
and Newsagents, or
17 post free.

.............

ato

51tI

-

C. J. C. D. (NEWTON ABBOT) proposes to construct the inductively coupled crystal receiver
described in the April issue of ' MODERN WIRELESS," and wishes to know the maximum range

PUBLISHERS Of AUmÖR.ITATIVE WIP..ELSS LITeRATURE

DEVRLUXCOURT. STRAND.W.C.2.
ie6o

-
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that this instrument is capable of giving good results
over.,

.

.

.

ise

.±:naxmunl ranof this instrumentunar faour-

able conditioñs 'is in the neighbourhood of 30 miles.

S. D. (MITCHA11 JUNCTION) has built a Circuit'
embodying one high-frequency valve, 'one lowfrequency valve and a crystal rectifier, but does not
gt such satisfactory results as he expected. He
usks whether he should expect five times the signal
strength by the addition of another valve, and
whether with this apparatus lie should be able to
hear the Hague and Paris concerts.
'lbe addition of another valve will probably not give

.11!

you an increase in signal strength cf 5 times. \Ve
think 2 to 2 times the original strength would be
as much as you would be likely to obtain. -Vith this
apparatus you should be able to hear the Hague and

Ash1eWire1ess

l'aris transmissions under favourable circumstances.
H. F. (EAST DULWICH) is making up a threevalve set, and wishes to know the best values of
crtain condensers.
l'ue secondary circuit condenser should have a vdue
of about 0.6003 xF., and the ernier condenser less
than half that value. A circuit diagram showing how
th add. a note
ll7irelcss

Answers.

magnier

to a receiver was given in

Te1ephneCoLtd.
69Renshawt. Liverpool
Aenis
Säle:
-

the Qustions and
Ve think this will fillvour requirements.

ll'eekly,

No.

2,

in

H

IL H. (SOUTHSEA) proposes to construct a dual
amplification circuit, and wishes to know (1) the
size of certain coils, (2) How one stage of low-

frequency amplification should-be added.
(i) i'o cover the range you mention, a series of plug.
vill

These shouki be of any
standard make, preferali!v honevcontb or duolateral.
(2) Circuits for dual ainpliiication embodying nore
magnification have been given in Modern Wireless,
Nos. 2 and
in calls

ad!

be required..

.

i

.
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-
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Radio Supplies Co.,
1, Lonsdale Road,

/
I

Kilburn, N.W.6.

I

.

.

W. T. (AMSTERDAM) asks certain questions
about proposed designs of aerials for reception.
Of ihe three sketches 'ou have submitted, there is
practically nothing to choose between them. The
best of the three aerials is probably lìat shown j
sour third sketch, bitt the points " A " and " B "
shoiikl not be connected until they 'each " X." We
suggest, if von have the facilities for erection, you
should use this design of aerial.
.

C. H. T. (IPSWICH) sends us a sketch of an automatic switching device which overcomes "deadend '. effects, and asks certain questions.

Your switch does not appear to us to be an idea
worth patenting. There are many other " dead-end
switches of a much more economical design on lito
market just now. The best circuit for your surpose is ST.
" Practical \\ ireless Valve Circuits,"
Radio Press, Limited, and a very good text book of
an elementar' nature on valves is " %Vireless Valves
Simply Explained,'' Radio Press, Limited, or " Elementar' Text Book on \Vireless Vacium Tubes,"
Radio Press, Limited. Both of these books deal
\\:ith the subject in an exhaustive manner.

tntervalve transfr,rners,..sirmv pattern, s:ound with silk covered svUe
HF. plug-in trasisforiners, Nos, i-j *ave-length 300, oO.i,'2oo

Filam-tstats

=
exceptionally smooth action
Switch Arms, 4-leaf' laminated, superior lacquered finish.
diameter
SwItch Knobs, it in.
Ssvitch Plates. xj stud on ebonite
Coil Holders (solid ebonite), 3 way on Mahogany base
-

-

-
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--------- 115,,

Aerial-Wire, 7122 Strandd copper, ,00 ft.
-.
Copper or Tin loll, 12 in, X ¡n.
Crystal detector, new pattern, dustproof, a'ystal easily accessible
and can bechangd in o seconds
Hertzite " Crystal (large),
Brass Rcds 1n Square, per, it;.
Terminals (lacquered), with nut and washer '-

I
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4/6
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1/-
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guarantee our goods and efficient service.
Price list free on application.
Carriage paId on all ordrrs to the value of

20/'

or over.
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Rask-t Coils, set of
'Variable Condensers, Panl tloiinlipg 000s mId.
l'iu'tl C3n'ieiIserS (ebonite) up to ooi mid.
-

Complete

-

-

-

D. R. (HITHER GREEN, S.E.) asks the minimum
an] maximum wavelength of certain variometers.

The exact wavelength range of thes& instruments
varies slightly according to the type of aerial on
which they are used, but a general value may be taken
to be from 250 to 600 metres. In conjunction with
the condenser you mention, unless ve know in what
position in the circuit you intend this condenser to be
connected we cannot advise you any further.

I

.
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this splendid

build

4-Unit. Receiving Set.

2".,

ONE 'special feature of this new Book i that it
does not presume any knowledge of Wireless
at all on the part of the purchaser.

articles in Wireless Weekly
and Modern Wireless necessarily anticipate that
the reader has some knowledge of Wirelessit only of the most elementary kind. Even if you don't know one end of a Receiving Set
froth the oilier, and have never even "listened in"
you can buy this Book confident that you can build
your own Set-one which will give you particularly
good -results over long distances.

-TQ\4C
./Çt
lIø't--

Coffst ructional

'ri

Sold by all Booksellers and NensagefllS,Or 2/8 bost
free direct front

me

The hrst Unit to be constructed (No.

Wireless Receiver
REDPATH

-.

copy

a

valves which will enable you to pick up
Broadcasting stations further away or to
use a Loud Speaket' instead of headphon'es.
-

The whole Instrument has been carefully
designed and tested for .eception over long
distances. A large number of diagrams and
photographs explain in detail every step and
absolutely prevent the reader (rom going

-

'
.

Wrong.

Now-and start Wireless economIcally.

.

'

Devereux Court

RADIO

-

-.

(continued

from

pase

vi

- -

.-

_;;

--

B(,

in the

second Unit to be added is a Low
Frequency Amplifier which greatly increases
he volume of sound. lt you ltve cime to a
BroadcastIng Station these lo%v Units should
1f you wish to
a-Orli a small loud Speaker.
inreease its range, you can 'add the High
Frequency Amplifier. These lout Units give
almost the range, sensitivity and volume ol
a three Valve Set wit.h onlj the small upkeep
costs ot 2 valves. Full itsstructions are gives
for building absolutely every part in a
partiiularly economical manner. .hVen il you
already possess a Set you ought to e titiItnok-there are quite a number of new idcas
sure io interest you.

.................

PRESS. LTD., STRAND,

GILBERT AD.

3

The

-

Get

i

illustration) is a complete Crystal Receiving
Unit The denign 01 this Unit s so efficient
that Broadcasting lias been received regularly
-at oVer 40 miles distance ti-orn the Station.

(Assistant Editor of " Wireless Weekly.")

The Receiving Set described in this Book
I quite different to any yet placed on the
msrket. It is particularly neat and efficient
and as an economical Set- it is certainly
without parallel. For, at an originsl outlay
of a few shillings, it is possible to construct
the Detector Unit (which uses a crystal)
and to enjoy the pleasures of "listening.in'
right f i-mn the very beginning. Later onapd at your convenience-you cari add

n

rrincrnae.

Unit"
The principle of this
Receiver is more or less along the
lines of the well-known sectional
Bookcase. From the first Unitflke the first section of the bookcase-it is ready for immediate
service.

Publishers.

HOw to make a "Unit"
by'-E.

unit

.
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UP to the time of going to press no decision lias been arrived at by the special
Committee appointed by the Postmaster-General to investigate the general
question of broadcasting.
As a direct consequence of the triangular
tug-of-war now in progress between the
British Broadcasting Company,. the Postmastr-General and the Theatrical Managers,
public confidence has been badly shaken and
the new and important wireless industry has
received a \ery serious set back.
Compared to other countries, our wireless
indutrv and its patrons-the British publichave always had to contend with a lot of unnecessary red tape, despite which, however,
remarkable progress was being made.
Now we have the whole matter practically
in the melting pot, and the public who have
already bought or who contemplated buying
apparatus or components, the B.B.C. and the
manufacturers who have invested capital and,
incidentally, given employment to very many
British orkpeople, are more or less awaiting
to see which way the cat will jump next.
The British Broadcasting Company are
carrying on their programmes and endeavouring to make them satisfactory to all members
of their vast audiences-a by no means easy
task.
Probably the majority of the general public
ho contemplated the purchase of apparatus
have nowadopted a policy of "wait and see."
Those who have already bought apparatus,
especially high-priced apparatus, are wondering whether their investment is going to prove
unfortunate despite the repeated assurances of
the B.B.C. that broadcasting will continue.
-

F

r

L

Melting

Pot
In the case of the experimenter or home
constructor-call him what you will-the
difficulties of the licence problem have either
frightened him off entirely or driven him, however unwillingly, into the ranks of the
"pirates." His only hope at present is to
apply for an experimental licence. The delay
which has occurred in issuing this type of
licence should soon end, as the P.M.G. has
had sixteen wireless experts from all parts of
the country examining
classifying the
3o,000 applications, and the task is now
completed.
Amongst the wireless manufacturers and
traders the reduction in the volume of business
done is regarded with considerable apprehen sion.
To add to the difficulties of the situation,
the theatrical managers and, in some quarters
at all events, members of the theatrical profession decided to oppose the broadcasting of
plays, etc. This particular difficulty, howeer, vill, we feel sure, he amicably settled to
the mutual advantage of both sides. Despite
contrary iews which have been expressed, we
consider that the B.B.C. and the theatrical
managers could pull together with mutual

advantage.
,.
In our opinión a prompt settlement of th
question with regard tó, the ios. licenc
authorising the coistruction of a receiving
set from British-made components, the immediate issue of constructor's or experimenter's
licences by the General Post Office authorities,
followed by an amicable settlement between
the B.B.C. and the theatrical and musical
profession-and nothing less-will save the
Sit u at ion.
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A FLEMING. VALVE RELAY DEVICE
-

-

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

F.lnsl.P., Mem5er IRE.

This. is a. description of a novel use of the two-electrode valva 'usually only considéred
as a rectifier of alternating currents.

Previous Uses of the Two-electrode Valve
THE. Fleming 'valve bas 'many
ssí..

\Vhen no signals are' coming in, the -lilaof the vahe is cold,' and there is
ohviousi' no- current floing in the anode
circuit. When, hoever, signals arrive, the
high- or low-frequency currents are passed to
the filament E and heat it to incandescence.
Electrons are given off from the filament,
travel to the anode A, and so round the anode
circuit, operating the indicator I. WThen the
signals cease, the filament, of course, no
longer remains incandescent, and the whole
arrangement therefore acts as a very convenient method of causing alternating currents to operate a direct current device.
If the currents to he applied to the filament
are of an alternating nature, the transformer
T2 would be of the
iron-core typé; arid if
the terminals X Y vere

,ment

bilities which havë not yet been fully
realised. -Quite apart from its usual
functions as a rectifier, it has found applications both in wireless telephone transmission.
as a modulator and in kiireless receiving
circuits as a limiter and relay.

The Brown. Amplifier

:4

S. G. Brown has proposed to use a Fleming
valve as an amplifier by passing a varying
current through the filament and so causing
variations in the currents round the anode
circuit which'contains a high-tension battery.
Such an amplifying arrangement, of course,
is not ery practicabk owing to the
fact that the filament temperature will
only respond to very low-frequency
changes in the current flowing
through it.
lt is not possible to
obtain very rapid temperature fluctua
tions, and therefore elnission varia
tions, even when a
\ery thin filament is
employed.
i'his very fact of the
sluggish action of the
filament
is
taken
Fig. 1.-Showing how the 2-electrode valve
to operaie a relay or other recording
adväntage of in the
devices abQut to be
described and which are given in the present

connected in the anode

circuit of a: low-frequency valvè amplilier, the impedance of
would be made
great, while the number of turns of T
would be small.

T

may

be

device.

Improving the Sensi-

tivity of the Apparatus
Fig. 2 shos a

method of improving the sensitivity of the
arrangement when high-frequency currents
are used to operate the relay.
The highfrequency currents are led to the filament
through the transformer T' T2. The circuit
C F T2 is a high-frequency one, and may he
tuned to the high-frequency currents.
To
enable this to be done the condenser C may
conveniently be a variable ones
..
The tilament F is normally heated by a
current from the battery B through the vari
able resistance R to the point imrnediáteiy.
preceding that at which electrons begin to be

writer's British Patnt 168,394.

The New Arrangement
Fig. i hows the basic arrangement, which
is shown operating off alternating current.
These currents may be either of- high- or lowfrequency, and they-are applied through the
intermediary of the transformer T' T' to the
filament F of the alve V. Across theanode
and fi'lam'ent of this valve is the usual hightension battery H of, say, 6o volts, and the
indicating apparatus I which works off direct
currents; this mfght, for example; be an
ordinary Post Office relay or some recording
dey icê.

-

-

.

-

emitted from the filanient.
Under these conditions, although there -is
normally no anode current fIovng through
I, yet it requires far less Iiigli-frequeny cur395.
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Fig. 3 shows the use of the valve as a highfrequency ammeter in a valve transmitting
apparatus. It is assumed that the energy of
an oscillating valve is communicated to the
aerial via the transformer L2 L1. A portion
of the current in the aerial Circuit S supplied
by the transformer T' T2 to tue filament F of
the valve V. The degree of brilliancy of the
filament ihl depend upon the current supplied by T2, and therefore the direct current
indicated by the milliamrneter I will be a
measure of the high-frequency current in the

rent to bring the filament up to a suitable
degree of incandescence than in the case of
the Fig. i circuit.
Iii order to pre\ent the battery B and the

Fi.

23,

A

0

J.

0

3.-Illustrattn how the
Iwo-electrode valve may be
used as a H.F. ammeter in
valve and spark transmitting
Pig.

c

L

2

L

circuits.

.:.
.0

resistance R acting as a short circuit for the
high-frequency cirrents, a choke-coil Z of
low resistance is included in series with the
í lament as sho rl.

F_T

ThÌT2

Use as a Measuring Instrument
Tile to-eiectrode salve may he used as a
means of measuring the strength of pulsating
The
alternating or ociliating currents.
apparatus may itself be graduated with direct
currents actually passed through the filaThe anode Circuit floW Contains,
ment.
instead of a relay, a milliammeter. lt is a
simple matter to draw tip a table, or arrange
a curve, showing the different values of anode
current which correspond to definite currents
through the filament.
*

i

By varying the coupling
aerial circuit.
between Tt and T2 it is possible to mal.e the
de\ice.act as an aerial ammeter over a wide
range of aerial current. The same apparatus
may be used for measuring aerial currents in
Owing to the
tile case of ship spark sets.
fact that the arrangement is rather sensitive
to varying currents, the device employed as
an aerial ammeter is best suited to a continuous wae transmitting set.

TELEPHOÑE MANUFACTURiNG

O.,

LTD.:

We understand thai the T.M.C. are taking strong aclio, in äll cases of price-culling on their
This action is highly desirable, as there is no doubt
products which are brought lo their notice.
that il is in the best interests of the public and the trade that, a fair price having been fixed,
it should be maintained by all concerned.
:
:

:
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"FIIGH-POWER

VACUUM TUBES

By Dr. IRVING LANGMUIR.
Director Research Labora1ory General Elecíric Co.

The following article deals with the developmenls of the high-powered valve and gives
details of many interesting facts.

THE recent tests at Rocky Point, L.!.,

brought forward by de Forest. By the use of
a very high vacuum and by special features
of construction, ionisation due to a gas residue

using 20 kw. pliotrons as a source of
high-frequency power, have demonstrated the practical operation of high-power
The Alexanderson Multiple-tuned
salves.
aerial was used, supplied by high-frequency
current from six 20-kw. pliotrons in parallel,
and during a sixteen-hour test, signals vere
transmitted to, and received from, Nauen,
Germany. These signals were in addition
to those usually transmitted with the Alexanderson alternator.
The valves used in this test, like the
ordinary valves used for receiving wireless
signals, contained three electrodes, the filament, the: grid and the anode, and to this
extent they incorporate the principle first
-

Fig.

2.-Interior

construction of a 20 kw. vahe, the tungsten
fi lament of which consumes i ko'.

is reduced to negligible ''alue, and in this

Ftc.

1-Outside view of

way it has been possible to develop pliotrons
capable of operating at higher and higher
po\vers.
The present 20-k\v. salve marks
simply one step in this development.
The
original de Forest audion operated with currents of at the most a few milliamperes and
at voltages of 30 or 40, so that the power
which could be controlled was about o.i watt
or 0.2 watt.
By using the new principle of a pure
electron discharge, independent of gas
ionisation, it vas possible to devel9p valves
for transmitting purposes. Those were used
widely during the war for small wireless
telegraph and telephone sets. Gradually
valves of 50 watts and 200 watts vere
developed, using tungsten filaments as
cathodes, and
ith anodes of metallic
molybdenum, capable of operating at such
high temperatures that they could dissipate

a 20 kw. valve.
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o.o4in. diameter heut in the form of a \\
by radiation relatively large amounts of
and supported on stout tungsten rods. lt repower. During the last few years valves of
quires about 50 ampS. heating' curreht at
this type of t-kw. and 5-k. capacity have
about 20 volts, thus consuming about i kw.
The molybdenum anodes
been developed.
The anode operates at about 15,000 volts
in these larger salves are of cylindrical form
direct current with respect to the cathode.
and operate at high temperatures, so that
The outside of the anode cylinder is directly
they can radiate the heat through the
in contact ith running vater supplied at the
transparent glass vall of the bulb.
rate of about 2 gal. to 3 gal. per minute.
For larger powers it becomes difficult to
Because of the possibility of dissipating a
make an anode of sufficient size to radiate the
large amount of power from the water-cooled
energy dissipated, and therefore resort has,
anode it is possible to make this anode retsbeen made to water-cooling. ,jn this way the,
tively smaller-in fact, much smaller than is
glass bulb was avoided entirely, except as a
This aids greatly
means of insulating the leads connecting-the
u'sed in the5 kw: ale.
in overcoming the space-charge effect whictì
electrodes to external circuits.
is. a featuré limiting the efficiency of therThe anode, instead of being inside of the
These 20-kw. tubes hiae,
mionic salves.
tube, is made to serve as the envelope of the
tube. This introduces several new problens,
!erefore, a rather higher: efficiency than t he
fdr it is necessary to make a vacuum-tight
lçv-po\er,thes with molybdenum, anodes.
seal between the cylindrical
: In, the production of high-'
-..
frequency poer these tubes
anode of relatively large
9
-. give an output of 20-icV.
diameter and the glass tube
in an aerial with an anode
through which the leads are
:.
efflciency of 75 per cent., thé
Furthermore,
b r o u g h t.
filamentloss of i-kw.. re-'
new problems arise in conclucing. the' over-all eflìnection with maintaining a
ciency to about o per cent.
sufficiently high vacuum in
This is by no means the
a metal container in vliich
limit of efficiency that thse
large amounts of energy are
r--being dissipated.
valves can give.
If used
These and other similar
for lower frequencies coni
problems have been worked
siderably higher efficiencies
T
may he obtained.
out largely as a resilt of
Tlì
seeral years' work on the
particular circuit
part of \V. C. \Vhite and
used in the recent tests
Fi. 3.-The circuit used in recent tests., is illustrated 'in the diagram
li. P. Nolte.
(Fig. 3). The' power' is
Fig. t is a photograph
of the outside 'of
stpplied from a three- phase,' 60-cycle,
the .20-kw: tube,'
22,000-volt line. Each 'phase is grounded
hich has already been maiufactured
in
relatkelv large, numbers, and is .. through a." reactor,". and is also concommonly known by the type number
nectecl to the anode of a water-cooled, 2UV207: It can be en that tlí& loer part
electrode rectifying valve similar to the 2ok\\.
valve just described, except that the grid is
of the tube Consists of a copper cylinder of
omitted.
The filaments of these " kenoabout ¡.in. outside. diameter and about 8m.
trous" are excited by an insulated filament
Iong This is sealed to a large glass tube
transformer fed from i io-volt, 60-cycle curof about 2.75in. diameter by means of a
rent. In the recent Rocky Point tests carried
conical. thin-nietal portion consisting of
out by co-operation between E. F. W.
copper-covered nickel steel, this mateiial
Alexanderson, C. W. Hansell, of the Radio
acting as a substitute for the very expensive
Corporation of America, W. R. G. Baker,
platinum which might otherwise he used.
of the Radio Department of the General Elec..
The upper glass portion of hie tube is about
tric Company, and H. j. Nolte and W. C.
loin, long, and serves merely to support and
'White, of the research laboratory, three
insulate the filament leads from the grid and
icenotrons were used for rectifying the
anode.
alternating current supplied. The power
Fig. 2 is a photograph illustrating the
o)tained was smoothed out by a capacity
interior construction of the tube. The
C, shown in the diagram. This directcathode is a heavy tungsten tilament of about
t
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current power supply was further smoothed
out by the choke coil L1, of 50 millihenries.
The direct current ranging from io,ono volts
to 15,000 olts was then applied to the anodes
of six pliotrons operating in parallel.
The
grids of- these pliotrons vere excited by a
master oscillator giving about -1,250 volts
and capable of delivering about i .5-kw. of
high-frequency power.
The grids vere
operated in parallel, each grid being provided
with a grid-

individual valves, that they are capable of
thoroughly satisfactory operation with an output of about 20 kw. The filament design is
conservative, so that the life of the valves
should average several thousand hours in
actual operation.
The practical utilisation for wireless purposes of these 20-kw. valves rnarLs merely a
step in the application of the basic principle
of the pliotron.
Since 1912, when this
d

leak and

condenser.
The connection lo the
aerial from
the anode
Circuit

by

means

o f

'denser

C2,

I

o p-

three

Lhe
e I e

ctrode
tubes- has

was

made,

'e y e

nient
was
first begun,
the energy
controlled by

bee

n

n-

i

creased from
the 0.1 watt
or 0.2 watt

the con-

the

which
was
connected to
t he
aerial
circuit at a

o.f

point in a
series of condensers C3,

than 20,000
atts,
an
increase of
more than
a hundred-

g
audion

o r

the

ground. The

fold.

This has
been .accornas
plished

the

con nected

tests

re-

result

of a careful

study

of

fundathe
mental prinIlciples
solved
i n
the conduci

4.-') ie

FIR.
valve is

of the 1,000 kw. magnetrons recently developed. The filament of I/mis
in diameter and 22 inches lone. lt is excited by a current of
1,800 amperes at IOL000 cycles.

04 inc'

cently made
where signals
were transmitted to Nauen, the aerial current
was about 310 amps., which is about one-half
that used ordinarily with the Alexanderson
alternator. No particular effort was made to
obtain the full output of the valves in these
tests, and undoubtedly more than twice as
much power vihl soon be obtained from a
similar number of valves. The tests have

demonstrated on a larger scale what
have
already known from laboratory studies of.

t

i

e

I

o n

o

f

ectricity

through high vacua. The writer's own work
in this field was published Ifl 1918 in the
Physical Review, and the first work in
applying this principle in the construction of
vacuum valves was described before the Institute of Radio Engineers in 1915.
Larger tubes than those rated at 20 kw. are
beine constructed. A ioo-kw. tube of nearly
-

399
II

I

up

t h o usa n

aerial itself,
which
was
of the multiple - tuned
type,
was
to the condensers C,
through the
tuning coil
L. In the

n a

i

more

to

connecting

with

i

the ame type as the present 20-kw, tube ¡s
now being developed by W.. C. White and
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taking the place of that of the
grid in the three-electrode valve,
The electron current to the
cathode is thus interrupted
20,000 times per second. By the
use of properl tuned circuits
this can be used for the production of high-frequency power for
wireless or any other purpose.
The particular type shown in
Fig. will supply 1,000 kw. of
20,000-cycle power at an efuiciency of 70 per cent., operating
with au anode voltage of 20,0c0
volts direct current.
For wireless purposes efliciencies of 70 and 8o per cent. are
eminently satisfactory, but for
other engineering purposes they
are not so high as would be
generahl\ desired. Another line
of development is therefore in
progress, viz., the production of
valves of higher efficiency as we!l
as valves of larger output.
The energy loss in heating the.
filament can. be reduced to onetenth, or even less than one;
twentieth, of that necessary with

-

t'
I

C-

I..

¡tg.

23,

-i--ne space occiiplea by this I,(JU(ì-klv. valve is very ma1l vIefl compared
with that required by a high-frequency alternator of the sante capacity.

j..J. Nolte, and promises to he fully as successful, in addition to having the advantage
of somewhat higher efficiency.
Another quite different type of valve involving the principle of magnetic control, proposed by Dr. A. W. Hull and called by him
the magnetron, has been constructed by J.
Payne. This valse, a photograph of which
is shown in Fig. 4, consists essentially of a
water-cooled cylindrical anode 3oiui. long and
iiui. in diameter. At the axis of the anode
is a tungsten filament o.4in. in diameter and
22m, long. This filament is excited by a current of i,800 amp. at io,000 cycles, the filament excitation requiring about 20 kw. The
magnetic field produced by this large heating
current is sufficient to '' cut off '' the electron
current from the cathode to the anode during
a portion of each half-cycle of the current
passing through the cathode, this action

tungsten
a pure
cathode 1w employing a "tlìoriated '
filament
tungsten
under special conditioris which have
been the subject of
study during the
last few years.
The advantage- of
the thoriated filament is aue ro an
Fie. 6.-The filament 0/ a
absorbed film of
1,000-kw, valve as compared
inelallic thorium on
wiTh an ordinary electric
the surface of the
bulb.
filament, this film
consisting of a single layer of atoms. As fast
as the thorium evaporates off the surface
it is supplied by diffusion from the interior
400
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In utilising this effect a
particularly high degree of vacuum is desirable, or at least the absence of those gases
which would oxidise or otherwise combine
with the very fine film of thorium. For this
purpose thé apours of various reducing
materials, such as magnesium, or alkali
metals, such as potassium substances containing carbon, have been used. Very suCcessful results hase been obtained in adopting this thorium filament in powér valves.
At present the necessity of using this more
of the filament.

fàr filament, excitation down to a sriall.
fraction of what it now is, but at the same
time.theJife of a cathode can be increased
enormously, so that the practical application
of electron vahes of large power will certainly
not he limited by an unduly short life.
These deelopments vihl come gradually,
for thee practical construction of poerful
valses giving thoroughly satisfactory operation requires a .great deal of development
work. lt would be rash,. however, to predict the limitatiojs of ihé ultimate lise of

efficient cathode is not ery pressing, but with
a future demand for high efficiency it will be
possible. not only to cut the energy neces-

vacuum. a1ves in the power field.
(A bstract froni the

____________
A

" Electrical 1l/orld.")
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FEW NOTES REGARDING DEMONSTRATIONS
OF WIRELESS TELEPHONY
By

L.

B.

POWELL.

there comes th-grunt of disaproal and the
deprecating remark, "It's just like a gramo-1
phonè, isn't it? " On the other hand, there
are people who, on being initiated to wireless,
would be just as thrilled to hear a donkey
braying as to hear the -finet of ten9rs'

pUBLIC demonstrations of wireléss tele-

phony and music are becoming more
and more common, and nothing seems
tohave exemplified the arrival of the wireless
age--for such it might be called-so much as
these demorstrations, wherein loud-speaking
equipment has reproduced concerts, often
from many miles away, for the entertainment
of lage audiences. The progress which has
been accomplished is all the more wonderful
when one reflects upon the comparatively
brief time which has elapsed since the early
experiments in wireless set scientists off upon
research, the results of which were probably
nver guessed at. It is not yet half a century
since David Edward Hughes, an AngloAmeican eléctriciaii was mystified by the
se'nsitivity of microphones to what he called
"sudden electrical' impulses," issuing, he
pisumed, from Irictional machines in his

-

singing.
lt is rather unlucky for those who assume
the task of gi ing public demonstrations that
invariably each of these types is to be found
in the audience, and, if the results are not
good, quite a percentage of those present go
away with the impression that wireless is,
after all, far from being the delightful wonder
that it is said to be.
Such an impression is unfair, in a flay, to
the people vlio are now operating the broadcasting stations. Generally the disappointing rèsuits are due entirely to excessive
amplification. 'Why demonstrators should
he at pains to produce raucous shouts from
the loud-speaker is something of a mystery.
I he penalty of excessive amplification is pronounced distortion, which often renders music
and speech quite unrecognisable. It can be
avoided, not only by manipulation, but by the
right choice of apparatus also, and demonstrators, before they make these ventures,
should be sure, as far as possible, that everything is done to produce the right results;
and better have quiet but clear reproduction
than noisy, unintelligible jargon.

wOrkshop.
But to revert to the public demonstrations
of wireless concerts. It is unfortunately true
that often these performances have been disappointing to the audience, so far, at least,
as the accuracy of reproduction was concerned. Much depends, of course, upon the
attitude of mind in which the demonstration
is approached-by people, that is, who are to
har wireless for the first time. Some people
are incapable of appreciating the wonder of
the thing, and if technical success is lacking
401
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Another One-valve High-frequency Amplifier Receiver

COMPONENTS REQUIREfl
L1
A tapped induCtanCe.
L2: A tapped inductance or about
the same size as L1.
C1 and
Variable
condensers having a
G.:
maximum capacity of about
0.001 5F.
Filament rheostat ot about
R
7 ohms resistance.
:

-

:

6-volt accumulator.
B.,: 111gb-tension battery ot 40 to
B

:

D

:

80

vIts.

Crystal detector.

C:: Fixed condenser of 0.002 5F
capac'ty.
High resistance telephone re-

T
V

ceivers.

:

Tliree-elctrode '.alve

GENERAL NOTES.
This circuit Is of the same kind as
the preceding one, No. 6, but, instead
of using slider inductances, tapped
inductances are employed.
VALUES OF COMPONENTS.
Inductance L1 and the inductance L..
may both be the same, and they
consist of a cardboard tube 34m, in
diameter, wound for a distance of Sin.
with No. 26 gauge double-cottoncovered wire, eight tappings being
taken at equal intervals.
The condensers C1 and C2 preferably
have a capacity of about 0.001 F.
The values of other Components
have already been given.

NOTES ON OPEtATION.
Probably the simplest way to operate
a ctrcuit of this kind is fo disconnect
the condenser C2, llave the full inductance L2in circuit and, having adjusted
the crystal detector, adjust the circuit
L1 C1 by placing the selector switch on
the first stud and swinging the dial of
the condenser C1 backwards and
forwards.
Then try stud 2, carry:ng Out the
same op2ration sith the condenser,
and so on, until signais are heard at
their loudest. Then Connect C2 in
circuit, and carry out similar operations with the circuit I5 C5. Final
adjustments Ori tile rheostat R and
detector D will be found advanta-

geous.

AERIAL
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IMPERIAL WIRELESS
By GODFREY C. ISAACS.
A

juil discussion of this vitally important subject and its relation

to

Empire communications.
2'

THIS subject has a special inlpertancc at the present moment.
-having regard to the statement
of policy made by the Prime Ministei
in the House of Commons on March
5th last. The Prime Minister said
The policy to be adopted itIi regard to Imperial wireless communications has recently been under review by
the Imperial Communications Conimittee, under the chairmanship of the
First Lord of the Admiralty, and the
recommendations of that Committee
have now been approved by the
Government.

:-

-

Jo view of developments in the
science of wireless telegraphy and other
circumstances which have arisen since
the late Government decided upon the

policy of a State-operated wireless
chain, it is not considered necessary any
longer to exclude private enterprise
from participation in wireless telegraphy within the Empire.
The Government has therefore decided to issue licences for the erection
of wireless Stations in this country for
communication with the Dominions,
Colonies, and foreign countries, subject
to the conditions necessary to secure
British control and suitable arrangements for the working of the traffic.
" At the same time the Government
has decided that it is necessary in the
interests of national security tlat. there
should be a wireless station in this
country capable of communicating with
he Dominions and owned and operated
by the State. A station of this kind will
therefore be erected as early as possible
and it will be available for commercial
traffic as well as for service messages."
The terms upon which licences are
to be issued by the Post Officé and the
arrangements which may be made be.
tween the Post Office and private enterprise for the working of traffic is at
the present moment under negotiation
between the Post Office and my Corn.
pany, and I understand that when au
arrangement has been come to the
papers will be placed upon the table of
the House. and it may be that a dis.
cussion may follow.
It is necessary to a full appreciation

-of the present position that I should
give a short history of the development
of commercial wireless services before

8.

..

..

the var, during the war and subsequent
to the war.
The services originated
with the erection of stations at Clifden,
Ireland, by my Company, and Glace
Bay in Canada, and a commercial service between this country and Canada
folloned. This service vas first started
fl

1909.

1910 I stibmitteil to the Government a proposal that my Company
should be granted licences to erect stations in all the Dominions and Colonies
for the purpose of conducting wireless
telegraph services. This proposal was
highly approved by the Government of
the day, but it felt that the stations

In

should be erected and worked by the
State in partnership with the Company.
Finally an agreement was entered into
in 1912, and ratified by Parliament in
1913, between the Government and the
Conipany, under which six stations
were to be erected in the first instance
by the Company on behalf of the
Government, die Company being interested therein.
Fiorn the moment
this information vas published other
Countries at once set about equipping
themselves with efficient wireless services.

In Germany two powerful stations
were erected, and in their. Colonies
stations were constructed Ill Togoland
and at \Vindhuk and Dar-es-Saluain in
West and East Africa respectively.
The Marconi Company in the meantime had obtained a licence for the
eiection of a station at Carnarvon for
trans-Atlantic service betveei America
and this country.
Under the terms of the cohtract my
Company started the erection of three
of the Government stations-one at Leafield, one in Egypt, and one in India.
The French Government equipped the

Eiffel Tower with a powerful station,
luilt another at Lyons.
The Americans built stations in the
'icinity of New York and at San
Francisco and Hawaii, for service betveen America and England, and
America and Japan.
We obtained a concession from the
Argentine Government, and were mais¡ng preparations to erect a station in
Bnos Aiees. This work vas unable
to proceed in consequence of the outbrèak of war.
and

-

During the war the Americans built
high power station at Bordeaux,
which vas subsequently taken over by
the French Government.
The Germans obtained a concession
from the Argentine Government, and
the Germans of South America subscribed substantial capital for the erection of that station in Buenos \ires.
The Japanese erected a powerful
station at Tokio atid commenced the
building of a staton in Pekin. My
Company has agreed with the Japanese
that this station shall be taken over
and controlled by an English Conia

.pany.

After the war, the Germans increased the power of their stations and

built a number of small Stations
throughout the country, opening up services with most European countries
and with America.
The French gave a licence to priyate
enterprise vhich has built a group of
powerful stations at Sainte Aisse from
which they are tn-day conducting services with America,
the
French
-

Colonies, and other European Countries.
The Americans built a powerful
group of stations on Long Island, and
are now conducting a number of European services, besides a service across
It will be remembered
the Pacific.
that in America the telegraph services
are free from all Government control.
this country the Imperial Chain
lit
of stations vas not proceeded with after
the outbreak of war, the contract with
the ilarconi Company being ended.
The Government stated that the principal factors which had actuated it in
arriving at that decision were tu"
altered circumstances resulting from the
war, and especially from the prospect
that hostilities might be prolonged, and
they stated they were of opinion that
the present and prospective inval and
military requirements, which were the
governing factors in determining the
Imperial Wireless
Scheme for the
Chain, could be better met by means
other than by the construction of stations of the character and in the situaliOnS contemplated by the contract for

the lmperiñl Chain.
Alter the war they completed The Leafield station ansI the station in Egypt.
Then there were appointed a number o

403
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\Vhilst

these several

Britain

pioneered
wireless in the world,
the Government appointed Committees,
and foreigners bUilt
stations.
This history of the
position brings as to
the present day, and
to the decision of the
Government
an-

j

of the South \rnel-ican countries, ditiding the traffics which
could be best handled
by one station under

4ÏT

o n e

Ji

\
t
I
fl

Australian
Government had declined to follow the
t h e

of
the
Australian
.\Vireless
Telegraph
services.
The South African
Government gave a concession to the
Marconi Conipanv for the erection of
stations in South Africa.
The Indian Government declared jts
intention of granting a licence -to private enterprise.
The Canadian Government granted to
i
the Marconi Company of Canada
licence for stations to be erected in
Montreal and Vancouver.
Following the announcement by the
Prime Minister the Marconi Company
has applied for a general licence to
conduct services from this country vitIì
all parts of the world.
When this
licence is granted it is their intention
to erect a group of six high power stations in the Midlands, and directly they
commence the erection of these stations
they vill simultaneously erect stations

ß

,fJ

/

.

/

-

.

/
/
7

V

-

Mr. Godfrey C. lsaacs,
Mana.ging Director of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
United States of America, China and
Japan.
I want here to hreal ofT for a
moment to explain what has taken
place in Ihe..Argentine, for there would
seem to me to be some confusion as
to the arrangements which the Marconi
Company hace made with regard to
South America. I previously told you
that the Company had to cease the
erection of its station in Buenos Aires
in consequence of the outbreak of oar,
that the German Company had obtained

organisation,

'as an unsound eco-

by the Prime
flounced
Minister on the th
to which I
March,
have referred..
1
should explain
that in the meantime

recommendations 'o f
the
1-lome
Committees
and
had
entered into ap agreement
with private
enterprise in Australia, taking 50' per
cent, plus one of
the shares of the
Australian Company
and passing to that
Company the whole

1923

a concession

make a great endeavour to complete
the erection' of the hole of the stations
both at home and iii the Dominions in
approximately 12 months. It is proposed that the home stations shall, in
the first instance, conduct commercial
services with each of the Dominions,
with Argentine, Brazil, and other
South American countries, to the

Committees dealt with the subject,
foreign Governments gave a free hand
Io private enterprise, auud considerable
wireless telegraph services abroad have
In short, whilst Great
resulted.

23,.

from the Argentine Governmeiit, had formed a pwerfûl cornpanv with German capital in the
Argentine, and had started the erection
of a high-power station. The French
and Americans had also obtained Coucessions. All the four companies, including the Marconi Company, were
endeavouring to obtain concessions
from other South American Governmeats, the Germans having the advantage in consequence of their having been
able to proceed with the construction of
their station during the war, which
gave
them
considerable
prestige
throughout the whole of the South
American Continent. lt must be quite
obious that four \\ ireless Companics.
tritli four high power stations in each

Australian Company in
Australia, stations in South Africa. in
\ancouver and Montreal, and they
fully expect to erect, through an Indian
Company which they have undertaken
to create, a station iii India.
The home stations, it is estimated,
will cost approximately £2,000,000
sterling, and from the moment the
licence is granted the Company will
on behalf of the

Committees to consider the Go('ernment
policy with regard to further erection
of the Imperial Chain of Wireless
stations.
There
as the Imperial Wireless
Telegraph Committee appointed on the
21St November,
1919, the \Vireless
Telegraphy Commission appointed oui
the 23rd December, 1920, the Imperial
Communications Committee appointed
on the 5th July, 1921, who had the
matter under their review, and the Committee of the Cabinet appointed in December,

May

-

/
/
I

-

nomical proposition.
The four Companies
therefore
came
together, took over
the German station
in
the
Argentine,
and
together proceeded
to complete
it and to erect other
stations in
South
America in partnership, agreeing that
the management of
each of the stations
would
be
in
the
hands of tIte Four
Companies,
t h e
trahie pertaining to
the country of each
company being condticted by a staff
employed
by
that
Company.

Returning nov t
programme of
the tlarconi Cornpatty at home, this
awaits the Issue of
The
the licences.
licences are awaiting the completion of
the arranements between the Post..

..

the

master-General and the Company. lIte
Post Office is to erect a powerful station which tvill also conduct commercial
services, and the question which has
yet to be settled is that relating to the
handling of the traffics, and this is a
matter which is being considered by the
The
Post 011ice and the Company.
Company has proposed that the traffics
of the Government station and of the
stations erected by the Company should
be handled by one central orgtnisatioti,
using each station indisciirÍtinatelv -as
circumstances might from time to time
direct for the most efficient distribution
of the traffic.
It would appear to nie that there are
but three possible methods of conducT-
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\Ve
facility to develop its business.
ask that ve should be similaily treated
now that the Government's policy has
been defined by the Prime Minister.
It is very essential, in my opinion,
that the,e should be no further time
lost.
This country, which I repeat
vas the pioneer of wireless telegraphy,
has allowed itself to fall seriously behind its great commercial competitors.
Prompt, accurate and cheap communication represents serious factors in the
competition for world trade. America,
Germany and France have this Considerable advantage over us to-day, and
I
would like to give two examples.
In recent weeks Mr. Newcomb
Carlton, President of the \Vestern
Union Telegraph Company, stated in
his Annual Report that wireless telegraphy in the past year had handled
20 per cent, of the transatlantic traffic.
In parentheses, J would say that
he
vas mistaken-it handled over
per cent.
Immediately after
30
he issued this report all the traOsatlantic cable rates were reduced to
the wireless rates.
This had the immediate effect of the transatlantic wireless raies from France and Germany
being further reduced in exactly the
same rate as that in which wireless
stood to the cables prior to the cable
reduction. \Ve have not yet followed
suit, for the reason that with our
single station, built before the var, we
are not ub to date and our traffic is so
great with the present tariff, which is
now the same as that of the cable,

at all. Such conditions make it all the
more necessary, in my opinion, that
during the satisfactory working period
of the day there should be a means of
handling the traffic with the greatest
possible despatch.
Now let us examine the second alternative of regional division of countries.
Let us suppose that a single station in
this country is allocated to the traffic
of India. If that traffic be heavy, as
it usually is between the hours of i r
am, and 4 p.m., and the atmospheric
conditions in India are excellent during
hours of that period, and very unsatisfactory during the remainder, such
traffic as can be transmitted during the
good period will be received, and the
remáinder will stand over until conditions improve.. Considerable delay Can
be occasioned in this why; but not only
that; if India Cannot receivé during
sOme hours from the station which is
allocated for its traffic, that station'
stands still during that period, with
the whole of the staff unemploed.
Under such conditions, in my view, no
station with the heavy cost of construction and the heavy staff its working entails can do other than make
substantial loss. Further, one of the
great advantages pf virelqss tlegraphy
is lost from the moment this practice
is adopted, viz., its elasticity; but it is,
on the other hand, reduced to the disability of the cable, which has but tvò

ing the Wireless. servies of this country. They are
i. A joint control of the allocation of traffics over all,stations indiscriminately, whether Government or privately owned, with one

transmitting centre.

regional division of
2. The
traffics; that is to say, an exclusive allocation of particular countries to particular stations.
3. Free competition between the
different enterprises over the whole
world.
Let us examine each of these alternatives.
The first would have the advantage of using the capacity of each
of the stations to its fullest extent, enabling several stations to concentrate
on the traffics destined to any particular part of the world during the peak
load hours. lt will be borne in mind
that each of the stations erected in the
Dominions vill have four receiving
stations, so that at busy times of the
clay, which are mostly between r am.
and 4 p.m., an accumulation of traffic'
shall not be created. There would be
facility for every message being immediately despatched, arriving the same
day, and enabling a reply to be received
This, to my
the following morning.
mind, is the great essential to all comUnder this method
mercial houses.
four stations could be transmitting
simultaneously to India or South
Africa, or Australia or Canada. as the
case might be, if the amount of traffir
necessitated it.
The importdnce of
this will be appreciated when the
difference of timebetween the Mother
Country and the several Dominions is

to

t

.

ejias, ana cari tnerelore communicate
9nly between two points.
The third possibility would- Consist
of free competition between all who
conduct wireless serviceS, from this
-, country to all parts of the world.
This
Would entail the handicap upon private
considered.
Greenwich noon is 4
entrprise of competition u ith a State
o'clock in the morning on. the. Pacic
subsidised service. Thi, however,, alside of Canada, it is 8 o'clock in
though very undesirable, uuld be
the morning on the Atlantic sid
preferable in my view to tje
disof Canada, it is 2 in the afternoon
in South Africa, it is 5.30 p.m. .in'..adv,anages of the regional-division.
India, 8 o'clock in \Vestern Australia,.. Thes& are questions which viIl no
doubt b'e duly considered by the Post9 30 p.m. in Southern Australia, io
p.m. in New South Wales. and iI.3O
nia'ster-General.
They are matters
p.m. in New Zealand.
There are, of
which we cannot decide, but until they
course, also great discrepancies beare decided the development of this
tween Greenwich time and that of the
country's wireless telegraph service is
several South American countries, China
paralysed.
and Japan.
1f the whole group of
We are asking that we may be given
stations, therefore, is available to
a free hand to develop our telegraph
handle the traffic for each of the several
services. We think it would make for
countries during the two or three hours
the efficiency of these services if there
which are material every day, the
were one central control of the allowhole of the stations can be kept emcation of traffic, but should this be
ployed and tl whole of the traffic can
deemed to be inacceptable we still ask
be dealt with very expeditiously, in all
for a free hand to develop our own
cases allowing for the possibility of
services.
replies
being
received
I wish it to be clearly únderstood,
overnight.
There is also a further consideration
however, that we do not ask the
although virless telegraphy has made
Government to grant us any exclusive
great strides in recent times, there are
right. \Ve ask only for that which
nevertheless in tropical countries, in
has been freely given to the Cable
certain seasons, periods when the reCompanies; and ¡ believe I am right
ception of traffic becomes very slow
in saying that any Cable Company
and difficult, sometimes not exceeding
which could satisfy the Government
S or io words per minute.
that it could conduct a serious telegraph
There are
even periods, possibly during tropical
service would be granted cable landing
storms, when traffic Cannot be received
rights to-day, and would be given every

dare not at the moment give
tlt
any 'further inducement to attract more

-

we

-

trffic,

-

jiny

-

.

.

nor shall we be able to do

until we have the licence issued to

-.

-

so

us

enabling us to erect the new station
with our latest wireless improvements,
vhich will immensely enhance the
csjacity of our transatlantic service.
Meantime, the French and Germans
will continue to have a substantial
advantage over this country n telegraphic rates between Europe and
America.
I belie'e I am right in saying that for many years the Cable Companies. have been urged without avail to
In so far as the
reduce their rates.
transatlantic telegraph service is concerned, wireless has

accomplished

in

this direction what everything else failed
to do; but so far it is limited to transatlantic cable tariffs, the reduction has
not extended to countries where there
is no wireless service.
The other case has not yet been experienced, but will be very shortly. I

have already stated that the four Wireless Companies are constructing, and
have very nearly completed the construction of, a powerful station in
fluenos Aires to conduct services with
Europe, and that they are erecting
stations at Rio de Janeiro and PernamWhen these stations are opened
Fuco.
(or service at substantially reduced
tariffs, the Americans, the French and
the Germans vjll have all the advantages of the prompter, cheaper und
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flore accurate telegraph services because they have erected their StatiOfis,
whereas ve, having had no licence,
have not been able to erect our
stations in this country to conduct these
sCrviCCS
and until' this question of
licences is settled, this advantage will
continue with our principal trading
competitors.
If communications to
this country should be sent by vireless they will have to be outed through
America, Germany or lrance, instead
ei coming direct.
Them-c is one thing further which T
desire to explain in connection with the
Marconi Companys programme.
The
conception in most minds, I believe. -of
an
Emplie Wireless Service has
l:een limited to the thought of facilities
for communication between the Mother
Countr' and each of the Dominiens.
'Ihe
larcorìi Company conceives a
greater service and are designing the
whole of
their stations in the

May
Dominions to provide flot only a service between the Dominions and the
Mother Countr',but between Dominión
and Dominion, and Dominion and other
parts of the world. 1f this programme
be carried out, it vill furnish to the
Dominions for the first time an opportunity of direct communication between
That this has considerthemselves.
able importance for the development of
the trade of the Doàinions, there can
be no doubt; but it has another great
object - which is perhaps not less
material, and that.is of enabling each
of tite Döminions to have some-better.
knowledge of what is transpiring indifferent paits of the Empire.
How
much do .fvc:know - in this còuntry -of'
what is - taking place in Austi:alia or.
iii South .\frica, New Zealand, .CanacUi
or India?
llov much do \ve read in
oui morning papers? I had personally.
the greatest difficulty in learning during the recent Australian elections how
-

1923

they were proceeding or what were the
issues.
1f that be the extent of the
information which ve have at home
of what transpires in the Dominions
where we have direct commûnicatioim,
what do thé .Dominion vho.have no

direct

communication' know of; the
In my view
each other?
there is no mote important question
than this, and if the Marconi Cothpanv
rendered no other service in ,coiitructing its wireless telegraph stations, this
Object alone is worthy of the greatest
consideration. In time of emergency,
it 'ill- be remembered, the whole of the
Compan''s stations and their complete
organisation would immediately pass
into the hands of the State; the value
to the Empiic of such a system of coni-,
munication in the time of need cannot
1e cxer-estimated.
Abstract of an-address lo Members
of the Industrial Graii/m of- the ¡buse

daily-life óf
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THE NEW CIRCUIT-S.T. .100
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A photograph of the appra1us used in lite new circuit ST. .100, particulars of which will be
given in "Modern Wireless," No. .5, out on June ist.
Tite results obtained with titis circuit are nothing short of marvellous, and readers should be sure
lo avail themselves of the opportunity of learning its secrets.
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Questions & Answers
on the Valve
A COMPLETE COURSE ON

TIIERMIONIC VALVES

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InsLP., Member I.R.E. Author of
"Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Tex1-bok on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.

PART
Continued from No.

How may Fig. 6 of the Preceding Instalment be
Improved so as to give Stronger Signals?
It may be improved by the addition of what is
known as a step-up transformer between the
crystal receiver and the amplifying valve.

VII
6,

5E

341.)

ber of turns, and a secondary S which has a
much larger number of turns. The primary
winding, for example, might contain 5,000 turns,
while the secondary contained 25,000 turns. It
will be seen that the primary terminals, or the
ends of the primary winding, are connected
'here the telephones would normally be connected, namely, across the condenser C. The
.

What is a Step-up Transformer?
A step-up transformer is a transformer in
which there are more turns in the secondary
winding than in the first, so that the potentials
across the primary winding are stepped-up or
increased in the secondary.
The primary winding consists of insulated
vire wound on an iron-core, such as a bundle
of iron vires, while the secondary consists of,
perhaps, five times as much vire, wound over.
the primary winding. If the voltage across the
primary inding were i volt, due to aternating
current flowing through it, the currents in the
secondary winding would have a voltage of 5
-

volts.

\Vhat is the Object of a Step-up Transformer in a

Low-frequency Amplifier?

The object is to change, the currents applied to
the amplifier into currents of higher voltage, as
the valve is aoltage operated device; as previousl explained in this series, it is yoltage on
the grid,which coUnts., Using a step-up transformer, we obtain''a weak current in the secondary, but. one of h,igh, voltage. The higher voltages.applied to the grid of a valve cause much
larger changes of anode current than would
result by the use of a circuit not containing the
..
step-up transformer.

Fie.

of circuji. using ste?-up
!- Pictorial representation
transformer.

ends of the secondary vindings are connected
to the grid and negative terminal of the filament accumulator respectively.

-

Sketch an Arrangement of Apparatus in which an
iron-core Transformer is Used.

How Doés the Fig. i Circuit Operate?
The high-frequency currents in the aerial circuit are applied to the detector and cause pul.
sating currents to flow through the primary
winding of the transformer. These pulsating
currents set up alternating currents of high volt-

Fig. i shows a complete crystal recei er in.
which a step-up transformer is employed.
It
vill be seen that around the bundle of ii-on
vire IC, which may be cal!çd the iron core of
the transformer, we have two windings, one
marked P, consisting of a relatively small num407
'4
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age, which are applied to the grid of the valve.
The transformer acts very much in the same
\va as an ordinary spark coil for increasing the
voltages. These alternating potentials on the

T1

-

Fig.

2.-New arrangement using

23,
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letters IS and OS stand for "in secondary " and
out secondary " respectively. There is no par_
ticular significance about thé words "in " and
"out,'' but theyserve to identify terminals on the
transformer. Sometimes the letters P and S hre
simply marked on the transformer to show the
primary and secondary terminals.
In this figure ve also show a valve panel which
is an exceedingly useful piece of apparatus to
possess. There are four terminals on this paiel,
one going to the grid marked G, one to the anode
marked
and two filament terminals 'marked
F. The rheostat is underneath the pánel and is
connected in eries with bue of the filament 'connections.
In the case of some valve panels, the rheostat
is connected to the terminal marked positive. It
is always best to look underneath the panel nd, if
this is so, the terminal should be altered to " negative,'' and the other terminal marked "positive.''
This, of course, need not be done if t is remembered which terminal is connected to the rheostat.
In nearly all cases, however, it is desirable to
have the rheostat in the negative lead.

-

Draw thé Circuit 'Diagram Corresponding to thé
Arrangement of Apparatus Shown in Figs. I
and 2.
Fig. 3 shows the circuit diagram. lt vi1l be
noticed that there are four terminals, 'T1, L,
T3, T4. The terminals T1 and T2 are the tele-

bought components

.

grid of the valve cause alternating currents of
greater intensity in the anode circuit of the
valve, and these 'operate the telephones.
'

Why are the Currents Applied to the Grid of a
Valve Alternating?
Fhis is because those passing through the primar'' are pulsating, and the currents in the
secondary flow in one direction while the current
through the primary is increasing, and in the
opposite direction as the primary current is decreasing. The same effect is obtained, more or
less, on a spark coil, a spitrt of current being
produced in the secondary at the make, and an
opposite spurt at the break. Owing to the fact
that the b 'eak is more sudden than the make, the
spurt of current in the secondary is very much
greater at the break than at the make, but.
nevertheless, an alternating current is produced,
and this happens in the case of the transformer

fi.

here described.
I

Sketch Out an Arrangement of Apparatus Using
Bought Component Parts, so as to Use the Principles of Fig. 1.
Fig.. 2 shows such a circuit. lt vill be seen
that a bought transformer is used.
This
transformer usually has terminals marked IP,
OP. IS, OS. The letters 1P and OP stand for
"in primary '' and 'out primary," and the
.

Fie. 3.-Low-frequency amplifier circuit.

-

phone terminals on the cr stai receiver, 'hile the
T3 and T4 are the terminals going to the primary
of the intervalve transformer. The terminal T1
is connected to T3, and T2 is joined, to T4.
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Wafrer Makes his
You vill observe-that

Wireless

-

had him
at full
loud-speaker
strength in a j iffy.
Possibly I boasted.
you are indulgent enough to
Possibly I
forgot to touch wood. I do not
read these notes-that a difknow. Now, if you suggest that
ferent pen name now appears bet should give you even 2L0, I per-,
neath them. Some of you no doubt
form prodigies of tuning, and the
vill exult unfeelingly, saying,
result is but a tiny, thin voice-the
\Vell, that's a good thing anyhow; that other ass has got the iiierest ghost of its former self:
Valves, batteries, aerial, earth,
sack." Much as I appreciate these
'phones, condensers, coils and lead;
sentiments, and, loth as I am to be
are apparently all that they should
a harbinger of disappointing news,
The set, I firmly believe, has
be.
I feel that I must tell you that 'tis
been taken possession of by some
not so. It appears all un ittingly
demon with a distorted sense of
L adopted the pseudonym of another
writer who for many years has humour, possibly one of those " ele.
mentaIs " of whom ve have read
plied a facile pen in the columns of
quite a lot recently. I must delve
a journal devoted to a pursuit quite
in ancient books to discover some
other than wireless.
To' him I tender my most pro- terrible form of words wherewith
found apologies for having, so toj. to exorcise him, for no ordinary
methods will prevail.
speak, pinched his call sign. You,
This sort of thing does happen at
reader, have my heartfelt sympathy,
times, as you no doubt have dis.
for the " \Vireless Wayfarer " of
Nothing is' appai-en tly
this and (I, at any rate, hope) future covered.
wrong with. the set, but it does
issues is that same person whose
brilliant vit (or arrant'drivel, if you everything that it shouldn't; yet in
will .have it so) has beguiled (or
a week's time, though you touch
bored) you in weeks gone by. For
not a wire of it, it may be its old
sweet self once more. These things
my own part I have the comforting
are mysteries that none can
knowledge that I am still a name

Bow.
is,

if

and nothing more, so that those
who wouTd seek me out and rend
me limb from limb, must be sleuthhounds indeed if they can succeed
in tracking me to my lair.

Mysteries.
Would any of )ou like to make
me an offer fór a receiving set for
which the owner has no further
use, having given up wireless and
taken to collecting cigarette cards?
That is how I am feeling after
two days of frenzied search for a
fault that refuses to be found. This

what has happened. Reception
vas so good up to forty-eight short
hours ago that I was a proud and
happy man. You asked me for a
distant station; I twiddled a knob
here and a knob there, and you
i.

explain.
The H.T. Battery Plays Up
High-tension batteries can be a
pretty fruitful source of trouble
when they like. One of their mean
est and most soul-destoying tricks
consists in the ' conking out " of
cell
somewhere near the
ipiddle of the battery. Cracklings
of wondrous variety salute your
suffering ears owing to the resistance of varying value that is set
up amidships in the battery. Sig.
nals grow weaker, some horrid
thing has obviously happened, bût
how shall one locate t?
one

All the usual tests indicate that
nothing is amiss with the circuits,
One hauls down and cleans the
aerial; digs up and scrapes th

earth. lni.Ìuctances, c'ndeìsers and
transformers are suspected of misbehaviour, but come through -ail
tests with flying colours. Growipg
warmer, one seizes the voltmeter
and applies it to the accumulator;
warmer still, one puts it across tv
or three pairs of plug holes in the
H.T. battery. Each of them shows
u satisfactory voltage.
The H.T.
battery is exonerated. In fact, one
may go on for hours, bamboozled
all the while by that one " dud
cell lurking in the bosom of the

battery.

Friend in Need.
moral ei this is
if you want to save yourself
trouble when the set becomes
recalcitrant, you should beg, borrow, buy, or steal a milliammeter, which is certainly one of
the most useful of all instruments
for the wireless man's den. When
the set is working as it should,
\vire the milliammeter into each
plate circuit in turn, and make a
note of the current recorded.
Jot down also the total current
passed by the combined high-tension
circuits of the set. This is dnne
by inserting the milliammeter betveen the H.T. lead and the terA

The

tlt,

minal on the set to which it is connected. . Armed with these facts,
you need no longer burst into scald.
ing tears or reach for the coke.
hammer when the set goes oi
strike. Test the total current first
of all, If it is below normal, suspect the battery, and try each cell
Supposing
with the voltmeter.
that no cell is over low, one of the
Take
valve circuits is at fault.
the current passing in the output
circuit of each, If any one shows
a big falling off you are hot on the.
scent. If all are about equally poor
the trouble lies either in the secondary circuit or in the primary of th
tuner. No, I will ne\'er be without
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mil!iarnmeter; unless the fellow
from whom I-cr--borrowed initie
should happen to see it lying on my
wireless table-and be mean enough
to claim it.
a

Do You Borrow?
The psychology of " borrowing
is deeply interesting. Umbrellas, of
course, do not count, for even the
best and most pure-souled people
-

frequently acquire theirs in absentminded moments. Of books ¡ am
not quite sure. I had a friend
once who loved them. his claim
\vas that one vas alvays justified
in borrowing a book permanently
from any man who could not pr perly appreciate it. That, I think,
is a standpoint that will do ver\'
nicely for wireless gadgets. What
is the ue of a first-rate variometer
to Snooks, who uses nothing but
three-coil holder? lt liés on his
shelf growing daily more dusty. Is
it not a kindly act to borrow it,
to cleanit, and to give it the work
for which it is pining? I think so.
The safest course to adopt after this
is to buildit permanently intoa set,
for then not even Snooks viil have
the heart to demand its return.
St) long as these habits are confined
to the élite, such as you and I, all
is well. But matters come to pretty
pass when creatures like Snqoks
and others of hs kidney steal-tht
is the word-steal one's condensers,
inductances, valves and other priceless gadgets. It is no argument for
them to say that the things have
lain unused in the cupboard for
months.
Serious experimenters,
like ourselves, must always have a
reserve supply ready to hand. I am
sure that you ill agree.

/

's'.

Mixed Feelings.
cannot say that I vas alto
gether plunged in sorrow when i
read that a ban has been placed
upon broadcasting by the High
Powers that contro! the destinies
of music-hall ai-tistes, for wireless
somehow cannot enable these
apost'es of mirth to be their real
selves. Until we have discovered
a way of broadcasting at the same
time his arching evebro s, his
chaste décolleté, and his expressive
right hand, ìlr. George Robev's
talks and songs \\ ill remain merely
funnv-they are not Robey. And
this applies to most of the others,
who, though they rouse us to
paroxysins of laughter when ve see
them on the boards, fail to provoke
I

more than a fleeting smilè when

their witticisms come to us through
the cold, sedate throat of the loudspeaker. But most people vill regret that it means that we are not
to have, for the present, at any
rate, any of the extracts from theatrical performances that have been
one of the best features- of broad-

" The
casting in this country.
Lady of the Rose," " The Last
Waltz," and the incidental music
of " Robin Hood," delighted thousands of listeners-in in far-away
places, and there can be little doubt
that many who heard them on the
wireless set straightway resolved
to book seats at the theatres. Still,
there is a ray of hope. The B.B.C..
is to have a theatre of its Own, from
which some fine performances are
promised.
In France.
.
No such ban exists in France.
Ai-tistes from the Opéra, the Coriservatoire, the Comédie Française.
and all the best theatres and musichalls transmit regularly from both
Radiola and the Eiffel Tower. The
former, for instance, has recently
had Mademoiselle Cécile Sorci, one
of the most famous of French actresses, and the world-renowned
Marthe Regnier. Did you happen
to hear the latter's reading of the
cabbage story a few Sundays ago?
lt was a sheer joy to listen to her
perfect articulation, every word coming through clean cut and distinct.
The French, by the \\'ar', have a
difficulty in transmission to contend
with that does not worry our designers of microphones. \Vith us
it is sufficient to provide a special
apparatus to " boost up " the S's
which would otherwise hardly come
through at all. French has a most
difficult sound in ch, which they
pronounce much more sharply than
\vC.
Durini 1\larthe Renier's
reading, this sound vas rather
over-accentuated, as possibly you
noticed.
The Lewis Touch.
Even the clear-voiced announcers
who speak to us from 2L0 ma
nod at times. Captain Lewis's surnaine does not suggest Hibernian
extraction,, whilst his avuncukr
Caractacus " coupled with the
Lev is might lead one to believe that
he hailed froni the principality
where bulls, such as those that
abound in Ireland, are unknown s
fauna of everyday speech. Yet bu
n few minutes ago, as I sat driving
mv quill,

I

heard him state that the

1923

next waltz would be a fox-trot;
which reminds me somehow of thern
Irish MP. .who complained in the
House that the hot water was lways cold, and what
as more

there wasn't any!
JawBreakers.
Those breathless news items pro'ided for our delectation by a perfect galaxy of agencies must, I
think, be prepared by someone who
has what ve may term an ingrowing sense of humour. I-lis chief delight is to serve up to the unfortunate announcer the world's most ap.
palling names, which that muchtried person is called upon to pronounce publicly at an instant's
notice. how would woo like to be
confronted by a paragraph headed,
" Terrible Disaster at Czrblpf-

-hnlT

"

Could you fac the niiçrophone
whilst holding in your hnd a note.
that must be read on the recent discovery of a doliclzoceph.alic steatopvgous tribe in the wilds of Central
Africa? Were I placed in such an
unthinkable position, I would sIan
the microphone smartly with my
open hand (thus temporarily deafening mv audience), open and close
the control switch as violently as
possible two or three times, mumble
something unintelligible, wait two
minutes, and then apologise for a
breakdown in the transmittin
gear. But the heroes of the broadcasting stations act in rio such
cowardly manner.
They plunge
straight in and let the ¿onsequencesgo hang. I must confess that when
some real jaw-breakers occur I
promptly tune in to the other broadcasting stations in the hope of intercepting the same news bulletin
from them. Even our British names
can he puzzling enough at times.
Relay' Stations.
Sheffield, it seems, is to have
some kind of a relay station.
Though it is fifty miles from Manchester, and not a vast distance
from either Birmingham or Newcastle, reception is by no means
good. Possibly this is due to the
vast accumulation of slag heaps,
which are to be seen everywhere
Allin the surrounding districts.
of these contain a largsh percent.
age of metal, and, owing to thei
size and height, they may act as
dellectors of ether waves.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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Macnetlsm E1ectricFy
By

J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.InsLP., Staff Editor (Physics.)

Readers who are taking up wireless as a kobby, and hove titile or no,etectrical Anowledge, sill find a careful perusal of this special series of ar/ic/es of great assistance.

PART VII
(Continued

Permanent Magnetism and
Electromagnetism

IT

was said in a previous article

that when a current of electricity passes through a coil of

s..

IS

ire magnetic effects are produced,
and the coil behaves, whilst the current is passing, as though it had a
bar-magnet at its axis. The magnetism produced in this way is
called "electromagnetism," and the
phenomenon is known as "electromat!netic induction," since the
manetism is induced by the electric current. A substance such as
steel, however, may be permanently
ercZi,zçvE1ec1rotzs

-

"i

s'

k

)fr

"lj

y

S
Fig. 1.-Permanent magnetism due
to rotating e'ectrons.

irm No.

6,

page 346.)

charges, which niay be rotating in
orbits, just as the earth rotates
These minute
round the sun.
charges of electricity are called
"electrons," and it may be that an
atom of iron, for example, with its
rotating electrons is equivalent to
a miniature coil of vire carrying a
current. It vill thus be equialent
to an elementary magnet, and if
some means can be found to turn
all the atoms in a bar of iron into
the same direction, so that all these
elementary magnets help one another (which is what happens when
the bar is " magnetised "), the bar
will exhiit magnetic properties.
This theory is too complicated to
discuss in detail for the present,
but it is mentioned in order to
show that the permanent magnetism of a substance such as steel
is probably identical witt the
electromagnetism produced by a
current in a coil of wire. This
theory of magnetism is illustrated
in a simple way in Fig. s.

Action of Galvanometer or
magnetised, and its magnetic properties persist in the absence of any
coils or electric currents. lt might
seem that there ere two kinds of
magnetism, namely, the magnetism
associated with permanently magnetised bodies, and the temporary
magnetism induced by the passage
of a current through a conductor.
Although the nature of permanent
-magnetism is not very well understood, it seems likely that in reality
it is identical with the magnetism
which is produced by an electric
current. For, according to recent
theories, it appears that the atoms
of matter contain minute electric

Ammeter

The magnetic effect produced by
the passage of a current through a
coil of v ire is the principle employed in most instruments used for
indicating the strength of an electric current. Such instruments are
called " galvanometers " or " ammeters," the term "galvanometer " being generally restricted
to dclicate instruments suitable for
measuring very small currents,. an']
the temi "ammeter" being applied
to instruments used for measuring
heavier currents, such as are employed in various industrial applications.

If a small magnetic needle be
pivoted rIl)fl a suitable support, it
will set itself so that it is parallel
to the direction of the earth's magnetic field, the end of the needle
which points towards the northbeing called the north pole, and the
other the south pole. If aflat coil
of wire be arranged in a vertical
north and south plane, the magnetic
field created by the passage cf a
current in the coil will be at right
fil

art/is

i

ç

Tu
f----.--

.-

(zrdboardJ)e

Fig. 2.-Illztslrolzng principle
galvanometer.

0/

angles to the earth's magnetic field.
A pivoted compass needle placed Ot
the centre of the coil (Fig. 2) will
be acted upon by two magnetic
forces at right angles to one another; t will therefore be deflected
from its original north and south
direction and will take UI) a flev
position, in which the force due to
the electromagnetic field, tending to
turn it a\ ay from its original posi_
lion, is balanced by the force due
to the earth's field, tending to re

41J
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store it to ts original position. The
angle through which the needle is
displaced, when it comes to rest,
vitl depend upon the strength of th
lectromagnetic field, hich in turn
vill depend upon, the strength of the
current flowing in the wire. By
passing currents of known strengths
through the coil and noting the
positions 01 the needle, the instru
ment mae be graduated, or 'calibrated' as it is called, and it may
afterwards be used for the measurement of currents of unknown
strengths.

May
-

iii

rq

Electrical mèasuring instruments

duced for increasing the sensitive-

Magnetic Shielding
In some cases it is desirable to
shield electrical apparatus from the
eliects of stray magnetic fields; for
example, if a delicate galvanometer
vere used in the neighbourhood cf
n dynamo there would be stray

A

'Magìze&Eield/3efore
Iafrodue/iD,l of ÇylthderLimtts efForce Ci-on'db
ï,,i, 1...,., Zt.7L

-

tie1d'd Reyion

Fig. 3.-Showin.g how interior of
iron cylinder is shielded from magnetic field.

magnetic effects from the niacliine
vhicli would cause irregular deflections of the galvanometer needle.
In order to provide magnetic
shelding, use is made of the per-

Lth&c of
)fagrn'ic

4.-Magnetic field around
straight conductor made evident b
iron filings.
Fig,.

air region and vii1 crowd together
into the iron valls of the cylinder.
l'bus the cylinder lias a magnetic
shidding effect upon any instrument
which is placed within it,.
A similar shielding from an elecInc tield may be obtained by sur?ounding an instrument, with an
electrically conducting cover, such
as a brass or tinpiate case, the explanation being similar to that
which has been given for the magnetic shielding.
In rhe case of
electrostatic shielding. hov.ever,
the conducting cover does not require to be of any consuderab!e
thickness, as in magnetic shielding. Any conducting material will
serve for electrostatic shielding.
but for magnetic shielding -a substance of high magnetic permeability must be employed.
magnetic
Electrostatic
and
shields are frequently employed in
connection with wireless apparatus.

The Còrkscrew Rule
The direction of the magnetic
field (that is to say, the " polarity'"
or the arrangement of the north
and south poles) depends upon thé

direction of the current. If the
coil is looked at endwise, as indicated in Fig. 6, and the current is
flowing clockwise, the end nearest
to the observer will Lie the scuth
pole of the equivñlent magnet. If

1/7/h

-

Magnetic Field due to Current
\s ve will deal further with the
important subect of electromagnetic induction in the next article,
it will he useful to give here-some
illustration of the magnetic lines
of force which are produced by the
passage of a current through a
çonductor. Fig. 9 shows a piece
of wire passing through a sheet of
cardbord and carrying a current
in the direction indicated by the
arrow. If a-magnetic field exists
in the viinitv of the vire, it ought

¡923

to be possible to indicate it by
means o! iron filings, as in the case
of the permanent matnet. If iron
filings 'are sprinkled "on the crdboard sheet, they vill be found to
arrange themselves
circular
formation, as shown in the figure,
thus indicating the existencé and
direction of magnetic lines of force.
Fig.
shows
toil, or
a
o!enoid," as it is sometimes
called, arranged with the turns
threading through a piece of cardboard, the upper portions of the
turns of vire being indicated by
black lines, and the portions below
the cardboard by dotted lines. If
a current is passing through the
coil and iron filings are sprinkled
upon the cardboard, the hilins will
arange themselves as shovn"in the
figure. lt will be noticed that hie
distribution of the lines of magnetic force is the sanie, for all
practical purposes, as it would be
if the coil were removed and a
permanent barmagnet "ere substi tu ted.

meabilitv of iron, which has been,
mentioned above.
In Fig. 3 a
manetic field is indicated b the
lines representing magnet.c force.
If a hollow iron cylinder with thick
walls be introduced into the field,
the interior of the cylinder will now
be a region of vere small magnetic
intensity, because most of the lines
of magnetic force will forsake the

used in practice are not quite so
simple as that which has been described; methods have been intro-

ness of the instrument and for
rendering, it independent of variations in the earth's magnetic fieJd
in different localities.

23,

Dfrth
of

,y/JJ

('rn-rent

Fig. .5.-Iron filings on cardboard

show magnetic field due Io coil of
wire carryinf current.

.

.

the

urrent

vill also

S

be reversed, the

polarity

he reversed and the end

nearest to the obser"cr will become
the north pole. This gives us a
simple rule for finding t:lie relation
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between the direction of a current
in a coil and the direction of. the
magnetic field. The rule is known
as the "coikscrev rule "; it states
that the relation between the direction of a current and the direction
of the resulting magnetic field is
the same as the relation between
the direction in which an ordinàrv
right-handed corkscrew is turned
and the direction in which it moves
through the cork.
If the current through the wire
is
increased in strength, the
strength of the electrorragnetic
field is also increased, and if the
current ceases, the electromagnetic
field vanishes.
Again, if ve have a solenoid nd
we insert into it a bar-magnet, that
is, if ve create within it, or induce
into it, magnetic lines of force, a
momentary current vill be created
in the wire. This current is induced by the creation of the magnetic field and is called an induced
current.
n important point to
notice, however, is that so long as
a current is maintained in the coil,
the electromagnetic field is also
maintained, whereas if we start the
other vvay round, and create a current in the wire by inserting a
magnet in the coil, ve shall find
that the current in the wire does
not exist during the whole time
that the magnet is within the coil;
it exists, in fact, only whilst the
magnet is being introduced into the
coil or being withdrawn. To put
the spatter more generally, a current is only induced in the coil
whilst the strength of the magnetic
field is changing. So long as the
strength of the magnetic field remains constant, no current will be
induced in the surrounding coi!.
Ve see, then, that in order to
induce current in a coil, all ve have
to do is to set up, or destroy, or
vary, a magnetic field threading
through the coil. Now we may
produce a: magnetic field either (i)
by means of a magnet, or (2) by
nans of a coil in which current is
maintained by a battery. Thus, we

may expect that if ve have a
current-carrying soInoid and ve
insert it into another coil of vire,
a curreht will be momentarily induced in the second coil when the
first coil approaches it or recedes
from it. Another vav in which induced current may be produced in
the second coil is to place the first
coil in the yicinity of the second
and then to s itch the current in
the first coil on or off. It will be
evident from what has been said
thät this will cause induced currents in the second coil, because
when the current in the first coil is
switched on a magnetic field is
created, some of which passes
through the region of the second
coil; and again, when the current in the first coil is switched
off a magnetic field which was
existi
in the region of the

Ii,.._
Fie.

6.-End

i'iew of coil illustraling
corkscrew rule."

second coil is destroyed, with the
consequent production of a momentarv induced current in the second
coil.
These effects as between one coil
and another are known by the
general name of " mutual induclion." But induction is also observed even in the case of a single
coil, and is then known as " selfinduction." For example, if a battery is connected to a solenoid so
as o produce a current, and, therefore, lo set up a magnetic field, a
current is induced in the coil by the
establishment of the magnetic field
just as would have been the case if
the battery had been umitted and a
bar-magnet had been inserted into
the coil.
Now a remarkable feature of all
these induction effects is that the
induced current is always in such

that the magnetic fleld
produced by it tends to oppose any
change in the existing magnetic
field. This property has sometimes
been described as " electromagnetic
inertia.'' It will be easy to see
why it should be regarded as inertia. For consider a boat floating
on the surface of the vater (neglect friction), If the boat is at rest,
it is necessary to exert force in
order to set it in motion, and the
boat offers resistance to the force
which is applied to it. Again, once
the boat is in motion, if it is desired to bring it to rest, force must
'again be exerted. In other words,
the boat tends to continue in its
existing state, whether that be a
state of rest or a state of motion,
and it requires force to alter the.
state in either case.
Now let us turn to the consideration of the electromagnetic field.
If there is a coil of wire and no
current s flowing in the coil, there
will be no magnetic field.
As
soon as a battei-y is connected to
the coil and a current commences
to flow, a magnetic field vill
begin to be created.
An induced
current will then arise in the wire
tending to prevent any change in
the magnetic condition in the region, that is to say, in this case,
tending to prevent the establishment of a field. Since the current
from the battery is setting up a
magnetic litdd, the induced current
will need to be in the opposite
direction, in order to produce a
magnetic field opposite to that produced by the battery current. This
is found to be what actually happens, and it is stated by saying
that when a current in a coil is
made " (that is, switched on) the
self-induction causes the production of a momentary current iñ the
ofrosite direction to. that of the
applied current.
Of course, the applied battery
current soon ins the day, so to
speak, the opposition set up by the
induced current being of extremely
short duration.
a direction

-
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ADDING AMPLIFIERS TO CRYSTAL SETS
.

By E. REDPATH, Assistant Editor.
We recei'e numerous letters from readers who wish to add vali'es
crvsicl sets. The follaCvi'?g article explains various methods

C)

to
of

their existing
doing this.

V....
The cr)tal set shown is the
broadcast receiver sold by the Ecónomic Electric Co., vhiIst the kim-

.\VING commenced his wireless career with a crystal receiving set-probably the best

-

manner
experimenter very soon
wishes to add te
the interest and
utility of his ap.
paratus by th
addition of 'aIvt
possible
the

The Circuit Arrangement.
.

Fig. 2 is a typical circuit diagram
showing a single valve, acting as a
-.
I o w- -frequencv
amplifier,
con-

n&cted to

lii wireless,

as

othei
scientific hobby
the inexperienced
experimenter vill
be vell advised
to proceed careany

fully,

step

L

»

if

'i

only save himself
disappoint ni e n t
but vill have thc
great satisfaction
of mastering th
technicalities of
each stage of advancernent, and
wit! be in a position to judge from

j

-

-

phone
at C.

plifir

direct - coupled
shows
a
crystal receiving set with a
inle valve low-frequency
ampi fler added.

Sel

Willi

o?e low-frequenc-v amplifying valve.

is One of the very Compact

unit. The addition, of a
valve low-frequency amplifier
nii' be made to an t\pe of crystal
receiving set, and will normally resuit in increasing ' 'the signal
strength s?me four or \'C times.
E!well

sigle

'

'certain minimum

Incoming
necessary.
signals which cause the
requisite poteatial differcoces .to be set up acress
the tuning coil or condenser
ro which the detector is
connected will give audible.
rather
perhaps
though
weak, signa's in the telephone receivers, and, where
such
is the case. lowfrequency aniplificaion may
be profitably applied.
The photograph (Fig. i

'

.

-j,,+
BJ_

ATI

¡

T'

.

JE
Fig.

2.-Circuit diagram of the arrangement
Fig. 1.

in

the

bäery.

T

'

set

T1

te

.

'

(marled

terth

and
diagram) are connected to the
primary vindiii of an iron cere
Stepup
transforther
(T),
the
sécondary of which' is connected to
grid of the valve and the negative Side of the Iulament lighting

'

o.

Crystal
T2

k.

'

-

output

or telephone
minals of

.

is

condenser

The

F&. 1.-Crystal reeiving

aioinof eiectricl'eñêrgy

circuit. The
crystal detector is
shown at D, and
the usual tele-

LWaL

;.

Làwfrequèncy Amplification. 'To actuate the ¿»rtal detectbr of
'

-

-

+

ww_
_l

practical experience the, values of various
methods and devices employed.

a receiving set;

T

by

se
By
doing lie vill not
step.

-

a

crvstal receiving
set.
In the diagram, AE rep resents the aerial
ATI the aerial
tuning
inductance, and E the
earth connection
of the crystal set;
whilst VC is the
variable
e o ridenser
in
the
losed oscillatory
-

amplification.
in

-

.

shown in

he filathektcircuit of the.
valve comprises the 6-volt
battery B1, the rheostat R,
and the filament itself,
whilst the anode ¿ircuit

comprises the anode itself,
the high-tension battery
B (
to 6 volts), with the
telephone receivers now
connected between the negative side of this battery
and the positive side of
the filament lighting bat-'
lery.
The

-

small
condenser
shown shunted across the
telephone receivers is cptional aad may usuaLv
be omitted.
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positive side of the high-tension battel-y
B2), are
connected the telephone receivers, The valve lilamonts are both in parallel across
the filament lighting battery B1, and
are controlled by the rheostat R.
Apart from the valves themselves,
the satisfactory operation of an amplifier of this description, both as
regards the strength of signals and
freedom from local noises and absence of distortion of received
muSiC, etc,, depends upon the
quality of the transformers, and
any little extra outlay expended
with a view to obtaining really good
transformers will be well repaid.

High-frequency Amplification.
From the statement, in the begin
rung of this present article, regard-

Fig.

3.-A

two-valve low-frequency amplifier used in conjunclion with an
inductively coupled crystal set.

Twostage Amplification
Although the arrangement just
described will give excellent results
in two or three sets of telephone
receivers at distances up to 25 or
30 miles from one of the British
Broadcasting stations, the output
energy available will usually be
found inadequate to operate satisfactorily a loud-speaker, and for
this purpose two stages of low-freuency amplification are recommended.

The photograph (Fig. 3) sho s an
nductiveIy coupled crystal receiing
set, together with a two-valve lowfrequency amplifÌer, constructional
jetails of which have already appeared in previous issues of this
journal, and all that has to be done
to enable the two sets to be usci
together is to Connect the tçlephone
terminals of the crystal set to the
input terminals of the amplifier, the
telephones themselves being connected to the two terminals in the
front of the amplifier as shown.
A complete circuit diagram of
this arrangement is given in Fig.
in which AE represents the
aerial, P the primary coupling coil,
V the aerial tuning variometer, and
E the earth connection, comprisiñg
the aerial circuit of the inductively
coupléd crystal receiving set. The
closed oscillatory circuit includes
the secondary coil and the vari-

able condenser, whilst across
the latter are connected the crystal
detector D and the telephone terminais T1 T2, the lauer being

shunted
denser.

the

by

telephone

con-

ing the operation of the crystal detector, it will be appreciated that
the addition of even several stages
of low-frequency ampI ifìcatioiì will
increase the strength of signals only
and not the receiving range of the
set.

The input terminals of the amplifier, shown connected to terminals
T, and T, by dotted lines, are connected to the primary winding of
the iron core step-up transformei
I3
the secondary winding of this
transformer being connected to the
grid and negative side of the filament of the first amplifying valve
V1.
In the anode circuit of this
first valve there is another iron
core step-up transformer T4 with its
secondary winding connected to the
grid and negative side of the filament of the second valve V2, in the
anode circuit of which (this time
betvep.n the anode itself and the

For this latter to be accomplished, some means must be p:ovided whereby the incoming signals
are amplified before being applied
to the trvstal detector, and for this
purpose high-frequency amplificatioil is especially adapted.
In addition to its undoubted ellicietcy, the " tuned-anode " method
of coupling the high-frequency valve
may be very conveniently applied
to an existing crystal receiving set,
the additiorntl apparatus required
being an aerial tuning, inductance
which may be a single slide
inductance, a tapped coil or a
variometer, a small valve panel

1

1

E
Fig.

4.-Circuil diagram of

the arrangement shown in Fig. 3.
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complete with four terminals and
usual filament rheostat, together
with filament lighting and high-tension batteries.
The arrangement of the apparatus
is shown in the photograph (Fig.
), and comprises a McClefÌand
variometer, a standard valve panel
and a crystal receiving set made by
Radio Instruments, Ltd.

-

nected the compensating condenser
C, (capacity 0.0002 IF), the former
terminal being connected directly to
the anode terminal of the valve
panel, and the latter to the positive
side of the high-tension battery B2,
the negative side of which is connected to the positive filament terminal of the valve panel:
In practice, very good results are

safely
ithout fear of causing in-terference to any adjacent receiving
station. In the last circuit, however (Fig. 6) a certain coupling
effect occurs between the grid and
anode circuit of the valve du to
the electrostatic capacity of the
valve itself, and, with certain adjustments of filament brilliancy or
anode voltage, self-oscillation ntty

\
*.

,L't.,

u

Hv&
V-

I

-

'I'E1 HilitiFi
4..

-

B;

Fig.

5.-A

simple method

As the average crystal receiving
set is designed to tune over a range

of

adding H.F. amplification

obtained with this arrangement,
which, under favourable conditions,
not only approximately doubles the
receiving range, but gives a satisfactory amplification of previously
received signals, and, by reason of
the additional tuned circuit now in-

lo

a crystal sel.

when the closed oscillatory
circuit (LC) is brought exactly into
resonance with the aerial circuit.
More especially is this the case
occur

of wavelengths from about 250 tO
about 600 metres when used in concatsensitive
when a very
junction with a standard aerial, it
whisker '' type of detector is erais necessary to connect a COnipenployed. Should self-oscillation occur.
sating condenser across the aerial
evidenced by an increase in
and earth terminals of the
strength and accompany
crystal set so that it may be \/.
ing distortion of received
accurately tuned to the respeech, etc., or by (lie
quired 'vavelength.
This
liar " cluck ' heard in
condenser (Dubilier, capareceivers
the
telephone
city 0.0002 F) is shown in
when the aerial termiral
the photograph.
is touched with the moistFig. 6 is a typical circuit
ened finger, the filament
diagram of the arrangebrilliancy should be slightly
ment.
The aerial circuit
reduced.
tomprises the aerial iE, the
If the set appears particuvariometer V and the earth
larly liable to self-oscillaconnectior E, the aerial and
tion, possibly on account of
earth ends of the variometer
its being used in conjuncbeing connected to the grid
Fig. 6.-Circuit diagram of the arrangement shown in
tion with a small aerial; a
and negative side of the
Fig. ,5.
permanent cure can be
filament lighting battery
effected by reversing the
resjectivelv.
The crystal
troduced, affords very selective tun- connections of the filament lighting
receiving set comprises the tuning
ing with consequent comparative
battery, though at the expense of
inductance L, connected to the
freedom from interference.
aerial and earth terminals of the set
some reduction in signal strength.
It will be noticed that, in the preA,, E, and shunted by the detector
H.F. and L.F. Amplification.
D and the telephone receivers.
vious Circuits, no reaction effect has
From the illustrations and didbeen introduced, and therefore the
Across the aerial and earth terbeginner can experiment quite grams (Figs. to 6) it will be seen
minaIs of the receiving set is con-

1-
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ously functioned as a detector, now
follows the crystal detector and acts
as a low-frequency amplifier.
The crystal detector can be seen
in the photograph, between the two
valves, whilst the step-up transformer is secured to the underside
of the ebonite panel just a little
behind the two telephone terminals.
Fig. 8 is a complete circuit diagrain of the set. L is the aerial
tuning inductance with slider
connected to the grid of the first
valve V1, the earth end of the coil
being connected to the negative side
of the filament lighting battery.
lii the anode circuit of the first
valve are the closed circuit inductance
L1, with
slider S2, and the
fixed condenser C1, capacity o.000t

"P1

S1,

to O.00ö2

i

Fig.

7.-The

two-valve broadcast receiver modified to give

H.F. amplification,

crystal rectifica1ioi and L.F. amplification.

that it is not by any means a
difficult matter to improe the performance of a crystal receiving set
by the addition of amplif}ing
valves.
Low-frequency ampli fication, though probably giving the
greatest actual amplification per
valve, can only be applied in the
case of signals already audible upon
the crystal receiver alone.
Highfrequency amplification, whilst giving an appreciable increase in
strength, is particularly applicable
to the reception of signals too weak
to operate the crystal detector.
A
combination of the twc
methods therefore can be reconimended as being extremely satisfactory for all-round work, and,
provided the components employed
are good and the necessary adjustments are carefully carried out, a
receiving set comprising one highfrequency valve, a crystal detector
and one low-frequency valve may
b
made to give results almost
equal to a three-valve set.
The
photograph (Fig. 7) shows the twosalve broadcast receiving set as described in Wireless Weekly, No.
,

modified by the addition of a crystal
detector and one iron core step-up
transformer, the internal wiring of
the set also being altered so that
the right-hand valve, which previ-

-

Shünted across this condenser are
the crystal detector D and the primary winding of the step-up iron
core transformer T, the secondary
winding of which is connected to
the grid of the second valve
V2
and the negative side of the filament battery. The telephone receivers are connected in the anode
circuit of this second valve and
shunted by the usual telephone condenser C2, capacity o.00i to o.00
F.
The telephone receivers illustrated are of high resistance (4,000
ohms).
If low-resistance telephones (120 ohms) are to be used,
a step-down transformer vill be

required.

LT
-(s-

E
Ftg.

8.-CiruiI diagran of

the modiflei reeeiver
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THE AERIAL
By P.

.

ECKERSLEY.

This discussion as to the aerial requirements for broadcasting 1ransrnittrs forms
the third of a series of articles dealing wit/i the technicalities of broadcasting.

Introduction

top no current would flow (see Fig. 2), hile
at the bottom full current would be read.
Add now, as in Fig. 3, a "top hamper," and
immediately there would be a current flow at
the point A because, to put it crudely, the
current would have a further hole to pour
into.
In the first case, therefore, the effective
height is less than in the second case, because
there is more current flow up and down the
vertical part of the wire in the latter case.
This is a fact often lost sight of even by per-.

ALOT of popular misconceptions exist
on the subject of aerials. It IS hoped
that in discussing aerials for transmitting broadcast, the average receiving enthusiast may be able to glean some useful
information, because much that is true of the
one applies to the other.
Effective Height
In general, to get an efficient aerial effective
height is the most desired quantity. By effec-

1

Ií

ri

Fig.

1.-The

aeria

ti\ e height is meant the height from '' effective '' earth of some point on the aerial that
represents a definite centre of capacity.
It is well known thát 'hat is required is an
alternating current flowing tip and down in
the vertical part of the aerial. Now consider
a long \vire suspended vertically in the air.
If an ammeter vere connected at varying
heights. it would be found that the old motto
apiied, i.e., The higher the fewer." That
is to say, vitIì a plain ertical aerial, at the

al

2L0.

sons who ought to know better-the effective
height of an aerial is by no means its vertical
height, and in ari L aerial only equals its
vertical height when the horizontal part of the
aerial is infinitely long. The ideal to be
aimed at is, of course, a tremendous height,
with plenty of lop hamper to make use of the
height.

Radiation Resistance
In any aerial there is a certáin loss which
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cân be measured purely as a Resistancepower in the aerial can be' expressed as R i2,
where R is the aerial resistance total ánd i.
is the current. Many people think that the
capacity and inductance of an aerial directly
affect the current that is set up in it. As a
matter of fact, except in so far as the inductance influences the resistance of the system,
no such effect takes place-when resonance
is present, only the ohmic resistance counts.
Of this ohmic resistance a certain proportion is useful and a certain part wasteful.
The useful resistance is called radiation resistance,

rnd
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-

for a given aerial it is easier to makeit have
a good radiation efficiency the shorter the
wave.
-

Broadcast Problems
This is very useful for broadcasting, because it would not be easy to erect ten or
twenty 800ft. towers in the heart of London
Thanks to the short wavelength, comparatively small aerials are suitable for broadcasting. The problem of choosing a site is,
however, not easy. From the artistic point
of view, the '' Studio '' where the artists and

varies

as the square of the

So,ne eurrent '

height and
inversely as the
square of the wavelength. Thus a given
aerial with io metres
effective height may
havè a radiation resistance of 2 ohms at
effective

4C0 metres.

At

-r-

FT

800

metres this useful resistance vill be only

half an ohm; doubling the wavelength
lias
quartered the
radiation or useful
resistance. Thus for
short vaveleigths the
aerial need not be
anything like so high
for a given radiation
resistance as for a
long wave.
Carnaron works

I

I

I

J

I

i
j
I

-.
I

Ftdi1

odd metres,
has ail aerial 400 ft.
011

¡5,000

etk

A

speakers have to perform must be in the.
centre of the town.
Many have suggested
haing a central
studio and putting
the actual wireless
gear and aerial at
some distance outside
the town. But this
is impossible, because
it pre-supposes a long

land-line connecting
studio and wireless,
and in almost all
large towns land-lines
are buried.
Buried
land-lines, thanks to
their distributed inductance and Capar
city, cut off the high
sounds and make it
to get
impossible
really good broadcast
without all sorts of
special and imprac-

- Fts, 2 and 3.-fl1us1ralin the flow of currenl ,i wi
ticable schemes of
high and i mile long.
aerial system.
loading. Thus the
-2L0 has an aerial
wireless site must be
7Oft. high and perhaps I2oft. long, but works
not more than a mile from the studio, and in
on 370 metres. Roughly speaking, the radithe centre of the town.
ation resistance, taking these figures as being
À colleague of mine, who has chosen a few
only approximate as they are, the radiation
broadcast sites, says that the best plan is to
resistance of Carnarvon works out at a fraction
climb on a roof and Cast tile eye round for
of an ohm, while 2L0 works out at 2 to 3
a pair of good high smoke stacks. These
ohms. Thus, in spite of the vastly different
make ideal aerial supports, provided they
sizes of aeria1s
LO has a greater useful
"stand in beauty side by side." Two toradiation resistance than Carnar on.
gether are very desirable, because they allow
This is not to say that 2L0 is a more effiof the easier erection of a top or horizontal
cient station thañ Carnarvori. There are a
part to increase the effective lìeight.
multitude of other factors to be taken into
Sometimes one is involved with the trouble
consideration; what I am driving at is that
of heavy losses in iron frame-works of the
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high giving signals all over, England!
In practice, of course, the greater the height
probably the greater the radiation,' be-.

building A good cure is to strap everything
together' to earth-water pipes, gas mains,
frame-work, everything metal one can find.
.

-

ideal above is

-

S.

never

-

aerial

be

is
only "directional '' if its

w h o

al)out ten

There is a
ut
that

those

length

to

times

lla\'e followed
argumentS
from the be-

than

11W

\

length is
pared

¡

corn-

to

its

height, it app roaches hay-

ing the properties
frame

high it
Thus

r

phooraph shows Mr. P. P. Eckersley, the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.
whose JOT!)' entertainments from 2MT will he remembered by many of ourreaders,
His easy attitude when before a microphone. io to be envied.
.,

The
-

from one end of the ship to the
other, the total length being about
:30 metres. The earth is made by
simply connecting to the metal hull
of the ship.
A four-valve set is
used with a two-valve low-f requencv
amplifier; the latter vas found te
l)e necessary to operate the four
loud-speakers which are employed.
The loud-speakers are situated one
in the fore cabin, one in the ft

khows, is very
o n g
directional in,

.

ly;

..

plane äf
its winding.

the

!es amateurs,

MISAMBERT, Director of

.Technical Services of the
TCRP, has kindly given us
some details of the receiving set
recent!y installed on one of the ships
of the above company.
The aerial is a T-acrial and runs

a

aerial

str

r

i

of

which,' as
eve ryøn.e

iously,

\vas !
one can conceive o! a
b o a d c ast
a e ria I
ift.

its

great

¿

resistance except radiat i o n resistailce, it would
n o t
matter,
i)

greateT

height.
viously, if its

If an aerial
could be built
that l'mci vo

how

is

Ob-

j

ginning.

O

ap-

proached i n
practice.
A last point
to receiver en
rhusiasts. An

1)Oi

may

th

cause

great
is fo
cut down the
dead
resistance and to
put up tle rar ediatioti
sistance.
r h e

point

amusing

I93

b

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
ON THE
BATEAUX-PARISIENS
(Paris S. S. Company)

cabin, the third on the forward
bridge, and the remaining one on
the smoke-room landing.
M. Isambert states that the reception is good, but that interference is exerienced from the Eiffel
Tower arc station, the reception of
pianoforte music being particularly
distorted. Another point, which
will be easily understood by wire-

is that the reception
becomes very faint when the ship
passes under a metal bridge, and
it is curious to note that the receptIOti generally improves as the ship..
gets further and further away from
the hridg.
lt is noted thai nc weakening of

the reception lias been found due to
the direction of the ship in relation to the transmitting station.
This first set has proved so successful that the company is con

sidering installing sets on their
other boats,, in particular on the
boat which makes the Sunda
services between Paris and St,
Germain.
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Eiffel Tower
\Vircless Station was put out of
commission temporarily some
days ago owing to a lightning
storm which damaged the aerial.
Repairs were put in hand promptly,
however, and the regular proW
gramme resumed,
f'.
T11E celebrated

-

*

*.-

.*

We hai/e seen several references
to the Church and Wireless, but
consider that the difficulties of a
certain minister are rather novel.
The minister in question was unable to complete his visiting round
because he found so many of his
parishioners listening-in, and, on
being invited to join them, was
obliged out of common courtesy to
do so.
*

*

*

In view of a rumour which has
becpme current in the district regarding the difficulties of wireless
reception, th'e Bath Radio Society
have caused to be announced in the
'ocal press that Bath is not a
"blind spot."
Thus does the
Amateur Wireless Society prove of
er vice to the community.
*

*

*

Enthusiasm
for wireless
is
strongly evident in the North of
Ireland, especially in the Belfast

district.

the nearest broadcasting station, however, is Glasgow, a distance of over ioo miles
away, reception is not a very easy
matter. There is a possibility of a
local broadcasting station being in
operation in thé near future. The
Ulstei: Minister of Commerce dedared in the Northern Ireland Parek that they only
liament last
awaited an application to be made
to them by the British Broadcasting Co., to signify their willingness
to co-operate.
As

*

*

*

learn that the French
Musicians Union will shortly hold
a meeting for the purpose of determining its attitude towards the
It is
question of broadcasting.
sWe

ho have
feared that musicians
hitherto gained a live!ihood by
playing in cafés and dancing halls
will find themseles without employrnent.
*

f.

French theatre managements, on
the other hand, do not think that
broadcasting is likely' to affect
theatres.
The advent of the
cinema, which has not diminished
the number of theatre-goers in
France, is taken as an exanple of
the little to be feared from a new
attraction.
*

*

,*

The Daily Chronicle reports that
plans are being considered for a
wireless controlled, pilotless aeroplane flight across the Atlantic
between Europe and America. Jt
is stated further that special means
are to be provided by which the
auto.
will
aeroplane
pilotless
matically signal its own position
during the flight.
*

*

'X

An action of considerable interest
in connection with news distributed
by wireless is now engaging the
attention of the Dutch Courts.
One Dutch news agency sued
another for intercepting and sending to its newspaper subscribers
news sent to the first agency by
wireless from a third agency in
Berlin.
The President of the
Hague Court ordered the defen4ant
agency to cease intercepting the
wireless messages until it has been
decided whether such interception
is illegal or not.
*
.*
In view of the importation into
Australia of considerable quantitiés
of wireless apparatus to meet the
demands of experimenters and
others, the Customs Department
have issúed a special list of import
detectors
duties.
Condensers,
(crystal and electrolytic), rheostats,
inductance coils, interval ve transformers, valve circuits, and complete tuning sets are to be charged

*

per cent, under the British
Preferential Tariff, 35 per cent.
under the Intermediate Tariff, and
40 per cent, under the General
Tariff.
Valves will be admitted
free' under the British Preferential
per cent.
Tariff, but duties of
under the Intermediate Tariff nd
15,. per cent, under the General
Tariff will be applied to them.
27

*

si

Arising out of a report published
in Shanghai that the Japanese
\vere trying to obtain control over
radio communication in China in
contravention of the principle of
the "open dooi," vc understand
that such is not the case.
The
misunderstanding appears to have
arisen over an agreement regarding the construction of a high
power wireless station, seven miles
east of Pekin, for the Chinese
Government by a firm of Japanese
contractors.
The case against the Secretary of
the Electrical l'rades Union, Belfast, for being in unlawful possession of apparatus capable of being
used for sending or tapping wireless
messages, has been dismissed. The
apparatus was stated to have been

made by the defendants who also
stated that his application to the

Postmaster for an experimenter's
licence had been refused.
The
prosecuting constable admitted that
the apparatus was not assembled
when he visited the defendant's
office, also, that lie (the constable)
could not prove the instrument to
he efficient for either sending or
receiving.

that the Committee of
and Press Union on
\Vireless Communicaadopted a resolution
approving that proposals have been
submitted to the West Indian
Colonies for the laying of additional cables and the establishment
of wireless stations in Barbados,
We learn
the Empire
Cable and
tions have
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the Windward Island and Lcewaiíd
Island.
very

A

will

natural disappointment

be felt by residents of Plymouth

learning that the British
Broadcasting Co. have selected
Bourneniouth as the broadcasting
\Ve
centre for the South Coast.
understand that the final decision
va made after carefully considerupon

t

The important question of Impera1 wireless communications is
engaging a good deal of attention
just now. Mr. Godfrey C. lsaaçs,
.\lanaging Director of the Marconi's
Wireless l'elegraph Co., Limited,
recently gave an address to the
industrial group of the House of
Commons on this subject.
*
*
*
According to the daily Press, the

23, 1923

receiving apparatus in use at boys'
Ve now observe that a
suggestion has been made with
regard to a centralised wireless
bureau controlled by the educational authority for the district,
from
hich specialists in various
subjects could address the classes
of several schools at the same time.
schools.

.
.

.

There. is

a

possibility that the

cit
I'

r

S
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-

-
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-

Miss José Collins broadcas(in

.

-.

*

A suggestion has been ¡nade regarding the establishment of a
relay station at Plymouth, but ve
understand that the present somewhat restricted band of wavelengths

presents a ditlìcultv.

a song from

....

ing. lirstly, the popuatiou to he
served, and, secondly, the engineering and wireless dillicitlties.
-

¿è

latest development of wireless tele
phony. Is in the direction of vireess cotitrofled racehorses.
Ap
parently each racehorse is to be
provided with a wireless receiving
set and directed by his jockey froth
a distance.
In fact, a revised
version of "his master's voice."
*

*

'We have occasionally published
illustrations showing the wireless
-

LO.

learning of foreign languages, and
especially the difficulties of prorn
nunciation, will be rendered easier
by the good offices of wireless.

\Ve

gather that the French Government

'-are considering

a scheme for broad-

casting lessons in French. This
would doubtless pl-ove a boon to
English students who possess the
necessary wireless receiving ap.
paratus.
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THE BROADCASTING. CONTROVERSY
(l?eplv

CERTAIN sections of the entertainment industry and their supporters would have you believe
that a deádly blow has been dealt to
the British Broadcasting Company. If
such a blow has been made, it has failed
to reach us.
The British Broadcasting Co. vill
keep faith with its many thousands of
listeners-in, and vill continue to provide ever-improving programmes of

entertainment.
Here are some facts, as distinct from
the fears upon which the opponents of
broadçasting are building their fabric.
The theatrical managers have suggested that they cannot allow the
British Broadcasting Company to steal
their entertainments, and a cartoon
appearing in a weekly journal pictures
the Broadcasting Company as a little
oy crawling beneath the tent wall
of a circus. The same managers suggest that as a result of broadcasting the
theatrical industi-y has suffered and will
suffer injury.
The facts are that in every instance
where a theatrical play has been broadcasted the suggestion that the Broadcasting Company should dq this has
originated with the theatrical interests
themselves
As thé result of the broadcasting of
a pantomime and three or four musical
plays, ve possess some 28 foolscap pages
of summarised l&ters bearing names
and addresses of persons
vhp have
booked seats for tflese plays, and in one
instance up to 21 stalls for a single
production. Tn these letters alone ve
have evidence tF iat between 2,000 and
3,000

seats

ha ve

been

booked

by

listeners-in, and it is impossible for us
to judge how nlany other seats have
been booked by persons who have flot
troubled to writ e and acquaint us of
the fact. We d o know that amongst
those who have written are persons
who have not been to a theatre for
ten years.

Certain persons closely associated
with the entertainment world have suggested that the British Broadcastint
Company is badly in need of sho
men: The British Broadcasting Company has showmen who have probably
made a closer study of the problems of
broadcasting and of the needs of the
public in this direction than any of the
critics. If they are not giving what
the public wants, this is not their fault,
but the fault of the many people who
are leading the attacks upon broad-

by B.B.C.

fo

recen!

charges)

casting, and are placing every possible
obstruction in th way of the development.

It is hardly necêssary for us to refer
to the several important events that this
Company would hase broadcast in the
last few months, had they not been
forbidden to do so. by opposing
interests.
Ve havè already told you what svere
our intentions with regard to the Boat
Race and the Royal \Vedding, and
with regret I have to inform you
that whilst the British Legion (an
organisation of ex-soldiers and exsailors),, and H.R.H. the Prince of
\\ales, and also Field-Marshal Earl
Haig, who are addressing the British
Legion at their annual meeting on
Whit Sunday, were agreeable to the
broadcasting of that meeting as held
in London (and we vere arranging that
the speeches should be broadcasted
simultaneously from the six stations
extending from Glasgow to Cardiff),
the proprietors of the Queen's Hall
have refused permission for the installation of the necessary microphone.
lt would be interesting to hear what
the showrnen, recommended by Certain
of our critics, would do under these
circumstances.
The entertainment industry seems to
have the hiistaken belief that broadcasting èxists for entertainment purposes only. This is not the case. The
nightly talks now radiatea from Loudoti and the other stations are proving
intensely popular, and indicate the
extraordinary possibilities of broadcast
telephony in theO provision of information which can enlarge human outlook and inciease enjoyment of life.
The British Broadcasting Company has
already arranged that in many departments of human interest the greatest
authorities of the day will shortly talk;
a form of activity that so far has never
been attempted by the entertainment
industry, despite its national value.

Gramophone Industry Friendly
%nother step in the campaign against
British broadcasting vas the publication of a suggestion that the gramophone industry had forbidden artistes

who are accustomed to making records
to take part in broadcast concerts. \Ve
have plejisure in stating thrt this is
not the case, that the Gramophone (His
Master's Voice) Company, the Columbia
Company, and .2Eolian Company ate all

.

friendly towards us, and have never
refused permission for their artistes LO
brotdcast, and that the- mnnufactureis
of the Edison Bell ind Winner Records
state that they would be willing -to do
anything in their power likely to assist
the British Broadcasting Company.
This company states that the progress
of broadcasting should undoubtedly
stimulate business in many directions
and reduce to e very great extent the
unemployment in the country.
With regard to the concert artistes,
the British Broadcasting Company
otuicials met the Concert Artistes' Association at St. George's Hall on Sunday last, when the Manager of this
company offered to meet a committee
of the Concert Artistes' Association
with a view to establishing a minimum
rate for artistes. This Committee has
already met in a most friendly spirit,
and it is anticipated that an agreement
will be reached immediately with t»is
Association
which will have flic
approval of this company and be wclcorned by Concert artistes.
At the same time certain agents and
agencies,
whether
working
independently or under pressure from elewhere, are straining every nerve to
prevent bands and artistes with which
they are associated from broadcasting
even though in many instances the
artistes themselves would like to do so.
In the case of a number of leadiig

.

-

hands, these have decided to broadcast.
despite losses of contract' threatercd
-.
in other directions.
The public undoubtedly re'al-ise v
now that the present campaign is takiig
the form of an attempted denial to
them of certain entertainment, which
by the march of science they 4re
entitled to, and is being given in South
America, the United States, Canada,
France, and other countries.
Happily there are many able artistes
who have indicated to us that they
will not submit to the treatment proposed, and there are also a number of
enlightened persons in the entertainment world who al-c not sympathetic
to the methods at present being employed with a view to crippling us.
here a man lias
These argue that
talents and a fair offer is made for
the use of these talents, no third party
should be allowed to forbid he enjoyment of these talents by the general
public.
The services of these people
vill still be available for broadcasting.
At the London Station alone, no less
i

.'
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within thc last few weeks ..... hen the
Rritish Broadcasting Company entered
into conferences with the Enterjain-

than 72 artistes vere given auditions
yesterday, and the average for the 1s1
o
three or four weeks ha'e bred over
artistes per week.

tuent

J

oint Broadcast i ng Coni panv

ftw days

ago,

ii

it was agreed between

ll parties that nothing should be broadcast or appear in the press relative to
the subject 0.1 the conference until the
conference liad dissolved. Despite ou
rigid adherence to this compact,
articles attacking the Broadcastin g
Company have followed in daily succession; and ve have distinct evidence
hat an effort was made during the
period of this compact in endeavouting
to rope in on the side of the theatres
organisations then Outside the conThe British Broadcasting
troversy.

Óver 3,000 Thrown Out of

Employment

Before concluding ve feel it our duty
to all listeners-in and to the British
electrical industry in general to giv
an explanation of our silence during
the past week. The sale of instriiments has declined and enlpl9vrnent ill
the electrical tunde been materiall'
affected.
In fact, no less than 3,347
have been thrown out of employment

1923

23,.

Company still hopes for a friendly
settlement of this astonishing aljair.
We are satisfied that the British
lore of fair play has not disappeared.
We feel that our immediate duty is to
reassure evetyone that we are going
forward with redoubled energy. We
are erecting two new Stations, One
immediately in Bournemouth, and
another at a later date in the North
of Scotland.
\Ve are enlarging our
contracts with big military bands.
\Ve are organising groups of players of
our own for the production of Britih
dramatic masterpieces. \Ve ai-e leaving
no stones unturned to prove that even
in the development of a new industry
Britain is sii!! a free coi,nirv. -

f

JUVENILE GENEROSITY
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-

Auntie Sophie and the

Uncles

we interested

in

Ike opening of a parcel

from

one of the

-

young listeners.
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SUPER-SENSITIVE VALVE-CRYSTAL

RECEIVER
BÌi OSWALD J. RAVKLV.

A

novel

circuit economical

in

ll

use, easy lo operale

with dislorlionless results.

athewoundwriter

'were each 6m. x sin. in diameter,
with No. 24 enane1led wire. C is a
fixed cOndenser connected in shunt with the
high-tension battery and telephones, and here
is scope for a little operimenting with condensers of arious capacities.
The value
should be somewhere in the neighbourhood of o.oi p.F. The telephone terminals
of the crystal set are to be connected to the
primary side of the
low-frequency intervalve
t r a n sformer, and the
secondary'. winding is in series
with thé earth.lead
and the negative
side of the low-

MOST of us know how to vire up
simple regenerative circuit for the purpose of getting the last ounce out of a
single valve. One seldom reckons these
matters in smaller quantities than literary
ounces, but if we get down to drams thee,
in the writer's opinion, the circuit shown in
the accompanying diagram will cut things
rather fine. There is nothing complicated
about it, and al-

-

though perhaps a
trifle
unconventionalj it cannot
be rate«, as a

"freak."

The

single valve is
here-made to function as: a highand lov-frequency
simulamplifier
rectitaneously,
fication being accorn pushed by. a
crystal
detector:

-

-

to

crystal receier is
brought into service and the telephoné condenser
D is transferred tö
Showing the method oJ irin the
the extended telerecet ver.
terminals
phone
hich are. flO\V
series with the high-tension battery and the
term inl on the crytal receiver formerly used
for the erth connection. The wiring.is clearly
shown' in the diagram.' The indùctance coil
A o« the- left is of the same sizeand capas
city as the' cqil on the crystal, receiver B.
To enable both coils to be tuned to the same
frequency a variabe condenser (maximum
capacity 0.0005 F) is to be connected in
parallel with the active turns of the coil B.
A1ternatiely, a fixed condenser, capacity
0.0003 1uF, may be used. The coils used hy
.

ill

.

.

.

-

.

tle

negati,e

side of the highlensioñ bttey'. Fïs a fixed' condenser of o.00i
capacity placed. ,in

existing

Tl-e

tension
battery,
which is conmon

u,er-se,sjtjve
-

aIve-crysta1

shunt vit1ì t h e
secondary ivinding
of the transformer.
This should, also
'be tried :cross

the

p,r,'ímarv

\vindin.
The rhost ádmirtble feature in thisciicuit

is the entire absence of distortion and perfect
ease of mn.ipulation. The signals are first
amplified in the, aerial circuit, then rectified
vèry éffeciively. by a weU-adjustcd érstal,
then fed back into the salve, again4 to be am-

plified at lpw-frequency, and finally delivered
to' the telephones at a greatly increased
strength. Ji reprèsents the 'ast word in
economy, and is particularly suitable for portable sets. The writer would recommend all
experimenters to give it a trial.
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TLIOSE who had not the good fortune to
listen-in to Prof. A. O. Rankine, D.Sc.,
of the imperial Co]Iege of Science and
Technology, when he broadcast a lecture on
April 25th on the subject of the '' Transmission of Speech by Light,'' will be interested to hase some account of the wonderful
invention by which this transmission is acconiplished.
One of the essential features of the apparatus is the use of the substance known as
selenium, which has the remarkable property
that its electrical resistivity is changed when
light falls upon it. If a beam of light of
fluctuating intensity falls upon a piece of
selenium mounted between metal contacts (the
latter arrangement being known as a
"selenium cell "), the selenium will introduce
a fluctuating resistance into any circuit in
which it is included, and it will be obvious
that an electric current may be readily obtained in this way which fluctuates in streiigtli
in accordance with the variations in the intensity of the original light-beam.
In transmitting speech by wireless tele..
phony or line telephony it is necessary first of
all lo transform the energy of the soundwaves produced by the voice into electrical
energy, and the device by which this trans-
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formation is commonly effected is known as
the "mirophone." The latter, however,
suffers from many defects, and it is found that
the speech'reproduced at the remote station is
in some cases not a particularly faithful reproduction of the original.
Suppose, however, a method can be fouid
for causing a beam of light to vary in intensity in accordance with the sound-waves
produced by the voice or by a musical instrument ; it will be evident that the selenium device which his been mentioned above will
then permit of the production of electrical
variations corresponding to the sound-waves,
and the whole arrangement will be equivalent
to a microphone. This is one of the important
results wiich Prof. Rankine has achieved:
with his apparatus the electrical variations
correspond to the sound-waves with a much
greater degree of faithfulness than has been
found to he the case with any ordinary type
of microphone.
lt is curious to note that although the apparatus employed is of extreme simplicity, it
differs little, if at all, from the form in which
it was originally de ised. The method was
thought out in a single night and tried with
complete success the next day-a history in
remarlab1e contrast with that of most scien426
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the mirror vibrates and the intensity of-tlw
beam which passes through the second grating
is varied in accordance with the sound-waxes.
This beam may then be projected a considerable distance (in some cases fi'e miles or
more), where it is received by a lens system,
and concentrated upon the selenium cell as
already described.
Head telephones then
enable the sound to be reproduced, or, with
ihe usual amplifying devices, a loud-speaker
may be employed.
Records have also been taLen upon kinematographic films and the sound subsequently reproduced therefrom, by similar
arrangements, with perfect success.
The device is known as the " Photophone,"
and is the joint invention of Sir W. I-I. Bragg
and Prof. Rankine. It is interesting to note
that the photophone has been in operation,
in place of the usual microphone, at the
Manchester broadcasting station for the past
six months. Further developments in this
direction will no doubt enable the nece sarv
synchronism to be obtained between proie ctecl
pictures and the reproduced voice.
Note.-A complete and illustrated acc onnt
of the Photo phone will be given by i 7rof.
Ranki n'e in " Modern Wireless" of July ¡st.

tific inventions. A beam of light from a special
electric lamp passes through a jns which
concentrates the beam upon a tiny mirror,
about a quarter of an inch diameter, secured
to the diaphragm of a small sound-box (after
the manner of a gramophone sound-box; in
fact, a gramophone sound-box has been successfully used). The light-beam on its way
from the source to the mirror passes through
a screen in the form of a vertical grating.
After reflection from the mirror the image of
the grating is thrown upon a second grating
at such a distance from the mirror that the
image is exactly the same size as the second
grating. Matters are so arranged that if the
mirror vibrates, the image vibrates at rightangles to the direction of the bars of the
grating. It will be evident that if the lightstrips of the image rest upon the opaque strips
of.the second grating, no light will pass
through, whilst if the light-strips of the image
coincidi with the open strips of the second
grating the maximum of light will pass
througi
In practice, the image is adjusted
so that in its normal undisturbed condition it
occu pie s a position on the second grating intermedi ate between the positions corresponding to maximum light and total xtinction.
When sound-waves fall upon the diaphragm
.

-
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BLIND SPOTS AND FADING OF
SIGNALS
An investigation by Ike Radio Research BOard of the Department of Scientific and 'Industrial Research.
,

AT their last meeting the Radio
Research Board recommended
that an investigation should be
undertaken into the occurrence of
blind spots " and " fading of signais " observed in eonnecïion with the
Broadcasting Stations, and it vas
suggested
on
that obserations

these points by amateurs might be
invited through the Radio Society of
Great Britain (Minute of Eighth Meeting, § 216).
Tl
Chairntan of the Board has
the proposal before the Officers
of the Radio Society.- with the result
that the Society will he willing to cooperate in the investigation.
A conference was held on April ioth
at which' were present: Admiral of the
Fleet Sir Henry Jackson; Dr. Eccies
(President of the Radio Society of
Great Britain) ; Professor Howe; Mr.
Campbell Swinton (Chairman of the
Commission of the lJ.R.S..I. dealing
with ámatetir co-operation in research);
and Dr. Rayner Chairman of, SubCommittee A of the Radio Research
Bòard).
The attached memorandoro was discussed and agreed to, and it was
further agreed that copies of a communication embodying the proposals
made in the memorandum should be
forwarded to the Secretary of the
Radio Society, who would circulate
them to secretaries of i6o afluliated
societies, with the request that they
would forward to the
cretary of the
Board the names of six to ten of their
members who would be willing to carry
out observations on behalf of the Radio
Research Board.
It was agreed that
the secretaries of societies should e
asked
to select niem&s widds
scattered over the district from which
the particular society drew its mcmbers. lt also was further agreed that
no useful results could be expected
from observing stations situated within
five miles of a broadcasting station.
The general approval of the Board is
reçuested io ¿he steps proposed.

brought

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC
AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.
Radio Research Board.
lni'estigaíion into the cause of reported
fading of signals during broadcasting
and lo irregularity in the strength of

time to those taking part in the investigation or the results will be published in the Scientific Press.
The form to be filled up is as below,
and pads of forms will be forwarded
to anyone ready te take part in the
work who is fitted with a valve receiving set.
The Radio Research Board invite the
co-öperation of all those interested in
and
telephony,
radio
telegraphy
especially the amateur experimentalists
who have experimental licences.
The Radio Society of Great Britain
are willing to be associated with this

signals in different localities which are
noi attributable to the distance of the
receiving from the transmitting skiions.

The Radio Research Board are of
opinion that the above phenomena are
worth careful investigation, and, in
order to carry out this satisfactorily,
a considerable number of receiving
statioos in different localities in the
tountry are necessary, and systematic
reports from those stations wílling to
co-operate should be obtained, stating
accurately the time and local weather
conditions, and indicating that the
nnot in any way be
irregularity
'attributable io faulty working of the
receiver employed.
These reports should be forwarded
monthly on the first of eath month,
addressed to
The Secretary,'
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
(For Radio Research Board),
i6-i8, Old Queen Street,
London, S.W.i.
JI so addressed no postage stamp is
necessary.
They will be analysed actd compared
by the appropriate Sub-Committee uf
the Board, and brief abstracts of the
results wiji be forwarded from time o

investigation.
The 'time recorded in Column 2
should be standard time at various
periods of the sPear, i.e., G.M.T. in
winter and Britísh Summer Time when
this is introduced.
In order to indicate a fading effect
three or more observations should be
made. The time at which the signals
were last heard to be of normal
strength should be given in Column 2
and their strength in Column 6. The
strength at various intervals during the
period in which the fading effects were
observed should then be given with
their corresponding times, and, if possible, the time at which the strength
became normal again. In the remarks
column should be recorded; The
(Continued on frage

448.)

Fotin
Name........................................................................................................

Address...................................................................................................
------------------- ._
.. ........................

Any special qualifications of the observer
Local surroundings of station ......................................................................
.

.

.

Town, Country, Hill, \ alley, etc. If situated near any kirge metallic masses,
trees, buildings, etc., the distance from them to be stated.
Receiving Apparatus. Brief. Description .............. -. ...................................
The above information need not be repeated after the first report unless any
change 4s made iii it.
:

-.

2

3

Time

Staflon
Transmitting.

Standaid.

Wavelength.

c.w.

smiseon.

I

Strciti

at tinie
indicated.

Remarks.

_________L:
Signature......................................................
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RADIO CONDENSERS
This article explains iiany of the important points in conneclbn: with both riceivin3 and transmitting
condensers and should b? of in/crest lo the experi,nenter and novice. Many hints are given which are
useful to the experimenter, and will help him to choose well whn buying. Also, much information is
given which uvi!l be a guide to the construction of an efficient seL -

Introduction
CONDENSER consists essentially of

would remain constant over a vide range of
temperature and voltage conditions. Such
a condenser does not,-of course, exist, but the
nearest approach to it is thè air condenser, the
losses of which are very small. lt is for this
reason that air condensers are eneralIy used
as capacity standards.
The causes for the departure of practically
built condensers from the ideal lie mostly in
the imperfections of the dielectric. There
exist losses, of course, also in the plates and
plate leads of the condenser due to their resistance, but these losses are very small.
The chief imperfections vill be taken in order.

two or more conducting plates with an
insulating medium bet een the plates,
which is called the '' dielectric."
By virtue of its construction this apparatus
has the ability to store in the dielectric between its plates a certain amount of energy.
The meaure of its ability to store electric
enery is called ,the "capacity" of the condenser, and this capacity is directly proportional to the energy it cati store. The capacity of a condenser is also dependent upon
other factors : in general it is directly proportional to the area of the plates, to the
number of plates, and to a constant K called
the " dielectric constant " which depends
upon the material of the dielectric. For air
this factor is unity, but fer all other dielectrics
this factor varies generall'' between i and io.
The capacity is also iiiverselv proportional
to thespacing between the condenser plates,
the ciosei- the spacing the greater the caoacity.
A condenser so built by design to have a
capacity is called " lumped " or "concen(rated " capacit\ , in contrachistinctioti to
stray " or '' distributed '' capacity, which
arises accidentally between metallic parts of
a circuit which are at different ootentials.

Leakage
The current flowing thrpugh a condenser
should be a true caflacitv current flowing by
virtue of the capacity effct and not by irt«e
of any conductance.
1-lowever. due to the
imperfection of the dielectric, it may have
some conductivity, and hence there vill be
same flow of current which is
conduct ion
current through the resistance of the dielectic. This current means leakage and results
in a total loss of energy. Not only may there
be leakage of current through the dielectric,
but there may also be leakage of current across
the surface of the dielectric between the
plates.

Types of Condenser
Condensers may be classilied in a number
of was, but for our purposes they may be
divided as follows:
I. Transmitting condensers.
Il. Receiving condensers.
Each of these classes may be further subdivided into the following groups
(a) Fixed condensers.
(b) Variable condenser.
Generally it will be found that transmitting
condensers are seldom, if ever, variable.
w hile receiving condensers may be either fixed
or variable, depending upon the purpose for
which they are intended.

Dielectric Absorption

This

is really the chief and most important
sourcé of condenser losses. \Vhen a 'voltage
is applied to an ideal condenser it is charged

instantaneously, and when it is discharged it
is álso discharged instantaheously. In the
case of imperfect dielectrics something else
happens. W hen the oltage is applied to the

condenser an instantaneous charge flows into
it, but immediately afterwards there is a small
continuously decreasing current in addition,
which flows into the condenser and which
seems to be absorbed by it. This represents
an energy loss which appears as heat.

Losses in Condenser
The ideal condenser ould have absolutely
no losses due to any cause, and its capacity

.Brush and Corona Losses
These occur only, in the case of transmitting
condensers which are operated at high olt429
p
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in transmitting condensers this would be the
best type of dielectric to use. Air has a low.
dielectric constant, hence would require great
bulk to give high capacities. Furthermore,

ages. At these voltages ionisation of the
air occurs and leakage of current ta1es place
at points favourable to it, namely, where there
are sharp edges, at corners, points, etc. This
leakage is made evident by a thin bluish discharge, and &hen this brushing is really
powerful, the ionisation is accompanied by
the generation of ozone, which can be detected
by its peculiar odour.
The above imperfections exist in both transmitting and receiving condensers, but the
last is, of course, solely a transmitting condenser phenomenon, since high voltages are

/"TTTT

not present in recei\ers. They all result in
increasing the effective resistance of the condenser, hence in increasing the losses. The
extent to which they increase the losses depends upon the frequency of the current, and
may generally be represented as increasing
with the wavelength. The importance of
minimising these losses is at once apparent
when we consider that a poor transmitting
condenser may increase the resistance of its
circuit by several ohms and thus reduce
radiation. and in the case of receotion. where
incoming energy is extremely small, it will

I

00
Fig.

reduce the audibility factor.

Reducing Losses and Leakage
l'Ne problem of reducing the losses in condensers then is one of reducing the losses in
the dielectric, The resistance due to plates

-.

-

00

.600

Ft. 1.-Capacity curve

1200
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of semi-circular

plaie condenser

-

and plate leads my, of course, he reduced by
using good conducting material for these and
making the leads as short as possible. 1f
air could be used efficiently and economically

I

#30°

2.-Wavelength curve

I

120° JS0°

al sein i-circular piafe condenser

its dielectric strength (ability to withstand
high voltages) is not great. Compressed air
has a larger dielectric strength, hut these condensers are bulky. Glass condensers used to
be very popular, as in the case of the wellknown Leyden jar, but they have high brush
losses and are easily breakable, thus requiring
frequent renewal. The most suitable dielectric for transmitting condensers is mica.
This dielectric has been found to have very
low dielectric losses, less than any other dielectric, excepting air, and it approaches air
very closely. Also it has a high dielectric
strength which enables condensers to withstand high voltages. Its high dielectric constant also permits the construction of high
capacity condensers in ery small space,
which makes these condensers very convenient
since they may be built in small units.
In the case of variable transmitting condensers, liquid oil is usually used as the dielectric. A good grade of mineral oil has fair
dielectric properties, and it has one further
advantàge which makes it a favourable type,
namely, its self-healing properties. Wheñ

the voltage between condenser plates becomes
too great a breakdown occurs, and an arc takes
place between the plates. If the dielectric is
a solid one it is pierced by the arc and is
spoiled. It will never he able to withstand
the high voltage again, since it will spark at
the injured part. In the case of the oil di-

electric this does not happen. 'When the arc
occurs new liquid oil flows into the space and
the dielectric is immediately healed;

(To be continued)
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IDENTIFYING THE ELECTRON
By

H. T.

J.

ROBERTS,

D.Sc.,

F.lrtst.P..

Staff Editor (Physics).

PART IV.-ELECTRICAL THEORY OF MATTER
ELEcrRoNs

have played such

prominent part in modern
wireless development, and to-.
day are spoken of so familiarly,
that we are perhìps apt to forget
their extreme intangibility, in the
ordinary sense, and the laborious
researches which led to their disco-erv and identification. The electrostatic charge of an electron is
about 4. X io-.'° electrostatic units
or
electromagnetic
i.6 X lo
units; its mass is about io
grammes, and its radius is of the
oider of 2X io-' centimetres.
A popular idea of the enormous
numbers of electrthis involved in
tile passage of ail electric current
of ordinary magnitude lias been
given by saving that the' number
of electróns which piiss'in a single
second through the filament of a
i6-candle-power electric lamp, when
the current is switched on, is so
great that it would take .5o,000
people, counting at .the rate of two
per second and worIing twentyfour hours a day, i,000,000 years to
count an equivalent .number. The
size, weight and electric charge of
tli electron are thus of almost inconceivable - minuteness, and the
redder. svlio is unacquainted with
the extraordinary power and ingenuitY -of, modern - methods -of:
a

-°

--

physical research nav

ell wonder

sufficient energy to cause
ionisation by collision. The electrons rush to ards - the positive
electrode and the positive ions towards the negative electrode.
If
the pressure of the. gas is sufficiently low and the electric field
between the plates sufficiently in
tense, the positive ions will acquire
.50 much energy iñ the electric field
that when they strikethe cathode
they -ill disrupt the electronic systenis of sorné of the atoms of the
material coniposing it, and will
liberate large numbers of electrons.
These vill at once rush away from
the surface of the cathode in the,
direction of.the electric field in the
vicinity of its surface. This direction vill usually be normal to the
surface, and thus the " cathode
rays " (as these emitted electrons
are called) 'il! usually proceed norinally - from the surface of the
cathode (Fig. i).
.A disèharge tube containing, gas..
at a suitably low pressure is a conenient means of providing a streapi
of cathode rays or electrons, the
velocity of which may be controlled
by the potential difference applied
between the plates. lt was iargely
by the study of he behaviour of
stch .cathode i'avs, when subjectèd
to electric and magnetic influences.
that the characteristic quantities in
relation ) the electron were deter.
mined.
cules,

.

-

I

Deflection of Electr,ons

Frg.

I.-Crookes' eleciron mill.

these quantities
been determined.

-

how

couki have

lt

was explained, in the article ¿u

Cathode Rays
the conduction of electricit' through
gases, that if a quantity of gas be
reduced to a very low pressure in
a discharge tube, the mean free
path of the electrons in the gas may
be such that they acquire, between
successive coltisions with the mole-

Since the eletróri posses
ri
electric charge. it will uffer deflection in au 'electric field.
If the
ctthode stream be allowed to pass
through. the space between two
pprallel metal plates, across which
an electric field is set up, the
cathode stream will he deflected towards the positive piare, as shown
in Fig.2.

.

Again, it Jias heed explained in
a previoüs article that a stream of
electroñs Constitutes an electric current. A conductor carrying a current is surrounded by a magnetic
field, and is deflected if placed in
another magnetic field we saw that
a current-carrvin
conductor ptaced

a magnetic field is deflected in
direction at right angles to itS
length.
lt is natural to expect.
therefore, that the cathode stream,
if allowed to pass through a magnetic fle!d, will be deflected across
the linesof magnetic foi-ce.

in
a

Fig.
.-Cat/zode stream paTssing..
through electric find between. ¡neta!
piales, shon'in

deflection.

1he cathode-ray dichare tube
used by I. J. Thomson in some of

the earliest experiments upon the
charge and ,nass of electrons. is
shown in Fig. 3, C being the cathode and A the anode. The anode is'
perforated by a narrow. hole
tunnel, and a second portion of thp
discharge tube is entered by the
cathode rays which stream through
the hole in the anode. The vessel
V is a small metal cylinder connected to an electroscope.
\Vhen
no electric-or magnetic field is applied to the cathode stream, the
latter proceeds in a straight line
and impinges upon the glass of the
tube at the point P,., lían electrostatic field is applied in the clirection E1 E, or 'if a magnetic field
is applied at right angles tQ the
plane of thè paper, the cathode
stieam vill be deflected, and whenthe field is sufficiently strong, the
stream will follow the curved path,
indicated by the dotted line, entering the vessel V and giving indications in the electroscope.* Another
discharge tube used by J. J. Thomson is that shown in Fig. , where
ta o electrodes J, K are introduced

or

if an electrostatic field is applid, the path will be deflected, but

will be straight after the particles
have passed between the plates:
if a magnetic field is applied, the
path will be curved as shown in
the figure.
R 37
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into the vessel for the establishment
of-the electrostatic iìe!d.
1f the electric intensity in the
transverse field is X, and e is the
charge of an electron, the transverse
force acting upon an electron, due
to the. e!ectrostatic field, viIl be
Xe in the direction of the field. If
H is the strength of the magnetic
field (at right angles to the plane of
the paper, in the illustration) and V
is the velocity of the electrons, the
magnetic force upon an electron will
be Hey, and this will be in the
direction across the lines of magnetic force-that is, parallel to the
direction of the force due to the.
electrostatic field. It will be evident that by applying an electric
force across the ptates J, K, and a
magnetic force perpendicular to the
direction joining J, K, and to the
undeflected direction of the cathode
stream, it will be possible, by suitable adjustment of the strengths
and directions of the electric and
magnetic fields, to balance the two
forces so that the beam is undeflected.
In these circumstances
've

have-

Hey = Xe

or

X
which ditermines the velocity e,
since X, the intensity of the electric field, and H, the intensity of
the magnetic field, can easily be
measured.
Having! determined the velocity
of the '1ectrons in the cathode
streams under given conditions,
the electric field is removed and the
deflection produced by the magnetic field alone is measured. From
this, and the dimensions of the apparatus, the radius of curvature of
the stream in the magnetic field
can be calculated, thus giving

This ratio -- has
value for
m
Sn
been determined by a considerable
number of observers and by various methods, and has always been
found (within the errors of experi
ment) to have a constant value, independen of the nature or pressure
of the gas in the tube. The aver-

charge to the mass should be a coristant.
The ratio of -- for the hydrogen
nl
ions which take part in electrolytic
conduction in liquids had already

J'o
Fie.

3.-The

by J. J.

'1eetron2e1e1
tube used
early expert-

cathode ray

Thomson in

ment.
-

been determined by other methods,
and it is found that the value of

L
fl

for the particles in the cathode

stream is about 1,700 times the
corresponding ratio for the hydrogen ion in electrolysis. Assuming
that the electric charge carried by
the hydrogen ion is equal to that
of the electron, this means that
the mass of the electron is about
ryteit of that of the hydrogen atom:
this ratio between the mass of the
electron and the mass of the hydrogen atom has been verified by
various other methods.

Measuring the Electron Charge
is known,
'n
it is only necessary to determine the
value of e, when the value of ni
will also be determined.
The earliest direct determinations
of the value of e vere based upon

Since

the

ratio

-f-.

age value of -. is about 1.76 X jo'
electro-niagnetic units per gramme.
The electrons upon which obs'rvations have been made have been obtained from a variety of sources,
and it is therefore a most striking
and significant fact that the value
of the ratio of the electrostatic

Fig. 4.-Another Thomson discharge
tube, showing electrodes J, K for
producing electric field.

the discovery of C. T. R Wilson
that a charged ion was capable
of serving as a nucleus for the consuper - saturated
of
densation
vapour. It had previously been
shown by Aitken that if a gas

23,
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super-saturated with.. water-vapour
has present in it any floating partides, such as dust particles, the
latter will serve as nuclei for condensation, and the super-saturated
condition of the vapour will be relieved by the formation of drops
around the dust particles. If all
such nuclei ate removed, a very
considerable degree of super-saturtion may exist in the vapour without the formation of any drops.
Wilson showed, ho ever, that
E.ven in a dust-free gas condensation could be produced upon
gaseous ions if the super-satura..
tion exceeded a certain definite
value, and he devised a special
fornì of apparatus which enabled a
desired degree of super-saturation
to be instantly produced in an enclosed volume of water-vapour with
considerable accuracy.
This result can readily be applied
to determine the charge on a single
ion. The small drops, which are
formed, when condensation takes
place upon the gaseous ions, cornnience to fall through the gas
under the action of gravity, and
they quickly assume a maximu:n
vertical velocity which depends
upon the radius of the drops, their
density, the viscosity of the gas
and the value of the acceleration
due to gravity. This velocity can
easily be obsered by means of a
microscope in a small chamber in
which the super-saturation is pto.
duced, and the radius of the drops
Knowing the
can be calculated.
degree of super-saturation, the
total mass of water-vapour which
is condensed upon the drops can be
calculated, and since the mass of
each drop is known, the total
number of drops can be determined.
The total electric charge brought.

down by the cloud of drops cn
next be measured by allowing the
cloud to settle upon a horizontal
surface connected to an electrometer, and it will be evident .tht
the total charge divided by the
number of drops in the cloud ;vtll
give the charge upon each condensation nucleus, that is, the
charge upon each negative ion.
It need hardly be mentioned that
although the description of this ex
periment is so simp!e, the experi.
highest
ment itself called for
degree of ingenuity. and manipulative skiff, and ranks as one of
the masterpieces of experimental
achievement.

432
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recent

been made by

experiments

have

Millikan by means

of the apparatus shown in Fig. 6.
Instead of condensing drops around

the ions, Millikan formed the
drops mechanically by a highpressure spi ayer S and allowed
them to fall through the small hole
H into the air in the vessel V,
saturated with the vapour of the
liquid. The vessel was closed at

and to keep the drop under
observation for several hours. Initially the drops are not electrically
charged, but if the air in the vessel
is ionised the drops acquire charges
by collisions with the charged ions.
Since the diameter of a drop is
large compared with that of an ion,
its potential rises comparatively

slowly, and the drop may accumu- late several charges of the same
sign before its potential becomes
sufficiently high to prevent other
like charges from reaching it.
The charge e on the drop vas.
determined by observing the rate of
fall of the drop under the action of
gravity, and (lien cbsvrving the
electrostatic
field
required
to
balance the effect of gravity and
so keep the drop stationary.
A
large number of charges vere
measured by Millikan in this way,
using drops of \arious sizes aid of
various liquids, and ions produced
by hifferent lonising agents, and
the very striking result
as found
that, in every case, the charge upon
the drop waî found to be an integral multiple of the number
4.774X 10_10 electrostatic units, IO

other methods, and in all cases
have given results agreeing well
with the value found by Millikan.

His experiments aie a beautiful
illustration of the correctness of
the concept of the electron as " an
atom of electricity." They. " place
beyond all question the view that
an electrical charge, wherever it is
found, whether upon an insulator
or a conductor, whether in elec-

1'

-

iy

Fig.

5-End

ii

lube in Fig.
4, showing magnet poles producing
mgneiic field at right angles to
electric field between plates J, K.
view

of

he top and bottom by a pair of
plates vhich could be charged to

any required potential difference,
thus producing a vertical electric
field across the space; alternatively,
the two plates could be connected
together, allowing the drops to fall
under graitv alone. By suitable
adjustment of the vertical &ectric
field, Millikan vas able to concentrate attention upon a single drop

very considerable degree of
accuracy. These experiments of
llihlikan bring out very clearly the
fact that an electric charge must
consist of a collection of fundàmental unit charges, and that the
magnitude of this unit charge is
that which is given above.
Determinations of the value of e
have been made by a variety of

::*:*

Fig. 6.-Millikan's apparatus for
determiizing electronic charge. Spráy

is prodnced by nozzle S, und drops

fall, through hole H and between
plaies p1, p2. w, window for viewing drops through microscope.
4.

a

trolytes or in metals, lias a définite
granular structure, and that'it
sists of an exact number of specks
of electricity (electrons), all exactly
alike, which in static phenomena
are scattered over the surface of
the charged bddy, and in current
phenomena are drifting along the
conductor."

.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Grafton Electric Co.-This firm lias
forwarded for our inspection an
illustrated catalogue of various
of
wireless
apparatus,
parts
other
electrical
s'. itches,
and
This catalogue should
goods.
prove of utility to experimenters.
Radiophones, Ltd.-We have received from this company an illus-

trated booklet describing their
cabinet receivers. Those who are
desirous of acquiring a complete
apparatus in a self-contained cabinet could read this booklet with
advantage.
Sterling Telephone Electric co.;
.

-

Ltd.
This illustrated brochure
deals inter alia with the Sterling
unit system, describing its cornpactability and advantages.
In
cases where a
unit system is
desired this brochure should make
clear many points of doubt.
Rogers, Foster and Howell, Ltd.We are in receipt of a copy of
Catalogue No. 50, containing illustrations and particulars of :his
firm's new reaction sets (used
under B.B.C. licence). The, calalogue illustrates a wide range of
apparatus at reasonable prices.
Car Hire Service (Radio Specialists).

-This

company advises us that
they undertake the business of installing complete sets, erecting
aerials and masts, tracing faults,
in general, assisting the experimenter when in difficulties. They
also manufacture various types of
apparatus.
Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.-We
have received a booklet describing
the various wireless apparatus. of

this firm's manufacture, which
booklet should prove useful to any
reader who is thinking of acquiring either a receiving et complete
or component parts.
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USES FOR VALVE LEGS

(J

Fig. i will be found
The
'nost useful.
screw of an ordinary
1.-A telephone terminal is
removed, a 'valve leg,
volve pm
with its shank cut
used as o
terminai..
down if it is too long,
being inserted in its
place. 1f aR'e pins are attached to
the ends of leads, temporary connections can now be made in a
moment by simply pressing the
pins into the legs. \Vhen, however, a more solid attachment is
desired, the pin is inserted into the
hole of the terminal and secured
by screing' the' valve leg tightly
down.
For coil mounting, valve legs
and valve pins are most convenient.
Fig. 2 shows a useful device for
baskets and slabs, which can be
put together very quickly. lt will
be found particularly handy for the
inductances of tuned anodes or for
loading coils. The pins fit into a
pair of salve legs mounted on the
panel of the set itself.
Many other applications of the
vale-leg idea will occur to the
reader once he has realised the usefulness of these small parts. Fie
may, for instance, employ them for
making plug and socket coñnec-

Ip

F.

tions for both H.T. and L.T. batteries. For this purpose pairs of
pins are mounted on small blocks
of ebonite. The positive pin should
be indicated by a large
made
ith white paint, so that one may
be sure of connecting up always
The sockets
in the proper way.
are, of course, ¡nade ith pairs of
valve legs similarly marked
One last suggestion for a gadget
that will be found extremely handy.

-I-

Provide a fixed condenser of o.0005
zF capacit with a pair of -a'e
pins, and fit corresponding sockets
on \our A.T.C., connecting them
to its two terminals. By plugging
in the fixed condenser you add its
capacity to that of the A.T.C., since
the two are in parallel.
Lt is best to use an A.T.C. with
zF
a maximum capacity of 0.0005
8,,,k.-I

r,,,

Vab'e

Fig

1923

v

Consaructíónal

VALVE legs and valve pins are
amongst the most useful of
the small parts that lie ready
at the ireless constructor's hand.
With them he can male a whole
heap of time and
trouble-saving devices
at trifling cost.
For experimental
purposes, \\ hen wiring changes are continually being made,
the tip illustrated in

23,

2.-Showing how
legs

lo

lo

fil

valve

baskel coils.

and an. auxiliary fiied rndenser of
This makes for
the same size.
very finer tuning, since to raise the
capacity from its minimum to
F the knob is rotated
o.0005

through

i 8o

degrees; anü if it is

now turned back to zero and the
fixed condenser plugged in, a
second turn of i8o degrees ilI be
needed to reach o.00i jF. Hence
one obtains the equivalent of a
degree scale 360 degrees in length
between the minimum and maximum capacities of a o.00i iF condenser.
The constructor with an inventive turn of mind can, with a little
thought, conjure innumerable devices for valve legs, and since a
"push-in" arrangement is so much
more convenient and easier than a
screw movement, constructors may
do much v orse than develop gadgets along these lines. R. W. H.
*

-

t

MAKING WIRELESS

-a'a*r
CABINETS

a

b.
.

As soon as any home-made set
has given satisfactory per.

formances in a rather untidy
state upon the bench, it is not un.
usual to want to put it into a neat
cabinet, so that it may be as pleasing to the eye as it is to the ear.
Cabinets are rather expensive
things to bu), but they ae quite
easy to make if one can use such
simple
wood- orking
tools as
plane, tenon saw, and chisel.
The best material for general allround use is perhaps oak, which is
neither expensive nor difficult to
work, and takes a splendid finish
if properly treated. For small
cabinets, such as those which con.
tain single valves and their accom.
panving transformers or indue.
tances, wood -18in. in thickness
will sumce; but where a whole set
is mounted in a cabinet it is advisn. to 4m.
able to use wood from

thick.
The

first

point

to

decide

is
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whether the ebonite top shalt cornpletely cover the cod, as in Fig.
hether it shall be let in so
3, or
as to lie flush. The former is the
easier method, since the ebonite
can be mounted first, and then
trimmed lip with emery paper
until it is an exact lit. The second
is the neater.
To make a good
job of it t.hepanel.must be cut and
trimmed exactly to size, for any
gaps,
however small,
beteen
wood and ebonite vill strike ilie

with a wet fInger, afterwards -it-dressing of linseed oil should then
be applied and allowed to soak in
be rubbed down with knife
thoroughly: When the pii is dry
powder and turpentine; the result
the grain of the wood will be
found to have risen a little.
A
further
sand-papering
and
a

can

vill produce
When this has
become dry it may be polished with
beeswax and turpentine.
If panels are moünted in the
way sho n in Fig. 3, their " insecond dressing of oil
a smooth surface.

Ez. 4.-Method

01

supporting

ebonite pane!.

"ill

Fig.

3.-The

eùbtnet filled with
ebonite lop.

eye at once and be most unsightly.
Thé paneJ should rest on a beading (see Fig. 4) placed tin. from

the top of the wood. There is just
one hope for those who male
hen
rather a rnes of things

titting panels iii this way, and that
lies in the use of black sealing
wax to botch up any places here
there are gaps beteen wood and
the ebonite. The wax can be run
in hot and moulded into shape

be that, as it is hardly distinguishable from the ebonite, the
botching will scarcely show.
The corners of cabinets may be
dove-tailed in the conventional way
if you are sufficient of a carpenter
to be able to tackle the job, and to
accomplish it neatly; but a much
easier method
of joining the
corners is shown in Fig. 5. This
will be found to answer quite as
vell as the more difficult way, and
it looks very neat indeed when the
cabinets are finished.
A splendid surface can be given
to oak cabinets if a little trouble is

taken with them.
been put together
rubbed as smooth
the finest glass

Once they have
they should be
as possible with
paper; a good

»ß4
Fig.

5.-An

alternative way lo dòvetailing the corners.

wards" can be made readily
accessible for inspection, or for
changes in the wiring, by hinging
the ebonite top to the cabinet.
This is really a useful tip for those
who are engaged in experimental
work, for it allo's such things as
gridleaks, condensers, resistances.
and other small parts, usually conlined to the underside of the panel.
to be changed in a moment.
R. W.

íi:

ONE of the weakest
ebonite end.piece, and sepoints in the design.
cured by a nut. 1f a lead
A POSITIVE CONTACT FOR
in variable condenis taken from this screw
to the appropriate tersers and some types
MOVING PARTS
variometer is the rubbing
minal of condenser or
a
variometer, an absolutely
con tac t between the a
?
spindle of moving plates
reliable and unvarvii1i
contact with the moving
or rotor and the brass
hair-spring of a watch. The tree
parts vill result.
bush through which it passes.
end should now be soldered to a
The copper spring simply uncoils
\Vhen the instruments are new no
when the knob is turned in one
trouble is experienced, but after a
direction, and coils up when it is
5BA. C/wesehead'ij,ew
few months of use the contact
moved in the other. If the instruceases to be anything like positive
ment is not provided with a stop
(swing to the wear which has taken
pin, it is advisable to fit one, so as
place. Something can be done by
to render it impossible to break the
the use of spring washers, but this
copper by turning too far in either
has often the disadvantage of introdirection.
ducing stiffness or jerkiness jito
1f the strip is made long enough
the working of the moving parts.
it
will form a very veak spring,
viIl save endless
A tip that
not powerful enough to move plates
trouble is shown in Fig. 6.
or rotor of its own accord, provided
The job is such a simple one that
that the instrument is adjusted in
anybody who can use a solderingthe usual way so as not to make
iron can carry it Out successfully.
movement too free.
A strip of thin sheet copper kin.
Various devices have been used
with
sin.
long
is cut out
wide and
'oníteBofjom pI,Jß
fOr the purpose of making positivé
scissors. One end of it is soldered
or
contacts, and not a few types may
to the protruding end of the spindle,
Fig. 6-Showing how the positive
be seen on the market.
round hich the whole strip is next
connection is made.
Where the experimenter is inwound as tihtiv as oossible.
dined towards making his own
As soon
s
it 1s released, the
"gadgets " here is' a held for
strip vill uncoil to some extent
3 B.A cheesehead screw, which is
R. W. U.
amusement.
until it looks something like the passed through a hole in the
-

Cepperspú.aV

©

©

.

.
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A SIMPLE

RHEOSTAT FOR

'

PANEL MOUNTING
*

THERE re some who are vell

able to afford to purchase elaborate apparatus, yet they will
construct, their own to satisfy that
desire o own ,a unit which is entirely self-thade. Here is a
simple and efficient filament rheostat which should appeal to this
class as vell as to those who are
forced by circumstances to make
their own components.
A piece of good, dry hard-wood,

.\ small distance piece (Fig. 8, left)
should be placed over each bolt be-

veryR

-

long by lin. vide and about
thickness; is first prepared
by. soaking it in melted paraffin
wax, and then wound, as shown
in Fig. 7, with about l2ft. of No.
26 "Eureka " resistance wire. The
turns should be just separated and
wound on very tightly. The ends
of the winding are attached to
small screws, and a free end of
6m, is left at one end for connecting
up purposes. Two small holes are
drilled through the wooden former
in the position shown for the purpose of attaching same to the panel
by means of two screws or bolts.
2ifl.

am, in

ONE sometimes sees It recommended that
the crystal
shou ici be fixed in its cup by
being serin molten solder. There
could be no worse piece of advice,
for excessive heat is fatal to the
efficiency of most kinds of rectifying crystal. Solder, even the soft
"blowpipe " kind, has too high a
melting point for the purpose. If
the seating is done by means of
molten metal-and this method certainly makes by far the most solid
and satisfactory job-\Vood's metal
should be used.
Cut olf small pieces of it sufficient almost to fill the cup; then,
with a pair of pliers, hold the latter
in the flame of a spirit lamp, or a
gas ring, until the metal runs. Withdraw it; then, just before the metal
begins to set, place the crystal in it.
In this way the heat to which the

Q

tween the former and panel. The
arm consists of a strip of spring
brass about 2ifl. long, tapered as
shown (Fig. g) and bent to the
shape indicated in Fig. 8 (right). A
hole is drilled in the widest ¿nd
large enough to slip oser the shank
of an ordinary WFminal F, Fig. io.
The knurled nut is then screwed
on so that the arm will revolve with
the terminal.
A hole is drilled
through the panel to take the other
shank of the terminal, which will
be the longest one; and if desired

Fi.

may

be bushed

23,

J923

with a small

spacer washer. The 'terminal and
arm are then placed in the position shown in Fig. Io, and an ordi.
nary washer and two lock-nuts are
fitted as shown, allowing only sufficient play for the terminal and arm
to revolve freely. A pointer G, Fig
io, may be clamped between the
two nuts if desired. A small wooden
or ebonite disc is screwed down
over the projecting portion of the
terminal shank. The free end of
the winding and the flexible lead
frôm the arm are connected to ter-

Fig. 10.

minais attached to the panel. This
shon in Fig. 9. When
soldering the short flexible lead to
the end of the arm, it is as well to.
place some solder between the terminal nuts to prevent them from
working loose. The nuts, or projecting ends of the bolts which hold
the rheostat to the panel, will act
as stops for the arm ; and, if it is
desired to embody the function of
a switch, one of these nuts should
be let in flush with the former so
that the arm may be turned until
it passes the first turn of the
is clearly

9..winding.

O. J. R.

DETECTOR HINTS AND TIPS
*
crystal is subjected is not intense
enough to have any adverse effect
upon its sensitiveness.
The screw, by means of which
the cat whisker is pressed against
the surface of the crystal, sometimes demands a little attention.
In some cheap types of detector the
arm supporting it is too thin; hence
the threads cannot obtain a proper
grip, and the screw rapidly becomes
"wobbly." The best remedy is to
fit a new arm, but if the material
or the tools are not available there
is another cure which is simpler to
effect.

Choose a nut (usually z BA. or
B.A.) which is a tightish fit on
the screw and solder it by means of
"sweating " on to the upper side
of the arm immediately over the
original threaded hole.
If the
screw itself is too small, either
through wear or because it was
badly cut in the first instance, no
nut will be found to fit it properly.
in this case one must be made
tighter by placing it on edge on a
block of metal and giving it a blow
or two with a hammer.
Never handle crystals more than
necessary.
R. W. H.
3
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THE usual method of
w i r in
the rote-

magnifying unit in a
nlulti-valve set, though
satisfactory for
q u i te
ordinary purposes, does

+
not get the most out of a
valve, since it must, perforce, work on the same anode
voltage as that supplied to nighfrequency amplifiers and rectifiers.
If, therefore, it is desired to use a
loud-speaker the Circuit should be

-

this arrangement it is
necessary toorovide some
kind of siic1i for cutting

-

MAKING THE MOST OF

NOTE-MAGNIFIERS

t th e potentiometer
when the set is not in use,
otherwise the cells vill
soon run down, since the
current passing is com-paratively large. If the potentiometer lias a resistance of 400 ohms,
and four dry cells are in use with
-

-

R," for

example, can be used
volts, and an
anode potential of this nature will
effect a marked increase in the current available for the loud-speaker.
A separate H.T. battery is üseil
for the note-magnifier, the arrangement being as shown in Figs.
and 12.
The employment of a
higher voltage has the effect of
shifting the characteristic curve of
the valve bodily to the left: hence
we must supply a compensating influence by placing an extra negative
voltage in the grid circuit.
The simplest way of doing this
is shown in Fig: r r. Here dry cells
are added between the negative
LT. lead and the inside secondary
of the transformer, being inserted
one by one until the best potential
for the valve in use is found. A
great advantage of this method is
that, since the current flowing is
ery small, the cells will last for
many months.
Fig. 12 sho«s a way of obtaining
finer adjustments.
Here three or
four dry cells are shunted by a potentiometer, the sliding contact of
hich is connected to IS.
With

with

Wireless- WeeKly

as much as 150

o u

ii

LT

[__J'

__Li
Fig.

11.-Arrangement for using
note-magnifier with grid-battery.

slightly altered in order that the
greatest possible cur'-ent may be
obtained.
Most of the general utility valves
now òn sale are pumped to such a
high degree of vacuum that 'they
will stand a considerable voltage
on the plate without taking much
harm. Both the ' Ora ".and the
one wants
to be able to attach a second, a
third, Cr even a fourth pair of
'phones to the set in order to
enab'e a number of friends to listen
to the signals r the music that is
coming in. Where more than one
pair of telephones are used it is
desirable, when
resistances are
varied, that they should be connected in series, otherwise, owing
to the differences in their vinclings, results will not be equal.

1 T. often happens that

One does not want, as a rule, to
keep more than cne pair per.
manently connected in this way,
for when one is al&ie one naturally
wishes signals to be at their best.
some simple
\Vhat is required
de ice which will allow any reasonable number of 'phones, say, from
one pair to four, to be brought into
use at will.
Fig. 13 shows how this can be
accomplished without great difficulty. The materials needed are
ten
an ebonite panel, Sin X4 in
terminals, a rotary switch-arm,

A DEVICE FOR USING

SEVERAL
SETS OF 'PHONES
a
.

and leur studs.

The ebonite, having been properly squared up, and
.:&
.

UC/

'iS

r-

Fig.
-

13.-The

wiring
phone board.

of

the

tele-

finished at the edges, is marked
out as shown in Fig. 13. For the
terminals and the studs 4 B.A.

[_ii-___J

?t.

oeo

_x

Fig. 12.-Circuit saine as Fig.
but n'jffi potentiometer added.

11,

an E. M. F. of i . vòl, the current
vill be z milliamperes.
1f the set contains more than one

note-magnifier,

the arrangement
suggested should be applied to the.
last of them. Still greater amplification can be obtained if a small
transmitting valve or a power valve
such as the L S.2 is used, but in
this case it will usually be necessary
to use ail 8-volt accumulator for
fi!ament lighting purposes.
R. W. Il.
clearance 1101es are drilled. A *in.
hole 'ilI be required for the bush
of the switch-arm. The latter can
be obtaiaed from advertisers in this
journal for about is. 6d. . Flic arm
should be laminated, consisting of
several st rips of brass or copper,
set closely togethei.
The two terminals on the base
are
for the output connections
from the set. That to the plate
is wired directly to the first of

the terminals. The I-IT. terminal
is connected to the spindle of the
switch-arm, and the four studs are
wired respectively to terminals 2
and 3,
and 5, and 6 and ' are
connected together.
lt will be seen that il the switch
is placed on the first stud, only one
pair of 'phones is brought into
action. The second, third, and
fourth studs each bring in another
pair joined in series. One can tht's
keep the telephones wired to the
terminals, but use as many or as
few pairs as are required at any
particular time.
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STRUCK BY LIGHTNING
By

STANLEY

RATTEE'

G.

The effecis of a direct hit by Lightning are curious at all times, but
when the objective is a wireless stalion the resulis are indeed strange.

The incident in question took place during
the year of 1918 in the Crown Colony.of Hong
Kong. A glance at the geographical posi.
tion of this island will show that it is not far

have of late both read and heard
many wise remarks relative to the possibilities of a wireless aerial being
struck by lightning. Indeed, certain insurWE

ìni'p

rpmnvmí1

e'emruinip

ilucedin to

j

..

i

Agreetheir
ments a Clause
having
co nsiderable hearJ
ng upon the
subject when
the aerial is
to be erected
on insurêd property.
It is stated
that lightning
is
attracted
only by points,
and for that
reason
I

-

f

mm

Tropics;

and,.'owing to
this fact, is
sometimes subjected to the

fearsome

"light-

ning

conductors" invariaFig. J.-General 'view of ¡he sloiion,
bly carry a
being the
three - pronged
device at their head. In the following instance, howéver, nothing resembling a point
sought
'vas
after, in spite of
the presence of
quite a number.
With the now

approaching
summer we

¡he building containing the apparatus
lower one.

reason the
chancè of damage arising from the presence
of an aerial during a thunderstorm, at any
rate in England,
"
'"
a r e "sómewhat
remote
The station
struck was one
built for the
Admiralty
at

-

u

shall

within a
weeks become further ac

''

.

-

p

few

t he

s

L

quäintéd vithi
t lie,, crackling.
soundof light-.,.

storms of rain
and lightning
so common in
hot climates.
One is hardly
i n
justified
comparing the
fierceness
of
tropical lightfling with the
moie or less
mild
variety
experienced in
this country,
and for tlis

Ç

..pont.. in

Kong
called. cape
d'.Ag,i'i'l-ar
Hong

'!u-i

-

(V.P.S.).
For
the. pir pose of

Fft. 2.-Gardner entine ared as a prime-mover.
interfering, ..
this article. the
withrou otherapparatus at te
wiséçthie°receptioif In iew of this, then,
station needs little or no description, but,
the facts relating to a direct hit by lightning
's here necessary, details will be
iveh. The
may prové of interest,
site of the station was an open space free from
fingi

-

:
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tres and

was procured, an inspection of the damage
was made, but not until daylight was one
able to gain any niaterial idea of what had
really taken place. The aerial vas completely
gone; the spreaders la on the ground split
and broken, whilst
attached to these
were the very

houses for some five miles round.
Its heightabove sea-level was 3ooft., and its
two masts, of the Marconi sectional type,
were 22oft. high ihe aerial being a twin T of
7/22 phosphor-bronze.
During an evening when there
were few " atro-

spherics"

there

came a flash

of

lightning w li ich
sought its passage

J__,

-

-

smallest particles
of insulator that
-one could recog-

-

n se.
i

by
to "earth"
way of the aerial
its inductan d

The masts appea red to be free
from damage beyond the fact that
a fe of the inter-

Nothing
ances.
preceded it; nothing gave warncepting insulators
ing of its coming;
on the mast guys
nothing btit a
badly
were
deafening report
cracked.
announced its preThe s ta t i o n
sence.
building ias
At the time, the
cracked across the
operator on watch
roof. thouph not
liad removed the
hilst a
seriöusl)
Fig. 4.-Marconi Crystal 1?ecei;'er Type No 16.
telephones in order
concrete path way
to exchange a few remarks with the writer,
leading to the station, immediately below
when suddenly a report of inexpressible
where the aerial originally was, showed a hole
volume made one totally deaf for some eight
some few inches deep and wide. As is reasonto teh minutes.
able to expect, the apparatus showed signs of
he point from whence the repof t seemed to
rough usage.
emanate was the
T he
"earth'' earth - arrester,''
arrester," of the twoJ
and examination of
plate type, was fused.
.
t his
e entijally
The receiver con liecf
showed that it was
ted to thé aerial at
'
completely
the time was a MarIr1cI
j
out.
coni Crystal Type
The, station,
No. i6, and this,
which was put -into
damáged
darkness so far as
gave results when
generated light was
tested, which in itself
concerned, gave
i
a peculiar fact, and
011e the impression
speaks well for the
of being a gigantic
receiver.
Geissler ''
tulle,
'I'he land-line inwith its long, thin
struments con necti ng
lines of light. The
the station with the
-w a i s,
windows,
Colonial Telegraphs
everywhere
apinvolving some eight
______
peared td he dis________
_______
miles of overhead
Fig. 3.-Looking at one
charging sparks.
wire, vere completely
Fig.
.-Showing how

i

-

-

'

-

-

E

thugh

-

-

-

'

-

of the masts front Ihe base.
To appreciate this photograph hold above the head.

I

-.

-

i

-

\V

subsc

he n

quently,

a

dead.

T

lamp

he

transmitting

1Iarconi sectional masts
arc built up section by
secUon.
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gear in usç, though not running at the time,
was a Marconi 5 kw
Special " set, and this

23,

1923

tuning inductance. In the foreground of the
illustratiçn is shown the field regulatoç and
starter.
The condensers and transformer may be
seen to the
right a n d r
recentre

'

bore signsof considerable damage after the
station had been struck.
The jigger primary, with its seven turns,
was deprived of its insulation, though nothing
more. The jigger secondary, also with seven
turns, was completely destroyed, together
with the box that originally- confàined -it.
Còndensers, traisfôrmers, etc., were all tintouched. The alternator of the set was also
subjected to some rough usage, for sevéral
of the widings upon examination were disconnected though not too badly damaged.
The switches on the main sitchboard, which

-

spectively,

¡

t h e
h o k e s"

wj t h

"c

-

J

shown rest¡ng on the
transformer.

-

-

The jigger

seco ndary,

I
j

I

-

/

-.

.-

*

-

I
I'

-::

-

Fig. fJ;-Marconi

-

r

5 kw.

'SpecLal" transmitting set.

Were of the safèttype-'é?e 'ihrövn out,".
and it is probable that the inclination of these

-.

which wa so a'dly damaged, is shown with
the screw for varying its coupling.
In spite of a varied experience in most
parts of the vorld, never before or since has
the writer èver heard or known of a similar
direct hit by lightning, and since the occasion of the only known case was coincident
with one of the worst storms in I-long Kong,
it is almost safe to assume that aerials offer
very little attraction to the elements, so far as
direct passages to earth are concerned.
It lias been remarked that a wireless station
is safer than most places during a lightning
storm, and, since sometimes it takes an excep.
tion to prove the rule, it may beso.

switches to "jump" caused the accumulator
battery and dynamo to be freed from considerable harm.
The photograph Fig. 6 shows the various
units comprising the 1\Iarçoni 5 kw.
." Special " spark transmitting set. Reading
from the left may be seen the alternator and
motor, on the spindle of which rotates the
electrodes of the disc discharger, seen to the
right of the machine.
On thé right-hand side of the, photograph
may be seen the transmitting jigger, whilst
tothe rear is seen the high-frequency primary
440
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quite impossible to say anyabout the dispute between the B.13.c: and the variaus sections of the' entertainment
world because thè. situation changes
lar the words of the
so rapidly.
hvnin that vas popular ¡n our re!ncte chi!dhd dave, "the early
dew of morning has passed away
at floor.'' Thy
story which appears
in
the
oet
niorninig paper
has to be coris

National Opera Co.'s artistes on
\iav
the attitude of the various promoters opposing broadcasting was discussed. The artistes
concerned decided not to allow any_one to dictate to them in the matter
under discussion.
Our, readers will .be pleased to,
learn therefore that the niembers of

ih,
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evening
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THE LONDONWI1ELESS ORCHESTR4.
every wireless enlhus-iasl in and around Lndon, the wtrelces

strenuous
against'
:5
seen cLove before romrnencin* one of jis evenin'
entervvirelcss
prorarn nies.
flic
tainments.
ha.;
statement
the British National Opera Co. vill
been made that in France, ,thouhonour their contract
ho might
ith the
sands of musicians
BBC.,.allow operas to be broad- otherwise lie giving public concerts
cast, and, further, the artists vili
lind
their seri ices no longer
broadcast individually when reneeded.
If this statement cai be
ciuestcd to do so.
proved true obviously it vi1l greatly
*
strengthen the case against broadAs a rule, concert artistes are not
casting in this country. Equalv
near!y so weJI-oranised as bands,
strong statements have been made
orchetras and other combinations in Lcndcn. but not a vesi.ge of
more

-

-

Known to
orchestra of 21.0

*

*

meeting of the

British

-

\vaging'an even

P-

of the

*

r

'

-

British National

a

T

'

Opera Company
that if they appear in any operas which are
broadcast they need look for no
further engagements from the promotet-s of the concerts referred to.
One result of. this ban has, been
that it has stiffened the backs of
several artistes who have refused to
be dictated to in this way.

At

-

-

outs:andng

metnber

-

-

.

*

Meanwhi'e, the
battle - between
entertainthe
caterers
ment
and broadeasring threatens ¶ô
be of
internadirnentional
sions and "Pi lie
portance.
Paris
tl.ieati-e
are
managers
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hase not only
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of musicians, and the result is that
the' are more 'Or less at the
of one or two concert agents. ltit
some of them are beginning to realise.that they must make a stand if
they are to call thcir souls lheic
own. \Vhoever suffers by the ad:ent çif broadcasting, the artistes
stand to gaii.
The B.B.C'.. are
out in the open
market ipr the
f
lét talent they
can get.
lt is
-:
...
all- a question of
erras, and the
.
artistes
sh. old
deride
it for
'
'
themselves
i.h.

j.
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y
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proof lias beeii adduced in support
of the statements.
Facts are
"chiels that \vin a çling," and o
far fe
facts have been given
regarding employment of artistes
v hich carry much-conviction.
.*

*

*

Now that 2L0 has got comfortably settled in its luxurious quarters at 2, Savoy Hill, the next
question is to find a new home for

the transmitting station. Mai-coni
House is rather near the Air Ministry; and while the i-elations between
the Air Ministry and 2L0 have
most cordial,
perhaps, like young
married couples and
their relations, they
should be a little bit
The new
apart.
wireless station is
to be on the top of
the building belonging to Messrs. Shaw
Kilburn, the
and
motor
well-known
dealers in W ardour
Street.
been

*

*

The

t:st

2L0

M

r
SIN

S

to 11.30 am, and 4.30
to 9.30 p.m. G.M.T., Sundays
7.30 to 9.30 p.m. G.M.T.)
(10.30

will

.

to

7

(Sundays only

.

3

of

to

10

p.m. G.M.T.

(11.15a.m., 6.20 to .p.m. and
10.10 p.m. G.M.T.)

.

which
'

station, but not continuously.
More than once it vas cut off, and
occasionally the reception was very
faint. But it vas demonstrated beyond a doubt, that simultaneous
broadcasting is possib!e.
Further
experiments will be made on Sundays with a view to eliminating all

defects.
It is to be hoped that those who
are making the eperirnents will

.

uthors seems to
very friendly

e

rm

..

s -

L

.

great deal of comment. A Guards'
band happened to be passing at the
time and someone opened the \vindow and took the microphone to it
with the result that the music was
transmitted to all the stations. Of

course, the Press started the story
that this was all arranged, and in
one quarter it was unkindly stated
that this was another instance of
the way the B.B.C. got things for
nothing. Of course, the whole
thing was quite unprerneditated
*

*

*

The Royal Air Force and the

with

s

a n d

the
ar-

rangements h a y e
been made satjsfactory to all parties.
*

=.-

EIFFEL TOWER...FL...2600

.

t
K

,,

*

be on

to 5.40 p.m.

RADIOLA (Paris) ......... 1780
7.45

*

B.B.C.,

G.M.T.)

T

few

a

At the moment of
writing the Society

(Paris)

THE HAGUE. ..PCGG. ..1085
.

say

*
-

and Thursdays
p.m. G.M.T.

*

words on the 31st of
May on behalf of a
cause which she has
very much at heart.
have
One would
preferred, however,
if she had donned
the motley o n e e
again and delighted
us as in the old
days.

450 metres.

IO

*

*

,,

Tuesdays

*

Miss Ellen Terry

S

L'ECOLE SUPÉRIEURE

*

*

Miss Cathleen Nesbitt and Co.
vill perform " Twelfth Night'' on
28th of May. The play will take
fully two hours, and if it is successful will be followed by similar
ventures which may tour the broadcasting stations.

*

I

soldiers.

CARDIFF ......... 5 WA ...... 353 metres.
LONDON ......... 2 LO ...... 369
MANCHESTER 2 z' ...... 385
NEWCASTLE 5 NO ...... 400
5 SC ...... 415
,,
GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM 5 IT ...... 420

th
other stations
simultaneously broadcasting
speech was like the curate's eggexcellent in parts. The transmission vas heard quite well in everç
up
the
and

f rojn

There was one unrehearsed item
during the test which caused a

TRJ\J'J S

One

It

*

*

-

23, 1923

Grenadier Guards' bands have already had contracts cancelled because they are playing for the
B.B.C.; they have, however,
pluckily decided to stand by the,
Broadcasting Co.
fter all, what
else could ve expect but courage

exercise great care as to the matter
they transmit. Some of the stories
which vere told and which would
be considered most humorous in
London
ould shock the " unco'
guid" in the north. Perhaps the
ideal matter for transmission would
be for Mr. Burrows to read with
all his accustomed articulation and
emphasis the whole of the agreement between His Majesty's Postmaster General and the B.B.C.

ROAD:cA

*

would have
thought that een
S t re e t
Vardour
'made 2L0 and the
Air Ministry rather
n e ar
neighbours,
but it seems that the
latter are satisfied,
so the former are
s
gratified.
possible that when
the flew transmitting station is '. orking it
ill be pos
sible tu use stronger
power than is permitted at present.

May

-

*

Recently,
while
searching Birmingham through for
as perfect a site a
possible for a new
broadcast studio an
IIJI
attractive suite of
Ç
were
inrooms
spected and found
to be ideally situ.
ate and desirable.
The parties got down to practical
details, but the interruption of the
city's Big Ben abruptly brought the
conference to a close.
*

*

*

By securing a site in the heart
of the city for the Broadcasting

Station there has at last been realised a hope which the company
have had since the inception of 51T
last November. By the change, the
greatest difficulty that the Birming.
ham station has had to contend
with-that of inaccessibility-will
be done away with.
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ÓPERA SYNOPSES ....
The following are short stories
-

-

.

-

lue ojeras lo be broadcast from 2L0, telling their
plots and meänings.

of

o-'
THE MAGIC FLUTE.,;
(ll'eduesday, Mv 23RD.)
This opera by Mozart is an allegorical fantasy illustrating the reward of
it tells the story of one
constancy.
Prince Tamino and an imprisoned girl.
The scene is Egyptian, the time Anti-

quit).
Cast:

Sarastro, Priest of isis.
The Queen of Night, a sorceress.
Pomma, her daughter.
Tornino, a prince.
Papageno, his attendant.
Papagena, the last-named's
sweetheart.
Monastratos, a \loor.
Act 1.-Opens with Prince Tamino
lost in a forest, heiiig pursued by a
serpent. His calls for aid bring three
fairies to his side, who slay the serpent
with their spears.
Papageno, a braggart, claims the
honour of having slaiii the serpent and
has his lips sealed with a padlock by the
fairies, as punishment for his lies.
A portrait of Pamina is shown to the
Prince by the fairies, who advise him
that this lovely.maiden is in the pO\r
of Sarastro at the Temple of isis. Th'
Queen of Night, the mother of l'amina.
now appears and invokes the aid, of the
Prince in effecting a rescue, and upon
the Prince gladly consenting to the
adventure, a magic flute is given him
with which to ward oíl danger. Papageno is to accompany the Prince, and
the padlock is removed, to be replaced
by a chime of bells.
,lct I!. Sce,,e i-The Palace of
Sarastro.-The Moor, ?.Ionastratos, has
annoyed Pamina as a result of his persistent attentions, but is frightened
away by Papageno, who brings news
of the Prince's coming and plans with
Pamina that she shall escape will,
them.
Srei,c 2.-Entrance to the Temple...

'.

-

Prince Tamino approaches, but is at
first denied admittance. Sarastro appears and orders the Moor to be
punished, greets the two lovers kindly,
telling the Prince that he must show
himself worthy of Pamina's love by
passing through certain ordeals of the
Temple
Act Ill. Scene
Palm Giove
where it is agreed that l'amino and
Pamina shall be united, subject to the
Prince successfully undergoing the
oideals.

i-A

Sccuc 2.-A Courtyard wherein is
enacted the first ordeal, to \vit, that of
Silence. Tamino and Papageno must
not utter a sound, and, though tempted
by three attendants of the Queen of
Night, they remain firm.
Scc'te
\ Garden-The Moor attempts to approach Pamina while sleeping, but is again prevented by Sarastro.
Scene
Corridor in the Temple.
-Papageno and Tamino are still under
the ordeal of Silence, and though
Papageno breaks down the Prince remains silent.
Pomma expresses disappointment that the: Prince leaves her
endearing remarks unanswered.
Act 1V-The Pyramids-The Prince,
ordered to wander in the desert,
sadly leaves Pamina behind.
Papagena, feeling, too, that he would like
a wife, observes act old hag.
As he is
about to run away she changes to the
young and beautiful Papagena, but
Papagenó, like the Prince, must also
prove the worthiness of his love.
Scene 2.-Pamina,
believing
the
Prince to be faithless, attempts te stab
hèrseif, but is prevented.
Papageno,
despairing over the loss of Papagena,
finds that he can summon her by ringins' his chimes.
.
cci,c 3.-A Fiery Cavern.-Tamina
is seen undergoing the last of his
ordeals. Threatened by waterfalls and
tongues of flame, he calls for Pamina,
and they are re-united. A few strains
upon the magic flute and the remaining
dangers vanish.
Scetic 4.-The Temple of ¡sis.Sarastro, welcoming the Prince and
Pamina, unites them. Papageno 'and
Papagena are married,
whilst the
Queen of Night and Monastratos, the
Moor, are van(Juished.

3.-

PHOEBUS AND PAN
(Saturday. MAY 26To.)
Details of this opera being difficult
to procure, ve can do no other than
relate the story which is more
beautilully described in music than n
mere common-place voids.
The story, founded on an old Greek
myth, relates the struegle for musical
supremacy between Phoebus, god of
the Lyre, and Pan, with his merry
pipe.
The opera opens with choruses introducing delightful ballet music.
The contest between Phoebus and
Pan is presided Over by Mercurius,

whilst Timolus and King Muas are
appointed judges.
The prize is claimed by Timolus, on
behalf of Phoebus, w-hile, on the other
hand, Midas, in a jolly, rollicking
song, laudates the virtues of Pan's
less tutored accomplishments.
During his singing Midas is presented with
a pair of asses' ears in appreciation of
his judgment. Timolus vins the day,
and the prize so ably won is presented
to Phbu.
The opera is played in one act and
was written by Johann Sebastian Bach.

HANSEL AND GRETEL.
(lVednesday, MAY 30lit.)
This w.ell-known opera, written by
Engelbert Humperdinck, .is played iii
three acts, the scene being a German
forest, the time the 7th century.
Cast.
Peter, a broom-maker.
Gertrude, his wife.
Hansel, his son.
Gretel, his daughter.
l'he Crunch Witch.
'l'hc Sand Man.
The Dew Man.
Act i-The Broom-maker's Cottage.
-Hansel and Gretel, hungry and tired
with work, dance about to forget their
appetites.
Their mother, by way of
punishment, turns them into the woods
of Ilsenstein, where dwells the Crunch
\\ itch.
Act
the Forest-The children, afraid to return home, sink down
beneath a tree, where the Sand Mau
comes and sprinkles the sand of sleep
in their eves.
¡n answer to their
prayers, angels descend from heaven
and guard them.
Act 3.-The Witch 's Gingerbread
Hut-Awakened in the morning by the
Dew Man, the children lind themselves
-

'2-In

before the gingerbread hut, which they
start to cat. The witch comes Out and
seizes them. Hansel she locks up in
a cage to fatten, whilst Gretel, oho
presents a stouter figure for eating, is
called upon to help prepare for the
witch 's feast.
As the witch looks in
at the oven door Hansel escapes how
the cage, and he and Gretel push the
witch into the .open oven.
As the witch bakes, the oven cracks
open and a row of gingebread children
transform to live children, who thank
their deliverers for their escape.
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PITFALLS FOR BEGINNERS
A Lecture to Associate Members

Î

'-

r

t'he meeting of the RadioSociety of Great Britain on
Monday evening, May 4th,
Mr. Maurice Child being in the
chair, Mr. Percy W. Harris de
livered a lecture to the Associate
Members entitled " Pitfalls for Beginners." Some of the most awkward pitfalls, said the lecturer, vere
not to be found explained in textbooks, and perhaps the worst of
all were the mental pitfalls.
Every possessor of a listening-in
set sooner or later wants to know
how his apparatus works, and fortunately he has readily available
both periodicals and textbooks to
Later
smooth the path for him.
he will probably want to build some
apparatus for himself, and here
again he is well provided for.
There is within everyone of us what
Edgar Allan Poe has called the
Imp of the Perverse," and so it
is more than likely that, having
chosen a design from which to build
his apparatus, the beginner will be
seized with a desire to alter it,
and, not knowing the precise reason
why the author has shown the varieus parts disposed in a particular
way, he v ill alter the disposition
cf things so that when the set is
flaished it vill either give no sigt
nais hatever, or may perhaps
up a howl which will be the envy
of every dog for miles. The lecturer strongly advised all beginners
who constructed apparatus from
published designs to follow the
author's instructions at every point,
and even slavishly until the apparatus wa made to work according
to plan. Once it had been so constructed and satisfactorily operated,
experiments might be conducted in
a'tering the design, and possibly
improveménts might be discovered.
lt was important that every beginner should beware of being dissuaded from his experiments by
those who would give a hundred
and fifty reasons why the proposnd
experiment would not be successful. Nine times Out of ten these
critics would be right, but the tenth
time vas hen the beginner scored.
As an example of how easy it is o
be dissuaded from carrying on important experiments, Mr. Harris ¡n

of

the Radio Soc/ely

of

Great Britain by Percy W. Han-is.

stañcèd the- case of 1-iughes, vh
seven 'cars before Hertz published
his, monumental work and the re
suits 'of his experiments on electric
waves, had himself worked on similar lines and had actually given demonstrations up to one hundred
and fifty yards from the transmitter, using as a receier a telephone
earpiece attached to a microphone
which vas acting as a form of coherer. Sir William Crookes and a
¡umber of other scientists witnessed
the demonstrations, and the President of the Royal Society together
with the two honorary secretarids
spent three hours at a demonstration. These gentlemen, however,
seemed to think that everything
could be explained by the laws of
induction, and Hughes vas so discouraged that he refrained from
publishing his work. Years later
Hughes found that others \vere rediscovering the facts, and with the
publication of Hertz's brilliant exp2riments he decided it as too late
to make reference to them then.
rinally, he vas persuaded to publish his results, and we now see
that, had he not been discouraged
at that eal ly date, he would
probably have anticipated Hertz,
and perhaps Marconi, by many
years.
Marconi himself vas hardly more
than a boy when he produced his
first working wireless telegraph,
and he v as scoffed at by many experienced scientists. His attempt to
bridge the Atlantic was taken to
prove his thorough lack of understanding of elementary principles.
Armstrong, the American discoverer
of reaction, failed to persuade his
father to lend him the money to
take out a patent; but, being a persistent young man, he wrote out a
description of his invention with
diagranis, and had it witnessed by
In later years
a notary public.
these witnessed papers enabled him
to establish the priority of his invention.
Many beginners placed too much
importance on " theory." Theory
vas not an absolute thing, but vas
deduced from the facts then available. lt needs constant modification as new facts were discovered.

well-known radio scientist, Mr
N. -M. McLachlan, had'recentiv'pro.
duced a new form of relay con'sisting of a shoe of iron uader
A

hich rau an iron cliñder which
could be nuagnetised by the incoming signals. \\ hen magnetised this
cylinder attracted the shoe and
dragged it forward. The amount
of drag "as far greater than could
be accounted
for by existing
theories, and showed once more that
constant experimenting vas needed.
From the way some people talked
one would think that there was no
need for experimental work, as they
could always tell you beforehand
exactly what ould happen in any
given set of circumstances!
Mr. Harris then went on to deal
with a number of pitfalls in practical work, such as the troubles
which arise from the use of noor
quality ebonite, and from failure
to remove the high polish from the
In the manufacture of
surface.
some ebonite it was rolled hot betveen sheets of tinfoil, and a microscopic film of this conducting
substance as sometimes left on the
surface causing leakage. The surface should therefore always be re
moved with fine emery.
Speaking of valves, the lecturer
explained how easy it vas tq misjudge them. Inferior results vere
often attributable to the use of the
cong plate voltage. R vkves, for
example, could not be expected to
give results on such low voltages
as were practicable with some other
types. The speaker then dealt with
a number of other pitfalls in valve
work.
Loud-speakers, said Mr. Harris,
were frequently blamed for distortion, which really arose from the
note-magnifying apparatus. Unless
speech and music
cli stortionless
were delivered to the loud-speaker,
it could not possibly give distortion:
less results. The dangers of overO
loading loud-speakers vere referred
to, and hints given on the manage.
ment of these instruments.
On the proposal of Mr. J. H.
Reeves, who said he wished he had
such advice when he started his
experiments, a hearty vote of
thanks was accorded the lecturer.
.
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CITY OF LEEDS YOUNG MEN'S
- CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
(H.Q., Albion Place, Leeds).
lion. Sec., MR.

H. WHITELEY,

On May 4th and 5th the Society held its first exhibition which
:as opened
by Alderman C. H. \\ ilson in the.
presence of a large number of people.
The exhibits vere many and varied,
almost all the local dealers showing.
A particularly interesting feature vas
the display of old and new apparatus
kindly loaned by courtesy of the OC:
29th
This
\V.R. Signals' (T.A.).
ranged in date from about 1900 to the
oresent time.
On the first evening the cli'cf event
was a lecture by Professor R. \Vhiddington, of the Leeds University,
entitled
The How and \Vhy of Wireless." This was greatly appreciated by
all, and vas illustrated by a number
of unusual experiments, including the
boiling of vater by wireless.
The Committee, wish to tender their
thanks to ll who assisted them in
making the exhibition the undoubted
success it was.

DARWEN WIRELESS SOCIETY
(H.Q., Arch Street, Darwen).
Hon. Sec., MR.
8,

prorement, and such tlat the Committee
had no hesitation in deciding to hold all
future meetings in the Central Liberal
Club (top floor).
Arrangenlents hae,
therefore, been made to hold meetiilgs, etc., there each Thursday-instead
of. twice weekly.
Any member caring to give a
lecture should send a P.C. to the I-Ion.
Only elementary lectures are
required.
Sec.

THE FULHAM AND PUTNEY
RADIO SOCIETY (H.Q., Fulham House, Putney Bridge,
S .W).

Hon. Sec., Me. J. WRIGIITDEWHJRSr,
North End Road,
West Kensington, \V.r4.
At a crowded meeting held at headquarters oil Friday, May 4th, Mr.
H. Ii. Gardiner gave a lecture on
l-ligh-frequericy Alteruators and the
Production of \'ireless Waves."
He
first described the principles employed
and illustrated his points with models
and diagrams. Various types of commercial machines in use and devices
employed to overcome mechanical dliiiceltics vere also described.
The lecture was very instructive and
much appreciated be ihe members.

,

T. H. MATIIER,

Hawkshav Avenue.
Darven.

On April 26th, at headquarters, Mr.

The
T. Burton gave a lecture on
Construction of Apparatus," and dealt
very fully with the many difficulties
experienced by experimenters, illust rating his remarks with many examples.
On May 2nd, Mr. C. Field, B.Sc.,
gave a very interesting lecture on
Tuning," and, after a quick survey
of magnetism, explained in detail the
action and effect of inductance and
capacity in a circuit.
Particulars of membership will be
forwarded upon applicatioñ to the
Hon. Secretary.

DISTRICT
bEWSBURY AND
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,
South Street, Dewsbury).
Hon. Sec., MR. F. GOMERSALL,
i, Ashworth Terrace,
Dewsbury.
The atmosphere at our meeting on
Thursday, May joth, was a great im-

HACKNEY AND DISTRICT
RADIO SOCIETY (HO., 275,
Mare Street, Hackney, E.8).
l-Ion. Sec., MR. C. C.

Piiiwrs,

247, Evering Road, E.3.
kind permission of the owners
(Swedish Lloyd Line) an enjoyable and
interesting
event
vas
spent
on
Wednesday,
May 2nd, by several
B

members of the above Society on
board the S.S. " Patricia " (lying in
1\lillvall Dock) inspecting the ship's
radio installation. The radio cabin vas
of fair size (about I2ft. X SIt.) and
beautifully equipped. On entry into
the cabin tile sweet strains of 2L0
music could be heard quite loudly, but
there were no isible sitns of a valve
set or even a loud speake.
On investigation it was discovered that the music
emanated from an ordinary pair of
'phones lying on the operator's table,
connected to a Telefunken crystal set.
It was hardly believable that a cr)stal
could gi'e such loud signals (the
crystal used \vas called " Radiocite ").

Another noteworthy und perhapl
smile-provoking feature was the method
of ttining-in, not by arying the nuniber of tappings or the "swinging " of
a condenser, as in English sets, but by
turning a handle as when ringing up
change on a cash register
The Society wish to thank the owners
of the ship for their permission, and
the captain and wireless operator for

the courtesy shown to the viitors. lt
was certainly a most enlightening experience.
The ordinary meeting of the Society
on
l'hursday, May 3rd, at the
Y.M.C.A., Mare Street, E.8, was suspended on the occasion of a Concert
and gymnastic display arranged by the
Y.M.C.A. boys, at whose request the
Society gave a special radio demonstration, the apparatus used belonging to
the 'ice-President, Mr. E. Cunninghain. The results were very fine, and
the Society was complimented and
thanked by Lady 'Malcolm, M.B.E.,
who distributed prizes to the Y.M.C.A.
boys.

On
May
ioth, the
Thursday,
Borough
Electrical
Engineer
of
Hackney,
Mr. 'L.
L.
Robinson,
M.Inst.C.E., etc., gave a. lecture ou
° Electrical Currents, Minute and
Large," illustrated with lantern slides
Mayor of
experiments.
The
and
Hackney, who is President of the
Society, presided especially for this
lecture.

HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT
WIRELESS SOCIETY (HO.,
The Council House, Treaty
Road, Hounslov).
I-Ion. Sec., Mg. A. J. MVLAD,
291, Hanvorth Road,

Hounslow.
On Thursday, May 3rd, this Society
held its usual weekly meeting ; after
the business of the meeting. had been
discussed, the Chairman, \lr. \. R.
Pike, demonstrated a Fellow.phoiic
Super 2 " vitii a 2-valve amplifier,
kindly lent by Mr. D. V. L. Fellows,
the " Super 2 " employing one highfollowed by the
frequency valve
detector. All the broadcasting stations
vere picked up during the evening.
Meetings are held every Thursday
from 8-io p.m., and all who are in.
terested in wireless are cordially ii,.
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LOWESTOFT AND' DISTRICT
WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q.,

st.

Margaret's

Institute,

Alexandra Road, Lowestoft).
L

Hon. Sec., MR. G. W. BARKER,
The Cottage,
Normanston Hall,
'Lo westof t,
At the headquarters, on April joth,
Mr. C. Chipperfield gave a lecture enHe detitled " Hertzian V.iaves."
scribed the development of radio communication from the days of Hertz, and
gave demonstrations with a spark coil
and coherer,
On April 17th Mr. R. S. Hudson
gave the first of a course of fortnightiv
lectures entitled " The Elementary
Principles of Radio Communication,"
clearing up difficulties which are
often encountered by the radio enthusiast.
1\Ir. I-I. C. Trent (President) gave a lecture, on April 24th,
entitled " High-frequncy Amplification," explaining most Clearly all
types of l-1F. amplification in detail
by means of diagrams.
-

NORTH LONDON WIRELESS
ASSOCIATION (H.Q., Physics
Theatre, Northern Polytechnic
Institute, Holloway Road, N.).
Hon. Sec., MR. J. C. LANE.
On May 7th Mr. A. G. Hill lectured on " Experience in Radio Reception." Going back to earlier days he
described the difficulties experienced in
obtaining supplies of material, also
lack of data available. He then dealt
with crystal reception and also the
bulky nature of apparatus as compared with that of the present day;
how he obtained the P.MG.'s permission to purchase and use one thermionic
valve.
The FIon. Secretary, will be pleased
to forward particulars to anyone
desirous of joining the Society.

THE
SOUTHAMPTON
AND
DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
(H.Q., Y.M.C.A., Ogle Road,

Southampton).

Hon. Sec., Mn. P. SAWER,
55, Waterloo Road,
Southampton.
On May 3rd, at headquarters, Mr.
Bateman gave an instructive lectuie
dealing with various circuits, the
most interesting item being a dual
amplification circuit which he had
devised, and with which excellent
results are obtainable.
The lecturer
then concluded by giving a demonstration with a set embodying his novel
circuit.

The Hon. Secretary will be pleased
to hear from local enthusiasts desirous
of joining the Society.

STOKE-ON-TRENT

VIRELESS

AND EXPERIMENTAL
SOCIETY (H.Q., Y.M.C.A.,
Marsh Street, Hanley).

Hon. Sec., MR.

F. J.

GOODSON, B.Sc,,

Tontine Square,

Flanley.
\Vhallcy recently delivered
his interesting and practical lecture on
The
Faults and Fault Tracing."
lecturer described faults which \vcre
most likely to occur, and explained how
sets Could be tested by intelligent use
of the 'phones and batteries.
lie showed, by means of coloured
diagrams, how the set should be
treated as a number of different Circuits, and how it could soon be deterlt
mined in which the trouble lay.
vas then a simple matter to locate
the fault, but if one did not systematically test the circuits, it might become
a difficult task. I%lr.

A.

SUTTON AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY (H.Q., Adult
School, Benhill Avenue,
Sutton).
-

Hon. Sec., Me. E. A. PYVELL;
" Stanley Lodge,"
Roseberry Road,
Cheam, Surrey.
A meeting of the Society was held
on Wednesday, May 9th, when a very
interesting and instructive lecture was
given by Mr. G. G. Blake entitled
'Some Historical Notes on Radio
Telephony and Telegraphy."
Mr. Blake dealt very fully with the
early work of various scientists, and
also went into considerable detail on
the theory of electrons and the general
principles of radio communication.
The lecture was illustrated by a number of lantern slides, and all present had
a thoroughly enjoyable evening.
Meetings are held ,on the second and
fourth Wednesdays in the month, and
the Committee hope to arrange 'egular
lectures of interest on every first meeting in the month, the second meeting
taking the form of a practical evening
and discussion on practical work.

SWANSEA AND DISTRICT
RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
SOCIETY (H.Q., Y.M.C.A.,
St. Helen's Road).
Hon. Sec., Mn. H. T. MORGAN.
The Swansea and District Radio
Experimental Society held their usual
weekly meeting at headquarters last
week, a lecture being given by Mr.
McNamara entitled " Elementary Principles of Wave Motion," Mr. A. T.
The lecturer comSage presiding.
pared in a simple manner the differences of waves in Water, air and ether,
his chief object being to cater forthe

23,
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non-technical man, and the lecture
proved to be of exceptional interest to
the experimenter.
A further series of elementary lectures will be given at a future date,
and all bèginncrs iii wireless theory are
cordially invited to attend.

-

THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF
HULL AND DISTRICT (H.Q.,
Co-operative Social Institute,
Jarratt Street, Hull).
Hon. Sec., MR.

J-I.

NIGHTSCALES,

Wenlock Street,
Hull.
In the unavoidable absence of Mr.
Jones, of the Hufl Evening News, who
should have lectured on April 27th on
the " Creed System," a discussion took
place on the quickest and most
efficient way of acquiring a good working knowledge of the More alphabet.
Prior to some buzzer practice the
Chairman (Mr. W. J. Featherstone)
pointed out the great advantage
accruing from a knowledge of Morse
bpth to the experimenter and listenerin. By reading the various call letters
of different stations one can ascertain
the range and capabilities of his set.
For instance, GBL (Leafield). offers
really good practice in 'Morse reading
each evening, and the Chairman urged
members to make a point of taking this
station down and so improving their
knowledge.
At the usual weekly meeting on.
May 4th a number of topics were dis-'
cussed, -the principal being whether
I-lull should be made into a broad-.
casting station or a point for relaying.
Members are specially invitèd to
attend the meeting on Friday, May
25th, when a sale of members' surplus
apparatus will be held.
Applications for membership should
be made to the Hon. Secretary.
7,

'

WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY(H.Q., 26, King Street, Wol-

verhampton).

Hon. Soc., MR. J. A. li. DEVEY,
232, Great Brickkiln Street,
Wolverhamptoii.
later-valve CoupA lecture on
lings " was given by lT.lr. Harvey-Marston, the advantages and disadvantages of high- and low-frequency amplification beint! very cicai-lv explained.
Transformerof tpes in ¿ommon use,
and also those of earlIer types, were
fully detailed, and Dr. Marston produced some excellent parts of his own
construction. The tuned-anode system
vas dealt with and its liability to selfoscillation pointed out. The lecturer
theii exhibited sets constructed by himself, which, together with diagrams,
enabled him to illustrate the various
points of his discourse and make the
lecture of real value to the experimenter.
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WIRELESS IN SCHOOLS.
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TIl E above photcgraph is a further illustration of the good work -wh ich niav be
done in schools in connection with vireless.: Theset shown has been assembled from

component parts by the boys of the Battersea
Central School.
l'ue contributor to whoni wé are indebted
-

for the photograph suggests that science
teaching in the schools may receive an
immense impetus from, the introduction of
wireless, and that the old acclemic method of
dealing, with scientific subjects may \vell' be
displaced, at any i-ate, in the teaching of ihose
ho are not to become specialists.

-

-

tution Colquitt Street s hen a
disj1ay of apparâtus svili be
v'ìll
held.
A demonstration
also be given in conjunctioñ
with the above on new type.
Frame Aerial by Messrs.. Leslie
McMichael, Ltd.
28th (\I0
-?orth Londoh \\ ic
less Association.
Mr. \ J.

M is

TuEs.).PlymoLutI1 \Vircless
Expernicntal Sciertifi
and
Extraordinary
Society.
An
General Meeting will be held at
Plymouth Chambers Old Town
Street Plymouth to consider
OflVCu11ent
ch sngun
to moie
premises and alleuatuons io
existing rules etc.

22nd

-

Society,

Stockpoi t

Vu

.-

-.

.

-

vilI be
Society. A meeting
held at Liverpool Royal InsU-

svuil

-

(TuEs.).-Plyinoulh
.

.

i

Plymouth,. 7.30-7.45
pn).,
Buzzer Practice. 8 p.m. Gencal
Di,cussion.

s-t

(T

uR s

)

-D

by

V el

tc
residence

omra'rítive
-

loud-speakers at

Mr.

ireless

Scientific
Society,
Plymouth
Chambers, Old Town Street,

('A ED.).-The Stockport 'A reSociety
M rsey Ch iou
King Street East Stociport. l.ecture on Vs ureless Catculatuons by S. G. Leigh.
.

.

2gth

ud

hiss
bers

tucal

Stockport.
Mr.
C.
\Vatling. Lecture DeuiionstraCharacteristics of tie
lion on

Ssvanscì

Radio'Eerivaental

,

30th

.

lecture on
PracDemonstration of \ alve
Characteristic Curves " at the
Physics Theatre, Northern PolythucN lnstututupn, hlollcw;uy

-nie

Society, 2 iS, Oxford Srrr.
Swansea:. Lecture arranged by
Mr. Cuy I-lodge, of the B. t. ci.

)

Hunkley

)

l)istrict

-

ire-

Valve."
24th (Ti WRs.).-Li verpcol \Vi reless

30th ('A co

.

Chant-

Mei-se

----------------

'-L-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

-

('Ao.).-The

--

-

-.

23rd

S

.,

S.

G.

Taylor

r

of

('s ice-

President),
at Litticovr, at
7.30 p.m.
One only of each
make required, and members
with loud-speakers (or cornparison
should communicate
with the Secretary.
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IMainly abÒub
Valves
filament fuse is at present On the mrket,
which will absolutely guarantee the filament
against any accident. Such a fuse could be
placed in between the clips, and filament
safety would be ensured.
If some manufacturer of valve panels will
adopt these suggestions and point out the
merits of these refinements, he might sell
thousands. I make him a present of these

Valve Panels

IHAVE aIvays had two Complaints to

One is
make about most aIve panels.
that, in the case of some of the panels, the
terminals are not arranged in an intelligent
manner, and the other is that, as far as I am
aware, there is no valve panel on the market
which gives the experimenter any idea as to
vhich side the filament rheostat is connected.
It is an important point, nevertheless, and
in nine cases out often it is desirable to hae
the filament rheostat in the negative lead;
that is to say, between the negative terminal
on the \alve panel and one of the filament
sockets on the valve holder:
\Vhy could not the manufacturers place the
letter R in a circle above the terminal to which
the rheostat is connected, this terminal being
the negative terminal?
If the experimenter wants to have the
rheostat in the positive lead, he simply regards
the existing negative terminal as the positive
one, and cannects it to the positive terminal
of the accumulator.
Another point, as regards the arrangement
of the terminals. I prefer myself to have the
grid terminal at the left-hand top corner, the
anode terminal at the top right-hand corner,
and the two filament terminals to the front.
s nearly all panel circuits are wired up from
left to right, it is much more natural to have
these terminals in these positions.
;Aiiotlier point is: Why does not some
manufacturer or other connect a pair' of lilanient fuse clips on his panel? A very good

suggestions!
A

High Tension Battery Fuse

It is almost as important to have a fuse
in the high_tension battery circuit as in the
filament circuit. Personally, I have adopted
a very neat fuse placed on the market by an
enterprising firm of battery makers. This
fuse is simply a flash lamp screwed into a

'

specially large wander plug, which fits into
the high-tension battery socket. Anyone who
experiments should make use of this valuable
device, which in no way complicates the
apparatus requ ¡red, but wli ich, ne\ ertheless,
prevents those inevitable short circuits which
ruin the life of a high-tension battery. The
price of the latter being usually in the neighbou rhood of that of a valve, the battery s'hould
be taken care of just as diligently. If the hightension battery of 50 or more volts is shortcircuited, the current passing through each)
cell is enormously greater than that for which
the battery is designed. One faulty cell in
the battery, and the battery is temporarily
out of order..

BLIND SPOTS AND FADING OF SIGNALS
weather conditions, strength of atmosplierics, and whether the bearing of the
transmitting station, if observed, varied
thiring the lading period, whether
ch'anges in the adjustment of the rerelying apparatus vere made in the,
period.
If accumulators or batteries
were changed this should be recorded,
and also, in short, any indication that

(Continued from page 428)
fading might be traced to the
instruments in use, or whether ,the
the

.

phenomenon could be accounted for
by any local occurrence.
The.strength of signals should be recorded, according to the following

scale:-

-

Inaudible.
1.
Just audible,
Very faint, unreadable (speech in-

O.

2.

distinguishable). 3. Just readable (in
speech words
just distinguishable).
4. Faint.
5. Rather faint.
6. Fair,
7. Good. 8. Strong. 9. Very strong.'
Accurate recording of signal strength
will, it is hoped,. he of considerable
assistance in locating districts in which
signals are abnormally strong or weak
from particular stations.
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Correspondence

IN GENERAL
To the EDI10R, Wireless

Il'eekly.

Stn,-I

had intended before now expressing my appreciation of lVirefess
lVeel.dy and alsp Modern Wireless, but
at last take this opportunity of doing
so.

BROADCAST PROGRAMMES
To the Eutior. Wireless lVeekly.
Sic-Although a keen Critic of the

transformers, and have come to the
conclusion that the majority are inefficient when coupled to a crystal set.
I have also discovered how an mdlicient trarisforitier may be made quite
efficient when connected to crystal

-

BBC. concerts, I must say entirely
disagree with " An Elderly Listenerin '' with regard to the " high-brov ':
music which 'is being broadcast.
Broadcasting. is the finest chan
there ha euer been of educating the
musical tastes of the nation,
I ,am a keen uanccr mvclf, and
like' the so-called "jazz ' Thusic in
a ball-room, but nothing is tore borwireing than' litening 'to 'it by
I

-

If you can only maintain the standard you have at present set you will,
feel sure, have an assured success.

I

should like to take this opportunity,
may, of drawing your attc'ntiort to
several points. Cannot manufacturers
standardise such parts as, for instance,
coil plugs? I have found Burndept,
Peto-Scott, Auckland, etc., io have each
a different spacing between centres, und
it is impossible, except perhaps a1te
undid' forcing. to have them interchangeable.
ibis point lias arisen
when earious students have brought
coils along for testing.
Further. I have seen no attempt to
reduce the price of sets, either for home
construction or otherwise, by eliminating ebonite panels. It is rea'hIv a waste
of money to use large ebonite panels
when teak or oak can be used and
stained with some such stain as
Sohignum,'' for example, all necessar'.' terminals being bushed
with
ebonite.
Perhaps an article, vould
draw the attention of amateurs to this

if

I

Jess.

le

'

O
Fig.

1.
.

.

The method is to svire the trans-

foimeras shown in Fig. i, and I think
you will be surprised at the great in-j

crease of signal strength,

am, a..,

-

w j.

Gate, E

'
.

saving.

'

Also I feel it is bad practice to place
the valves in so urproteçted a posi
is usually found in English
tiofl as
sets. The Yanks have u beat there.
Lastly, and perhaps the most impoi-tant, is Cannot something be done
to
reduce
the
interference
from
spark " ? Personally, I find it very
barI, and should like to know how
other coast towns are affected, as I
have seen several, references to this
matter already.
The ordinary ship
messages are bad enouth, but when
in addition you hear operators " sitting ' on their keys or sending
for
quite a fair time, or sending " Hello.
old man," etc., umpteen times, it
makes you wih for sorne control.
I am, etc.,
Southampton.
C. E. CHESTER.

\s

L.F.

TRANSFORMERS

To the EDITOR. Wireless IVeekly.
Sie,-! have experimented with a
good. number of cheap low-frequency

LOr'4c-DISTANCE CRYSTAL
RECEPTION
.

.

ro the

Sie,-I

-

'

-

I

'TT!".

Fet

",

'also ant sorry that 21.0 has ,iiade
itS, dance music later, as preiousv it
'as gi'en at a time
could -not often
listen-in, and thiercore did not spar it
'much,
I do not think theniusical director of
Ike B.B.C. rings the changes_ ffii. have noticed on more than
ciently.
one occasion that pieces and songs ha'.'e
I

...I
I tdf,vm

sels.

S

-

EDITOR.

lVire!ess

-

been repeated once or twice(within a
ver'.' short period
I suppose there are many people who

listen-in every night, but I find, from
talking to people, that a larger number
listen-in two or three times a week
only, and who 'refer, certain evenings,
say from 8-10.30 p.,.. to be devoted to
different classes of enter nment, e.g.,
chamber music, orchestral, operatic,
choral, dance music, etc.
-

-

-

.

iam et.,

''

.

.

i__

'

F. D. V. C000ALL.

Teddineton

It'eekly

have a I.l3.C. crystal set
made by the
Co.
\Vith this set
I can receive Manchester Station quite
clearly, which is at least forty miles
distant from where I live (in the
W irral Peninsula).
This, I believe; is
quite a long range for a set of this
type, but last week I was' amazed to
hear the strains of an orchestra (after
2ZY had closed down for the night).
I tuned this in and received 2L0 vitli
great clearness, and 'as able to hear
every word which was transmhted
since then I find I can get London
fairly well on any fine night, although
I can only pick up very faint messages

from Birmingham.
I think this must
be rather unusual, judging from the
letters which are published in lVirelss
Wee lily.
.
I am, etc.,
W. O. HRETIIERTON.

EXPERIMENTAL TRANS
MISSIONS
To the Eoiroe, Wireless 1l'eeklv..

Sts,-May
amateur'

I

make

transmitiers

an

appeal

through

to

your

pages.

help exI think it would greatly
perimental work (amateur) if transmitting amateurs would give their call
signs more frequently when working.
take great interest in amateurs,
I
and sit up every night after broadcast.
ng to listen to them, while I listen-in
all day oli Sunday, but I ani often
disappointed when, after tuning an
amateur in during the middle of his
speech, all I hear at the end is a curl
" over." lt would be very much beikr
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if they gáve tleir sign always t the
end as well as at the beginning of a
transmission.
I am, etc.,
L.

-

G. FULLER.

\Vanstead, Essex..

results appear to be consistent and are
obtained without difficulty.
i am, etc., W. A. HAYES, Hon. Sec:,
Portadown Radio Associìtion.
Co. Arrnagh.

ON MUSIC
To the EDITOR Wireless lleekly.
SIR,-A correspondent in a recent
issue of the Wireless Weekly makes a
pica for brighter music.
His plaint
is that the B.B.C. compels him to lTsten
to the Chopin études, nocturnes, and
all the rest, whether he likes theai or
not. The writer of the letter echoes
something that is very common in alt
branches of art.
What please one
To
taste is unsatisfactory to another.
literature the mind that revels in Tarzan
finds no delight in the exquisite fantasies
of a Barrie.
Similarly, in a 'more
domestic sense, the meal that satisfies
the hungry navvy is repulsive to the
more delicate ippetite of the epicure.
ut our correspondent, who would
Le perfectly delighted by a musical procession of " Limehouse Blues, ""The
Bells of St. Mary's,'' and " In a
Monastery Garden," should remember
that of the thousands of " listenersin " there would be at least ço per
cent, who would be bored to distraction by such pieces, pretty and tuneful
as they undoubtedly are.
lt all shows
how very difficult it is to cater for the
tastes of such a large and varied audience. The only solution of the problem
is to " mix it."
One could wish,
however,, that the broadcasting artistes
would choose pieces of a less severely
academic
pianists
nature-the
There is no limit to the
especially.
number of solo pieces that are both
bright and tuneful, and, generally
speaking, the majority of listeners-in
can find no particular delight in reflect.
ing on the ease with which the artiste is
surmounting difficulties of technique.
Tune is the first essential, rhythm the
second, and the est matters not.
I am, etc.,

Tvivkerthani.

H. O.

TEBB

CONCERNING 5SC
To rna EDITOR,

lVirele.cs

H èekly.

Sia,-Refen-ing to the query of
FAF. (Dalmellington) in sour issue-of
25th April. The querist will probably
know that 5SC (Glasgow) comes in clearly here on 2 slide
coil and crystal detector (" Pernanit "). We are 120 miles from
Glasgow as the crow flies, and the
aerial is a twin 6o foôt high. The
be interested to

TELEPHONE LEADS
lliireless Weekly.
am enclosing herewith a
sketch (Fig. 2) of a simple piece of
home-made apparatus which has proved
so uncommonly useful, that I feel sure
it would be sulliciently interesting to
publish.
The sketch is self-explanatory, the
arrangement consisting of an empty

To

TIlE

EDITOR,

Si,-I

tempered

through
quickly show the state of the edges
and after a trial drill has been used

and tested a number of others may bemade at the same time.
The greatest defect of these fati
shaped drills is that each time they are
sharpened the size is slightly reduced,
but this can be obviated to a certain
extent by getting thecorrect temper
suitable for the material to be drilled.
I am, etc.,
Leeds.
C. \\. OseoRs.

-:

reel, two terminal connectors and about
a dozen yards of silk flex.
la use, the ends of the flex may be
left permanently connected to the set,
and the reel with the telephones
attached may be taken away and the
broadcasting enjoyed under the most
comfortable conditions.
I am, etc.,
JOhN

li.

HItF..

NW.

ON DRILLS
To TIlE EDITOR, Wireless Weelly.
is, of Course, quite correct

drill made from hard drawn
brass will pierce ebonite as stated by
a

Mr. W. E. Gibson in your issue of
May 9th, but a steel drill if correctly.
made will last much longer and is a
more practical proposition.
\Vith a steel drill the mtiin thing is
to get the right temper after hardening. This depends on the quality of
the steel used to a Certain extent, a
dark blue temper in one class of steel
equalling a lighter blue in another
variety. When a drill has been made
and used the cutting edges should be

examined.

k

TilE

Eiîoa,

Wireless IVeekly.

SIR,-\Vith

reel showing
how the leads
are connect ed

SIR,-lt

a
a

THE OLDEST CLUB

Fig. 2.-The

that

drill should be
little more.
A glance
magnifying glass will

edges are chipped the

To

Hendon,

J923

23,

blunted or turned o\'er, the drill is
too soft and requires hardening and
tempering again.
if, however, thè

o

-

PÇ'I

May

-

If the edges are unduly

reference to the statement in the Wireless Weekly, No. 3,
page i6i, and subsequent letter from
Mi'. Sutton, I beg to deny having ever
stated that the Nottingham Wireless
I
Soicty vas the oldest in England.
intended denying this at an earlier
date, but owing to pressure of business
omitted to do so.
l'he remark actually made by me at
the meeting vas,
I
believe that the
Nottingham Wireless Society is one of
the oldest in England, and even senior
to the Wireless Society of London. '
This was not meant as a challenge iii
any way, and I regret any cbntroversy
caused thereby.
I can assure ou that I dc flot wish
to tread on anyone's corns in this
matter, and I am very pleased to be
able to say that the anlateur wirekss
societies are remarkably free from
those petty jealousies which so mar
many other associations.
As Mr. Sutton so ably remarks,
" there is very little credi.t in being
the oldest society in England-what
Counts iS the liveliness of the Society
in question," and I think I can safely
say, without throwing out another challenge, that the Nottingham Society

certainly ranks with the liveliest in
\Vishing your journal the
England.
success it deserves.
I am, etc.,
HECTOR FORD,

Chairman of the Nottingham and
District Wireless and Experimental Association.
Nottingham.
(\Ve quite agree regarding the avoid.
This correance of petty jealousy.
spondence is now closed.-En.)
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The following list lias been specially compiled for
Wireless Weekly" by Mr. H. T. P. GEE,
Pat enl Agent, Staple House, 51 and 5?, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and ai 70, George Street,
Cre ydon, ftc ni whom copies of the full specifications published may be obtained post. free oi
peyment of the official price of is. each. We have arranged for Mr. Gee ti? deal with queslions
relating to Patents, Designs and Trade Marks. Letters should he seni to him direct ai the above address.
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APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS
As,.-Gr.s. BROWX. Bovrni, FT Cir.
-Apparntiis for taking direct-current voltsoc froc from higher harmonies fiom a
rectifier.
April 26th. (Germany, April
26th. 1922.)
11331.

11426.

Blass Rrovi.sron.-

AKTIEBDUGET

Ilegnlnting-devioes for electrical apparattio.
Api ii 27th. (Sweden, September ist, 1922.)
ANOF.L, E. 3.-Time-setting device
11066.
foi controlling maintenance of an electric
circuit for a variable period. April 24th.
11636. AuorL, E. L.-Time-setting device
for controlling maintenance of an electric
circuit far a variable pci iou Aprii 24tA.
BRITISH Tuowsox- Horsiox Co.,
11123.

LTD-Vibrating

tpril

converters.

(United States, 'Aunuist 24th,

24th.

1922.)

HotisTo'

11513.

BIIITISH

11461.

Boowa, A. C-Telephone receivers.

t.ro.-Sound
Aprii 28th.

THOS1SON-

emitting,

Ac.,

instil

co.,

Aprii 28th.

11330. Bnowx, D--Composition for coverings or insulation. April 27th.
11462. BITRTON, H. A,-Hertaian wave de-

tector.

A

pril

2$.

11313.

BCTCHEIS.

11043,

CHSPMAN.

April

Ac,. instruments.

for circuits
Ao.

.1,

R.

Cor.ESIAN, C.

April 23rd.
10918,

'28th.

H-Valve-protector

employing thernilonic

April 24th.

10917.

H-Sound-emitting,

J.-Teleplione receivels.

COLESISN,

l0949.

valves,

C.

- Loud
April 23r4.

J.

speakers for wireless apparatus.
lISIS. 000a'es. J, A-Holders for thei'
mionic valves, lamps, Ac. April 28th.
11515. CoosiEs & Co., LTD., J. A-Holders
foi' thermionic valves, lamps, Ac. April
28th.
F..-Hightension eleo.
11497. CUEWDSON.
trie switches. April 28th.
11462. 0. A. S. li. WIRELEss SeRvIce.Hertzian wave detector. April 28th.
D.AWSON, R. IT. N-Controlling cir11521.
cuits of thermionie valves, &o. April 28th.
1l322. DAwsoN, R. H. N.-Tuningdevice
for radio telephony, Ao. April 28th.
W. J.-Crvstal.holders foi
11300. DAr,

wireless receivers.
11218.

DOBILIER.

April 26th.

W.-Eleetrio condensers.

Aprii 25th. (United States. October 25th,
1922.)

11410. EASTICK. J. C. N.-Electrio knife
switch. April 27th.
E._Siipply of
K.
11285. EnoEwosin,
power to wireless transmitters. April 26th.

(Speciftcatlons not yet published.)
Eozss-Sws Eircinic Co., Lin.-

11208.

Thermionic devices. April 25th.
11097.

i

ELS'F.LL.

ceiving-devioes.

Tb.,

C.

April 24th.

F-Wireless

re-

Fesorsov. PAILIN, LTD-Electric
switches. -April 28th.
11518. Fexausos,
S-Electric switches.
Aprii 28th.
11518.

-

11924.

Fisn.

\V

,--Sleotric storage bot-

G.ITDON, H.

A-Variable gridleaks.
A-Pluies. to., for

hpiii 23rd.
FJ1EF.DMAN, 1'.-Thermionio devioe.

teries, Ar,
1120$.

April 23th.
11026.

April

11448.

rd.
Gavoox,

H.

electric batteries, Ao, April 27th.
10987. GENcRAI, Ei,rci'iiic Co., LTD-Combined electric switch and plug connectors.
April 23id.
11083. GLEASON,
L, 11.-Adjusting-devices
for wireless instrumente. April 24th.
11440, Oiisnusi, l'.A.-Cabinctu. Ac., with
aerial systems for wireless reception .Apr il
27th.

11292.

LTD-Detectors

GI1SSIOSTTLES,

wireless instruments,
11208. GoF.ETH si,
April 23t1u.
10939. Hraarr,

A-o.

%pi

il 26th,

for

E.-Therm ionic devices

R.

-

Electric

switches.

April 23rd.
Ionsvic ELEC'TIiIC Co.. Lin.11411.
Switches ad adjustmrnt devices. April

?th.

11066.

Jnvis,

W.

A-Time-setting

device

for controlling maintenance of an electric
circuit for a variable period. .pril 24th.
11292. JFNKINSON, H-Detectors for wireless instiuinents, Ac. April 26th.
11354. 3lcLr.ax*a. fl-Telephone receivers.
April 2Tth.
11294.

31.

L. MAGNrTo SYNDICATE, LTD.-

Transforniation of electrical energy.
26th.
1h17.

Bonis-r,

G.

Api il

A-Electric primary

April 24th.
11118. MORLEY, G. A-Apparatus for test'
ing batteries, Ar. April 24th.
VeacNooTsca.sr Pnitsrs
11244. N.uaiLoozr

batteries, Ac.

Electric cliselini go
April 25th. (Holland, October 21st.

GeorLsaIpENrAsisIu.ssEa.

tubes.
1999.)

U.-Hertzian vavo detector Api ii 28th.
O.
11518. PAILIN
Elctrio switches.
ApriI 28th.
lIOSO. PASSONS, A-Insulator for wileless
11462.

aerials.

Oeiovs.

A.

-

April 24th.

.......

II30l. 'PATTeNDo'i
-Urystal.bolcleis
wireegs receivers. April 26th.

foi

11093.

l'cerca,

11199.

l'BErN,

D.

bitteries.

Electric

ApriI 24th.
1h35. l'OsVF.LL, J. E. 0.-Telephone
ceiving inotruments. April 24th.
95th.

re-

A-Crystal detector. Anill

11200.
Pnrra, A-Condenser for wireless
receiving-seta. %pril 25th.
11Icauuosox, P-Aerials for wire11210.
less installations. April 20th.
Rucaras. W. J-Cabinets. A-e., with
11442.
aerial systems for sviielens reception. April
27th.
Rourxs. CHArSIAN, & Co-Valve11043.
protector for oircuuits employing thermionto
valves, &e. April 24th.
11013. Rossas, E. T.--Valvc-proteetor for
circuits empoying thermionic valves, Ac.
hpl.il 24th.
11108. Rosussos, E. Y-Electric vacuum
tube devices, A-o, April 27th,
11201. Rouans, A.-Coil.luolcfrrs for wile.
less, A-o., instruments, April 25th.
11140. Rojas, F. t.-Rlueostat,
hprih 24th.
11112, SCU'VELTZEE & Cosimo. ¡NC.-Circuit-controhing devices. A pril 24th.
ScIxTii.LA.-Higli-v'olfuga conne sins
11439.
device. .piil 2th. (Germany, June 1 6th.

1922.1

-

1l4?8.

.tc.

Susse, T.

April 27th.

B-Wireless telegra

7hs.

SaOnrr, J, A.-Varisble resisti ines
for ss-ireless telephony. Api-il 24th.
11036.

R.-Crystal'liolcler for
April 27th.

I 1370.

SialatoNs, B.

11309.

Taovsov, R. W. M.-Electricnl

wireless systems,

tacts.

Apiil

26th.

con

TwINP, L. 11. G.--Receivers fer
wireless te ephony, te. April 24th.
11137. WtLen. P. H-Electric trip sw itch
11123.

devices.

April 24th.

I 129-1.

WATSON,

11097.

WILSON,

E.

A.-Translormatior i' of

electrical energy. April 26th.
10969, \Vrsisiiv ELr.cTnic t'o.,
naIling systems. April 23rd.
devices.
11521.

lace.

- Sig.

X.-Wii eless reociv ing
April 24th.
Woobnorre F. K-Controlling cir.

chits of thermionia valves, Ac. April 28th.
ii,5i. Woonsorre, F. .-Tsningdevices
for radio telephony, &a. April 28th.
11411. Wsroî S. K-Switches and ad.
juatment devices. April 27th.
11513. Yovao, A. 1'.-Sounil.omitting, &c..
instiument.j. Apri 28th.

ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS REÇENTLY PUBLISHED
(Copies of the full specifications, sshen printed, may be obtained from Mr. Gee,
post free on payment of the official price of Is. each.)

191311. Bcenî
storage battery
the perchlorato
active material,

11.-The electrolyte

of

a

consista of a solution of
of the metal forming the
tbe support foe the active

matcaini consisting of a metal or alloy such
as ferro-silicon, which is inert with respect
to the electrolyte. The electrolyte consists
of a solution of lead perchlorate of a con.

centration corresponding to 40 per cent. nf
metallic lead. Ootobei 10th. 1921.
194365. DosNIG, tV-An aerial of the hon.
zontal loop typa, wherein the capacity be
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tween the agrial and earth is .not utilised,
oompriseì a single loop of a width equal

to subatantinllv halt the wave1enth. and'
with Ita ends connected to a souree of
oscillations or to a receiving apparatus.
The loop may be provided with equally distributed tuning condenseis. Waves of
different lengths may be transmitted or re-

r

.

May
iiisttting-devices described in the parent
SpeSification. A further featiÌe df the invention consists in the uso of specialty de-

aighed recording sound-boees of tise movingcoil type. December 16th, 1921. (Cognate
nppication No. 25141/22. Addition to 160225.)
¡94439. Voier. P. G. A. H-Relates to
cireuit arrangements in thermionic detectois and relays which permit of simultaneous high- and low-frequency amplification, and consists In an attachment for
back-coupling a low-frequency valve to, a
highfrequency amplifier. January .10th,
1922.
19448&

TErT?
Fig. 1.-Illustrating Patent

No. 194355.

simultaneously by providing a
separate loop for each wavelength, and
thesc loops may be arranged concentrically.
ceivecl

December 5th, 1921.

MCLACHLAN, N. W. and Luxeninur,
194378.
IV.-The receiving circuit of wireless
reoeiwlng-apparatus
contains
a
directousrent relay or recorder arranged so
to be shielded from alternating currents.
December 7th, 1921.
Syas, A. F-Consists mainly in
191124.
the provision in sound-recording apparatus,
as claimed in the parent Specification
No. 180223, of an intervnlve transformer
comprising, in addition to' the usual windingo, a tertiary winding forming part of a
cironit containing resistance, inductance, or
capacity, or combinations thereof. Sucio a
transformer, which is of the kind described
in Specifiontion 190840, can be used in place
of the inductance, realstunce, and condenses

A.

GATES,

P.

J-A

194MO.

BROWN,

(1.-An

S.

expanding

sound horn for use, for example, in s
gramophone or in a loud-speaking telephone
receiver, comprises a base portion cast in
aluminium or other light metal or alloy.
and a bell mouth of spun sheet metal
secuied to the casting, for example, by
rivets. The horn is provided with one or

No. 195459.

one.*

half, one-quarterone-eighth, kc.,. of thi
length of ths horn, from the narrow ends
in cider to relieve nodal pressure at these
points, and so prevent the formation of
stationary waves in the. born. February
10th, 1922.

-

-

-',

t'I.

Fig. 3.-iuustraling Paient No. 191510.
194571.

CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE

Co..

LTD-A storage battery electrode consists.
of a frisme surrounding parallel diagonally
as ranged bara directed towards, the corner
of the electrode carrying the terminal
Moricontial bars disposed alternately on
opposite sides of the electrode sore provided
to retain the active material during the
foiming process, but they are sufficiently
thin to be destroyed by chemical notion
when the electrode sa in use in the battery.
April 13th.

Fig. 2.-Illustrating Patent

1923

more holes, arriiiged at distances of

system for charg-

ing anumher"of accumulators of varying
sizes comprises a main source of supply,
a main accumulator noimally us series with
the accumulators to be charged, variable
resistances in the circuit of each accumulator, means for varying the number of
cells in the main accumulator, a voltmeter
and an ammeter adapted to be placed acioss
and in serica with the accumulators reapectively. and switching means whereby the
main accumulator may be employed to
charge the smaller accumulators when the
main source is disconnected. Januasy 25th,
3921. (Cognate application 23823/22.)

23,

3922.

FROST, S. (l'-A fusible element is
191595.
conneoted inside the bulb of a thermionic
valve or other vacuum tube between one
oi' more electrodes or an internal member
and an external ciiouit, so that the deetrode or other part muy be heated by
passage of current during exhaustion of the
bulb, the fuse being afterwards blown by
increasing the current. May 19th, 1922.

OOOOocOoO

AN IMPORTANT

t)

ANNOUNCEMENT

it is with great pleasure that we are able to announce that Mr. Percy W. Harris, a former Editor ol the WIRELESS
WORLD," and more recently Editor of "CONQUEST," will join the staff of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" and "MODERN
WIRELESS," as from the ist June.
Mr. Harris is the author of"A.B.C. of Wireless,"" Broadcast Receivers and How to Use Them,"" Practical Wireless
Sets for All," "Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception," and other works. His name has become a household word
amongst all experimenters, and bis services will henceforth be at the disposal of the 100,000 readers of " WIRELESS
WEEKLY" and "MODER WIRELESS."
As publishers, we have done everything possible to strengthen our organisation.
t is only because we are the
largest publishing house devoted solely to wireless interests, that we have been able to gather together the principal writers
in the country. We want our readers to realise that here, at Devereux Court, ail the energy, skill and experience of a strong
editorial staff are being placed at their disposal. Our whole efforts are directed to producing thoroughly reliable, up-to-date
and instructive wireless Information. The reputation of the Radio Press Ltd., and, also of its individual members, depends
solely on our wireless publications.
The boom in wireless has tempted general publishers, without any'experience whatsoever of wireless, to launch out
into the new field. It -is our intention, for the benefit of new readers, to point out periodically the advantages of buying
publications which bear the hall mark of authority. Only by our having a strong editorial staff can readers feel that Confidence
which is so essential. Perhaps a little more has to be paid for the privilege, but it is weil worth while. ¡n welcoming
1Ir. Harris, we can say, on his behalf, that It Is his Intention to uphold and enhance the reputation which RadIo Press Ltd.
possesses amonget those interested In wireless in this country.
'
-
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H. T. ROBERTS. D.Sc. (F.Inst.P.), aSSi3teí 0v A. L. M.

DUGLAS

¡n this section we will deal with all queries regarding anything which appears in " Wireles3
Not more than three questiöns will be
Weekly," "Modern Wireless," or Radio Pre3s Books.
answered al 'mce. QuerEes, accompanied by the Coupon from the current issue, must be euclsed in
an envelope marked "Query," and addressed lo the Editor. Replies will he sent by p.9st if stamped

*

addressed envelope is enclosed.

-

W. B. (BEESTON)

S

voltage to the necessary value for satisfactory.
working of the low-frequency valves, which aie
hard. He asks our advice.
The particular make of 'alve you mention is salisfled 'ith about 24 to 30 'volts on the plate, and therefore- becomes readily saturated.
You should use a
sepal-ate high-tension battery fQr your detector valve,

asks for a circuit showing a

(rvstal rectifier and a three-stage low-frequency
amplifier, the last valve being used for power
amplification.

\\e

reproduce herewitk a circuit diagram of the
type you require, as ve have had a number o enquiries for the same arrangement.

-.

-

.,:.:-i'EtJ.

o

L1

LT-

I

LT+

H. E. 0'S. (CHELSEA) Is making up the variometer Crystal receiver described in "MODERN
WIRELESS,!' No. 2, but does not know' whether to
use high-resistance telephones or low-resistance
telephones with a transformer. Some have advised
him to use one, some the other.

otherwise your low-frequency valves are working too
far dow n the lower bend óf their characteristics.
Your circut diagram is correct.

"LOUD-SPEAKER " (TAUNTON) asks whether
it would be a practicable proposition to have an
aerial consisting of three parallel wires, with some
device so that he could put into circuit either one,
two or three wires according to the wavelength
he wishes to receive.
The arrangement 'ou suggest could not be convenientiv used, and would not as a niatte- of fact vari' the
wavelength in the manner you imagine it would.

H igh.resistance

telephones will probably gi ve you
slightly better results than low-resistance 'phones used
with a transformer, although there is not the loss
in efficiency that is generally thought to be the case
when a transformer is used, and it will aiw avs be
useful when you add salves as you evidently propose
to do for amplification purposes.

J. H. (MAIDA VALE) asks for particulars
three- or four-valve receiver.

V. H. G. (CLAPHAM ROAD, S.W.8) has a fourvalve receiver in which the rectifier is a very soft
valve, and finds that he is unable tri rjse the node

See ¡Vireless

Weekly, Vol.

i,

of a

No.
.
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H. W. (BOOTHAM, YORKS) proposes to wind
two'formers each 4m, long by 3fln. diameter with
Litz wire, a sample of vvhicb he encloses, to cover à
wavelength between 100 and 800 metres. He wishes'
to know the necessary number of turns.

-

Each tube will require to be wound for its entire
length with the vire you submit, Ten tappings
should be taken from each tube at equal intervals
so that the wavelength may be accurately adjusted.
We do not think you will get very satisfactory
coupling by mounting them in the manner suggested; it would be much better if you made one
tube sufficiently small to slide inside the other one,
as there will not be sufficiently tight coupling upon
The wiring of a seriesthe lowest wavelengths.
parallel switch is given herewith.

1

a

Have

you

O

a

f10131.J

who is
Beginner?

4

friend
a.

.,
-

-

J
-

you have a friend who is just
about to take up Wireless, get
him a copy of this little book.
First published over a year ago,
it is still the best elementary
book on the subject. Its saies
have been enormous-sufficient
evidence that it treats the subject in an interesting,and authoritative manner.

I

I
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ScottTaggart, F.lnst.P.
(Editor of "Wireless Weekly.")

By John

-

j
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E. M. L. (WANDSWORTH) asks (1) whether a
high-frequency transformer wound on a 1in.
diameter ebonite former with 250 turns tapped at
certain points, would be suitable to cover a range
from 300 to 3,000 metres. (2) He has found
basket coils to be the most efficient form of inductance for tuning purposes. He asks if this
should be so. (3) Whether the thickness of former
on which the baskets are wound has any bearing
on the inductance value.
(i) 1f your transformer has eight slots, you should
wind ioo turns ¡n the first two slots and 200 turns

-

each of the others. The primary and secondary
should be wound ¡n alternate slots. Tappings may
then be taken from both primary and secondary,
when you will find this transformer will cover the
range requited. (2) Basket coils are very efficient
as inductances in oscillatory circuits. () The thickness of former has little or no bearing on the inductance value.
W. B. (AMERSHAM) refers to the 3-valve panel
in No. 2 of" MODERN WIRELESS," and asks what
is necessary to make this into a complete receiver.
ith holders for aerial and
A tuning coil stand
secondary circuit coils will be necessary, and two
variable condensei-s to tune the circuits. For the
reception of Broadcasting the coils might have fifty
and seventy-five turns respectively; and the aerial
tuning condenser (which should be in series) might
have a value of 0.0015 .F, the secondary circuit
condenser (which is in parallel) having a value of
in

F.
A. E. H. wishes to know what kind of valve amplifier
would be necessary for the reception of all the
0.0005

British Bioadcasting and Continental telephony
when used with an inductively coupled èrvstal
receiver.
Two high-frequency valves vill render the telephony
audible, and one or two note-magnifiers might b
The
added if loud-speaker signals are desired.
ltez-native sizes of tubes you mention are quite
suitable.
454
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E. M. (GROSVENOR ROAD, N.5) sends us a
sketch of a loud-speaker which he has constructed,
but from which he does not obtain satisfactory
results.
lt is evident that the method of mounting the ear-

YOUR CHOICE

piece is not satislacorv. Your diaphragm is much
too large and will rattle at the slightest provocation,
and your trumpet is incorrectly shaped. We do not
think that even with great care you would be able
to obtain very good results from a loud-speaker
extemporised from a tobacco tin.

must
eventually

H. W. T. (CHESHIRE) asks questions aboUt a
loud-speaker which he wishes to construct. He
has facilities for metal turning and so forth at his

SETTLE ON

A

t

;'

disposal.

We are shortly publishing an article on this subject.
H. K. (FOREST GATE) asks for the connections of
a hlgh-frequenc3 panel, embodying a suitable tuner.
We reproduce herewith a circuit diagram showing
It is impossible to
he arrangement you require.
predict the range. of your set accurateiv, but it should
be 'at least 200 miles for Broadcasting.

-

-.

-

RADIO RECEIVER.

'IT..

The"CHAKOPHONE"
CRYSTAL SET
here illustrated, is
thoroughly efficient and
Is guaranteed to give
Ño. 3

J
.

'-.

-

ulSt

Neat in
design and hand-

/

sOmeinappearance,

.1:

PRICE

-'

Z
-

-

.

-:--.

-

-.

with phones,
aerial,
etc.

:

....

-

Other "CHAKOPHONE ' Models include:
No. i. Two-valve Cabinet Model Receiver.
No. i. Two-valve Cabinet Model Amplifier.

W. B. M. (ST. LEONARDS) asks questions about
interference likely to be caused by neighbouring
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COMPLETE
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it is effective up to
a range of 25 to 30
miles from a Broadcasting Station. For
clearness of tone
and volume of un-j
distorted sound,- it
cannot be excelled.
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/
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No.
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\Ve do not think that at the distance you are from
the tramlines you will experience any trouble.
W. R. B. (ENFIELD LOCK) is using a dual
amplification Circuit as described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," and asks whether certain alterations
would be advantageous.
\Ve do not recommend alterations from the design
of this instrument, upon which a considerable amount
of experimental work has already been done.
T. L. (FINSBURY PARK) asks questions about
a dual amplification circuit.
See reply to " \V. R. B." (Enfleld Lock).
W. T. (SHEPHERD'S BUSH) asks with reference
to circuit ST 45 how coils should be constructed to
cover a wavelength range of from 200 to 3,000

Two-valve and Crystal Receiver.
Two-valve Panel Type Amplifier.

2.

2.

Also the "CHAKOPHONE"
Complete Sets of Parts tor Home Building.
We

shall b pleased lo send oar
Demonstrating Cor Io any address.
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If ou propose to wind basket coils and your former
has an external diameter of 2m., with 27 spokes, you
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will require a series of coils having the following
numbers of turns
6o, 90, 130, 200, 260.
J. B. J. (WET HAMPSTEAD)ask questions

about certain commercial apparatus.

C,

lt is obviously impossible for us to give a recommendation of any particular firm's products in these
columns.
question like this should be taken up
with the manufacturers direct.
R. T. G. (NEW CROSS, S.E.14) asks, for adiagram
of a telephony transmitter with one valye which
gives good control.
We submit herewith a suitable circuit diagram giving
you the necessary values for inductances, condensers,
etc.

I

-

PracticaIWireIess

1öö-'
J_

Va IvéÇircul Es

(f)i
I

John Scott-Taggart, F. Inst. P., Editor of
Modern

Wireless.

-

you are thinking of building
IF your own Set, or of improving
your' present one, then yoii mu
new book.
Start- with- a good Circuit-a practicable
one-arid you will save perhajs hours of
nnecessary labour;
have a copy of

this

A description of every Circuit is given,
together with typical Condenser and Resistahèe Valües. Remember That every Circuit
has been actually tested and its efficiency
guaranteed..

I

&'stal Detecto
Valve Circuits,

ci; SgIe
Two-Valve Ciruits.

j

L

Oscillators for Ñeterodyne
reception of C.W. Valve Tians-.
tte and Radophdne Cirts.

2/6

I

Circuits Four-Valve
jThree-Valve
Circuits,. and Five-Valve Circuits,
-I

J

Local

r

-

from all

Booksellers
or 2/8 post

I

free direct.

_____i
t.

-

']1Ltô.
PUBLISHERS t)F AUTHORITATIVE W IRELESS LITERATURE,

DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND
B

2.

Mollard

¡f = P.

37O

4tube;

40 s.w.g., core

22 s.w.g., S. 20,000 T

f

X 4"

iron wire; ¡=0-o' .F; ¡C=o/o5 amp.; L=6 volts;
M = P.O. solid back type.
W. H. T. proposes to make variable condensers
out of brass tubes sliding inside each other, and
asks the necessary sizes, etc.
\Ve are afraid it is not a practicable compoition to
make variable condensers of the large capacity yt u
would require from brass tubes. You would do far
bettet- by adopting the standard type of moving
With reference to your
vane variable condenser.
second question, notes on the operation of alve receivers appear from time to time in Mode ru Wireless
and Wireless ¡Veekly, which will form the best guide
for the operatioh of your set.
J. C. (GLASGOW) asks questions about the
winding of inductances.
No. 22 s.w.g. \vire is preferable to No. 27, although
at your distance from SC you would possibly not
notice any difference. In order to obtain sufficient
selecti ity, the inner tube should slide at least in.
a\ay from the outer one. The sensitiveness of this
tve cf tuner increases as .the diameter of the tube
lecomes smaller, therefore it is an advantage to
adhere to the original dimensions, and not shorten
the tupe and increase the diameter. The secondary
must,- of course, be ab!e to go right inside
the primary winding.
T. H. C. wishes to know of a book which will give
him full constructional details for building a good
set for general reception of Broadcasting.
" How to rnike a Unit Wireless Receiver," by E.
Redpath (Radio Press, Limited), skill give you full
constructional details.
D. L. J. (CARDIFF) wishes to know what matèrial
to use for preserving wooden poles used for aerial
and 'mast erection and where to obtain it.
\Ve think that any manufacturer of varnishes and
paints for woodwork 'ould be able tó supply you

jwinding

Contents ______
I

s.w.g.copperwire,6"tube; B=4o' zos.w.g.
0005 .F; D=xo,000.o;E=o2o
C
valve; F
oo volts; G = 6 ohms to pass z amps.;

35T 14

A

COpperwirc,

W.C.

-

-

a satisfactory substance for this pupoe:
should, however, obtain sufficient protection by siñiply
painting the poles.

with
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E. B. C. (WEYMOUTH) has constructed a valve
set on which he is unable to hear any British Broadcasting. He submits particulars of his duolateral
coil which he lias himself made, and asks our
.
advice.

.

CONOMIC

T. C. T.

(LONDON,

S.W.16)

asks with reference

WIRELESS," whether he can use two basket coils
in place of the inductance L,. He also wishes to
know what Is meant by detuning the circuit L, G..
'rhe basket coils you have if of suitable size viIl be
just as efficient as the inductance L1. Detuning the
circuit L2 C., mealls that the high-frequency ampliflei- is

the oscillatory
This arrangement will give good results. -

not strictly in resönance

nrcuit.

with

T. T. F. (YOKER) refers to a 4-valve circuit in
"MODERN WIRELESS," and wishes to. know
whether he can add a loading coil to tune to 1,800
metres.
are used, there vill be no necessity
Io insert a loading coil as the plug-in ccii can easily
., be selected to have a sufficient inductance value to
.cover the range you mention. No alterations to the
¡ring would therefore be necessary.

If plug-in coils

(EDINBURGH) sends us a circuit diagram
of his apparatus, and asks for the size of certain
J.

N.

coils.

Broadcasting
The Hague
Radiola
...
1f

LECJRI

(For
wniTr
VT III
I.

I

jflw
IUTT

D

Head Oj/we

10.

¶

the E.E.C. 40 page RADIO
CATALOGUE or .100 page
GENERAL LIST sent post trea
for 4d.
-

FITZROY

SQUARE, LONDON,

1

j

sow,00s,is

W.1.
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Works
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TWICKENHAM.

303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1.

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE
We do not speclallse
stocks of all Wireless

in a few cheap Unes only; we carry large
Accessories, so necessary ior che Amateur
s

TELEPHONES, genuine French, 4,000 ohms.

..

..

s.

d.

0 17

2

6
6
6

O

3

3

0

4
5

0
0

7

6

British; stamped B.B.C., 4.000 ohm3. .. I
AERIAL WIRE, bare copper stranded, 7/22per lOO ft... 0
INSULATORS: Reel,
Shell, 9d. Egg
.. O
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on ebonite base. 2/-& 0
PERIKON DETECTORS, complete with crystals
.. O
OOJAH BASKET COILS, set of 7, 150-4000 metres. 0
Tde

Idost for

hony.

OOJAH SLAB COILS, set ot8, 150-26,000 metres ..
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. tor pr.nel moontint. lnonIIoIn1

..

0)01

......

12/6

.0005

..

10/6

..

9/6

0

15/-

..
..

EXTENSION HANDLES Adaptable
condensers

2

13/.

Il!.

For all types oF

..

9

O

O

O

lO

6

014

0

0 14

0

0

4

0

0 12

6

9

5

VALVES. Marconi. 17/6. Ediswan; Mullard. B.T.H... 0
SOFT VALVES. Ideal For detecting ..
..
O
Complete Receiving Sels manufactured to your
own specification. Panels Drilled. Coils Wound.

15

0
0
6

.

..

.

.

COIL HOLDERS, with anti-capacity

.

.

2-way
3-way

handles.

TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5-I. Distortionless
..
lOCKET LAMP BATTERIES, economical and efficient
for H.T. Easy to replace single cells.
Per doz.

.

CRYSTAL SETS. B.B.C. Prices including Royalty

AB.

l'aris

L

I

For the reception of British broadcasting the aerial
tuning inductance should have 50 turns of No. 26
d.c.c. wire, the secondary 75 turns of No. 26 d.c.c..
and reaction is not permitted. The aerial circuit condenser would be in parallel ifh this coil. You will
probably obtain satisfactory results from the addition
of one high-frequency valve, and ve would recommend you to add this, as shown in Circuit ST 32
Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio Press.
Limited. Your circuit diagram is correct.
to a circuit shown on page 284 of No. 4 " MODERN

--4 --

F

I

...
...
...

...

...

three coils only

75

ioo
150
250

D.C.

T.A.

Re.

50
150
200
300

75

75
50
30

150

200
300

100

vere used, the A.E. coil would

remain the same, and the others might he one size
less in each case.
W. W. asks

..

AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS.
upwards lioso
TWO-VALVE RECEIVER. B.B.C.. including Royalty

THE WATERLOO

{

IO

ELECTRIC COMPANY;

Electrical and Wireless Engineers.
129 & 1291 Waterloo Road. S.E.1.
'Phone: Hop. 563

certain questions.

p

(i) With reference to the tapped inductance you mention, the merits of the different types of connection
suggested are equal. (2) The terminal you refer to
is useful for experimental purposes, but has no
application to the design of the set you propose to
jise.
-

I1(

.

asl1)
F

J. R. T. (BOURNEMOUTH)

whether a
vatiable condenser of 0.001
capacity across an
inductance which he proposes to use as a tuned
anode circuit is too large. (2) Whether a certain
condenser is of use.
-

(i) The value you mention is much too high. This
condenser might be not larger than 0.0003 F. (2)
The condenser referred to sometimes improves the
clarity of speech and music, but is not absolutely
essential.

k
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-is ¡t as good as you
can possibly make it ?
HE importance of a good Aerial cannot be
Certainly it is often worth at
least the addition of anotherValve to your Set.

'r over-ratèd.

4-

Height, length of lead-in, direction, single wire or
twin-all these are of great importance to the
fian who looks after the details which coünt
towards greater efficiency. Remember you cannot hope to pick up American Broadcasting, for
instance, with an unsuitable Aerial.
This Radio Press Book has been written by an
expert on Aerials to help you-get your copy
now and benefit by his experience. One shilling
is little enough to pay for the vastly superior
results you are certain to obtain.
:..
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after many delays a large numbr
of Expenmenters Licences are again
being issued. If you have built your
own Set and have not been able to obtam a
Licence, we advise you to apply again. However, it is necessary for you to have sufficient
wireless' knowledge to méet the P.M.G.'s
reqmrements thereforé, to help all those who
have previously been disappointed in getting
this licence, we,hve. pepared this new book

A

T

last2

-

r

i

These are thai I am not only
entitled, but compelled by law
to CSSSC an experimenter's
to those applicants in
regard to whom J am honestly
salished that they are genuine

iiee

white il woald
issue an capen.
menser's ¡kence lo the man
nho is obviously merely n
bnosdcast lisle,,e,in,it'osId
be equa Uy wrong lo declue Io
j4é such licences on a «hole
sale scale."

.

No.11

whole facts before the
Officers of £heCros, and
just received the
opinwn.s of the Attorneyand the Soi

be wroog lo

q.

Series

pise the
have

-

...
To

aRresentative
I

. .
wireless Licences
.

JV.AA
4

and how

to óbtain them
By E. REDPATH (Assistant Editor of "lVireless

4

-

\_

\Wrnir, ¡5

\\

-

whilst possessing the requisite
Many keen amateurs
amount of wireless knowledge-have had their applica¿ons turned down because they did not conform to the
Post Office requirements. If you get this Book you wiji
find the whole question of Licences fully explained.
Buy a copy to-day-an Experimenter's Licence will give
you much greater freedom than a Constructor's Licence
(even if the latter is issued) and your position is legalised
once and for always.
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The Broadcasting Committee
ELSEWIIERE in tlìis issue ve give a
portion of the evidence submitted to
the special Committee now sitting to
hole position of broadcastin estigate the
ing. \Vhilst it is no doubt very desirahe
that the whole position should be thoroughly
investigated, it will be apparent that the
mass Qf evidence is likely to assume such
proportions as to cause considerable delay in
the announcement of a decision.
At this juncture, delay should be avoided
at all costs. There is no necessity whatever
to hold up everything until all aspects of the
case are settled. Let us have an interim report from the Committee.

regard to the Constructor's - Licence is
urgently needed.
Reaction
We publish in ths issue a full account of
a most interesting interview with an American
\uthority on Broadcasting. Although we
are naturally very pleased to be told that
tlìe British plans are sound, we must remember that it is probably better to have rapid
development and risk a certain amount of
"chaos " than to deliberately restrict progress in fear of producing chaos-a feár
which, after all, is probably exaggerated.
The real danger lies in the unskilful, and
sometimes we fear unscrupulous, use of valve
recei\ing sets provided with reaction. \\Te
seriously doubt whether regulations can he..
effectively applied to prevent this nuisance,
and consider the best remedy to be the dissemi nation of accurate information.
We know of cases where the use of reaction

The Licence Question
Let us at any rate have an announcement

altogether rather than risk causing
interference.
The unscrupulous person, when detected,
may be reported and may even lose his licence,
but this would not prevent him using appa
ratus with an indoor aerial and, possibly in
a mistaken spirit of revenge, causing more
interference than eer.
No ! Instruction with logical argument is
the better method, and in this connection the
Radio Societies of the country can do good
work. \Ve have done and will continue to
do, our utmost to show the fallacy of receiving loud and raucous noises, which can never
by any stretch of imagination be termed
music, upon a self-oscillating receiving set

with regard to thè licence question: For a
long time now applications for licences have
simply been pigeon-holed by the Post Office
Authorities.
Recently, however, the accumulated applications, numbering over 30,000, have been
carefully examined and classified by a special
staff of sixteen Post Office wireless experts
brought to London from all parts of thç
country for the purpose.
Applicants lìo have established a reasonable claim are to be granted Experimental
Licences vitli as little delay as possible.
Whilst tfìis is certainly a step in the right
direction, the claims of the thousands of
applicants who desire to tise home-made receiving apparatus for the reception of broadcasting are held in abeyance pending a decision of the Committee.
Here, then, is one item which the Committee should dispose of immediately.
An
interim report and a recommendation with

is avoided

and at the same time spoiling the enjoyment
of neighbouring listeners.
The fundamental principle of freedom,
particularly applicable to the freedom of the
ether, is respect forthe rights and privileges
of others.
460
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AERIAL RIGGING AND MAST BUILDING
r

By

F.

H. PIJILPOTT.

Practical information of particular value

lo

all who have not yet erected an aerial.

of a foreword to an article under
title, it may not be out of place
the
above
:BYway
to emphasise th adantages gained by
having a really good aerial.

occasion, and it is by no means so difficult
as it may at first appear.

Most wireless amateurs know the man who
getsthe Dutch concert in a loud-speaker with
a crystal and a frame aerial. He is a familiar
fiiire at all Radio Clubs, ahd has róthin
to learn from the writer. Nevertheless, it is
unuetionable that had he used an outdoor
aerial his results would have been even -more
wonderful; he might, in fact,- even- have dis
penséd with his crystal !
1f asked to decide betwen adding a highfrequency stage to a set or doubling the height
of the aerial, which is now 2Oft., I should unhesitatingly advise the latter.
1 here are probably those who will question
this opinion, which is based entirely on experience, and probably lias no foundation in
theory, but I maintain that the trouble taken
in erecting a good aerial is well repaid by
increased range and volume of signals, even
with the best or most expensive set; furthermore, in cases where the set is not yet installed
and an indoor aerial is contemplated, time
spent on the building and erection of a mast
could be actually paid for in cash by the
saving in the cost of the set for equal results.
There may be a few cases where it is practically impossible to have a broadcasting
receiver with an outdoor aerial, but they are
extremely rare. The writer lias not yet seen
one, as there are very few combinations of
difficulties that Cannot be overcome by two
pairs of hands, common sense, and patience,
and it is hoped that by discussing typical
cases the reader's own particular 1rouble
will be dealt with.
To begin with, it is a comparatively easy
and inexpensive matter for any amateur, particularly the "handy-man " type, to build a
45ft. mast in sections, which he can, under
fair conditions, erect alone, except for, say,
half an hour at a critical stage, when an
assistant (Or possibly two) may be necessary.
The two helpers might easily be his wife and

The material and methods given herewith
lea'.e many alternatives, and are only intended
as a guide to the amateur "rigger," who may
exercise: ìis ingenu!ty in using up ,sqme of
the contents of his "junk-room."
1\1aerials used by the writer were as follows
Two Government surpRis sinaF poles,
J6ft..X2in:, tàpering to 2m.
One I3ft. ditto, ¡in. tapering to Iin.
Steel sleeve for joints, ift. 6m. x 2gm.

The Materials 1equired..

:-

-

:-

.

-

-

Itt. bin. X 2m.
Galvanised pulley, "clothes-line size."
Galvanised wire for guysio gauge- 8oft.
12
,, --móoft.
-

14

,,

-200ft.

(A method of reducink these quan1titi
by one-third will be shown presently.)
9oft. of cord for halyard (Italian hemp is

good but expensive).

Four wooden laths, approx. Sf. x iin.

xin. (These made good spreaders
and if you are erecting a double aerial
two more should be obtained.)
-..
A fe assorted nails and scres.
Some form of anchorage will he required,
hut this item will vary with circumstances,
and vill be described when discussing erection. The same remark applies to tackle, such
as hoards, a rope, etc., that ihl be temporarily
required during erection, but can be returned
undamaged when the job is complete.
\Vith the exception of the steel sleev, io
difficulty should be experienced in obtaining
the material locally. Any tinsmith would
make an efficient substitute for the steel
sleeves from ¡8 or 20 gauge sheét iron, either
lapped and flush rivetted" or wth a
"grooved seam."
(The tradesman will
understand these expressions even if the
reader does not, and they are only given because the tinsmith will probably ask hiclì i
required.)
-

daughter.
This may sound a "tall order," hut it has
been done by the writer on more than one

-

-
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The signal poles, which are octagonal in
section, are ideal for the purpose, hut any
good straight poles of approximately same
dimensions would serve.
Straight-graiiied selected pine of square
section which lias been selected for aeroplane
spars is sometimes obtainable, and is quite

1923

say,

in. screws through holes drilled in the.
sockets, as in Fig. i, A.
Should you have no méans of drilling the
socket it niay bè prcentd from slipping
down out of place by a screw in the pole,
placed below the socket.
It should here be
noted that it is of the utmost importance that
the sleeves cannot slip away from the joints,
as, should this happen at all, it would most

probably

he

during

erection, and there is
the possibility of your

B

iI3ii.

bereaved family losing

interest in wireless:
It will by now he ap-

STEEL SLEEVE

Fig.

1.-Showing how

the poles

should be

çut.

parent

suitable, but, of course, requires square
sleeves, and is tiot, perhaps, of quite so good
an appearance. Also these spars are not
tapered, and the top section is for this reason
unnecessarily heavy, and considerably increases any difficulties of erection.

Mast Construction
The first step in building the mast is to fit
the two thick ends of the 6ft. poles into the
larger of the two sockets. If necessary the
pole should be shaved down to size with a
spokeshae or pocket knife.
The ends of the poles should be cut square,
as in Fig. i, A, and not sloping, as at B.
Some signal poles are cut in this way, but it
is very unaesirable tor our purpose, as the
pull of the guys, weight of the mast, etc,
assisted by alternate expansion and contraction, tend to drive the wedge ends together
so tightly that-particularly \vith a '' tinkermade " sleeve-there is a possibility of the
socket bursting and letting the mast dowii.
The poles should not fit too tightly in the
sleeves, and care should be taken to see that
the ends actually butt together, and that none
of the weight of the mast is carried by the
sockets. Also the poles should meet as nearly
A

...
-

-

'I

-

.

-

--

--- LATHS SL'CHTLT

Fig.

2-Mast

THINML$ arA riras.,

8

_.

twist the wires
round the. poles
and leave them
'.ith no. additional
security.
The writer has
used a ring, forged
by a local black- Fig. 4.-An alternative method
smith, of lin. X
of securing guy ropes.
in. iron bar, with
in. wire eyes riveted or welded in, as shown
It is inexpensive and safe.
in Fig. 3.
Three of these -collars are, of course, required,
in., and iin. iternal diameter.
of
The smallest one should have an extra lug
or eye for carrying the halyard pulley.
Holes should be drilled in the collars large
.

2

-

B

Base

ropes.

Provision for Guy Ropes
The next step in building is to provide
some means of attaching the guys and haiyards to their proper sections in as neat and
convenient a way as possible, consistent with
The one
safety
rong way is to

I

-

guy

at the base (Fig. 2):
This gives the mast the appearance of
being heavier at the bottom, and if the laths
are planed so as to be slightly thinner at the
top than the bottom it is even more effective. In any case it completely camouflages
the slight taper of the pole and .imparts a
fin islied workmanlike look to the mast.

B.
-

that the hase

of the completed mast
will be the smaller end of one of the iôft.
poles, and not;. as might have been expected,
one of the thick ends.
Almost the only objection to this is the
somewhat. "odd" appearance, and this is
effectually overcome by nailing the four
wooden laths on opposite sides of. the pole

Hi

base with laths fitted.

as possible in the middle of the sleee (see.
Fig i, A).
'f he i3ft. pôle should then be fitted to one
of the longer poles in the same way, using
the smaller sleeve.
The two sleeves should then he secured to
the two bottom sections by means of two,

-
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enough to take tin. or lin, screws for attaching the collars to tile poles.
Unless the collar is a particularly good fit
tile attaching screws will he taking the
strain of tile guys. They are, however, capable of doing this if properly secured. This
type of collar must, of course, be fitted before
the sleeves are fixed, as the guys should be
attached immediately below tile joint.
Anotiler 'and similar method is shown in
Fig. . In this case no lugs are neces-

j

Weekly

sary, as the guy wires can be given one or
two turns round the ring as shown, the ring
placed on the pole, and the bolt tightened
up, securing the ring and guys together.
No screws should be necessary.
By means of the free use of staples it is
possible to bind the guy wires round the
mast, but it is difficult to make a neat and
safe job in this way, and it is not recommended.
(To be continued.)

WIRELESS TELEPHONY PROGRAMMES OF STATIONS AUDIBLE
IN THIS COUNTRY
-I

i

Wavelength
(Metres).

Call
Sign.

Station.
London Broadcasting Station

.

.

Newcastle Broadcasting Station
Manchester Broadcasting Station
Birmingham (Witton) Broadcasting Station
..
..
Glasgow Broadcasting Station ..
Cardiff Broadcasting Station ..
..
..
Paris (Eiffel Tower)

..

Königswusterhausen
The Hague
..

..

2 LO

369

5 NO
2 ZY

400
385

5 IT
5 Sc
5 WA

420
415
353
2,600

FL

LP.

2oO

PCGG

1,0.85
-

pHarei

Brussels)

...........

OPVH

1,100.

900

Radio-Electrique, Paris

..

L'Ecole Supérieure des Postes,
Télégraphes, et Téléphones dc
..
Paris ..
..
..
Belgium (Brussels)
..
..
..
Lyons
..
..
..
.

Amsterdam
..
..
Rome
..
..
..
Bar Lightship, Liverpool
St Inglevert
Le Bourget
Croydon
Castle Bromwich
Didabury
Lympne
Renfrew

Puiham

Cranwell

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

...

..

-

¡.780

Transmissions.
11.30-12.30 every morning. 5-10.30 every evening, Concerts,
News, etc. Sundays, 8.30-10.15
Usually 6-10.30 p.m.
10.30-11.30 am. Usually at 4-Io p.m.
10.30-11.30 am. Usually 4.30-IO p.m.t
10.30-11.30 am. 4.30-9 p.m.
10.30 a.m.-I1.30 am. 4.30-9.30 p.m.
11.15 am., Weather Reports.
6.20-7 p.m., Weather Report
and Concert. lolo p.m., Concert.
4-5.30 p.m. and at intervals during day.
3-5.40 p.m., Concert. 8.4o-g.4o p.m. (Mons. and Thurs.),
Concert. On Mondays Concerts are sometimes on I.00
metres, notice given on prewous Sunday.
¡2 noOn, Telephony. 4.50 p.m. Weather Report.
11.20 a.m.-4.20 p.m., Miscellaneous.
5.15 p.m., Concert. 8.45 p.m., News.
5.5 p.m., News.
9-10 p.m., Concert. 2-3 p.m. (Saturdays), Concert.

.

.

450

BAY

¡.300

YN

3,100

PCA
lCD

i,800

AM
ZM

GED
GEC
GEM
GEG
GER

3,200
450

.

S

.

7.45-It p.m. Daily. 4.3o-7.3o p.m. Saturdays.
6 p.m., Sun., Tues., Thurs.
10.45 a.m.-II.15 am. (Sundays

excepted), Gramophone
Records.
Daily, ¡lo p.m.
Io a.m. and throughout day at intervals.
7 am., 9 am, and ¡t am., ¡2 flOOfl, i p.m., and every-two
hours until 9 p.m.
-

900
900

S

Telephony communication with aeroplanes
lines.

on main

air

GEP

GEL
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A Reaction Circuit Using a Crystal Deteètor

B,

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
C1 and
Variable condensers having a
maximum capacity of abotit
0.001 pF
L1 and
L, Two honeycomb coils.
D : Crystal detector.
A fixed condenser, 0.002 pV.
High-resistance telephone reT
ceivers.
B, High-tension battery.
Bt : 6-volt accumulator.
V : Three-electrode valve.
R : Filament rheostat, of about
7 to 10 ohms resistance.
I
two- or three-way coil holder.
i
valve panel.
GENERAL NOTES.
Duo-lateral honeycomb or similar
coils have many points to recommend
them, and their chief merit is that they
are so readily interchangeable. In
:

this circuit high-irequencY amplification is obtained, and also a reaction
effect is employed to strengthen further
the received signais. If the reacticn
between L2 and L1 is sufficiently great,
the valve will oscillate and continuous
waves may be received.
The variabie condenser C1 may be
connected either in series with the
coil L or In parallel with it.
It is important to see thatthe connections to L2 are the right way round.
If the signals are not strengthened as
Lo Is brought Closer to L1, even alter
slighter adjustments of C1 and C2, the
connections to L, should be reversed.
VALUES OF COMPONENTS.
The only values not given In this
circuit are those of the coils L1 and L,.
It is not possible to state what Coils
shOUld. be used, as different makes
have different values. The makers of
these coils, however, will give any
advice necessary.

NOTES ON OPERATION.
This circuit should be tuned in first
with the coli L2 a considerable distance
away from L1, the two condensers
C1 and C.2 being adjusted until the
loudest signals are obtained. The Coil
L2 is then brought closer to L1 and the
condenser Is readjusted. This process
is repeated until the loudest signais
are obtained. If the coupling is too
tight the valve will commence to
oscillate of its own accord, and a
rushing sound ssill be heard. The
coupling should immediately be
loosened.
When continuous waves are to he
received, the colts should be kept
tightly coupled.
It is to be noted that this circuit
must not be ,ised for the reception of
British broadcasting, as reaction is
introduced into the aerial Circuit.
-

/

r
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A NOVEL REACTION RELAY DEVICE
By

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InsLP.,

/I'Iember I.R.E.

This article deals with a formol reaction which has very rarely been used.

HE principle of the relay device about
to be described is that variations of
anode current-in a-llìree-electrode:valve
produce by direct mechanical means a smooth
variation of the grid potential ofthe valve,
this variation being in such a direction as to
increase the effect, taking place n the anode,
circuit.
In the accompanying figure a three-electrode
valve V has connected in its anode Circuit a
high-tension battery Il, and a galvanometer,
o'ì milliammeter, A. In the grid Circuit we
hâve two input terminals I N and a potentiometer, which consists of a liquid resistance
R and a battery B.
The liquid resistance
may be a trough of
mercury or of a dilute
solution of copper sulphate. To the ends of
the trough we have
connected fije poles of
the bttery B. If the
términàls I N were
bHdged by a strap,
and if we moved the
contact S, hich might
be a wire dipping into
the trough, the grid
potential would vary.
Fig. 1.-Illustrating th
As the contact S was
moved up the resistance R the grid would
bçcome more positie. This would cause an
increase in the anode current flowing through
the milliammeter A, and this would move the
needle N of the milliamnieter upwards so as
to give a higher reading.
In the present arrangement the end of the
needle is connected by an insulating substance
to the moving contact S. As the needle N
moves upwards, so does the contact S, and
this causes an increase in the positive potential applied to the grid of the valve. This in
turn causes an increase in the anode current,
and this causes the needle N to move upwards

til more. This in turn causes a still greatçr
positive potential to be applied to the grid,
and so-tl1e process goeson- until the contact
S moves right to the top of the resistance R,
anda'maximum current is flowing through
the ammeter A.
The input signals which will work this device need only be very minute. The slightest
positive potential applied to the grid G will
cause a slight movement of the needle of the
milliammeter A, and the moment this moves
a fraction of an inch the mechanical reaction
effect sets in and the needle swings round
almost instantaneously.
The only limits to
the sensitivity of this
arrangement are the
sensitivity of the milliammeter itself and the
inertia introduced by
the wire dipping into
the trough of liquid
The
conductor. R.
anode current variation
must he sufficiently.
great to enable the
milliammeter, or other
delicate instrument,
to .movè the wire
through the liquid in
writer's Pafent No. 1727.5?.
the trough R;
To lessen the inertia effect the wire S
should only just enter the surfacè -of, the
liquid.
A practical disadvantage of th arrangement is the necessity for the liquid trough,
but 'some of the most sensitive relay devices
at present in practical use employ liquids,,
and there seems to be no real practical reasoi-i
why the highly successful laboratory tests
should not be reproduceable in the case of a
commercial product.
Apart from its use as an amplifier, the
arrangement described has possible uses as a
low-frequèncy oscillator.
-
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A COMPACT: SINGLE VALVE.RECEIVER
-

ByALANL.M. DdGLAS

(off

E1iÌ).

..

'.

-

This article describes a novel type of singtevaive sel which may be used for the reception'of British Broadcasting, and, by the introduction of a loading coil and a reaction coil, for- Paris telep1óhi.
:
-.

-.

.

.

.

.

:.

-

1'

-

-;
-.

.

THE following description of a
single valve receiver which
may be used for many purposes.
will be of interest to experimenters.
A glance at the photograph Fig. r
the
vill show
general outlines
of
thè instrument, while Fig.
2,
which shows
the back of the
panel, v ill indihow the
cate
components a r e
'plaêed.
From
this latter photograph the simlicify of the revill be
ceiver
evident, and the
of
type
panel
n s

C O

tr u

C

will he saved,' but if,'the apparatus
is 'going to be suiik :f1ush.inoa
wooden case it will, not be necessary to do' more than siñiply'trih'í
the edges off square.

--':

by

-

'

and
this
will
appeal to the experimeter w h o

has limited
w o r k s h o p

facilities.
List, of,, Materials

The actual

materials
a nd
component parts
required are as

:-

follows
i ebonite panel
8m, by 6in. by

tin. thick.
variometer,

-. r

covering
th e
British
Broadcasting band of
wavelengths.
r
multi - layer
coil of low selfcapacity' having
about 250 turns.
r
multi - layer

-

-

coil of

self-

l'o

capacity having
about I5o'oi roo
turns.

iin.

-j

thick. If it can
be obtained with
the e1ges already
rounded a great
deal of trouble

apparatus,

t h e

.

.6in.

.

Th actual- 'pladn of 'the cornponents,' so far 'as a matter of of
an .jnch one 'way or another is concêrred is not of great 'importance
in this receiver, and therefore it has
'
not bèen thought
,-necssãry, to give
an accurate driliing plan for the
face of the instrüment. lt is only
necessary to have
three sizes of
drills to complete
the making of

-

tion adopted vill
also be noticed.
In the author's
case this instrument vas originally intended to
fIt into a wóoden
cabinet, but the
design might be
so mOdified as to
allow of its being
vertimounted
cally on brackets
o r incorporated
in a unit receiv'ing system if
desired.
The first essen,tiàl is the ebonite
panel, on which
the apparatus is
mounted, ' a n d
t h s 'n-s hou 1d
measure 8m, by

.

Fig.

7.-The

front of paneL

Dewar

switch, . w hic h
should be of the
five-pole doublethrow pattern.
i gridleak and
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to be recommended where fie
control of the oscillation point is
required, as the very gradual
movement of the resistance
strip allows tine control of the
reaction to be effected.
The variometer illustrated is
gf a commercial pattern which
has proved ta be exceptionally
efficient
and which can be
obtained from advertisers in the
pages of this journal'. lt should
be rigidly attached to the back
of the panel by means -of four
No. 6B.A. screws, the ebonite
base supplied with the instrument serving as a drilling template.
l'his constitutes the
method of adjusting the çircuit
for the Broadcasting band of
wavelengths.

-

p

U

J

-.
Fig. 2.1-Showin

''

t

window.-.

.

the neèessarv.
washers, etc., for,
assembly of the,
and

.

.

,.

-

drills nccesary to.

complete the apparatus
i 6B.A. (clearing).
in. Whitworth.
i
i

.

are:--:,.

hin. \Vhitvorth.
The Variometer

r::

back of panca.

n

'

.

-

-

The next step is the introduction of the loading coil, together
with reaction, for the reception
of Paris telephony. Tile citcuit
diagram Fig. 3 shows how this
extra coil is connected in circuit
iectrically; a glance at the photograph Fig. 2 will show how it is
actually attached mechanically. The
coil used for loading the aerial circuit
to the required wavelength vas a
hone%conlb coil of the " Igranic"
pattern. A multi-Ia)er coil of the
type described in Modern Wireless
Ño. 4 might, however, be used with
advantage, the only drawback
being -that its size would result in
a rather bulky ir.srument. If the
instructions given in Modern Wire-

.

.-..

-

ment with which the average experimenter is most concerned, he
will possibly prefer to purchase one
of the standard patterns now on
the market, but if he wishes to
make up his own, a suitable desigfl
for an efficient 'ariometer appeared

-.

'

-

.

.

:

As the variometer is the instrti-

in Modern Wireless No.- 2, tage
The tise of the variorneter
143.
should be confined to the reception
of short wavelengths, as there is no
great advantage to be gained from
stich an instrument above a few
hundred metres. The range of
wavelengths aimed at should be in
the neighbourhood of from 200 to
600 or 700 metr(:S, as, if it is also
possible to hear Morse signals with

The Loading and Reaction.
Coils-

__________

--

sensitivity, but áiso ¿f practising
the code itself.
In this connection it is interesting. to note that the only control.
'er the signal trength in this instrumnt is. provided by the fflamen(
r.heostaL,
An examination of the
photogapli vill show, that this is of'
a special pattern, itiasmuch as a
.wilch is also incorporated in tile
circuit '1ijch is operated by pulliri
out or pushing in the rheostat
knöb. This pattern of rhostat s

condensé, (which should be 6f a
good make).
i filament rheostat, and, if it is
desired to mount the apparatus in
- .
case, i vahe
in addition to this there will' he

required
7 terminals,
screws, nuts,
completing the
instrument.
The sizes of

--

-

...
______
:..

LT-

»

-.
.

-

.

-

.

-

-

.

f

-.

.

.

-

:

....
-

..

.

-.

.
-

-.

-

-

.

:

.

-

..

.

.

.

3-Circui1 diagram
of

the recei i'er.

this teceiver, they will form not
on!y a useful method of adjusting
the receiver to obtain the ma\imum
467
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No. 4 for winding these coils are
closely followed out, and the gauge
of wire is reduced in size, it would
be possible to construct suitable
coi!s.
With some aerials
less

variable parallel
F) may
be found necessary.
lt will be observed that
the reaction coil which
swivels on a spindle controlled by a knob on the

- varied

to suit individual taste. The
brass rod used for holding the reaction coil bracket should not be
thinner than -tlìs of an inch, and

a small

cndenser (0.0003

a little care is required to construct
a very satisfactory article.
The
advantage of making one's own

Devar svitch
A

j7j

(1

's

O.vaive
O,'

®
E

face of the panel, is fitted

with a plug so that
various sizes of inter-

______

.

changeable coils may he
used.
The object of this
is to enable reaction to be
(
effected with the smallest
possible coil, thus obtaining the most delicate
control over the speech.
Regarding the mounting
cil the control nechanfsin
for this reaction coil,
any cÓrivnient type of
dial or scale and pointer
might be used to indicate
the degree of coupling.
The arrangement used by
the author is very satisfactory, as it is easy to read black
figures on a white background,
and a neat final appearance is

) I

r

©
Tel:
0

I

The

mechanical

arrangement of the reaction con-

trol spindles vill be quite clear
from the drawing. -The fric
tion necessary to lock the coil in
any particular position is pro\ ided
by a spring washer which is held in
position by means of
lock nuts:

to

is

that any number

of contacts per side can
readily be . incorporated,
and therefore the five
doublepole switches necessary for this instrument
can be easily combined.
The salve window is a
small refinement which
need not be added, hut the
appearance of the instrument is considerably improved if one is fitted.
Fig. 4 illustrates the
method of mounting thereaction coil and control,
and Figs. 5, 6 and show
the panel in plan and
elevation, together with
the mounting of the vaheholder.

--...-I

L

.

Lor.y

I

presented.

193

30,

Fig.

o.-Plan

of the panel.

may with advantage be of an inch
in diameter.
The bracket used for mounting
the reaction coil might be of any
pattern which the experimenter
found most convenient to construct,
but some arrangement for readily
disconnecting the reaction coil will
be found useful.

Switching Arrangements

The only point presenting any
.1IIIlIIIIIÌIllhIIIIIllIltlI1tIIl
real difficulty in the construction ot
the set is the switching arrangement by means of which the connections are changed foi- long and
short waves. A simple pattern of
&
rotary switch might be constructed
frc'm some lin, round ebonite rod
w*h screws inserted at appropriate
,pryl «,hb rni1d h m-Ip
to close contact as desired,
but if the Dewar pattern of
switch can be still obtained
it should be used in preference to other types.
Constructional details for
making a I)ewar switch
appeared in I Wireless Weekly
Fig. 1.-Showing method of mounting Ike
No: 6, which should guide
reaction coil.
the experimenter it lie proat the rear of the panel. These may poses to make up his own.
be adjusted to give any degree of
This is not really a difficult matter,
tension upon the spring washer so although at first sight it would
that the operating point may be appear so, and nothing more than

©
/17

-

Operation

In connection with the
operation of this instrument, it should be noted
that a ratlwr hard valve
seems to give the best
results. This implies an " R
type valve, which may be obtained from any of the leading

man u facturers.
The high-tension
battery should have a value of
not less than 6o volts, and if the
valve - is sufficiently hard,
to
loo volts may be applied. A 6-volt
accumulator must, of course, be
used, and the telephoìes slioùld he
of high resistance, that is, not less

L

'«
4
!

Fig. 6.-Method

of

mounting valve-

holder.

In this conthan 2,000 ohms.
nection it might be mentioned that
it is very little use buying cheap

(Continued on page 478.)
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Quétions &Ariswers
on the Valve
A COMPLETE COURSE ON THERMIONIC VALVES
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Member ¡.R.E. Author of
Therniionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacu rim Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.
-

VIII

PART
(Continued from No.

What are the Advantages of I-ugh-frequency Amplification?
High-frequency amplification has tvo main advantages over low-frequency
amplification.
These are
(a) Better results are obtainable on highfrequency amplification hen the initial signals
are very weak.
(b) Nearly all methods of high-frequency
amplification improve the selectivity of the
receiver and enable the
operator to tune out,
more readily, interfering signals. This
does not apply at all
in the case of note
magnification.

7.

accumulator B1, which supplies the
current for the filament in the usual way. The
anode terminal of the valve is connected to one
end of the variable inductance L2, which is tapped
off in several places, a selector switch being provided. This switch is connected to the positive
terminal of the high-tension battery B2, the negative terminal of which is connected to the positive
terminal of the filament accumulator B,. A variable condenser C is connected across the used
portion of the inductance
L2, and serves to complete an
circuit
anode
oscillatory
which is adjusted to the
same wavelength as the
aerial circuit.
The high-frequency potentials across the inductance
L, are communicated to the
grid of the valve and cause
- amplified current variations
in the anode Circuit of the
valve, which includes the
oscillatory circuit L, C1. A
maximum current will flow
in L, C, whén this current
is tuned to the incoming
wavelength. :The currents in
this circuit are identical vth
those in the aerial circuit,
but
are
several
times
filament

.

:-

Explain How you Would
Adapt
High - frequency
Amplification to a Crystal
Receiver.
This is done by
applying th,e potentials across the aerial
inductance to the grid
of a three-electrode
valve.
In the anode
circuit of this valve s
a tuned circuit, which
is adjusted to correspond to the wave-

pake 408.)

stronger. We now connect
the crystal
etector D
id
Fig. 1.-High-frequency amplifier circuit,
kncith to he received.
te1enhor.e T
-,-nc
the nit_
Acss this tuned cirlation circuit, tating it as
cuit we connect the detector and telephones; just
we would the orignal aerial circuit.
as we would ha'e connected them across the
Describe One or Two Modifications of the Arrangeoriginal aerial circuit.
ment shown in. Fig.. 1.
Fig. i shows a simple arrangement, in which a
T-lie variable inductance L1 might be, of
three-electrode valve is used as a high-frequency
course, a variometer or an inductance tapped in
amplifier. It will be seen that the aerial terminal
sections and shunted by a variable condenser.
on the inductance
is connected directly to the
The inductance
might be of the slider type,
grid of the three-electrode valve. A wire is taken
if sufficiently large, in which case the variable
from the slider to the negative terminal of the
condenser C might be eliminated.

Ljfr'fl2
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It is to be noted that
any of the oscillation

r

Circuits may be made
up of variometers, or
any other kind of s'ariable inductance, with
or without a condenser
across it. If o condenser is used, we
have to -rely on the
self-capacity of the coil
for tuning .purposes.
nd very much more
mductance will be re-

\jj

-cuit

.
.

1923

prising the. aerial cirL, the filament
.Iighting circuit

.

-

J

30,

.

B1,

.

plate or
I
anode battery B2, the
oscillatory circuit L2,
the detector. D,
and telephones T.
The telephones are,
c
of course, of high reLow-resistsistance.
ance telephones ñiay
J
be used, however, and
quite satisfactory required.
It is desirsuits obtained, proable to use an inducvided that a step-down
Fig. 2.-High-frcquency amplifier receiver circuit.
tance tapped in sectransformer is fitted.
tions, with a variThe fine-wire winding
able condenser, or to use hoñeycornb coils,
of the transformer is to be connected in the detec.
tor circuit, whilst the 'phones are connected to
Draw a Circuit Corresponding to the Arrange
the ends of the thick vire winding of the
ment of the Apparatus Shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the Circuit arrangement, corn-'
transformer.

.
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DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?
A

-

printed letter we have received from a German

patent agent."

'Dear Sir and Inventor.

I kear with the greatest interest from my bulseness friends, that Jon have been active as an inventor, and that you have had a plain
success in pushing through your patents, while we are here and in other foreign States hungry for patents, but also to give bread to the thousands
To alleviate a little this hunger for industrial works n the States of America and Europe your inventions have also to be
of workless people.
-

introduced.

"The Westeuropean Ingineer office has thousands of finns at hand and nearly all States of the world, to assure the inventor a brilliant getting
up, and therefore your invention bas flot to remain concealed in no State and before no peopte, even when the matter in question ¡s a trifling
object.

'The Westeuropean Ingineer office will bring all your patenta in a short time on the market in the needful States of industry, without you
having large expenses because the inventor has once to be paid rightly that he may create new works for the world.
"Unfortunately is this hinderd by law because the inventor lias at first to pay the patent charges in the respective States; therefore the
money holders can always fill their purses and create new things. No. it has no more to go on in this way, one has also to help you.
"The Westeuropean Ingenieer office charges itself front to day with all your Inventions, granted patents or not yet granted, and will bring
them in a short time on the world market, supposed, that aur central office has the right to take from every patent selling % from the oh-tamed
sum as profit and to cover the charges.
"A guarantee will be sent directly to you if you will Join aur concern with your orders. We carry to your account only the charges for
tite first application at the patent court for the sum it 50 Shillings.
You bave only to pay once and receive every thing else gratis.
How many
patents you like to sell under our protection and in which States is left to you. S'ou are saving thousands by this system end earning millions,
"Send still to-day tite trifling sum of 50 S. in a money letter to our address and Join all your orders to that sending. 1f you like, you may
ask before to your awn safety a guarantee by sending Io S.
This amount may be settled with the lest payment of 40 S.
But time is money
for you, as well as for the buyer, as for us.
"Testimonials of a patent office keeper!
.
"1 am an inventor since many years and an old proffesed patent-keeper In the inventor's concern. I have- been in buiseness connections
with nearly all patent offices; but without any further hesitation I would give you a share of 30 % of your profit through my office, putting all,
Yours
my orders of my inventor'shlp for inland and foreign conntries at your disposal.
J o s.. M e y e r.)
"This Patent office is still sending to-day nearly all orders to us and have opened their own book-account in our office,

i
i

.

i
i
i

i

.

We commend the above to those of our readers who are inventors and who desire a brilliant getting up and who.
want to save thousands and earn millions (of marks, we presume). You also, be it noted, have an opportunity of
giving this gentleman 30% of his own profit-a great inducement.
We ourselves prefer the British type of patent agent to this " old proffesed patent-keeper in the inventor's concern."

i
i

i
i

.

-

.
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Superhowl.
howling nuisance on
broadcasting wavelengths is
very bad in some districts at
the moment. Two nights ago ¡
liad the most poisonous experience
of it that has ever come my way.
The weather was so delightful that
we were sitting in the garden with
A

THE

the loud-speaker's business end
turned towards the open window of
the wireless room: Save for a few
cat-calls, which betokened that a
couple of previously " D-F'd " condenser-vanglers were continuing
their experiments with the largest
possible reaction coils tight coupled
to their A.T.I.'s, all vas vell.
Suddenly
pandemonium
broke.
loose.
'Tis difficult to find words
to describe it.
Have you ever
heard yodellers at work amongst
the- mountains of Switzerland?
Have you ever been to a canary
show? Have you ever ... No, I
will not elaborate the questionnaire.
Single chirps, wails, moans or
shrieks one can put up with. But
this was none of' thes. lt was an

ear-piercing scream, a scream with
a rattle in it like the note of a
steam whistle containing a gigantic
pea. Nothing would stop it; even
when one changed oser to Birmingham it was still audible. Reacting
Reginald and Heterodying Hubert
-these are our pet names for the
delightful pair-had, I take it, each
got their sets into a state of continuous oscillation wild enough to
satisfy even their ambitious hearts,
and the two being at slightly different frequencies vere heterodying
each other and 2L0 to beat the
band.
R=r=rrrevenge

Indignation runs high in Little
Puddleton, for so we will aiI the
scene of these atrocities, and
schemes are afoot for exactng
In Reginald's
horrid vengeance.
case lt is proposed that a raiding
party, a kind of wireless Ku Klux

Klan, shall enter his gardeii at
dead of night and silently establish
a connection between his aerial and
the lighting mains. That, I think,
should do the trick.
For Hubert
a still \orse fate is designed.
A
piece of covered wire exactly like
that which forms his lead-in will
be specially treated.
ilT be

The covering

opened carefully about mid-

way, the vire will be cut, and
about two inches of ii. extracted.
Then the wound vill be healed by
skilled fingers. This diabolical contraption is to be substituted, also at
dead of night, for Hubert's lead-in.
'Tis sweet to think of Hubert's
frenzied antics when
next he.
switches on. Can ou not see hiiii
calm at first, but growing steadily
more ruffled, examining his batteries, testing now this circuit, now
that, pulling his set to pieces and
behaing in a manner generally
satisfying to the victims of his
precious efforts! It should be some
time ere Hubert discovers the
secret of his troubles and our con-

tentment.
Don'ts.
Seriously, though, there should
be no such thing as bad howling
If people would only exercise a little
care when using their sets. Ninetyfive per cent. of it is due to ignorance, four per cent. to unskilful
iandling, and perhaps one per cent.
to sheer selfishness. Many a petson finds it hard to believe that the
little squeals that his set produces
can be heard by another souh
though he is ready to heap impre.
cation on the heads of those whc
interfere with him. If you would
be sure that you are not causing
others to tear their hair bear in
mind and act upon these "don'ts"
Don't have filaments too bright;
don't use too high a voltage on the
plates; don't make couplings tight;
don't be continually adjusting your
condensers; don't search with the
reaction coil close coupled; don't

make

a

fetish of mere

Weekly

nise;

don

try to make the set perform won
drous feats of which it is not capable. It is best to do the preliminary searching and tuning with the
reaction coil shorted, and then to
bring it gradually into play, watching carefully for the rushing noise
that betokens the beginnings
oscillation. If you are making ex.
periments with special reaction circuits use the longer waves, on
which there are plenty of telephonic transmissions.

'f

The Useful Variometer.
Those who find difficulty in oblaming satisfactory results on short
waves
ith tuners of the ordinary
type vill do vell to trs the ariometer. Like cocktails, jazz bands.
and Tin Lizzies, this is an Anierican importation, or, at any rate,
it became popular across the Herring Pond long before it was widely
used here. It is simple to use, and
it gives remarkably fine tuning. 1f
it acts veIl in the States, it should
hei-e, for its task
certainly do
is a lighter one. Over there there

are seveñ hundred broadcasting
stätions, no less, the overwhelming
majority of which vcrk on 360
metres. 'Tis hard enough in this
country at times to separate two
stations whose vave differs by thirty
or forty metres: Birmingham has
a way of blotting out Manchesteror
Newcastle, whilst 2L0 performs
the same kindly office for Cardiff.
What it must be like to have five
or six stations all high-powered
bnd aH in one town transmitting
on the sanie wavelength and at
nlv
the same tine goodness
now s.
Switchitis.
Some people have a perfect 7as
ith
sion for providing their sets
all manner of switches which enable it to employ numbers of differ ent circuits by the mere touching
of a knob here, a lever there. lt

47'
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"That's

to say

transformer coupling;
(click) Nv I'm using the tuned
ptte; (click, flop) this is resistancecapacity,'' but I don't think somehow that it adds to the efficiency of
the set. Like spring Onions in a
salad, switches should be applied
with a sparing hand to the highfrequency side of the set. The
slightest imperfection in the contacts of any switch in a grid circuit will certainly result in a loss
of.signal strength, and it may give
rise to noises of the most exasperating kind, whose cause may not be
discovered without many painful
searches accompanied by
those
naughty words which score bad
marks with the Recording Angel.
He, I think, must have had a
l)articularly busy time of it since
wireless became the hobby of the
day. There is, too, a considerable

amount of capacity betveen th
various parts of any switch, which
may be responsible either for damping, or for mysterious and persistent oscillation. I)o not give way
to the passion for switches; it is
as demoralising, ever r whit, as
drug taking or. the p!aving of Mah
Jongg.
A Tragedy.
a sad littie tragedy
the other day. There vere two of
us in the train, myself and a little
man who had placed his neatly
folded overcoat on the seat beside
him. At the next stop there entered a whole family whose stout
sire sat fairly and squarely on the
folded garment. Came a sound as
of a breaking egg and a cry from
I

witiiessd

the little man. A cherished OR \
vas in one of the pockets, and it
had gone vest with a completeness
that baffles description. It is baci
enough when your young hopeful
connects L.T.- to H.T.+ in your
absence and does in a valve with a
display of fireworks.
But then,
soniehov, one feels that the vals e
died fighting. To have one crushed
by a fat man in a railway carriage
is a bad business with no ray of
consolation about it. Moral don't
carry valves loose in your pockets,
or, if you must do so, don't sit
next to fat men. - -.
.
-,
:

The Thirst for Knowledge.
Curious how sorne of the most
unscientific people of one's acquaintance take with enthusiasm to

May 30,
wireless, and,, not content with
merely turning the knobs of the
safety set, wrap ve1 towels round
their feverish brows, burning the
midnight oil until they have á very
passable acquaintance with the
theory and the practice of the subject. One of my friends who but
a month or two ago did not know
an ohm from a condenser is now
quite an authority; he has read
everything wireless that he could
lay hands on, and he really understands what he reads. All of which
shows that wireless is an excellent
thing in e ers' way, since it induces
many who previously scoffed at
any form of science to scrape up at
any rate a nodding acquaintance
with such things as the ether and
the electron. 'Tis a forni of study,
too, in which; as the French sar,
the appetite comes whilst one is
eating. The more you know the
more you want to know.

Microphonefright.
Quite a number of those who are
making their bow in the broadcasting studio forget that the microphone does not automatically switch
itself off when the speech is ended.
As they move as ay after saying
Good-night," or having wound
up tneir peroration in some neat
and effecti'e way they step away
(one imagines them mopping their
brows) and remark to the announcer ere he can leap to the
switch, "Thank goodness that's
over," or " \Vas it all right?" or
sometning of that kind. The old
hands, of course, know all about it.

Most.people are in a terrible state

of nerves when they face the microphone for the first time.
Even
those who are as cool as ice on the
lecture platform or the stage find

their courage ebbing away as the
time for their appearance draws
near. \Vith a visible audience one
èan akvays tell how things are
going. The' may laugh or applaud
or go to sleep or walk out according to the quality of the entertainment that you provide.
But the
microphone is a cold unresponsive
instrument w hich does none of these
things. You niake your best joke;
it remains unmoved.
Your most
passionate words will not evoke the
slightest response. It is like talking or singing at a brick wall. The
onl' consolation is that if you are
not doing well it cannot throw eggs
or decayed tomatoes

1923

Crrrrrackle.
The first days of the hot weather
produced the finest crops of itmospherics that it has 1ever ben
my lot to listen to. To-night, fOr
example, it was impossible in Little
Puddleton to receive any broadcasting station, for their intermittent spluttering was loud enough
to make speech almost inaudible
and to spoil musical items comSome places seem to l*
visited than
others by
Nature's own contribution to

pletely..
-

more

-

Here they are distinctly bad, but in other localities
they are neither so siolent nor of
such frequent occurrence.
I have
an idea that the shape of the
ground has something to do with
it, and that if you live, as I do, in
the lowest part of a long deep
valley, you may expect to receise
more than your fair share. Even
in s inter time they are often quite
troublesome in this neighbourhood.
The annoying part of it is that one
can do absolutely nothing if the
ordinary type of aerial is used. My
own tip, which usually works quite
sveil, is to stick on one more highfrequency valve and to change from
the outdoor aerial to the frame. In
this way one gets the broadcasting
stations with almost the same
strength, and one is less bothered
with interference either from local
howlers or from the '' mush " of

broadcasting.

big stations.
A New Profession.
There would, I believe, be quite
good prospects for any bright young
men who cared to set up itt business
in populous districts as what the
Yanks call " trouble-hunters." Do
itot be misled by the name; those
vho adopt the new profession
would not spend their time in seeking for coat tails on which to tread,
or
making themselves unduly
.agreeable to other fellow's best
girls. Their mission in life would
certainly be to look for trouble, but
not in any of those ways. They
would be there in times of stress
to rush to the assistance of any
suffering wireless man, who, having exhausted his patience, his
supply of biting words and his
ideas, was still utterly at a loss to
fathom the secret of the muteness
of his rebellious set.
Think how
glorious it would be if one could
1-ing up one of these ministering
angels when every effort has failed.
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By

J. H..

T. ROBERTS

D.sc.;

F.Insl.P., Staff Editor (Physics).

Readers who are taking up wireless as a hobby, and have little or no electrical knowledge, will find a careful perusal of this special series of articles of great assistance.

PART

VIII

(Continued from No.

THE net

result of electromagnetic inertia or induced
current opposition is that the
electromagnetic field eventually
produced by the applied current
a coil of wire is not produced instantaneously, but takes
a certain amount of time to
reach its full strength. This is a
characteristic of all systems vhere
inertia pla)s a part. 1f we return
to the simple illustration of the
boat floating upon thé, surface of
water, ve shall see that, vere it
not for the fact that the boat
possesses inertia, the smallest force
would set the boat instantly into
motion. Owing, however, to the
boat's inertia, a certain definite
time must elapse, during which the
Ill

V.

7,

page 413.)

small; it may be of the order of
one-millionth of a second. When
the current has reached its full

cording to the general principle
which has been enunciated aboe,
a momentary current will be induced in the coil tending to nmai,m-

value, the opposing induced current has, of course,
Seconda'y
vanished 'and a steady
magnetic field exists
in the region of the
coil and a steady cul'rent is flowing through
the coil, the value of
P1.i,n(-fl3,
which depends simply
2.-Principle
of spark coil. Primary coil inserted
Fig.
(according to Ohm's
into secondary, so as to pass the maximum magnetic
law) upon the applied
field (due to primary) through secondary.
E.M.F. and the resisttain the magnetic field. In order
ance of the coil. In some cases
the time required for the current to maintain the field, the induced
current will need to be in the saine
to attain its maximum value may
direction as the applied current
be quite appreciable, that is when
which has been flowing through
the inductance of the coil is exceedthe vire.
Thus it is found that
ingly high. A coil having a very
when a current through a coil o
high inductance would be one
v ire is broken, a momentary cur- consisting of a very large nurn- ber (sorne thousands) of turns of rent is induced in the sa,ne direction as the original current. It is
vire wound upon an il-on core.
The applied current, then, chiefly this induced current which
before it can instal itself, so to causes a spark at the key or switch
tion, has to overcome opposi'. hen a current through a coil
is
speak, as master of rho situa- broken, particularly if the coil has
tion to the establishment of a a large inductance.
magnetic field. We may regard
Now let us consider two adjacent.
the magnetic field as representcoils A and B, Fig. i, A being proing a store of energy, namely,
vided with a battery, a resistance,
the energy which was used in and a switch, so that the current in
establishing iti
A can be made or broken or varied.
Now we come to the question of
According to what has already been.
switching off the applied current,
said, when the current is switched
and ve find that here again oppoon in the coil A, a magnetic field
sition is met with, jüst as when
will be established and some of the
trying to bring the boat to rest
lines of force will pass through the
after it had been set in motion with coil B. A momentary current vill
a definite velocity.
When the
therefore be induced in coil B, tendapplied current is s itched off, there
ing to oppose the introduction of
vill be nothing to maintain the
this field, and, again, when the
stablished magnetic field, and, accurrent in coil A is broken, a

-

r

A
Fig. 1.-lllustraUng mutual induction.
Lines of force from A pass through
B, induced current in B being shown by
galvanometer when current in A is
mode or broken.

reaches a definite velocity. In the case.
of the 'establishment of an electric
current through a coil, the time required for the current to reach its
maximum value is usually extremely
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former consists essentially of two
momentary current will be induced energy which is produced in the
coils of vire, usually called the
second coil is not greater than that
in coil B in the opposite direction to
primary" and the " secondary
that which was produced when the in the first coil, for, although the
current inAvas made. If the cur- E.M.F. may be considerably higher, coils, into the first of which an
alternating current is fed, and from
rent in A is switched on and lias the current obtained is correspond
reached its maximum value so that ingly smaller, and since the energy the second of which the induced
alternating current is taken (Fig. 3).
is proportional to the product of
a steady magnetic field exists, the
If the secondary coil has a larger
the current and the E.M.F., it
induced current in B vill have
number of turns than the primary
vanished, but if the current in A follows that there is no gain in
coil, the secondary current will be
energy. As a matter of fact, in
is then increased or decreased,
actual practice,- there is a consider- of a higher voltage than the primomentary currents will be induced
mary current, and the transformer
able loss in energy, due to resistin B creating in all cases magnetic
is then known as a " step-up"
ance and various other causes
fields which vill tend to keep the
transformer, because it steps-up the
which need not be dealt with at
existing magnetic field constant.
voltage. Of course, a transformer
-.
Evidently, if the current in coil A present
ay
may be used the opposite
In the example which "e have
is repeatedly made and broken, injust been considering, the cürrent round, current being fed into the
duced currents will be repeatedly
ith the larger number of
produced in coil B, being in one in the-first.coil is alternately made coil
vindings and secondary current
and broken, with the consequent
direction every time the current in
being taken from the lower
A is made and in the
winding, in which case the
opposite direction every time
transformer is used as a
the current in A is broken.
"step-down " transformer.
Thus, by rapidly making
An example of a step-up
and, breaking the current n
transformer is the spark
A, we may produce an
coil, which has already been
al!crnating current in B.
referred to. The resistance
This is the underlying prinof an X-ray tube is usually
ciple of the so-called "inextremely high, and in order
duction-coil '' or " sparkto drive any appreciable curcoil," such as is used in
rent through it, it is necesconnection with X-ray tubes
sarv to apply some thouand for many other pursands of volts to its terposçs (Fig. 2). - Before
minais. lt would be incondescribing the spark coil
venient to employ thousands
in any detail, however, let
of electric batteries in series,
us consider the question of
bit ail we have to do is to
the relative number of
use a spark coil or a stepturns of wire in coils A and
Lam' ¿nated
up transformer and apply,
B.
It is found that the - lji-jii Core
pérhaps, io volts producing 5
E.M.F. created between the
3.-Principle of transformer. The magnetic flux aíiperes in the primary coil
terminals of coil B when Fig.
is concentrated in Ihe laminated iron core, and 90
and obtain, perhaps, 5 millitite current in A is made
conducted from primar',' into secondary.
amperes of currént through
or broken depends, amongst
production of alternating cut-rent in the X-ray ttbe at i0000 volts.
ther things, upon the E.M.F
the second coil. Thus an interin the coil A and upon the
The reader y, ill find later that
step-up transformers are used conrelation between -the, number cf mittent direct current produces an
turns in coil A and the number of alternating current.
siderably in wireless work, particuNow suppose instead of applying
ftirns in coil B. If A and B ai-e in
larly in connection with valve am'erv close proximity (in fact if A an intermittent direct current to the plifiers. (See Fig. 3a.)
first coil we supply alternating curis actually inserted into B) so that
An example of the use of a steppractically all the lines of magnetic i-ent (for- example, from an alterdown transformer may be given in
force produced by A pass through nating-current electric generator).
connection with the transmission of
It vill be easy to see that the electric power by alternating curB, the E.M.F. produced in B will
effect io the second coil will be the
bear the same ratio to the E.M.F.
rent. Suppose power has to be
same as before, for every time the
in A as the number of turns in B
carried from a water-power generacurrent in A rises, or falls, or is ting station across country a disto the number of turns in A.
Thus, if there are 1,000 turns of reversed, opposing currents are tance of .several hundred miles. If
produced in B.
wire in B and ¡o turns in A, the
the power vere transmitted at
Thus, only alternating current is. a low voltage (for example, ioo
E.M.F. of the induced current in
B will be 100 times that of the
prodùced in the
second coil,. volts), it might be necessary to
hether the current in the first coil transmit a considerable amperage
current in A. This, then, isa con
venient method of raising the be alternating current or intermitand this would reuire heavy
E.M.F. or voltage of a current, tent direct current.
cables. If, however, the alternatThis is the principle of the static ing current is stepped-up in volt-.
which ve frequently require to do
transformer, commonly called sim- age, the same power may be transfor special purposes. It should be
mentioned, however, that the total ply a
A transmitted with a much lower amper-
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ith lighter
age and, therefore,
cables, permitting of a considerab!e
capital saving in expenditure on
copper. In some cases power is
transmitted in this way at a voltage of lo,000 to Ico,000 volts. At
the other end of the line, ho ever,
it ould obviously be dangerous to
employ current for household and
factory purposes at this high
voltage, and, therefore, a stepdown transformer is introduced,
the current being finally issued
at a voltage of, perhaps, loo or
200 volts.
Transformers are sometimes
used with a i i ratio, but the
purpose here is not to produce
any change in voltage (for it will
be obvious that the voltage of
the secondary current will be the
same as that of the primary),
but to enable electric power to
be transferred from one circuit
ithout any direct
to another
electrical connection between
them. An example of a case
where a i : i ratio transformer
might be used is as follows. 1f
we had a circuit through which a steady current as flowing and
in which an alternating or variable current was super-added to
the steady current it might be

may be flowing fro;n the primary
circuit.
It will be seen from all that has
now been said that a transformer is
only aai1able for operating on
variable or alternating current; it
doe not transfer energy which
exists only in the form of direct
current.

:

t'tg.

$a.-JntervaIve transformer
(Radio ¡nstrnments Ltd.)

Iron Core and Air Core
Transformers

ary coil. In- the - absence of any
magnetic material, a considerable
proportion of the lines of magnetic
force spread away from the region
of the coils and thus are not available. But by introducing an iron
core into the primary, the magnetic
field is el-y much more concentrated and the efficiency of the
transformer is correspondingly
increased.
The inductance of such a
transformer is, however, much
greater than that of a similar
transformer without any iron.
This will be understood in view
of what has already been said
about the establishment of an
electromagnetic field and the
overcoming of the electromagnetic inertia. if an alternating current of comparatively
low frequency (for example, 50
to I,000 alternations per second)
be passed into the primary of
an iron-core transformer, the
deelopment and destruction of
the magnetic field, and the consequent production of alternating current in tite secondai-y
of the transformer, are able to
follow the alternations of the
primary current with sufficient
faithfulness.
But if the tre-

quency ot the alternations
in
the primary circuit be largely
increased, the response of the induction effects becomes correspondingly
reduced, so that
an
iron-core
transformer becomes of less and
less use the higher the frequency
of the alternating current supplied
to it. Eventually, when we come
to deal with alternating currents of
the frequencies employed in radiotelephony (round about i,000,000
alternations per second), ve
find that it is impossible to
pass any appreciable current
at
this frequency
through an iron-core transformer of the ordinary

inconvenient to interpose a telephone receiver in the circuit, as the
It has been exp'ained that the
strong steady current might overso-called magnetic materials, such as
power the receiver and render it iniron, have a greater magnetic peroperative. 1f, however, a coil be
meabilitv than air, so that if a piece
introduced into the first circuit as
shown in Fig. 4, and constitute one
of magnetic material is introduced
coil of a transformer, the second
into a magnetic field, the lines of
coil being connected to the telemagnetic force tend to forsake the
phone receiver, it vill be evident
air-region and crowd together in
that the steady current in the first
the iron. This effect is utilised in
circuit vill produce no
effect in the second coil of
the transformer, but any
fluctuations or alternating
current which may pass
Reeeíiuig
CtJCLUt..
through the first circuit
vill induce corresponding
kind. currents in the second cirFor use in connection
Cuit which may be detected
(.LE 1}ans ÑWflItF
ith these very high freThus
in the telephones.
quencies, it is necessary to
Fig. 4.-illustrating function of telephone transformer.
the i i ratio transformer
employ transformers withsimply has the effect of
out iron in the core, so as to
the design of certain kinds of transCutting out from the telephones the
formers, known as '' iron-core "
reduce the inductance to a suitable
steady current and allowing only the
transformers.
It as mentioned amount. There are other reasons,
variable current to be indicated. Of
above that the primary coil proalso, for omitting iron from the
course, a transformer which is arduces the greatest effect in the
core of a transformer intended
ranged as a step-up or step-down
secondary coil when all the lines of
for high-frequency currents, but
transformer still has this property
these need nót be dealt with at
of cutting out from the secondary magnetic force produced by the pricircuit any steady Current which mary coil pass through the second- present.

-
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A VARIOMETER TUNED CRYSTAL SET
By SPARK.

Describing the consiruclion of a variomeler and how il may be used on
ys1al

IT is

receivs.

esily;

on the -underside of this solder a
2B.A. nut; and in the longer strip a hole
required to take a small sc:rew and nut to
hold the catwhisker.
The screw for adjusting
is 2B.A. rod about 1in.
long, with an insulated accumulator terminal
nut
CyotoJ
fastened on -in the following
simple manner :-Make one
end of the screw hot, clip
:b0
it into some powdered resin,
and screw into the terminal.
When cool it will be quite

an established fact thát the variometer

is a very efficient, if not the most efficient,
form of inductance; some claim that it is

i

noper cent. more efficient than either slider or
tappings. It has this ad-

A o.-o Co,,0000d lb
fron, VQr,'O,OQIP

E,

-

vantage, it does not require
H-a condenser for fine tuning;
'
it can, therefore, be made
more cheaply than other
.....
forms of tuners.
o
The following article endeavours to show how one
may be made and adapted
,----°--for crystal reception.
______________I
The sketches are self-exFigs. i, 2, and
_J planatory.
Fig. 1.-The di3 show preparation of panel.
mensions for panel
Dimensions need not be
.

-e--

-

¡

I

4

I

of

I

i

marking.

strictly

adhered

P',Cnes

firm.
It only remains now for
the reader to assemble the Fig.3.-Theparel
wiring.
prepared parts as shown in
Fig. 8, using a catwhisker suitable for the
-

and

to,

-

r

i

i

Lo2,oC.

o

crystal.
may be improved on by readers or adapted
Now to the vindin of the variometer.
to materials on hand.
Place tvo pieces of 2B.A.
The variometer is wound on &'idg 7b Be Taken Out For
screw rod, un, and
two formers, the rotor being Loao'in.g Coil TOBQ/n5er'ted
long
through
respectively,
2ifl. iii diameter and iin. in Across Te,-'mthajs.
length, with two holes drilled
the holes in the
rotr
former with nut and washer
to fit 2B.A. rod. The stator
inside; if the holes were made
is sin. in diameter and from
o
correct size, the rods will not
2ifl. to sin. long, with two Aerial
'Earth
slip about. Take some 30
holes big enough to take small
Çc)
spacer washers and two slits
d.c.c. wire, insert through a
pin hole near the edge and
about iin. wide. \Vell shellac
place the bared end between
both formers and let them dry.
Sca/e
During the dr) ing process
one of the washers and nuts.
WTind on carefully 36 turns,
we may proceed with the de¡8 on each side of the screwstector. Obtain a piece of 2B.A.
if they come close to the screws
rod about 2m, long, three
-.
it does not matter-finish off
2B.A. nuts, washer, a 2B.A.
by placing the wire through a
bush or nut about sin. deep,
pin hole and the bared end
a. jiece of brasstubing of any
between the òther nut and
kind about in. long, for
the detector standard. TwO
washer. Now put another nut
strips of springy brass, about
and washer on the outside end
© © ©
iin. wide and in. and 2iI1.
of each screw and screw up
long respectively, into which
/
tight; if the wire comes under
holes are drilled to fit on to iL/o/e5 Por Stops Which
the washers, interpose a fibre
the standard ; iii the snialler Correspond With
or cardboard washer. See that
one a hole big enough to allow at Ends OF Sca/e
the bared ends are in place
2B.A. rod to pass through
Fig. 2.-The panel.
and not broken off by too
-

-

.

i
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much pressure. A coat of shellac varnih
completes the rotor.
\Vhen dry, place it inside the stator former,
straining the
slits a little.
ri'
put
Now
three or four
small spacer
- washers, a tat
washer, and
anuton the

end of the spindle, which is now passed
thiough the panel, and has another washer, a
nut, a pointer, and knob fitted to it.
Fix the pointer
so that it points to

for the medium
wavelength, that
is, when the winding of the variometer is as Fig. 6.
The shortest wavelength is obtained
U scre\\s;
see
when the, rotor is
that the small
turned in an antir
washers g o
clockwise direction
right through
90 degrees.'
to the rotor
To prevent the
and that the
stator from moving
_J_ latter is quite
it will he found
free to rotate.
that if a big pin is
TO Earth.
To wind
bent and attached
---- 3 ----->..
6.-The
stator with rotor
Fz.
make
stator,
to
the
i d dI e
m
Fie. 4.-The stator,
fitted in position.
phone terminal, so
a pill hole
or
that it passes through tile stator former where
about lin, from spindle hole, allow 6m
there is 10 wire, it will lix it quite securely
rin. spare for connections, and wind 01ri 15
(Fig. io).
turns of 30 d.c.c. wire, allow about 2i11.
spare and cut. Twist tile spare ternThe reader can tise his own disporarily round one of the spindles,.
cretion in making a nice box to conta in
and wind on 15 turns from the other
variometer, and if lie lias made a
side; leaving the spare at each end as
good job of everything he will have
before. There are now two spare ends
an instrument which will receie
about 12m, long in the middle of the
/Y4
broadcasting oil a normal aerial most
Q
former. Now follow very closely.
efficieiitly. Tile wavelength of this
Bare and twist these two wires toinstrument varies between 250 and 500
gether, so that the twist touches the
metres.
former and carefully solder; wind
Loading Coi!s.-Perhaps the readér
the remaining, ends of the wire on Fig. la-The rotor. has in the early stages of his career as
a wireless amateur constructed an
a knitting needle, so as to make two
inductance coil with slider. Remove the brass
small springs; secure one end, previously
bridge (Fig. 2) and
bared, between the nut and washer of one
spindle, and the variometer is complete. It is
connect one end
hardly necesof the coil to the
sary to add
bridge terminal
that all the
and the slider to
wire both on
the aerial terminal.
stator atd
This loading coil
rotor must be
will enable one to
wound in the
tune to all wavedirecsame
lengths tip to the
tion,
and
a
sum of the wavefilled
rotor
with
rod.
Fig. 5.-The
coat of shellac
lengths of the
variometer
on the finished Stator will be advantageous.
a nd
coil.
Now for fixing the varionieter to panel.
If any reade!A 2B.A. washer, a spring washer, and
. 7.-The variomeler
another 2B.A. washer are placed on the long
does, not possess
winding.
900

I

I

I

spindle

I

J

.

I

t

'1/

i

I

-
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nected in parallel-that is,
with the terminals of the con-denser connected to theearth
and aerial terminals.
For shorter wavelengths of,
say, i8o metres, tile condenser should be connected
one terminal
i.e.,
er connected with

such a coil, I advisé him
to turn to pages 215 and
216 of No. 3 Modern Wireless, where he will find two
inductance units- described
which are admirably suited
for loading coi's with this

________
'tt'

variometer.

The

-

1er-

minais of these inductances

Fig. 8.-The cryslal s h o u

10.-M c/hod
minal, and the Fig.
adopted for securother with tue ing the s!a!or
aerial, or one
terminal of the condenser connected w ith the eàrth terminal
and the other with the earth
lead.'
N.B.-If brass strips are used
to connect loading coils, the
box containing variometer must
be niade the sanie depth as
those of the inductance units,
or it must be supported on
something so that the depths
are equal.

to

correspond willi those on the
variometer, and then with

Pointer

an additional brass bridge
units can
Strip the
two
All these units 28.A.
he joined.
will always be useful either Wa .5 he P.5
when valves are added to the
crystal or the crystal replaced
by valve as detector.

-

Use

of

Condenser with

¡'ario-

reader should
desire to tune to óoo metres or
a little over, a o.co02 /LF variable
condenser may he used, conrneter.-If

the

A

Fg. 9.-Turning handle and

'pointer"
for variometer adjustment.

COMPACT SINGLE

VALVE RECEIVER

(Continued from page 468.)

-

-

It is quite -telephones.
possible to hear signals
with almost any kind of
headgear, but the receiver
is often blamed for faults i_
which are not there.
It will sometimes b
found an advantage to
shunt the telephone terminaIs with a fixed cni4
denser having a capacity
0.001
of not less than
but this is not generally
A
°
necessary, and therefoe
such a condenser is not included in the design of the
instrument.
/
\Vith a good outdoor
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aerial and under favourable circumstances, it is
possible to hear several of
the Broadcasting Stations
with this receiver, and its
design is such that the addition of either high or
low-frequency
amplifiers
is a simple matter.
lf
used with a dull emitter
valve, the whole receiver

lx
I

.

.

.

.

-

L

-

.

.

I

I

-------------------------

i

O

L___..._.
-

Fig. 7.-Elevation

of

-

might be conveniently put
into a case measui ing 8m
'by 6in. by Ìoin., which
measurements would inelude space for the filatrient heating accumulator
and the high-tension batter\'.
If the reader should
contemplate the use of a
dull emitter valve at any
tinie it might be said that
the characteristics of the
D-E.v. valve approximate
closely to those of the
"R" type, and therefore
this will be suitable. Such
valves can be operated

-

-

-

portable sets.

.

.

I
I

4

aerial ter-

be

d

I

made

de! cc/or.

('

the complete receiver.

.

I

_I
.

[In ai early issue of Ihis
paper suilable high- arid
low_frequency
amplifiers
for atlaching lo ¡Mis receiver in order. lo extend
ils range and usefulness
wïll be described.-ED.]
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BROADCAST RECEPTION AND SPARK
INTERFERENCE

:

An aríicte by an anonymous but nevertheless responsible correspondent.
-

*,
COMPLAINTS

have
beeil
made both in the Press and
in the House of Commons of
the interference experienced by
listeners-in to the Broadcast programmes which arises from the
spark transmissions of coast- stations and ships.
This
interference is particuJanv bad in the
East of Kent:
owing
to
the
large number of
ships of all nationalities v hich
pass through the
Straits of Dover
combined
with
the fact that the
district is sixty
miles
distant
from the London
Broadcasting station, and that the
signals
received
from that station
are . con sequentiv
weak as conipared with the
interference it is
desired to eÇniinate.
It is difficult to
suggest a practicaL remedy, and,
in fact, it is to
be feared that
there is little immediate propec

..-

o7.*
Nor, even if it be installed and
properly worked, .does it effect a
cure when the spark station is
within a few miles of the receiver,
and especially so vhen the Broadcasting station itself is at a considerably greateï distance, and its
signals are veak. The root of the
-

tuning," and which causes a
current to flow through the detector, thus giving rise to an inter.
ference which becomes the rnor
serious as the icinity of the spark
transmission is approached.
Another effect is due to the fact
that though all spark stations
under the International Convention are obliged
to have reaiónably
loosely
coupled transmittors, there is a
practical limit to
the looseness of
the coupling as
well as a natural
tendency on the
part of operators,
whose apparatus
may not- be ell
tuned, to tighten
the coupling if
they find -they are
.

-not

getting their
This

range.

tiffect can be very
easily represented
graphically. (Fig.
repreIf .OA
sents the wavelength over hich
the etheric disturbance of a certain 600 m. wave
i

n

stallat ion

and OB
the
represents
energy. of the
Fig. 1.-illustrating the first Marconi 'suora -wave tuned transmitter.
disturbance
and
Highly
selecits effect ou a distive circuits vill
tant receker, it. will be seen that,.
trouble lies in the nature of
do something, but this remedy is
spark " transmission itself. One
at the best theoretical coup!in the
ithin the reach of all, either
not
installation 'sends at a maxieffect of this, often called the shock
because the listener-in has not the
effect, is to impress a 'Òltage on
mum of energy on óo. m., 'with
technical skill to construct and
effect
small
on
comparatively
all aerials in the neighbourhood of
manipulate the apparatus, or, more
wavelengths, say, less than go
hich is
the transmitting station
likely, because he is not prepared
If, on the
to incur the necessary expenditure 'prartiealIy independent 'of wave- and moie than 6to.
length
and,
consequently,
of
other hand, the circuits are too
connected with its installation.
.spreads

of

any substantial improvement.
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Since içoi, therefore, a large organisation of ship stations has been
growing up,. based on spark, until
at present there appear tobe about
12,000 ships and 1,000 coast stations in existence organised for the

tightly coupled, the installation
spreads its energy o er a wide
band of waves between, say, 55o
and 6o metres, affecting them all
seriously, whilst never attaining as
good an effect on 600 ni. as the
correctly coupled circuit. If the circuit is too loosely coupled it wUl
affect only the immediately adjacent waves, say, 595 and 605, but
ill have only o
the installation
poor range.
These effects are practically absent in continuous \\'ave transmission and the suggestion naturall
presents itself that all spark transmission should be prohibited. and
the ship and shore ireless service
conducted on the continuous wave
system.
Now it is a fact that, though
for all practical purposes, except
the ship and shore wireless service,
the spark system is obsolete, it will
unfortunately be a long time before
it can be abandoned in this connection. There are several reasons for
this, but there are two in particular which are readily appreciable.
Firstly, t\enty years ago, when
wireless telegraphy \vas in its infancy and the spark system was
the 'only system.
:chif, if not
the, only, appli-'
the
cation, of
science was to,

Cerreti Loose

2o01008e

(WO

700

600

A

Fig. 2.-Illustrating the effect of
incorrect coupling.

purpose of intercommunication on
the spark system (see Marconi Year
Book).
If it be assumed that the cost of
the spark apparatus at each of

these stations is valued at Lisonot a very high valuation-it is
obvious that a capital sum of about
Since in£10,000,000 is involved.
tercommunication is the basis of
the organisation, practically the

tl.

.

.

1923

30,

rid ourselves of the spark system
for ship communication.
As vell as this capital expenditure a change to u.c. apparatus
will involve some hat
higher.
charges for maintenance as compared with spark apparatus.
Secondly, the broad tuning inseparable from the spark system
has certain great advantages for
ship work, alvavs bearing in mind
that the chief reason for the ireless equipment of ships is sarety of
life at sea.
An operator on watch en board a
ship listens for spark signals on a
nominal 600 m. wave. but on the
stand-bi " adjustment of his receiver he would hear almost equally
vell spark signals from other ships
on any wave between 580 ni. and
620 m. 1f he desires to establish
communication with any particular
ship he can improve the strength
of signals and obtain a certain
amount of selectivity by tuning; the
essential point, however, is that
when keeping his watch he has not
to be constantly searching for distress cafls or for signals that may
be intended for him, as he would
have to do if a continuous vae
as en1I)loved.
Lt cu'gh, perhaps, to be explained
t ha t
operators
employed on -ship
services are specially trained'in
.

-

comm unicate'

.

.

with mobile stations, i.e., ships.
reading throùgh
'l'he first two Ininterference: ':.1
ternational Conastonishing
ventions, Berlin,
:'is
how far training
1906, - and London, 19,12, did. no
can:'be. carried in
this direction, .as
more :than suggest that there
those who . are
familiar with the
.\vas
any : other
wireless
cöndiniethod ': than
spark;- or any
'the
tions -. on
otlìr 'application
Western
Front
during .the war,
of wireless telegraphy than to
or with those now
prevailinQ in 'the
Shins.
It is true
Straits of Dover
that Poulsen gave
01- off Land's End
a demonstration.. -. Fi. 3.-An early type of Marconi receiver for a ¡ont linie used by ships
and coast stations. Reading front left to right are tite relay, tuner, and
today well know.
of his arc to the
cohere 'tappr.'
- .
- . ........
Delegates at Berstations
- Spark
lin in 1906, :but
rarely emit identhe continuous was:e system made ,vhole of thi plant would hâve to
ticäl: notes, and the -skilled operabut slow progress until the strategic be scrapped, and u.c. plant, costing
tòr takes advantage of this.
fin
necessities oL the Great War at least as much, wouldhave tobe
fact, he employs a very practical
forced the pace, though without - substituted.
Thus ve are faced
form of audible note frequency
tuning in -addition to electrkal
affecting wireless telegraphic corn- with a very large capital expendi
.
rnunkation' ith ships as regards :ture by tue vireless;companies and tuning.
shipping interests before we can
It- is absólutely impossible iii- 1n
safety of life at sea.
.
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international organisation of the
kind under consideration t& insure
that all stations are accurately
tuned. The rolling of the ship, alterations in the position of derricks,
stays, etc., etc., all affect the wavelength even if the installation has
been accurately tuned in the first
instance, which it very often is not,
owing to errors and variations in
wavemetres and to the personal
equation.
If a spark system is used it is
obvious- that considerable latitude
in tuning flay exist without affecting the efficiency of the organisation, either in regard to the safety
of life at sea or to ordinary illaritime business.
1f, however, a continuous wave
system vere adopted, with its much
more precise conditions of reception, it is equally obvious that the
operator on watch would have to
be extraordinarily and persistently
diligent in searching, if calls are

not to be missed. On long voyages
and in unfrequented waters such
concentration would be more than
could be reasonably expected of the

unfortunate operator.
The foregoing are the two chief
reasons why there is no immediate
prospect of the abolition of spark
transmission in connection with
ship services. If it is desired to
protect the broadcast listener-in
f roni spark interference something
substantial
possibly be
could
effected by adopting a considerably
longer n-iean wave for the broadcast band of 'aves, but even then
listeners near to a spark station
would still be affected. lt would
be interesting if sonie information
could be collected on this point.
lt would probably, however, he
no easy matter to find a band of
waves higher up the scale that
would be available for broadcasting
without seriously interfering with
other existing services, and, more-

SS

over, it is quite easy for a perspii
who is suffering from spark interference to lose his sense of pioportion when considering his grievance.
The Administration has to consider the requirements of communication with mobile stations-the
oldest and, in many respects still;
the most important public application of wireless telegraphy, as well
as the claim of the Naval, Military,
Air Force, and Public services, aud
weigh them against those of the
comparatively small number of prirn
vate individuals whose enjoyment
of the broadcast programmes is
being interfered ith.
lt should always be kept in mind
that wireless telegraphy is the sQle
means of maintaining comrnunication with a moving station, whether
it be a ship or an aircraft, and that
consequently, the mobi le services
ought always to be the first consideration.
-:
-
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The wireless cabin on board the While Star liner " Majestic."
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is a groing demand
for mid-ilay 'oroadcast transTHERE
missions vhici would enable
indüstrial workers to " listen-in
during the meal hour. No doubt
many employers would be agreeable to provide the necessary equipment which would enable their
workers to take their mid-day
meals in canteen or messroom, to
accomthe
of
paniment
good music.
*

*

We learn that residents in Sierra
Magre, California, have made a
formal complaint to the lQça. authorities with regard to interfer
ence caused by local loud-speakers
attached to wireless receiving sets;
which, operating late at night, prevent sleep. It is proposed.to..ino-..
duce regulations preventing the us.e
of loud-speakers after 9p.ñì.

*

*

*

As-

sociation to the
effect that in a
period
certain
they have paid
enormous sums

*

Entertain
in
ment Tax. We
ard enlightened,
ve certainly'
th e
public paid the
E n t ertainment
as

thought

-

just as
each broadcast
listener-in pays
a tax of
half
his
of
licence fee.
Tax

not been decided
v hether
the
ma n a em ont
should be in the
hands of the
Government or
a

.,

A statement has been made by the
T h e atrical

Managers'

The
Copen4hagen authorities have under
consideration a
scheme for the
establishment of
wireless
communication with
At
Greenland.
present it has

of

broadcast. It is estimated that tIm
information thus radiated has
reached, and no doubt beneflted
Our
people.
some
25,000,000
authorities might note that this important public service has been renerd at practically no expense to.
the, Health Department.

-

private

*

0

*

*

The
latest
news with recomSeveral
gard
to
panies ha'e
the
licence question
offered to install
is
and operate the
that
the
scrutiny (to use
ncessary plant.
*
*
*
the
official
term) of
There
have
recently ap30,000
applIcaThe control man al 2L0, whose duty is to check the transmission and the musical
peared in th
tions has now
balance. Picture shows him giving the "O.K." signal to the studio.
daily Press acbeen completed.
Tó all those
counts of people
who have established a reasonable
who profess to be sensitive to vireWe may expect to see broadcastclaim Experimental Licences will
ing inaugurated in Australia shortly.
less waves and who claim to be
On May 24th the Postmaster-Gen- be granted with as little delay as
able to receive broadcasting 'ithout the use of instruments. This
eral will open a Conference on possible.
raises the question as to whether
wireless broadcasting, at MelIt appears that applications for
bourne.
such receivers should take out a
Obviously, the broadExperimental Licences have been
licence.
caster's licence is out of court since
During the past vèar the United receied from individuals who have
no self-respecting person would subconstructed their own receiving
States Public Health Departmet
have caused Health Bulletins to be
sets, but whose stated object is
mit to being tattooed-" B.B.C."
c o m p a n y

-
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lt appears that a number of aerials
have already been erected, and the
possibility of them collapsing and
causing injury to individuals in the
street is to be investigated.

merely to eceive the broadcasting.
These are evidently cases for Constructor's Licences and cannot ber
dealt '.' ith until the special Committee on Broadcasting have completed their investigations and
corne .to a decision.

*

\ceording to the g,eci,icaz Re
ziew, uñder the terms of Article
o6 of the Versailles Treaty, the
Ii

l?rench
Govern..
ment has assumed
the working of the
German Meissner
patent in France,
granting liby
The
cences, etc.
patent in question
therrelates
to
mionic valves and
is of first importance

in

abIes

j

aemon-

Exhibition
-

h a

received

been

*

ve
at

places

-

over twenty
miles distant.
*

*

*

Next summer, Poland vill be in direct
V

Major

*

to £500.

*

General
Squiers,
the
of
United States Sigis
Corps,
nal
understoed to be
-

considering

JI/
j

V

I

a

-

of broadcasting, employing
the ordinaiy electric light mains.
*

*

In the House of
Commons recently,
Sir W. JoynsonHicks, the Postmaster - General,
stated that a number of wireless ex-

V

-

perts, under the
direction of the
Pacific
Cable
Bbard, had pro

-

.

-

Miss Jessie Kenney, s'ho has just succeeded in guùthi the P.M. first class
certificate of proficiency in Wireless Telegraphy al a Government exa,ninalion
held at the Wireless. C9llege, Colwyn Bay. She i. the first woman who has
passed the new examination, which has been operative since January 1sf, 1921.

ceeded
to
Vancouver Island and Fiji to undertake
wireless research work.
*

s
*
*
\Ve observe that
the recent refusal
to permit broadcasting fi-oni the
Queen's Hall has
brought forth protests from many
listeners-in
and
petitions are stated
to have been sent.
We doubt whether
petitions
on
a
small scale vill do
much real good,
but, if the state of
affairs
continues,
the question of a
petition,
national
signed
all
by
British
wireless
enthusiasts,
ill
have to be considered.
V

I

scheme

*

*

*

\Ve recommend our readers to
consider the desirability of taking
out a wireless insurance policy.
Many of the leading Insurance
Companies have now undertaken
this type of business, and quite a
premium
small
covers loss of, or
damage to, apparatus and claims for
personal injury up

-

*

*

*

K.C.\ .0., ¡s the Cliarman o.f a
special Committee appointed by
the Postmaster-Generat to consider
of
the practical developments
Transatlantic wireless telephony.

-various
St a n d s.
:Broadcast
transmissions from the

the techradio
of

nique
Tc
telephony.
rights to work it
hitherto gran te1 to
German nominees
in France have, in
the Government's
action,
become
void.

g000

*

\Ve are ivento undertand that
Jackson,
Henry
Admiral 'Sir

strations to be given
with the receiving
apparatus on the

=

i

*

The Cardiff Wireless Exhibition
is proving very successful. t special
transmitting licence, covering the
period of the Ehibition, has been
granted by the P.M.G. This eñ-

*

*

*

The Union. Government of South
Africa have entered into a contract
with the Marconi Company for the
erectiòn of a new high-power station in South Africa. Up to the
present the exact locality for the
new station has not -been decided,
but the Marconi engineers -are
looking for a suitab!e ste.

*

\Ve learn that a speiäl SubCOmmittee has bein appointed by
a certain Borough Council to consider the Ûestion of permitting
wireless experimenters to erect
aerials across public thoroughfares.

*

*

wireless communication with every
country in the world. A new station,
an exact replica of that at Rocky
Point, U.S.A., is to be built by
thé Radio Cörporátion of-America,
at a cost of 2,000,000 dollars. The
wavelength to be employed will
probably be in the neighbourhood

Referring to the
photograph of the
vireless1v
equipped char-a-banc
which we published
recntly,
considerable interest was caused
in the London streets a few
days ago by the arrival from the
Provipc?s of a similarly equipped
char-a-banc fúll of passengers.
The apparatus was claimed to have

of

worked satisfactorily.

iS,000

metres.
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Mr. Godfrey C. Isaacs listens-in on his home-made receiver.

E

(This is the first of a series of cartoons which will appear at irregular

mli rvals.)
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THE IDEAL RADIO SOCIETY
()

By A. B. GINNER.

Ç

Alihough the following article is mostly fiction, it contains many useful and
practical suggestions which could piofllably be adopted by amateur radio societies.

Ç

-

Ç
Ç

,Q;

IBECAME interested

in vireand following the usual
the
adopted
by
procedure
niajority of beginners, I bought
some handbooks and one or two
wireless periodicals and proceeded
to devour them.
I made a set-t o sets, one a
crystal and the other a valve setand made the acquaintance of a
regular experimenter and had my
handiwork tested upon his aerial.
The set
orked (" functioned,"
I believe is the proper word) quite
eli and, naturally, I was very
pleased. The next step, obviously,
as to secure, a licerice and erect
I coman aerial of my own.
menced to make enquiries and for
this purpose visited two or three
local experimenters-or rather, two
or three local gentlemen who had
wireless apparatUs 1and aerials
érected.
á
Broadcast
One
possessed
Licence and a B.B.C. receiving set
to which (this is confidential) he.
less,

had added a single-valve amplifier
of his own consttuction.
possessed an Experi- .not her
mental Licence and à smart-looking and apparenty efficient foui-vàlve receiving setwhich, however,.
he appeared to use princial:y
the reception 'of. broadcast transmissions. Very loud Morse signals
vere received whilst I was present.
Shipping, I vas informed, but-he.
didn't know the Mors Code.
At my third calling place I discovered a young man who apparently did not have a regular receiving set. He had a useful wok
bench, howevei, and a good stock
of various component. parts which,
so I gathered, formed a receiving
sét an hour or two before my
forS

arrival.
He was experimenting. He was
re-arranging his apparatus in
order to test a new circuit which
I did not understand it, of
.

course,

it vas
corner
complete (more or less)

but .1

felt

frightfully interesting.
he had a

sure

In

a

low-power transmitting set with a
great number of connecting wires
visible. These, I was informed,
were only temporary, and as soon
as time permits, the set is to be
properly finished off.
This vas the experimenter I had
been looking for, and I poured
forth my string of eager questions.
He advised me. " Like everything
else worth while," he said, " You
must serve your time to it. You
cannot expect to play Chopin without the preliminary live-finger exercises." The statement appeared
reasonable.

I agreed.

After further conversation he invited me to visit the local Radio
Society
ith a view to becoming a
member, and I arranged to call for
him the following evening for that
pu rpos.
.
Morse Practice
Upon entering the Club Room I
discovered some twenty members,
in two groups, each group seated
around a long trestle table at opposite sides of the Club Room.
_TJie_ Clu,b Secretary came forward
to greet me and, after the usual
preliminaries, he explained what
vas going on.
The .members, he said, vere
qualifying in accordance with a
scheme drawn up by. the Club
Committee, before making application for Experimental Licences.
Compliance with the first part of
the scheme demanded an ability to
send and receive Morse Code at
a .speed of not less. than 12 words
per minute.
The two groups of members represented the elementary and tile
advanced Morse classes. The elementary class, under an instructor,
were provided with a long wooden
batten, hinged in four sections and
carrying two conducting vires and

io pairs of terminals. To 9 pairs
of the terminals vere connected,
by means of short flexible \vires,
9 cheap transmitting keys, apparently ex-Government 'stock, whilst
to the remaining two terminals,
approximately in the centre of the
wooden batten, were connected a
buzzer and dry battery. The arrangement is shown in Fig. i (top)
and, from results obtained, it appears excellent for rapidly learning
the actual soundof the letteis of the
Morse alphabet..
The instructor
simply sends each letter two or
three times, which is repeated right
round the table, and, as soon as
ten letters are thus learnt, and
transmitted consecutively severil
times round the table, practice code
groups, including only those letters.
are sent by the instructor and
written do n by 'the learner
Three weeks of this tuition, in conjunction with home practice, either
with a key and buzzer or merely
by humming t)ie Morse sounds
from the text of a newspaper during spare moments, appears to be
sufficient to enable an absolute beginner to master the alphabet, and
to identify letters by the sound.
The group of members around

the second table \vere provided with
a similar wooden, batten in four
sections, but this time it carried
three conducting wires and 36 terminals in 12 groups of 3. Twelve
transmitting keys and twelve sets
of ex-Government 40-ohm telephone receivers, a buzzer, dry cell
battery and a pair of coupling coils
were also provided and arranged as
shown in Fig. i (bottom).
Each key position was allotted a
call sign, and the complete arrangement permitted excellent practice
in the interchange of signals be.
tween the 12 " stations."
Each member at this table was
provided with a copy of the Postmaster-General's Handbook loi-
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Wireless Operators. The reguladons regarding the prevention of
interference and the correct procedure to be adopted in calling up or
in answering a call had been read,
diséussed and actually practised on
the buzzer circuit and, at the lime
of my visit, the abbreviated Code
signals (QRA, QS\, etc.) vere
being learned and practised.
The Club Secretary explained to
me that the scheme or course
mapped out by the Committee included, in addition to the Morse rec1uirements, instruction in eementary principles of wireless, the
theory, construction and operation of botti receiving and
transmitting apOnly
l)aratUs.
thse members
vlio

)Vjay

the hour following the Morse practice, I was informed that this
matter, too, had received the attention of a thoughtful Committee,
and upon three evenings of each
month there \vere two short lectures or " talks," one elementary
and one more advanced, each of
half an hour's duration. These lectures were plajned out in proper
sequence, allotted to and delivered
by the more experienced Club
members, w ho, although only few
in number, had agreed to undertake this pioneer work.
The fourth meeting night of each

actually

wished to install
an experimental
transmitting set
actually
would
make application
(per the Club

Secretar)
u n de r g o

30,

¡923

rangements of apparatus may
readily be demonstrated by the lecturer without having to transport
his own gear.
It is also possible by this means
ta give a prompt trial of almost
any new circuit as recommended in
any of the wireless periodicals.
The components in question,
which include standard valve panels
with valve-holder, rheostat with four
terminals, variometcrs, single slide
inductances, L.F. intervalve transformers, variablè condensers, an
assortment of small fixed condensers, one or two crystal detectors,
a 6o-volt taiped
H.T. battery and
a 40-ampere hour,
6-volt accumulator, are all looked
after by t w o
members of the
Committee who
are capable of
seeing that the
apparatus is in
order and available when
qui red.

to

re.

Subscription

the

examination which, it
was hoped, might
take place U0fl
Club
prethe
The remises.
would
mainder
have their applications for ExReperimental
ceiving Licences
supported by a
strong letter of
recommendat i on
from the Club
Committee.
So
far, five members
desire to install
necessary

so

Frankly, I was
pleased
ith

business-like
organisation
of
the

the Society, and
anticipated deriving such considerable benefit
memberfrom
ship, that t h e
question of subscription r a t es
appeared to nie
quite a secondary
quite
¡
matter.
appreciated, howFig. ¡.-Tlie sending and receiving arrangements at the Ideal Wireless
ever, that posSociety for leaching the members the Morse cde.
sibly in the case
transmitting apof some of the
month
as reserved for any special
paratus, and a sixth, though unjunior members this might not be
attraction such as a visiting lecable to install his ovn apparatus,
so, and I mentally commended the
turer from a neighbouring Society,
intends to qualify and pass the
forethought which provided for
a " members and friends " demonexamination with a view to becomtheir entering at half fee and the
ing the official Club operatoi.
stration night, or a similar purpayment of a reduced subscription,
These six members were also enpose.
by weekly instalments if desired.
gaged, under the guidance of an
I joined the Society.
Weekly I
Demonstrations
experienced member, in constructtransmit and receive signals in the
Instead of laying out precious
ing a low-power C.W. and teleMorse Code
ith zest and, I becapital upon a complete receiving
phone transmitting set for the
lieve, fair accuracy. I supplement
Club, which thus benefited conset, the Committee have invested
the club lectures by home reading,
it iii a useful collection of standard
side rablv.
drop into the box proided my
components, by means of which,.
questions on any technical. points
Lectures
assembled upon a table or a conwhich puzzle me, and feel that I
On encuiring with' regard to the
venient wooden baseboard, the ream on the highway to becoming a
type of lectures, etc., given during
sults obtained with various arcompetent experimenter.
-
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THE NEW. FLEWELLING "SUPER"
RECEIVER
By

E. H.

CHAPMAN, MA.,

D.Sc.

(Staff

i

.

Editor).

publishing the Flewelling" circuti in No. 6, page 372, ive had not experimented
circuit. The following ai-Fiele, however, speake nell for ile virtues orni abilities.

Ai the linie of

with this

*
THE Flewelling super-regenerative.circuit

aerial connected at X and an earth cònnected
at Y. Either the aerial or the " earth" miy
he used alone, but if the '' earth '' is used
alone it must be connected at X. A frame
aerial may also be used across XY.
-. In the circuit given in Wireless TVeekly
No. 6 (May j6th, ¡923), page 372, L1 arid
L2 are De Forest or lgranic coils numbered 50
and 75 respec-

is one which

vill provide the experimenter with a basis for a good deal of
interesting experimental work. A receiver
built on the Flewelliiig principle is easily put
together, and what will no doubt appeal to the
wireless enthusiast is that the extra parts
required are by no means costly. If homemade, the cost
of these extra
parts is almost
negligible.
Apart from

its

cost
the ease
with which it
can be built,
the Flewelling
has
receiver
one or two distinct
advantages over the
better - known
low

and

Armstrong
super - re-

-

tivel.These
coils are

mounted on a
two-coil holder
a b I e
45vott.ç. y a r
_L.
coupling. C1 is

______________

i

a variable con-

denser of maximum value

Tc
y

0.0005 /LF,

.,

-

LT6voltJ
IF.

.-fl-

%'
-

.

generative
receier.

providing

HT

X

C3, C4

C2,

are fixed

cónden--

sers 0.005 p.F
each, and C5
is a grid coji-

denser of

The

0.00025
F.
first point in
J
R, and R2 are
its favour is
rarjable high_
I,'v,,vv-XA
that it is easy
resi st a n ce
to work, and a
o leaks having a
second
point
Fig. 1.-The Flewelling circuit.
range of o to 5
which will be
megohms.
It is stated that the circuit will work with
appreciated is that it does not require a large
high-tension oltage.
any kind of hard vahe, and it will function
A glance at the circuit diagram of Fig. i
with the dull emitter vahe which only réwill show that the Flewelling Circuit is a onequires a battery of i volts.
valve regenerative circuit to which is added a
Vario-Coupler
group of fixed condensers of the rather high
capacity of o.005 1uF. It will also be noticed
To turn to the Flewelling receiver made by
that there are two variable high-resistance
the present writer, the first point of interest
leaks, one in place of the usúal fixed gridleak
is that a vario-coupler was substituted for
and the other across the group of condensers.
coils L, and L2. In this varlo-coupler the
The circuit may be used with an outdoor
aerial tuning inductance was wound on a
II

-

-.

.

.
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Each condenser consisted of three pieces of

cardboard cylinder 3-tin. in diameter1 the
wire usec being 24 d.c.c. A first tappingwas
taken off from the 25th tUrn; and after this
tapping a pace of tin. as lefì for flué spindle
Subsequent tappings
of the reaction coil.
were taken off about the 4oth and 6oth turns
(see Fig. 2, left). The tappings: and end of
the winding. (8o turns in all) vere taken to
the contact studsof a selector switch.
The reaction coil was made of three spider
coils wouhd ó« cardboard dics ilìe three
being connected up in. series. The wire was
again 24 d.c.c. Each disc had an outside
diameter of 3in. and the inside diameter was

lin.' T h e r e
weft 3o turns
of

\vire

ou

card

each

Ro/e

Thrflr,zRod

F'?'
r

ReaNwu

T

oni.;t(

the three coils;
circular piece
of -liard -wood
lin, in ' diameter and tin.
thick was cut.
i lirough this
piece of wood
a hole was
made and a
brass rod in.

copper foil having an effective (overlapping)
area of o square centimetres. Thé total effeciive área in each condenserwas therefore
wo square centimetres (see Fig. 2, bottom
right). As the mica used was OE12 mjllimetres
thick, the capacity of each condenser worked
out at about 0006 F.
The condensers were asembled between
thin pieces of wood
square, faced
inside with waxed paper. All Three conden sers were screwed to a block of wood
-sin. thick. By means of three screws this
piece of wood was firmly fixed edge on
to the panel.
The variable
condenser C1
'ooJen
'itj
and thé grid
condenser C5
""
were alsO constructed by die
writer. In the
Na/s
variable condenser t h e r e

-1

J

'''
/

/

/

'r'

¿r

3"s

""'7,.?

-

,mA'nd
-

Wm,d

ti

Fig. 2.-Reading from left lo
right, lop and bottom, are the
figures referred to in the text.

s h e d

through

-.-

-

were

14

iliov-

ing vanes, and
in the grid condenser there

were

-

l'ong was
p

/'

-

t h e

e

e s

copper

f

i

ea c h

a n

The
hole.
\
woodeñ disc
was securely, fastened to the brass rod l)y two
fluts at either edge of the disc. The three
cardboard discs were then mounted on the
wooden disc by means of a couple of screws
and nuts (see Fig. 2,top right).
The ends of the reaction coil were soldered
to pieces of rubber-covered flex which, along
with the brass rod, were pushed through the
hole left in the cylindrical formér. After
this was done, a strip of wood provided with
a metal bush to talce the brass rod was screwed
on to the outside of the cylindrical former,
the wood -projecting an inch at each end.
Fig. 2 (bottom left) shows the complete variocoupler.
The extension handle and pointer
were not fitted, of course, until the coupler
was mounted on the panel.
The Condensers
The fixed condensers C2, C3, C4 were made
in the usual way vitli copper foil and mica.
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The Hih-Resistanc Leaks
The ariahle gridlealc R1 and the second
variable high-resistance leak R2 were provided
for by fitting two pairs of terminals on the
panel. The two terminals for R1 were placed
24in. apart, and the two for R2 Iin. apart.
The resistances used were strips of thin cardboard soaked in Indian ink and afterwards
well dried. Trials. were made with a number
of strips cut to different widths. A good
-

width for R1 proved to be +in. wide, while
for R the best width was i in.
Fig. 3 shows the lay-out of the panél as
-,
seen from underneath.
-

-

High-Tension Voltage
Various trials proved that 45 volts

-

as

given

in 1l"ireless T'Veekly was the best value, the
valve being an Ora.
-
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Results
in the exper.iments carried out with the
Flewelling receiver here described, a frame
aerial consisting of io turns of bell-wire
i8 s.w;g.,. spaced tin. round a square of

-

-

.'

side 2ft., was used. Vith this frame aerial
2L0 was loud enough to give Iòud-speaker
signals just audible across a room I2ft. wide.
This was at a distance of 14 miles from 2L0.
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ttaching
The speech was noticeably clear.
the earth wire to the terminal X, no aerial
being used, resulted in signals almost as
strong as those from the frame qerial.
Using an outside aerial and "earth " aftet
2L0 had closed down, several London
amateurs were heard as strongly on the oiie
valve Flewelling set as on a two-valve
Rei nartz set employing one detector valve and
one note magnifier.

We regret..

of the apparalus described

To sum up, a Flewelling one-vale receiver
'xiii accomplish as much on a frame aerial
as a single_valve circuit with reaction il1
accomplish on a good outdoor aerial.
\. Flewe11in
receiver is not only worth
making, but is worth making well.
Fig. 4 is a photograph of the apparatus,
the front of the box having been removed for
purposes of permitting the interior to be
examined at will.
The frame aerial is seen behind the set with
the loud-speaker, of the Baby Brown type,
on the right.
Experimenters wishing to try this circuit for
themselves should experience little or no difficult), for with a little thought and intelligence its consiTuction is perfectly simple and
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lay-out

4.-A general view
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straightforward.

.

In the opinion of the writer experiments in
this direction should open unlimited scope
and pros ide considerable interesL :

that owing to the demands upon our space, our feature

"MAINLY ABOUT VALVES" is unavoidably held over until next week.
000
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HISTORICAL NOTES ON RADIO
TELEGRAPHY ANÌ) TELEPHONY

Ç..-By G. G. BLAKE,

Ç

M.I.E.E., A.InsLP.

A Paper read before the Radio Sociely of'Greal Britain on April 251k, 1923.

Ç

*

IN

order to give a really complete
history of Radiotelegraphy and
Telephony, it would be necessary
to go right back to the earliest experiment in electricity conducted by
Gilbert, during the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, and record the great discovei-ies of Ampère, Volta, Faraday,
Cavendish, Kelvin, and all the other
great men of science, who by their work
and discoveries first brought the science
of electricity to a sufficient state of
advancement for radiotelegraphy to be
even thought of.
Probably the first suggestion of
making use of electricity for the vireless transmission of signals is to be
attributed to Professor Steinheil of
Munich, who had been carrying out a
test (in the year 1S38) in line telegraphy between Nuremberg and Fürth,
endeavouring o use the railway line
in the place of properly insulated, telegraph \vires. Although this proved a
failure, it led to a most important
discovery.
.ttributing the failure to leakage of
'electricity through the earth between
the rails, the idea occurred to him that
)f the earth were so good a conductor
of electricity, it could be used for the
return of a Current after it had gassed
along a single telegraph line, in place
of the return \\'ire which had al\v?ys
beon employed up to that time.
The
experiment proved entirely successful
and is one of the most important con-

tributions

graphy..

to wards

successful

tele-

Steinheil then continued his experiments and endeavoured to trace out the
area covered by the current, as it returned through the earth, and he was
able to detect earth currents, which he
picked up in another circuit having no
metallic connection with the transmitting circuit.
I will quote a paragraph from his own account of these
experiments.
For distances up to
ço feet, I have found the possibility
of such electric communication by experiment for greater distances we can
only conceive it feasible by augmentinff
the power," and again, " lt only holds
good, however, for small distances, and
we must leave it to the future to decide
whether it will ever be possible to telegiaph to great distances entirely without metallic connections."

B

In 1842, Prof. S. F. B. Morse (Superintendent of Telegraphs to U.S.A.
Government), when giving a demonstration of line telegraphy at the request
of the American Institute of New York,
between Governor's Island and Castle
Garden, a distance of one mile, had the
demonstration entirely spoiled owing to
a vessel weighing its anchor, and in so
doing cutting his submerged cable.
Owing to this accident the idea occurred
to him that possibly the water itself
might be employed to carry the eier-

tricity across.
This experiment proved entiyely successful.
Metallic plates on each side
of the river had to be placed, however,
further apart than the width of the
river, necessitating the use of considerably more wire than would have been
needed for a direct connection across the

river.
In Great Britain, in 1S45, Cook and
Wheatstone carried out similar experiments and used an iiTstrument (a forerunner of Lord Kelvin's Syphon Recorder) designed by Wilkins.
In 1843, Bowman 'Lindsay, who by
the way predicted the universal adoption of electricity for lighting, heating,
and power, successfully carried out exoeriments very similar to those of
Morse, across the Ta, where the river
was three-quarters of a mile wide, and
by placing his line vires at an angle
he
eliminated any effects due to

induction.
We now come to an American
dentist, Mablom Loomis, who took out
a patent in 1872 (foui years after the
He
introduction of the high bicycle).
speaks of his discovery as a means of
turning natural electricity to account for
establishing an electrical current or
circuit of telegi-aphic or other purposes
without the aid of wires, batteries, or
cables." By this method he hoped to
telegraph from one continent to another.
He rail up two kites on adjacent mountain tops and succeeded in signalling
from one to the other by discharging
electricity collected from the atmosphere
to earth from his transmitter ; but
nothing further appears to have come
of his scheme although it is interesting
to note that Mahiom Loomis was the
.first to employ vertical conductors or
antenn for the transmission of signals
to a distance.

It

-

may be of interest here to mention

that Mr. Maurice Child, of the London
Telegraph Training College, successfully carried out a somewhat similar experiment in 1909. One day during a
very heavy hailstorm he used the induced static charge on the aerial produced by a dense black cloud overhead
and succeeded by its aid in signalling

three miles (to Charminster).
The
cloud raised the aerial (which was 8o
feet high) to a potential of some 25,000
volts for a period of some five or six
minutes.
In about iSSo Proféssor Trowbridge
carried out a number of experiments in
radio communication between ship and
ship, similar' to those of Morse and
Lindsay, and he also made use of an
entirely different principle, i.e., electromagnetic induction,' in another set of
experiments.
To communicate between two ships,
a \vire \vas stretched ten or twelve times
yardarms
to and from the vessels'
and connected to a telephone or to his
transmitting instruments (which cmisisted of a battery, an interrupter and
a Morse key).
The coils would only
work when in the same plane. Hei-e we
have suggested, I believe, for the first
time, the possibility of " direction finding " between vessels when in a fog.
This method proved unpractical, as
the induction effects vere Only workable over very short distances.
\Ve now come to the work of ProUnfortunately, none
fessor Hughes.
of his investigations were published
until 1899, although he gave a private
demonstration in 1870 to several members of the Royal Society, Sir Wm.
Crookes, Sir Roberts Austen, Sir Wm.
In
Preece and Professor Adams.
February, i88o, he gave a similar demonstration to Mr. Spottiswoode (Piesident of the Royal Society), to Prof.
Huxley, and to Sir Geo. .Stokes, and
again in i888 to Professor Devar and
Mr. Lennox, so that his work is fully
authenticated.
Briefly the following were his discoveries. When engaged on some work
with an induction balance, he noticed
sonic peculiarities in the behaviour
An account of his experiments, by

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, appears
in the Jourual

30

of the I.E.E.,

1922.
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of a loose contact in the Circuit.
This
caused him to carry out a series of
experiments with loose contacts, and
he discovered that on the sudden interruption of a Current in any coil the
extra Current at break caused the emission of
invisible electric waves,"
which became evident if a microphonic
joint vere used as a receiver with a
telephone, and he showed that these
waves penetrated through solid walls
and apparently travelled to great distances.
He transmitted signals in this
manner to a distagce of about 6o feet
about his house, and on several occasions he walked up and down Great
Portland Street with the telephone t
his ear, and heard signals to a distance
of 5oo yards.
He also noticèd that the
waves were reflected by some of the

buildings.

The

following statement

appeared in the Globe of

"

!lay

12th,

Hughes' experiments of 1879
vere virtually a discovery of Hertzian
waves before Hertz, of the colìerer
before Branley. and of Wireless Telegraphy before Marconi and otherL"
Speaking of the 'ork of Professor
Hughes, Mr. Munro says,
Professor
Hughes had, step by step, put together
all the principal elements of the vircless telegraph as we know it to-day,
and, although groping in the dark
before the light of Hertz arose, it is
little short of magical that in a few
months, even weeks, by using the
1899.

simplest means, he has forestalled the
great advances of Marconi by nearly

twenty years."
Mr. Campbell Svinton collected a
quantity of Hughes' early apparatus,
which is now deposited in the Science
Museum at South Kensington, and he
has very kindly borrowed it to illustrate
this lecture.
In an article which appeared in the
March number of the Telegraph aid
Telephone Journal for 1923, Mr. J. J.
Tyrrell describes the tests of Hughes
Type-printing Telegraph now proceeding on a duplex system between the
G. P.O. London and Berlin.
There is
another route working the other way
direct from Königswusterhausen to an
aerial on the roof of the G.P.O. in
London.
The writer says: " Hughes'
wireless trial between London and
Berlin has been succeeded by two or
three weeks working live traffic, several
hundreds of telegrams having been
successfully and expeditiously dealt
with loe the first time by means of
this printing system.
There is no
doubt in the writer's opinion that the
Hughes apparatus lends itself well to
wireless transmission owing to the
1)ractical absen of any lag due to long
submarine or other metallic Con-

ductors."

I have since ascertained that this
duplex system conimenced handling
serious trathc in an auxiliary service
on 'January, 23rd,wÓrking between ii
and . Twenty-live messages an hour
are handled each way simultaneously.
-

Three or four years alter f first
became infatuated with the study of
wireless I succeeded, in 1907, fl signalling from my father's house to that
of a friend (a distance of some 200
yards), using the spark at the contacts
of an electric bell to energise the aerial,
and receiving the signals by aid of my
iron sulphide detector and a telephone.
I described the transmitter and detector
in the Model Engineer and Electrician,
November 26th, 19o8, and October 7th,
J9O9 and afterwards succeeded in transinitting Signals from a primary spark
a distance of one mile.

known that on November 3rd, 1922, the
Lord Mayor of Bristol spoke from
Bristol to Marconi House, from whence
his voice was broadcast far and wide.
He did this by ired wireless over tbe
ordinary trunk telephone lines between
London and Bristol, and all the while
ordinary conversation was carried on
along the same lines without any
mutual interference.
Of course, the
system used was very different, Edison's
scheme being only the germ of the idea.
Charles A. Stevenson, in I&2, signailed from the mainland to the North
Unst Lighthouse on the isle of Muckle
Flugga by an induction method between
iis, one consisting of five or six
two
turns of wire supported on telegraph
poles around the circumference of the
island and the other on the mainland.
In March, 1882, the telegraph broke
down between the Isle of \Vight and
Hurst Castle, and while the cable was
being repaired Preece succeeded in signalling across the SoIent, using earth
plates in the water at Portsmouth and
Ryde, and again at Sconce Point and
Hurst Castle.
Having succeeded in
this, he experimented further in the
Bristol Channel in i8g, between Lavernock Point near Cardiff, and the two
islands of Flatholm and Steepholm.
A vire about t,çoo yards ldng vas
run along the mainland and earthed at
each end.
In the length of this vire a
dynamo was included, which supplied
a steady current of some 15 amperes,
broken into pulsations by an interrupter, and the signals veie sent by a
Morse key.
A similar wire was

In 1882, long before the publication
the work of Professor Hughes, Professor A. E. Dolbear, of Tuft's College,
Bostbn, America. almost achieved success in radiotelephony.
He succeeded
in telephoning to a distance of half a
mile, and, it is said, telegraphing nearly
twelve miles.
With his arrangement the earth was
charged to ioo volts or more positive
by a coil, at the transmitting end, and
to loo volts negative at the receiving
end.
At first he used condensers, but
later he used aerial wires to kites. He
suggested using this method for communicating between vessels at sea. He
also used a Morse key and replaced the
microphone by an interrupter.
\ hen we come to speak of the early
Marconi system a little later in the
lecture ve shall see how very near
Dolbear got to complete success, yet,
being before the time of Hertz's discovery of the means of propagating
electromagnetic waves or the invention
stretched right across each island in a
of Righi's oscillator, he just missed the
position parallel to that on the mainone essential part of the apparatus, i.e.,.
land, and signals vere picked up on a
the spark-gap, which, had he connected
it across his coil between the aerial and
telephone receiver inserted in the line.
Willoughby Smith's method was sugthe earth, would have converted his
gested in 1887, and On the recommenelectro-static effects into electric-magrietic waves, which would then have tradation of the Royal Commission for
Lighthouse and Lightship Conirnunicaelled far into space, and instead of
lion, was adopted in ¡q6 for communionly being able to work to short discation between Crookhaven in Ireland
tances he might have achieved the
astounding results of Marconi.
and the Fastnet Rock Lighthouse.
This lighthouse is situated off the
At the conclusion of Professor A. E.
corner of Ireland,
extreme S.W.
Dolbear's book. " The Telephone,"
in a very exposed position; conpublished in 1878, the following striksequently every time a submarine cable
ing phrase occurs " Mechanism is all
that stands between us and aerial navi\vas laid across, it was quickly chafed
against the rocks by the rough seas and
gation, all that is necessary to reproduce
To remedy this, Willoughby
human speech in writing and all that - broken.
is needed to realise completely the proSmith laid a cable from the mainland
which entered the sea in a sheltered
phetic picture of the Graithic of the
cove and was laid to within about ioo
orator who shall at the same instant
address an audience in every city in
feet of Fastnet Rock, where it was
connected to a large mushroom-shped
the world.'
anchor of metal.
The two ends of
In iS8ç Edison invented a system 'foitelegraphing to and from trains iii 'the cable across Fastnet Rock were let
motion, making' Lise of existing teledown into grooves specially cut in the
grph lines, running parallel to the rock to protect them from the seas, and
made electrkal connection iith the sea
track, and he was able to signal along
by means of metal plates cemented to
them, simultaneously with the ordinary
messages, which they were conveying
the rock. -'On' the rock fifteeii Leacross the country, without interfering
clanché cells were employed, giving a
current of 1.5 aiilperes, and the current
with them in any way, and 'without any
interfeence from them. This vas the
received at Croôkhaven vas o.i 'milliforerunner of our wired wireless.
amperes.
Referring to later days, it is well
(To be continued.)
of

:
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of the most interesting things vhich
brought to light by observahave
ONE been
tions made in various parts of the
world on the electrical condition of the
atmosphere is the so-called air-earth current.
Although this current of electricity which
passes from the air to the earth is extremely
small at any one place, it amounts to something like i,000 amperes when the whole
surface of the globe is considered.
How this Current is maintained is a niystery. It is as difficult for the modern
scientist to explain the air-earth current as it
was for the philosopher of long ago to explain why the rivers could keep on pouring
their water into the sea without the sea
becoming fuller.
In order to understand something of the
nature of this air-earth Current let us carry
our minds back to a familiar experiment of
our schooldays, the electrolysis of water.
\Vheñ water is subjected to the electrolytic
action of an electric current, the water molecule is split 'p into hydrogen ions and
oxygen ions. The hydrogen ion, charged
with a definite quantity of positive electricity,
travels with the electric current to the metal
conductor by which tlie current leaves the
water. The oxygen ion, charged with an
equal quantity of negative electricity, traels
against th current to the metal conductor
by which the current enters the wàter-

EARTH

In. the electrolysis of water the electriè
current produces the ions. There is in the
atmosphere some agency or other which is
This agency
continually producing ions.
may be sunlight or it may be radio-active
substances in the soil, for there is something
present in all rocks and minerals which gives
off, in greater or less amount, a supply of
electricity to the air. In addition to giving off
electric charges, some radio-active substances
.give off a gaseous material called an emanalion, and this emanation lias the property of
making ions in the air.
Whatever this agency is, there is no doubt
as tothe presence of ions in the atmosphere.
The Ebert apparatus for the measurement of
the ionic Charge in the atmosphere has been
in tise for many years.
Observations at ground-level usually give
a decided excess of positiveions over negative ions. These positive ions and the negative charge on the earth attract each other.
\Ve are apt to look upon air as a non-conductor of electricity, and we are wrong in
doing so. Air is a very bad conductor when
compared .with copper, but it is a conductor
to some extent; 1f air were a perfect. nonconductor there would scarcely be an appreciable air-earth current. The attraction between the positive ions in the atmosphere
and the negtive charge on the earth causes
what amounts to the passage of an electric
492
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current from the air into the earth. By
rèason of this current the earth is apparently gaining positive charge and losing
negative charge. Yet the charge on the
earth remains negative and the air-earth
current continues to flow all the year round,
being in England at a maximum in summer
and at a minimum in winter.
From where does the earth get ils negative
charge and how is this charge maintained
against the co;zslant loss caused by the airearth current?
One theory after another has been
advanced to answer these two questions, but
in spite of their ingenuity these theories have
invariably been disproved by subsequent
observations. At one time it was thought

that rain brought down negative electricity,
and so not only replenished the earth with
water but also with negative charge. Unfortunately for this theory, soon after it was
evolved, proof was given that in more ti-ian
one part of the world rain is charged with
positive electricity about four times as often
as it is charged with negative electricity.
It was only natural that lightning should
be looked to for an explanation of the maintenance of the negative charge on the earth,
but an English physicist not long ago showed
that the electricity brought to earth by lightning was at least as often positive as negative, so the lightning theory was abandoned.

The discovery that when ionised air is
passed through capillary tubes the escaping
air is positively charged and negative ioiis
are left on the sides of the tubes led to a most
ingenious theory. This theory was that the
ionised air escaping through small cracks in
the soil, behaved in the same way as ion ised
air escaping through capillary tubes in that
it left negative ions in the soil and carrid
positive charge to the atmosphere. If this
ingenious theory were true ve should expect
to find more positive charge in the atmosphere when atmospheric pressure stood at
14 lbs. to the square inch than .at 15 lbs. to
the square inch, since more air would escape
from the soil the less the pressure. In other
words, we should expect the positive charge
in the air to increase as the barometer fell
and to attain a maximum at times of low
barometer. Experiments have failed to show
any decided preponderance of positive electricity in the air at times of low barometer,
so this most ingenious capillary theory is not
supported by.evidence just where we should
expect it.
Here is a new theory to account for the
earth's constant negative charge and the airearth current. When an electrically charged
body is in rapid motion, its mass appears to
be greater than when it is uncharged. The
converse of this has been put forward as an
explanation of. the earth's negative charge.
-

-

.
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ions in the atmosphere, such ions neutralise
each other as far as the total electric charge
in the atmosphere is concerned.
\Vith light ions, however, the number of
positive ions is usually greater than the
number of negative ions, so that their
presence in the air accounts for the positive
charge hich we may consider th air to
possess.
Measurements made with the Ebert
apparatus at ground level have. shown that
the number of light ions is something ¶ike a
thousand per cubic centimetre.
The Ions in the
Actual values of the positive charge iñ the
Atmosphere
atmosphere vary from OE30 to OE45 electrostatic units. Actual values of the negative
It will be seen from
charge vary from 025 to 040 electrostatic
what has already been
Practically all
units per cubic metre.
said, that the airmeasurements of this kind show that posiearth current is intiuve electricity is present in larger quantimately connected vth
ties than negatve electricity.
the presence of free
lt is interesting to
ions in the atmonote that both kinds
sphere.
The state of
of electricity are prethe atmosphere with
sent in the atmosphere
number
to
the
respect
in larger amounts in
of free ions present is
summer thn in winter,
thing of great inand that m id-day
terest to the wireless
Fig. 1.-The Eber! apparavalues show a tendeny
scientist. Much lias
measuring the
tus for
1°
II'gÇ
e!eclrical charge in the
to be higher than those
been written on the
atmosphere.
for early morning and
effect of these free ions
AB is a rod. T, T aie two
late evening.
on wireless wavès, and
threads balanced by two springs
s, s.
The number of ions
mathematical
proof
7'
T
asure negative charge,
To
in the atmosphere inhas been given that
tue insulated s stem consisting
of the rod A B, the threads T, T
creases as temperature
the presence of mobile
S, S is charged
and the spr
positively so that the threads
increases, and an inions in rarefied air
separate from each other.
Ï,
T
8
Air io then sucked through the
crease of dampness is
helps the propagation
apparatus in the direction indicated by the arrows. The rod
usually associated itli
of the electro-magnetic
A B acquires negative charge
an increase in the
from the air. This cauces the
waxes of wireless.
threads T, T to move towards
number of ions:
There are at least each. other. Their movement is measured
on a scale by means of a
microscope, thc scale being at thefocusof the eyepiece of the microscope.
In the higher
two kinds of ions in The
movement of the threads measures the acquired charge. To
positive charge the insulated system is originally charged
regions
of the atmothe atmosphere, light measure
negatively.
sphere the number of
or mobile ions and
ions is relatively greater than at the surface.
heavy ions.
The latter are also known as
This is due to the upper layers of he atnioLangeiiin ions, being so named after their dissphere absorbing more of the ionising rays
coverer, Professor Larigevin.
from the sun than do the lower layers.
heavy or Langevin ions are more
VALUES OF THE AIR-EARTH CURRENT.
ìumerous than light ions.
Near a smoky
town the preponderance of heavy ions is very
Europe
2-9X 10_16 to 44X.10'6 .amperes
pronoùnced.
Larigevin ions -move very
per sq. cm.
iowly, and their mportançe as carriers of
India
3-ÔX Io18 amperes per sq.cm.
electricity is nothing like so great as that of
the light or mobi1e ions.
Antarctic
71 X 1016 amperes per sq. ciii.
Moreover, since
Regions
the number of positive Langevin ions is about.
equal to the number of negative Langevin
E. H. CHAPMN, M.A., D.Sc.

The earth, originally uncharged, by reason
of its rapid motion through space behaves
as if it were negatively charged. Thiñk it
out, and when you next feel bored because of
the ease with which you have mastered the
double reaction circuit, or the super-regenerative " hook-up," or "S.T. ico," sit down
and work out quietly a new theory as to the
sustenance of the air-earth current and the
earth's negative charge; but he careful that
your theory is not one which can he tested by
experiment.

.
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AMERICAN' VIEWS ON BROADCASTING
-

RYPINSKY.

By M. C.

'

-.

'

",

The Vice-President and Direëlor of Canadian Brandis, Limited, and Chairman òÌ lue' Radio
Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies, discusses Ike deve'opment of Broadcasting in U.S.A.
and crilictses our BrLtlsh Methods

'

*
been privileged to be
one of those officiating at the
HAVIG
in
Broadcasting
of
birth
America, I have been asked to address
you briefly on this subject, and in order
that -I may confine my remarks to
matters of the greatest interest to you
at this time, one of my London friends
has kindly prepared for me a list of
questions which I v ill now endeavour
to answer.

1.-How did Broadcasting
begin in America?
A.-Tn November, I2O, out of a
Q.

public spirited' desire to give the
--countryside the unique-privilege of
immediate and first hand informa-tion, the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, broadcast the

-

.

-.

returns of President Harding's
Election, moment by moment, as
they came in by vire from all parts
of. the country. As a result many
thousands 'ho 'ere prepared with
receiving sets through newspaper
announcements of the event vere
given a flew thrill and the oppor-

tunity of hearing in their very
homes the progress and the result
of'thi important event before they
vent to their beds that night: The
wonderful success of this demonstration,
the
tremendous
and

interest which it excited, brought
forcibly to the attention of the
officials of the Westinghouse Co.
the importance of this new agency
Broadcasting. Arrangements were
soon made to continue in a regular
and organised \vay the operation
of the Pittsburg Station, quickly
followed, by., the opening of another
Westinghous Station near New
York, known as the Newark
Station, call. letters WJZ.
About this time other electrical

companies became interested in
the establishment of Broadcast
stations, notably the Radio Corporation of America, the General
Electric Co., the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., and
other interests such as the news-

papers, the department stores, the
amateurs, and the Government
itself took a hand in this new activity. Transmitting aerials sprang
up all over the country with their
corresponding myriads of receiving
aerials, and Broadcasting became
a by-word in more than one sense
of the term.

2.-What. is the relationòf the
American Government to Broadcasting?
Q.

Hoover created an additional wavelength of oo metres for Broadcasting stations of oo watts poner,
acceptably regulated equipment and
high calibre programmes in an attempt to provide a place of minimum confusion in the ether for the
better class higher power station.
This has not helped much, due
to overlap interference from poorly
regulated stations in the 360 metre
class.

'

3.-Did the Broadcasting Com
panies, begin voluntarily, or by
arrangement with the Govern
ment?
Q.

-

A-The

-

Governmént, through
the Department of Commerce,
-exrcises a degree of control over
Broadcasting, bui flot to the extent
enjoyed by His Majesty's Postmaster-General. Licences are required before one
cati operate a transmitting station,
but are riot necessary if one only
desires to- receive.
The transmitting licences are
issued rather freely, under simple
regulations designed primarily to
prevent interference with, peacetime
military activities and the saving
of life at sea.
-

-

A.-Broadcasting

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

For a time all Broadcasting stations were assigned the sanie wa'elength, namely, 360 metres, but so
much interference resulted that the
Secretary
of
Commerce,
Mr.
Hoover, was moved to seek a soluand
appointed
tion of the difficulty
an Advisory Committee made up of
Government officials, radio engineers, and other interested radio
authorities, to bring in recommendations.
recommended
The Committee
legislation giving the Secretary of
Commerce increased, control and
discretion, and the setting aside of
a wave band for Broadcasting to be
allocated to the various stations
under the discretion of the Secre-

spon-

4.-How many' Broadcasting
Stations are there in America?
A.-There are about 700 license"
Q.

-

Broadcasting stations and about
unlicensed
receiving

1,000,000

stations.
The latter ligure is, however,
only an estimate; as no exact data
is available.
As data Jearin on this point, I
offer the information that my Company, Canadian Brandes, Ltd., of
London, Toronto, and New York,
which is only one of about twenty
makers of radio head telephones
supplying that country's demands,
has put out in America over 500,000
telephones
since
Broadcasting
started there. lt is estimated that
inthe average receiving set
cludes two pairs of head telephones
even where a loud-speaker is also
.,

-

tary.
thereupon
Hoover
Seèretary
pressed for the enactment of this
legislation, and Bills aie now pending in the Senate, having passed
the 1-louse at the last session of
Meantime, Secretary
Congress.

began

tancously with the Broadcasters,
and almost before the Government
realised the situation it had grown
out of hand, due, however, entirely
to lack of discretionary power
under the existing laws.

-

-

installed.

5.-Is it

a Fact that Two
Broadcasting Stations may Exist
in the same block on the same
wave length and functioning at
the same time?

Q.

A.-Unhappily, yes, as there is
no

regulatory control

over

the.
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- proximity of Broadcasting stations.
Fostered by the Department of
Commerce, how e\'er, steps have
been taken to get the Broadcasters
in a given area of interference to
agree on an allocation of BroadThis prevents
casting hours.
absolute chaos, but it has the disadvantage that small 5 to o watt
stations are given recognition esual
to 500 watt stations and give inadequate Broadcasting over the
area when they are operating.

May
the poorly made and, no doubt,
inferior merchandise of foreign
make which appear in such quantities in the dealers' windows.,

8.-Do you Approve

Q.

will welcome the day in America
when the Secretary of Commerce
may be made such an authority as
the pending legislation proposes.

-

Q. 14.-Is there any attempt on
the part of the entertainment
world in America to boycott

Broadcasting?

A-No. The boycott is in bad
odour in America as our laws do
not permit it in most cases.

the

of

formation of a single Broadcast
ing Authority?
A.-1 do, and I am sure that ve

15-Do you think that Broad
casting will prejudice the Enter
tainment Industry?
Q.

A.-Does

6.-Have the Broadcasting
Conditions in America produced' Q. 9.-Do you think that there
should be more than one Broad
chaos?
A-To a degree, yes, although casting Authority in Britain,?
A.-No.

10.-Do you think that the
British Broadcasting Company is
a monopoly when Its membership
is open to all bona fide British
Wireless Firms? (It has already
485 members.)
A-If I am correct in undrBritih
.tanding that.any.bona
Q.

production

of

,ftde

-

;i4.

manufacturer is eligibl for membership ànd in that you alrea4y

Q. 16.-What

have 485 members,
issuredlvnot.

Broadcasting?
k-Recently

I

say ?n6st

-

f.

-

7.-What do you think of the Q 11.-What is the attitude of
the Theatre Managers of America
British System of Broadcasting?
Broadcasting, and do they
A-I believe you have a much to
allow
extracts from their plays
better plan than ve in America,
to be broadcast?
and one which we may have to
Q.

approximate to if ve are to solve
our interference ditliculties and
provide a permanent source of
revenue for Broadcasting. As you
may know, the expense of Broadcasting now falls in part upon a
few of the larger radio manufacturers, who write a small part of it
off against the profits from the
sale of radio apparatus, while the
greater part is charged off to
advertising.
In the case of the
newspapers, the department stores
others,
and
all of it is borne as an
indirect expense charged off probably to advertising. I Cannot
avoid,
however,
commenting
unfavourably on the fact that
plan
your
as
at
present
does
noti apcarried
out
pear to protect the unsuspecting
public from being offered nierchandise which cannot be legally
used, because it has not met with
the approval of the PostmasterGeneral.
L
refer particularly to

the

gramophone records interfere with
the production of grand opera or
music publishing?
Grand opera
became popular in America only
after the great artists vere permitted to sing for record purposes.
So Broadcasting will serve to
popularise still further the entértainment industry and to encourage the people isolated in their
homes to make further tribute to
this industry as new features are
brought to their attention by radio
Broadcasting.

Q.

the public spirit of the Broadcasters and the influence of pending legislation are controlling in
some measure to give passable,
though by no means perfect, Broadcasting. Interference due to reradiation, or reaction, as you call
it here, makes reception difficult in.
certain localities at times, but the
public is being educated up to the
operation of their sets so a to
minimise this etiect, and the manufacturers are striving to elimin'te
re-radiation possibilities through
improvea aesign.

30, .!923

A-Originally

some

of

they decided that
attempt to collect
against their copyright for Broadcasting rights. ,The Broadcasters.
denied their retuest and for a time
eliminated copyrighted music from
their programme.
A
vigorous
protest o-as made by the public,
and my latest information is that
the association has decided to permit the free Broadcasting of copyrighted music for the present.

: they would

the

managers tools a narrow view of
Broadcasting, assuming that it
would hurt their business, but now
is
fairly
vell
recognised
it
advertising
as
excellent
an
progressive
medium, and the more
managers are permitting a single
açt, or parts of an act, to be broadcast, Sand are experiencing quicker
general recognition of ,the merits
a production.
-

Q. 13.-What fees are thé Artists
n

A-None,

but it i usual -to prosuitable transportation and
dinner or supper,- as the case may
vide

-

be...

*

Q. 17.-What is the attitude of
.,the American Society of Aulhors

towards Broadcasting?

A-1

-.
-

Q. 12-.Do they allow Theatre
Artists to Broadcast from the
various studios?
A \eS.
--.
I

is the attitude of
publishers to

American music

.

know denitelv
what action has been taken by
fhern, but I am inclined to think
they are awaiting the result of the
music publishers' request, which
has only just been announced.
do

not

-4f!r becoming niore or less accus..lo,ned to adverse criticism of our
,,,ethodx, it is very refreshing to find
-he;ii so heartily approved by one who
is ,ii a good position lo know the
difficullies attendant upon the establishnient and development of Broadcasting.

-4- -4.--+--+- ----------4.--..---4.---.---.--.--.:.
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THE POSITIVE ELECTRON
By

H. T.

J.

ROBE&S.

D.Sc.,

F.InsLP.,

Staff

Editar (Physics).

PART V.-ELECTRICAL THEORY OF MATTER.

the last article we described
which
how the

negative electron,
N all-important
the conduction
in

is

of electricity through solids and
across the evacuated interior of a
wireless valve, has been identified
and how its electrical charge' aid
its mass have been accurately de-

termined.
Since matter is ordinarily
electron
charged,
the
exists undet normal conditions in association with
its electrical complement,
the elementary positive
charge known as the
"positive electron " or
"proton." The latter has
a positive charge equal in
amount to the negative
charge of the electron, but
its mass is that of the
hydrogen ion; a hydrogen

'

un-

-

Uhu

flic

atrnfl

-

-

-

'study of'the conduction of electricity
through gases. The wireless enthusiast is accustomed to read descriptions of the emission of electrons from heated substances, and
accounts of the manner in which
both negative and positive electrons
may be manipulated by means of
electric and magnetic fields.
But
since both are infinitesimal in dimensions, lie may be ex=
cused for feeling sometimes that their existence
and motions are rather in
the nature of a speculation. lt is therefore all
the more striking to be
able to reproduce pictures
indicating the actual flight
of an electroñ or jrotoñ

charge has come partly
the phenomena of
radioactivity and partly from a

positive

froma study of

these

tially

It

ut

element of higher
atomic weight consists of
denite number of
a
atoms of helium, if its
atomic weight is divisible
by four, or otherwise ineludes, in addition, one,
two, or three protons.
Now these positive electrons are of considerable
interest and importance
in wireless; for, although
in a hard rectifying valve
the current is carried almost entirely by electrons,
the action in soft amplifyany

ing valves depends largely
upon the ionisation in the
gas, and the proton here
plays a vital part. The

through the molecules of
a gas; and to show that
the mental image which
one forms cl the motions
and general behaviour of
electrical, charges is substancorrect.
will be remembered that
C. T. R.
Vilson has
shown that both positive
and negative ions act as
centres for the condensation of super-saturated
water-vapour, and that if
super-saturation be suddenly brought about in a
gas containing ions, each
ion
ill be indicated by
the formation round it of
a minute water-drop.
If
we
arrange conditions
such that electrons or
protons are projected into
a gas in such a way as to
cause ionisation by collision with the molecules
of the gas, it ought to be
possible,
by
producing
super-saturation of watervapour in the gas, to reveal, by the resulting
water-drops, the tracl of
ioni.ing particle,
each
which leavs behind in its

Fig. i-The ira il of Ike be/ri particle, indicated by waer
drops formed upon ions which are produced during its
flight through a gas. (Reproduced from original memoir
..
by C. T. R. Wilson.)

atom consists of one proa
ton and one electron
positive hydrogen ion (that is, a
hydrogen atom having lost an electron) is in fact a proton or positive
According to.
electron.
present-day views, four
protons, together with the
same number of electrons,
atom of
compose the
lieltuill,

conduction of electricity through
gases is also dependent upon the
production of positive ions, and it
is likely that future developments
of wireless valves and possibly of
other forms of wireless apparatus
may iñvolve the employment of
fast-moving stréams of positive
gaseous ions.
Our knowledge of the elementary

\\
'

\

-

.

2.-The trails of alpha, particles, as indicated by
their ionisation of the molecules of a gas through which
they are projected. (Reproduced from memoir by C. T. R.
Wtlson.)
.
Fist..
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train the wreckage of the molecular or atomic systems with
which it has been in collision.
lt will be appreciated, at the outset, that an experiment having such
an ambitious object as the rendering visible of the tracks of ionising
particles in this way will call for
the highest degree of patience and
manipulative skill. lt has, however,
been successfully accomplished by
The
Wilson after years of toil.
method which he employed was to
use a speck of radioactive substance
emitting alpha and beta rays, the
alpha rays being helium ions, and

the beta rays negative electrons. lt
should be explained that the velocity with
hich both alpha and
beta rabs proceed from radioactive
substances is much higher than that
which these particles acquire in a
ireless
discharge tube or in ,a
valve, and it is largely oi this account and on' account of
their greater ionising power
that tbey are suitable for
use in the experiment which
we are about o describe.

The method of experinient

belonging to one of the atomic systems, to displace it permanently
from its parent atom. lt has been
found that such a beta particle
ionises about out of every io,000
gas molecules through whose systems it passes.
ï

The alpha particles, however,
cause a much greater ionisation in
their track, and ionise millions of
gas molecules in each centimetre of
their progress. This is partly due
to their greater mass and partly to
their smaller velocity. In some
cases it will be noticed that the
track of the alpha. partjcle s
sharply deflected just before its coI:1elusion. This is due to the reduç-

ton in the kinetic energy of the
particle and its collisions with the

lt is
nucleus of a gas molecule.
probable that it has suffered similar
collisions during the early, part of
its career, but its kinetic energy '.as
-..

A!ayttet ___..

3Ò,
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facing the rays.
When the discharge takes place, rays stream
through the tunnel in the cathode
and impinge upon the corresponding point on the photographic plate.
If electric and magnetic fields are
established across the poles N, S,
the particles will be deflected and
will strike the photographic plate
at different positrons. lt can be
shown by calculation that all particles of the sanie mass and electric
charge will strike thé photographic
pJate at some potnt on a- parabolic
cut ye,, l)earticular position on the
curve 1çpending upon tle velocity
of, the particle. Prticles,of i
nd, tlìe same .chge
ferent mas
iil distribute themselves, accoc.Øing to their velocity, upon -anÓthr
.pirabohic curve, (Fig,., 4). The mportant point is that the passagof
the ppsitiv ray through the elej..
tric and magnetic fields has the
effect of sifting them out
according to their mass
and electric charge; apd,
since these rays are ionised
atoms or molecules of the
gas in the, discharge tube,
their mass is approximately

PojFi

çRc

Cat liod

'e t
speck
______
their atomic or molecular
of radioactie substance vas A.
introduced into a gas saturveght. The resulting set
ated with water vapour, the
of curves on the photo.gas being enclosed in a vesgraphic plate is thus an
sel with a flat glass top and
index of the atoms or molea piston below which could
cules in the discharge tube
F'Zah.
be suddenTy lowered through
and of their atomic or
\Vheri
'a definite distance.
molecular weights.
The
this vas done, the cooling Fig. 3.-Diagram of apparatus used by J. J. Thomon
positive-ray tube is, in a
for
analysis
by the meThod of positive rays.
produced by the adiabatic
sense, a method of chenii.
expansion caused a condition
cal analysis of extreme dethen so great that it "as not apof supersaturation to be produced,
licacy-a delicacy far transcending.
preciablv deflected.
and the next instant a flash photothat of any method known to
Further experimental work of a chemistry.
graph was taken of the gas in the
somewhat different kind hs been
chamber. Figs. i and a give examIf 'the particles ii the positive
ples of some of the results obtained.
carried out on the proton by means
ravs.differ, not only in mass, but
of what are now known as ' PosiIn Fig. i are shown the trails of
also in the electrical charge which
tive rays.'' The first important
beta particles (electrons) and- in
they have acquired by ionisation in
investigîtions on these rays were
Fig. 2 the trails of alpha particles
the qischarge tube, the analysis bemade by J. J. Thomson, by means
are shown. These pictures illustrate
very conplicated.
mes
For
in a very striking way the projectile
of th apparatus shown in Fig. 3.
eÑanple, two particles, one haing
\ represents the discharge tub2 - twice the mass of the other and
nature of the negative and positie
electrons which are shot out from
which contains gas at a very low
twice the electric charge, will bethe radioactive substance. By carepressure, whilst B is a chamber in
have sithilarly under the electric
ful examination of the tracks of
which the highest possìble vacuum
and magnetic felds, and vill n&
the particles many interesting re- is maintained. lt will be noticed
be distinguishable ou the photosuits may be deduced. lt i]l be that the chambers A and B are
graphic plate. An importantpoint
noticed, first of all, that the beta connected by the narrow tunnel
for the present purpose is that the
particle only produces an ion here through, the cathode, but the pres- hydrogen atom has never been
and there. This is because the beta sure of the gas in A is so exceedkno n, under any circumstances,
particle mo'es with such an enor- ingly small that the flow of gas
to lose more than one electron, the
mously high velocity (sometimes bethrough the tunnel in the cathode remaining ion representing the
tween one-tenth and one-half the (which may be one-tenth mm. liaisolation of the positie electron.
velocity of light), and does not remeter and five cnl. long) is negliA recent. and very searching
main sufticientiv long in 'the neighgible. At the end of the second
analysis by the positive ray method
bourhood of any particular electron, chamber is a photographic plate, has been made by Aston, who de-

as as

follos :-The

Ala9,t'

,

..

-

.:

.
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voted himself particularly to certain lines which appeared to be in
duplicate for a single element. The
classical example is that of the gas
neon, which gives two parabolic
lines on the photographic plate, one
representing an atomic weight of
20 and the other an atomic w eight
of 22. This means that neon, as
prepared and purified by chemical
methods, is really a mixture of two

but not quite, double the intensity,
and thirdly, to ions of double mass

deflected by an electric Ileld a little
nore than double the intensity, the
field in the last case being as much
over the double amount as it vas
under the doub!e arncunt in the
second case. In this way he obtained records for helium ions and
for ionised atoms and molecules of
hydrogen. His results are indicated
in Fig.
In the case of
hydrogen
alone,
i
it will be seen
that the deflectionof the hvdrogen molecule is
exactly rniday
between those for
t he
hydrogen
atom,
showing
that the mass of
:
hydrogen
the
atom is exactly
half the mass of
Fig. 4a-Example of hie parabolic curves produced upon a
t h e
photographic plate by the impact of the positive rays
h3 drogen
corresponding to different elements. (From original memoir
molecule;
by J. J. Thomson.)
other
words,

-

\

the positive electron, and
compared it with that of
the hydrogen
molecule
and also with that of the
helium atom.
By chemical methods
the atomic weight of
helium has been found to
be 4.00 (oxygen = 16.00).
whilst that of hydrogen
has been found to be
i.008.
Since the helium

Fig.

when the posi
tive electron (the hydrogen ion) is
built up into a hydrogen molecule it
suffers no loss in mass.
Iii the case of helium, however,.
it vas found that the mass of the
helium atom was less than four
times the mass of the positive electron; in other words, as has already been mentioned, a loss of
mass occurs when the posithe electrons are in association with negative electrons in the formation of

4b-As

isotopes.

atom contains four positive electrons, it follows that the
mass of the positive electron when
built into the nucleus of an atom is
slightly less than when free. Aston's method was as follows :-He
exposed a photographic plate successively to ions of a given mass,
then to ions of double mass but
deflected by an electric field nearly,

H

L]

U.

H

Hj

.1

R;

Fig. 5a.-Positive ray comparison of
hydrogen atom and molecule.

positive electron is one of the units
which make up the atomic nucleus.
The disappearance of mass,
which in a sense may be called the
" destruction " of matter, is rather
a shock to some of the fundamental
ideas which have prevailed for
__________________________________

.

i

If

Z

Sb-Comparison of helium

Fig.

atom and hydrogen molecule.

The invariability of
mass was one of the foundations
of scientific belief. lt is known also
from direct experimental evidence
generations.

that the disruption of a neliurn
int positive and negative.

atom

electrons requires the expenditure of
energy, and one of the results is
that matter is " created " (for the
total mass of the four positive electrons knocked out of the helium
atom is 4.032, whereas the

in Fig. 4a. Lines A B represent the neon
(From original memoir, by J. J. Thomson.)

atom of ally substance other
than hydrogen.
- These
results are very striking.
and constitute definite evidence of
the existence of the element of
positive electricity, complementary
to the negative electron, and, when
isolated, equivalent in mass to the
hydrogen atom.
an

is a con-

stituent of the nuclei of all atoms,
and in the case of nitrogen, as as
discovered by Rutherford in ivi,
there is direct evidence that the

.

j

-

elements of atomic weights 20 and
22, which have identical chemical
properties.
More recently, many
other cases of apparently pure
chemical elements have been found
to consist of mixtures of elements
of different atomic weights but the
same chemical character, and such
elements are now known as " isotopes." Aston's method 'vas vers'
ingenious, and his results are probably accurate to less than onetenth of i per cent. He
made a very exact deterniination o the mass of

There is now a mass of evidence

that the positive electron

mass of the original atom
vas only 4). Thus it appears that the extra 0.032
represents the creation of
matter.
lt must be remembered, however, that
in the process of this
"creation," energy has
disappeared, and it may
be that matter and energy
are, to some extent at any
rate, manifestations one of
the other.
The converse process,

namely, the building up
of a helium atom from positive
electrons, has not yet been expe'rimentally accomplished. If the
hydrogen contained in a pint of
ater could be so transmuted
the energy liberated would be
sulìicipnt to propel a liner across
the Atlantic and back again at full
speed.
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This forms the second and concluding part of an
article dealing with properties of condensers.
(Continued from No.

Cumulative Effects and Causes of
Breakdown
N interesting point in connection with
transmitting condensers is the breakdown
voltage. This voltage depends upon the
dielectric, of course, but is subject to different
conditions from break-down at. constant voltage. A condenser may withstand a high
voltage direct current indefinitely, but it may
not withstand such high oltage at radio-f requencies indefinitely. After a while it breaks
down, and this breakdown is due to a cumulative effect.
s time goes on the losses heat
the dielectric, and this heating deteriorates the

7,

page 430.)

the condenser; reliable manufacturers have no
hesitation in giving the maximum voltage and
current carr)ing capacity..
If the amateur builds his own condenser
made of mica he should observe the following: If high voltage is to be applied, build
the condenser so that there are a large number
of sections in series; in this ay tiie voltage
will be distributed over a larger number of
condensers in series, thus reducing the pos-

sibility of breakdown..
If high currentcarrying capacity is the chief requirement, the
condenser should be built of a large number
of sections in parallel, distributing the current
so that the heating effect iS a minimum. If
botti requirements of high voltage and
current-carrying capacity have to be niet, then
the condenser should be built of sections in
series and in parallel. \Vhen using oil variable condensers, the chief precaution to
observe is that the oil is a good grade of
mineral oil with no particles of grit in it.

Fig. 3.-Specially shaped piales for wavemeter con den;er

insulating properties, so that It heats up still
more, and the cycle repeats itself until a
point is reached where the insulatiiig properties have deteriorated to such an extent that
it can no longer vithstand the voltage.
Experimenters do not generally understand
this and think that breakdown.is always due
to poor dielectric or excessive voltage. This
cumulative effect will explain many breakdow nS.

Transmitting Condensers
The above details apply particulady to
transmitti n
In purchasing
condensers.
transmitting condensers the only sensible
thing to do is to buy one of the standard
reliable nmkes, employing mica as dielectric
for fixed condensers. Inquire about the voltage it will withstand. if it is not marked on

Receiving Condensers.
Receiving condensers do not withstand
great voltages; nevertheless, they must be just
as good as transmitting condensers, since the
receiving energy is so small, and every fraction of energy lost in the condenser means so
much weaker signals. Air and mica are the

chief dielectrics ised i n receiving condensers.
Paper and paraffined paper are frequently
used for the cheaper types of equipment. The
chief source of losses in air condensers is
in the dielectric. The dielectric losses are not
confined to the dielectric itself between the
plates on the condenser, but also to the dielectrics and insulating material in any part
of the electric field of the condenser. Insulating bushings, end plates, and supporting
posts are dielectrics, and unless these are of
the very best the losses in them will he con-

siderable.
The variable air condenser most commonly
used consists of the usual type of semi-circular
plates, half of which are fixed and the other
half movable, these plates interleaving.
Maximum capacity is obtained when they are
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tent upon turning out as much junk at as
cheap a price as possible that their manufacturing and assembling methods are not the
most commendable, and disgraceful rickety
affairs are to be seen everywhere. If loosening of the parts occurs there will be a
tion of capacity of the condenser. The parts
used in the assemblage should be substantial.
It is preferable not to buy a condenser with
stops, for when the rotary plates strike against
the stops, jarring is produced which ultimately may result in loosening of nuts and
hence altering the spacing of plates and also
the capacity. Plates used in the construction
of the condenser should be robust and not
too thin, and.should be level and not warped.
Otherwise one plate w hich is warped may just
strike its neighbour and produce a short circuit. Likewise the spacing washers should
be examined to see thät they are uniform.

completely interleaved, minimum when they
are not at all interleaved, and intermediate
values in between. Such condensers are rated
by their maximum capacities, as 00005 tF.
The semi-circular plate condenser gives a
straight line variation of capacity as shown in
Fig. i, and when used in conjunction with
an inductance coil as a wavemeter it gives a
wavelength curve as in Fig. 2.* From this
curve we learn that for small increases in
capacity at the lower end of the scale there
are large increases of wavelength, while at the
upper end of the scale small increases in capacity gi\e smaller increases in wavelength.
Thus the wavelength scale is crowded at the
lower end, open at the upper end, and nonuniform throughout the length of the scale.
This results in inaccuracies when used in a
wavemeter.

variar

Specially Shaped Wavemeter Condenser
In order to secure a uniform wavelength
scale and hence greater accuracy in wavemeter measurements, it becomes necessary to
use another type of condenser with specially
shaped rotary plates. This is shown in Fig.3,
and is the so-called wavemeter typeof condenser employing semi-circular fixed plates,
hut specially formed rotary plates, with the
shaft eccentrica!ly located. This particular
type of condensér does not giire a straight
line capacity curve, but, in conjunction with
an inductance coil, does give a straight line
wavelength curve, as in Fig. 4. This shows
that the scale is uniform and not crowded at
any part, hence accuracy iii -measurement can
be secured.
Hints on Purchasing Condensers
The prospecti\e purchaser of variable condensers would do well to examine the condenser carefully and see that it meets with
most of the following requirements. In the
first place, if a receiving condenser is desired,
the semi-circular type is preferable. If, however, the condenser is desired solely for wavemeter use, the special shaped plate condenser
above mentioned should by all means be
used. The experimenter might just as well
become educated to the use of the proper
instruments for each purpose in hand. The
first requisite in construction is rigidity. All
parts should be securely fastened, so that
motion of plates will produce no loosening of
parts. Some manufacturers to-day are so inA

i
00

i and

1200

180°

Fig. 4.-Wai'elength curve for specially shaped wavemeler
condenser.

-

The spacing between the rotáry and fixed
plates is small enough as it is, and any variation in washer thickness may result in the
plates touching, and hence producing short
circuit. End plates should be of the very best
insulating material, rigid, and not warped.
For a warped end plate will also produce short
circuit, since the fixed plates are attached to
it. Turn the knob on the condenser and listen
carefully to hear whether there is any scraping
or brushing of plates. A short or touching..
of the plates is easily detected that way.
Note whether the movement of the rotary
plates is jumpy, or smooth and regular, arLd
avoid those condensers whose movements are
jumpy.
The smooth motion of the condenser permits you to tune better, since you can cover
the entire range of capacity by turning the.
knob. The jumping or hopping motion does
not permit of good tuning, for when you turn

-

* See previous issue for Figs.
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Such a bearing is likely to wear
with time, resulting in displacement of the
shaft holding the rotor plates and hence resulting in alteration of the capacity and
loosening of the shaft in bearings. These are
the chief things to look after when buying a
condenser, and are worth while remembering.
Radio is a more complicated affair than one
is apt to imagine after listening-in on one of
these simple sets, and the best is not too good
for one who wants to build a good radio set.

bearings;

your knob the plates jump over a large angle,
due to poor mechanical design. There are
niany suçh condensers on the market. Be
sure that the condenser hás lugs attached for
soldering your connections to it. Select
the condenser which has a minimum of
insulating material in its construction. This
material should be ebonite.
Fibre or
composition end plates should always be
avoided. Avoid, if nossible. the choice of a
condenser which' ha insulating material for

OPERA SYNOPSES
The following short stories are those of the operas to be broadcast front 2 LO
on the dates given ,herein.

-

LA BOHÈME.
(Friday, JUNE IST.)

An opera of Bohemian romance
played in four acts; composed by
Puccini, scened in Paris 1830.

Cast:
Rudolph,

a

poet.

Schaunard, a musician.
\lai-cel, a painter.
Collins, a philosopher.
Benoit, a landlord.
1\Iimi, a flower girl.
Musetta, a grisette.
Parpignol, a toy vendor.
Alcindoro. a wealthy-Parisian.
Act I..-Rudolpli, Schaunard, Marcel,
and Collins are living happily together
in a Parisian garret amidst extreme
The landlord arrives and
poverty.
claims his rent, but is discreetly got
Rudolph is left alone and is
rid of.
visited by Mimi, seeking a light for
Experiences and confiher candle.
dences are exchanged, resulting in
Rudolph and Mimi deciding to share
their lots together.
4ct IL-The Bohemians are feasting
and making merry and introduce to us
Musetta, an old love of Marcel.
Act IlL-Mimi, having quarrelled
vith Rudolph and also suffering from
consumption, seeks Marcel, with a view
to sharing her misery. She tells how,
as a result of the quarrel, she Cannot
live with her former lover, and how
cannot
live
without
also
she
him.
Marcel
goes
fetch
to
who,
with Mimi once
Rudolph,
in his arms, quickly becomes reconciled. Marcel meanwhile quarrels with
.

Muetta in

a

fit ofjealousy.

l'-In

Arti
this act we return to (he
garret in which the opera opened t find
Marcel- and Rudolph at work.
The
oIhertwo Bohemians arrive and try to
make merry over a frugal meal.

Musetta conies in to tell of Mimi's extreme illness, and all hasten to help
the invalid.
They bring her in and
place her upon a Cot whilst all but
Rudolph go Out to buy food and stimuMimi, howlants for the sick girl.
ever is beyond all human aid, and, lying
in Rudolph's anis, she passes away.
--

I PAGLIACCI.

.

(Saiurday, JUNE 2ND.)

This dramatic opera, played in Iwo
acts, was composed by Leoncavallo. lt
is scened at a place near Monialto, in
-Calabria, during the 13th day of
August, iS6.

but the injui-ed husband reproaches his
wife.
The play-part so much expressing his
personal feelings, Canio forgets his lines
and
jealousy
his
claims
every
thought.
He seizes a knife and
stabs Nedda to the heart.
Silvio, who
has seen the tragedy, rushes to assist
Nedda; Canio, seeing him, again
raises his knife, and Silvio falls dead.
Canio, now a prisoner in the hands
of the villagers, murmurs, as lie quietly
gazes at his two victims, " The play
is

over.''

-

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA.

Casi:

Canio (Clown), Chief of a troupe
of strolling players.
Nedda (Columbine), his wife.
Tonio (Taddeo), a player.
Beppo (Harlequin), a player.
Silvio, a peasant.
Act I.-Canio and Nedda arrive at
the village in Calabria, and, addressing
the beholders of their arrival, tell them
to be sure and see the evening performance.
Tonio, another member of the
troupe, makes the most of a quiet
moment to plead his love for Nedda.
The latter resents his attentions, haying in her own heart a secret love for
a villager by
name Silvio.
Tonio
learns her secret, and in revenge for
his rejection tells Canio, the husband.
Canio surprises Silvio and Nedda together, but is unable to catch Silvio.
Against his will, Canio is induced to
make peace with his wife by the

villager.
Act 11.-The show

commences, and
play dealing with a jealous
husband, who returns to find that his
wife has been entertaining another man
at supper.
The visitor escapes by the window,
we see a

(Saturday, JUNE 2ND.)
This renowned opera, by Pietro Mas-

ragni,

is played in one act and scened in

Sicily in the pi esent time.
Cast:
l'uridda, a farmer.
Lucia, his mother.
AlIlo, a carter.
Lola, his wife.
Santuzza,

a

peasant

girl.

Singing before the curtain rises,
Turidda is heard declaring his former
love. Lola,
lovely as the spring's
bright blooms."
Albo, whilst Turidda was away with
his regirhent at the wars, married Lola.
Turidda turns for consolation to the
peasant girl Santuzza, of whom, however, he quickly tires, and returns to
Lola, in spite of her marriage to Albo.
On their way to church at Eastertide
Santuzza meets Lucia, her lover's
mother, and acquaints her with the
position of affairs.
Turiddá, appearing with Lola, treats
Santuzza with contempt.
The, latter,
in despair, tells Albo of his vife'c9Aduct, when subsequently Albo challenges
Turidda to a duel and kills him.
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THE BROADCASTING COMMITTEE

i

Memorandum of evidence submitted lo the Committee appointed to consider the agreement between
the Post Office and the British Broadcasting Compazy, and the future of Broadcasting, by the
Executive Committee of the London Labour.Party.

777
i. In submitting this Memorandum
Evidence on
the complicated
problems which forni the subject of
your enquiry the Executive Committee
of the London Labour Party desires
frankly to intimate that it stands for
the interests of listeners-in and the
community as a whole. Having regard
ro those interests, other interests cannot
be ignored, but in our
view no
monopoly must be allowed to stand in
the way of the progress of wireless and
the conferment of its advantages on
the greatest possible number of the
community at the lowest cost consistent
with efficient service and due regard to
the legitimate interests of all trades
and professions.
2. At
the moment the undoubted
pleasures and benefits of broadcasting
are in a state of confusion. lt would
appear that the public has only recently
become aware of the provisions and
implications of the Agreement between
the Postmaster-General and the British
Broadcasting Company, and there
exists vide misunderstanding as to the
bligations of- the listeners-in in regard
to licences and the charactr of the
different classes of licences.
3. The theatrical profession, concert
artists, etc., and to a less extent the
Press, are apprehensive and uncertain
as to the effects of broadcasting upon
their interests that co-operation which
is clearly desirable is either being withof

-

held or impeded consequent upon a feeling of mutual fear and suspiciqn. Yet
it is clear that broadcasting has come to
stay, and that in the end nothing can
stop its progress.
4. The programmes of the British
Broadcasting Company would appeal
to have deteriorated, partly no doubt in
consequence of the fear and mistrust

to which reference is made. In fighting for its interests it showed a complete want of artistic discrimination a
few nights ago in radiating during one

evening orations by Lord Birkenhead,
Lord Gainford, and Sir William Bull,
MP., in defence of the British Broadcasting Company and the economics
and ethics of private monopoly. The
listeners-in themselves aie in a state of
irritation consequent upon the conflicts
and confusion of the general wireless
situation.
It is not suggested that these shortcomings can be traced to the personal

incompetence or wilful misdeeds of the
British Broadcasting Company and its
staff. It is suggested, however, that
tley largely arise from thè fact that
neither the public as a whole nor even
the trade and professional interests can
have confidence in a new undertaking
possessing the enormous possibilities of
wireless when such an undertaking is
in the hands of a private monopoly,
5. The private broadcasting monopoly
involves political dangers, using that
term in its literal and not in any party
sense.
Already accusations have been
made that announcements and subjects
of a party political or anti2Labour
character have been radiated, and,
however true or untrue these allegations are, it is, nevertheless, obvious
that in view of the subtle and obscure
character of modern commercial publicity the extension of that psychological
treatment of political and industrial
questions in connection with broadcasting work involves great dangers to
democracy.
6. \Vith the extension and increasing
po\ver of wireless radiation it would
appebi- also to be clear that increasing
practical difficulties vill be experienced.
The clashing of the wireless of ships
at sea with the inland wireless, possibly also in time the overlapping of
the wireless in foreign countries with
wireless in oui own, the problems of
the use and Control of wireless in cases
of public danger and emergency-all of
these are difficulties which it hou!d not
be outside the scope of science and
regulation to control. But wise Control in the public interest will be much
more difficult than it need be when the
ownership and operation of the broadcasting operations is in the hands of a
private Company.
7. From (he first it has been seen
that it would be necessary to exercise
someform of control over broadcast-

ing oiierations.
The British Broadcasting Company itself lias fi-equently
pointed out that it is by no means a
free agent in its operations. The principle has therefore been established
that broadcasting Cannot be left to
unfettered private enterprise, but that
important considerations of public
policy make it necessary that the State
should have some voice in wireless
activity. The danger of State control
of private enterprise always is; howr

ever, that it being an undertaking
neither of public ownership and
operation nor of unfettered private
enterprise, the full advantages of
neither system are obtained.
8. In these circumstances the Executive Committee of the London Labour
Party ventures to submit in connection
with the present enquiry a proposal
which does not appear to have liad
appreciable public attention so far.
This proposal is that broadcasting,
instead of being in the hands of a
partially controlled but otherwise
irresponsible private monopoly, should
be publicly owned and controlled.
However novel this proposal is regarded at first sight, it is earnestly
trusted that the Committee will give
serious and responsible considerstion
to it, and to the reasons advanced for
the proposal in this Memorandum of
Evidence.
9. The very fact that broadcasting
would come fully under the control of
the community would remove a substantial measure of the fear and mistrust on the part of the amusement
industry, the Press, and the listeners-ui.

s

.

lo. One of the reasons, why private
undertakings receive less articulate
criticism than publicly owned and controlled services is not that private
enterprise is more efficient, but that the
Criticism of privately owned under.
takings over which the public has no
control is regarded as futile, whereas
Criticism of public concerns is almost
inevitably followed up by representafives on the public authorities Concerned. In the interests of the progress of wireless itself it is exceedingly
desirable that Criticisms and suggestions
should be encouraged, that they should
be examined, and that
a
Minister
should be responsible to Parliament for
adequately meeting such criticisms or
instituting the necessary improvements
ii. The first advantage of Statu
onership would, therefore, be that
Criticism would be stimulated, and that
it would have to be met by a Minister
responsible to Parliament. In a new
enterprise like wireless it is particularly important that complaints and
ideas should be encouraged in every
possible way instead of being evaded
-

.

-

rind discouraged.
There is no reason associated with
the technical character of the indrstry
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broadcasting should not come
under public ównership and control.
The British Broadcasting Company is
why

financial

employing
musicians,
irtists, and-worlqeople, and there is
o more difficulty in the Government
tmploying such persons than there is
n the case of the company's board of
Jirectors.
The various " Uncles
could tell children's stories at 5.30 p.m
just as ably and cheerfully for the community as they can on behalf of Lord
Gain ford and the British Broadcasting
Company, Ltd.
12. Quite
a number of enterprises
already under the control of public
'authorities no less complicated than the
affairs of the British Broadcasting
Company are conducted with a standard
of ability and consideration for the
users of the service much superior to
that displayed, for example, by great
railway companies in this country.
'3. One of the first functions of thé
broadcasting Concern when it came
under public ownership would be to
establish amicable relations between
wireless and the amusement industry
and the Press. lt is rather difficult to
understand the hesitafing and nervous.
attitude of many newspapers towards
wireless, because the Press has the
reputation of being enterprising.
lt
would appear to us that there is no sign
of wireless becoming a source of serious
competition to the Press. No newspaper reader, so f ar as we know, would
cease buying a newspaper because he
preferred to be bored by the weatherreports and the news which are broadcasted.
In most cases they have
already read the news distributed by
the wireless, and in any case they can
skim through " a whole newspaper
a

technical

organisation
staffs,

experts,

during the time it takes for the broadcasting voice to read a few items of

news, in half of which the average
listener-in will be quite unintei-ested.
14. So far as the amusement industry
is concerned, on the face of it more
serious considerations arise, but even
here the effect on the listener-in who
has heard part or even all of a theatrical
or musical performance which he likes
will be to set up a desire to see or hear
it done at the place itself.
Apart from these considerations, however, it is submitted that both the Press
and the amusement industry would
have more confidence in coming to an
agreement with the Government than it
would in the case of a private monopoLy
which is serving sectional rather than
communal intrests.
This would be.
particularly so if the proposal made in
the following paragraph were adopted.
15. With a
View' to stimulating
enterprise and smooth working and to
ensure that the complaints of the public
verc properly considered, it is suggested that, if the agreement with tjie
British Broadcasting Company is tei'-

May

S

minated and publ.ic ownership is instituted, a Broadcasting Advisory Conw.
mittee should be set up, vested with
some real measure of control, but,
nevertheless,
to
responsible
the
Minister, -who in turn
'ould be
responsible to Parliament.
The last
word must obviously rest with Parliament as representative of the general
body of citizens:.
i6. Itis suggested that th Advisory
Committee should be representative of
(a) The higher and lovver grades of
the staff, including certainly a representative of the section responsible for
the programme.
(b) The listeners-in, probably through
some form of federation of the radio
societies which are now springing up.
(c) The amusement industr' ; and
(d) The Press.
17. lt is not desired to be dogmatic
as fo which Government Department
broadcasting should come under, or
whether it should come under a new
department. lii view, however, of the
very wide operations of the Post Office
in connection with telegraphy and telephony, and having regard to the importance of some form of State control
with a view to avoiding clashes between
different broadcasting and transmitting
installations on land and sea, and of
dealing with the different situartions
that might arise in case of eme?gency,
there is much to be said for His
Majesty's Postmaster-General being
the responsible Minister in this connection. There is already accumulated
in the Post Office records, and among
the various grades of the postal staff a
very 'aluable knowledge of wireless and
associated services.

iS. So far as the manufacture of
accessories and parts is concerned, the
effort to establish a private monopoly
in
this connection appears to be
thoroughly bad, and in a great
measure the effort to prevent nianufactuie other than by members of the
British Broadcasting Company has been
a failure.
Wireless and broadcasting
is a new industry and has enormous
possibilities ; it is iml)Ortant that
research and experimenting should be
encouraged in every possible way
subject only to the limitation that it
shall not conflict with publiç safety or
the interests of the communty as a
whole.
Whilst ve would certainly
desire that the public broadcasting
undertaking should establish a well,equippcd research depari ment animated
by a vigorous desire for efficiency and
enterprise, and whilst it should be
open for the State to manufacture sets,
parts and accessories, add to undertake
installations, private enterprise in such
work hould not be forbidden any more
jhan the humble experimenting of the
ordinary citizen in his own home. The
individual experimenter has been and
vilI be responsible for much progress.

It
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that if
to resait broadcasting
itself must be a monopoly. The onjy
question is whether that monopo'y
should be in private hands oi in te
hands of the èommunity.
Without
hesitation our submission is that such
a monopoly, in view of its charactçr
and importance, should be in pub'ic
hands, and that there should be public
accountability either for inefficiency or
for political or class misuse of the great
publicity powers of modern wireless.
20. The
question of the licences
clearly
requires simplification and
putting upon a firm basis. The present
position of " broadeatchers " is uncertain and chaotic. lt would appear that
it is realised that it would be almost
impossible for thie British Broadcasting
Company to collect its own licences;
the organisation of the State has,
therefore, been sought for this purpose
through the machinery of the lost
Office. Even so there may be difficul19.

Chaos

is universally agreed

isP.

not

ties, but the State, possibly with the
assistance of the local authorities, is
in a much better position to solve the
licence problem than is private enterprise.
21. It is perfectly
obvious that in
some foi-m or other the listener-in must
contribute to the cost of the broadcasting service if a broadcasting service
is to continue.
The licence method
worked out on a basis of justice, and
intelligibly administered, would appear
to be the most appropriate method of
collecting the Cost of the service there
are strong objections both from the
point of view of finance and enterprise
to imposing taxes, whether by a conipany or the State, on sets, parts or

accessories.
22. The
potential revenue from
licences alone is very large. According
to Lord Birkenhead there are already
10,000,000 receiving sets in use in the
U,.ited States of America. The U.S.A.
has a population 120 per cent, higher
than that of Great Britain, so that
applied to our smaller population the
U.S.A. figure would be 4,343,000.
Even if we assume that these modern
appliances are more readily taken up
iii America, and we take 23 per cent.
off the British figure 50 secured,
ve
get
3,408,000
sets.
5s.
At
a
year 3,408,000 sets would produce
£852,000; at los, a year, £1,704,000.
Even if ve take the more modest
figure of 2,000,000 sets, 5s. a year
would produce £500,000, and los, a
year £1,000,000. This is a very large
revenue, and with the facts beíoie it
the Committee will be able to decide
whether or not i is sufficient to provide
a really good quality service including
an adequate margin for research and
experiment.
HERBERT MoRRIsoN;

Secretary.

9th May, 1923.
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number of plates needed. Thus,
halved = 0.0005; s + i = 6
plates; or, 0.002 halved =0.001;
adding i in the fourth decimal
place we have ii plates.
lt will be noticed that the 'overlap given allows' only capacities
ending in even numbers (o.0002,
0.004, and so on) to be made up.
Odd numbers can be obtained by
using plates measuring 2in.Xin.,
and making the oerIap Iin. In
this case two plates give 0.0003
zF, and each plate added increases the capacity ,by the same
amount.
Now for the process of making
up the condenser required. Begin
by cutting out the mica and the
foil, and place the pieces in two
separate piles on the table. Provide yourself also with some
shellac varnish.
Coat a piece of mica 'with the
varnish, and lay a foil strip upon
it so that just under iin. protrudes
beyond it towards your right.
Touch the copper with shellac, and
lay a second piece of mica exactly
over the first. Shellac again, ar'
place another piece of foil on it so
that the overhang is to your left.
Continue with alternate pieces of
mica and foil until the desired
number is reached; then place a
final piece of mica over all. Now
lay the pile under a warm flat iron,
and leave it to set hard.
Fig. 2 shows a, good way
of
mounting
the
condenser.
Each set of strips 'is clamped
tightly together by the pressure
which
of a
brass strip, in
T'o
three holes are drilled.
receive countersunk 4B.A. screws,
the third the. shank of the terminal, all of them being secured
Condensers mounted
nuts.
by
directly on to panels will not, of
course, need the terminals, connections being soldered to the brass
strips.
o.00i

MAKING CONDENSERS OF ANY
CAPACITY.
safiaa

I

.

ONE needs quite a number of
fixed condensers about the
set, and they are expensi\e
little things to buy, for it is of no
use to purchase cheap ones,
hich
are often made with dielectric
material of very poor quality, and
whose stated capacity cannot be
relied on as accurate.
To make
them at home is really one of the

simplest jobs that the wireless constructor is called upon to tackle,
and the saving is considerable, for
a néat reliable condenser of definite
capacity can be put together at the
cost of a few pence.
For the plates copper foil should
always be used. Tin foil is
to contain impurities, and it is not
pleasant stuff to work with owing
to its flimsiness. lt is convenient
to adopt a standard size of Iin. x
ein. for all one's plates, for, by
so doing, we can make up, as
shall see, any given capacity without calculation. Foil is sold in
sheets measuring 6x6in. at is. per
dozen. As a sheet viil cut into i6
strips each gin. vide, and each
strip will make four plates, a
pennyworth of foil gives a supply
of 64 plates.
The dielectric must be the best
quality ruby mica 0.002m, in thickness. For Is. Sd. we can obtain a
dozen sheets measuring -2x3in. If
un. is
a standard size of
adopted for the mica dielectrics,
each sheet will make four of
them.
The convenience of adopting
standard sizes such as those mentioned will be seen when it is said
that two plates with an overlap of
.fjin. give a capacity of 0.0002

at

ix

and that each additional plate in.
creases the capacity by o.coo
If, therefore, ve want to make up
fiLl?.

/

/,

_-
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Fig. 1.-Showing how the strips are
placed in position.

a condenser of any value we have a
simple working rule
halve the

1:

I
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Fig. 2-Method of mounting the
condenser.

capacity, add u to the fourth decimal place, and you know the
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PANEL MARKING
a

4

MUCH has been written on
the working of ebonite for
i'ethiving panels, and in the
nìajoritv of instances the experimenter is advised not to.attempt engraving, but to send his panel to a
firm ho speciatises in such work,
or to compromise by attaching ce!luloid Labels, etc., to the various

jerrninals.
In most cases all that is required
is to indicate positive and negative
H. and L.T. terminals, aerial,
earth, and the direction of rotation
of rheostats to indicate increase of
filament current.
This can be done as follows
With a tin. flat drill, drill holes
1in. deep about tin. fi-orn
each terminal. These are then

:-

r

filled with colour-enamel, artists'
oil colour, or even ordinary paint
will do. For positive terminals use

-

scarlet or vermilion; for negative,
cobalt blue; for aerial, a light blue
made by adding Chinese white io
cobalt; and foi earth, burnt sienna.
'Phone terminals should be coloured
as positive and negative, as some
makes requiie to be correctly con:
nected.
To differentiate between H. and
L.T. the panel can be . cut CS
follows -First draw two nencil
lines gin. apart beteen the'H.T.
terminls and parallel with the
edge. A ein. woQd chisel that has
been carefully sharpened on the oil
stone will be required. Placing the
panel on a solid surface and commencing \Vith the left leg of the
"H," hold the chisel perfectly upright between the two péncil lines,
and with the bevelled edge to the
right, and give it a fairly haid
single blov. Reverse the chisel so
that bevel is to the left and repeat,
holding it about ,in. from the first
-

-

-

cut. In nine cases out of ten the
ebonite will fly out; if it does not,
repeat the process. Then Cut the
other leg, spacing so that overall
width of letter is in. ; ana, lastly.
cut the connecting stroke.
Never
mind the rough appearance of the
bottom of grooves, as these are to
-be filled flush with Chinese white.
Stops can be formed in . similar
manner, using a 1in: drill.
For rheostats describe a short arc

with the hole for spindle as centre
with a sharp pair of dividers, cutting as deeply as possible.
An
arrow is then cut at the "increase "
end and the whole filled
ith
Chinese white as before. A panel
marked in this way looks much
neater than with the usual labels or
H. R.

tags.T.
+

.%

NEW TYPE OF

TERMINAL'

'j

4

IT

may be thought that there is
little room for improvement in
the existing types of terminals;
nevertheless, thei-e is not a terminal on the market which enables
one to make a series of quick connections, except those of a very
elaborate and expensive type. The
terminal described in the diagram
(Fig. 3) is quite simple to make
from the existing type, and il! be

aL1
Fig.

3.-Parl

°

of Ter,ninals.

bund to

be of great use. Any number of connections can be made, and
if a number of \VireS are connected,
a further one can be added 'ithout
disturbing those already in place.
A in Fig. 3 represents the terminal

complete.
The arrows shov the
direction and positions in which the
tags C are placed. B is a strip of
springy brass, a little less in width
than the knurled nut of the terminal. This strip of brass should
be folded, over and under, alternately, before drilling the holes.

the folds are m?de and
pressed over, a hole to clear the

When

thread of the terminal is drilled
through the centre as shown at D.
The folded strip is then placed over
the scre of the terminal, and the
bottoni face soldered to the lower
nut. C shows the type of tag Suitable for use with this terminal. The
tag is slipped in as shown by the
direction of the arrows when the
H. B.
top mt is loosened.

o,
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MOUNTING
CRYSTALS.

THERE is more

in the mounting of crystals than one might
think at first sight, and the
quality of their performances
depeids very largely upon the wtv
the-job is carried out.
in some books you vill find a
recommendation that the cup
should be filled with solder, and
held in a Bunsen flame until the
metal runs, the crystal being then
plunged nto the liquid sol.1r aed
held until it séts. Heat is very
bad for the constitution of certain
types of crystal, and if the solder
method is adopted they will probably be found quite "dead" v hen
brought into use on the set.
Woods metal melts at a much
lower temperature than solder,
antI sliold therefore be bsed in
preference. It is usually obtainable from wireless shops, but
should none be available, ordinary
tinfoil should be melted down in
the cup and used in the same way.
Some crystal cups are provided
with three set-screws arranged at
equal distances apart. So long as
you are using a fairly hard crystal
of more or less rectangular shape
this mounting will hold it pretty
tightly, but there is one point
about i-t that often escapes notice.
hat a search is
You know
sometimes necessary with the
cat-whisker in order to find a
really sensitive spot on the upper
surface of the crystal. lt is just
as necessary that one of those
three screws should make contact
vjth a '' ticklish " spot. As often
as not none of them does, \ ith the
result that we obtain either sigiiâls
weaker than they should be, or
none at all.
This difficulty can be overcome
by wrapping the crystal tightly
with tinfoil, which should be
moulded into all the irregularities

its lower surfaces by being
carefully i-ubbed with the handle of
pocket knife.
The tinfoil now
makes contact with a considerable
area of the crystal, and therefore
in all probability with several sensitive spots. Delicate adjusting will
give more efficient results.
R. W. H.
of
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drill
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of

by placing a sharp centre

J ebonite panels

is an
which re-

operation
quires accur-acy in
ing out and good
manship if a neat
is to be obtained.

.

mark-

%

workfinish
In the
first place, a few tools
should be purchased which will
'
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DRILLING
EBONITE PANELS

2»

ii

marked from a centre line and not
from the edges of the pan&.
In
marking carefully from a centre
line no mistake is possible, but in
marking from an edge any slight
discrepancy is multiplied, and in
the case of fitting parts together the
job is utterly spoilt.
The two diagrams given (Figs. 4
and ) vill explain this clearly. Fig.
4 is a panel marked correctly, Fig.
5 a similar panel marked incorrectly.
Having marked out the centres
in tne correct manner with a pocket
scriber an indent should be made

i

ing rules

:-All

centres should be

.Ii'W of Drillinp

/

-

?v1rac?or

.-

Fig. 6.-Showing how to use protractor.

holes, the hole is
drilled first to suit the screw to be
used, then a countersink bit is inser ted in the drill and used in the
same way. For recessed holes, the
smaller hole is drilled first and then
a larger drill is used and drilled
to the depth desired.
Radii are described with sharp
dividers. The circle, or semi-circle,
is divided into equal parts by the
use of a protractor which is divided
equally into 3600 for a complete
circle; therefore if a semi-circle is
to be (livided into six equal parts
making seven holes, each hole
would be 300 apart as shown in
H. B.
Fig. 6.

countersunk

Fig. 4.-Panel marked correctly.

easily pay for themselves when
the difference in the cost of
plain and drilled panels is considered.
In any case they will
serve many purposes, and no home
is complete without a good set of
tools. A breast or hand drill, a few
twist drills of convenient sizes, a
centre punch, a pocket scriber, a
pair of dividers, and a countersink
bit are all the tools required.
The principle point in drilling is
accurate marking out, and it would
he well for those not proficient in
the operation to observe the follow-

punch on the point to be
drilled and giving it a
smart tap with a hammer.
This ensures getting the
correct point when drilling.
The breast drill
should be kept quite vertical when in use. For making

o

--e---1-

'IW'

i

Point A1eawedFro,n
Fig. 5.-Incorrect marking

of

paneL

lation; thel

DO YOU RADIATE?

SO much has been said recently
by the Postmaster-General and
byvireless clubs on the subject
of the interference caused by re-

radiation that some people are
quite nervous about using their
sets for fear that they should unwittingly cause interference with
others' reception. Everybody detests the howling fiend, who often
spoils some of the best items of a
broadcast programme ith his unwelcome accompaniment of catcalls, squeaks and chirps, and nobody wants, if he can help it, to
imitate his performances.

There is practically no such
thing as a completely foolproof set,
for many even of those that bear
the P.M.G.'s stamp of approval
call be iiiadc to oscillate if they are
badly used, and if a receiver sets
up oscillations it becomes temporarily a weak transmitter, causing
annoyance to all listeners-in in the
neighbourhood.
Do not be misled by. a statement
which is often made that the set is
not re-radiating unless you hear
howls or squeaks in your receivers.
These are audio-frequency noises,
and they are signs of L.F oscil-

set may be oscillating
and therefore spoiling the pleasure
of others long before they occur.
Here are some of the signs of
oscillation that should be watched
for so that immediate action may
be
taken directly they occur.
Speech and music,become loud but
indistinct, rushing or rustling
noises are heard in the 'phones;
spark signals lose their musical

note

and sound

like

ineffectual

attempts at whistling; a low murmur or "sing-song" noise, barely
audible, may be detected in the
'phones.. When these symptoms,
or any of them, are present it will
usually .be found that tuned anode
coils, high-frequency transformers
and the secondary-. coil of the
A.T.I. set up howling when they
are touched, and the tuning of the
last-named inductance will become
suddenly abnormally critical..
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your
exhibits
set
" capacity
effects," so that you have to use
extension handles in order to be
able to adjust the condensers, then
oscillation is probably present:
The most certain test of all is to
tap the aerial terminal with a vet
lInger; oscillation vill bedislosed
by the occurrence of " tocks " or
clicks in the 'phones whenever the
finger makes or breaks its contact.
And what should be done if the
set is oscillating? In the first place
loosen the coupling of the reaction

coi' and reduce the capacity in
parallel with it. - 1f oscillation still
persists, reverse the leads of the
coil. Even when no reaction at all
i
used, a set with tuned-anode
coupling may oscillate if the tuning
is too sharp; the cure is obvious
do't tune the anode circuits too
finely. Other remedies consist in

lessening the plate potential supplied by the H-T battery, and in
varying the filament current by
Some
means of the rheostats.
valves, by the \vay, will oscillate

EMERGENCY INSULATORS
4.

IT

sometimes happens when one
is in need of aerial insulators
that no supply of the orthodox
article is available. A friend asks
you, perhaps, to help him to rig up
his new set-he has bought everything but insulators. Or at a picthere may be a wireless set,
flic

..

Fig. 7.-The "lea-cup" insulator.
ire for the aerial, convenient trees
whereon to hang it, but, again, no
y.

.

-

In these cases the handy man is
by no means done; he proceeds to

improvise something from material
ready to hand.
Old bottles are
usually to be found. They can be
turned into quite efficient substi-

R.H.

W.

the cord is pulled it jams itsel(
Ili-nily across the shoulders.
A fourth insulator, so good that
it may be adopted even as a permanent fitting, can be made from
a salad oil bottle, or any bottle that
has a foot. This type of insulator
is more efficient than the ordinary
shell or reel type, since as the wires

-

:i;t.

insulators.

tutes for shells and reels by the
simple process of breaking them
at the shoulders and then fixing
the wires.
At a picnic, or on the river, a
tea cup may be pressed into service. Wind a piece of string tightly
round it, making the turns pass
both above and below the handle,
but not through it. Then fasten the
aerial wire to the string and the
supporting vire or cord to the
handle.
Another method is to use an
unbroken bòttle. Here the aerial
wire is made fast to the neck,
being afterwards brought back
along the bottle and secured
in place by a binding of string.
The supporting cord is attached to
a piece of stiff \vire whose length
is slightly less than the bottle's
greatest internal diameter. This is
passed down through the neck into
the inside of the bottle, and when

very readily if the \oltae of the
accumulator falls off; the L.T
battery should be tested if the set
refuses to behave as it should.
Do not have the coupling between primary and secondary coils
of the A.T.I. tob tight. Stronger
signals are often obtained by
loosening it, and there is a considerable gain in selectivity, as wet
as a diminished tendency tc
oscillate. For good reception oscil
lating is far from desirable.

-

Fig. 8.-The 'broken-bottle" insulator.
ai-e so

far apart there is practically

no capacity between them. Capacity between the aerial wires and a
supporting \vire or wet rope pro'ides almost a free path for higk-

frequency currents, and is a kuitful
source of lost efficiency in the
R. W. H.
aerial.

t

IN making wireless- cabinets an

important facfor is how to obtain
a pleasing finish with as little
trouble as possible. The wood
used should be well planed.
lt
in
fact, ad isable to buy
timber ready planed, at a \ery
little extra cost. The box should
he sandpapered until quite smooth.

e

FIÑISHÏNG

is,

plaster of Paris mixed
water and vinegar should
then be rubbed well into the
grain of the wood and allowed to
dry, after which it should be once
more sandpapered.
There are several kinds of stain
which may be used, or a plaiñ wood
finish with such woods as mahoSome

with

*
.gally oröak looks quite nice. Logwood chips boiled in water give a
reddish-brow n result. The amount
of chips to be used depends. upon
the density of colour desired. The
stain should be applied while warm.
Many people do not like the
highly glossy appearance s.vhich results; also, the surface shows all
marks and scratches, and any faulty
application looks very bad. The

eLee

a

most practical finish is obtained
by dissolving pure beeswax in turpentine until
is
the solution
about as thick as condensed milk.
This is rubbed on to the stained
surface until a good dull polish is
obtained. The process entails a
little hard work, but is well worth
doing.
Vater stains are in every
way preferable to oil' stains.

H.13..
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A PROGRESSIVE UNIT RECEIVING
SYSTEM
This forms the sixth pari of our special. series of articles dealing with the construction of a
cornpete unit receiving system. Every piece of apparatus described will be subsequently
used in more ambitious sets.

'9

.0'

PART VI.-A CRYSTAL RECEIVER WITH VALVE AMPLIFIER.
(Continued from No. 5,-page 306.)

IN the last article of this Series
we dealt with the use of a threeelectrode valve as a high-fre-

quency amplipreceding. the
usual crystal detector. An alter-,
native method of.
using a valve in
conjunction with
a crystal receiving set, is as a
low - frequency
amplifier (sometimes termed a
note - magnifier).
Employed in this
manner, the valve
amplifies the low-

ances L1 and L2 are the 20-turn
and 100-turn coils described in previous articles, connected in series.

lier

tile valve panel complete with filament rheostat and 4 terminals G,
A, F-, F+,the permanent connections beneath tile

-

being

panel

shown by means
of dotted lines.
T
represents
the high - resista n c e telephone
receiver, B1 tile
6- volt filament
lighting accumulator battery, and
B2 the high-tension dry cell battery, 45 to 6o

-

-

volts.

All of the

fore-

im frequency
pulses after rectification by the detector. In other
words, the impulses which, in
an ordinary crystal set, actuate
the telephone receivers are now
to the
applied
grid or input circuit of a threevalve
electrode
and the telephones ai-e actuated by the maglow - frenified
quency impulses
in the anode circuit.

going components
vere required for
circuit arthe
derangement
scribed in Part V.
of t h i s series.
The only additional éomponent
requiied is the
low - frequency
h
iron core transformer shown immediately beneath
the crystal detector in Fig. i.
The construction of a satisfactory transformer
of this type calls
for a considerable
amount of skill,
and although vc
Components
hope to publish
Required.
Fig. 1.-Showing how the various components are connecle4.
constructional details of such a
The corn poadvise the use
transformer later,
D is the crystal detector, the leftnents required and the method of
hand terminal attached to the crys- of a really well-made bought transassembling and connecting them
former on this occasion. In purtal cup being connected to the
up are shown pictorially in Fig. z.
It will b'e seen that the two induct- aerial side of the coil L,. VP is chasing this transformer, a "step-
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or i.. to
up ratio" of i tu
should be specified. This inèans
that, if the primary or input
winding of the transformer consists of 2,000 turns, the seçondaLy or output winding vill require to consist of io,000 turns,

thus producing

May
across the active turns of the two
iñductance.
The jrid circuit.
which includes-the grid of the valve
(via the terminaI G), the secondary
winding of the iron core transformer and the negative side of the

includes the anode of the valve (permanently connècted to the terminal
marked A), the high-resistance telephone receivers T and the hightension battery B2, the positive side
of which is connected to the telephones T and the negative to the
positive side of

filament lighting battery (via ter-

a

step-up in
the
oltage of i to .
output:.
As
the
winding of the
transformer is to
be connected to

-

-

'4

-

The Circuit
Arrangement.

'

Fig. 2 is a
complete circuit
diagram of the
arrangement. Reference to this
will show that

-1

there

are
in
five dislinct Circuits, as
follows
T he
aerial
Circuit,

LIIIIa.....uIuI..___lIiIIhJ
ilzr,ic.

-

'

'si

.B1

B2

'

-

comprising
t he
aerial itself, the
20-turn
inductance,
the loo - turp inductance
and the earth connection. TIzè de:
lector circuit, including the crystal
detector D and the primary or input winding of the' iron core trans.
formet this circuit being shunted
L'

Operation.
Probably t h e
best way to as'rtain the advantage gained by the
I o v
- frequency
amplifying valve,
is to tune in signais, in the usual
way with' the
telephone
receivers T connectedin place of
the
priniarv
winding òf the
iron core transf rmer.
When
the
necessary
tuning is corn-

the grid circuit of
the valve, the adgained
vantage
by the increased
voltage vill he
appreciated.

rcaity

the filament.

-'

'

-

30, f923

rig.

2.-A

diagrammatic skeich showing the internal
connections of the arrangement in Fig. i

minal F-). The filaïent lighting
ctrcuit, consisting of the valve filament, the rheostat (connected to
the terminal F- and filament
socket), and the 6-volt accumula7/ic anode ci,culL which
tor B

-:

.

i-'

the
and
detector D adjusted to its mst
sensitive
point,
rerno e the telepleteci

phones from their
positemporary
'tion and substi-

tute the prjmary winding of the
transformer, the telephones now being placed in the position shown in
Fig. 2. Complete the battery circúit and adjust the rheostat until
the, loudest signals aie obtained
-

-

-

J

-

-

-

-

-

................ .; ....................................................................................
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By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS

THE address of Mr. M. C.
Rypinsky is reported in another
column of this issue, but those
who were present at the roundtable discussion with him in the
Board Room of the B.B.C. were
impressed.by his sincere adm ¡ration
of the British system of broadcasting: We are so accustomed to
hear America cited
as being infinitely
of the Old
Country in everything relating to
\%Ireless that it
as
quite consoling hear:
ing him give such an
excellent unsolicited

wireless thát it is difficult to make
If the licence
broadcasting pay.
question is satisfactorily solved in
this country we may perhaps. find
that it vili be adopted in America.

**

*

It will be worth while keeing an
eye on Ireland to see how broadcasting develops there;
The

anything to do with broadcasting in
the Free State. Thàt would probably make the bhoys sit up and take
potice and send over a contingent
to. raid 2, Savoy lull, shillelagh in
hand, to demand the immediate
estiblishment of broadcasting stations in South Ireland.
.

.*

Mr. Bertram Fryer,
Director of the
Newcastle Broadcasting
Station (On rig/it Wit/i
microphrne)

-

..

--

-

is

congratu1.. /
its
on
/ I
brilliant victory
i
n
connection
1
with the broadf ¿F
casting of opera
The
fact that
the
outstanding
British singers
have definitely
'\ ranged themselves on the
side of broadi
casting
h a s
to be
lated

-

5

-

*

The B.B.C..

-.

'.ahead

*.

i

-

:
S

-

S

-

.S

S

S

I

S

4-

I.
S

I

-

testimonial to the Old Country and
to the B.B.C.
*

*

*

Privately he expressed himselt
more strongly on the serious question of the revenue of the American
radio manufacturing companies.
In that land of protection there is
so much fieêdom in everything

B.B.C. has a say in the establishment of stations in the Northern
Counties, but its position is uncertain with regard to the Free State.
Perhaps the only wy for the
B.B.C. to make headway in the
South of the Green Isle would be to
broadcast a statement that under
no circumstances would they have

It
strategic signilicance.
welcomed by artistes
throughout the country who did
not feel themselves strong enough
o brcai; through a very power_
lu! concert ring. i\lost of the
leading British National Opera
Company artistes will also broad-

great
has

been

cast individually.
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The average number of auditions
af 2L0 alone is more than 250 .per
veekÇ and on one occasion before
would-be
the \Vhitsun holidays
broadcast stars were heard in one
day. l'bere is evidently no dearth
In
of musical talent in London.
the provinces, of course, the supply
is much more limited, even in proportion to the population. Th
trouble there is that whenever an
artiste gets fairly well known the
tendency is to come to the Metro-

polis t sell the very crowded
ranks of the musical profession. 1f
they would stay in their own
centres most of them would have
an equally good chance of making
a decent income.
The B.B.C. made a last-minute
attempt to change the venue of the
British Legion meeting in the
Queen's Hall to Covent Garden
Opera House, where the speeches
of the Prince of Vales and the
other distinguished notables could
have been broadcast to all the stations.
The British Legion, however, could not see their way clear
to make the change, although they
been
would
have
indemnified
against any loss.
A clever sub-editor made his
headings announce that "artistes
who broadcast would be outcast,"
ho
but the experience of those
tried to stop the broadcasting of
opera would suggest as more appro..
priate headings, "those ho would
stop the broadcast shall be donCast.''

The London theatrical managers
are endeavouring to give an international aspect to their quarrels
with the B.B.C. by linking up with
the French theatrical managers.
Perhaps before we are done the
matter will be referred to the
League of Nations, that body which
promised so well and has done so
little. The B.B.C. are not joining
up with the French broadcasting
authorities, as they believe in the
policy of "ilka herrin' hangin' by
its am tail.''

There was great excitement in
Glasgow the other evening as the
strains of "Yalkyrie," which vere
&ansmitted by land line from 2L0

to Glasgow, were heard not only by
the owners of ef.s but by a number
of people who have the ordinary

These canny
telephone installed.
Scots vere ovèrjoyed to think that
they vere getting first-class opera
from London without troubling
llowevér,
about wireless at all.
vas of the
the performance
" secured at enormous expense for.
one night only " variety, and although some of the Scots have
since been listening-in at their telephones until the' ae got the earache, there has been nothing doing.
.

The new Jazz Orchestra which
been established at 2L0 is
already proving most successful.
Many tennis clubs are taking advantage of the Saturday night jazz
transmissions to run impOmptu
has

dances.

The BB.C: is doing everything
in its power to accede to the request of the Industrial \\ elfare
Societies to provide music during
Many
the workers' meal hour.
large firms have expressed their
willingness to
establish
loudspeakers in their works
present the B.B.C. is limited to one

.At

hour for its daylight transmission,
and efforts aie being made to get
this hour changed and extended.
If tips were gien as to likely
horses to \\in the afternoon races
the popularity of the venture would
be assured.
The newspaper proprietors could not object to this, for
no one could describe racing tips as
news.

-

JRMINGH.-1M.
Percy
Mr.
Edgar, the announcer at 51T,
has a pronunciation which is
generally faultless and a sheer
delight to listen to. Ile has never
been known to falter, not even over
that lovely tongue-t ister which
prefaces
weather
reportthe

specially prepared by the meteorological department of the Air
ilinistrv for the British Broadcasting Company "-although one does
feel that he can hardly resist saying
"Here's the jolly old weather forecast " instead. But when he departs from English, Mr. Edgar
must confess that he is sometimes
beaten. He came up against a real
poser the other day-the name of a
Japanese professori
t was in the

3O

1923

news bulletin, of course. "Unclç "
broke down in the middle of it, and
there followed a hurried confererke
with other members' of the stati
before the name was finally broadcast. lt sounded horrible.
*

1ñANC1!ESTE1.-2ZV

vas to

svnipathised with thè other
'evening when they complained
that the! could not hear 2L0 for
the "ether hogs." There was so
much jamming that scarcely any
iVi be

telephony could be heard, and it
was even doubtful whether '2L0
All
vas actually transmitting.
listeners-in thoroughly agreed with
2ZY's complaints. There vas the
consoling thought that the closed-in
cars, fitted with direction-finders.
which viere reported to be in -the
town, would be very busy, and it
was hoped that they would he able
to locate the worst offenders.
2ZY's proposal to change the time
of their trade concert from the
morning to the afternoon will not
only be of interest to those for
whom the transmissions are principallv intended, but also they ill
tend to enliven the afternoon lea
parties of the listener-in.
The "Seven-and-sixpenny Singlesi-ded" concerts promised us by
Mr. Percy Pitt, the new musical
director of the B.B.C., are being
eagerly awaited.
s

s

s

first transmission, other than froiii the
Studio, has been made by
the Newcastle Broadcasting Station
during the past week. One of the
chief events of the year for the
musical Tynesider is the Northern
Musical Tournament (a festival on
the lines of a \Velsh Eisteddfod),
and choral and orchestral items
have been broadcast from the Newcastle Town Hall each evening
from 7 to 7.30 and 9 to 9.30, thug
not interfering with the usual concert.
The transmission was remarkably clear, and many congratulatory letters have been received by the station director. The
writer observed that,
hen the
switching over from Studio to

NElVCASTLE.-Th

Town Hall occurred, a considerable
diminution in signal strength took
place, but that full intensity was
again obtainable by decreasing.
H.T. from 36 to 24 volts.

-
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THE WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
(HO., Central Library, Peckham Road,Camberwell, S.E.5).
Hon. Sec., MR. GEO. SUTTON,
A.M .1. E. E.,

i8, Melford Road,

S.E.22.
the meeting of the Wireless and
Experimental Association at headquarters on Wednesday, May i6th, Mr.
Voigt (member) outRned a scheme
whereby it should have been possible
with two small choke coils and two
small fixed condensers to utilise the two
At

i;;

feeding the loudsuspended wires
speaker at the lar end of the Hall and
make them do duty as a twin aerial.
Another member brought along a
mall crystal receiving set with which
he .got unaccountable fading of signals.
Some of the Association's experts put
the faults down to the use of dry
cotton insulation on the coil windings,
the fluffy free fibres being hygroscopic
and leaky.
The Dulwich and District Branch
of the Wireless and Experimental Association met at the Montessori School,
Lordship Lane, on Monday, May 7th,
and proceeded to elect a committee on
management and agenda matters.
King, Sinclair,
Faulkner,
Messrs.
Muridav. and Barrett were declared
duly elected, and consented to serve.
Mr. Geo. Sutton then delivered an
elementary lecture on crystal and valve
sets, with variometer tuning devices.

OF
THE RADIO SOCIETY
HIGHGATE (H.Q., Highgate
South
Grove,
1919 Club,
Highgate, N.6).
Hon. Sec., MR.
.

il.Sc.,
A.C.G.1., FRA.
9, Cholmeley Park,
Highgate, N.6.
J.

F. STANLEY.

Mr. H. Andrewes, 13.Sc., continid
his series of lectures on Friday on
He pointed
C. W. Transmission."
out that a C. W. heterodyne vas really
low-power transmitter, ordinary
a
transmitting sets diering only in the
matter of the amount of power dealt
with.
A receiving set of the aircraft
type has been used for transmission
over a range of fifty miles by means
of " R " type valves, but in such cases
it is necessary to overload the filaments,

(%

-

;;

thereby reducing the life of the valves.
Various examples of British, French,
and German transmitting valves were
exhibited,
and their characteristic
features explained. The usual methods
of obtaining the necessary high voltage
direct current supply for transmitting
purposes were described, and the
lecturer then vent on to describe in
what respects the inductances used differ
from those in receiving sets.
Transmitting condeesers were also dealt
with, it being mentioned that the
capacity of an ordinary variable condenser can be approximately doubled
by immersing it in good quality in-r
sulating oil.
Various transmitting
circuits were then drawn on the blackboard, special mention being made of
the Colpitt circuit.
This circuit hails
from America, and iiì the lecturer's
opinion is very efficient nd easy to
adjust. Methods of keying and modulation vere then dealt with, and the
lecturer concluded with a few remarks
on the subject of microphones and
speech amplifiers.

SOUTH NORWOOD AND DISTRICT RADIO ASSOCIATION (H.Q., Stanley Halls;
South Norwood).
Hon. Sec., MR. C. H. P. NUTTER,
Radio Corner,
243, Selhurst Road,
South Norwood, S.E.z5.
On May 3rd, at headquarters, the
meeting of the above Society opened
with buzzer practice under the suprr
vision of the Secretary, after which Mr.
j. L. jeifree, F.R.A. (5FR) explained
a nev theory for wireless transmission
A discussion followed,
and reception.
many interesting points being raised.
The Hon. Secretary will be pleased
o forward particulars of the Society
to anyone desirous of joining.

THE WEST LONDON WIRELESS
AND EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
(HO.,
The
Acton and Chiswick Polytechnic, Bath Road, Chiswick).
-

Hon. Sec., Ms. H. W. COTTON.
19, Bushey Road,
hayes, Middlesex.
At the meeting held on Friday,
May iSih, an article from one of the

wireless publications dealing with
Crystal Reception " was read by Mr.
A. Labram, and questions were then
raised and answered by various menibers. The meeting was then throvr.
open for general discussion ; Mr. A. P.
Dobson outlined a circuit on the blackboard with which he had been experimenting and afterwards gave a full
description and data for constructing a
tapped plug-in anode coil with a range
of 150-1,100 metres for use in a
tuned anode circuit.Mr. P. Usher then rave data for
making a solenoid inductance coil with
variometer attachment at the end for
Members are asked to
fine tuning.
turn up in full strength on June 5th,
when Mr. O. S. Puckle will lecture
upon " Radio Switching."
Full par
ticulars regarding membership of the
Associatioh will be gladly sent to all
-

enquirers by the Secretary.

THE ILFORD AND DISTRICT
RADIO SOCIETY (H.Q., St.
Mary's Church Schools, High
Road,

Ilford).

Hon. Sec., A.
-

.
.

E.

.

GREGORY. Esq.,

77, Khedive Road,

Forest Gate, E.
On May 3rd a discussion on " Lowfrequency Amplification " was held.
Mr. j: F. Pàyne ópened the discussion
by enumerating the advantages and disadvantages of this method of amplification.
Mr. A. E. Gregory (Secretary)
then lectured, stating that he recommended the use of iron-Core chokes instead of the customary L. F. intervalve
He said that he had
transformers.
found the choke method less prone to
produce distortion, more silent in workng, and Cheaper to construct than the
Another great
transformer method.
advantage of this type was that it lent
itself to the employment of many stages
of amplification without the production
500-ohm
" FullerA
of howls.
phone " choke was found to be uite
suitable for the purpose.
Mr. J. Nickless, A.f'E.I.E.E., stated
that in his opinion the question of the
employment of open-cored L.F. transformers had not received sufficient
attention. Considei able discussion took
place on this point.

,,

.,
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LEYTON AND DISTRICT WIRE- corporating a special circuit, which wa
LESS CLUB (H.Q., The Leyton illustrated with blackboard diagrams.
Tabernacle Church Hall, High:
A \Vestern Electric power amplifier.
Road, Leyton, E.1O).
having beçn attached, loud signals \vere:
lion. Sec.,

MR. W. G. PEACOCKE,
73, Frith Road,

Leytonstone, E.u.
successful meeting was held
at H.Q. on Monday, May 7th, when,
after the usual Morse classes, an interesting lecture and _demonstration
was given by one of the members, \lr.
P. J. Slade, on " Valves."
At the close of the lecttre the Chairman, Mr. \\ Bassett, operated his 3valve set with great success.
Meetings are held fortnightly, and
the Secretary will be glad to hear from
any persons interested.
A very

received throughout the building from
all the broadcasting stations.
The Society would welcome all experimenters interested in wireless who
would like to join its ranks, and all
communications should be addressed to
the lion. Secretary.

SOUTH SHIELDS AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB (H.Q.,
Edinburgh Buildings, 34, King
Street South, South Shields).
Hon. Sec.,

\lR. J. A.

SaITIT.

Salmon Street,
South Shields.
On Friday, April 20th, a lecture on
" Directive Transmission and Reception and its Value " was delivered by
Mr. R. Oliver.
Commencing with a brief description
of the usual forms of inverted '' L ''
and " T " type aerials, which, he
stated, were only slightly directional,
the lecturer then vent on to describe
aerial systems of stations such as Leafield, Cairo, etc., which vere true types
of directional aerials, in which little
added capacity or inductance vas inserted, the aerial itself being of the required wavelength. Mr. Oliver mentioned that the familiar method of explaining the radiation from an aerial
by comparison with the dropping of a
stone into a pond vas not, in the case
of ordinary aerials, correct, and that
radiation from such aerials was always
partly directional.
The lecturer then
66,

LINCOLN AND DISTRICT
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY (H.Q.,
I.incoln Technical School).

Hon. Sec., MR,

F.

126,

T. J.lEs,

M.I.M.

and CY.E.,

\\est Parade,

Lincoln.
An exhibition of members' homemade apparatus was held on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday (May 3rd, 4th,
and 5th) in the Technical School Gym1asium. Three prizes vere offered for
the best panel as regards workmanship and design.
Mr. C. R. Laurence gained first prize, Mr. R. Bates
second and Mr. H. Beson third. Mr.
P. Grnt and Mi. H. \\7 Elsev kindly
acted as judges, and found their task
a very difficult one.
In addition to members apparatus,
there were also well-set out trade stands
by the following enterprising firms in
the city:
Howard, Silver Street
Western, Smell
Street ; and
the

Wireless Co., Newland.
Mr. Elliott,
of Monks Road, had a good display of
radio publications.
Demonstrations of receiving bioadCast music, etc., vere given, three loudspeakers being fixed in different parts
of the building.
The Society's own
transmitter vas also' vorkin
with
other amateur transmitters in the

proceeded to describe methods of duplex
working, and their advantages both
with regard to non-interference with
near-by stations and operation in con-

junction with particular stations.
Dealing with reception, Mr. Oliver
discoursed upon the subject of frame
aerials.
In conclusion, he dealt with the tremendous value of directional wireless
during the war, both with regard to
shipping and the location of enemy

craft.

The Club held its first Annual Exhibition from April 24th to 28th InSeven trade firms
the
be addressed to the Hon. Secretary.
district exhibited, and experimental
apparatus was a large feature of the
exhibition, In the latter section a 19valve set, built by the Club's ChairSMETH WICK
W IR ELES S
man, attracted considerable attenSOCIETY (H.Q., Technical
tion. The set employed nine highInstitution, Smethwick).
frequency valves, allowing the use
lion. Sec., MR. R. H. PARKER,
of tuned anode, transformer, or resistRadio House, Wilson Road,
ance-capacity coupling at will
a 4Smethwick, Staffs.
valve detector panel permitting the
A most successfúl meeting was held
use of either soft or hard valves of
at headquarters on Friday, April 20th, -. various designs, grid potentiometer or
when Mr. C. Grew (Technical Advisor)
leak control, etc., and a 6-valve lowgave a most interesting lecture and defrequency
amplifier.
Eath valve
monstration, illustrating a well-made
having separate control and combinathree-valve experimental receiver, in- tion could be used at will.
Tuning,

district.
Applications for membership should

clusive.

¡it

30,

1923

apart from the high-frequency portion,
vas accomplished by the usual plugIII. tuner being employed for lower wavelengths.
The Club is desirous of increasing its
membership.
Particulars may be obtained from the LIon. Secretary.
in coils, a Mark

THE STOCKPORT WIRELESS
SOCIETY
(H.Q.,
Mrsey
Chambers, King Street East,
:,
Stockport). - ..
Hon. Sec., Me. C. FR006ATT.
¡94, Turncroft Lane,
Stockport.
A successful lecture demonstration
vas held at rhe headouarters of the
above Society on Wednesday, May 9th,
when Mr. l-l. A. Woodyer lectured on
Transmitting and Receiving," Mr. A.
Roberts presiding.
The lion. Secretary will be pleased
to hear from persons desirous of becoming members.

THE STOKE-ON-TRENT WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL
SOCIETY (H.Q., Y.M.C.A.,
Marsh Street, Hanley).
Hon. Sec., MR.

Goousox. B.Sc.,
M.!. Mech. E.,
Tontine Square,
Hanley.,

F. J.

.An interesting discussion on " Reaction Its Jse and Abuse," opened by
Messrs. F. J. Goodson, B.Sc,, and
F. T. Jones, took place at a meeting
of the above Society on May ioth. Mr.
Goodson first dealt with re-radiation,
what it is and how it is caused, Mr.
Jones dealing with its detection and
prevention.
To detect re-radiation, touch the
aerial terminal with a damp finger, and
if this produces a twang or a more or
less musical note in the 'phones it
shows that the set is re-radiating. If
only a click is produced tuis is due
to capacity effects and not to re-radiation.
The best methods of detecting
re-radiation is to employ another receiving set some distance away.
In order to prevent re-radiation
which will interfere with other stations
in the vicinity, reaction should be dispensed with altogether, this being the
most sure method.
Another method
is to employ a tuned anode circuit and
couple the reaction to the anode coil,
or, if high-frequency transformer coupling is used, to couple the reaction coil
to the transformer; Such a set would
not re-radiate to any appreciable
extent.
Several members disagreed with Ivir.
Jones as to the non-radiating properties
of the tuned ançde circuit, and instances were Lited in which such circuits vere found to be re-radiating
seriously when the aerial coil was
separated from the reaction coil by
several feet.
-
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COAST TOWN RECEPTION
Wireless Weekly.
Sia,-f have read with interest as a
new reader of your paper the various
correspondence
appearing
your
in
columns, in particular about a successful set.
As most people know the South
is notorious (or bad reception, thanks
to ships and other spark stations (these
ought to be abolished by law), which
are most difficult to cut out entirely.
I have, however, on a quiet night
received all Broadcasting Stations on
one valve; Glasgow was faint but clear.
t
This vas done as an experiment.
usually use two valves with quite satisfactory results.
London has fading attacks which
have quite regular periods, and are most
interesting to observe Cardiff comes
in best here, and I get all the French
stations fine.
My set is nothing to shoutabout,
just a home affair, but goes O.K. The
tuning is critical, but with care all
broadcasting can be picked up.
1f
some of my unknown wireless friends
in this town will take my tip about
tuning they will get better results. I
find that if the coupling is made fairly
THE EDITOR,

slack and more condenser used, ships
can be to a large extent Cut out, but
signals are, of course, weaker.
If
three coils are used jambing Can be cut
down to a minimum, but tuning
becomes - very
critical
I
indeed.
generally use my set with the secondary
shorted on to the A.T.I. which gives
good results and easier tuning if the
spark row is not objected to.
Wishing you success.
I
J.

P.

Those who have
decorations, etc:
electric bells fixed (the large majority
have, nowadays, I think) can utilise
these ver} easily.
The output from the telephone transformer is connected to the two contacts
of the bell-push in the room where the
Disconnect one of
instruments are.
the wires from the bell battery and you
can at once connect the telephones to
any other bell-push in the house. The
writer has used this method vith both
crystal and valves (loud-speaker), and
there seems to be little or no loss pro-

siding the bells are in working order-

if they are
obvious.
Cheshire.

not-well,
-

¡

the remedy
am, etc.,

is

E. M. WAINwRIGLIT.

20F.
To

THE EDITOK, Wireless

Weekly.

Sig,-!

have recently received reports
of the reception of telephony from
20F by wireless experimenters in the
This reception has
London district.
been reported at times when I have not
been transmitting, and by persons
using crystal sets. It is therefore obvious that some unauthorised person in
that neighbourhood is using my call
sign, probably because he has no transmitting licence.
I should be glad of any information
which would lead to the detection of
that person, as such use is both unfair
to the receivers of the telephony and to
myself, and also, of course, illegal.
i

am, etc.,

H. C. TRRNT

J.

CUAPMSN.

TELEPHONE ADAPTOR.
To uts EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

Sie,-! think the following hint will
be found useful by your readers. It
is often desired to " listen-in " in a
different room to that in which the
are installed, and
running wires to

the
the
different rooms is wasteful of wire,
takes time, and can hardly be accompushed without some damage t, the

CRYSTAL RECEPTION.
To TEtE EDITOR. Wireless Weekly.
SIR.-As a reader of your journal

,/

_____

very strong;
I was receiving 2L0
in fact, standing near the headphones
on another person, one could hear 2L0

faintly.
t.
I changed over aerial wire
and earth wire, making the earth
system my aerial, and vice versaresults perfect.
s. Replaced on proper terminals,
but disconnected earth, -and still
heard distinctly.
3. Replaced earth on to terminal
and disconnected aerial wire from
head. In holding the 4ft. or ft.
of vire in my hand the reception
was stilt perfect after altering
tuning slightly. Thus I was workinc with no aerial excePt the few
feet held in my hand.
In the ordinary way I get fair reception with my bell vire as an aerial,
when the valve set is not working, and
when it is, the reception is as good as
with an outdoor aerial.
My single aerial is neither parallel
with my friend's from a horizontal
point of view nor looking end-on, and is
certainly z,.o feet below, and stretches
down the right-hand side of the garden,
where the other aerial stretches along
Further, I get
the left-hand side.
amateur stations as far away as
Brentford, Middlesex.
I am, etc.,
CHARLES COLLINS.
%Vexford Road, S.\V. i.

AMATEUR TRANSMISSION.

(20F).

Lovest of t.

am, etc.,

Bournemouth.

instruments
method of

-

-

_____________

-

To

_$r

.1

-

I

wonder whether the under-mentioned
ould be of any interest to your many
other readers.
I have
a crystal set inultum in
parvo working on a 5oft. single wire
aerial about 35ft. from the ground. In
the flat above me a gentleman
possesses a 2-valve HF. and detector
panel, with an additional L.F. panel
(which was not in use when the experi.
ments given below were carried Out).

To TItE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR-Allow me as an experimenter
to congratulate you on your latest
periodical Wireless !Veekly. J, and I
am sure many others, am glad to see
that in both your papers, Moder,t !Vireless and Wireless !Veekly. you.have not
foigotten the amateur transmitter.
The amateur transmitter of to-day has
been very badly hit. With the advent
of broadcasting, the experimenter has
only a very limited time for experiinents, especially when 2L0 works
very nearl) all Sunday morning and
afternoon. DX communication under
these conditions is rendered impossible.
I certainly think that 2L0 imagine
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May i say one
ihey
the ether.
radioist?
word to
broadcast
the
Numerous complaints have apparently
been received by many gentlemen holding transmitting licences, accusing
them of transmitting during broadcasting hours. It may interest the broadcast radioist to know that the amateur
transmitter is perfectly entitled to
transmit during the broadcasting hours
if he chooses. The only reason he does
not is, being a gentleman, he wishes to
give the broadcast radioists as much
pleasure as possible. lt must not be
forgotten that it is the amateur tiansmitter who has made broadcasting
what it is to-day. The London experimentalists have to put up with a lot.
They don't mind peoplelistening to
their transmissions, but they would
prefer the " canaries " to go to bed.
Hoping I have not occupied too much
of your valuable space.
I am, etc.,
D. G. BOWER (5\\ F).
Upper Richmond Road,.S.W.i5.

long, and below the house top, clear
from North and South but screened
from the East, hence the poor results
from Holland.
The whole outfit is
arranged anyhow, some wires being
squeezed in together tightly, and others
being loose and laying about all over
On Chri,,tmas Eve seven
the table.
pairs of headphones and one single one
were used with one valve, and 2L0
vas received loud and clear, despitethe
fact that the leads verc straggling all
round the room.
I am, etc.,
Brighton.
O. J. S. RUSSELL.

To

TilE

Sia,-\\

Sis,-Having experimented

in the
same locality (supposed to be poor for
reception) as Mr. Gibson for a considerable time, with many different combinations of valves and circuits, my
own experience of long distance reception
ith a minimum of valves might

interesting.

On one valve i have received (when
jamming and the " howlers " in the
Preston district will permit) the
ing stations on many occasions, and
all on speech and music.
FL, Radiola, L'Ecole Superieui-e,
5VsA, 2L0, 2YZ, 5N0, 5SC, .5lT,
2Ml' (when <perating), 20J, 2FQ,
follovr

5MC,2TCA, and Croydon. Once only,
I have received " The Hague " ori one
valve, and have never been able to get
it since on less than two valves (1H F).
but in any case the reception of this
station is poor. On two valves (when
conditions are favourable) one L. F. and
Brown H2 loud speaker, I can receive
2L0, 2YZ, 5SC, and 51T, L'Ecole
Superieure, Radiola and FL sufficiently
loud to be clearly heard in any part
of the room, I2ft. square, and on three
valves (one H.F., one L.F.) Radiola
and 2L0 are so loud that 'e can dance
to the music without worrying about
the shuffling of the feet. In fact, this
is now we learn new steps.
Regarding valves I use Edisran

EDITOR,

ith reference to the present

.

may say that I am just an ordinary
experimenter, ith a fair knowledge of
wireless, and a keen desire to conduct
genuine experiments. All my apparatus is home-made. I have no exceptional qualifications so far as w.rel,ess
is concerned, and no influence.
I am, etc.,
I

-

-

-

LornoxEs.

INDOOR AERIAL RECEPTION.
To

TIlE

EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

Sis,-lt

may interest you and some
that, using
only one valve, and with an indoor
aerial, i hear all the British Broadcasting stations with the exception of Carof your readers to know

telephony.

In listening to the News Bulletin
every word is quite audible from any
tation.
Tuning, of course, is çry
critical, and fading is common, but it
is interesting to note that Glasgow is
more easily tuned in than Newcastle.
As I live in a flat I am obliged to
use an indoor aerial. This consists of
9. wires, each t2 feet long, stretched
across the ceiling of a room. They artj
foot
spaced iç inches apart and are
from the ceiling. ' My earth vire is
connected to a gas pipe at present.
An interesting point is that the addition of a L.F. valve makes but little
difference, this being (lue to the initial
weakness of the signals.
best
W ishing
your journal the
success.
I am, etc.,
L. E. \\AREIIAII.
Barnes, SW. 13.
t

To

lVireless Weekly.

controversy re the licence question, my
recent experience may be interesting.
On April igth last I applied to the
Secretary, G.l'.O., London, fo
an
application form for an experimental
licence, and received it by return of
post. i filled in the required particulars and posted it on April 23rd.. On
the 25th a notice arrived, requestingthat los. should be sent, when my
licence would he granted. I sent the
money by return, and on the 27th
received a letter from the GPO.
giving me full authority to use ireless
receiving apparatus for experimental
purposes pending the issue of a formal

licence,,

i can get Cardiff's carrier wave,
but up to the present have heard no
duff.

A NOVEL POLARITY TESTER

HUSTLE!

RE 2VALVE RECEPTION, BY
A. A. GIBSON, HOVE.
To TItE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

be

A.R. for high-frequency and detector,
and Ediswau R for low-frequency
amplification. kIT, about 6o volts for
short waves and about 48 volts for
long. Circuits are quite ordinary, but
particular care has been taken regarding values and, naturalJy, several important points have been studied with
a view to reaction, the coil often being
laid on the floor and tuned.
My aerial is 2611 high, twin, 2Sft.

1923

30,

lVireless IVeekly
the April edition of Moderu
Wireless there vas an interesting
article on
Lamp Resistance for
Accumulator Charging." This gave a
very simple, yet plain, system for those
interested in wireless who wished to
charge their own batteries.
many
persons - not
However,
acquainted with electricity are apt to
get confused, in finding which is' the
-correct terminal for the positive side
of the battery, and through ignorance
are liable to do great damage, and i
therefore venture to add a little pole
finding lest which vill he useful not
only to the non-electrician but also to
TUE EDITOR,

SIR,-In

"A

V

V

V

V

some electricians.
The test simply requires a potato cut
into two, and the feed vires of the live
circuit for charging -the battery, with
lamps, etc., in series.
V

V

Insert the bare ends of the vires into
the inside portion of the potato, taking
care that the wires are- not too close
together; turn on the current, when a
chemical action will at once take place.
One terminal will turn a greenyblue, similar in colour to that of copper
This one vill denote the
sulphate.
hich
positive side of the service,
should be connected to the one marked
t OIl the battery.
The other terminal will begin to gas,
this denoting the negative side of the
J am, etc.,
service.
H. TH0RNT0X.

Halifax.

..-
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Patènb Seclion
The following list lias been specially compiled for "Wireless Weekly" by Mr. H. T. P. GEE,
Patent Agent, Staple House, 51 and 52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and at 70, George Street,
Croydon, from whom coptes of the full specifications published may be obtained posi free on
...payment of the official price of is. each. We liare arranged for Mr. Gee to deal w it ii questions
relating Io Patents, Designs and Trade Marks. Letters should be seni to him direct at the above address.

-

-

.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS
(Specifications not yet published.)
12011.

-

F-Manufacture

AgTsTEu,

of

duotance coils for wireless telegraphy,
May 4th.

ELECTRIC

AVTOMATIC

11747.

magnetic relays, kc. May ist.
ADTOSIATIC

11747.

in.
&c.

Co-ElectroMro.

TELEPHONE

Co.,

LTD-Electra-magnetic relays, &c. May Ist.
12124. BERTLLSEN, H--Head-bands for telephones. May 5th.

Bswicx, R. E-Panel boards for
wireless apparatus STay 2nd.
12160. BREEZE, R. \V.-Electric .fuae, &e.
fittings. May 5th.
11907. BtNTaso, R. S-Collapsible frame
11881.

serials. May 3rd.
11793. BDIIN5IDE, G. B.-Electromagnetically-actuated acoustic diaphragms. May 2nd.
11830, 11831, 11832, Csaa, T. W._Apparatus
for eleotrioally translating sound waves
into light waves and for producing a photographic record of such waves. May 2nd.
11795. CASTELLAN, C. E.-Induotanoe coils
for wireless receiving sets, &o. May 2nd.
11795. CHAPMAN, E. H-Inductance coils
for wireless receiving sets. &c. Slay 2nd.
11876. COATES, A. W .-Thermionic valves.
Slay 2nd.

11691.

COLLINS,

12064.

DVRTUER

12046.

EDWARDS,

W.

H.-Vsriometers,

&o.

for wireless reoeiving.sets. May Ist.
12064. Coynser, P. R.-Electric switches.
May 4th.
CONDENSER

LT0.-Electrio switches.

G.-Vireless

Stay 4th.

holders.

Co.

Slay 4th.

(1921),

crystal-

51._Crystal deW.
12161. EuwsRus,
tectors for wireless reception. May 5th.
11986. ELECTRIC Pnontcvio.'ts Co., LTD.Transmission or reproduction of sound
Slay 3rd.
-11881.

u ireless
11711.

FEREIVSON.

GARnAIID,

May Ist.

11865. Gaysoss,
May 2nd.
12171.

R-Panel boards for
C-Electric switches.
T. F-Crystal detector.

appsratus. May 2nd.

GRANAT,

systems. Slay

C.

E.-Electric transmission

5th.

(France.

May

24th,

1922.)

D.-Receiving-cirouits for
wireless telegraphy. &c. Slay 2nd. (United
States, September 19th, 1922.)
11843.

GRIMeS,

W.-Interlooking devices

lisLE. G.

11982.

for controlling electric circuits. May 3rd.
J. A. G.-Tumbler
12020. HARRISs0N,
switch attachment. May 4th.
12160. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH Woags Co..
LTD., W. T.-Electric fuse, &c., fittings.
IiIay 5th.
J. S-Wireless receiving
12051. Jsrrs,

apparatus. Slay 4th.
11865.

E.

JOHNSON,

Slay 2nd.

S-Crystal detector.

8.-Microphone relays.
ist.
8.-Loud-speakers, re
ceivers, tic. Slay ist.
11683. Joyce, G. J. H-Wireless direction.
finding systems. May ist.
JONES, A.
receivers, &c. May
11682. JONES, A.
11681.

11588.

RINMAN,

12132.

LLo'rD,

April 30th.

T.

A.

Slay

11896. SICCARTHY, A. J. P-Electric circuit-connecting devices. Slay 2nd.
11870. STCGOwN, R.
0-Outdoor aerial
svires for svireless telephones. May 2nd.
11907. PsaliaNaoN, W.-Collapsible frame
aerials. islny 3rd.
11684. PEARCE, H. W.-Loud-speaking wireless sound'box. May lst.

PhILLIPS, JI. W. fl-Wireless reMay 4th.
12034. PolLARD, R. B. C-Time switches
12051.

ceiving-apparatus.

and signalling devices. Slay 4th.

J. F-Loud-speaking spireless sound-box. Slay ist.
11957. POLTOLANN, W. J.-Insulators. Slay
3rd.
W. E.-Orystsl detectors
11564. POOLE,
for wireless current. April 30th.
11837. PosTwAr, A. P-Thermionie valves.
Slay 2nd.
11881. RADIO COSIMYNICATION Co., LtD.POu,ARD,

Panel boards for wireless apparatus. May
R5ILINra, A.

RVNBAKEN,

K-Connecting-devices

fot electric conductors.

tric accumulators,
11711.

May 2nd.

ft-Charging elecF.-Eletrio switches.
May 3rd.

SRAr1EsRCRY WIRELESS & ENGINEER-

11699.
ING

&c.
A.

SEABLE,

ist.

May

J.

Co., LTD-Terminal
&c. Slay ist.

paratus,
11986.

SOORTER,

11842.

SMITH,

11876.

SOVTRGATE,

12132.

SvAGO,

W.

reproduction of sound.

for electric ap-

H.-Transmissio
May 3rd.

or

N-Connecting-devices

H.

for electric conductors.

Slay 2nd.

A.-Thermjonic valves.

- Wireless

apparatus. May 5th.
12159. Srims, A. E-Electric modulating
apparatus. Slay 5th.
11907. TAYLOR, E. A-Collapsible frame
aerials. Slay 3rd.
11907. TAYLOR, L. E.-Collapsible frame

re-

McCauuy, P. A-Means for winding electric coils. Slay 2nd.

11711.

11979.

Msy ist.

Fonri-.-Wireless

11819.

Msy Ist.

ROTHEISHAM,

H-Wireless systems.

2nd.

2nd.

ROBINSON,

11842.

Slay 2nd.

ceiving-apparatus. Slay 5th..
11869. LVMIERE,
L.-Loud.speakers.

11684.

J.-Wireless direction.

11683.

finding systems.

11.-Electric switches.

11864. RICE. R. II-ilesos for connecting
wires to terminals, &c. May 2nd.

A.

receiving.

serials.

Slay 3rd.
TEMPLE Cox RESEARcH Co., LTD.for protection and functioning of
tlsermionic valves, &o. Slay ist.
11657. TEMPLE, fl-Means for protection
and functioning of thermionic valves, &o.
11657.

Sfeans

May

ist.

11979.

TORRANCE,

-

accumulators,

W.-Charging

11836.

&c. Slay 3rd.
WATKINS, R. C-Lead-in

11986.

WILLSON,

electria
wires for

wireless, &c., apparatus. Slay 2nd.
Co.,
LTD.ELECTRIC
11722. WESTESN
Slay
Loaded signalling-conductors.
ist.
(United States, Slay 2nd, 1922.)
11897. WHITEHORN, II. K-Insulation of
electric conductors. May 2nd.
\V.

J-Transmission

reproduction of sound. Slay 3rd.

or

8.-Loud-speakers for
wireless receiving installations. Slay 2nd.
11982. WIRELESS EQUIPMENT, LTD-Interlooking devices for controlling electris cir11827.

WILSON,

G

cuits. Slay 3rd,
12161. YEO. 0. E.-Crystal detectors for
wireless reoeptiou. Stay StIa.
12042. TOESa, E. U-Telephone receivers.
May 4th.
.

ABSTRACTS FROM FULL PATENT SPECIFICATIONS RECENTLY PUBLISHED
(Copies of the full specifications, when printed, may be obtained from Mr. Gee,
post free on payment of the officiai price of Is. each.)
194765.

POLL0CK,

E-In

thermionic relays

the output cirouit of a low-frequency alternator, is controlled by means of two or
more interposed diode tubes, which are
normally non-conducting because their
filaments are cold. A shunt oircuit across
the alternator when closed by means of a
key ineaDdesces the filamente of the diodes

through transformers, whereupon both halfcycles of the power supply are passed to
energise the primary of an output circuit.
A separate microphone circuit may replace
the key-controlled shunt circuit. December
13th, 1921.

194799. WAs, H. A-A vsrishl
electric
rheostat, inductance, potentiometer or the

like, of the kind comprising one or more
resiliently mounted windings engaged by
ea adjustable contact, comprises wire or
the like wound around one or moro resiliently mounted formers or carriers, and
a contact lever or guided oontaet member
movable in a plane or in a straight line
parallel to the axes of the formera and
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iseipeiidicutar to the-diretion of movement
The lever or guided member
contacts with the wincùngs to vary the e1stanoe or inductance in Circuit, the reaillent mounting of the formero pressing
tue turns of the wiro against the contact
with efficient electrical contact and with
out liability of jamming. December lOtis,
of the formera.

the current In the valve. February 6th,
1922.
191886.

DIryoGnarli

PHODOCTS'

Coiam'thm.

TIOF.-A casing for galvanic batteries in

BINO

WEiSSE

VOBO

Osa.

SCULFi-na,
J. F-Two or more
194956.
wire conductors are connected by twisting
together the bared ends of the wires and
screwing- into a metallio . sleeve provided
with on internal conical or e9uivalent screw
thread and fitted with an insulating cap.
The cal) muy be screwed or otherwise
secured on tise sleeve. April 13th, 1922.
R. M. Rsno, Lip., and MOOSE,
194983.
H. R. Rivs-.-A detector for use in wireless telegraphy and telephony comprises
two crystals contained within an insulating
envelope and held in oontact by springs
whifh are fixed by electrically conductive
soft metal seals. Wads of cotton wool, &c.,
prevent the soft metal, whicha is poured into
the envelope in a fluid state, from flowing
into the space occupied by the crystals.
The detector is supported on points pressed
out of the resilient metal terminal clips.
May 26th, 1922.
llAuCoNl's WIRELeSS
TELEGRAPH
195051,
Co,, LTD. (Assignees of Manley, L. L.).A loop antenna, particularly for indoor reception of broadcast signals, comprises a
coil mounted on a flexible sheet so that it
can he readily folded up. Tappings from
the coil may be brought out to terminals
on a reinforcing strip, and the flexible
sheet may be mounted on n spring blind
roller which is hinged to permit adjustment
in scimuth. .& hook is provided for keeping the antenna extended when required.

BING

Axi.-Ocs.-.The contact pressure against w
crystal detector, or the distance between'
two spark electrodes, ja adjusted by the
movement of an eccentric or cam-shaped
elastic wire or band bearing against one
of the parta in question. The invention sa
particularly suitable for toy wireless sets.
December 19th. 1921.

-

OBIFFITHs, 0., and
for electric insulators
is formed of two parts, the inner of which
is provided with a passage which is closed
during the pouring operation, but can be
opened afterwards to adfdi air for drying
purposes. January 23rd, 1622.
191859.

WOLFE,

H.,

W-A' mould

SLScK,

191864. l'RESTON, L. 0., amoS SHE5UING, 0.
-Relates to the grid coupling-coils of

-

transmitting-valves, particularly in highpowered seta. When the grid coil of an
oscillation-generator is coupled to the
aerial, nr oben the grid coil of a powervalve is coupled to a separate excitingvalve, either sparking trouble or else an
irregularity in output is liable to ocenr
when, in order to shorten the wavelength,
a portion of the coil is out out. in order
to avoid this difficulty, the grid coil,
whether of disc form, or cylindrical, is
split up Into several sections, arranged in
equal numubera on each side of the excitingcoil, thereby reducing the mutual coupiiiig
between the portions of the grid coil amid
tue sparking potentials to earth of the
corresponding tipping.points. January 24th,
1922.

194882.

Teiere,

GENF.RAL

C. F.,

ELEC'BIC

and DrRDtr,

Co..

0.-In

LTD.,

or plaster Containing a proportion of
active salts or electrolyte. Above the
plaster or the like, which is sealed with
wax or other substance impervious to
moisture, is placed a quantity of sawdust
.totrap moisture, &c. TJae.bsttery is finally
-sealed in the ordinary manner. March 7th,
1922.

1921.
194800.

Fil.h

-r

Fig. 2.-Illustrating Patent No.

194883.

a ther-

nilonic or other discharge device a glass

which the connections are made automatically on the insertion of tho cells, and the
closing of a movable end is provided with
open windows in one or more sidee, ami
with a movable lid secured by means of a
rotatable member, which engages in grooves
in pins projecting from the casing. February 7th, 1922.
PSO.STGN, L. G.. Henars, H. G.,
194899.
and MVLL.SRD. S. R-In thermionic valves,
a
leading-in conductor for a filament
or other electrode is provided with one or
more auxiliary conductors to enable a large
current to be carried through .a seal of
lead or other metal. February 15th, 1922.
19192-1.

FULLEIS's UiITED ELEcTRIC

'WORKS.

and FULLER. L-Plie jelly or paste
electrolyte of a dry battery comprising a
positive dolly placed within a sino contamer is covered with a layer of cement

j

i

LTD.,

Fig. 1.-illustrating Patin!

1923

30,

No. 194765.

-

Fig. 4.-illustrating Potent
February

23rd.
1aroh 14th. 1923.

ot other insulating sleeve is fitted inside
a re-entrant stem carrying a seni for one
or more filament or other electrode leading-

iii- wires, so as to insulate these wires from
leading-in wire sealed through the side
of the re-entrant stem and connected, for
instance, to the anode. One or more ventholes may be provided in the lower end of
thé sleeve. February 4th, 1923.
194883. Goone, C. 8.-A thermionic valve
liiçving three electrodes arranged in planes
PiSrallel with the sais of the bulb, is provided with a permanent or eleetro-magnet
or other means for producing a magnetic
field, mounted on tue bulb, and capable of
rotation around the bulb so as to control

-

195085.

80e.

1923.

No. 19.5031.

Convention

INDUSTRIELIC

date,

PROCEDES

DES

A. Lov.-Relntes' to means for determining the direction of magnetic or electromagnetic fields of any fresuenOy, applicable

W.

a

Fig. 3.-Illustrating Paient

No. 191983'

to the reception or emission oí fields or
signala in guiding moving objects along a
route by means of current-carrying cables,
in avoiding collisions between moving objects, in wireless telegraphy and telephony
and radiogoniometry. in affording security
on railsvsys, in eleotro-magnetic eRploration
of the subsoil, and in searching for faults
in eleotric cablea. March 17th, 1923. Convention date, March 18th, 1923..
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-

T. ROBERTS. D.Sc. (F.Ins'.P.), assisted by A. L. M. DOUGLAS

in

this section we will deal with all queries regarding anything which appears in " Wireless
Weekly," "Modem Wireless," or. Radio Press Books. Not more than three questions wiU be
answered at once. Queries, accompanied by the Coupon from, the current issue, must be enclosed in
an envelope marked "Query," and addressed to the Editor. . Replies will be sent by post if stamped
addressed envelope is enclosed.

G. R. (SANDWICH BAY) has constructed a lowfrequency amplifying panel, and wishes to know
whether this should be attached to the telephone
terminals of his existing detector panel..
The input side of the low-frequency amplifier should
be attached to the telephone terminals in the way
you suggest. It is not necessary to have separate
H.T. or L.T. batteries for this amplifier, but care
should be taken that the same leg of the filament is
joined to the H.T. negative in both panels.
E. K. F. (MALTON) sends us a diagiam of his
low-frequency amplifier,.whlch does not give results,
and asks whether it is correct.
Your wiriiig diagräni i hot correct. We reproduce
herewith the proper arrangement of this circuit.

R. W. G. (WILLENHALL) submits a sketch of his
aerial, which has a number of power lines crossing
it, and asks whether he would obtain satisfactory
results from such an arrangement.
\Ve are afraid that you
ill experience a good deal
of interference from these lines, even although you
only propose to use a crystal set. l'o obtain satisfactory results in a position like yours is almost impossible.
-

W. H. (FINCHLEY).

our Opinion.

-

and asks certain questions.
Your circuit diagram appears.to

:j..__

-

Ii

T
F. W. W. (WORTLEY) is winding an intervalve

transformer, and asks how much wire should be
nècessary to complete it.

--

u to be very-well
designed, and vill probably give every -satifaction.
Referring to your question about valves, vc ai'e obviously unable to recommend any particular make of
valve, but you should ha''e no difficulty in finding
suitable valves for the puqioses you reqùire in the
advertisement pages of this journal.. In general, we
may, however, say that soft valves are the best detectors, and hard valves the best low-frequency amplifiers, unless many stages of low-frequency amplification are used, when the transformers should have
low ratios and the valves be soft.
C. P. E. (EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM) has a
Crystal set to which he has added two low-frequency
amplifying valves. He asks (1) why it is that when
the first filament rheostat is adjusted it alters the
current flowing through the second valve as well.
(2) Whether a projected arrangement of brass plugs
and contact plates for using one or two valves at
.

-

-

.

willis suitable. (3)Whatsizeoftelephonè condenser

The amount of wire you have already used is suf1'cient to complete the winding of this transformer.
1f the dimensions of the core and the winding space
are correct, no more is necessary to obtain satisfactory
results.
D. L. J. (CARDIGAN) is about to apply for an
experimental licence, and asks for advice as to the

should be used.
(i) As most rheostats are coineèted in the same battery lead, any adjustment of one is bound to lightly
affect a load upon the other one: (2) Your projected
arrangement of brass plugs and plates is quite súit-

able for controlling the valves. A double-pole changeover switch between each valve would, however,
be better. (3) You should certainly have a condenser
across the telephone terminals, and this might be of
0.002
F capacity. You vill probably find that by
shunting the primar of the first intervalve transformer with a condenser of similar capacity, and by

-

\Vireless Licences and How to Obtain Them," by
E. Redpath (Radio Press, Limited), will answer our
questions more fully than is possible in these
columns.
.

.

Reaction on to the aerial circuit must not be used
when receiving British Broadcasting.
W. W. B.- (CREWE) submits a wiring diagram

-1.

method of procedure.

submits a.circuit and asks
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spacing the f,iistàrmers well apar
ou will ndt
experience so much howling. One of your rheostats
appears to be wound with finer wire than the other
one, since it gets much hotter than the other.
O. B. (URMSTON) asks with reference to the
inductively coupled crystal receiver described in
"MODERN WIRELESS," No. 3, whether he could
add a stage of high-frequency amplification to this,
and if so, what range might be expected for telephony.
We give herewith a circuit diagram showing how a
stage of high-frequency amplification may be added
Pin

'i,/e Trcrn.sforìncy

p

r1

Have you a
friend who is
a Beginner?
-

if you have a friend who is just
about to take up Wireless, get
him a copy of this little book.
First published over a year ago,
it is still the best elementary
book on the subject. Its sales
nave been enormous-sufficientevidence that it treats the sub
ject in an interesting and authori.
tative manner.

Wireless

A 11

for

No.

i

Radio

to this receiver. The range of the set shoutd be
increased to about o miles under these conditions'

G. F. A. (HORNSEY) asks the following questions : (1) Whether it would lessen the efficiency
of the aerial if a "lead-in " was taken from each
end as shown in his sketch. (2) With reference to
a circuit in ' MODERN WIRELESS," whether it
makes any difference if the rheostat is connected
in the negative filament lead orthe positive filament
lead. (3) Certain questions about loading coils.
(i) You should not attempt to attach two receivers

of

Press

Wireless

Library.

By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.
(Editor of "Wireless Weekly.")

Contents

to the same aerial. The aerial may be broken in
the centre if desired by insulators so as to form two
separate oscillatory systems, and a " lead-in " may
then be taken from each end. (2) With reference to
the circuityou mention, it does not greatly matter
whether the filament resistance is in the negative lead
or the positive lead. () Either basket or tapped inductance coils in series might be used as suggested.
There is probably very little to choose between them
in efficiency on the higher wavelengths.

.....................

Introduction-Morse Code-How
-

:
:

.

-

:

.

:
:
-

6

to Tell what Station is WorkingHow Wireless Signals ate actually
sent-Light and Wireless Waves
Compared-Meaning of Wavelength-How Wireless Waves are
Set up and Detected-How Wireless Stations work at the saine
time without interfering with
each other-Does Weather affect
Wireless?-Waves from a Vireless

o

TelephoneStation-GeneralNotes

H. P. Jnr. (CHURCH END) has constructed the
two-valve low-frequency amplifier described in
No. 3 of "WIRELESS WEEKLY," and gets good
results. He wishes to add a high-frequency
amplifier to this apparatus, and asks if the sketch
he submits is suitable.
The arrangement you indicate is quite satisfactory,

on Different Kinds of Waves
Received-How a Wireless Receiver Detects Waves
The

1).: Aerial-The Earth Connection-

Fro,n all Booksellers
and ivewsagenls, or
7id. j'ost free diref
front
lis/ces.

How a Wireless Set is Tuned to a
Certain Wavelength-The Vari-.
able Condenser-The Crystal Detector-Tho Complete Wireless

:

-

ReceivingCircuit-SpecialTeming
Arrangements
How a Valve
Vorks-Ccmclusion.

RADIO PRESS
r.

Ltd.

and vill give you a somewhat increased range.
I

Devereux Court,
STRAND,
-W.C.2.

JNTERVALVE

TRANSFORMERS.

WE note that, due to an oversight, diagrams appearing in our last issue show the iron-core intervalve
transformers as giving a step-down effect. Such
transformers should ah ays be arranged so as to give
a step-up effect, the fine wire winding being connected to the grid and filament of the succeeding

valve.
B

ir
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"SIMPLETON" (REPTON) asks what the
advantages are, beyond cheapness, of high-frequency
amplification over low-frequency amplification.
Low-frequency amplification is useful where a great
volume of sound is desired, but has the disadvantage
that after one or two stages it begins to introduce
distortion into the received speech r music, unless
very carefully handled. High-frequency amplification
on the other hand can lie extended to several stages
and usually does not introduce distortion into
speech. It also permits better rectification to take
place, since the rectifying powers of a valve are
almost directly proportional to the strength of the
impulses applied to it. High-frequency amplification
also allows one to hear distant stations, which note
magnifiers alone cannot do.
M. V. H. (NORWICH) refers to the 2-valve
receiver described In "WIRELESS WEEKLY," and
wishes to know whether it is possible to hear Broadcasting with this.
\Ve think this receiver would prove suitable for your
purpose, especially if used in conjunction with a note
magnifying valve.
Very satisfactory results have
already been obtained with it.
J. R. M. (NEWTON ABBOT) wishes to know how
he can add a high-frequency valve to his set, which
is circuit ST 39 " Practical Wireless Valve Circuits,"
Radio Press, Limited.
We give herewith a diagram showing how a highfrequency valve may be added to this apparatus.
Basket coils could be used if a tuned anode amplifier
was employed, and these should be mounted in the
ordinary type of coil holder so that one can be used
as ai adjustable reaction coil if reaction effects are
required.
This circuit does not radiate to any
appreciable extent.

-

YOUR OWN RECEIVER.

BUILD

COMPLETE CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS:

Set of parts for a zValve Broadcast Receiver as described in
Wireless Weekly" No.4,including polished wood case, inductances
ready wound, sliders and rods, valve holders, rheostat, fixed condensers.
ebonite panel drilled and slòtted, connecting wire, sleeving aoci terminals.

Price £2

N2

2 0,

post free.

Set of parts for a z-Valve LI". Amplifier as described in "Wireless
Weekly " No.3, including polished case, ebonite panel, z transformers,
valve holders, rheostat, telephone condenser, connecting wire,, sleeving and
terminals.
Price £3 3 0, post free.
Set of parts for Indzctively-Coupled Crystal Receiver as described in
'Wireless Weekly" Non. & 6. Price £3 O O, post free.
Try our new DETECTOR f Reg. No. 696,608).. Price 2/9, post frees

N3

TRADE SUPPLIED.

\Ve can also supply, complete and ready for use, Wood Variometers to cover
wavelengths from 300 to 700 metres.
Price, including engraved dia! and

knob, 14s. 6d.

each, post free.

RDIO

L 1.P.L.

Price

Wood Forniers only (unwound).

5s. 6d. post free.
SUPPLIES, 28, Barnes Cray Walk, Crayford,

Kent.]

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE
We do not speciIise in a few cheap lines only; we carry large
stocks of ail Wireless Accessories, so necessary
the Amateur

br

-

£

d.

6

2

6

2

6

O

3

3
4

0
0

5

0

7

6

0

0

COIL HOLDERS, with anti-capacity handles.. 2-way 0

10

9
6

014

0

0

O

..

..

British, stamped B.B.C., 4.000 ohms. ..
AERIAL WIRE, bare copper stranded. 7/22 per 100 ft... 0
INSULATORS. Reel. lid. Shell, 9d. Egg
.. O
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, mounted on ebonite base. 2/-& O
PERIKON DETECTORS, complete with crystals
.. t)
OOJAH BASKET COILS, set of 7. 150-4,000 metres.- 0
1

-

.

017

TELEPHONES, genuine French, 4,000 ohms.

I

ideal for Telephony.

OOJAH SLAB COILS, set of 8, 150-26,000 metres ..
VAR tABLE CONDENSERS. For panel mounUng. la cellalold
0001
.0005
'0003

-

-

..

.

.

..

12/6
10/6

9/6

.;

15/13/.

..'

Il!-

O

EXTENSION HANDLES. Adaptable for all types of
condensers

.

..

..

..

..

.

-

-

.

3-way

TRANSFORMERS. Ratio 5-l. Distortionless
..
POCKET LAMP BATTERIES, economical and eflicient
for HT.

Easy to replace single cells,

Per doz.

0140

-'

4

'CRYSTAL SETS, B.B.C. Prices-including Royalty
.. {
AMPLION LOUD SPEAKERS,
upwards from 0 12' 6
TWO-VALVE RECEIVER. B.B.C.. including Royalty 9 5 0
VALVES, Marconi. 17/6. Ediswan, Mullard, Bi H.'.. 0 15 0
SOFT. VALVES. Ideal for detecting ..
..'
..
O lO
6
Complete Receiving Sets manufactured to your
Own specification. Panels Drilled. Coils Wound.

i

-

THE WATERLOO
129

H. R. G. (STOURBRIDGE) submits a circuit
diagram and asks if It Is suitable; if not, could we
recommend a better one.

with a frame aerial.
A range of wavelengths such as you specify is too
great to be covered with a single variometer, as you
suggest. There is also very little object in Constructing-a frame to cover such a range, as you would ñot
be able to receive anything on it above about 900
or i,000 nietres but Morse messages. We sIggest

'

You can get -...
GOOD BUSINESS
-

-

A. B. (HACKNEY) wishes to obtain a circùit
using varlometer tuning to cover a wavelength
range of from 300 to 3,000 metres, In conjunction

1291
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The circuit you submit is quite suitable, and should
be very selective.

&

EILECTRIC COMPANY,

Electrical and Wireless Engineers.
Waterloo Road. S.E.l.
'Phone: Hop. 5649

E

E
=
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:
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SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

space this size costs £2-1O-0 per insertion for 13 insertions
£2-i0---O pluS 5% per insertion for 6 insertions, £2-10-O pius
10% per insertion for less than 6 insertions.
A
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'aveIength range from
should limit your
600 metres,
hen a frame aerial would be
fairly satisfactory, but at the same time you would
find it very difficult to pick up anything but the
nearest Broadcasting station.
W. F. E. (GATESHEAD) is constructing an
inductively-coupled receiver consisting of two
you

250

to

basket coils, the primary having an inside diameter
of 24m, with 60 turns of No. 26 d.c.c. wire. He
asks the dimensions -of an appropriate secondary
coil.

ioo turns of the same gauge wire on the same size
former and with io tappiligs would be suitable. Your
aerial is quite satisfactory.
A. J. M. (ASHFORD, KENT) is constructing a
two-valve receiver and encloses a circuit diagram.
He asks if it is correct, and whether the variable
gridleak described in No. i of "WIRELESS
WEEKLY" would be suitable with this set.
Your connections as sketched are quite correct, and
the variable gridleak might be used with advantage,
in which case it should be connected in exactly the
same way as the ordinary gridleak.
-

.\

\

-/L

Practical Wireless

VaW«ìrcuits
John Scött-Taggart, F. Inst. P., Editor of
-

Modern

Wireless.

1F you. ar thinking of building
your own Set, or of- improving
your present one, then you must
háv a copy óf this new book.
Start with a good Circuit-a practicable
will save perhaps hours of
unnecessary labour.
A description of every Circuit is given,
together' with typical Condenser and Resist;ance. Values. Remember that every Circuit
has been actually 'tested and its efficiency
guaranteed.
- -

one-and you

.

Contents____
I

I

I

Crystal' Detector Cfrcuits, Single-.
Valve Circuits, Two-Valve Circuits,
Three-Valve Circuits, Four-Valve
Cfrèu its, and FWe-Valve Circuits,
Local Oscillators for Heterodyne
reception of C.W. Valve Transmitter and .Radiophone Circuits,

L__...

-

We cannot recommend the products of any particular manufacturer, but an examination 'of the photograph of this apparatus should supply you with all
the data you require. Valve panels, rheostats, etc.,
may be bought from almost any accessory dealer, and
any good make of high-tension battery and accumulator will be satisfactory.
The valve should be

hard."

.

'2/6

I

-.

from all
Booksellers
or 2/8 post
free direct.

IUBLISHERS OF, AUTHOR IT, TIVE, WIRELESS. LITERKWE.

DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND,

W.C.

2.

.

-

-

L. T. E. (SHEFFIELD) is erecting an aerial, and
asks questions about his lead-in wire, which has to
run for some distance down the wall of the house.
\Ve suggest that if you erect a horizontal arm in
such a manner as to keep the aerial wire at least
ioft. from the vall of the house, you will not lose
very much signal strength.
H. M. (EAST DULWICH) wishes to know whether

there is any easy formula for calculating the actual
length of wire required to wind an inductance, in
preference to the usual arrangement of so many

turns.

Much greater accuracy can be obtained when the
number of turns is calculated than if an attempt
IT
be made to judge the length of wire required.
you have any difficulty with regard to the amount
of vire necessary to wind so many turns upon any
given tube, ve can always advise you.
A. F. (BRISTOL) submits particu1as of two
anode and reaction coils he has constructed, and

asks for our advice.
We think that, instead 'of tapping the
'

I

lRabtò flrcM ttô.
1362

F. F. W. (STOPSLEY) wishes to know what
component parts would be necessary for him to
construct the valve and crystal amplifier shown in
"MODERN WHELESS," No. 4.

'

ils, you
should tune theth with a small variable condenser
having a capacity of about 0.0002 F. From your
your earth lead is probably
remarks we judge
at fault, and you should carefully overhaul this,
making the contact area of the wire with the ground
A good article describing
as great as possible.
how efficient earthing may be carried out appeared in
Wireless TVeekly

No. 2

C. L. F. (ECCLESALL) asks the following questions :-(l) Whether a variable condenser could
be used with the crystal set described in No. i of
WIRELESS WEEKLY," and what would be a
suitable value for it. (2) Whether it would raise
522
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the efficiency of this set if rubber was inserted
between the wood apd the brass slider bar.
(3) What kind of wire should be used for connecting
up the circuit.
(i) A variable condenser is not of much advantage
with this set on account of the fact that every turn
of inductance can be easily varied by means of
the slider. The condenser would require to be ery
small indeed to accurately tune between each individual turn of the coil. (2) Rubber inserted between
the slider bar and the wood would not raise the
ellìciencv in any ay, as the brass screws would still
penetrate the wood. There is practically no leakage
through this arrangement. (3) Stiff tinned copper
wire should be used for connecting up, No. i6 or IS
gauge being very suitable; flexible
ire may, of
course, be used. Referring to your question about
the slider bar, this will, of course, need to be iin.
long in order to work with the 12m, tube mentioned.

(For

wDI1

Ç
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-

I
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Wireless Map

are using as a detector, we will then be able to
advise you.
W. (PORT TALBOT) experiences consider-

able trouble when receiving broadcasting from
neighbouring power lines and various wires which
run near to and parallel with his aerial. He submits
a plan of the locality, and asks our advice.
We are afraid you vill alays be troubled with this

undesirable noise. lt is extremely difficult to eliminate A.C. hum from cables carrying such a higi
voltage; but if you use a counterpoise earth you
might possibly obtain some measure of freedom.
Unfortunately, you are rather far away from any
Broadcasting Station to use a frame aerial, othervise you might be able to eliminate the noises by this
means. Occasionally relief is obtained by wrapping
the vires leading to the H.T. battery, telephones,
etc., with tinfoil, and earthing them. The cores of
the low-frequency transformers might also be connected together and the whole system eartlied.

ETRICj

E4NoM1c

F. W. W. (HARRINGAY) submits a diagram, and
asks certain questions about his rectifying valve.
If you vill let us know what make of valve you

J. T.

eeK1y

Wireless

1923

of

Great

Britain-

'IHIS
I new

map has been prepared under
expert supervision, and gives the
following useful information;-

.

I
Z

Aflplaceswith transmittingapparatusare

Call signs applying to
Broadcasting, Commercial,

shown in black.
These n red.

U

u
Z

-

U

-

Aviation, and Amateur and Experimental
Transmitting Stations are all indicated by
special symbols, also Ici red. Admiralty,
)aval and Trinity HouseStations specially
Shown in blue. A Complete Index to all
Amateurs and Experimental Stationso
appearsonthemap,theoriginofacall-sign
being at once located by means of numbered squares. Diagrams with Compast
bearings show the direction of important
Overseas Stations in relation to difterent
portIons 01 the map. London and District:
An insetmapon ars enlarged scale (x miles
to i in.) clearly shows the stations within

U

u
U

thisarea.

PRICES ........................................
A

6On Pagier bided in Cover

CORRECTION.

2

regret that the circuit shown in the last issue
"R. T. G." (New Cross,
SE. 14) was incorrect. \Ve reproduce herewith the
diagram required.
\VE

óf this paper in reply to

4/f

.

We are only

..........

2/6 net, postage ad.

Mounted on cloth, folded
5/6 net,
Mounted on Cloth and
with Rol!ers. .7/6 net,
.

in

Case....

postage 4d.
Varn!slled,
postage 9d.
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must reach Scheff Publicity Organisation,
Ltd. (Advertisement Managers, Wireless
Weekly and Modern Wireless), 125, Pàll Mall,
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week PRECEDING date of publication,
earlier if proof is required. -
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CAN NOW BE GIVEN OF

ARISTOPHONE RECEIVER 52

which is a completely self-contained 4-Valve instrument.
When the battery has been charged and the connections
made to Aerial and Earth, it is necessary only to insert
the plug on the flex of the Telephones (or Loud Speaker)
into a Jack, and the required number of valves automatically light up and come into use. This ensures economy
in battery Current, since only the valves in use are alight,
Each valve has its own filament regulator. This allows tha
finest possible adjustment, effects further economy, and is
conducive to longer valve life.
The workmanship of this Receiver, both inside and out,
is of the highest order.
Wherever you live Arsstophone Receiver 52 will give you
satisfactory reception from at least one Broadcasting
Station, and probably the choice of three,
The Aristophone Loud Speaker gives exceptionally good
results with this Receiver, for which it has been specially
designed. Enthusiastic users tell us that it is the "only
Loud Speaker worth listening to.'' Properly used it reproduces the Broadcasting in a manner which we know,
f rom experience, satisfies the most discriminating audience,
u
I

-

I

ARISTOPHONE RECEIVER No. 52 supplied complete with four va1ve
(two of which are Power Valves giving extra volume) 6 volt 50 AH. filament
Battery of the well-known EXIDE make, ¡so volt H.T. Battery, one pair
head telephones with plug and flex. Aerial, Earth Connection. Lead in

Insulator

£42
o
SPEAKER with plug
.

ARISTOFHONE LOUD

4

11:11:

i

Ej
J

B54

o
and flex for use with above

£1O.O.O

........

.

CInOIsHcItP of tonloS. mnotorei
ten miu,sieo Flue
Ijootmeut switch
vcotüsg ioterfcrcua.

lt.

toe

Aplog OfllheTelepha,seoLsud8pergen
Ste into these Jacka, cutoonotiesijy lighting
tse,
loor valve,, wlUsdrawln5
the piog coitcheg oli oil valer, oui dis.

t,

j

Connecta batleries.

-

Fac) valve has a separate Olament control.

obtloed

-,.utt,.5 optinornn recalls lo br

on however many valves ara beiPg

The Aristophone Loud Speaker for which
Uso Resolver bu, bren specially droignod

4

..
Aelotoplsooc ReceIver

tipo 52

lo

t.

rompue).

oeli-coolai,ed cet, beusotilolly finIShed. Ji.
short, s otrsighttorrn-a,d, omple ec
built
loe ronvc.sse005 und

reliability.

lt is wefi known that conte locaiitie
experience difficulty in obtainine t!rt
.Broadcasting. lt you bave any doubts
whatever consult us.

illustrated catalogare, wit/i Receiver 52 leaflet, 1/. post free.
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FIRST PRIZE £100

:

.

SECOND PRIZE £75

S

t923.

3oth,

3.

PRIZE COMPETITION

£250.
,

May

S

TH RD PRIZE £25

,

and Ten Consolation Prizes of Five Pounds each.
Entries limited to 400' in number.

.

-

JOHN SCOTT - TAGGART,

Judge:

F.Inst.P.,

obtaining a further consignment

We have been successful in

S

of

Member

I.R.E.

the well-known

R.AF: TYPE: 10 5-VALVE RECEIVER

as supplied by the Generai Electric Company of U.S.A. to the Royal Air Force. These instruments are specifically designed for
the reception of raditeIephony. Tbey consist of a five-valve panel and remote control and necessary leads,as illustted. The
former contains 5 Valve Holders (for V.24 valves) 2 H.F.,l Detector and 2 L.F., 2 Intervalve Transformers 2 HF. Transformers,
Aerial and Aperiodic Coils, Potentiometer, Variable Resistance (controlling 2 L.F. valves). The remote control contains variable filament resistance, variable condenser and small vernier condenser. We are offering the above prizes for the best
reconstructed sets, according to the conditions set out below.

I

R A.F. Type

10
Receiver,
Cool
Remote
ELI
and LT.
Leads
(as illustrated)

V.24

5

--

Valves

at26/£6.. io

£16

o

¡n

-

'

RULES AND CONÖITIONS.

:.

On the shorter wavelengths the set must be capable of receiving any
B.B.C. Station within 250 miles without interference with any other
station. (This test, in the final selection, would be made at the
Company's laboratory, Stratford where-it would be required to receive,
say, Manchester or Cardiff, witil the minimum interference from 2 LO.
London. 8 miles distant.)
All entries must be received on or before the 3oth June, 1923
Competitors will be required to furnish the following:.

complete diagram of Connections of their apparatus'
together with a brief technical description,

14

'

:

'

.

Autogaph Certificate stating that the aompetitor

(c) An

is

not

in any svay connected with any person or firm engaged on the
manufacture or sale of wireless telegraphy apparatus for

commercial purposes.
Circuits employed must strictly conform- to the Postmaster-General's
restriction, that no oscillating valve or valve circuit employing magnetic Or electrostatic reaction may be directly coupled with the aerial
or aerial secondary circuit over the range of wavelengths between 300
and 500 metreS.'
The prize-ssinning sets will remain the property of the competitors.
Full particulars and photos will be published in " Wireless
Weekly " during July or August. (Copyright of all published details
remain the properly of the City AccumulatorCompany, also the Cornpanv reseives the sole right to manufacture orto alter design for manufacturing purposes of any prize-winning Set. No prize will be divided.
In the event of a tie in technical design and actual reception, the
prize will be awarded to the set showing best workmanship. The compactness and portability of the set will also be taken into consideration.
The decision of Mt. John Scott-Taggart and The City Accumulator Co.
must be regarded as absolutely final.
S

'

.

S

,

.S

S

M.

FILL IN TflIS COUPON AND POST TO US AT ONCE.

,

I

S

(a) A

-

V

S

S

(b) The Sales Receipt from the City Accumulator Companv or
their advertised agents for the purchase of theset and 5 valveS.

.

!

----

.

4

.

I

;

_____ _____
-

'___;.

The numbefof entries is limited to 400.
Set must be capable on a P.M.G. Aerial of receiving sigiais on all
wavelengths betveen 300 and ,000 metres. (N.B.-The R F. Transtormera incorporated in the set are embedded in paraffin wax and, as the
result of their high self-capacity, possess a clearly defined peak frequency
corresponding to the wavelength for which the set was designed. viz.,
440 metres.) In some cases, also, it nia,' be found that, ovng to the
exceptionally delicate nature of the windings of these lransformers, the
joint has been disconnected. This in no way affects the ultimate results
however, as to bring the set within the range of wavelengths mentioned
ahoye, these H.F.Transformers mIl, in any case, have to be eliminated.

V

-

-

S

.J

S

-

I

,I

.

;

.10.

r

.,

Complete

I

i

I

£10

-

r'

i

:

To THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.,
Competition Department,
79, Mark Lane,.E.C.3
Valves

-

Efl
br

ry

O. ....................................................
.

i

£16 . 10 . 0 in payment of R.A.F. Type IO Receiver and Jive
herewith ..................................................
Pleaseenrol me as a compel itor for your £2.50 Prize Competition, according To lhç published conditions.

I enclose
: V.24

.

NAME

:

.

Please write diStinCtlyl
in BLOCK letters. J

ADDRESS ................ Y ....................................................................................................

:

......................... s.ssfls.ss..ss...tusfls ............. ......... ........................................................
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"MAGNAVOX"
LOUD. SPEAKER

r

E

E

i

The Reproducer Supreme.

REDUCTION

PRICES

IN

"Magnavox" Junior,

,1

/

No. R1282

"Magnavox" Senior,

Price-J8:O:0

Price

£15: 10:-O

The ideal instrument for the home, or
when extreme -volume is not required.

The instrument, for extreme

No. R1293

-.

i
-

volume,
specially designed. for large audiences.

I

m

U

NO..R1282.

18Horn.

II
I1
IA

L
L

I

Will enable you to derive the greatest
possible-pleasure from "listening-in" to

U

î

-

i

.

GRAND OPERA
AT COVENT GARDEN

-

U,
U

u,

U

-

will introduce you to one of the
highest forms of musical art. You will
and

U

I'U_i,
u
u
i

then be more than-ever anxious, to hear
the actual performances.

,

.

.

-

E
u

U

u
U

I

u

.,u

".

u.
u

u,

.
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STERLING TELEPHONE
.

.

Telephone House,
Telephone

=

BIRMINGHAM

150, Edmund Street.

:

Museum 4144

U
U

.

To be obtained

E

E

MAGNAVOX TELLS IT

Mr. Norman Alilo as Hudthg lo "The Ring."
Reproduced by ezclusve permission of the British
National Opera Corn pahy. Ltd.

u
u
u
u
u
u
u

a

RADIO BRINGS IT

-'

.

210-212,
(7

CARDIFF:
10, Park Place.

lumI

&

of all

Dealers, or direct
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ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.,

TOTFENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,

MANCHESTER:
14, St. Peter's Square.

from:-

E

W.!.'

"Cuoumic. Wesdo, London."

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE:
9, Clavering Place.

WORKS:
Dagenham, Essex,
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